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1 Introduction

1.1 Background

The imminent publication of the new curriculum in Irish for primary schools brings to a
close a period of great uncertainty about the teaching of the language. A central feature of
that uncertainty has been the gradual decline over a long period in confidence in the
NuachUrsai, the official Department of Education audio-visual courses for teaching the
spoken language based on the Bunths research (Ireland: Department of Education, 1978).
In 1978, for example, a national survey conducted by Institiiiid Teangeolaiochta Eireann
(ITE) showed that 58.8% of sixth-grade teachers were using the `NuachUrsai only' to
teach Irish, while 33.6% were using the NuachUrsai in combination with the older ABC
method . By 1985, the proportions were 29.4% for the `NuachUrsai alone' and 58.8% for
the NuachUrsai in combination with the ABC (Harris and Murtagh, 1988b). Despite the
indications here of teachers returning to an older method, it is nevertheless clear that the
NuachUrsai were still very dominant at this stage. Only 2.5% of sixth-grade teachers in
1978 and 6.7% in 1985, for example, were using their 'own method' (Harris and Murtagh,
1988b). There is general agreement, if not precise data, that confidence in the NuachUrsai
and their use has continued to decline in the interim (Irish National Teachers'
Organisation, 1998b).

In 1990, the Review Body on the Primary Curriculum recommended a new syllabus for
Irish. The following year a representative Curriculum Committee in the National Council
for Curriculum and Assessment (NCCA) began work on the syllabus, completing their
work in June 1998. In the meantime, new Irish course-books and workbooks have been
produced by the major educational publishers, and there have been a number of other
developments such as the appearance of Modh an Aoibhnis (6 Conchiiir and 6
Suilleabhdin, 1991) and the guidelines and sample materials for a communicative approach
to teaching Irish produced by ITE (Harris, Ui Dhufaigh, 6 Neill and 6 Sililleabhain,
1996a, Harris, 6 Neill, Ui Dhufaigh, and 6 SCilleablidin, 1996b). Nevertheless, there is
little doubt that the approach of the majority of teachers is still very much dominated by
the structural-linguistic syllabus which lay at the base of the audio-visual approach, and by
the narrative emphasis in materials with which the NuachUrsai were associated. Two
years ago a survey by the Irish National Teachers' Organisation (INTO, 1996a: 52)
showed that, of eleven subject areas, Irish was the one causing most concern, with
'practically four out of every five teachers stating that change is urgently required'. By
comparison, Mathematics was cited by only 30% of teachers, the area of concern
associated with the next largest percentage. The most recent report on Irish from the
INTO (1998a,b) makes it clear again that the major work of developing teaching materials
for the new communicative curriculum has yet to begin in earnest.

u 9



2 Teaching and learning Irish in primary school

The gradual abandonment of the audio-visual approach, and the anticipation of a
change to a more communicative approach to teaching, has been mirrored by changes in
the kind of research on Irish conducted by ITE. The earlier national surveys which we
carried out in the late seventies and eighties - when the audio-visual approach and the
NuachUrsai were dominant - focused on monitoring achievement and standards (Harris,
1984; Harris and Murtagh, 1988a,b). As the task of developing a new, more
communicative curriculum assumed greater prominence, however, we have switched to
smaller-scale studies which engage us more closely with the specific problems of teachers,
pupils and parents (e.g. Harris and Murtagh, 1991,1992; Harris et al, 1996a,b; Harris and
Mac Giollabhui, 1998a,b,c). Carrying out new national surveys of achievement would not
have made a useful contribution to our understanding at a time of apparently little real
change in schools. The detailed, close-up picture of the teaching and learning of Irish
which has emerged from this more recent ITE work, however, is fully consistent with the
broad interpretative parameters established by the earlier national surveys.

Three of the later studies will be mentioned briefly at this point - they are described in
more detail later. The Twenty-Classes Study, carried out in 1989, consisted of a broad-
based study of the teaching and learning of Irish in twenty sixth-grade classes in ordinary
schools nationally. It was funded by the Department of Education and was carried out in
anticipation of the work of the NCCA Irish Curriculum Committee on the new curriculum.
It was intended as a resource for that committee as it began its deliberations. Educational
publishers and others who would be responsible later on for producing courses and
teaching materials for the new curriculum were also expected to make use of it. The study
used classroom observation and questionnaire-type instruments to collect information on
the teaching and learning of Irish and to investigate the views and attitudes of pupils and
parents, information which had never previously been collected. Among the problems
identified in the Twenty-Classes Study, particularly among pupils and classes with low
levels of achievement in Irish, were apathy/disinterest in relation to Irish, difficulty in
understanding the teacher or lesson, low esteem and anxiety about speaking Irish,
dissatisfaction with lessons and materials and lack of active support from parents. The
study also examined the degree of emphasis on communication as opposed to traditional
language practice in different classes and the frequency with which different types of
pupils spoke in the Irish class.

The Communicative Materials Project (1993 to 1996) was carried out at the
instigation of the NCCA Irish Curriculum Committee and was again funded by the
Department of Education and Science. The work was carried out in ITE and was directed
by John Harris, who had also served as an advisor to the NCCA Irish Curriculum
Committee. The other members of the Working Group were two primary-school teachers
who were seconded to the project and a primary-school inspector who participated on a
part-time basis. This was a practically-oriented project, designed to find out exactly what
a communicative approach to teaching Irish at primary level might entail, how it might be
received by teachers and what problems might arise in implementing it. It involved
teachers of all grades from a wide variety of schools coming together in workshops over a
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Introduction 3

two-year period to discuss, tryout and revise draft communicative materials in Irish.
Teachers from ordinary primary schools and those from Gaeltacht schools formed separate
groups. The project also tried to find practical ways of responding to the various
difficulties associated with Irish which had been identified in the Twenty-Classes Study.
What the new communicative materials appeared to do for weaker pupils was to provide
them with some of the positive experiences which had previously been confined to more
able pupils: a chance to use Irish for real communication, the experience of making real
progress in Irish and the opportunity to have that progress acknowledged. It will be clear
from this that the Twenty-Classes Study and the Communicative Materials Project were
the 'research' and 'development' phases respectively of the same basic enterprise.

The third project, the Teaching through Irish Project, was funded and executed by ITE
over a two year period (1995-1997). It involved teachers and researchers working jointly
on the development of materials for teaching Science and Art through Irish to pupils in
ordinary schools who were learning Irish just as one subject. This was the first time that
teachers' experience of Irish-medium teaching in ordinary schools had been formally
investigated or that specific teaching guidelines had been developed (Harris and Mac
Giollabhui, 1998a,b,c). There were a number of reasons for carrying out the project and
for its timing. First, teaching through Irish probably represents the most truly
communicative use of Irish which is possible in a classroom context. Indeed, teaching
content through the target language has long been seen as highly desirable in
communicative foreign-language teaching but has been difficult to initiate and promote.
Second, given that teaching through Irish has always been a component of the Irish
programme in a significant minority of primary schools, it is desirable as the new
communicative curriculum is implemented that teachers who are prepared, on a voluntary
basis, to teach all or part of any subject through Irish should be supported. There has been
an absence of materials up to now, however, which took systematic account of the
linguistic requirements of pupils who do not have high levels of achievement in Irish and of
the particular demands which this approach makes on teachers. ITE research has shown
that even fairly limited amounts of Irish-medium teaching produce high levels of
achievement in Irish (Harris, 1983; Harris and Murtagh, 1988b).

There can be little doubt about the potential scale of the change which the new
curriculum will usher in, or about the sense of expectation with which it will be examined
after such a long period of dissatisfaction. It is an opportune time, then, to look back at the
audio-visual era and forward to the communicative era, and to determine the conditions
for, and prospects of, success for the new curriculum. Our goal in the present report,
therefore, is to review research relating to the teaching and learning of Irish in ordinary
schools. We use the Twenty-Classes Study as the organising framework for the report
because it is by far the broadest and most comprehensive examination we have conducted
of the range of factors which are involved in teaching Irish in primary school. Within this
framework, however, we also present information and data derived both from more recent
work (the Communicative Materials Project and to a lesser extent the Teaching through
Irish Project) and from the earlier ITE national surveys.
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4 Teaching and learning Irish in primary school

It must be emphasised that we are not presenting here the results of a new national
survey based on quantitative data. We are reviewing a range of different studies conducted
over the last 10 years, basing our main arguments on a combination of quantitative and
qualitative information. The Twenty-Classes Study was carried out a considerable time
ago, for example, and was the subject of two earlier reports to the Depariment of
Education (Harris and Murtagh, 1991,1992). Accounts of the classroom observation work
in that study have also appeared as individual chapters in different books (Harris and
Murtagh, 1996, 1997) and some of the pupil-attitude data appear in Harris (1991). For
the present report, however, we have conducted a more ambitious and comprehensive re-
analysis of all the data in the Twenty-Classes Study. This allows us to identify new
connections between a wide variety of factors, such as pupil attitude/motivation, parental
attitudes and practices, materials used in the Irish lesson, types of language activities used
in teaching, forms of classroom organisation, teacher mode of involvement and levels of
pupil interest and participation in class. The reanalysis was prompted in part by new
questions arising from our work with teachers in the Communicative Materials Project
and the Teaching through Irish Project. The latter ongoing work with teachers also gave
us ample opportunity to check the continuing validity and relevance of our conclusions.
The result is that we are bringing together here a whole range of data about the teaching
and learning of Irish in primary school which have not previously been published.

It should also be pointed out that, in many respects, the teaching of Irish has been in a
state of suspension since the NCCA Irish Curriculum Committee began its work in 1991.
Thus, while some of the surface details of teaching may have changed since the Twenty-
Classes Study was carried out, the essentials almost certainly have not. Indeed, it is
generally accepted that real change comes very slowly in the area of second- and foreign-
language teaching anyway. Teaching and materials can sometimes acquire a
communicative veneer, as it were, while the underlying approach remains quite traditional
(Beretta, 1992). This is simply because the educational circumstances and classroom
dynamics which cause existing approaches to be adopted are very powerful and are not
easy to change. We show in Chapter 9, for example, the complexity and difficulty of
trying to change basic classroom interaction patterns which might lead to an improvement
in the class participation of pupils with lower levels of ability in Irish.

The present report serves a number of other purposes. First, while the Communicative
Materials Project was the subject of two reports comprising guidelines for teachers and
examples of communicative lessons (Harris et al., 1996a,b), these reports were entirely in
Irish. Thus, it may be useful to have an account of the project here for those not directly
involved in Irish as well as for those outside Ireland with a particular academic or other
interest in the language. Second, the report presents for the first time a full description of a
number of new instruments for studying the teaching and learning of Irish in primary
school. These instruments are likely to prove useful in the context of research on the
implementation of the new curriculum. And third, we include in appendices here a variety
of information which, combined with the quantitative data, produce a more complete
picture of Irish in primary school: extensive transcripts of segments of the Irish lessons, a
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Introduction 5

representative list of the spontaneous comments of pupils about learning Irish and a list of
the observations of parents about their children learning Irish.

A major concern of the report will be to try to establish what is needed to make the
introduction of the new curriculum a success. The Twenty-Classes Study and the
Communicative Materials Project allow us to look forward into the prospective
communicative language-teaching era in different ways. The Twenty-Classes Study
anticipates some of the beneficial effects and difficulties which are likely to accompany the
introduction of the new approach by comparing existing classes which are more or less
communicative in orientation. These comparisons suggest that the portents for the new
curriculum are good - pupil attitudes are better, their attention and interest are enhanced
and achievement in Irish is higher in those classes which spend more time on
communication. The Communicative Materials Project allows us to test out a
communicative approach in an even more explicit, concrete way by identifying which
specific tasks and materials help teachers to teach communicatively and which activities
pupils like.

We will argue, however, that many of the problems associated with the teaching and
learning of Irish in primary school will not be solved by the simple fact of introducing a
communicative curriculum, although some of them may be considerably ameliorated by
such an approach. Difficulties which have sometimes been attributed, perhaps too
casually, to the unsuitability of the audio-visual method, such as poor pupil attitudes to
learning Irish or difficulties in understanding the lesson, probably have multiple origins and
will almost certainly require action above and beyond a switch to a communicative
curriculum. Other problems such as pupils receiving insufficient acknowledgment from
parents of their efforts to learn Irish may require different initiatives again.

It is also critical, however, to recognise and develop what is good about the Irish
programme in primary school at present. Indeed, some of its most valuable features
probably have very little to do with teaching method as conventionally understood but are
features of what we have elsewhere called the second-language character (as opposed to
the foreign-language character) of the programme - the tendency to teach Irish largely
through Irish, to use Irish for real communication in class and school, to use Irish to teach
parts of other subjects in some schools and the fact that nearly all parents have at least a
little Irish (Harris, 1991). The kind of communicative materials which are developed for
teaching Irish as a core subject, and for teaching parts of other subjects through Irish, as
well as the quality of the support and in-service training provided for teachers, will
determine in large measure whether these desirable features of the Irish programme are
retained and developed in future.

No matter what aspect of the teaching and learning of Irish we examine in this report -

the development of teaching materials, pupils' attitudes or parental involvement - the
evidence constantly either gestures towards or reflects relationships with the world outside
the school. Very often the evidence is of discontinuity or fracture between the school and
life outside it - materials which are not considered modern or realistic by pupils, parents
who are not actively supportive. Many of these difficulties have their origins, at least in
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6 Teaching and learning Irish in primary school

part, in the second-language minority status of Irish. But if discontinuity and
fragmentation summarise the conditions at present, cohesion and partnership, we argue,
should characterise the response. At the moment the resources deployed in supporting
Irish at primary level are not commensurate either with the challenges faced by the teacher
or with the results implicitly expected. We propose, therefore, in the concluding section of
this report (1) that the complex interaction between the work of ordinary primary schools
and life outside, as far as Irish is concerned, should become the subject of a long-term
exercise in educational and language planning. This would involve research, development
and creative work designed to provide solutions to the challenges presented by the
sociolinguistic situation in which these schools operate; and (2) that a broad-based
partnership and inter-agency approach, with teachers at its centre, would be taken to this
work. While part of the responsibility of such a body would be to provide resources for
teaching and learning Irish, it would also be concerned with enlisting parental and
community support and with mobilising and coordinating the efforts of those institutions
and organisations which have the potential to enhance the work of the school. It is
desirable that the focus should be specifically on schools, since initiatives and strategies at
a national level designed to promote the language have not proved either strong enough or
specific enough, given the sociolinguistic facts of Irish usage, to capitalise on and
consolidate the achievements of ordinary schools.

It scarcely needs to be said that any initiative of this kind can only succeed if it takes
full account of the perspective and needs of teachers and enlists their support. Teachers
represent a huge resource for Irish, both in terms of their own ability in and personal
commitment to the language and their professional role in teaching it. The Committee on
Irish Language Attitudes Research survey (CLAR, 1975) and the INTO (1985a) survey
showed that teachers were 'more supportive of Irish, more proficient in the language and
more likely to use Irish than the general population' (0 Riagain, 1986: 13). In addition,
substantial majorities of teachers were enthusiastic about teaching Irish and said their
attitudes to teaching it were as favourable as when they began their careers or had become
more favourable. But 81% of teachers felt the results obtained did not reflect the amount
of time spent teaching Irish. Those who had become less favourable cited the syllabus, the
position of Irish in Irish society, lack of pupil motivation and lack of parental support
(INTO, 1985a: 14; INTO, 1998b: 11). It can be argued that, in the interim, as they have
waited for the new curriculum and new materials, teachers have gone through a period of
even greater uncertainty and discouragement (INTO, 1998b).

We believe that a well coordinated support system of the kind outlined above is the best
way to respond to these problems. Whatever arrangements are adopted, the goal should be
that over the next year or two teachers would see evidence (1) that there was a better
balance between the effort they are putting into teaching Irish and the level of success
achieved in the classroom, (2) that responsibility for promoting the language was more
widely and more equally shared and (3) that teachers' efforts and achievements in relation
to Irish were more generously recognised. In relation to the latter point, it is worth noting
in passing that the vast majority of parents in the Twenty-Classes Study, responding in
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Introduction 7

terms of their own children's performance, felt that the school was 'doing everything
possible' as far as Irish was concerned.

The more ambitious programme of support that we are proposing for ordinary primary
schools, however, would also provide a boost for Irish generally. We are perhaps more
used to thinking of the Naionral (all-Irish preschools) or Gaelscoileanna (all-Irish primary
schools) as linguistic magnets around which activities involving Irish, or Irish-speaking
networks, might accumulate. But, as we argue in Chapter 5, ordinary primary schools also
have this potential, although the language base from which they begin might be lower. We
have only to reflect on the fact that on any given weekday between 9 a.m. and 11 a.m.,
ordinary primary schools around the country account for a considerable proportion of all
the Irish being spoken outside Gaeltacht (Irish-speaking) areas. We must investigate more
systematically, therefore, how to work outwards from that base in order to develop support
for the language more generally. In other words, we must recognise clearly, in terms of the
research and action agenda it implies, that ordinary primary schools comprise one of the
great engines of Irish-language promotion.

1.2 Three research-and-devellopment projects on IN-fish

We turn now to a description of the purpose and background of the three main studies
which are the fociis of the present report. The methodology of the first and most important
of these, the Twenty-Classes Study, is described in more detail in Chapter 2. In the
concluding section of this chapter we describe the organisation of the report.

1.2.1 The Twenty-Classes Study

The national surveys of achievement in spoken Irish conducted by ITE and the Curriculum
Unit of the Department during the late 1970's and 1980's were useful in determining the
extent to which the objectives of the curriculum in Irish were being attained in ordinary,
all-Irish and Gaeltacht primary schools (Harris, 1982, 1983, 1984; Harris and Murtagh,
1987, 1988a, 1988b). They also provided objective information on changes in standards
over time, and on the relationship between achievement in spoken Irish and a variety of
factors such as pupil general academic ability, home use of Irish and the amount of Irish-
medium teaching conducted in the school. This information was complemented by the
substantial body of data on teachers' perceptions of the teaching of Irish in the 1984 INTO
survey (INTO, 1985a). But much more research remained to be done. The role of
parental attitudes, pupil attitudes and interests, and many other factors likely to determine
success and failure in learning to speak Irish, had yet to be studied. Most importantly, we
had little objective information on how Irish was taught - our information was limited to
anecdote and individual case studies.

But new national surveys would not be an appropriate or effective way to obtain this
information. National surveys, of their nature, require the sampling and testing of large
numbers of pupils. Thus, they have to be confined to relatively narrow aspects of
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8 Teaching and learning Irish in primary school

achievement in Irish: they cannot be used to collect detailed process-type information on
teaching and learning. If national surveys were to attempt to collect such a range of data,
the burden they would place on school time and resources would be unacceptable. In
addition, the volume of data-analysis and interpretation involved would be prohibitive.
The Twenty-Classes Study (originally titled Sceim Phiolótach i dteagasc na Gaeilge) was
designed to overcome some of these problems by confining itself to a detailed examination
of a small number of contrasting schools/classes. The field work was carried out by
members of the Department's Primary School Inspectorate. The study had three main
aims:

1. to describe the range of conditions under which spoken Irish is taught and learned by
studying a small number of diverse classes,

2. to describe the teaching and learning of Irish in this small group of classes in more
detail, and from a greater number of different perspectives than had ever been done
hitherto,

3. to develop the instruments and observation procedures necessary to collect the new
kinds of data implied by (2) above.

Our intention was that the data collected would be a resource for anyone concerned
with the range of social, educational and linguistic conditions under which Irish is taught.
Thus, it might be useful, for example, to those engaged in the development of courses and
syllabuses in Irish, in the assembly of information packages for parents and so on. As it
turned out, we subsequently made exactly this kind of use of the data ourselves when we
undertook the Communicative Materials Project at the invitation of the Department of
Education and Science and the NCCA. The development of new instruments, however,
was also a central part of the work. In the present report, for example, we describe the
development of a new instrument which provides a measure of different aspects of pupils'
attitudes to Irish and their interest in learning Irish and foreign languages. We also
demonstrate the feasibility - working through the school and with the .teacher's agreement -
of investigating parents' attitudes to Irish and the school, and parents' own practices in
relation to such matters as praising their child's achievement in Irish and helping with Irish
homework. In addition, we present data on the teachers' assessment of their pupils' ability
in Irish, interest in Irish, and difficulty with Irish. Particularly significant are the two new
classroom-observation instruments designed to record the activities and dynamics of the
typical Irish language lesson at sixth-grade. This 'process' type information on the
teaching of Irish is entirely new. Brief descriptions of all the instruments used are given in
Chapter 2, with more detailed descriptions being presented in later chapters.

It is important to know, of course, if the data provided by these new instruments really
do help to explain variations in achievement in spoken Irish in individual pupils or classes.
Consequently, we also report here the results of a variety of correlation and regression
analyses designed to answer this question. Information gathered by our instruments is also
related to a number of background variables such as social class (a variable which had not
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previously been studied in relation to spoken Irish at primary level), pupil general academic
ability, gender, the urban/rural location of the school and size of sixth-grade group.

In order to make the study more useful, we have 'calibrated', as it were, the Irish
achievement of the 20 sixth-grade classes in terms of the achievement of classes nationally
(Harris and Murtagh, 1988a). Thus, when we examine data on pupil attitudes, levels of
interest or teaching activities in each of the 20 classes, we can interpret these data in terms
of how good or bad the Irish achievement of each class is compared to classes nationally.
Implicitly, our goal throughout is to predict the achievement in spoken Irish of the twenty
classes, by showing how variables combine to determine the level of success achieved in
each class. This means trying to show the manner in which favourable social, educational
or attitudinal factors come together to produce a high level of achievement in spoken Irish
in some classes, while corresponding unfavourable circumstances in others produce low
levels of achievement. Our aim, however, is not to explain achievement in an isolated
class-by-class way, but instead to show how achievement in a particular class fits into a
broader pattern spanning groups of adjacent or similar classes. We will also be looking,
from time to time, at classes which seem to go against the grain, classes which upset
otherwise strong trends, and try to identify what exceptional factors may be at work.
While our approach occasionally involves the presentation of rather large tables, we
believe nevertheless that this serves some of the practical purposes outlined earlier rather
better than summary tables.

It must be borne in mind too that we have collected no data relating to a number of
factors which are relevant to Irish in primary school, particularly information relating to
teachers and teaching. For example, issues such as teaching skill, teaching effectiveness or
the quality of the teacher's Irish were not considered anywhere in this research. It would
be quite wrong, therefore, to attempt to draw conclusions about any of these issues on the
basis either of the quantitative data or of the lesson transcripts here.

1.2.2 The Communicative Materials Project

The Communicative Materials Project was carried out by ITE in close cooperation with
the NCCA Irish Curriculum Committee (Harris et al., 1996a,b). The goal was to produce
guidelines and sample materials for a primary-school programme which would adopt a
broadly communicative approach. We were conscious of the need for this exploratory
work, knowing that a long period of experimentation and debate had also preceded the
adoption of a communicative approach to modern languages and to Irish at post-primary
(e.g. ITE, 1980). Notwithstanding the pioneering work of Sinéad Ni Neachtain (Norton,
1984a,b), there had been no really large-scale, systematic attempt prior to this to
investigate the relevance of the new ideas about communicative teaching to Irish at primary
level. The absence of such experimentation was a matter ofconcern to the NCCA Irish
Curriculum Committee because, they reasoned, it would be difficult for commercial
publishers to proceed promptly with the production of materials following the publication
of the new curriculum, if practical work on guidelines and sample materials had not been
carried out in advance.
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10 Teaching and learning Irish in primary school

Apart from introducing a new emphasis on communication in teaching and learning
Irish, the Communicative Materials Project also attempted to find solutions to the range of
problems identified in the Twenty-Classes Study. Among the problems in question -
though not necessarily present in all classes or schools - were low levels of class attention
and class interest, pupils' difficulty in understanding the lesson, pupils' reluctance to speak
in class, pupils' lack of confidence in their own ability to succeed at Irish and lack of active
support from parents.

The Communicative Materials Project itself was conducted at two main levels. Level
1 involved teachers and pupils in junior grades (junior infants to grade 2) classes. Level 2
concentrated on the senior grades (3-6). Altogether, there were over 60 teachers from
Galltacht (English speaking areas) and Gaeltacht schools. Galltacht and Gaeltacht
teachers met separately with the ITE Working Group. The account here focuses only on
ordinary Galltacht schools. The final report on the project, however, argues that children
who are native speakers of Irish, and who receive their whole education through Irish, have
linguistic and communicative needs beyond those of pupils in ordinary schools.
Consequently, it proposes that additional teaching materials be made available for
Gaeltacht schools

In the initial meeting with teachers, the basic principles of the communicative approach
to second-language teaching were outlined. The contrast between communication
/meaning-negotiation and language practice was explained (see Chapter 6). The emphasis
was to be on using Irish in the classroom in ways which simulated the 'naturalness' of
first-language acquisition and which maximised opportunities for life-like' rehearsal of the
language (Mitchell, 1994). Teachers were given a draft unit appropriate to their particular
grade(s) and they discussed it in small groups along with one or more members of the ITE
Working Group. A few weeks were then set aside for testing out the prepared unit in the
classroom. Durthg this time teachers completed a simple questionnaire on each lesson,
recording progress and difficulties in using the materials.

Although communication and meaning negotiation was paramount, an emphasis on
form was still maintained. This secondary goal was realised by first drawing pupils'
attention to the relevant grammatical forms in the context of a communicative activity.
This was then followed up by activities which involved more formal analysis and practice
of the target structure. Language structures were not practised in a formal manner,
however, until their communicative significance had already been illustrated. We made no
attempt to replace the existing language-practice activities of teachers but simply asked
them to integrate the new materials and ideas with their own approach as they saw fit.
Neither did we dissuade teachers from using their existing reading schemes, though we did
add some communicative reading tasks.

Lessons mainly consisted of communicative activities incorporating the four skills of
listening, speaking, reading and writing. Where possible, authentic materials in the form of
texts, street signs, notices, menus, application forms etc. were used. Authentic materials
related to our cultural and literary heritage, such as songs, poems and place names, were
also used. In the junior grades, the emphasis was on listening activities in which real
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messages in Irish had to be understood and responded to. Versions of stories at two levels
of difficulty, some of them on audio tape, were made available to accommodate classes of
varying ability in Irish.

A central goal was to promote a positive attitude to learning Irish and to make the
learning process itself more enjoyable and interesting. Communicative games and tasks, in
which the pupil must use simple Irish in a purposeful way in order to participate
effectively, feature strongly in the materials. In some games, different pupils or groups of
pupils have different pieces of simple information, and they have to communicate with each
other in Irish in order combine the information necessary to succeed in the game. Social-
interaction-based activities (e.g. role-play, sketches and drama) also play a major part, as
does the acquisition of real new information or skills - e.g. learning Irish dances such as
Ballai Luimnigh through Irish. Everywhere in the materials, the pupils' own lives are to
the fore and there is a sustained effort to ensure that the situations, characters and, as far
as possible, speech and communication styles are consistent with pupils' interests and daily
experience. This latter aspect of the work was the one that required the most thought.
Substantial investment and research will continue to be needed in the years ahead if
courses and materials in Irish which are realistic and which appeal to pupils are to be
produced. The final report on the Communicative Materials Project.makes the point that
creative writers and other artists have a considerable contribution to make in this area.

Another problem was how to develop lessons and materials which would stimulate and
engage those pupils with low levels of achievement in Irish, while providing some challenge
for those with a better command of Irish. To ensure that this problem would be confronted
head-on, teachers from a wide range of schools, including those in disadvantaged areas,
were invited to participate in the project. Given the poor attitude/motivation results for
pupils with low levels of ability in Irish (see Chapters 3 and 4 here) we set out to provide
experiences which we hoped would allow all pupils to say 'I'm good at Irish' or 'I can
speak Irish'. Experience to date suggests that this aspect of the project was an unqualified
success - a frequent remark made by teachers who have used the materials is that even
those children who were very weak at Irish were, for the first time, actually requesting that
the Irish class begin. We also encouraged teachers to find ways of defining and explicitly
marking pupils' progress as they gradually develop communicative proficiency in Irish.
To this end, a communicative objective was set out at the beginning of each of the lessons
supplied to the teachers. Finally, we tried to provide for more able pupils and classes in a
systematic way. For example, a feature of all units was the inclusion of DzishIáin Bhreise
so called because of the added challenge which these optional activities posed.

Teachers were exhorted not to correct pupils' errors during communicative activities
but to do it later. Pupils were to be encouraged in every way to use whatever Irish they
had at their disposal in order to understand or transmit messages. This meant learning to
tolerate uncertainty and to take risks in situations where communicative difficulties were
encountered. Pupils, in other words, were to be helped to develop 'strategic competence'.
More generally, the teacher was urged to cultivate a tolerant, supportive, affirmative
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12 Teaching and learning Irish in primary school

atmosphere in class which would promote a high level of pupil participation and personal
expression.

Although spoken Irish was the major focus of the units, communicative reading and
writing activities were also included. The traditional approach to reading - as a separate
activity based mainly on narratives fiom graded readers - was replaced by reading
activities which used a much greater range of texts, authentic texts where possible. These
reading activities were integrated with the other three skill areas of listening, speaking and
writing within a particular unit/exercise. In the early grades, special reading

activities/games were designed to raise pupils' awareness of the sound/symbol
relationships in Irish and to foster word recognition skills. Despite the new emphasis on
integrated reading activities, however, it was stressed that the use of children's literature in
Irish (from the school library) would still play a significant role in promoting literacy skills
and in encouraging pupils to become independent readers. Activities which involved
writing were generally not introduced in any systematic way until the senior grades. The
emphasis was on functional writing e.g. writing birthday-party invitations, letters seeking
information on Irish (Summer) Colleges or.writing in a diary.

At the end of this initial period, teachers and researchers met in ITE to discuss teachers'
reactions to the process of implementation and their assessment of the materials. We also
solicited their opinions about more general issues, such as why they had not used
communicative materials before now. Some of the issues were considered in small
working groups, others in large-group discussions involving all teachers.
Recommendations and comments arising from these discussions, augmented by
questionnaire data, were used to redraft the sample units.

The Chairpersons and one or more members of the NCCA Irish Curriculum
Committees attended all these meetings and participated in the work. The members of the
ITE Working Group were also members of the NCCA Committee, and of various
subcommittees, during all this time. Thus, a high level of information exchange between
ITE and the NCCA was maintained as work on syllabus definition and the development of
the communicative materials proceeded in tandem.

At the end of this and each subsequent meeting, teachers were given new lessons,
accompanied by whatever pictorial or other materials, such as audio or video tapes, were
required. Then, the cycle of trial, evaluation and redrafting started over again. Lessons
and units were developed around some of the main themes set out in the draft new
curriculum for Irish (e.g. Myself, Food, School, Pastimes and Special Occasions).

The final versions of the sample units were published in two reports (Harris et al.,
1996a,b). An audio tape containing material for various lessons accompanied each report.
Substantial numbers of sample lessons were provided at each grade level e.g. a total of
over 130 lessons are included for grades 3-6. An example of one of these lessons is set out
in Appendix 1.1. The reports also included guidelines for implementing a communicative
approach to teaching Irish as well as detailed specifications for the production and format
of courses and teaching materials following the introduction of the new curriculum. They
also deal with issues such as the importance of using children on audio and video tapes,
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and of employing native speakers of Irish - though not necessarily always from Gaeltacht
areas to record lesson material. It was never intended that these reports would constitute
anything like a definitive statement on a communicative approach to Irish at primary level,
but that they would serve as a contribution to ongoing debate and development.

The NCCA Irish Curriculum Committees were anxious that the reports should be
available to teachers who were interested in examining the guidelines and in trying out the
materials. It was felt that the broad-based consultative process which had been adopted up
to then would be strengthened if a greater number of teachers could try out the materials
and offer their opinions on them before the new course and syllabus took final shape. The
distribution of the reports would also help to maintain the momentum for change by
facilitating the early emergence of a number of teachers who were familiar with the
practical classroom implications of the new approach and by preparing some of the
groundwork for in-service courses which would be required later on. Recognising this, the
Department of Education and Science provided funds to ITE to allow the free distribution
of 500 copies of each of the two reports to those concerned with Irish in primary school
and with the development of the new curriculum. In addition, 1400 copies of the report for
junior classes and about 1300 copies of the report for senior classes have been purchased
directly from ITE by individual teachers and schools.

1.2.3 The Teaching through Irish Project
This project was initiated just as the Communicative Materials Project was being
completed. Perhaps it should be made clear straight away that we did not undertake it with
the expectation that anything other than a small minority of teachers in ordinary schools
would initially be interested in teaching entire school subjects through Irish. We felt,
however, that it was important to begin this work and we believed that it could contribute
to the development of Irish-language teaching in a number of significant ways as the new
curriculum was introduced. Earlier research by ITE has shown that pupils in ordinary
schools who are taught some aspects of the curriculum (apart from Irish) through Irish
have substantially higher levels of achievement in spoken Irish than other pupils (Harris,
1983). More importantly, pupils of all levels of academic ability, as measured by an
English-language verbal-reasoning test, have higher levels of achievement in Irish if they
are in classes which are exposed to some Irish-medium teaching (Harris, 1993; Harris and
Murtagh, 1988b). The Department of Education has had a policy for many years also of
generally encouraging this approach. Despite this official policy, materials in Irish,
specifically geared to the linguistic needs of pupils in ordinary schools, and to the
requirements of teachers who are embarking on Irish-medium teaching for the first time,
have never been made available.

The project involved ITE researchers working regularly with 50 third- and fourth-grade
teachers over a two-year period to develop full courses in Science and Art through the
medium of Irish. The teachers came from a wide variety of ordinary schools, including
those in disadvantaged areas. The vast majority of them had no previous experience in
teaching through Irish. Separate groups of teachers in Dublin and Tullamore met us in
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14 Teaching and learning Irish in primary school

workshop sessions where we explained and discussed our proposals and distributed sample
lessons. Having tried out the materials in their own classrooms, the teachers returned and
discussed progress and completed questionnaires concerning the lessons. The lessons were

then revised on the basis of this information. The teachers found the approach both
enjoyable and rewarding and the courses are now on general sale.

None of the material consisted of translations or adaptations of existing courses in

English. Instead, every aspect of each lesson was planned and developed with the
particular needs of pupils and teachers in ordinary schools in mind. We choose Art
because so many of the activities appropriate to the subject at this level involve language

use which is located in a practical, concrete context. Science was chosen as the other
subject in the knowledge that it would make greater demands on pupils in terms of
vocabulary and perhaps use of language. On the positive side, we expected that pupils

would have a high level of interest in this subject since they had not been taught Science

before. In addition, since Science is only now being introduced as a subject for the first
time in the new primary curriculum, the teacher would not have taught the subject through
English before. Thus, in this respect at least, an entirely fresh start through the medium of

Irish would be facilitated.
In the case of Science, we produced a teacher's handbook and a pupil's book, while in

Art we produced just a teacher's handbook. Each handbook contained a general
introduction to the whole question of teaching through Irish as well as guidelines for
dealing with various difficulties which might arise. The material for each lesson was in

three parts. The first consisted of background material including (i) a statement of the
objective of the lesson, (ii) materials required, (iii) a list of the main vocabulary items
involved (Irish and English), and (iv) a list of informal phrases or idioms that might be

useful to the teacher during the lesson. The pupil book in Science included a pictorial
vocabulary in Irish at the beginning of each lesson.

The second part of the material in the teacher's handbook consisted of an outline of the
main steps in the lesson, usually illustrated, including a full script for the teacher. The aim

was to anticipate some of the difficulties which would be presented by the limited linguistic
ability of pupils, and to suggest possible ways around these difficulties. The availability of
the prepared material had the effect of freeing teachers from some of the minute-by-minute
decisions about the lesson to be taught, thus allowing them to attend more fully to
classroom dynamics. In particular, they could devote more of their creative energy to
responding to the individual needs of pupils who were learning through Irish for the first
time. We expected and encouraged teachers to depart from the script. Nevertheless, there

was general agreement that having the lesson planned in advance in this way was a major
factor in the success of the project. The third part of the prepared material consisted of an

optional development of the basic theme for more able classes. Examples of Science and

Art lessons are set out in Appendix 1.2.
The guidelines made it clear that the materials provided could be used in any way that

the teacher saw fit, but we suggested, after some general discussion, a number ofprinciples
that might be followed. We proposed, for example, that initially teachers would accept
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questions from pupils in English but answer them in simple Irish. In the longer term,
teachers might rephrase in Irish the questions which had been posed in English by pupils.
Discussions in English between pupils should also be permitted initially, but pupils should
gradually be encouraged to use Irish. It was agreed that understanding and enjoyment of
the subject were paramount considerations.

We believe that the provision of materials which are specifically designed for teaching
pupils in ordinary schools through Irish is important in a number of ways. First, it is clear
from the ITE surveys conducted in the 1970's and 1980's, as well as from the Twenty-
Classes Study (see Chapter 2, section 2.4.4), that a limited programme of Irish-medium
instruction is an essential ingredient in the success of those classes in ordinary schools
which have really high levels of achievement in Irish - in some classes stretching all the
way up to the mean level of performance attained in all-Irish schools. Even though the
percentage of such schools nationally may be small, they make a significant contribution to
the overall performance of ordinary schools in relation to Irish. Providing high-quality,
specifically-designed Irish-medium materials also helps to maintain this traditional
diversity in the ordinary primary schools' programme. The proven and deserved success of
all-Irish schools should not have the unintended effect over time of creating an expectation
that ordinary schools are homogeneously 'Irish-as-a-subject-only' in character.

There is perhaps a slightly greater danger of that happening as we adopt a
communicative approach to teaching Irish. Communicative language teaching originated
in foreign languages at post-primary, where the tradition of teaching parts or all of other
subjects through the target language has never become really established. Thus, while we
have much to learn from that valuable foreign-language teaching experience, we must also
recognise that that tradition has tended to locate communication in the target language
within the core lesson. It would be ironic, of course, if the element of the primary-school
programme which involves the most truly communicative use of Irish were to fall into
disuse as a 'more communicative' core programme came into being.

Admittedly, content-based teaching has grown in recent years as an adjunct to, and as a
development of, communicative language teaching. Content-based teaching involves
working out from the core subject, incorporating elements of other subjects into the
teaching of the target language. This is a very desirable strategy and indeed we have
adopted it to a significant extent in the Communicative Materials Project. But we believe
that the bolder approach of attempting to teach a whole subject, such as Science or Art,
through Irish has distinct advantages. The more radical approach obliges us to investigate
the whole range of mechanisms by which sometimes complex information can be
transmitted using relatively limited linguistic resources. It also identifies a broader range
of topics suitable for integration with the core Irish lesson, topics which would almost
certainly not come to light with a more piecemeal approach. In any case, one way of using
the new materials would be for teachers to select certain elements of these Irish-medium
lessons for inclusion in a conventional communicative approach - e.g. 'ag déanamh ccirta
na Nollag' in the case of Art or 'ag zsáid uisce' in the case of Science. Such elements
could be readily integrated into the regular Irish lesson because the prepared materials have
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been specifically designed to accommodate the linguistic capabilities of pupils in ordinary
schools. On the basis of that potential alone, a case can be made for repeating the
Teaching through Irish experiment with other school subjects.

Finally, the suggestion has occasionally been made that there might be sufficient
demand at some stage for a bilingual programme which was intermediate between
'ordinary' and 'all-Irish' programmes, if suitable structures were set in place (Harris,
1984; Mac Mathima, 1985). Perhaps the best way of establishing the potential demand for
such a programme would be to first conduct a pilot scheme backed up by a full range of
specifically designed materials and in-service provision over a period of a few years. We
return to this issue in Chapter 10. In any event, the communicative syllabus in Irish now
being introduced, and the teaching materials which will follow from it, should inject a new
vitality into the Irish lesson in ordinary schools. If, during this period of change, the
tradition of using the language as a means of school and class communication, and to some
extent as a medium of instruction, can be strengthened, the prospects are promising.

1.3 Organisation of the report

The Twenty-Classes Study provides the basic structure for the remainder of the report.
The information and data from that study can be conveniently organised into chapters
dealing with discrete topics such as pupils' views on the Irish lesson, parents' views and
practices in relation to Irish and pupil participation in class. The data in each chapter
come from different instruments or different parts of instruments. The account in each
chapter is complete in itself although we often make cross references to findings elsewhere
in the report. Discussion of the Communicative Materials Project or other ITE projects
are incorporated within this structure. A key factor maintaining continuity between the
chapters is that in presenting each new kind of data, we always list the 20 classes in the
same order ranked from 1 (highest) to 20 (lowest) in terms of achievement in spoken Irish.
Thus, individual classes can be identified throughout by their rank number, facilitating
comparisons between different kinds of information for the same classes.

While we use statistical procedures such as correlation-regression and analysis of
variance to show how data from the various instruments (observation schedules, attitude
questionnaires and general ability tests) can help to explain high and low levels of
achievement in Irish, we do not attempt to present a grand model of achievement in Irish.
Our focus instead is on making the maximum use of the quantitative data and qualitative
information to produce the most complete account possible of the teaching and learning of
Irish. The development of a comprehensive statistical model to predict achievement, using
all the different kinds of data here, is better deferred to another occasion. It should also be
noted that when we quote statistical tests, the purpose is to distinguish between more and
less important results in the study itself rather than to make claims about the existence of
effects in the population.
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We conclude here with a .brief outline of the remaining chapters. In Chapter 2, we show
how each of the classes in the Twenty-Classes Study fits into the national picture, by
comparing data on Pupil achievement in Irish, Social-class and Pupil general academic
ability. Data on a number of other variables are also presented. We show that, despite
their small number, these twenty classes provide quite a good reflection of classes
nationally.

The next two chapters examine pupils' affective reactions to Irish and to the process of
learning it. In Chapter 3 we try to establish how positive or negative are the various
components of pupils' Irish attitude/motivation and how each of these components are
related to achievement in Irish. Chapter 4 provides an account of the Irish lesson in pupils'
own words. Pupils were responding to questions about what they liked, disliked or would
like to change. The report includes a sample of these comments, along with an analysis of
the themes and how they varied from class to class.

In Chapter 5 we describe an investigation of parents' views and practices in relation to
Irish and the teaching of Irish to their children. The sample of parents was limited to those
in Dublin and surrounding areas.

In the next four chapters (6-9) we describe the development and application of two new
classroom-observation instruments for analysing the teaching and learning of Irish.
Chapter 6 begins with a review of current research on the classroom processes presumed to
be responsible for successful second-language learning. It also gives an account of the
development of the Irish Lesson Analysis System - ILAS. Chapter 7 and Chapter 8
describe the use of ILAS by primary school inspectors as they observed the teaching and
learning of Irish. Because of the volume of data collected, Chapter 7 is confined to just
three ILAS dimensions Topic, Language activity and Materials. Chapter 8 deals with the
three remaining dimensions - Pupil behaviour, Teacher mode of involvement and
Classroom organisation. The main focus is on the proportion of class time and the
proportion of lesson segments which are devoted to the various language activities, topics
etc. as the lesson proceeds. We also examined how class attention and interest vary
according to changes in language activity and in other dimensions of the lesson. Chapter 9
provides an analysis of pupil participation and language use during the Irish lesson. This
was based on classroom observation of individual pupils by primary school inspectors
using the Pupil Communicative Behaviour Record - PCBR. There were three target pupils
in each class - one at each of three different levels of ability in Irish (high/middle/low).

Finally, Chapter 10 is divided into two main sections. The first summarises the
findings of the report, chapter by chapter. The second considers the implications for the
kind of support structure which is now required for Irish in primary school.
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2 The Twenty-Classes Study in a
national context

2.1 Introduction

This chapter describes the methodology of the Twenty-Classes Study and presents a range
of background information which is necessary to determine how much weight, if any, can
be attached to our findings. While our goal was to represent the diversity of educational,
social and linguistic circumstances under which Irish is taught, the selection of classes was
fundamentally informal. It is important, then, that we present data which give some
indication of how well the characteristics of the selected pupils and classes compare to the
population nationally. Obviously, the closer the match, the more confidence we can have
in the relevance of our findings. The degree of correspondence with the national profile is
particularly important in the case of achievement in spoken Irish. But two other variables,
academic ability and social class, are also important to the extent that previous research

has shown that they are related to achievement in Irish.
We want to establish two kinds of representativeness: (a) that average Pupil

achievement in Irish, Pupil general academic ability and Social class in the selected
sixth-grade classes do not differ substantially from the national population and (b) that the
selected classes as a group represent the full range of achievement in Irish nationally,
while maintaining an overall balance between weak and strong classes. These two
emphases in the analyses - on pupils and on classes are maintained throughout each of
the following chapters in which we present the data from the new instruments.

We also have a number of secondary aims. One of these is to establish the extent to
which the smaller sub-group of classes involved in the Parents' Survey (see Chapter 5)
differ from the larger group of twenty classes (what we call the Total Sample) as well as
from classes nationally. Another task is to provide a more complete picture of the selected
classes by presenting data relating to a number of socio-demographic and educational
variables. Among these variables, all of which have been linked in previous research to
achievement in Irish, are class size, gender composition of classes, urban-rural and
regional location, Irish-medium instruction and course method used to teach Irish (Harris,
1983). Finally, we present data on teachers' perceptions of pupils' ability in Irish, interest
in Irish and their experience of difficulty with different school subjects. These teacher-
perception data provide the necessary background for other information to be presented in

later chapters.
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2.1.1 Overview of research on achievement in spoken Irish
We begin with a brief account of research on achievement in Irish at primary level. Three
issues are examined: the extent to which curricular objectives in spoken Irish are attained;
how standards have changed in the last few decades; and the social, educational and other
factors which affect achievement.

School achievement in Irish
Taking the attainment of curricular objectives in spoken Irish first, national surveys
conducted by ITE in the late 1970's and 1980's showed that an average of about one-third
of pupils in ordinary schools attained mastery of each of the curricular objectives in
spoken Irish at sixth, fourth and second grade. The tests were of the criterion-referenced
kind and were based on the NuachUrsai, the official Department of Education
conversation courses in Irish for primary schools (Ireland: Department of Education,
1978). Another one-third of pupils, on average, made at least minimal progress in relation
to each of the objectives at each grade, but did not attain mastery. And one-third of
pupils, on average, failed to make even minimal progress in relation to each of the
objectives at each grade (Harris, 1982, 1983, 1984, 1988; Harris and Murtagh, 1988a,b).
The fact that the various proportions remained reasonably stable as the objectives become
more demanding at successive grades suggests that proficiency in spoken Irish grows
steadily during the primary school years. The proportions failing to attain mastery or to
make even minimal progress in relation to objectives at each grade, however, indicate the
existence of a substantial gap between the level of performance in spoken Irish which the
curriculum implicitly aims at and the actual level of performance which is attained by
most pupils.

In the context of this performance gap, it is notable that early work by Kellaghan,
Macnamara and Neuman (1969) indicated that pupils were more likely to be judged by
teachers to have difficulty with mathematics and Irish generally than with English.
Primary school pupils were also likely to rate themselves lower in Irish (spoken, reading
and writing) than in mathematics or English relative to their classmates (Kellaghan,
Madaus and Airasian, 1982). More recently, a study by the Department of Education
(Ireland: Department of Education, 1994a), which explored the gender gap in Irish
primary schools reported that the subjects teachers most frequently perceived pupils as
requiring additional help with are mathematics and Irish.

Changes in standards of attainment in Irish
The second main issue concerns changes in standards of attainment. Research conducted
in the 1970's and early 1980's indicated that standards of achievement in Irish were
generally holding up well in the junior grades of primary school but were declining in the
senior grades and at post primary. The findings were based on data relating to teachers'
perceptions, scores on standardised reading-tests and public-examination grades (0
Domhnallain and 0 Gliasain, 1976; INTO, 1976; Fontes and Kellaghan, 1977; Greaney,
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1978; 6 Riagain, 1982; Bord na Gaeilge, 1986). A comparison between TIE national
surveys of achievement in spoken Irish at primary level conducted in 1978 and 1985,
however, revealed a modest but statistically significant increase in the mean percentage of
pupils attaining mastery of each of the sixth-grade objectives over the seven year period
(Harris and Murtagh, 1988a).

General ability and social class
The third issue is the influence of various factors on pupil achievement in Irish and attitude
to Irish. We begin with general academic ability and social class and then proceed to a
number of other factors, including gender, regional/urban-rural location, size of sixth-grade
group in class, home language and amount of Irish-medium instruction at school. The
relationship between, on the one hand, general academic ability and social class and, on the
other, second-language achievement, is complex. Many of the difficulties centre on the
definition and measurement of general academic ability and social class. While a full
analysis of these issues is beyond the scope of this report, it will be useful to draw attention
to a few points before we examine the Irish studies which try to link these variables to
achievement in Irish.

First, there is the difficulty that measures of general academic ability, such as tests of
verbal reasoning in the mother tongue, tend to have a strong linguistic orientation anyway.
In addition, verbal intelligence, reasoning and language aptitude, are considered to be the
major components of overall intelligence, though these three components also have strong
relationships with one another (Gardner and Lambert, 1972; Wesche, Edwards and Wells,
1982; Skehan, 1982, 1998; Sasaki, 1993). Moreover, there is considerable controversy
regarding the notion of 'ability' as a fixed entity and, indeed, about the validity of the
construct of ability/intelligence itself (Lynch, 1985; Boyle, 1987; Gardner, 1993). Finally,
there is the complication that the two main variables under discussion, general academic
ability as measured by a verbal reasoning test and social class, are themselves related
(Kellaghan and Macnamara, 1972).

There is substantial evidence from Ireland and elsewhere (Genesse, 1976; Carroll, 1979)
of a strong link between pupils' general academic ability and second-language achievement
generally. A number of studies conducted in Irish primary schools show significant
positive associations between general academic ability, as measured by a test of verbal
reasoning in English, and achievement in both Irish reading (Martin and Kellaghan, 1977;
Fontes, Kellaghan and 0 Brien, 1981) and spoken Irish (Harris and Murtagh, 1988b).
Verbal reasoning has also been found to correlate strongly with success in Irish in public
examinations at post-primary level (Greaney and Kellaghan, 1984).

Various national and international studies have also indicated that social-class
background is positively linked to general educational outcomes, including second-language
achievement and attitude (Burstall, 1975, 1979; Martin and Kellaghan, 1977; Hannan,
Breen et al., 1983; Skehan, 1990). In interpreting such findings, it should be borne in mind
that social class tends to be primarily defined, as it is in the present study, in terms of
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parents' occupation. It has been argued, however, that the really critical factors in
determining success in school life are 'cultural capital' indices such as parental values,
attitudes, tastes, beliefs and linguistic practices (Bourdieu, 1974, 1977; Lynch, 1985). In
the account of the Parents' Survey in Chapter 5 we describe the effects of such home
factors on children's achievement in, and attitude to, Irish. National surveys of Irish ability
and use of Irish among the adult population have also identified significant positive
associations between social class and both ability to speak Irish and attitude to Irish
(CLAR, 1975; 0 Riagain, 1997).

One other general point here is that the influence of general ability and social class may
vary according to the type of second-language proficiency being considered. Cummins
(1984) makes a distinction between Cognitive Academic Language Proficiency (CALP) -
consisting of linguistic knowledge and literacy skills required for academic work - and
Basic Interpersonal Communicative Skills (BICS) - the skills required for oral fluency and
sociolinguistic appropriateness. CALP is thought to be more dependent on cognitive ability
or 'intelligence' than BICS is. Evidence to support the validity of the distinction comes
mainly from studies of immersion programmes (Genesee, 1976, 1987). In general, the
evidence is that the development of BICS is relatively independent of IQ. In later grades of
primary school, however, as programmes become more academic in orientation, thereby
calling more on CALP skills, IQ becomes a more powerful predictor of second-language
achievement. Ellis (1994) suggests that the advantage of higher social class is more likely
to be seen in formal language learning (CALP) than when a programme emphasizes
communicative language skills (BICS).

Demographic, educational and other factors.
We turn now from general academic ability and social class to the other factors which
have been linked to achievement generally and to Irish in particular. First, research on
gender differences in second-language achievement indicates that girls, by and large, do
better than boys as far as both verbal skills generallY and second-language achievement
are concerned (Maccoby and Jacklin, 1974; Burstall, 1975). In the case of Irish, tests of
reading confirm the superior performance of girls over boys (Martin and Kellaghan,
1977). The ITE surveys of spoken Irish (Harris, 1984; Harris and Murtagh, 1988a)
consistently show that more girls than boys attain mastery of grade-related objectives in
spoken Irish. Published examination statistics for the three years 1992-1994 also show
that girls regularly outperform boys in Irish in both the junior and Leaving Certificate
examinations (Department of Education, 1993, 1994b, 1995a). More girls than boys opt
for higher level papers, more girls receive honours and fewer girls fail.

The earlier mentioned study exploring gender differences (Department of Education,
1994a) showed that sixth-grade teachers in mixed schools perceived boys as needing
assistance with Irish more frequently than girls: 76% of teachers said girls need additional
assistance with Irish, but 94% said that boys need such assistance. Gender differences in
attitudes to learning a second language have also been recorded in a number of studies
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(Gardner and Lambert, 1972; Burstall, 1975; Pritchard, 1987). In general the results
indicate that girls are more favourably disposed to learning a foreign language than boys.
Although little research has been done on gender and attitudes specifically to learning
Irish, a study of secondary school students in Cork City and County noted that girls were
more positively oriented towards learning Irish than boys (6 Fathaigh, 1991).

Regional/locational factors have also been found to influence achievement. In the 1978
sixth-grade survey of spoken Irish, Harris (1983) reported that classes in the Dublin
region and in city locations generally had significantly lower levels of achievement in Irish
than classes in other regions/locations - classes in Munster were best overall. In addition,
smaller sixth-grade classes were associated with significantly higher levels of achievement
in Irish.

Home use of Irish is also an important factor. A recent national survey on languages in
Ireland reports that Irish is never spoken in over two-thirds of Irish homes (6 Riagdin and
6 Gliasain, 1994). While the opportunities for children outside the Gaeltacht to use Irish at
home are fairly limited, therefore, various ITE surveys have confirmed the positive effects
of even moderate home use of Irish on pupil achievement in the language (Harris, 1984;
Harris and Murtagh, 1988a,b).

Finally, there is evidence that target-language use outside the language lesson proper
can positively influence proficiency. Quite aside from the high levels of achievement found
in all-Irish primary schools (Harris, 1984; Harris and Murtagh, 1988a), there is also
evidence, as we mentioned in Chapter 1, that at least some Irish-medium instruction in
ordinary schools leads to higher levels of achievement than is found in schools/classes
where it is not used at all. In the 1978 ITE sixth-grade survey, Irish-medium instruction in
ordinary schools emerged as a strong predictor of achievement in spoken Irish (Harris,
1983). Similar results were found in the 1985 sixth-grade replication study: the overall
mean percentage attaining mastery of sixth-grade objectives was substantially different
depending on the amount of Irish-medium instruction received: no Irish-medium instruction
(30.4%, on average, mastered each objective); less than one-hour of Irish-medium
instruction per week (36.1%, on average, mastered each objective); one hour or more such
instruction (48.7%, on average, mastered each objective) (Harris and Murtagh, 1988b).

2.2 Methodology of the study

2.2.1 Sample
The intention was to select 20 sixth-grade classes from a wide variety of ordinary schools.
Gaeltacht and all-Irish schools were not included. It was not intended that the schools
selected would be in any sense exceptional, or that the sixth-grade classes would have
exceptional teachers. We wanted a group of classes that would represent the full range of
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social, educational and linguistic conditions under which Irish is taught in primary schools
at present. The following is the initial list of the possibilities we compiled:

a) Schools in disadvantaged areas
b) Schools in areas with a predominantly urban working class population
c) Schools following the NuachUrsai (audio-visual) method in a strict fashion
d) Schools using the ABC (traditional aural-oral) method
e) Schools in which a special emphasis is placed on the communicative dimension in

teaching spoken Irish as a subject
0 Schools which use commercially produced workbooks as a regular part of the Irish

lesson
g) Schools in which there is a substantial amount of Irish-medium teaching or Irish-

medium communication
h) Schools where there is a particularly high level of involvement or interest by parents

in the teaching of Irish or in the school generally.

Apart from these requirements, we also wanted a geographical spread of classes,
covering all major regions of the country, and including both urban and rural locations.
Most importantly, as the list above suggests, we wanted to adequately represent both high
Irish-achievement and low Irish-achievement classes, and to balance these two types of
classes against each other as far as possible. Ideally, the characteristics of the 20 classes
selected, as a group, would not depart too radically from the picture nationally in terms of
important variables such as achievement in spoken Irish, general academic ability and
social-class composition.

Random selection of the small number of classes to be studied from a list of all sixth-
grade classes in the country would almost certainly not have resulted in satisfactory
coverage of the range of variables just mentioned. A stratified random sample would not
have been feasible either, because the number of cells involved would be extremely large.
We decided, therefore, to compile an initial list of 40 classes which would more than fulfill
our requirements under the eight main headings above as well as in relation to the socio-
demographic and other variables mentioned. The final 20 classes would be selected from
this list. Lists of schools containing data on the kind of variables of interest to us here -

level of parental support, Irish-medium teaching' and so on - are simply not readily
available. Thus, in developing the initial list of 40 classes_ we relied heavily on the
knowledge and advice of Primary School Inspectors who were familiar with schools and
classes around the country. The inspectors sent us detailed information on each of the 40
schools, including data on class size, gender composition, social background of pupils,
pupil academic ability, parental involvement, Irish-language teaching methods and so on.
While this information was extremely useful in compiling the basic list of classes and in
making our final selection, it should be emphasized that it played no part at all in the study
itself. All analyses and interpretation reported here are based on data collected directly
from parents, pupils and teachers using objective research instruments.
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In selecting the final 20 schools, therefore, we attended to the emerging profile of the
sample as a whole over all of the variables of interest. We wanted the fmal sample to
approximate a random national sample, with strata corresponding to the key variables.
The results are presented in Table 2.1 and in later tables. Our approach did not mean that
schools chosen on the basis of one category could not also sometimes represent other
categories. For example, a sixth-grade class chosen because the school was located in an
area with a predominantly urban working-class population (Category B in Table 2.1),
might also happen to be using the Nuachitrsai in a strict fashion (Category C). This
particular class would not be counted again under Category C, however, because 'method'
was not the main basis on which it was originally chosen.

Note that in a similar way categories relating to 'following the Nuachi'irsai (audio-
visual) method in a strict fashion' or placing a 'special emphasis on the communicative
dimension' were not mutually exclusive either. Our concern was that classes with the
various defined characteristics would not be omitted. While our selection of classes did
not aspire to be truly representative of the whole range of methods used to teach Irish, it
was. hoped that the number of factors taken into account in selection would produce a good
cross-section of teaching approaches.

Because the study would make greater than usual demands on pupils, teachers and
schools, we did not expect that all the schools/classes initially chosen would be able to
accommodate us when we approached them. In the event, however, only one of the classes
originally selected was unable to take part. This class was replaced by its nearest
equivalent. In addition, some schools which we thought at first would be suitable under
one or other of the headings in Table 2.1, turned out later not to be suitable due to other
characteristics of the schools/classes which were of concern to us, such as the number of
pupils, the location of the school, social-class composition or other factors. For example,
while a school in a 'country' location might be basically suitable under a particular
heading (e.g. Category D in the case of a teacher who used the ABC method), we might be
unable to include it if we already had too many country schools under other category
headings.

It will be clear from this that the final sample selected involved compromises, though
we did manage to represent each of the eight main categories initially defined by at least
two classes/schools. Probably the most significant shortcoming was that we did not
succeed in balancing numbers of boys and girls. Of the twenty classes, nine came from
mixed-sex schools, eight from girls schools and three from boys schools. Overall, 35% of
the pupils were boys and 65% were girls. On the positive side, despite this imbalance, the
achievement in spoken Irish of the pupils as a whole turned out to be reasonably close to
the national average (See Tables 2.2 - 2.4 below).

The first two columns in Table 2.1 show that the Total Sample of 20 classes in the
present study contains 534 pupils. Only seven of these classes (236 pupils), are included
in the survey of parents which is the basis of Chapter 5. Details on the classes included in
the Parent Survey are shown in Columns 3 and 4. We limited the Parent Survey in this
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way because we were unsure if the questionnaire used, and the system for distributing and
collecting it, would be either effective or acceptable to teachers. Only classes in Dublin
and nearby counties were involved so that the researchers could visit any of the schools at
short notice if difficulties arose. In fact, there were no problems of any kind. Completed
questionnaires were returned by 83.9% of parents (n = 198) and it is these parents and
their children who provide the data presented later.

Table 2.1
Number of sixth-grade pupils and classes in 'Total' and 'Parent' samples by school type.

School Type N=
Total Sample*

Classes Pupils
Parent Sample

Classes Pupils

(A) Schools in disadvantaged areas 3 98 1 34

(B) Schools in areas with a predominantly
urban working class population 3 106 1 39

(C) Schools following the Nuacharsai
(audio-visual method) in a strict fashion 3 75 1 32

(D) Schools using the ABC method 2 22 - -

(E) Schools in which a special emphasis is placed
on the communicative dimension in teaching
spoken Irish as a subject

3 55 1 30

(F) Schools which use commercially produced
course books as a regular part of the
Irish lesson

2 68 1 39

(G) Schools in which there is a substantial amount
of Irish-medium teaching or Irish-medium
conununication

2 48 - -

(H) Schools where there is a particularly high
level of involvement or interest by parents in
the teaching of Irish or in the school generally

2 62 2 62

Total 20 534 7 236

* 'Total Sample' consists of 20 classes (n (pupils) = 534). Seven of these classes were involved in the
Parent Survey.
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2.2.2 Instruments
Although ten instruments in all were originally used to collect data from parents, pupils
and teachers in the present study (see Figurd 1 below), not all of the instruments are
equally important. Indeed two of them (marked with a single asterisk) contribute little or
no data to the present report. Three of the instruments, the ability and achievement tests,
were developed prior to the Twenty-Classes Study - these are marked with a double
asterisk.

Figure 1 Instruments used in the Twenty-Classes Study listed in order of administration

1.

2.

Pupil Questionnaire: A measure of pupil Irish attitude/motivation. Pupils recorded
their reactions to 77 statements about Irish, learning Irish and interest in second/
foreign languages. These results are described in Chapter 3. Responses to three write-
in items (78-80) are described in Chapter 4.
Teacher's Rankings of Pupils (Aireamh an MhUinteora de reir cumais): The class
teacher rated each individual pupil's (a) ability in Irish (b) interest in Irish and (c)
difficulty with aspects of Irish, English and Mathematics. In addition, the teacher
provided basic information on the parent's/ guardian's occupation/employment status
Instrument and results described below).

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Irish Lesson Analysis System (ILAS): A direct classroom observation instrument
concerned with teaching and learning activities in the Irish lesson. Observer No. 1
classified the main segments of classroom activity according to five dimensions (topic,
laiiguage activity, pupil behaviour, teacher mode of involvement, classroom
organisation). The instrument itself is described in detail in Chapter 6 and the results
in Chapters 7 & 8.
Pupil Communicative Behaviour Record (PCBR): A classroom observation instrument
designed to describe pupil behaviour during the Irish lesson. Observer No. 2 recorded
the general behaviour and language use of three pre-selected pupils. The instrument
and the results are described in Chapter 9.
*Observers' Global Rating of Lesson: At the end of each lesson Observers 1 & 2

jointly filled in a check list which related to that lesson which gave a global
description of classroom activity and pupil/teacher behaviour.
*Teacher Questionnaire (CeistiUchan don Oide): Information on the teacher's own
views and practices in relation to teaching and learning Irish.
**Bealtriail Ghaeilge ITE-VI (Sixth-grade test of spoken Irish): Criterion-referenced
test of achievement in spoken Irish for sixth-grade pupils.
**Bealtriail Ghaeilge ITE-11 (Second-grade test of spoken Irish): Only the
Communication subtest from the second-grade test was used.
**Drumcondra Verbal Reasoning Test (DVRT): Pupils general academic ability was
measured by this test in English.
Parents' Questionnaire: Parents were asked for their views on Irish and the teaching of
Irish in primary school (29 items). (Results in Chapter 5).

* Only a few items from these instruments are used in the present report. ** Existing instruments.
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Numbers on the left hand side (column 1) of Figure 1 indicate the order in which the
instruments were administered. This is followed by a brief description of the instrument,
the person providing the information (pupils, teachers, inspectors or parents) and an
indication of the chapter in which the results are described. The order of administration
was determined by a number of factors. For example, the Pupil Ouestionnaire was
administered first so that the somewhat exceptional focus on Irish during the classroom
observation work, or the process of answering the test of spoken Irish, would not affect
pupil responses to the attitudinal items. The Irish test (Bealtriail Ghaeilge ITE) and the
Drumcondra Verbal Reasoning Test (DVRT) were delayed until after the classroom
observation phase of the study in case the former would create a 'test' or 'examination' set
in the pupils' minds. Such a set might lead them to interpret the observation as a further
form of testing - something which would not be desirable as we wanted the lesson to be as
unaffected by the observers' presence as possible. It should also be noted that the
classroom observation instruments (the ILAS and the PCBR), although numbered
sequentially in the above list were in fact administered concurrently by different observers
(inspectors). In addition, each observer independently made a separate audio tape-
recording of each of the two lessons. Instructions (in Irish) to the observers regarding the
administration of the various instruments may be found in Appendix 2.1.

The overall strategy of the study, it will be recalled, was to interpret the data from a
number of new instruments in the context of data derived from existing instruments which
had been used in previous studies. The main focus of the report apart from the present
chapter, therefore, is on the data derived from four newly-constructed instruments - Pupil
Questionnaire, ILAS, PCBR and Parents' Questionnaire (no's 1, 3, 4 & 10). The
advantage of introducing data from the three existing instruments (no's 7-9) measuring
Irish achievement and general academic ability is that previous studies in which some of
them feature (e.g. Harris and Murtagh, 1987, 1988b) provide comparative data at a
national level which allow us to make at least a rough-and-ready assessment of how
representative or otherwise pupils and classes in the present study are as a group.

Data from the Teacher's Rankings of Pupils presented in the present chapter also
provide important contextual information necessary for the interpretation of data from the
new instruments in later chapters: (a) teachers' perceptions of pupil difficulty with and
interest in Irish and (b) basic data on the occupational status of parents to be used for the
Social class scale.

Two other new instruments developed and administered in the course of this study were
(5) the Observers' Global Rating of the Lesson and (6) the Teacher Questionnaire.
These two instruments were intended merely to provide us with a 'fall-back' option in case
one of the other instruments either failed entirely or yielded information which was
ambiguous or deficient in some way. In the event, only three items from these instruments
(two from the Teacher Questionnaire and one from the Observers ' Global Rating of the
Lesson) were used in interpreting results from the main instruments.
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With the exception of actual pupil tests of Irish achievement (ITE tests) and general
academic ability (DVRT), all other instruments on which this report is based may be seen

in the various appendices.
We will now describe each of these instruments in more detail.

2.2.3 The Pupil Questionnaire
The Pupil Questionnaire (Appendix 3.2) consisted of 77 items measuring various
dimensions of pupils' attitude to Irish and motivation to learn it. The items were used to
develop 11 scales, nine of which related to Irish attitude/motivation, one related to the
pupil's self-assessed ability in Irish and another to the extent to which Irish is used in the
home. Many of the items, and the scales derived from them, are based to a greater or
lesser extent on those used in the Attitude/Motivation Test Battery (AMTB) described by
Gardner et al., 1979. A five point Likert response format (Liked, 1932) was used for all
items. Each item stem was read aloud by the inspector to avoid reading difficulties. More
details on the questionnaire and its administration are given in Chapters 3.

In three items at the end of the Pupil Questionnaire pupils were also asked to write in
their own words what they liked, disliked or would like to change in the Irish lesson.
Chapter 4 describes the analysis and categorisation of these pupil assessments of the Irish
lesson. Actual pupil responses to these open-ended items may be seen in Appendix 4.

2.2.4 Teacher's Rankings of Pupils
Each of the twenty class-teachers involved in the study was asked to complete a report
sheet for the class (Teacher's Rankings of Pupils I Aireamh an MhUinteora ar na Daltai
de Reir Cumais). Full instructions in Irish and English were given (see Appendix 2.2).
The report sheet requested:

(a) the teacher's perception of each pupil's ability in Irish (high, medium, low),
(b) the teacher's perception of the pupil's interest in Irish (very high, high, medium, low,

very low),
(c) whether the teacher perceived the pupil as having difficulty in the following subject

areas Spoken Irish, Irish Reading, Irish Writing, Spoken English, English Reading,
English Writing and Mathematics (difficulty, no difficulty),

(d) a description of the parent's/guardian's occupation and employment status

(employed /unemployed).

Regarding (a) above, it may be noted that a reason for asking the teachers to rate
ability in Irish is that the application of one of the direct observation instruments (the
PCBR) required that we would be able to identify in advance one pupil each of high,
middle, and low ability in Irish. Each of these pupils would then be the focus of the
Observer's attention at different times. The teacher's assessment of ability in Irish was
required because at that stage the test of achievement in spoken Irish had not yet been
administered.
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The written instructions to the teacher regarding the information required at (d) above
indicated that it was important as it was needed in order to rate pupils on a social class
scale and that it would be treated as strictly confidential. The following two items of
information were sought only on the main earner, whether that was the father, mother, or
male or female guardian:

1. Full Title of the parent's or guardian's occupation (or former occupation if retired,
redundant or unemployed), whichever parent was the main earner. For example, if
the father was unemployed but the mother was employed, then she would be regarded
as the main earner. The teacher was also asked to state whether the parent who was
the main earner was, at that time, unemployed (i.e. receiving financial assistance from
the state), and to indicate whether this was long-term (more than 2 years) or short-
term (less than 2 years). If in doubt about how to classify a particular occupation,
teachers were asked to simply give as much information as possible and to write any
explanatory notes necessary in the margin.

2. Type of Work Done: It was pointed out that although the title itself might often be
self-explanatory, more detail would sometimes be needed on the type of work done.
For example, if the job title listed was 'Civil Servant', the type of work done might be
that of a clerical assistant, tax inspector or staff officer etc. To give some idea of the
kind of information required, the following examples were listed:

Full Title: Civil Servant (Retired).
Type of Work Done: Administrative Officer, Department of Finance.
Full Title: Small farmer/part time barman.
Type of Work Done: 40 acres mixed farming/works in hotel at night.
Full Title: Factory worker (long-term unemployed).
Type of Work Done: Machinist in clothing factory.
Full Title: Farmer.
Type of Work: 120/150 acres mixed farming.
Full Title: Nurse.
Type of Work Done: Private Nursing Home for the elderly.

In the case of the seven classes which participated in the Parents' Survey, we also had
information directly from the parents themselves concerning occupation and employment
(See Q.2 of the Parents' Questionnaire - Appendix 5.3). Priority was given to the
information provided by the parents in these cases.

2.2.5 Irish Lesson Analysis System (ILAS)
The lrish Lesson Analysis System (ILAS) was designed to describe the structure and
composition of the Irish lesson. This instrument was a modification and extension of the
lesson analysis system developed by Mitchell, Parkinson and Johnstone (1981) at the
University of Stirling which sets out detailed guidance for classifying the pedagogic units
of the foreign-language lesson in terms of a number of critical dimensions, such as topic,
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language activity, teacher and pupil involvement, and classroom organisation. In Chapter
6 we describe how the Stirling system was adapted for use in a second-language (Irish)
classroom, and the manner in which some categories of dimensions were altered, and other
categories and dimensions added. Chapter 6 also describes the application of the ILAS in
our classroom observation study. Transcripts showing how the system was applied may
be found in Appendix 6.4.

2.2.6 Pupil Communicative Behaviour Record (PCBR)
Unlike the ILAS just described which categorised classroom teaching activities, the Pupil
Communicative Behaviour Record (PCBR) focused on recording pupils' behaviour in the
Irish classroom. We were particularly concerned with coding various communicative
dimensions of individual pupil speech. In order to do this we adapted some of the major
features of an observation instrument specifically designed to record the communicative
aspects of language teaching COLT (Communicative Orientation of Language Teaching)

- Part II (Allen, Fröhlich and Spada, 1984).
In applying the PCBR, selected pupils of different ability levels in Irish were observed

for three minute intervals followed by a two minute period during which their behaviours
were recorded under a number of headings. Individual (non-choral) speech was coded in
terms of the language used (English/Irish), the length of the utterance, its function
(question/answer), the nature of the contribution made by the pupil (predictable
/unpredictable) and the interaction type involved (pupil-pupil/pupil-teacher). If the pupil
remained silent the extent to which he/she was attentive or disruptive was noted. Finally,
the occurrences of 'other' behaviours such as writing, reading or choral speech during the
observation unit were also recorded.

Each of these descriptive categories is set out in full in Chapter 9. The difficulties in
coding and in interpreting behaviours and the manner in which problems were eventually
resolved is also described. In addition, Chapter 9 presents results on the application of the
PCBR in the present study of 20 classes. Coding guidelines for the PCBR, and the PCBR
coding sheet, may be found in Appendix 9.

2.2.7 Observers' Global Rating of Lesson.
The Observers' Global Rating of Lesson (OGRL) comprising 37 items was completed
jointly by Observer 1 and Observer 2 at the end of each lesson. The OGRL provided a
'high-inference' (relatively subjective) global rating of certain classroom processes and
teacher and pupil behaviour, the information being recorded after the completion of the
Irish lesson. It was intended that data derived from it would only be used if the two, low-
inference', 'on-line', classroom-observation instruments described above were to prove
unworkable. The two more objective observation instruments functioned so well,
however, that the OGRL, which covered more or less the same events and processes but in
a less satisfactory way, was largely redundant. In Chapter 9, however, we do use
information from one item (see Appendix 2.3) from the OGRL.
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2.2.8 Teacher Questionnaire
The Teacher Questionnaire was designed to collect some background information on the
teacher, his/her attitude to Irish and the teaching of Irish, general practice in relation to the
Irish class, and reactions to the observation work. Data relating to only four items,
however, are used in the report (see Appendices 2.4 & 2.5). In Chapter 4 we refer briefly
to class-based information on (a) course-method employed in the teaching of Irish (item
17) and (b) to time spent teaching through Irish (item 32). In Chapter 6 we discuss the
teachers' reactions to the observation work (items 69 & 70). In addition, we occasionally
used information from the Teacher Questionnaire in an informal way. For example, in
coding audio-taped lessons using the ILAS system (Chapter 6) reference to the completed
Teacher Questionnaire for a particular class helped to confirm which textbook was being
used. More detailed analyses of replies to the remaining questions would not have been
useful given that we only had 20 classes. We were also conscious of the fact that
teachers' views on Irish had already been extensively surveyed by the INTO (1985a).

2.2.9 Sixth-grade test of spoken Irish (Béaltriail Ghaeilge ITE-VI)
This criterion-referenced test of achievement in spoken Irish (Harris, Murtagh, Hickey,
De Nais and 0 Domhnallain, 1985) was designed to show whether pupils had attained
mastery of particular behavioural objectives. These objectives were carefully tailored to
the content of the Nuachlusal lesson for 5th and 6th grades. There were two parts to the
test - a 'listening' section and a 'speaking' section. Objectives will be identified by brief
names such as General comprehension of speech, Pronunciation and Fluency of oral
description. A full list of objectives may be found in Table 2.2. All items used to test the
'listening' section were in multiple-choice form and were presented on a cassette tape to
entire class-groups of pupils. The 'speaking' section was individually administered to
each pupil in a face-to-face interview with an examiner (inspector). Examiners could give
instructions in Irish or English, whichever language would best ensure that the pupil
understood the task. The items themselves, however, were entirely in Irish.

It was decided to administer items relating to the second-grade Communication
objective (Harris, Hickey, Ni Chonaill, and Murtagh, 1982) to a corresponding sample of
sixth-grade pupils as was done in the 1985 survey (Harris and Murtagh, 1988a). The
addition of this objective (see next section for a description) to the sixth-grade test
necessitated the division of the speaking section into two parts, so as to reduce the
demands which lengthy individual testing would make on pupils. Each pupil in the present
study, therefore, was administered approximately half of the speaking items in a manner
similar to that adopted at second grade (Harris, 1984). The group of speaking items (Part
A or Part B) assigned to a particular pupil was decided randomly.

Two levels of performance in relation to each objective were distinguished: 'mastery'
and 'minimal progress'. The proportion of items correct which counted as mastery was
75%. This level was decided before any' testing began and was based in part on the
judgjnents of a group of primary-school inspectors using a modified version of the Angoff
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method (Angoff, 1971; Livingston and Zieky, 1982). Minimal progress was defined as
40% correct responding. Most of the data to be presented here consist of the percentage
of pupils who master each objective. Mastery and minimal progress as they apply here
are discussed in detail in Harris (1984).

2.2.10 Second-grade 'Communication' objective (Béaltriail Ghaeilge ITE-D)
In the case of Communication (18 items), the emphasis was on assessing the pupil's
ability to communicate in simple spoken Irish, well within the linguistic limits defmed by
the Nuachiesai at the second-grade level. For a fuller description see Harris and Murtagh
(1988a). In order to ensure consistency of scoring at second and sixth grade, examiners
were directed to adhere to the same scoring guidelines set out for the Communication
objective at second grade and to evaluate the performance of sixth-grade pupils on exactly
the same basis as they would evaluate second-grade pupils.

2.2.11 Drumcondra Verbal Reasoning Test (DVR7)
The Drumcondra Verbal Reasoning Test (Gorman, 1968) measures the ability to use and
reason with verbal symbols in English. It contains sections on analogies, word opposites,
identification of concepts as belonging to a particular category, and problems of inductive
and deductive reasoning. The test was originally standardised on a national sample of
Irish pupils aged approximately 10 to 13 years in 1967. Because of the gradual drift
upwards in raw scores which has taken place in succeeding years, unpublished norms
based on a new standardisation of the test in the late 1970's were used in the present
study. Based on the later restandardisation the test had a mean standard score (SS) of 100
and a standard deviation (SD) of 15.

The DVRT was the last instrument to be administered. Instructions to inspectors
(Appendix 2.1) suggested that a half day be set aside for its administration.

2.2.12 The Parents' Questionnaire
The 29-item Parents Questionnaire (Appendix 5.3) was designed to gather information
from parents on their social and linguistic background, their child and Irish, the school and
Irish, and homework. The parent received the questionnaire from the school, in a sealed
envelope, via his/her child. The questions were organised under four main headings:

Questions 1-7: Background: General background information on the parents, such as
occupation, use of Irish in the home and parents' general attitude to
Irish and Irish teaching.

Questions 8-12: Your child and Irish: Parents' feelings about their children learning
Irish and the attitudes towards learning Irish they try to encourage in
their children.

Questions 13-22: The school and Irish: Parents' knowledge of, and views on, the
teaching of Irish in the school.
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Questions 23-28 Homework: Parents' emphasis on, and involvement in, homework; in
particular, Irish homework.

Further details on the administration of the Parents' Questionnaire are given in Chapter 5.

2.3 Pupils in the present study compared to pupils nationally

We now turn to the presentation of background data on the pupils and classes in the
Twenty-Classes Study. In this section, we compare our pupils with pupils nationally. In
the next section (2.4), we examine data on classes. The present section is organised in
terms of: four topics: (a) Pupil achievement in Irish, (b) Pupil general academic ability
(DVRT), (c) Social class, and (d) Pupil difficulty with Irish and Pupil interest in Irish as
rated/perceived by the class teacher.

2.3.1 Achievement in spoken Irish
The percentage of pupils in the 20 classes (Total Sample) who attain mastery of each of
the sixth-grade objectives in spoken Irish are given in the first column of Table 2.2.
Results for the second-grade Communication objective are also presented. It should be
noted that the Communication objective has been excluded when calculating mean
percentages attaining mastery (last row of Table 2.2). The mastery data are based only on
those pupils who were present for all the Irish 'listening' items at least. Because the
number of pupils in our sample is relatively small, we decided to include those pupils who
sat the 'listening' test even if they were absent for the 'speaking' test. Thus, while the
total number of pupils in the 20 classes is 534 (Table 2.1), only data for 483 is available
for the 'listening' test, and somewhat fewer (n = 466) in the case of the 'speaking test'
(Part A = 237; Part B = 229) (Table 2.2).

Objectives which do not involve a precise knowledge of grammar and morphology,
namely Sound discrimination, Pronunciation, Fluency of oral description, General
comprehension of speech and the second-grade Communication objective are the ones
most frequently mastered. These five objectives also had the highest percentages of pupils
attaining mastery in the 1985 national survey (Harris and Murtagh, 1988a). Likewise, the
least frequently mastered objectives in both the present study and the 1985 national survey
are the two relating to the use and recognition of the correct tense and person forms of
verbs (Understanding the morphology of verbs, and Control of the morphology of verbs),
and those relating to the morphology of nouns (Understanding the morphology ofnouns
and Control of the morphology of nouns). Less than 20% of pupils attain mastery of
each of these four objectives. Just about half the pupils (50.7%) attain mastery of the
second-grade Communication objective, a proportion which is very close to that found in
the 1985 national survey (54.2%).
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Table 2.2
Percentages of sixth-grade pupils in the present study (`Total Sample' of 20 Classes)

attaining mastery of objectives in spoken Irish, making minimal progress and failing to
make minimal progress.

Objectives

Percentages
attain

mastery

of pupils
make only

who...
fail to make

minimal
progress

minimal
progress

Listening Test Ma+b) = 483

1. Sound discrimination 86.3 11.8 1.9

2. Listening vocabulary 29.4 49.3 21.3

3. General comprehension of speech 37.5 47.8 14.7

4. Understanding the morphology of verbs 18.6 44.1 37.3

5. prepositions 32.5 58.2 9.3

6. qualifiers 25.3 52.6 22.2
7. nouns 15.1 59.2 25.7

Speaking Test
A. Na = 237*

8. Pronunciation 65.4 26.2 8.4

9. Speaking vocabulary 24.1 21.9 54.0

10. Control of the morphology of verbs 16.0 14.3 69.6
11. " " " prepositions 29.5 38.4 32.1

12.
cc 44 . qualifiers 27.8 38.4 33.8

13.
" 44 . nouns 19.8 45.1 35.0

B. Nb = 229*

14. Control of the syntax of statements 20.1 28.4 51.5
15. " of questions 22.7 21.8 55.5
16. Fluency of oral description 52.4 20.5 27.1

Second-grade 'Communication' objective 50.7 16.2 33.2

Mean % of pupils attaining mastery of each of three
levels of performance on 16 sixth-grade objectives 32.7 36.1 31.2

*Not all pupils who were present for the listening test received the speaking test. Thus Air,+ Nb do not add
to the total NO,+b).

Column 2 shows the percentages of pupils who made minimal progress (40% of the
items correct), without attaining mastery, in relation to each objective. Column 3 shows
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the percentages of pupils who fail to make even minimal progress (< 40% of items
correct). The results in column 3 show that failure to make even minimal progress is less
likely for 'listening' objectives than for 'speaking' objectives. The four objectives which
have the largest percentages of pupils failing to make even minimal progress are, in
decreasing order of magnitude: Control of the morphology of verbs, Control of the syntax
of questions, Speaking vocabulary and Control of the syntax ofstatements - all speaking
objectives. These four objectives were also lowest in terms ofmean percentages of pupils
making at least 'minimal progress' in the 1985 study.

Finally, summary data in the lastrow of Table 2.2 show that, on average, less than one
third (32.7%) of the pupils in the present study attain mastery of each of the 16 sixth-
grade objectives. Just over thirty-six percent (36.1%) make only minimal progress in
relation to each objective, and 31.2% fail to make minimal progress. Thus, overall 68.8%
of pupils make at least minimal progress in relation to each objective, a figure which is a
little lower than the corresponding proportion (73%) in the 1985 national survey of
achievement (Harris and Murtagh, 1988a,b) which we mentioned in the introduction.

Table 2.3 compares the achievement of the 168 boys and 315 girls in the present study.
On average, girls master objectives more often than boys, with a difference of 4.4%
between the mean percentage of boys (29.8%) and the mean percentage of girls (34.2%)
attaining mastery of each of the 16 objectives. The general tendency for girls to do better
is maintained in 12 out of the 16 cases. While we do not present the national data broken
down according to gender, it is interesting to note that the achievement of boys in the
present study is very close to the national average for boys, while girls are somewhat
lower than the national average for girls. The mean percentage of boys attaining mastery
was 29.5% nationally in 1985 while the mean percentage of girls attaining mastery
nationally was 38.6% (Harris and Murtagh, 1988b).

Table 2.3
Mean percentages of boys and girls in the present study attaining mastery of

objectives in spoken Irish

Objectives in spoken Irish

Mean percentage of pupils attaining mastery

Boys Girls Difference
n (pupils) = (168) (315) Girls-Boys

Mean percentage of pupils attaining
mastery of each of 16 sixth-grade objectives 29.8 34.2 4.4

In Table 2.4 we set out the mean percentages of pupils who attain mastery of each
objective in spoken Irish in the three groupings of classes in the present study as well as in
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the 1985 national survey (Harris and Murtagh, 1988a). The three groupings (columns 2-

4) consist of Total Sample, Parent Sample and the Rest. The Parent Sample (pupils from
seven classes involved in the Parent Survey) plus the Rest (pupils from the remaining 13
classes) together make up the Total Sample. It can be seen that the mean percentage of
pupils attaining mastery of each objective is slightly lower in the Total Sample in the
present study (32.7%) than in the National Sample (34.5%). The difference is not
significant (z = .85; NS) (see Ferguson (1976) for test of significance between two
proportions). This is a key result in terms of the representativeness of the classes in the
study.

Table 2.4
Mean percentages of sixth-grade pupils in the 1985 National Survey* attaining mastery of
objectives in spoken Irish compared with corresponding percentages in the Present Study

('Total Sample', 'Parent Sample' and 'Rest.)

Present Study

Objectives in spoken Irish n (pupils) =

1985 National
Sample *
(2,211)

Total
Sample
(483)

'Parent The
Sample"Rest'
(182) (301)

Mean percentage of pupils attaining mastery
of each of 16 sixth-grade objectives ** 34.5 32.7 23.9 38.2

*Harris and Murtagh (1988a); ** see text for details of tests of significance between proportions.

It can also be seen that there is a substantially lower level of achievement among pupils
associated with the Parent Sample compared to the Total Sample. Only 23.9% of pupils
in the Parent Sample attain mastery of each of 16 objectives compared to a third (32.7%)
in the Total Sample, a difference of 8.8%. A direct comparison between two, groups such
as these is problematical, however, since the Total Sample includes the Parent Sample.
Instead, we carried out a test of the significance of the difference between the Parent
Sample and the Rest as far as mean percentages attaining mastery of spoken Irish is
concerned. The Rest (i.e. Total Sample minus Parent Sample) are those pupils whose
parents either were not involved in the Parents' survey or, if they were, did not return
completed questionnaires. The results show that pupils in the Parent Sample have a
significantly lower level of achievement in Irish than both pupils in the Rest of the classes
in the study (z = 3.31; p<.01) and pupils in the National Sample (z = 3.33; p<.0l).

Clearly, then, there is little difference in practical terms between pupils in the Total
Sample and the National Sample in terms of achievement in spoken Irish, and this is
confirmed by the statistical test. Pupils in the Parent Sample, however, do have a
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substantially lower level of achievement in spoken Irish than either the National Sample or
other pupils in the present study (i.e. the Rest).

2.3.2 Pupil general academic ability (DVRT)
Table 2.5 provides information on Pupil general academic ability as measured by the
DYRT from the 1985 national survey (Harris and Murtagh, 1988a) alongside
corresponding information for the Total Sample and the Parent Sample in the present
study. The data in each case consist of the percentages of pupils who fall into each of five
DVRT standard-score (SS) ranges. It will be noted that the percentages in each of the five
score ranges for the Total Sample and the Parent Sample are similar to the corresponding
percentages in the National Sample. The top ability range (DVRT > 120) is associated
with a somewhat greater proportion of pupils in the National Sample (21.2%) than in
either the Total Sample (16.3%) or the Parent Sample (15.1%) in the present study. This
difference is compensated for by the somewhat greater proportions of pupils in the middle-
ability ranges in the Total Sample and the Parent Sample.

Table 2.5
Percentage distribution of pupils in 'Total Sample' and 'Parent Sample' by Pupil general

academic ability (DVRT Standard Score)

DVRT Standard
Score (SS)

1985*
National Sample

n (pupils) = (2,134)

Present Study

'Total 'Parent
Sample' Sample'

(465) (172)

< = 90 9.8 10.5 9.9
> 90, < = 100 15.6 14.4 16.3
> 100, < = 110 21.2 28.6 26.2
> 110, < = 120 32.3 30.1 32.6
> 120 21.2 16.3 15.1

Mean DVRT SS ** 108.6 107.1 107.0
Standard Deviation (13.6) (15.1) (16.4)

* Harris and Murtagh, 1988a; ** see text for details of tests of significance (differences between means).

Mean DVRT standard scores (last row of Table 2.5) show that pupils in both the Total
Sample and the Parent Sample have, on average, a marginally lower level of general
academic ability (mean DVRT SS's are 107.1 and 107.0 respectively) than pupils in the
1985 National Sample (mean DVRT SS = 108.6). The difference between the National
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Sample and the Total Sample is significant (t = 1.97; p < .05), but that between the
National Sample and the Parent Sample is not (t = 1.25; NS).

Once again, we cannot usefully compare the Parent Sample with the Total Sample

because the former is included in the latter. Thus, we compare instead the mean DVRT
scores for the Parent Sample and the Rest (i.e. the Total Sample minus the Parent
Sample). Not surprisingly, given the data in Table 2.5, the Parent Sample and the Rest do
not differ significantly in terms of mean DVRT standard scores (t = 0.13; NS).

One of the main reasons for our interest in the DVRT scores is the expected connection
to Pupil achievement in spoken Irish. The DVRT score ranges used in Table 2.5 are
again used in Table 2.6 to show how Pupil achievement in spoken Irish varies according
to Pupil general academic ability. Note that while 465 pupils took the DVRT test,
somewhat fewer (n = 432) were present for both the DVRT and the test of spoken Irish
(Table 2.6). This discrepancy is unlikely to affect the outcome since the additional pupils
for whom we have information on DVRT but not on achievement in Irish are distributed
proportionately over the five pupil-general-ability (DVRT) groups. The data in Table 2.6
indicates a strong tendency for the percentages of pupils attaining mastery to increase
according to their level of general academic ability. This trend is also evident at the level
of individual objectives though we do not show this detailed data in Table 2.6. This
association between Pupil general academic ability and Pupil achievement in spoken
Irish is consistent with data obtained in the 1985 national survey of sixth grade classes
(Harris and Murtagh, 1988a).

Table 2.6
Mean percentages of sixth-grade pupils attaining mastery of objectives in spoken Irish

according to Pupil general academic ability (DVRT SS)

Objectives in spoken Irish
n (pupils) = 432

Pupil general academic ability (DVRT SS)

<=90 91-100 101-110 111-120 >120

(49) (65) (123) (127) (68)

Mean percentage of pupils attaining
mastery of each of 16 sixth-grade objectives 11.9 19.7 30.0 41.1 56.4

In brief, then, Pupil general academic ability is slightly though significantly lower in

the Total Sample in the present study than nationally. Pupils in the Parent Sample do not
differ either from the National Sample or the Rest of the pupils in the present study in
terms of general academic ability. There is a strong association between level of Pupil
general academic ability and Pupil achievement in spoken Irish.
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2.3.3 Social class (Census data)
Information on parent's occupation and employment status was obtained from the teacher
(see Appendix 2.2) and was also available from the Parents' Questionnaire in the case of
the seven classes in the Parent Sample. Information was categorised according to the
Central Statistics Office (CSO) social-class scale. This scale

"grouped the 213 occupations listed into six broad groups in such a way as to bring
together as far as possible, people of similar social class. In general, each occupation
group was assigned as a whole to one or other social class group. However, farmers
(other than those specialising in horses, pigs or poultry) are assigned to a social class
category on the basis of the acreage farmed." (CSO, 1986).
A code of 7 was used where the social class was unknown. Thus, the highest social

class group had a rating of 1 and the lowest a rating of 7. CSO guidelines also stipulated
that persons at work should be assigned to the social class category appropriate to their
present occupation and employment status. Unemployed persons and retired persons
should be classified according to the social class category corresponding to their former
occupation. Other persons should be classified according to the social class category of
the person on whom they were deemed to be dependent.

Brief descriptions of these seven Social class categories (scale 1-7) may be found in
Table 2.7. Table 2.7 also compares the Social class distribution of the general population
in the 1986 Census (CSO, 1993) with the Social class distribution of three groups of
pupils in the present study: Total Sample, Parent Sample and the Rest. Looking at the
percentages in the first two columns, it can be seen that there is a reasonably high degree
of correspondence between the distribution pattern in the Total Sample and the Census.
The greatest divergences involve Social-class groups 3 and 7, where differences of over
6% occur.

Columns 3 and 4 show the Social class distribution of the pupils associated with the
Parent Sample (n=198) and with the Rest (n=334). The most notable differences here are
that the Parent Sample has higher percentages of pupils in Social class group 1 and a
lower percentage of pupils in group 7 than in the Total Sample, the Rest or the general
population. Thus, the Parent Sample on this evidence appears to have a somewhat higher
Social class rating overall than the others. We also compared mean Social class ratings
for (a) the Census ( = 3.9) and the Total Sample (7= 4.2) (b) the Parent Sample =
3.8) and the Rest (r = 4.5) and (c) the Census ( = 3.9) and the Parent Sample (T =
3.8). The results indicate that, on average:

a) pupils in our Total Sample tend to come from significantly lower social class
categories (numerically higher ratings) than pupils in the general population (t =
3.75, p < .01);

b) pupils from the Parent Sample come from significantly higher social class
categories than the Rest of pupils (t = 4.28, p < .01);

c) pupils from the Parent Sample do not differ significantly from those in the general
population in terms of social class (t = 1.42; NS).
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Table 2.7
Social class distribution of pupils in the present study compared with the census* of

population 1986.

Census*
'Total

Sample '

Present Study

'Parent The
Sample"Rest'

Social Class Group n = (3,540,643) (532) (198) (334)

1. Higher Professional, Higher
Managerial, Proprietors and Farmers
farming 200 or more acres (HP) 9.9 9.4 14.1 6.6

2. Lower Professional, Lower Managerial,
Proprietors and Farmers fanning 100-
199 acres (1-,P) 14.1 13.0 12.1 13.5

3. Other Non Manual and Fanners
fanning 50-59 acres (NM) 17.5 10.7 11.6 10.2

4. Skilled Manual and Farmers farming
30-49 acres (SM) 22.8 24.2 30.3 20.7

5. Semi-Skilled Manual and Farmers
farming less than 30 acres (SS) 15.4 17.3 15.7 18.3

6. Unskilled Manual (UM) 10.2 8.6 10.1 7.8

7. Social Class Unknown (U) 10.1 16.7 6.1 23.1

Mean social class rating ** 3.9 4.2 3.8 4.5
Standard Deviation 3.6 1.9 1.7 1.9

Census of Population 1986: Classification of Occupations." (Ireland: Central Statistics Office, 1993).
** see text for details of tests of significance.

Table 2.8 shows the relationship between Pupil achievement in spoken Irish and
Social class, a relationship which has not previously been examined in any study at
primary level. Data consists of the mean percentages of pupils in the Total Sample
attaining mastery of each of sixteen sixth-grade objectives in spoken Irish for each of the
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seven Social-class groups. There is a strong and relatively consistent trend for pupils
rated higher in terms of Social class to have a higher level of achievement in spoken Irish.
Only Social class group 7 slightly upsets the trend, with 21.7% on average attaining
mastery as opposed to 20% in Social class group 6. A possible explanation for this will
be offered below in the context of our discussion.

Comparing the data in Tables 2.6 and 2.8 it is notable that the range of achievement
over the five categories of pupil general academic ability (mean percentages attaining
mastery ranging from 11.9% to 56.4%) is greater than the range over the seven social
class groups (20% to 50.7%). Correlation data presented in later chapters (see Chapters 3
& 5) confirm that there is a stronger relationship overall between Pupil general academic
ability and Pupil achievement in Irish than between Social class and Pupil achievement
in Irish.

Table 2.8
Mean percentages of pupils in the 'Total sample' (20 classes) attaining mastery of objectives

in spoken Irish by social class of pupil

Social class group
highest lowest

Objectives in spoken Irish n (pupils) =

1

HP*

(43)

2
LP

(64)

3

NM

(55)

4

SM

(119)

5

SSM

(85)

6
UM

(41)

7

U

(75)

Mean percentage of pupils attaining
mastery of each of 16 sixth-grade objectives 50.7 47.7 38.5 30.0 28.3 20.0 21.7

* See previous table (Table 2.7) for Social class group titles.

2.3.4 Teacher's ratings of pupil interest in and dffiiculty with Irish
We turn now to teachers' ratings of pupils' difficulty with various aspects of Irish, English
and mathematics and overall interest in Irish. We also examine the relationship between
some of these judgments of teachers and the performance of pupils on the ITE sixth-grade
test of spoken Irish. Before describing the results relating to difficulty and interest it
should be noted that teachers also rated pupil ability in Irish. The ratings of ability,
however, are of no general interest beyond their necessity for the selection of pupils in the
PCBR because we had specified in the instructions to the teacher that pupils should be
divided in terms of ability in Irish "into three groups of approximately equal size" (see
Appendix 2.2).
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Looking at the data for the Total Sample in Table 2.9 we see that of the seven subject
areas listed, the two which teachers perceive most often as presenting difficulty for pupils,
are Spoken Irish and Irish Writing. Half of all pupils in the present study are perceived as
having difficulty with Spoken Irish, with a similar figure applying to Irish Writing
(50.2%). The third aspect of Irish listed, Irish Reading, virtually ties with Mathematics
for third place in a ranking of perceived difficulty (37% versus 37.8%). More are
perceived by their class teacher as having difficulty with English Writing (33.8%) than
with either English Reading (22.6%) or Spoken English (16.7%).

Turning now to a comparison between the Parent Sample (column 2) and the Total
Sample, it can be seen that with one exception there are no really substantial differences in
terms of how frequently teachers rate pupils as having difficulties in each of the subject
areas. The exception is English Writing where the proportion of pupils in the Total
Sample who have difficulty exceeds the proportion in the Parent Sample by 6.5%.

Table 2.9
Proportion of pupils who are perceived by their own teachers to have difficulty with

particular school subjects and to exhibit various levels of interest in Irish.

Teachers' perceptions of ..

Percentage of pupils

Total Sample Parent Sample
n = (532) (198)

Pupils who have difficulty with
Spoken Irish 50.0 47.5
Irish Reading 37.0 40.4
Irish Writing 50.2 48.0

Spoken English 16.7 16.2

English Reading 22.6 19.2

English Writing 33.8 27.3

Mathematics 37.8 39.9

Pupils' interest in Irish
'Very high' / 'high' interest 34.2 32.3

`Fair' interest 30.5 30.3

'Very low' / 'low' interest 35.3 37.4

Summarising the data relating to perceived pupil interest in Irish in Table 2.9, we can
say that 34.2% of pupils in the Total Sample are seen as having a high level of interest in
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Irish (combining 'very high' and 'high' interest), 30.5% as having a 'fair' level of interest,
while 35.3% are rated as having a low level of interest (combining 'low' and 'very low'
interest). The results for teachers' ratings of pupil interest in Irish in the Parent Sample in
column two are very similar to those for the Total Sample in column 1 - the maximum
difference is 2.1% when adjacent categories are combined in the manner just indicated.

Finally, we computed Pearson correlations between a teacher's perceptions of pupil
difficulty and interest in Irish, on the one hand and an objective measure of pupil
achievement in Irish, on the other. A composite measure of Pupil difficulty in Irish, based
on assessments of difficulties with speaking, reading and writing in Irish was used. The
correlation values (data not shown in table) indicate that greater degrees of Pupil difficulty
in Irish as perceived by the teacher are strongly associated with lower Pupil achievement
in Irish (r = -.57). Higher levels of perceived Pupil interest in Irish are also strongly
associated with higher Pupil achievement in Irish (r = .56). Greater perceived difficulty
with Irish, or less interest in it, are also significantly associated with lower Pupil general
academic ability (r = -.48 and -.38 respectively). Note, however, that the correlations
with achievement in Irish are somewhat stronger than with academic ability, particularly
in the case of Pupil interest in Irish.

In calculating these correlations, we have used scores on just the listening section of the
ITE sixth-grade Irish test as a measure of Pupil achievement in Irish as we do on many
other occasions elsewhere in the study where correlations are involved There are two
reasons for using listening items only: (a) all pupils took the listening test, whereas each
pupil only took Part A or Part B of the speaking test. and (b) there is a very high degree of
correspondence anyway between performance on listening and speaking items. In the
present study, for example, the correlation between listening items and 'speaking A' items
is .82 and between listening items and 'speaking B' items is .76. In the 1985 national
survey, corresponding Pearson ' r'_ coefficients were .8 in both cases (Harris and Murtagh,
1988b). Feyten (1991) also reports that listening ability is a very good predictor of overall
second-language proficiency.

2.4 The Twenty-Classes Study compared to classes nationally

Up to this point, we have been concerned with a description of the pupils in the study. We
turn now to a description of the classes. While we will again focus on the variables
already introduced such as achievement in Irish, we also present a range of additional data
which apply only to classes/schools: class size, urban/rural and regional location and
gender composition. We also include data on parental unemployment.

2.4.1 Class achievement in Irish
The classes in column 1 of Table 2.10 are ranked (1-20) according to the mean percentage
of pupils attaining mastery of each of the objectives of the sixth-grade Irish test. These
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ranks serve as class I.D.'s and as a general presentational framework for class related data
in the remainder of the report. Because achievement in spoken Irish is so central to our
concerns, it will be useful in subsequent chapters to relate whatever new data is being
presented - on attitudes, classroom processes or pupil behaviour to this ranking of the 20
classes in terms of achievement in Irish.

Table 2.10
Twenty sixth-grade Irish classes: Achievement in spoken Irish of each class in the Twenty-

Classes Study compared to classes nationally.

Class achievement in spoken Irish

Rank
(I= highest

achievement)

Twenty-Classes Study
Mean % of pupils
mastering each of

16 sixth-grade
objectives

Percentage of pupils
mastering 'General
comprehension of

speech '*

National Sample
Percentage of classes nationally whose

achievement in spoken Irish is
better than this class *

(using the 'Class Mastery' Index)
1 81.3 88 4%

2 76.9 83 16%

3 71.3 70 12%

4 67.2 88 13%

5 65.8 83 11%

6 63.8 90 6%

7 48.6 58 41%

D 8 41.4 31 61%

9 377 68 51%.

; 10 37 4 49 52%

11 36.0 50 59%

. 31.3 71%

13 16.7 21 81%

14 15.6 18 90%

15 14 4 11 90%---

16:: 13 1 19 93%

17 12.3 4 92%

18 10.41 0 . 98%

19 10 36 7 93%

D 20 6.6 0 98%
* See text for details and Harris & Murtagh, 1988a,b; `D' = Officially classified as disadvantaged.

Rows with darker shading indicate classes in Parent Sample.

The first thing to be noted (Table 2.10, column 2) is simply the great diversity in Irish
achievement among the classes - an average of 6.6% of pupils in Class 20 attain mastery
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of sixth-grade objectives compared to a mean percentage of 81.3% in Class 1. The 20
classes break down into three clearly distinct groups in terms of the mean percentages of
pupils attaining mastery. It can be seen that between 63.8% and 81.3% of pupils in the
'top' six classes (high-Irish-achievement group), for example, attain mastery of each of the
objectives in spoken Irish. But only 6.6% to 16.7% attain mastery in the eight low-Irish-
achievement classes. It will be noted that there is a substantial gap between achievement
in the high-Irish-achievement group and the next middle-Irish-achievement group. The
latter contains six classes in which, on average, between 31.3% and 48.6% ofpupils attain
mastery of objectives. There is no overlap in the mean percentages of pupils attaining
mastery in these three groups. In assessing the significance of these figures, it may be
useful also to recall (Table 2.4) that in the ITE 1985 national survey the mean percentage
of pupils who attained mastery of these same objectives was 34.5% (Harris and Murtagh,
I988a). Thus, the 'middle' group of classes in Table 2.10 is closest overall to the national
average.

It may also be noted that three classes are prefaced by the letter 'D', denoting that they
are in schools which are officially classified as disadvantaged. Two of these
disadvantaged-school classes (ranks 16 and 20) are in the low-Irish-achievement group
and the third (rank 8) is in the middle-Irish-achievement group. The mean percentage of
pupils attaining mastery (41.4%) in the latter class is considerably greater than
corresponding percentages in the two other disadvantaged classes - 13.1% in the case of
Class 16 and 6.6% in the case of Class 20. Below we show (Table 2.11) that there are
differences between Class 8 and the other two classes in disadvantaged-area schools in
relation to a number of other important variables - Pupil general academic ability, Social
class of the majority of pupils and Percentage of parents who are long-term unemployed.

Detailed information on each individual objective is not presented simply because of the
volume of data which would be involved. To give a more immediate indication of the
nature of pupil achievement in Irish in the twenty classes, we present (column 3) data
relating to mastery of one particular objective, General comprehension ofspeech. A total
of 25 items were used to test General comprehension of speech. Three different
approaches to testing were used: (i) items requiring the pupil to identify which of four
different drawings exactly matched the situation described in a simple spoken sentence, (ii)
items requiring the pupil to listen to a statement and then to answer a spoken multiple-
choice question concerning the speaker's identity, location, or feelings, the identity of the
person addressed etc., (iii) items requiring the pupil to listen to a brief (60 + words) spoken
description of an incident and then to answer a series of spoken multiple-choice questions
involving the recovery of information or the making of simple inferences. As in the case of
all other objectives tested, the linguistic and other content of items was carefully tailored to
the content of the Nuacheirsai lessons at fifth/sixth grade (Department of Education,
1978).

It can be seen that the percentages of pupils attaining mastery of this one objective
across the 20 classes do not exhibit the smooth decline in overall achievement in spoken
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Irish which is represented by the ranks in column 1. Nevertheless, it can be seen that there
is no overlap between the high-, middle- and low-Irish-achievement groups of classes in
the percentages attaining mastery of General comprehension of speech. So, for example,
all the classes in the middle-Irish-achievement group have lower percentages of pupils
attaining mastery of this objective than all classes in the high-Irish-achievement group.
There is substantial variation in the percentages of pupils mastering the Comprehension
objective, however, in the low-Irish-achievement group of classes (0%-21%). It will be
noted that in each of two classes (Class 18 and Class 20) no pupil at all attains mastery of
Comprehension.

Column 4 in Table 2.10 shows the percentage of classes in the 1985 National Sample
whose achievement is better than each of the 20 classes in the present study using a 'class
mastery' index (Harris and Murtagh, 1988b). Since the -particular type of achievement
data we have just been using (mean percentages attaining mastery) is not available for
comparative purposes on a class-by-class basis for the 1985 ITE National survey, we had
to compute the 'class mastery index', used in the 1985 survey, for the classes in the
present study. The index consists of a weighted score assigned to each pupil on the basis
of whether he/she has (a) attained mastery (b) made minimal progress or (c) failed to
make minimal progress in relation to each of the 16 objectives (see section 2.2.9 for
definitions of 'mastery' and 'minimal progress'). The mean of the individual weighted
pupil scores is the value of the 'mastery index' for that class. The first thing to be noted is
that the three main groupings of classes ('high' - ranks 1-6; 'middle' - ranks 7-12; and
'low' - ranks 13-20) remain the same whether we use the 'mean percentage attaining
mastery' or the 'class mastery index'. There is no overlap in the percentages in column 4
for the three groups of classes just as there were no overlaps in column 2. This lack of
overlap in class achievement in Irish in the three groups prompted us to use this broad
three-way grouping in illustrating the overall across-class trends in many other kinds of
data in the remainder of this report.

Looking at the values of the class mastery index in column 4, it can be seen that the
first six of the twenty classes in the present study (high-Irish achievement classes)
represent roughly the top 16% of the population of classes nationally in terms of
achievement in Irish: the classes ranked 7 - 12 (middle-Irish-achievement classes)
represent the middle 30% or so of classes (41% - 71%) and the eight low-Irish-
achievement classes (ranks 13 - 20) represent the lowest 20% or so. At the two extremes,
4% of classes nationally are better than the highest achieving class here (rank 1) in terms
of achievement in spoken Irish, while 2% of classes nationally have lower levels of
achievement than the lowest-achieving class here (rank 20).

None of the classes involved in the Parent Survey fall within the high-Irish-achievement
group of classes. This confirms data from Table 2.4 showing overall mastery to be lower
in the Parent Sample than in the Rest.
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2.4.2 Class characteristics: Social class and general academic ability
Data on Social class and Pupil general academic ability (DVRT) are presented for each
of the 20 classes in Table 2.11. Given the strong association noted earlier between each of
these variables and Pupil achievement in Irish, we would also expect to observe
differences in Pupil general academic ability and Social class across 20 classes ranked in
terms of achievement in Irish. Taking Social class (columns 2-4), first, three different
indicators are shown:

a) the Social class group (1-7) to which the majority of pupils' belong (column 2);
b) the mean of the pupils' Social class ratings (column 3);
c) the percentage of parents who are long-term unemployed (column 4). High levels of

unemployment are associated with lower levels of education (Hannan and Shortall,
1991).

Table 2.11
Twenty sixth-grade Irish classes: Social class and Pupil general academic ability

Social Class*
Class
achievement Social class Mean rating
in spoken of majority (I =high,
Irish Rank of pupils 7=low)

% parents
long-term

unemployed

Pupil general academic ability

Mean % pupils with
DVRT SD DVRT SS

SS <= 90
1 Semi/unskilled 4.5 0% 106.4 9.3 0%
2 Non-manual+ 2.6 5% 113.2 22.6 8%
3 Skilled+ 3.8 0% 105.0 12.0 22%
4 Non-manual+ 3.9 0% 96.5 24.5 25%
5 Skilled+ 3.8 8% 113.8 10.3 0%
6 Non-manual+ 3.3 0% 108.9 13.4 11%

7 Skilled+ 3.7 8% 112.4 8.7 0%
D 8 Semi/unskilled 5.1 24% 110.4 8.9 4%

9 Skilled+ 4.2 0% 109.5 24.2 8%
10 Non-manual+ 3.1 0% 109.6 10.4 9%
11 Skilled+ 4.3 6% 105.6 8.5 6%
12 Non-manual+ 2.6 0% 115.3 8.5 0%

13 Semi/unskilled 4.5 9% 101.7 10.0 7%
14 Unskilled 4.9 29% 105.5 10.7 9%
15 Skilled+ 4.2 0% 101.8 10.5 13%

D16 Unskilled 5.5 35% 100.2 13.9 29%
17 Unskilled 5.7 17% 107.4 14.6 18%
18 Skilled+ 4.3 28% 100.9 12.6 19%
19 Skilled+ 3.8 0% 106.8 23.9 11%

D 20 Unskilled 5.9 50% 102.0 15.3 24%
* See text & Table 2.7 for a description ofSocial class scale. `D' = Officially classified as disadvantaged.
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There is a tendency for higher Social-class categories (i.e. numerically low ratings in
column 3) to be associated with higher levels of achievement in Irish (i.e. numerically low
ranks in column 1). This trend is also reflected in the dominant Social-class category
(column 2) associated with high- and middle-Irish-achievement classes compared to the
low-Irish-achievement classes. Note that (a) the only four classes in which the dominant
category is 'unskilled' are also low-Irish-achievement classes and (b) none of the low-
Irish-achievement classes have a majority of pupils associated with 'non-manual or higher'
Social class categories. The tendency for higher Social class to be associated with higher
achievement in Irish, however, is not entirely consistent. Thus, Class 1 (the best overall in
terms of Irish) has roughly the same mean Social class rating (column 3) as half of the
classes in the low-Irish-achievement group.

The third occupational/social class indicator (column 4) shows that in the case of five
classes (ranks 8, 14, 16, 18 & 20), between a quarter and a half of the pupils have parents
who are long-term unemployed. Of these, three classes are the ones already designated as
being in disadvantaged areas (classes 8, 16, 20). It is worth noting, however, that in Class
8 the percentage of parents who are long-term unemployed (24%) is lower than it is in the
other two disadvantaged area classes (35% and 50%). It will also be noted that the class
ranked last (20) in terms of achievement is associated with the highest proportion of long-
term unemployment (50% of parents).

Columns 5-7 contain information on two class-based indices of Pupil general
academic ability: (a) mean DVRT standard scores of the sixth-grade pupils in each class
and (b) the proportion of sixth-grade pupils in each class with DVRT standard scores of 90
or less i.e. those who score more than a standard deviation below the national DVRT mean
(108.6) for sixth-grade pupils based on the 1985 ITE survey - see Table 2.5 and Harris
and Murtagh (1988a). Looking at column 5, it can be seen that all of the eight classes in
the low-Irish-achievement group have mean DVRT scores which are lower than the
national mean of 108.6. By comparison, eight of the twelve classes in the combined high-
and middle-Irish achievement groups have mean DVRT scores which are higher than the
national mean.

A broadly similar pattern can be seen in the proportion of pupils with very low general
academic ability (column 7). In three quarters of the low-Irish achievement classes, the
percentages of pupils with a DVRT score <=90 reach double figures. In the high- and
middle-Irish-achievement classes such low levels of Pupil general academic ability tend
to be less common, although classes 3 and 4 do have 22% and 25% of pupils respectively
with DVRT<=90.

Finally, it is worth drawing attention to differences in DVRT scores between Class 8
and the other two 'disadvantaged' classes (ranks 16 & 20). The former has a higher mean
DVRT score (110.4) and fewer pupils with DVRT SS <=90 (4%) than either of the other
two classes (mean DVRT scores = 100.2 & 102; Percentage of pupils with DVRT SS
<=90: 29% and 24% respectively)
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2.4.3 Class characteristics: Pupil interest in Irish and difficulty with Irish
Table 2.12 presents class level data on teachers' assessments of their pupils' interest in
Irish and difficulties in various subject areas (see Appendix 2.2). In column 2, the
proportions of pupils in each class who were perceived by their teachers to have either
'low' or 'very low' interest in Irish are given. The trend (combining the two categories) is
for a greater percentage of pupils in low-Irish-achievement classes than in high-Irish-
achievement classes to be rated as having 'low' interest in Irish. Only one class in the
high-Irish-achievement group has more than 30% of the pupils showing a 'low' level of
interest in Irish, while all classes in the low-Irish-achievement group have more than that
proportion with 'low' interest in Irish.

Table 2.12
Twenty sixth-grade Irish classes: Low interest in Irish and difficulties in various subjects

(N pupils = 532)

Class Percentage of pupils whom teacher perceives as having -
achievement low* difficulty in various subject areas

in spoken interest Spoken English Irish Spoken
Irish in Irish English reading Maths reading Irish
Rank

1 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 21 0 8 26 13 33
3 20 10 0 30 0 30
4 0 13 13 25 13 13
5 33 100 0 33 8 100
6 20 40 20 40 -20 30

7 41 0 13 31 36 49
D 8 32 0 35 56 41 82

9 40 30 27 40 47 43
10 10 3 5 44 28 36
11 6 24 24 59 35 53
12 52 19 19 36 29 48

13 46 27 27 24 42 67
14 32 21 36 32 46 21
15 56 3 . 19 44 50 53

D 16 47 29 29 41 44 44
17 38 24 31 48 . 41 48
18 33 8 28 31 44 74
19 37 33 30 50 50 40

D 20 67 17 43 37 60 70
* Combination of 'low' and 'very low' categories from the teacher's ratings of Pupil interest in Irish.
'D' = Officially classified as disadvantaged.
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Teachers' judgments of pupils' difficulties in English, Irish and Mathematics
aggregated to the class level, are given in columns 3-7. Pupils are more likely to be
perceived as having difficulty with Mathematics, Irish Reading and Spoken Irish than
with Spoken English and English Reading. Notice, for example, the number of single-
figure percentages in the columns relating to Spoken English and English Reading.

In general, teachers of low-Irish-achievement classes (ranks 13 - 20) rate more of their
pupils as having problems with English Reading than do teachers of high-Irish-
achievement classes. Half of the low-Irish-achievement classes have 30% or more of
pupils rated as having difficulty with English Reading, while only one of the middle-Irish-
achievement classes and none of the high-Irish-achievement classes have such large
proportions. The highest proportion rated as having difficulty with English Reading
(43%) occurs in the class with the lowest Irish achievement (rank 20).

Looking at perceived difficulty in Irish, note that teachers in 14 of the 20 classes judge
more pupils as having difficulty with Spoken Irish than with Irish Reading. Generally,
higher proportions of pupils in the low-Irish-achievement group of classes than in the high-
Irish-achievement group have difficulty with Spoken Irish. Differences between the low-
and middle-Irish-achievement groups, in relation to pupil difficulty with Spoken Irish, are
less pronounced. But even in the high-Irish-achievement group the proportions remain
substantial. In four of these (ranks 2, 3, 5, 6) teachers rated 30% or more of pupils as
having difficulty with Spoken Irish. Incidentally, Class 1 is the only one of the 20 classes
in which no pupil is judged to have difficulty with Spoken Irish. Our own test results, of
course, reinforce this judgment. Recall that only 4% of classes nationally do better in
spoken Irish than Class 1. The teacher of Class 1 reported no pupil difficulty in any other
subject area either.

Finally in this regard it may be noted that in certain classes with higher than average
levels of achievement in spoken Irish as measured by our objective tests, teachers
nevertheless report large majorities as having difficulty with Irish. For example, in classes
5 & 8, teachers judge 100% and 82% of pupils respectively to have difficulty with Spoken
Irish while our Irish test shows the mean percentage attaining mastery of objectives in
spoken Irish for the same classes as 65.8% and 41.4% respectively - well above the
national mean of 34.5%.

2.4.4 Class characteristics: Socio-demographic and teaching variables
Table 2.13 presents class-based information relating to four socio-demographic and school
organizational factors: (i) the number of pupils in sixth grade, (ii) gender composition of
sixth grade, (iii) regional location of school, (iv) urban/rural location of school.

In the case of the high-Irish-achievement classes (ranks 1-6) the presence of a
constellation of features associated with small schools can be observed: gender
composition is always 'mixed% five of the six classes are in country locations and have
small numbers of sixth-grade pupils. Larger sixth-grade groups, single sex classes and
city/town locations are more common in the middle- and low-Irish-achievement groups of
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classes. Note that none of the Dublin schools, but both of the Connaught schools, are in
the high-Irish-achievement group of classes.

Table 2.13
Twenty sixth-grade Irish classes:

Mastery of objectives in spoken Irish, size of sixth grade, gender composition and location

Class
achievement in

spoken Irish
Rank

Number
of pupils

in
sixth grade

Gender
composition of

sixth-grade
class

Location:
Region

Location:
Urban/
rural

1 8 Mixed Connaught Country
2 39 Mixed Munster City
3 10 Mixed Munster Country
4 8 Mixed Leinster Country
5 12 Mixed Munster Country
6 10 Mixed Connaught Country

7 39 Girls Dublin City
D 8 34 Girls Munster City

9 30 Mixed Leinster Country
10 39 Girls Dublin City
11 17 Girls Munster Town
12 31 Boys Dublin City

13 33 Girls Ulster Town
14 28 Girls Leinster Town
15 32 Girls Leinster Town

D 16 34 Mixed Dublin City
17 29 Boys Munster City
18 39 Girls Dublin City
19 30 Mixed Leinster Country

D 20 30 Boys Munster City
= Officially classified as disadvantaged.

Class 2 in the high-Irish-achievement group represents an exception to the pattern in the
other five classes in the group in that it has more pupils (39 pupils in sixth-grade) and is in
a city location. Presumably socio-educational factors or in-class teaching factors must be
involved. Two obvious candidates are Social class (jointly with class 12, it has the highest
Social class) and above average Pupil general academic ability (mean DVRT SS =
113.2).

Finally, we refer briefly to teacher-report data (Appendix 2.4) relating to two class
teaching characteristics: (i) the course-method used to teach Irish and (ii) the extent to
which Irish medium-instruction is used. Table 2.14 shows that the Nuaclursai are used
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either alone (9 classes) or in combination with the traditional ABC method (4 classes) in
thirteen of the 20 classes. Only one teacher uses the ABC method alone as the main
course-method. The remaining six teachers reported using their 'own method'. None of
the three main Irish-achievement groups of classes are strongly associated with any
particular course method.

Table 2.14
Course-method used to teach Irish and extent of Irish-medium instruction in each of the

20 classes (Teacher's Report)
Class achievement Course- Time each week spent teaching

in spoken Irish method other subjects through
Rank used* Irish*

1 Nuachfirsai 3-4 hours
2 Nuacharsai and ABC 2-3 hours
3 ABC less than 1 hour
4 Own method 2-3 hours
5 Own method less than 1 hour
6 Nuacharsai less than 1 hour

7 Nuacharsai no time
D 8 Own method less than 1 hour

9 Nuacharsai less than 1 hour
10 Nuacharsai less than 1 hour
11 Own method 1-2 hours

12 Nuacharsai & ABC less than 1 hour

13 Nuacharsai less than 1 hour
14 Nuacharsai less than 1 hour
15 Nuacharsai no time

D.16 Nuacharsai no time
17 Nuacharsai & ABC no time
18 Nuacharsai & ABC no time
19 Own method no time

D 20 Own method no time
*Teachers' report (Appendix 2.4: Q 32). 'EY = Officially classified as disadvantaged

Data in colunm 3 show that seven classes (35%) spend 'no time' teaching subjects
other than Irish through Irish, nine classes (45%) spend less than one hour and four
classes (20%) spend more than one hour teaching through Irish. It can also be seen that
class achievement in Irish tends to increase with increasing amounts of Irish-medium
instruction. Three of the six high-Irish-achievement classes spend at least two hours per
week being taught other subjects through Irish, while five of the six middle-Irish-
achievement classes spend at least some time being taught through Irish. By comparison
six of the eight low-achievement classes spend 'no time' at all being taught through Irish.
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2.5 Discussion

The results show that the crucial characteristics of our sample accord rather better with
those of the national population than might reasonably have been expected with such a
small group of classes and pupils. Admittedly, some of the differences are statistically
significant but their magnitude suggests that, for present purposes, the degree of
comparability with the national context is acceptable. This is not to deny that in certain
other contexts, differences of the same magnitude might be of considerable practical
significance - for example, if we had been measuring changes in achievement over time at
a national level, or evaluating achievement gain scores associated with the implementation
of a particular educational treatment.

Another positive outcome is that we can identify probable explanations for the two
most substantial differences between our samples and the national picture, explanations
which do not undermine confidence in the representativeness of the samples in other
respects. The two differences in question consist of (a) Social class in the Total Sample
being lower overall than that in the Census and (b) Pupil achievement in Irish in the
Parent Sample being lower than in the national population. The first of these differences,
relating to Social class, we attribute to the fact that the quality of information about
occupational status was in certain respects unsatisfactory. The second difference, the
lower achievement in Irish of pupils in the Parent Sample, can be accounted for by the
predominance of Dublin schools in that sample. We will now examine these and other
aspects of the results in more detail.

2.5.1 Total Sample compared to the National Sample
Two main kinds of representativeness are desired: (a) that average Pupil achievement in
Irish, Pupil general academic ability and Social class in the selected sixth-grade classes
would be 'similar to the national population, (b) that the classes would represent the full
range of achievement in Irish and at the same time balance weak and strong classes. The
results show that in terms of achievement in Irish, pupils in the Total Sample are
representative of the population of sixth-grade pupils nationally. The mean percentage
attaining mastery of sixth-grade objectives in Irish is not statistically different from the
mean percentage nationally. There are close similarities too in the 'performance profiles'
of pupils in the present study and nationally.

The class-level analysis indicates, in addition, that both in terms of the range of
achievement in Irish across the classes, and the balance between classes with high, middle
and low levels of achievement in Irish, the Total sample mirrors the national picture quite
well. A 'class mastery' index showed that the 20 classes selected represent the top and
bottom 15%-20% or so of classes nationally as well as the middle 30%. Equally
important, there is no overlap in the mean levels of achievement in Irish of the individual
classes in three groups. This clear division into three groups of classes provides us with a
convenient presentational framework for the rest of the report. On the negative side, it
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must be acknowledged that very high-achieving and very low-achieving classes are
overrepresented, though clearly these classes must be in general balance since mean Irish
achievement does not differ significantly from the national picture.

Two other points are worth making about the class-based data. The first concerns the
fact that the mean percentage of pupils attaining mastery of each objective in spoken Irish
in the very highest achieving class is as high as 81.3%. An immediate question which
arises is whether this is as high as the average in all-Irish schools? While we do not have
data at a national level on achievement in spoken Irish at sixth-grade in all-Irish schools,
we do have data at second grade. The mean percentage of second-grade all-Irish school
pupils nationally who attain mastery of second-grade objectives is 83.8% (Harris and
Murtagh, 1988a). Using this figure as a rough and ready indicator, it is not unreasonable
to suggest that the level of achievement in spoken Irish in Class 1 in the present study may
not be too far off the level attained in many all-Irish schools.

It is also of interest to note that 4% of sixth-grade classes in ordinary schools
nationally, in our estimation, do as well or better than, Class 1. Admittedly, this can only
be considered a crude estimate, given that the 'class mastery index' used for national
comparisons does not produce exactly the same ranking of the 20 classes as the 'mean
percentage attaining mastery' does. Nevertheless, the comparisons are sufficient to make
the point that some ordinary schools produce very high levels of achievement in spoken
Irish. Even if the proportion of such schools nationally is small, their absolute number

. ensures that they must make a considerable contribution to the general language revival
effort.

The second point about the class-based data is that mastery of General comprehension .
of speech is attained so infrequently in low-Irish-achievement classes - it falls below 20%
in all but one of these classes and is zero in two classes. This is important in that it
explains why pupils in low-Irish-achievement classes so often express the desire that the
Irish lesson would be 'easier to understand' (See Chapter 4, section 4.4.3). It is important
to bear in mind, nevertheless, that failure to achieve mastery of an objective does not mean
that the pupil has no proficiency at all. It simply means that a pupil could not comprehend
Irish at a level sufficient to be judged to have attained mastery at a particular grade - in the
present case, mastery of General comprehension of speech at the sixth-grade level.

Turning now to the other key variables, the results show that while Pupil general
academic ability in the Total Sample is significantly lower than nationally, the difference
in practical terms is quite small - the mean DVRT standard scores only differ by 1.5. In
the case of Social class, pupils in the Total Sample come from significantly lower Social
class backgrounds (numerically higher ratings) than the general population. While in most
of the seven Social class categories there is a reasonably high degree of correspondence
between the distribution pattern in the Total Sample and the Census, in social-class groups
3 and 7 differences of over 6% occur. We return to a more detailed examination of this
result below.
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2.5.2 Parent Sample compared to the National Sample and the 'Rest'
The results show that Pupil achievement in Irish in the Parent Sample is substantially
lower than it is nationally. The mean percentage attaining mastery of each objective in
spoken Irish is only 23.9% compared to 34.5% nationally, a difference which is also, of
course, statistically significant. Predictably, Pupil achievement in Irish in the Parent
Sample is also significantly lower than it is in the Rest of the classes (i.e. those not
involved in the Parent survey). As a consequence, all the classes in the Parent Sample are
in either the middle- or low-Irish-achievement groups. This outcome is entirely to be
expected, however, since all the schools selected are either in Dublin or in the surrounding
counties in East Leinster. Earlier research (Harris, 1983) has shown that Dublin classes
have lower levels of achievement in spoken Irish than classes from other regions.

In the other two key respects of interest here, however, the Parent Sample does not
differ from the situation nationally. Both Pupil general academic ability (DYRT) and
Social class in the Parent Sample do not differ significantly from the National Sample.
Pupil general academic ability in the Parent Sample also does not significantly differ
from the Rest of the classes.

The results also show that pupils in the Rest of the classes come from significantly
lower Social class backgrounds than either pupils nationally (Census) or pupils in the
Parent Sample. Since pupils .in the Parent Sample, as we noted a moment ago, do not
differ from those nationally in terms of Social class, it must be the Rest of the classes
which are depressing the profile of the Total Sample - to such an extent that Social class
in the latter is significantly lower than it is nationally. We believe that this effect is largely
an artifact of the quality of information about Social class which is available for the Rest.

The critical issue here is that a high proportion of pupils in the Rest (23.1%) are
assigned to category 7, 'social class unknown', compared to only 6.1% in the Parent
Sample. This difference originates in the fact that in the case of the Parent Sample we
had precise information on occupations directly from the parents themselves, whereas in
the Rest of the classes we had only indirect information from teachers. Where parents
have been unemployed for a long time, it is clear that teachers did not have accurate
information on previous occupation. This is confirmed by the fact that although the
overall percentage who are long-term unemployed was actually higher in the Parent
Sample than it was in the Rest, a disproportionate number of long-term unemployed
parents were categorised as 'social class unknown' in the Rest sample (55%) compared to
the Parent Sample (25%). The implication here is that some pupils in the Rest who were
assigned a Social class rating of 7 would almost certainly have been assigned to a higher
Social class category (i.e. a numerically lower rating) if more precise information on
previous occupation had been available. The higher proportion of 'social class unknown'
ratings in the Rest would have the effect of artificially depressing the overall Social class
in the Total Sample. Other evidence for the interpretation here is the fact that a greater
proportion of parents fall into the 'social class unknown' category in the Total Sample
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(16.7%) than in the Census (10.1%). In all probability, then, the real Social class
standing of pupils in the Total Sample is not very different from those nationally.

2.5.3 Irish achievement, general academic ability and social class
The results indicate clearly that lower Pupil general academic ability and lower Social
class predominate among pupils and classes with low levels of achievement in Irish. The
formal statistical analysis of these relationships using regression and correlation
techniques is deferred until Chapters 3 and 5. Our goal here is simply to illustrate the
nature and strength of these relationships more directly in order to indicate the range of
conditions under which Irish is taught. The mean percentages of pupils attaining mastery
of sixth-grade objectives in Irish shows a steady and substantial increase according to
increasing levels of Pupil general academic ability. This confirms the strong relationship
between these same variables found in previous studies (Harris and Murtagh, 1988b). At
the class level also, very low levels of Pupil general academic ability (DVRT <=90) are
much more common in low-Irish-achievement classes than in high- and middle-Irish-
achievement classes.

Social class is also positively linked with Pupil achievement in Irish. More than twice
the proportion of pupils in the highest Social class group (50.7%) than in the lowest
Social class group (21.7%) attain mastery of each objective on the Irish test.
Nevertheless, there are instances of individual classes which go against the pattern. For
example, pupils in Class 1, which has the highest level of achievement in Irish of all, tend
to fall into relatively lower Social class categories, 'semi-skilled' or 'unskilled'.

A slight break in the trend in Irish achievement across social-class groups occurs in the
case of Social class group 7 where marginally more pupils attain mastery than in Social
class group 6. This adds weight to our earlier suggestion that due to the quality of
information on occupational status available for the Rest of the classes, some pupils who
would normally have been assigned to higher (i.e. numerically lower) Social class groups
were instead assigned to Social class group 7. The inclusion of these pupils enlarged the
proportion in Social class group 7 as well as raising the Irish achievement of this group.

The remaining data to be discussed do not involve formal comparisons at a national
level and are primarily intended to provide a richer picture of the diversity of the classes in
the study. It should be noted, however, that the issue of comparability with the national
picture is pursued further in Chapter 5 where we consider the goodness-of-fit between
some new data on adult ability in Irish and use of Irish at home in the Parent Sample and
equivalent sociolinguistic data at a national level from other studies.

2.5.4 Pupil interest in and difficulty with Irish
The teachers' ratings allow us to place performance in Irish in the context of performance
in other subjects such as Mathematics or English reading without conducting a large
amount of direct testing. The results show that teachers tend to judge large proportions of
pupils as having difficulty with Irish. This is particularly so in the case of spoken Irish
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where half of all pupils are seen as having difficulty. Irish reading comes next with 37%
being reported as having difficulty.

At the class level, teachers in half the low-Irish-achievement classes judge that between
53% and 74% of pupils have difficulty with spoken Irish. But even in the high-Irish-
achievement group of classes, which are considerably better than the national average,
substantial proportions of pupils are often perceived as having difficulty with this subject.
In four of these classes (ranks 2, 3, 5, 6) teachers rated 30% or more of pupils as having
difficulty. Class 1 is the only one of the 20 classes in which no pupil is judged to have
difficulty with Spoken Irish. Our own test of spoken Irish, of course, reinforces this
judgment only 4% of classes nationally do better than Class 1.

One way of construing data on perceived pupil difficulty with school subjects is that
they indicate the extent to which there is a gap between the level of performance expected
by the teacher and the actual performance of pupils. Viewed in this way, the expectations-
performance gap is particularly large in the case of spoken Irish and indeed mathematics.
The ITE national surveys of achievement in spoken Irish mentioned earlier, which show
that only a third of pupils, on average, attain mastery of each objective, have been
interpreted as evidence that the expectations/performance gap may be too high in the case
of Irish (Harris, 1984). The argument was that the expectations embodied in the
NuachUrsai were simply too ambitious for most pupils. Note also that a substantial
majority of teachers (71%) believe that the 'expectations of the syllabus in Irish cannot be
achieved within the amount of time available' (INTO, 1985a: 9).

If high expectations are to have a positive influence on outcome, they must be
accompanied by frequent opportunities for pupils to experience success in learning and
also to receive feedback on their progress which is both affirmative and ofa high quality.
Otherwise, pupils' esteem in relation to their ability to develop speaking proficiency may
suffer. As we shall see in subsequent chapters, substantial numbers of pupils, particularly
in low-Irish-achievement classes, have a poor image of their ability in Irish and tend to
experience anxiety about the Irish class.

High percentages of teachers report pupils as having difficulty in other subject areas as
well as Irish - 37.8% in Mathematics, 33.8% in English writing and 22.6% in English
reading. Data to be presented later show that parents are less likely than teachers to report
that their child has difficulties with subjects in general (Chapter 5, Table 5.13).

Data at the class level indicate that socio-educational factors, including unemployment,
can be associated with low levels of achievement in Irish as well as in English and other
school subjects. For example, low-Irish-achievement classes are associated with lower
social-class ratings and with higher levels of long-term parental unemployment than
classes in the other two achievement groups. Furthermore, half of the low-Irish-
achievement classes have 30% or more of pupils rated as having difficulty with English
Reading, while only one of the middle-Irish-achievement classes and none of the high-
Irish-achievement classes have such large proportions. The highest proportion rated as
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having difficulty with English Reading (43%) is the class with the lowest Irish
achievement (rank 20).

Over a third of pupils overall (35.5%) are considered by their teachers to have 'low'
interest in Irish. Once again, however, this proportion varies considerably across classes.
Only one class in the high-Irish-achievement group has more than 30% of the pupils
exhibiting a 'low' level of interest in Irish, while all classes in the low-Irish-achievement
group have more than that proportion of pupils with 'low' interest in Irish. Data discussed
more fully in Chapters 3 and 7 show that, in general terms at least, teachers' assessments
of the level of interest in Irish in different classes tend to be consistent with those based on
both pupils themselves and inspectors who observed the Irish lesson. For example, the
two classes with the greatest proportion of pupils showing low interest in Irish as assessed
by teachers (Classes 15 and 20 in Table 2.12) are also the ones with the least positive
overall Irish attitude/motivation based on pupils' own reports (Chapter 3: Table 3.10).

Finally, the results show that there are high correlations between teacher's judgments
of difficulty in Irish and interest in Irish, on the one hand, and actual Pupil achievement in
Irish as measured by the ITE test of spoken Irish, on the other (r---.57 & .56 respectively).
This is consistent with evidence in the educational literature generally that teachers'
perceptions correlate very well with objective measures (Egan and Archer, 1985).

2.5.5 Socio-demographic and teaching variables
In this concluding section, we consider data relating to a number of socio-demographic and
teaching characteristics of the Twenty-Classes compared to sixth-grade classes nationally.
In general, the data confirm that we have succeeded in including classes in our study which
represent the whole range of values and categories of some of the major socio-demographic
and educational variables relevant to the teaching and learning of Irish. In saying this we
do not suggest, of course, that we have achieved the kind of balance and representativeness
which would be produced by stratified random sampling.

We also show that the relationship between these characteristics and class achievement
in Irish is at least broadly consistent with previous ITE research conducted at a national
level (Harris, 1983; Harris and Murtagh, 1988b). In relation to location, for example, note
that while none of the Dublin classes are in the high-Irish-achievement group of classes,
both Connaught classes are. The link between class achievement in Irish and size of sixth-
grade group is also consistent with national data i.e. higher achievement is associated with
smaller sixth-grade groups (Harris, 1983). Combining the 'Nuachzirsai alone' and
`Nuachiesai plus ABC' categories we find that 65% of teachers say they use the
Nuachtirsai as an important part of their main method of teaching Irish. This percentage
compares to 88.2% in the 1985 ITE survey of sixth-grade teachers (Harris and Murtagh,
1988b). Correspondingly the proportion of teachers using their 'own' method in the
Twenty-Classes Study (30%) is considerably up from the 6.7% in the 1985 survey. While
it is not at all critical to our approach that the percentages for the various methods in the
Twenty-Classes Study should reflect the situation nationally, it is interesting to note that
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these data are consistent with a continuation of the fall off in the proportion of teachers
committed to the NuachUrsai which first became evident in the 1985 ITE survey (see
Chapter 1).

More important, than this, however, is the likelihood that teachers' reports of 'main
method' are not really an adequate basis on which to draw conclusions about classroom
practice. One source of doubt arises from the fact that response to another Teacher
Questionnaire item suggest that 'own method' can include some use of the NuachUrsai. In
addition, classroom-observation data ,(Chapter 7) show that film strips and the projector
are used in only 9.1% of lesson segments (12.1% of lesson time), the NuachUrsai
handbook is used in only 10% of segments (12% of time), and that NuachUrsai-related
topics are involved in only 10.9% of segments. One possible explanation for the apparent
discrepancy between these direct-observation data and teachers' reports is that teachers
may mean 'main' method in the sense that their basic approach is anchored in the
NuachUrsai - without implying that they use NuachUrsai or audio-visual materials/aids
very frequently. It must be borne in mind also that teachers are responding to a multiple-
choice question here rather than describing their chosen method in their own words.
Irrespective of the truth or otherwise of this, these data raise doubts about the usefulness of
multiple-choice questions in obtaining high-quality information on course-method.

Finally, we turn to the issue of teaching through Irish. The Twenty-Classes Study data
on the amount of Irish-medium instruction which is conducted accords moderately well
with data collected at a national level. The main difference is that somewhat more Irish-
medium instruction is conducted in the twenty classes than in classes nationally. The
percentages for the main Irish-medium categories in the national sample are as follows:
45% of classes spend 'no time' on Irish-medium instruction, 38.2% spend less than one
hour and 16.5% spend more than one hour. The corresponding data for the Twenty-
Classes Study are 35% (no time), 45% (less than one hour) and 20% (more than one hour)
(Harris and Murtagh, 1988b). All the high-Irish-achievement classes spend at least some
time each week on Irish-medium instruction - in some cases a substantial amount -
compared to only two of the eight low-Irish-achievement classes. We have already
mentioned just how high achievement in Irish is in some ordinary schools. All this
emphasises once again that Irish-medium teaching is critical to the generation of really high
levels of achievement in Irish in ordinary schools. It also supports our conclusions from
the Teaching through Irish Project that, as the new curriculum is introduced, it is
important to provide teaching materials, in-service training and other support for those
teachers who are prepared, on a voluntary basis, to conduct some Irish-medium instruction.

In the following chapters, our task will be to amplify the basic description of the
teaching and learning of Irish in the Twenty classes which has been presented in the present
chapter. This will involve an account of a wide range of factors, including pupil
attitude/motivation, pupils' views of the Irish lesson and course materials, the views and
practices of parents, the structure and content of the Irish lesson and pupil participation
and language use in the classroom.
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3 Pupils' attitude and motivation

3.1 Introduction

There are at least two general aspects to primary school pupils' attitude to Irish and their

motivation to learn it which are of interest to those involved in primary education. First,
there is the commonsense notion, supported by a fairly sizeable body of research, that
pupils' attitude and motivation are important factors which determine success in second-

and foreign-language learning (Gardner and Maclntyre, 1993). Second, the primary
school programme, apart from the central specific aim of developing proficiency in Irish,
also has a number of other goals related to the affective domain - namely, to develop a
positive attitude to the Irish language itself and to the idea of speaking it; to foster a desire

to continue studying the language; and, more generally, to develop an interest in learning

other languages. It would be of some interest, therefore, to have available an instrument
which would allow us to measure the strength of individual attitudes and motivation in
relation both to Irish and the learning of Irish and, in turn, to establish how important such

attitudes and motivation were in relation to the level of proficiency in spoken Irish which

was achieved by pupils. In the absence of any existing instrument suitable for
administration to primary school pupils, the Pupil Questionnaire used in the present study
of pupils' attitudes to Irish was developed. Before describing the Questionnaire itself and
the information which it yielded, it will be useful to briefly review research on attitude-
motivation in relation to second-language learning generally and in relation to Irish in

particular.

3.1.1 Affective variables in second-language learning
In the last few decades many studies have shown a link between affective factors such as
pupil attitude and motivation, on the one hand, and achievement in the second language on

the other. Gardner (1985a) has demonstrated that within the attitudinal domain, the major
determinant of achievement is motivation (see also Lalonde and Gardner, 1985). It is
believed that attitudinal variables associated with the target language group and a desire to

integrate with that group are influential not so much because of the direct association of
these variables with proficiency, but more because they serve as the basis for maintaining

and supporting motivation in the lengthy task of acquiring competence in the second

language. This view of motivation and the instrument used to measure it (The

Attitude/Motivation Test Battery) forms the basis of the approach to assessing pupils'
attitudes to Irish and learning Irish which is adopted in the present study.
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The Attitude/Motivation Test Battery (AMTB)
The Attitude/Motivation Test Battery was initially conceptualized and designed to measure
the major attitudinal and motivation factors which influence individuals in the course of
learning another language. As far back as 1959, Gardner and Lambert showed a link
between two independent factors, Language Aptitude and Social Motivation, and
achievement in French among Canadian English-speaking high-school students (Gardner
and Lambert, 1959). In the late seventies, Gardner and his colleagues set about
formalising the composition and measurement of attitude and motivation in relation to
second-language learning (Gardner, Clement, Smythe and Smythe, 1979). To this end they
developed the Attitude/Motivation Test Battery (AMTB), a series of measures designed
particularly for a Canadian context, with English-speaking children learning French in
mind. The battery measured a number of affective components. Three attitude/
motivational clusters Motivation, Integrativeness and Attitude toward the learning
situation - were defmed in terms of a conceptual analysis of the variables and their relation
to second-language learning.

The first cluster or component, Motivation, refers to an individual who (a) wants to
achieve a particular goal, (b) devotes considerable effort to achieving this goal and (c)
experiences satisfaction in the activities associated with achieving the goal. The
corresponding measures associated with the concept ofMotivation in the AMTB were (a)
Desire to learn the language (b) Motivational intensity to learn the language (c)
Attitudes to learning the language.

The second cluster, Integrativeness refers to those learner attributes which reflect a
positive outlook toward the target language group, or out-groups in general, or a desire to
meet with and possibly associate with members of those groups. In the AMTB, these
attributes were represented by three measures (a) Attitudes toward the target language
group (b) Interest in foreign languages and (c) Integrative orientation

The third cluster Attitudes to the learning situation, refers to the learners' affective
reactions to the learning situation e.g. attitudes towards the teacher, the class, the
textbooks, the language laboratory etc. In the AMTB these are measured by (a) Evaluation
of the language teacher and (b) Evaluation of the language course.

Comparing the three logical groupings above, Gardner and Smythe (1981) and Lalonde
and Gardner (1985). have found Motivation to be the best predictor of pupil behavioural
outcomes related to second/foreign-language learning e.g. behavioural intention, self-
ratings, teacher ratings, French grades and objective measures of achievement in French
(L2). These findings are consistent with Gardner's (1979) socio-educational model of
second-language acquisition which sees Motivation as having a direct influence on second-
language achievement, whereas the two attitudinal measures Integrativeness and Attitude
toward the learning situation have a direct influence on Motivation which in turn mediates
their relationship with second-language achievement (Lalonde and Gardner, 1985).

Two other measures, Instrumental orientation and Language anxiety were also
incorporated in Gardner's overall definition of Attitude/Motivation. In contrast to the
Integrative orientation which reflects an overall interest in the target language speaking
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community, an Instrumental orientation is characterized by 'a desire to gain social
recognition or economic advantages through knowledge of a foreign language' (Gardner

and Lambert, 1972: 14).
Language anxiety refers to learners' anxiety reactions to situations in which they might

make use of the target language. The negative effect of language anxiety on achievement
in the target language has been well established (Gardner, Smythe, Clement and Gliksman,
1976; Gardner, 1985a, Horwitz, Horwitz, and Cope, 1986; Try long, 1987; Gardner and

MacIntyre, 1993).
The antithesis of the anxious student according to MacIntyre and Gardner (1991) is the

self-confident one. Clement, Gardner and Smythe (1977, 1980) found that self-confidence,

defined by a lack of language anxiety and by the presence of a positive self-rated
proficiency in the second language, was positively related to second-language proficiency

measures as well as to motivation. Recently MacIntyre, Noels and Clement (1997) noted
significant intercorrelations between language anxiety, second-language self-ratings and

actual second-language proficiency. The authors also reported that regression analysis,
with actual proficiency level controlled, showed that anxious students tended to
underestimate their competence (lower self-ratings) relative to the less anxious students
who tended to overestimate their competence (higher self-ratings).

A Parental encouragement factor although not incorporated in the overall construct of
Attitude/Motivation has, nonetheless, been linked to higher pupil achievement in the second

language (Gardner and Smythe, 1981). This measure reflects the extent to which students
feel their parents support them in their study of the target language.

Various studies have modified the original items from the AMTB or used comparable

ones for use in different contexts such as the learning of English by French-speaking
students in Canada (Clement, Gardner and Smythe, 1977), primary-school students
learning English in Belize, Central America (Gordon, 1980) and American high-school
students learning Spanish (Muchnick and Wolfe, 1982). Despite variation in context, these

and other studies have shown positive relationships between affective factors, particularly
motivation, and learner -self-confidence and achievement in the second language (Gardner

and Maclntyre, 1993).
A number of aspects of second-language acquisition, apart from achievement as such,

are also thought to be influenced by language attitudes/motivation. For example,
Gliksman, Gardner and Smythe (1982) have demonstrated that pupils who were more
'integratively motivated' tended to volunteer more answers in the second-language

classroom, were more correct in their responses and were generally more interested during

class than less integratively motivated students. Another factor which is thought to be
affected by language attitudes/motivation is the extent to which learners persist with their

study of a second language. Finally, a higher drop-out rate has been reported among
students who were less motivated, or who held less favourable attitudes to the target
language, than others (Bartley, 1970; Clement, Smythe and Gardner, 1978; Ramage,

1990).
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3.1.2 Research on attitudes to learning Irish among school children
Although a substantial amount of attention has been given over the years to the public's
attitudes towards Irish (CLAR, 1975; 0 Riagain and 6 Gliasdin, 1994) considerably less
research has been conducted on language attitudes among the school going population or
on pupils' perceptions of the language learning process itself. What research has been
done in this area has focused on pupils who have reached second level education. Three
different surveys over a twenty year period give some broad indications of how students in
early secondary school feel in relation to Irish and the teaching of Irish.

A small-scale sUrvey of first-year secondary students (outside the Gaeltacht) was
conducted in the early 1970's as part of the larger CLAR (1975) survey of public
attitudes to the Irish language. The findings of this unpublished part of the survey showed
a high level of commitment to Irish. The 83% answering a question regarding their
feelings towards Irish is broken down as follows. Almost half (48%) of the students in the
sample were in 'favour of Irish' or committed to supporting it, 18% had 'no particular
feelings' while 17% were `somewhat/strongly opposed' to it. The support for Irish in the
educational system was less strong - only 15% of first years ranked Irish as the subject
they found 'most enjoyable' while 19% listed Irish as the subject they'd most like to drop.
Over half (55%) the pupils agreed with the statement 'I feel it is important to know Irish'
and over two thirds agreed that they 'would like to be able to speak Irish well'.

At the start of the following decade a youth market survey (Bord na Gaeilge, 1982) on
attitudes to the Irish language was conducted based on interviews with 1,000 young
people. A separate analysis of 13-14 year olds (n=107), showed that while the proportion
'in favour' (49%) of Irish was broadly similar to the CLAR survey (first-year students)
findings above, the proportion who had 'no particular feelings' (36%) was substantially
higher than in the CLAR survey (18%). However, the proportion who were 'opposed' to
Irish (12%) or said they 'didn't know' (3%) was lower than in the case of CLAR.

It is worth noting that almost three quarters (74%) of young teenagers in the Bord na
Gaeilge study agreed that 'a knowledge of the Irish language is an advantage'. In relation
to eleven or more school subjects, Irish and Mathematics emerged as the ones enjoyed
least by students: 20% and 21% of students respectively. Since these students were just
embarking on their secondary education, their expressed attitude to Irish is likely to reflect
their experiences learning Irish during their primary-school years.

The third, and more up to date source of information on pupils' attitudes to Irish and
learning Irish comes from a regional study of second and third year post-primary classes
conducted in the mid-eighties (0 Fathaigh, 1991). These students then are broadly similar
in age to those in the Bord na Gaeilge study above. The sample consisted of 24 classes
randomly selected from post-primary schools in the Cork area. Various scales based on
Walberg's (1979) Learning Environment Inventory and Gardner et al.'S (1979)
Attitude/Motivation Test Battery were used to assess dimensions of the pupils'
attitude/motivation and behavioural intentions in learning Irish. While the results
indicated an overall 'positive' attitude to the importance of Irish as an ethnic symbol and
to the promotion of bilingualism, less positive attitudes were related to the learning
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process itself. For example, on a scale of 1-5, the students' mean item rating on an
'Attitude to Bilingualism' scale was 3.6 compared to only 2.5 on the scale 'Desire to
Learn Irish'.

Fathaigh (1991) also found that learners' background and affective variables were
linked to achievement in Irish. Positive relationships with achievement were recorded for
students' social-class background, frequency of use of spoken Irish, contact with
Irish/Irish speakers, and their desire to learn Irish while a negative effect was found in the
case of Irish-class anxiety. Gender differences in attitude/motivation were also reported
by 6 Fathaigh with girls being significantly more positive than boys on eight of the nine
attitude/motivation scales. Another aspect of the study assessed learners' perceptions of
the actual process of learning Irish. The results showed that half of all pupils recorded
'low' levels of satisfaction with the Irish class while almost a third reported 'high' levels
of difficulty with the Irish lesson and with coping with selected areas of Irish use.

3.1.3 The present study of Irish attitude/motivation
The purpose of the present chapter is to describe the development of a Pupil
Questionnaire which will provide measures of different aspects of primary pupils'
attitude/motivation in relation to Irish, and to learning Irish and foreign languages. We
will the use this instrument to:

1. assess how good is attitude/motivation in relation to Irish among senior-grade
primary school pupils by using an adapted form of the AMTB.

2. establish the extent of the variation in attitude/motivation to Irish from class to class
and

3. investigate the relationships between pupil Irish attitude/motivation, social and
cognitive background factors, on the one hand, and actual achievement in Irish, on
the other. We also examine the relationship between social and cognitive factors and
Irish attitude/motivation.

We begin with a description of the development and administration of the Pupil
Questionnaire. Included are technical data on mean scores and reliability for the various
scales as well as a description of how composite measures of pupil attitude and motivation
were constructed from individual scales (Table 3.1-3.2).

Results are presented in three parts corresponding to the three main issues listed above.
In Part 1 (Tables 3.3-3.9) we examine responses on selected attitude/motivation items, as
well as mean item-scores for different scales, as a rough and ready way of determining
how good is attitude/motivation in relation to Irish for the total sample of pupils. In Part
2 (Table 3.10) we examine variation in Irish attitude/motivation from class to class. This
class-level analysis is limited to a small number of item-based and composite-measure-
based indicators of pupils attitudes' to Irish and learning Irish, and to learning a
second/foreign language. In Part 3 (Tables 3.11-3.13) we use correlation and regression
analyses to assess the relationship between Irish attitude/motivation and a number of
other social, linguistic and educational variables.
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3.2 Development and administration of the Pupil Questionnaire

The 80 item Pupil Questionnaire was administered to all pupils in the Total Sample
present on the day of administration (n=490). Full details of the instructions for
administration may be found in Appendix 3.1. For economy of presentation, the items
themselves along with the percentage of pupils choosing each response option are shown
in Appendix 3.2. For presentation purposes also we have grouped items under
appropriate scales. It should be noted, however, that items in the actual Pupil
Questionnaire were not grouped according to scales or identified in any way but were
presented in a scrambled order (see item numbers). All except the last three items on the
questionnaire had a five-point Likert response format (Likert, 1972) ranging from
'strongly disagree' (1) to 'strongly agree' (5).

Sixty five of the items were used to develop nine attitude-motivation scales. These
items, and the scales which were derived from them, are based to a greater or lesser extent
on the Attitude/Motivation Test Battery (AMTB) described earlier (Gardner et al., 1979).
A description of the way in which the original AMTB was adapted for the present context
of pupils learning Irish is outlined below.

The remaining 15 items on the Pupil Questionnaire break down into three other scales
or thematic groupings which are not based on the AMTB at all. Nine of these items are
used to form_ two new scales: an Irish-ability self-concept scale (6 items) and a non-
attitudinal scale, Use of Irish at home (3 items). A Miscellaneous scale, comprising three
items, sought background information on the ability (self-assessed) in English
Reading and in Mathematics, and on their perceptions of how proud their parents are of
the amount of Irish that they (the pupils) have learned at school.

The final three items on the questionnaire (items 78, 79 and 80) sought comments from
the pupils on (a) what they liked in the Irish lesson, (b) what they disliked in the Irish
lesson and, (c) how they would like to change the Irish lesson. These three 'wirite-in'
items were open-ended and were designed to elicit the spontaneous reactions of pupils in
relation to the Irish lesson per se. The analysis of the written responses to these three
items (see Appendix 4) is- dealt with in the next chapter.

We describe briefly below each of the main eleven Likert scales excluding the
Miscellaneous and the 'write-in' items. It will be noted (Appendix 3.2) that some scales
contain a mixture of positively and negatively worded items. In order to calculate a total
score for each scale it was necessary to change the orientation of scores on negatively
worded items. Thus, a score of 5 indicating 'strongly agree' on a negatively worded item
was converted to a score of 1, a score of 4 on the same item would be converted to 2, etc. to
make them equivalent to positively worded items. Items on the Irish-lesson anxiety scale,
which are all negative in relation to the pupil's experience in learning of Irish (e.g. 'I get
nervous and mixed up when I am speaking in my Irish class'), were not changed. Scores on
these items were added together to give a scale score - the intention is to estimate the
strength of this negative factor.
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Irish Attitude/Motivation scales: AMTB based

Integrativeness scales
1. Attitude to Irish speakers. This scale consists of ten positively worded items about

Irish speakers. A high score on this measure (maximum = 50) indicates a positive
attitude towards Irish speakers.

2. Integrative orientation to Irish. The four items in this scale emphasise the
importance of learning Irish in order to permit social interaction with Irish speakers.
A high score on this scale (maximum = 20) indicates that a pupil favours integrative
reasons for studying Irish.

3. Interest in second/foreign languages. This measure consists of ten positively worded
items (maximum = 50) designed to assess pupils' general interest in studying
other/foreign languages. No specific language is mentioned in the items.

Motivation scales
4. Desire to learn Irish. Seven Likert type items (maximum score = 35) are included in

this scale with a high score indicating a strong desire to learn Irish. Four items are
positively worded and three are negatively worded.

5: Motivational intensity to learn Irish. This measure consists of five Likert type items
(maximum score = 25) which are designed to measure the intensity of a pupil's
motivation to learn Irish, in terms of effort made in class, attention given to homework
and so on. Three items are positively worded and two are negatively worded. A high
score on this scale indicates that a pupil reports a high degree of effort being spent in
acquiring the language.

6. Attitude to learning Irish . This is a ten item scale, five of the items being positively
worded, and five expressing negative sentiments. A high score (maximum = 50)
indicates a positive attitude towards learning Irish.

Other attitude/motivation scales
7. Instrumental orientation to Irish. Pupils are presented with four items which stress

the pragmatic or utilitarian value of learning Irish. A high score (maximum = 20)
indicates that the pupil endorses instrumental reasons for learning Irish.

8. Irish-lesson anxiety. A five item scale with a high score (maximum = 25) reflecting
the pupil's degree of discomfort and lack of self-confidence while participating in the
Irish class. A high score indicates a high level of anxiety.

9. Parental encouragement. These ten positively worded items assess the extent to
which pupils feel their parents support them in their study of Irish. A high score
(maximum = 50) indicates a high level of perceived parental encouragement.

Non-AMTB based scales

10. Irish-ability self-concept. This new scale comprising six positively worded items
(maximum score = 30) was designed to assess pupils' perceptions of their own ability
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in Irish. A high score indicates a positive self-concept in relation to Irish ability.
11. Use of Irish at home. A three item (2 positive and 1 negative) scale measuring the

extent to which Irish is used in the family home.

3.2.1 Adapting the AMTB scales to the Irish situation
The version of the AMTB upon which we modelled our own Pupil Questionnaire was
designed particularly for a Canadian context, with English-speaking children learning
French in mind (Gardner et al., 1979, Gardner, 1985a). It was validated and standardized
on samples of 1,000 anglophone Canadian students in grades 7 to 11. Items or scales
which were not suitable for the different context of pupils learning Irish, or which were not
suitable for primary school pupils because of their format, are not included in the present
Pupil Questionnaire.

Apart from the obvious difference in the language being referred to, Irish rather than
French, there are four other main differences between the attitude-motivation items and
scales used in the AMTB and those used in our Pupil Questionnaire:

(1) We used the same five-point Likert type format throughout, whereas the AMTB uses
either a seven-point Liken format or a conventional multiple-choice format. The
changes were made because pilot testing had convinced us that at least some primary
school pupils found the AMTB format difficult.

(2) Each item-stem (statement) was read aloud by the Inspector administering the Pupil
Questionnaire as well as being printed in the pupil's booklet. The original AMTB
items are normally read silently by the students themselves. Our modification was
necessary in order to exclude the possibility, given the children's age, of any reading
difficulties interfering with responses.

(3) We made substantial changes in the wording of individual items in order to adapt them
to the different sociolinguistic situation in the case of Irish, to make them conform to
the variety of English spoken here, and to take account of the age of the pupils
involved.

(4) A series of eight semantic differential scales in the original AMTB were designed to
assess the students' Attitude to the learning situation (not to be confused with the
rather similarly named motivational scale Attitude to learning French) i.e. their
general evaluative reaction to their French teacher and to the French course they were
pursuing. These scales were not considered suitable for use in our study, bearing in
mind the pupils' age, the range of other data being collected and the relatively small
number of teachers involved. Consequently, Irish scales equivalent to these AMTB
scales were not developed. The three 'write-in' items at the end of the questionnaire,
however, give pupils the opportunity to express their reactions to the learning situation
in a more informal way (see Chapter 4).

Two examples from the original AMTB serve to illustrate how we modified the attitude-
motivation items for the Pupil Questionnaire:
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Original AMTB items:
'English Canadians should make a greater effort to learn the French language.'
'Stionvili, .--&.4.pdAelv.- shiN,' ut6i'c silutiff:, krogiaterv,.I- , g , ig -- ----:

gtok,,:!,,p4agred, DiSagreq .ArLie Ali,rce

'If there were French-speaking families in my neighbourhood, I would:

re .: ever sak French,...0....

le.
sp rench with them sorrtettitts,'

reilih A.Vith: ern,:aS,Much as po'ssitile
- 21,--

Pupil Questionnaire version:
'People in our country who only speak English should try harder to learn the Irish
language'.

eutf ightly Stroni.il

e a:gtiqc Agr..C.0

'If there were Irish-speaking families living near me. I vmuld like to speak Irish to them.'
,

trOT1g1y Slightly Neutral
p iagree 9ei. K.Agre,9

tropg
grec

Seven Irish attitude-motivation scales on the Pupil Questionnaire listed earlier
correspond directly to those used in the Canadian AMTB in terms of the number of items
used, general response format and content. Two scales, however, Motivational intensity to
learn Irish and Desire to learn Irish, are modified versions of the original scales. Gardner
et al., (1979) had used a conventional multiple-choice format for these two scales. We
converted them to a Likert type format as shown in the examples above.

The significance of some aspects of the terminology used in items on the Interest in
second/foreign languages scale should be mentioned. While items on this scale in the
original Canadian AMTB referred variously to 'another language', 'another country' or 'a
foreign language', no specific language was ever mentioned. The same was true in the case
of our Pupil Questionnaire. Following the example of the corresponding items in the
AMTB, half of the items on the Interest in second/foreign languages scale in the Pupil
Questionnaire use either the terms 'foreign language' or 'another country' while the other
half refer to a 'language other than English'. Thus, a balance is maintained between the
idea of a 'another language' consisting of a 'foreign language' or a 'second language'.

3.2.2 Administering the Pupil Questionnaire
The changes made in adapting the original Canadian AMTI3 in developing the Pupil
Questionnaire also involved substantial modifications in the administration of the Pupil
Questionnaire compared to the original AMTB. Pupils were told (see Appendix 3.1) that
they were being asked to answer the Questionnaire so that we could find out more about
how children learn Irish and what they think and feel about it. It was emphasised that there
were no right or wrong answers.

L, 7 G
BESTCOPY AVAILABLE
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In the case of the practice items, the examiner first wrote both the statement and answer
options on the blackboard, and then read each aloud one or more times, as necessary. The
examiner proceeded through the answer options each time from left to right and pointed to
each option as it was spoken. This was to ensure, as far as possible, that poor readers
would be able to identify the answer options simply from the left to right order once the
items proper began. For the remainder of the items only the statement was read aloud.

The word 'neutral' was explained by saying that it meant 'when you are in between,
when you don't agree or disagree'. The method for recording answers, simply drawing a
circle around the chosen answer, was also demonstrated. Finally, since some of the items
referred to foreign languages, the inspector asked the class a few questions initially to
establish that pupils understood what a foreign language was.

The instructions (see Appendix 3.1) specified that the examiner, when reading the items
aloud to the pupils, should use a normal speaking rate and tone. No time limit was set for
administration of the Pupil Questionnaire items, but the aim was to proceed to the next
item briskly once the last pupil had marked his or her answer.

No other instrument was administered on the day on which pupils responded to this
questionnaire. It will recalled from Chapter 2 that the Pupil Questionnaire was the first of
the three pupil instruments to be administered to pupils. This was done so as to ensure that
the other aspects of the study (testing and observation) would not unduly influence the
pupils' responses to the Questionnaire items.

3.2.3 Mean scores and reliability of the Pupil Questionnaire scales
Table 3.1 gives mean scores and reliability estimates for each of the main 11 scales i.e.
excluding the Miscellaneous scale and the 'write-in' items. The reliability estimates consist
of Cronbach's alpha (Cronbach, 1951) which indicates the extent to which each scale is
internally consistent i.e. each item within the scale is measuring the same trait/dimension.
The Cronbach coefficient is calculated on the basis of the average correlation between
items and the number of items in each scale (Carmines and Zeller, 1979). This type of
reliability is particularly important in the context of the present work given the extent to
which we have rewritten the items on the original test to make them suitable for the Irish
situation.

Inspection of column five of Table 3.1 reveals that, in general, the reliability of most
scales is substantial except for Instrumental orientation to Irish (as indeed is also the case
in corresponding scales on the original AMTB). We also present data on the range of
values of Cronbach's alpha, found in 32 studies which used the AMTB, quoted in Gardner
(1985a). It can be seen that where the internal consistency estimates for our own scales fall
outside Gardner's range, the differences are small - no more than .05 in any case. The
values for Scale 4 and Scale 5 - Desire to learn Irish and Motivational intensity to learn
Irish are particularly good bearing in mind the fundamental change in item format which
was necessary and the reduction which was made in item numbers. The reliability values
for the two entirely new ITE scales, Irish-ability self-concept and Use of Irish at home, are
also satisfactory.

3 4.. u
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Column one of Table 3.1 lists the mean item score for all items on the various eleven
scales. It will be noted that all three mean scores for Integrativeness scale items (3.7, 3.6,
4.3) are higher than the three mean scores for Motivation scale items (3.0, 3.2, 3.3).
While the items on the two different sets of scales are not comparable in any sense the
consistency with which pupils respond more positively to Integrativeness items compared
to Motivation items reinforces the conceptual distinction between these two components i.e.
that they capture different aspects of overall attitude/motivation.

3.2.4 Three composite Irish Attitude/Motivation indices
In order to demonstrate the relationship between attitudinal/motivational variables and
second-language achievement, Gardner et al. (1979) derived a number of composite
measures from the various individual scales of the AMTB. Three of these, Motivation
index, Integrativeness index, and Attitudes to the learning situation index correspond to
the attitude/motivation clusters mentioned earlier, while Attitude/Motivation index was
used as an overall measure of attitude motivation (Gardner and Smythe, 1981).

For the purposes of predicting achievement in Irish and comparing differences in
attitudes/motivation to Irish between groups of pupils, we created three composite
measures, keeping as close as possible to corresponding ones used by Gardner et al.
(1979). These composite scales will be used later in the chapter to relate the major
dimensions of pupils' Irish attitude/motivation to achievement in Irish and other
educational, social and linguistic variables.

Table 3.2 summarises how Irish composite indices were computed from the Irish
attitude/motivation scales already described, and gives means and standard deviations for
each index. The Integrativeness index on the Irish Pupil Questionnaire was computed by
summing the pupil's scores on the three scales Attitude to Irish speakers, Integrative
orientation to Irish and Interest in second/foreign languages. The Motivation index on
the Irish Pupil Questionnaire was computed by summing scores on the following scales:
Desire to learn Irish, Motivational intensity to learn Irish and Attitude to learning Irish.

An overall lrish attitude/motivation index designed to incorporate the major
attitudinal/motivational characteristics associated with proficiency in Irish was formed by
first summing the raw scores on Scales 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 (Integrativeness index,
Motivation index, and the Instrumental orientation to Irish scale) and, then, subtracting
the raw score for Scale 8 (Irish-lesson anxiety). It should be noted that the Irish
attitude/motivation index does not include another composite index, Attitudes to the
learning situation, used in the original AMTB version. This was not possible, because as
we pointed out earlier, we did not develop Irish equivalents of the semantic differential
items relating to the teacher and the course on which this composite index was based. The
overall Irish attitude/motivation index just defined is also used in various correlation and
regression analyses later in the report.

Finally, in this regard, note that scale 7, the Parental encouragement scale, is not
included either in any of the original Canadian AMTB composite indices or in our own Irish
composite indices.
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Table 3.2
Three composite Irish Attitude/Motivation Indices

Composite indices Min, Max Mean SD
Scores

Integrativeness index = (24,120) 94.2 13.6
Sum of each pupil's score on scales:

(1) Attitude to Irish speakers
(2) Integrative orientation to Irish
(3) Interest in second/foreign languages

Motivation index = (22,110) 69.7 20.1
Sum of each pupil's score on scales:

(4) Desire to learn Irish
(5) Motivational intensity to learn Irish
(6) Attitude to learning Irish

Irish Attitude/Motivation index = (25,245) 162.5 33.9
Sum of each pupil's score on

Integrativeness index (above)
Motivation index (above)
(7) Instrumental orientation to Irish scale

Minus each pupil's score on
(8) Irish-lesson anxiety scale

3.3 Results

3.3.1 Part 1: Pupils' Irish attitude/motivation
Our primary purpose is to illustrate as directly as possible the nature and strength of
pupils' attitudes to. Irish itself and to the process of learning it. To do this, we examine two
kinds of data (a) responses to individual items (Appendix 3.2) and groups of items and (b)
comparisons of mean scale scores and mean item scores for different scales. We also
examine aspects of pupil self-concept in relation to Irish, their perception of parental
encouragement and informal use of Irish at home. Obviously, given the number of items
and scales, a very large number of other issues could also be examined. For the purposes
of the present report, however, we confine ourselves to the following:

(a) How positive is Irish attitude/motivation generally among primary school pupils?
Are pupils' responses to Integrativeness items more or less positive than their
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responses to Motivational items. More specifically are pupils' responses to items on
the Attitude to learning Irish scale more or less positive than their responses on the
Interest in second/foreign languages scale.

(b) Irish-ability self-concept and Irish-lesson anxiety: How positive are pupils'
perceptions of their own standing within the class in Irish compared to their
perception of their standing in other subject areas such as English and Mathematics.
Items used come from three different scales Irish-ability self-concept,
Miscellaneous and Irish-lesson anxiety.

(c) Pupils' perceptions of their (i) parents' interest in their schoolwork (ii) parents' pride
in their child's achievement in Irish (iii) parents' willingness to help with Irish. Items
used come from the Parental encouragement scale and the Miscellaneous group of
items.

(d) Pupils' reports of the extent to which Irish is used generally or by their
mothers/fathers in their home. Items come from the Use of Irish at home scale.

Integrativeness versus motivation: Irish and foreign languages.
The comparison between Interest in second/foreign languages and Attitude to learning
Irish represent a contrast between Integrativeness and Motivation - between a general
interest in learning another language and the actual experience of doing so. We examine
responses to a number of individual items and also compare mean item scores for the two
scales. While the items in the two scales are not equivalent in any precise way, a quick
reading of them (Appendix 3.2.) will confirm that there are broad similarities between
them.

Table 3.3 shows the percentages of pupils who agree ('strongly' or 'slightly') with a
number of positive statements concerning the learning of Irish and second/foreign
languages. It can be seen that the proportion of pupils exhibiting positive attitudes range
from between only 42% - 49.6% on the three selected items on the Attitude to learning
Irish scale, but from 74.1% to 81.5% on three broadly similar items from the Interest in
second/foreign languages scale.

The trend for pupils' interest in the notion of learning second/foreign languages to be
more positive generally than their evaluation of their existing experience of learning Irish is
also indicated (see Table 3.1) by the higher item mean score (4.3) for Interest in
second/foreign languages compared to Attitude to learning Irish (3.3). The mean scale
scores for Interest in second/foreign languages (42.5, SD=6.3) and Attitude to learning
Irish (32.7, SD=11.0) make the same point. Each of these two scales contains 10 items in
the same Liken type format and in each case high scores indicate a more positiVe stance.
More generally the item mean scores on Integrativeness scales (3.7, 3.6, 4.3) are higher
than item mean scores on Motivation scales (3.0, 3.2, 3.3).

Responses to groups of items within some of the Integrativeness scales can vary (see
full list of items Appendix 3.2). One of the more interesting comparisons is between
groups of items which signify global, passive versus specific active involvement. Within
the Attitude to Irish speakers scale, for example, statements referring to general
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cultural/national reasons for learning Irish receive the most approval: 88% of pupils agree
both that 'The Irish language is an important part of Ireland and the Irish people' and that
'If Ireland lost the Irish language and the Irish way of life, it would be a great loss' (items
12 & 23) . In contrast, 52% agree with the statement 'The more I get to know people who
speak Irish, the more I want to learn it' and only 42% agree that they 'would like to know
more people who speak Irish' (items 6 & 49). Two items within the Integrative
orientation to Irish scale (items 37 & 27) reflect the same passive/active contrast. Over
three quarters (76%) of pupils agree that it is important to learn Irish because it will help
them 'to read Irish books and to understand Irish songs, stories and television programmes'
while 54% agree that 'it is important for me to learn Irish because it will make it easier for
me to take part in things like Slogadh,friseanna and Irish music'.

Table 3.3
Percentages of pupils agreeing ('strongly' or 'slightly') with positive statements concerning

the learning of Irish and second/foreign languages.

Selected questionnaire items
Percentage

n (pupils) = 490 of pupils
agreeing

Motivation: Attitude to learning Irish *
'I really enjoy learning Irish.'
'I love learning Irish.'
'I want to learn as much Irish as possible.'

Integrativeness: Interest in second/foreign languages **
'Learning another language, besides English, can be very enjoyable.'
'I would really like to learn a lot of foreign languages.'
'I would like to learn a foreign language in school even if I didn't have to do it.'

47.6
42.0
49.6

74.1
81.5
79.8

*Based on replies to items 20, 25, 51 respectively in the Pupil Questionnaire.
Based on replies to items 21, 31, 50 respectively in the Pupil Questionnaire

Irish-ability self concept and Irish-lesson anxiety
Table 3.4 shows the proportions of pupils who agree and who disagree that they are better
than most pupils in their class at different school subjects or aspects of subjects. The data
are based on responses to five different questions on the Pupil Questionnaire, three from
the Irish-ability self-concept scale and two from the Miscellaneous group of items. What
is interesting about these items is the view they provide of pupil's self concept in relation to
Irish compared to other school subjects.

It is fairly clear from Table 3.4 that English Reading is the subject in relation to which
pupils tend to have the most positive self-concept. Thus, 57.5% 'agree' that they are better
than most pupils in their class in English Reading. The lowest proportion of pupils
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'agreeing' that they are better than most pupils in the class (30.7%) is associated with
Speaking Irish. Mathematics comes next with 36.7% 'agreeing' they are better than most
in the class. Irish Reading and Irish Writing are intermediate between Mathematics and
English Reading in terms of self-assessments of this kind. Another way of looking at this
same question is to compare the disparities between the proportions of pupils 'agreeing'
and the proportions 'disagreeing' for the various item statements (see the last two rows of
Table 3.4). For example, only 30.7% agree they arc better at 'speaking Irish', while 47.5%
disagree - a difference of 16.8% in a negative direction. The gap between 'agree' and
'disagree' for English Reading is more than twice that (37.7%) and in a positive direction.

Table 3.4
Percentages of pupils agreeing and disagreeing with statements concerning the pupils'

standing in different subject areas*.

'I am better than most pupils in my class at ....

Response options (n=490)
English
reading Maths

Irish
reading

Irish
writing

speaking
Irish

Strongly disagree 5.9 22.7 10.8 13.5 22.0
Slightly disagree 13.9 20.4 21.8 18.2 25.5
Neutral 22.4 19.6 23.5 30.0 21.6
Slightly agree 37.3 22.2 32.0 28.2 22.7
Strongly agree 20.2 14.5 11.4 9.8 8.0

No response 0.2

Combined categories
slightly/strongly Disagree 19.8 43.1 32.6 31.7 47.5
slightly/strongly Agree 57.5 36.7 43.4 38.0 30.7

* The items in the first two columns (items 69 & 57) are from the Miscellaneous items. Those in the next
three columns (items 76, 75 & 66) are from the Irish-ability self-concept scale

Table 3.5 confirms the relatively poor self-concept of many children in relation to their
speaking ability in Irish, this time based on responses to a negatively worded item from the
Irish-lesson anxiety scale (I always feel that the rest of the pupils in my class are better at
speaking Irish than I am'). With the 'neutral' category here attracting a smaller proportion
of pupils than in the case of the earlier mentioned 'speaking Irish' item, there is a difference
of more than 20% between the proportion agreeing that the rest of the class are better than
they are (54.3%) and the proportion disagreeing (33.6%).
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Table 3.5
Percentage of pupils agreeing and disagreeing with the statement 'I always feel the rest of

the pupils in my class are better at speaking Irish than I am.'

Response options
the rest of the pupils ... are better at

n =490 speaking Irish than I am'

Strongly disagree 12.2

Slightly disagree 21.4
Neutral 11.4

Slightly agree 31.2
Strongly agree 23.1

No response 0.6

*Based on responses to item 32 (Irish-lesson anxiety scale) in the Pupil Questionnaire.

Table 3.6 contains data from another item on the Irish-ability self-concept scale which
confirms that pupil self-concept in relation to Speaking Irish is somewhat worse than it is
in relation to Mathematics. Most pupils (60.6%) disagree that they are better at 'speaking
Irish' than they are at 'doing Maths' - only 27.8% agree they are better at 'speaking Irish'.

Table 3.6
Percentage of pupils agreeing and disagreeing with the statement 'I am better at speaking

Irish than I am at doing Maths.'

Response options
1 am better at speaking Irish than

n =490 I am at doing Maths'*

Strongly disagree 38.6
Slightly disagree 22.0

Neutral 11.2

Slightly agree 12.7

Strongly agree 15.1

No response 0.4

*Based on responses to item 77 (Irish-ability self-concept scale) in the Pupil Questionnaire -

In response to another question on the Irish-ability self:concept scale (see Table 3.7)
the majority of pupils (71%) agree that they understand most of what the teacher says in
Irish at school, but a sizeable minority (21%) do have comprehension difficulties.
Responses to items from the Irish-lesson anxiety scale (Appendix 3.2) indicate a high level
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of pupil anxiety when speaking out loud during the lesson. For example, 51.1% agree that
they feel unsure when 'speaking out loud in Irish during the lesson' while similar
proportions agree (54.3%) that they 'get nervous or mixed up when speaking in Irish class'
(item 22 & 28). Just over a quarter of pupils (26.1%) are 'embarrassed' to put up their
hand and say something aloud during the Irish lesson (item 9).

Table 3.7
Percentage of pupils agreeing and disagreeing with the statement 'Iunderstand most of

what the teacher says in Irish at school.'*

Response options
'I understand most of what the

n =490 teacher says in Irish at school'

Strongly disagree 9.0
Slightly disagree 12.0
Neutral 7.6
Slightly agree 40.4
Strongly agree 30.6
No response 0.4

*Based on responses to item 73 (Irish-ability self-concept scale) in the Pupil Questionnaire.

Parental support
Table 3.8 summarises responses to items relating to pupils' perceptions of their parents'
attitudes to Irish - two from the Parental encouragement scale and one from the
Miscellaneous scale (see Appendix 3.2). A majority of pupils (62.1%) agree
('slightly'Pstrongly') that their parents help them with their Irish, or are proud of how
much Irish they have learned in school (57.6%); somewhat fewer children (48.5%) agree
that their parents are 'very interested' in anything to do with their Irish schoolwork. What
may be of more significance, however, is the proportion of children who record actual
disagreement (slight or strong) with these positive statements, not being content simply to
represent their position as 'neutral' - 22.6% of pupils disagree that their parents 'try to
help them with their Irish% 16.6% disagree that their parents 'are proud of how much Irish
they have learned in school'; and 35.3% of the pupils disagree that their parents are 'very
interested' in anything to do with their Irish schoolwork. In addition to those actually
disagreeing with these positive statements, between 14.7% and 25.5% adopted a 'neutral
stance'. Other items on the Parental encouragement scale present broadly the same
picture. Note that we also investigate parental encouragement in Chapter 5, based in that
case on the responses of the parents themselves.
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Table 3.8
Percentages of pupils agreeing and disagreeing with positive statements concerning their

parents' attitudes to pupils' Irish schoolwork*.

Response
options

My parents are
My parents are proud usually very interested My parents
of how much Irish I in anything to do try to help me

have learned with my Irish with my Irish'
n=490 at school' schoolwork'

Strongly disagree 8.6 12.9 11.6

Slightly disagree 8.0 22.4 11.0

Neutral 25.5 15.3 14.7

Slightly agree 32.7 31.2 34.5

Strongly agree 24.9 17.3 27.6

No response 0.4 0.6

* Based on replies to item 65 (Miscellaneous items) and items 38 & 1 respectively (Parental
encouragement scale) in the Pupil Questionnaire.

Table 3.9
Percentages of pupils agreeing and disagreeing with positive statements concerning the

amount of Irish used at home*.

Response
Options

My mother sometimes My father sometimes 'No one at
speaks speaks home ever

n=490 Irish at home Irish at home speaks Irish'

Strongly disagree 58.8 50.2 21.4

Slightly disagree 11.2 14.3 29.4

Neutral 7.1 9.2 6.1

Slightly agree 15.9 15.3 12.4

Strongly agree 6.3 9.0 30.0

No response 0.6 2.0 0.6

* Based on replies to items 55, 64, 74 (Use of Irish at home scale) in the Pupil Questionnaire.

Use of Irish at home
Table 3.9 shows pupils' responses to all three items on the non-AM7'B based Use of Irish
at home scale. Just under a quarter of pupils report that one parent at least 'sometimes'

speaks Irish at home. Specifically, 22.2% of pupils 'agree' that their mother sometimes
speaks Irish at home while 24.3% 'agree' that their father sometimes speaks Irish at home.

Responses to the another item (column 3, Table 3.9) indicate at least infrequent use of Irish
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in half of all pupils' homes: just over a half of pupils (50.8%) 'disagree' with the statement
'no one at home ever speaks Irish'.

Instrumental orientation to Irish
Many studies have shown that achievement in second language is facilitated if individuals
are motivated by the pragmatic rewards of learning the language (Lukmani, 1972; Dornyei,
1990; Gardner and McIntyre, 1991). Pragmatic/utilitarian reasons for learning the
language (e.g. getting a job, becoming more knowledgeable, earning respect) are the basis
of the Instrumental orientation to Irish scale. It may be noted that the item mean score
(3.2) on this scale is lower than item mean scores for any of the Integrativeness
orientation to Irish scales (3.7, 3.6, 4.3). This suggests that sixth-grade children are less
likely to be motivated by instrumental reasons for learning Irish than by integrative ones.
Dornyei, (1994), however, argues that the pragmatic rewards of learning a second
language may appear quite remote to young learners. It must be borne in mind, however,
that Instrumental orientation to Irish was the least reliable of all the scales in the present
study (as was also the case in respect of the corresponding AA4TB scale).

3.3.2 Part 2: Between-class variation in attitude/motivation
In this section we assess the extent to which pupils' attitude to learning Irish and to the
idea of learning a second/foreign language varies between classes. As in other between-
class comparisons in this study, classes are listed according to their achievement in spoken
Irish (colunm 1, Table 3.10). Three indicators (colunms 2-4) derived from the Pupil
Questionnaire, are used to illustrate the range of pupil attitudes to Irish and learning Irish
across classes. The first indicator Class attitude to Irish (column two) consists of class
ranks based on the mean pupil score on the Irish attitude/motivation index for each class
(see Table 3.2). A rank of 1 indicates the class with the most positive pupil attitudes to
Irish, and 20 the least positive. The second indicator (column 3) is based on the pupil's
response to one Pupil Questionnaire item measuring general affective reaction to learning
Irish: 'I really enjoy learning Irish'. The third indicator gives class ranks on the Irish-
lesson anxiety scale.

By and large, classes in the high- and middle-Irish achievement groups have Class
attitude to Irish ranks which indicate a more positive Irish attitude compared to those in
the low-Irish-achievement group (colunm two). All but one of the classes in the low-Irish-
achievement group have double-figure ranks. Yet there are notable exceptions to the
overall trend, particularly in the high- and middle-Irish-achievement groups. For example,
Class 2, with a high level of achievement in Irish, nevertheless has a Class attitude to Irish
rank of only 10. Consistent with this also, only 49% of pupils in Class 2 agree with the
statement 'I really enjoy learning Irish' - the lowest percentage for the high-Irish-
achievement group (column 3). This same class, it may be recalled, is the only city class in
the high-Irish-achievement group (the others are in country schools) and has the largest
complement of sixth-grade pupils (n = 39) (Table 2.13). Two other examples of classes
with relatively high levels of achievement in spoken Irish combined with somewhat less
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positive attitude/motivation in relation to Irish are Classes 4 and 7 which have ranks of 11
and 15 respectively on the Class attitude to Irish index. 'Pearson r' data in Chapter 7
(Table 7.6) confirms the strong positive association between Class attitude to Irish and
Class achievement in Irish (r=.74; p<.01).

Table 3.10
Pupils' attitudes to learning Irish and a second/foreign language in 20 sixth-grade classes.

Pupil's attitude to Irish and
to learning Irish in school

Interest in second/
foreign languages

'I really Class Class 'I would like

Class enjoy Irish interest in to learn a
Class attitude learning lesson second/foreign foreign
achievement
in spoken

to Irish Irish' anxiety languages language...*

Irish Rank Percent Rank Rank Percent
Rank (1=most

positive)
agreeing** (1= most

anxiety)
(1=most
interest)

agreeing**

1 1 100% 19 3 88%

2 10 49% 13 1 92%

3 2 89% 18 8 67%

4 11 75% 20 20 63%

5 6 58% 14 12 83%

6 3 56% 12 2 89%

7 15 30% 5 9 84%

D 8 8 55% 9 10 81%

9 4 74% 7 4 81%

10 9 59% 15 5 95%

11 5 77% 10 6 76%

12 13 31% 16 18 48%

13 7 67% 6 13 83%

14 14 17% 1 7 87%

15 20 40% 11 16 83%

D 16 17 41% 8 15 78%

17 16 35% 17 17 70%

18 12 49% 3 11 90%

19 18 33% 4 14 74%

D 20 19 18% 2 19 61%

*The full statement reads: 'I would like to learn a foreign language in school even if I didn't have to do it.'
** Percent agreeing = Percentage of pupils who 'slightly agree/ 'strongly agree' with the item statement.
`D' = Officially classified as disadvantaged.
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Overall, half of all classes have only a minority of pupils (less than 50%) agreeing that
they enjoy learning Irish. Seven of these with a minority enjoying Irish are low-Irish-
achievement classes. Two have less than 20% enjoying Irish. The proportion of pupils in
Class 1 who say they really enjoy learning Irish speaks for itself: 100%.

The data on Class Irish-lesson anxiety (column four) are fairly predictable, indicating
in general that the higher class achievement in spoken Irish is, the less likely pupils in the
class are to experience anxiety in the Irish lesson. 'Pearson r' data presented in Chapter 7
(see Table 7.6) confirms this negative trend: the correlation between Class Irish-lesson
anxiety and Class achievement in Irish (r=-.64) is statistically significant (p <.01).

The last two columns on the right of Table 3.10 contain two types of information on
class interest in second/foreign languages: (i) the class mean on the Interest in
second/foreign-languages scale and (ii) the percentage of pupils in each class who agree
with the statement from that same scale 'I would like to learn a foreign language in school
even if I didn't have to do it' (item 50).

Perhaps the most striking result in these columns is the consistency with which the
majority of pupils agree with the positive statement about learning a foreign language: over
60% in 19 out of the 20 classes agree that they 'would like to learn a foreign language' (the
exception being Class 12 which has only 48% of pupils agreeing). By contrast, only 6 out
of 20 classes have over 60% of pupils agreeing that they 'really enjoy learning Irish'
(column 3). Despite this trend and the high levels of support for learning a second/foreign
language generally, half the classes in the high-achievement group (Ranks 1, 3, and 4)
actually have a greater percentage of pupils who agree that they enjoy learning Irish
(column 3) than agree they would like to learn a foreign language. In the low-Irish-
achievement group of eight classes, in contrast, only one has a majority (class 13) who
'really enjoy learning Irish' while all of them have a majority who 'would like to learn a
foreign language'.

3.3.3 Part 3: Attitudinal, linguistic, educational and socio-demographic
variables.

We are concerned with two issues in this section: (1) the extent to which our correlational
analyses of the attitude/motivation of sixth-grade Irish primary school pupils replicates the
findings of equivalent analyses by Gardner (1979, 1985a), and (2) identifying some of the
individual, socio-demographic and home factors which are related to, or explain variance
in, pupil attitude and achievement (using regression analyses).

The predictor variables consist of background factors such as Gender, Location, Social
class and Pupil general academic ability (DVRT) as well as measures of Use of Irish at
home and Parental encouragement based on Pupil Questionnaire scales. The criterion
variables are Pupil achievement in Irish and the Irish attitude/motivation index.

The Irish attitude/motivation index, as well as the component attitude/motivation scales,
will also be used as predictor variables in accounting for variance in Pupil achievement in
Irish.
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Before proceeding to the correlation and regression analyses proper, a number of points
must be made about the coding of predictor and criterion variables.

1. Pupil achievement in Irish: We use total listening score on the ITE test as our
measure here since each pupil took the listening section of the test but only part of the
speaking section.

2. Gender: Since pupils were coded as either 1 = boy or 2 = girl, the variable Gender
can be treated in the same way as other continuous variables with the higher score of
2 in this case indicating girls.

3. School location: The nominal categories of this variable have to be recoded as sets of
dummy variables. Each dummy variable can be seen as setting up a contrast between
one category of a nominal scale (e.g. city) and all other categories of that variable
(e.g. town and country considered together). In the case of multiple regression
analyses, the number of dummy variables is one less than the number of categories in
that variable. Where a simple correlation matrix such as that in Table 3.11 is
concerned, however, it is desirable to represent each nominal variable category by a
dummy variable (city versus the rest; town versus the rest; country versus the rest)
for completeness of presentation (see Harris, 1983).

4. Social class is different to other continuous variables in that a higher numerical
rating on the Social class scale actually indicates lower social class. Thus, where a
positive relationship exists between Social class and a variable such as Pupil
achievement in Irish, the actual r value in Table 3.11 is negative.

5. Irish-lesson anxiety, as we mentioned earlier, is designed to measure a negative
dimension of pupil attitude/motivation in relation to Irish. Thus, while most other
attitude/motivation scales and variables, such as Pupil achievement in Irish will yield
positive r values, we would expect the majority of r's involving Irish-lesson anxiety to
be negative.

The numbers of cases upon which the various coefficients are based also require some
comment. The general rule is that we use all available data for each variable. Thus, where
information on a variable is missing for particular individuals, the correlation coefficients
involving that variable will be based on a reduced number of cases. In the case of the
regression analysis reported below, however, listwise deletion was used in order to deal
with missing data i.e. only cases for which data on all variables in the regression model are
available are included in the equation. Consequently, the regression analyses are based on
slightly smaller numbers.

Correlation analysis
Table 3.11 shows the zero order correlations between the entire set of factors which will
concern us in the present section: Pupil achievement in Irish; background variables such
as Gender, Location and Social class; Pupil general academic ability; and the various
Irish attitude/motivation scales-and composite indices.
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Pupil achievement in Irish:
Looking down the first column of Table 3.11 it can be seen that all of the variables listed,
except for Instrumental orientation to learning Irish, are significantly correlated with
Pupil achievement in Irish. Instrumental orientation to learning Irish was the scale with
the lowest internal consistency value in the present study (Cronbach alpha = .59) -
something which Gardner (1985a) had also found in the case of the original AMTB scale.

Leaving aside Irish-ability self-concept, which predictably is highly correlated with
Pupil achievement in Irish, the variables which are most strongly and positively related to
Pupil achievement in Irish are, in order of importance, Pupil general academic ability
(r=.47), Irish attitude/motivation index (r=.40) and Motivation index (r=.38). Thus,
pupils of higher general academic ability, or who have a more positive overall attitude to
Irish, or who are highly motivated to learn Irish, tend to have higher levels of achievement
in spoken Irish.

Two general points are of interest here. One concerns the relative independence of the
attitude/motivation and general academic ability of pupils, the other concerns the fact that
motivational factors seem to be more strongly associated with pupils' level of achievement
in Irish than attitudinal (integrativeness) factors are. Regarding the first point it may be
noted that compared to the relatively high correlations of both Pupil general academic
ability and Irish attitude/motivation index with Pupil achievement in Irish (.47 and .40
respectively), the correlation between these two predictor variables themselves (Pupil
general academic ability and the Irish attitude/motivation index), while significant, is only
.22 (see column 3, last row of Table 3.11).

Thus, on the basis of these correlation data in Table 3.11, we could reasonably
hypothesize that Irish attitude/motivation probably adds a significant independent
component, distinct from Pupil general academic ability (DVRT), to the prediction of
Pupil achievement in Irish. The hierarchical regression analysis reported later provides
confirmation of this.

Turning to the second general point made above, it can be seen (column one) that Pupil
achievement in Irish has somewhat higher correlations with the motivation scales
Motivational intensity to learn Irish (.34), Desire to learn Irish (.34) and Attitude to
learning Irish (.35) - than with the attitudinal (integrative) measures - Attitude to Irish
speakers (.29), Integrative orientation to learning Irish (.25) and Interest in
second/foreign languages (.22). The composite scales show the same pattern with the
correlation between Motivation index and Pupil achievement in Irish (r=.38) being slightly
higher than that between Integrativeness index and Pupil achievement in Irish (r=.32).

Again consistent with this, Irish-abilityself-concept (row 19, Table 3.11), which might
be seen as an alternative Irish achievement criterion measure, has much higher correlations
values with the three basic motivation scales than with the three attitudinal/integrativeness
scales (r = .51, .52, and .55 as opposed to r = .37, .32 and .23). Likewise, the correlation
of Irish-ability self-concept with the Motivation index is .59, whereas it is only .38 with the
lntegrativeness index.
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Predictably, Irish-lesson anxiety is negatively correlated with Pupil achievement in
Irish (r=-.28). In other words, pupils who experience more anxiety during the Irish lesson
tend to have lower levels of achievement in spoken Irish. An indication that anxiety might
negatively affect motivation is provided by the negative correlation between Irish-lesson
anxiety and the Motivation index (r=-.33). The correlation between Irish-lesson anxiety
and the Integrativeness index is not significant.

Gender, Location, Social class and Pupil general academic ability:
We now turn to the correlations involving the four background variables Gender, Location,
Social class and Pupil general academic ability. An examination of the coefficients in
column 3 of Table 3.11 shows that Pupil general academic ability is significantly
correlated with Social class and Location variables as well as with all the Irish
attitude/motivation scales excepting Motivational intensity to learn Irish and Instrumental
orientation to learn Irish. Thus, pupils of higher general academic ability tend to have
more positive attitudes and motivation in relation to learning Irish. Nevertheless,
correlations involving attitude/motivation scales and Pupil general academic ability
(column 3) tend not to be as high as corresponding correlations involving the same scales
and Pupil achievement in Irish (column 1). The only exception is the correlation of Pupil
general academic ability with Interest in second/foreign languages (r=.23) which is
virtually the same as the latter's correlation with Pupil achievement in Irish (.22).

An examination of the correlations in column 7 of Table 3.11 shows that Social class is
significantly, though not strongly, associated with some of the Irish attitude/motivation
scales. Where the correlation is significant it indicates that pupils from higher social-class
categories have a more positive attitude and motivation in relation to learning Irish. It will
be noted, however, that Social class is more strongly associated with Pupil achievement in
Irish (r=-.34) than with overall Irish attitude/motivation (r=-.10). Social class was also
significantly correlated (r=-.20) with Use of Irish at home pupils from higher social class
backgrounds report more Irish at home.

Correlations involving the Location 'dummy' variables show that pupils in country
schools (row/column 6) have significantly higher levels of Pupil achievement in Irish
(r=.26), as well as overall more positive Irish attitude/motivation (r=.20), than pupils in
schools in other locations.

Where correlations involving Gender are statistically significant (row/column 2), they
indicate more positive attitudes and motivation in relation to learning Irish among girls.
The correlation between Gender and the Irish attitude/motivation index is significant
(r=.14).

Finally, it will be noted that the Pearson `r' values involving Interest in second/foreign
languages and the other five Integrativeness and Motivation scales (range: .26-.36) are
consistently lower than the intercorrelations within the latter group of five (specifically
Irish) affective scales (range: .43-.79). This suggests that in the present study Interest in
second/foreign languages, although internally consistent, is measuring a somewhat
different affective dimension than the other five scales which directly relate to Irish.
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Use of Irish at home and Parental encouragement:
Pupil-reported Use of Irish at home is positively, and significantly correlated with Pupil
achievement in Irish (.34) and even more strongly with Irish attitude/motivation (.44).
Note also that the relationship between Use of Irish at home and Motivation (.45) is
stronger than that between Use of Irish at home and Integrativeness (.34).

It can be seen from row 18 (Table 3.11) that while the correlation between Parental
encouragement and Pupil achievement in Irish (.14) is significant, it is not nearly so strong
as the correlation between Parental encouragement and Irish attitude/motivation (.54).
Unlike Use of Irish at home, however, there is little difference between Integrativeness and
Motivation indices, as far as their correlations with Parental encouragement are concerned
(.53 & .51 respectively).

It will be noted that correlations involving the main integrative/motivation scales and
Parental encouragement are higher (r's range from .34 - .51) than those between the same
affective scales and Use of Irish at home (r's range from .19 - .46). Use of Irish at home
and Parental encouragement are themselves strongly and positively correlated (r=.41).

Hierarchical regression analyses
As we have just seen in the matrix of correlations in Table 3.11, most of the Irish
attitude/motivation scales are highly correlated with each other, especially those scales
which form the basis for the Motivation and the Integrativeness composite indices. This
latter result is evidence of the construct validity of the scales. From the point of view of
predicting achievement in spoken Irish, however, the large Pearson `r' coefficients between
the various attitude/motivation scales pose a problem of multicollinearity. The regression
procedures which we now describe try to avoid this problem by examining the strength of
the linear relations between variables using a statistic called 'tolerance' and then removing
some of these variables with low 'tolerances' (i.e. those which are highly correlated with
other (independent) predictor variables in the regression equation).

Two basic regression analyses were carried out. The two analyses are of the same
general form, at least as far as the first six predictor variables mentioned earlier are
concerned. The only difference between them is which of the two criterion measures is
being predicted: (a) Pupil achievement in Irish or (b) Irish attitude/motivation index. The
predictors were selected on the basis of the strength of their correlations with Pupil
achievement in Irish and/or with the Irish attitude/motivation index (Table 3.11).

In regression analyses of this kind, predictor variables which are considered to be
logically prior to others are entered into the equation first. The order of entry of variables
in the present case is intended to reflect the broader context within which each predictor
variable might be expected to affect Pupil achievement in Irish and/or Irish
attitude/motivation. The more immutable variables, in our case Gender, Location, Social
class and Pupil general academic ability are entered at the beginning.

Hierarchical inclusion permits an assessment of the successive effects of the different
predictors on the criterion. In other words, the increase in R2 (see colunm 4 in Table 3.12
and 3.13) as each predictor is entered is interpretable in terms of additional criterion
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variance accounted for after the effects of the previously entered variables have been
removed. This is necessary since the pattern of intercorrelations between the predictor
variables themselves (Table 3.11) show that the variance explained by each predictor is
very unlikely to be unique.

After these initial six predictors were entered, the subsequent form of each of the two
regression analyses depended on which criterion variable was involved. Where Pupil
achievement in Irish was the criterion variable, the last predictor(s) entered consisted of
one or more measures of Irish attitude/motivation (see Table 3.12). In the second
regression analysis, in which Irish attitude/motivation index itself was the criterion, no
other predictor was entered (see Table 3.13).

In the first regression, in which Pupil achievement in Irish is the criterion, we tried three
different ways (see Tables 3.12) of entering predictors relating to Irish attitude/motivation:

(i) as a single predictor overall Irish attitude/motivation
(ii) as three predictors (Irish-lesson anxiety, lntegrativeness index, Motivation index)

entered in stepwise fashion (Cohen and Cohen, 1975)
(iii) in the form of the six main attitude/motivation components plus Irish-lesson anxiety.

The purpose of including the individual scales as predictors is to obtain a more precise
indication of the components of overall Irish attitude/motivation which contribute most to
the variance explained.

Explained variance in achievement and attitude/motivation.
It will be useful to examine the two main regression analyses together in order to point out
similarities and differences in the amount of criterion variance explained by the predictors
in each case. It can be seen that the first six predictor variables explain a smaller
proportion of variance in Pupil achievement in Irish (Table 3.12) than in Irish
attitude/motivation (Table 3.13). The proportion of total variance explained by the first
six predictors is 36.4% in the case of the Pupil achievement in Irish criterion, while for the
Irish attitude/motivation criterion it is 42.1%, a difference of 5.7%. This relatively small
difference in total variance explained masks a much greater difference in the way the
variance in the two criterion variables is explained by the individual predictors. In order to
see this, it will be useful to look separately at the first four predictor variables.

In the case of the Pupil achievement in Irish criterion, the first four predictors entered,
Gender, Location, Social class and Pupil general academic ability account for the bulk of
the variance explained: 33.4% out of the total of 36.4% (colunm 2, Table 3.12). In the
case of the Irish attitude/motivation criterion, these same four predictors account for only
14.3% out of the total of 42.1% (column 2, Table 3.13). More specifically, both Social
class and Pupil general academic ability explain substantial proportions of the variance
when Pupil achievement in Irish is the criterion (6.9% and 14.9% respectively), but
considerably less when Irish attitude/motivation is the criterion (0% and 5% respectively).
Location also adds more to the variance explained in the case of Pupil achievement in Irish
(11.2%) than in the case of Irish attitude/motivation (7.6%).
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Table 3.13
Multiple regression of Irish attitude/motivation on pupil background variables:

Summary table

Gender .117 .014 .011 .014 5.54 1,397 .05
: country vs city

Location: town vs city .300 .090 .083 .076 16.52 1,395 .001
Social class .306 .094 .084 .004 1.59 1,394 NS
Pupil general academic ability .379 .143 .133 .050 22.89 1,393 .001
Use of Irish at home .522 .272 .261 .129 69.42 1,392 .001
Parental encouragement .649 .421 .411 .149 100.73 1,391 .001

The other major difference between the two regression analyses is that Use of Irish at
home and Parental encouragement explain considerably more variance when the criterion
is Irish attitude/motivation (12.9% and 14.9% respectively) than they do when the criterion
is Pupil achievement in Irish (2.9% and 0:1% respectively).

We turn now to the attitude/motivation predictors. The first thing to be noted is that the
fmal proportion of variance explained by Irish attitude/motivation in predicting Pupil
achievement in Irish (Table 3.12) varies very little (4.0% to 5.2%) depending on how the
attitude/motivation predictors are cast: (i) as the overall Irish attitude/motivation index
(order of entry 1), (ii) as composite indices plus individual .scale (stepwise entry 2), or (iii)
as individual scales (order of entry 3). This is not surprising of course, since linear
combinations of subsets of the same superset of variables are involved. The second aspect
of interest is that, irrespective of how Irish attitude/motivation is cast, in terms of
predictors, the additional variance in Pupil achievement in Irish which it explains is fairly
mOdest once the other six variables are entered. The reason, of course, is that despite the
substantial correlation between, for example, Irish attitude/motivation index and Pupil
achievement in Irish (F---.40), Irish attitude/motivation is also strongly correlated with
many of the six earlier-entered predictors in the regression analysis, particularly Parental
encouragement (r=.54) and Use of Irish in the home (r=.44) (see Table 3.11).

As noted above the overall variance explained by the three-predictor forms of Irish
attitude/motivation (order of entry 2) in the stepwise model (R2 = 4%) is largely the same as
that in the previous model (R2 = 4.1%). The order in which these three variables are listed
in Table 3.12 reflects their relative contribution to the variance explained - the Motivation
index being the critical contributor (Beta=.255; p<.01 - not shown in table).

Data relating to order of entry 3 (the individual scales as predictors) show that Attitude
to learning Irish and Motivational intensity to learn Irish are the most important
components of motivation. Irish-lesson anxiety also makes a small but significant

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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90 Teaching and learning Irish in primary school

contribution. Two of these, it will be noted, are Motivation variables. None of the
Integrativeness variables make significant contributions.

To summarise the results of the regression analyses, then, the first six predictor
variables explain somewhat more criterion variance in Irish attitude/motivation than in
Pupil achievement in Irish. The most important predictors in order of variance explained
are Pupil general academic ability, Location and Social class in the case of Pupil
achievement in Irish, and Parental encouragement and Use of Irish at home in the case of
Irish attitude/motivation.

The Irish attitude/motivation index, when entered last in the regression equation, adds a
further 4.1% to the variance explained in Pupil achievement in Irish. Attitude to learning
Irish, Motivational intensity to learn and Irish-lesson anxiety were the most important
affective components as far as predicting achievement in Irish was concerned.

3.4 Discussion

The two main questions around which the discussion will centre can be stated simply: (i)
how positive or negative are the different components of Irish attitude/motivation; and (ii)
how strongly are each of these affective components related to achievement in Irish?
Within this framework we also discuss how factors such as Irish ability self-concept,
Irish-lesson anxiety, Parental encouragement and Use of Irish at home relate to both
Irish attitude/motivation and Pupil achievement in Irish. Finally, we consider the role of
socio-demographic and academic factors.

3.4.1 How positive is Irish attitude/motivation among primaty school pupils?
One of the first questions which anybody concerned with the teaching of Irish will expect
to be answered on the basis of results such as ours is how positive or otherwise are the
different aspects of pupils' attitude/motivation. It would be very useful to know, for
example, how successful our own primary schools are in developing positive attitudes to
Irish, compared to primary schools in other countries which have second- or foreign-
language programmes. Or, looking at different aspects of attitude-motivation among Irish
primary-school pupils, are attitudes to the Irish language itself (or to Irish speakers) more
positive than attitudes to actually learning Irish? Interesting as questions such as these
are, however, any attempt to answer them on the basis of the kinds of evidence we have
here, poses difficulties.

The main problem is that we do not have comparative data relating to the various
components of attitude-motivation either for Irish pupils (because this is a new
instrument) or pupils elsewhere (because the substantial adaptation of item content and
format make comparisons with corresponding scale scores from Canadian studies
impossible). Since formal assessments are not possible, we are limited to informal
comparisons and conclusions.

The kinds of informal comparisons we have made here include -

9 9
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1. Comparing the percentages of pupils selecting different response options on
individual items;

2. Comparing responses to different groups of items;
3. Comparing mean scale scores or mean item scores on different scales.

In the latter case, for example, we used the answer options on the five-point Likert scale
as a rough and ready way of interpreting the mean item score for each affective component
as tending, in general, to be positive, negative or neutral. On a positively-worded item, a
mean item score of 1 ' or '2' (roughly equivalent to 'strongly/slightly disagree') would
suggest a generally negative attitude, '3' (neutral) neither positive nor negative, and '4' or
'5' ('slightly/strongly agree') a positive attitude. This kind of evidence permits us, at best,
to illustrate tendencies rather than to justify definitive conclusions. This is because the
reliability estimates which we cited in section 3.2.2 above attach to scales, not to items.
Furthermore, the strength of the underlying attitudinal variables which the item stem
(statement) represents, will vary from statement to statement and from scale to scale. At
the same time, in the absence of any other objective data in this area, it would be desirable
to at least draw attention to any trends in scale means and individual item responses which
would help to illuminate primary-school pupils' affective response to Irish. It is in this
spirit that we take an informal approach to the data in this section of the discussion. We
limit ourselves to clearly consistent phenomena and to differences in percentages
responding which, on commonsense grounds, are substantial.

We conclude that of the two main affective clusters studied, Integrativeness and
Motivation, pupils' integrative attitudes are the more positive. That is to say, pupils are
generally well disposed towards the Irish language itself and towards the idea of integrating
with the Irish language 'group' they tend to be favourable towards Irish speakers, they
wish to be more closely associated with the Irish language and, in a broader context, they
are open to other languages and language groups. In contrast, the components of
Motivation, what might be paraphrased as commitment to actually learning Irish, are less
positive. Motivation items and scales - focused on such things as the strength of pupils'
desire to actually learn Irish, on the intensity of effort which they are prepared to commit to
learning Irish, or on the amount of satisfaction which they experience in learning it - all
these tend to elicit less positive responses. More specifically, all three components of
Integrativeness have higher item mean scores (ranging from 3.6 to 4.3) than all three
components of Motivation (ranging from 3.0 to 3.3). This is a reassurance that, despite
the informality of the comparisons we are making, the overall trend is consistent.

3.4.2 Integrativeness: Attitudes to Irish speakers and the Irish language
It will be a source of some satisfaction to those involved in teaching and promoting Irish
that, for the great majority of pupils in sixth class, integrative attitudes are relatively
positive. Positive integrative attitudes are extremely important in the context of the broad
societal attempts to promote bilingualism. Equally importantly, however, is that these
attitudes help to maintain motivation during the long task of acquiring a language
(Gardner, 1985b). The strong intercorrelations between Integrativeness scales and
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92 Teaching and learning Irish in primary school

Motivational scales in the present study emphasise the importance of cultural/integrative
factors in maintaining motivation in primary school pupils. It is worth noting in passing
that in certain socio-cultural contexts, such strong connections between Integrativeness
and Motivation can break down. In a study of Israeli-Jewish students studying either
Arabic or French as a foreign language, for example, Kraemer (1990) found that although
overall motivation was a good predictor of achievement in the target language, integrative
attitudes were not.

Looking more closely at the Integrativeness scales in our own case, we see that some of
them secure more favourable responses than others. Integrativeness items which concern
global, passive support for Irish tend to elicit more positive responses than those which
mention specific or active personal involvement. Within the Attitude to Irish speakers
scale, for example, items referring to general cultural or national reasons for valuing Irish
obtain the most positive responses, while those referring to actual engagement with 'people
who speak Irish' are less positive. Thus, 88% of pupils agree that 'The Irish language is
an important part of Ireland and the Irish people' or 'If Ireland lost the Irish language and
the Irish way of life, it would be a great loss'. In contrast, the percentages who agree with
statements such as 'The more I get to know people who speak Irish, the more I want to
learn it' or 'I would like to know more people who speak Irish' are in the forties or low
fifties.

It may be significant, however, that in response to an item (item 54) from one of the
Motivation scales (Desire to learn Irish), a higher percentage than those we have just
mentioned agreed that 'If there were Irish speaking families living near me, I would like to
speak Irish to them' (67%). Perhaps it is just that the earlier-mentioned Integrativeness
items referring to 'people who speak Irish' conjure up too remote an eventuality for many
pupils, while references to 'Irish-speaking families' living nearby suggest a context of use
that is more immediate and real.

The passive/active distinction mentioned above also appears to have some relevance to
another Integrativeness scale, Integrative orientation to Irish. The most favourable
responses here are elicited by an item which refers to relatively passive activities: 76% of
children agreed that 'It is important to learn Irish because it will help me to read Irish books
and to understand Irish songs, stories and television programmes'. An item which appears
to suggest more specific, active involvement - taking part in activities such as 'Slogadh,
feiseanna and Irish music' - secured a positive response from only 54% of pupils.

In all probability, the development and improvement of pupils' Attitude to Irish
speakers and Integrative orientation to Irish are governed in part by home/social factors.
One indication of this is the significant correlations between the various Integrativeness
scales, on the one hand, and Parental encouragement on the other (r's range from .34 to
.53). Significant correlations between the Integrativeness scales and Use of Irish at home
(r's range from .19 to .35) support the same point.

But certain kinds of in-class factors very likely play a role in maintaining and
improving integrative attitudes as well. Arguably, in-class activities and experiences could
have a particularly important role in developing positive attitudes in a case such as Irish
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where most pupils have little or no contact with the language outside school. In the
Communicative Materials Project, we investigated various approaches to the development
of positive integrative attitudes. The communicative approach adopted in the project, as an
alternative to the existing structural/audio-visual approach, placed considerable emphasis
on Irish culture and authentic materials in a way that was intended to be enjoyable for
pupils and relevant to their own lives. Among the activities included were learning Irish
dancing, exploring the Irish-language origins of local Irish placenames and role-
plays/drama related to trips to the Gaeltacht or Irish Summer Colleges. Such activities
might be expected to improve pupils' integrative attitudes to the language and culture at
the same time as making the learning process itself more enjoyable. More generally,
however, it is important that questions such as why children learn Irish, what use might
they expect to make of it and why it is of more general value, would be raised, and
answered in a positive way, in the classroom. It would also be desirable that future
research would explore pupils' understanding of the purpose of learning Irish and would
establish how that is modified by different kinds of in-class experiences or by exposure to
particular kinds of lesson materials. We return to some of these issues in the context of
pupils' views in the next chapter.

3.4.3 Motivation to learn Irish versus attitude to foreign languages
One contrast between Integrativeness and Motivation consists of the affective reaction of
pupils to second/foreign languages versus Irish. The particular interest provided by this
contrast is that it introduces a comparative dimension into our interpretation of the data - a
dimension which is otherwise missing from this aspect of the study. The results show that
pupils' disposition to the general idea of learning a second/foreign language is more
positive than their attitude to learning Irish. Specifically, while only between 42% 50%
of pupils agreed with positive statements about their experience of learning Irish (e.g. 'I
love learning Irish'), 74% - 82% agreed with broadly similar items which relate to their
desire to learn a second or foreign language (e.g. 'I would really like to learn a lot of
foreign languages even if I didn't have to do it'). A similar pattern is reflected in the mean
scores for these two scales, which have the same number of items. Interest in
second/foreign languages has a mean of 42.5 while Attitude to learning Irish has a mean
of only 32.7.

We must guard, however, against a simplistic reading of these data. First, we cannot
interpret differences in item- or scale-score means, or differences in the percentages
agreeing with positively stated items, without taking sOme account of the fact that Interest
in second/foreign languages is measuring a component of Integrativeness (i.e. it concerns
affective factors which are relatively removed from the learning situation) while Attitude to
learning Irish is Motivational in character (i.e. embedded to some degree in the current
language-learning situation). Second, we must give due weight to the fact that the vast
majority of Irish children have either no direct experience at school of learning foreign
languages, as opposed to Irish, and that learning a foreign language, therefore, may not be
associated in their minds with the routine effort or labour required to learn any language.
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94 Teaching and learning Irish in primary school

In other words, the less favourable response to items on the Irish scale may .be at least
partially explainable in terms of the negative effects of the real and immediate effort
currently being expended by the pupil in learning Irish.

To compare pupils' attitudes to learning Irish versus foreign languages on a truly
appropriate basis, we would have to be able to investigate a situation where a foreign-
language programme had already been in place for a number of years. We could then
administer, for example, an Attitude to learning French scale, equivalent to the Irish one,
which would measure pupils' satisfaction with the actual experience of learning French. It
will be interesting to compare responses on such foreign-language and Irish scales when
the new Pilot Project on Modern Languages at Primary School is implemented

(Department of Education and Science, 1997).
Notwithstanding these caveats, the data do show unequivocally that the vast majority of

pupils are positive about the general idea of learning second/foreign languages, in a
context where neither Irish nor any specific foreign language is mentioned. What is
striking about the results is the consistently high proportion of pupils, across nearly all
classes, who want to learn foreign languages. Over 60% of pupils in 19 of the 20 classes
(over 80% in most of these) agree with the statement 'I would like to learn a foreign
language even if I didn't have to'. This is in marked contrast to pupils' response to the
item 'I really enjoy learning Irish' where only 6 of 20 classes have as many as 60% of
pupils agreeing. The preference gap between Irish and foreign languages is particularly
clear among pupils in low-Irish-achievement classes. Only one of the eight low-Irish
achievement classes has a majority of the pupils agreeing they enjoy learning Irish, while
all of these same classes have a majority expressing a desire to learn a foreign language.

Overall, there is a strong positive relationship between Class achievement in Irish and
Irish attitude/motivation (r=.74). Responses to one item gives an indication of the range
of attitude/motivation over the 20 classes. The class with the highest level of achievement
in Irish has 100% of pupils agreeing (slightly or strongly) that they 'really enjoy learning
Irish'. In contrast, two of the low-Irish achievement classes have less than 20% of pupils
agreeing with this statement. Clearly, the experience of learning Irish is not a satisfying
one for most of those in low-achievement classes. This state of affairs, apart from being
an educational concern in relation to the pupils themselves, also poses real problems for
teachers day to day. Many causative factors, both home/social and in-classroom, may be
responsible.

Parental attitudes are likely to have made a contribution to these pupils' attitudes. Data
relating to Parental encouragement, discussed below, suggest that children detect lack of
enthusiasm in their parents in relation to Irish. Results to be presented later in Chapter 5
also indicate that parental support for children in the task of learning Irish can be
lukewarm or absent. In contrast, on the basis of volunteered comments (Table 5.20),
parents seem well disposed to the idea of their children learning a foreign language: the
most frequent theme (19% of parents) is that 'more time should be given to other subjects
(e.g. Modern Continental Languages, computers or English), and/or less time spent on
Irish'.
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Of course, in-classroom factors are also likely to be extremely important in determining
pupil Attitude to learning Irish. In fact, Gardner and Smythe (1981) suggest that as pupils
get older and better trained in the target language, the language-learning situation becomes
relatively more important in determining attitudes, while integrativeness (general attitudes
to the language and speakers) tends to become less important. In other words, maintaining
the pupil's motivation to learn Irish as he or she reaches the later grades in primary school
probably means taking relatively more account of the actual enjoyment and experience of
success which the language-learning process itself provides. In later chapters, we explore
this issue further showing how aspects of the learning situation are perceived by pupils.
We also examine (Chapter 7) how characteristics of the teaching approach relate to pupil
attitude/motivation, self-concept and anxiety about speaking Irish in class. Based in part
on our experiences in the Communicative Materials Project, we also suggest some of the
changes in lesson content, forms of pupil-teacher interaction and classroom organisation
which may help to improve pupils' affective response to learning Irish.

Before we leave this issue, it is worth noting that in half of the high-Irish-achievement
classes, more pupils prefer the reality of learning Irish to the prospect of learning a foreign
language (Table 3.10). Presumably, this represents an instance of success breeding
success - high levels of achievement in Irish leading to positive attitudes to learning.
Indeed, this is consistent with the current view of motivation (Burstall, Jamieson, Cohen
and Hargreaves, 1974; Strong, 1984; Gardner and McIntyre, 1993). Gardner (1985b)
suggests that the relationship between achievement and attitude/motivation is one of
reciprocal causation i.e. motivation influences language achievement, and language
achievement and the experience of learning the language, in turn, influences attitude/
motivation.

3.4.4 Parental encouragement and home use of Irish
A substantial minority of pupils do not believe that they have the active support and
encouragement of their parents in the task of learning Irish. Proportions of pupils ranging
from 20%-35% reject eight of the ten positively worded statements on the Parental
encouragement scale (Appendix 3.2) which suggest that they do receive help and
encouragement. For example, 22.6% of children disagree that their parents 'try to help'
them with Irish, while 35.3% disagree that their parents 'are usually very interested in
anything to do with' the pupils' Irish schoolwork. Responses to a Miscellaneous item
show that 16.6% of pupils disagree that their parents 'are proud of how much Irish' the
pupils have learned at school. An additional minority, ranging from 14.7% to 25.5% for
the items just quoted, are only prepared to represent themselves as 'neutral' on the question
of whether or not their parents are supportive.

Comparative data on pupils' perceptions of parental support for other school subjects is
difficult to find. In the Second International Assessment of Educational Progress,
however, 94% of 13 year-old Irish pupils report that their parents want them 'to do well' in
mathematics (Martin, Hickey and Murchan, 1992). As we will show in Chapter 5, parents
themselves report that they give less support to Irish, particularly spoken Irish, than to
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other school subjects.
About half the pupils report at least some use of Irish at home. This again is broadly

consistent with the reports of parents themselves (Chapter 5), even though the parents
survey is based on a smaller number of classes. Thus, 50.8% of pupils disagreed with the
statement that 'no one at home ever speaks Irish', while 56.5% ofparents report that Irish
is used 'seldom' or more frequently. The correlational and regression data, discussed
below, indicate the importance of both Parental encouragement and Use of Irish at home
to children's attitudes and achievement

Parents and pupils are broadly in agreement about the child's reaction to learning Irish:
42.9% of parents think their child 'likes' learning Irish (see Chapter 5: section 5.3.5) while,
47.6% of children themselves agree that they 'really enjoy learning Irish'. In addition,
42% of children agree that they 'love learning Irish' (Table 3.3) and the same proportion
agree that 'learning Irish is really great' (Appendix 3.2: item 35).

3.4.5 Irish-ability self-concept
Items from the Irish-ability self-concept scale allow us to say what kind of opinion pupils
have of their own ability in Irish. Other items on the Pupil Questionnaire allow us to
compare this with the pupil's self-concept in English Reading and Mathematics. In the
case of each of these items, the pupil is required to compare his/her own ability with that of
'most' of the other pupils in the class. Since the class is always the reference group,
differences from subject to subject in the proportions agreeing or disagreeing with the
various positive statements can be seen as reflecting 'self-concept' in relation to the
subjects in question. The larger the percentage who agree that they are better than 'most
pupils' in the class, the better the self-concept of pupils in relation to the subject in
question.

The results show that pupils tend to have a poor estimation of their ability to speak Irish
compared to other school subjects. The proportion of pupils agreeing that they are 'better'
is smallest in the case of Speaking Irish (30.7%), a little larger for Mathematics (36.7%)
and is greatest for English Reading (57.5%). Of the three specific aspects of Irish rated,
pupils tend to have the most positive opinion about their achievements in Irish reading
(43.4%). Kellaghan and Fontes (1988) who provide data on the self-concept of sixth-grade
primary school pupils also found that, of all the curricular areas studied, spoken Irish was
the one associated with the lowest self-ratings by pupils.

A range of both home/social factors and school/class factors probably contribute to the
situation we have just described - i.e. the poor self-concept in relation to Speaking Irish,
the better self-concept in relation to Irish Reading and the very positive self-concept in
relation to English Reading. Among the home/social factors which correlation data suggest
are related to Irish-ability self-concept are Parental encouragement and Use of Irish at
home. Certainly, it would seem to be critical to the development of positive self-esteem in
relation to any subject that pupils would experience success and a feeling of competence
and that they would receive adult recognition and praise for their achievements both at
home and in school. In relation to school-class factors the development of realistic
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expectations and achievable goals must also be an important part of maintaining self-
esteem in this area. These issues are taken up in more detail in relation to speaking and
reading Irish in subsequent chapters. In Chapter 4, for example, we consider the
possibility that pupils acquire a more positive sense of success in Irish Reading, compared
to Speaking Irish, simply by virtue of their day-by-day progress through the reader.

Pupil responses to one other item on the Irish-ability self-concept scale must be
mentioned: 21% of pupils disagree that they 'understand most of what the teacher says in
Irish at school'. Given the general agreement in applied linguistics in recent years about
the importance of comprehensible input in first and second-language learning, a percentage
as large as this, of pupils who claim comprehension difficulties in Irish class, is a matter
for some concern. As we will see in Chapter 4, difficulty in understanding the lesson or
teacher is a frequently recurring complaint of pupils in low-Irish achievement classes.

3.4.6 Irish-lesson anxiety
The Irish-lesson anxiety scale measures the extent to which pupils experience anxiety or
discomfort about speaking Irish in class. In brief, the results show that somewhere
between a quarter and just over a half of all pupils, depending on the particular question,
admit to anxiety, lack of confidence or embarrassment about speaking Irish. Specifically,
26.1% agree that they are 'embarrassed' to put up their hand and say something aloud
during the Irish lesson while 54.3% agree that they 'get nervous or mixed up when
speaking in Irish class'. While we have no directly comparable data from other primary
school second-/foreign-language programmes, relatively high levels of unease, particularly
when speaking, are reported among second-level (Liu, 1989) and third-level second-
language students (Horwitz et al., 1986).

Higher Irish-lesson anxiety in pupils is associated with significantly lower levels of
achievement in Irish (r =-.28). The fact that this result relates to anxiety about speaking
Irish is interesting in the light of data to be presented later (Chapter 9) about the frequency
with which different types of pupils speak individually in the Irish class. The data show
that pupils with lower levels of achievement in Irish are less likely than others to make
individual spoken contributions in the Irish. We also show directly that classes with
generally higher levels of Irish-lesson anxiety have pupils with a generally lower
propensity to speak aloud in Irish during the Irish lessons (r=-.54). Clearly, changes in
lessons which would render the prospect of speaking less intimidating for less able pupils
are desirable. Among the strategies recommended by Tsui (1996) are: (i) improving
questioning strategies by giving pupils time to think about the question and formulate their
answers, (ii) accepting a variety of answers, (iii) increasing peer support though group
work, (iv) focusing on content rather than on form in activities, and (v) generally
establishing good relationships with students. We take up these issues in more detail in
Chapter 9.

Not surprisingly, Irish-ability self-concept and Irish-lesson anxiety are strongly and
negatively correlated (-.44) - in other words, pupils with a good self-concept in relation to
their Irish ability tend to have less anxiety about speaking Irish in class. Other correlation
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data suggest that somewhat different sets of factors may influence anxiety and self-
concept. For example, while Irish-ability self-concept is significantly correlated with (a)
Parental encouragement (b) the Integrativeness index and (c) the Motivation index, only
the last of these, the Motivation index, is significantly correlated with Irish-lesson anxiety.
This serves to reinforce the commonsense expectation that while Irish-lesson anxiety is
mainly determined by 'in-class' factors or factors more closely related to the learning
process, Irish-ability self-concept is determined by both home/social and in-class factors.
Thus, more broad-based initiatives, extending beyond the school proper, may be needed to
deal with the problems of pupils who have a poor self-concept in relation to their ability in
Irish. The form which these initiatives might take are outlined in Chapter 5.

3.4. 7 Relationships between affective, linguistic and ability variables
The correlation data are of interest in a number of ways. At the most basic level, they
indicate which affective, linguistic and social factors are most closely related to each other.
This, in turn, can supply preliminary indications about the kind of initiatives most likely to
improve attitudes or achievement in Irish. Looking at the results very generally first, it is
clear that Irish attitude/motivation is strongly related to the level of proficiency in Irish
achieved by pupils. The strength of this relationship among Irish primary-school pupils
compares favourably with the corresponding correlations between the AlkITB and French
grades quoted by Gardner (1985a). Of the 10 values from different studies listed by
Gardner, only two exceed the value of the Pearson 'r' reported here (.40).

While all six main components of Irish attitude/motivation are also significantly
correlated with achievement in Irish, the three components of the Motivation cluster are
somewhat more strongly related (r =.34 to .35) to achievement than are the three
components of Integrativeness (r =.22 to .29). Similar findings are reported by Gardner
and Smythe (1981) in relation to the original AMTB indices. Attitude to learning Irish (a
Motivational scale) is the component most closely related to achievement in Irish, while
Interest in second/foreign languages (an Integrativeness scale) is the least strongly
correlated.

Turning to the intercorrelations between the six main Irish attitude/motivation scales
themselves, it is notable that those involving Interest in second/fbreign languages are
substantially lower (range of r =.26 - .36) than the others (range of r =.43 .79). This
suggests that the Interest in second/foreign-languages scale is tapping an aspect of pupils'
affective reaction which is distinct from the various components of their attitude/motivation
in relation to Irish. This pattern was not observed in the corresponding set of
intercorrelations for comparable AMTB scales in Canada (Gardner, Lalonde and Pierson,
1983). Presumably, the sociolinguistic issues and distinctions, which the 'Irish' versus
'foreign languages' comparison represents for children here, are different to the ones which
the 'French' versus 'foreign languages' comparison represents for Canadian students.

Pupil general academic ability is also strongly related to Pupil achievement in Irish (r
= .47), but it is less strongly (though still significantly) related to Irish attitude motivation
(r = .22). Similar findings have been reported in studies using the Canadian version of the
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AMTB. Gardner (1985a) found that while the AM7'B based Attitude/Motivation Index
correlated significantly with French grades (i.e. achievement in French) in nine out of ten
cases, it correlated significantly with overall academic performance (all subjects) in only
two out of ten cases. He argues that this outcome - and .of course the same logic would
apply to our own broadly corresponding finding here - is evidence of the discriminant
validity of the attitude/motivation index. Discriminant validity is a form of construct
validity (i.e. it gives an indication of the psychological reality of the underlying concept).
It is established when a scale does not correlate with other measures with which it should
not relate if the underlying theory is correct (Gardner, 1985a).

3.4.8 Regression analyses
The regression analyses represent an attempt to quantify the relative contribution of a
small number of key factors, discussed in Chapter 2, to Irish attitude/motivation and Pupil
achievement in Irish. The factors consist of individual (Gender, Pupil general academic
ability), socio-demographic (Location, Social class) and home characteristics (Parental
encouragement and Use of Irish at home).

Briefly, the results show that the bulk of the explained variance in Irish
attitude/motivation (27.8%) is attributable to the two home factors, Parental
encouragement and Use of Irish at home which are entered last in the regression model.
Parental encouragement, entered just prior to Use of Irish at home explains the most
variance. Only 14.3% of the variance in Irish attitude/motivation is explained by the four
individual and socio-demographic factors

This contrasts with the prediction of Pupil achievement in Irish where it is the four
individual and socio-demographic factors (mainly Pupil general academic ability,
Location and Social class) which account for most (33.4%) of the variance. The two
home factors, Use of Irish at home and Parental encouragement, only contribute an
additional 3% to the explained variance in this case.

When overall Irish attitude/motivation is entered after all these, as a single block, it
makes a significant though not very large additional contribution (4.1%) to the variance
explained in Pupil achievement in Irish. Two aspects of motivation (Motivational
intensity to learn Irish and Attitude to learning Irish), together with Irish-lesson anxiety,
are the most important components of Irish attitude/motivation as far as predicting Pupil
achievement in Irish is concerned. This is consistent with Lalonde and Gardner (1985)
who found that for 39 samples Motivation was overall the best predictor of (i) objective
measures of French proficiency, (ii) grades in French, and (iii) behavioural intention to
continue French study.

It must be noted that, as in most cases in the social sciences, the interpretation of
regression analyses involves quite strong assumptions. In particular, the priority which is
assigned to different predictors in 'explaining' attitude/motivation and achievement in Irish
- e.g. entering variables such as Social class or Location before Parental encouragement -
can have considerable effects on the outcome. In addition, in using attitude/motivation to
predict achievement in Irish, an assumption of unidirectionality in causation is being made,
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whereas the true relationship may be one of reciprocity (Gardner, 1985b; Gardner and

Maclntyre, 1993). The relative importance of attitude/motivation, compared to other
socio-educational factors, in determining achievement in Irish cannot be equated in any
simple fashion, therefore, with the proportion of variance 'explained' here. Given the kind
of correlations which were observed in this study between socio-educational variables and
affective variables, it may well be that some of the influence exerted by background
variables such as Social class, Location and Pupil general academic ability on
achievement in Irish is actually realised through affective factors.

It is also important to acknowledge that these particular regression analyses do not in

any sense amount to a complete model of the factors contributing to either attitude/
motivation or achievement in Irish. Our regression analyses here are confined to predictors
which are mainly extra-classroom in character, albeit ones which have been identified as
important in previous studies (Harris, 1983; 0 Riagáin and 0 Gliasain, 1994). They do
not include, for example, any of the classroom-based variables which, elsewhere in the
present study, are shown to be significantly associated with one or other aspect of Irish
attitude/motivation. For example, we report later (Chapters 7-8) that those classes in
which a greater proportion of time is spent on communicative language activities, or in
which a smaller proportion of time is spent on reading-aloud language-practice, have
significantly better overall Irish attitude/motivation and significantly lower Irish-lesson
anxiety than other classes. We also show that more favourable Class attitude to Irish and
lower levels of Class Irish-lesson anxiety are both strongly associated with higher levels of
class interest in the Irish lesson (as judged by the observer). Clearly, these findings
constitute at least prima facie evidence for the commonsense expectation that classroom-
based or teaching-related events or processes can determine, or be determined by Irish
attitude/motivation generally and by Irish-lesson anxiety in particular. We will return to
the relationship between the teaching and classroom variables and Irish attitude/motivation
in later chapters.

3.4.9 Conclusion
This is the first time that primary-school pupils' attitudes to the Irish language and their
motivation to learn it have been investigated. The study has been successful both in terms
of instrument development and the analysis of the relationship between attitude/motivation
and achievement in Irish. The various adaptations of the original Canadian approach -
e.g. having an administrator read each item aloud for the pupils and simplifying response

options and format seem to have dealt with the main practical difficulties that might
have been expected. The central task for pupils - to register their opinions and attitudes -
appears to have been carried out with ease. Indeed, one of the things revealed by the
exercise is the subtlety and care with which pupils of this age can record their opinions
and perceptions of the Irish language and of the process of learning it. Reading down
through the response data on different questions, the evidence that pupils have detected,
and taken account of the significance of, minor differences in wording is striking.
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The study provides an account of different aspects of pupils' affective response to Irish
and to the learning of Irish, showing in particular that pupils respond more positively to
Integrativeness items than to Motivation items. It also confirms that attitude/ motivation
is strongly related to pupil achievement in Irish and it identifies some of the factors which
determine pupils' attitude/motivation. Finally, it gives an account of Irish-lesson anxiety,
Irish-self concept and Parental encouragement and their relationship to other affective and
achievement variables.

While the remediation of the problems in attitude and motivation recorded here is
clearly important on educational grounds alone, the fact that the work of primary schools
is central to societal effort to promote the wider use of Irish adds urgency to the search for
solutions. At the very least, it emphasises the importance of according an even higher
priority than in the past to the development in pupils of a positive attitude to Irish and to
the learning of Irish. All pupils, including those who at present have lower levels of
ability in Irish, should enjoy the experience of learning Irish, experience success in
learning it, acquire a positive image of their own ability to learn and to speak the
language, and should be free of undue anxiety about speaking in class. Any evaluation of
the new curriculum should include the investigation of the affective dimension of learning
Irish. The Pupil Questionnaire may have a useful role to play in that. work.
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4 Pupils' views on the Irish lesson in
their own words

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we analyse pupils' views, expressed in their own words, on their experience
of learning Irish. This approach acknowledges the trend in recent research to broaden the
definition of motivation in relation to language learning. The attitude/motivation
constructs associated with the earlier Gardner work are now considered too narrow.
Tremblay and Gardner (1995), for example, argue for the inclusion of learner variables
such as the extent to which learners set clearly defined goals, value the language course
and are self-confident. Crookes and Schmidt (1991) propose that learner variables such as
choice, engagement and persistence are also important components of motivational
behaviour. The use of a wider range of instruments - observation, ethnographic and
introspective measures - for the identification of these variables is also advocated.

One example of this kind of investigation is Pattison's (1989) study of pupil motivation
in learning a foreign language which was conducted in four European countries, Holland,
France, Great Britain and Austria. The findings indicate an overall pupil preference for
oral activities - especially getting the chance to speak in smaller groups. Pupils, however,
disliked 'the stress of speaking alone in front of the class, reciting or repeating given texts,
learning by heart and speaking of things already known or evident'. Reading was the
second most popular activity. Negative responses - what pupils disliked most - were most
often linked with grammar. The present study in which pupils record what they 'dislike',
'like' and 'would like to change' about the Irish lesson brings this new perspective to the
study of motivation in learning Irish.

4.2 Method

All pupils in the present study were asked to respond to three write-in items at the end of
the Pupil Questionnaire:

'What I don't like about the Irish lesson.'
'What I do like about the Irish lesson.'
'How I would like to change the Irish lesson.'

The inspectors who administered the Pupil Questionnaire encouraged the children to
respond frankly, explaining that we were particularly interested in their opinions and
suggestions with regard to learning Irish (see Appendix 3.1). Every effort was made to
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ensure that the pupils felt free to express their real opinions. They were assured that their
responses would be confidential that no one in the school would be allowed to see their
comments. They were also told that although we were asking for their name on the cover
of the Pupil Questionnaire, we required this only to help us keep together that document
and other questionnaires which they would be asked to answer on subsequent days.

Pupil comments were limited only by the space (four lines) on the questionnaire booklet
assigned to each written reply. These write-in items, it will be recalled, did not contribute
to any of the attitude scales or to the overall Attitude/Motivation index. It may be noted in
passing that these items are less constrained than those used by Pattison (1989) as we
sought pupil reactions to any aspect of the learning experience not just learning activities.

4.3 Coding procedures and sampling of responses

In this section we describe how we transcribed pupils' responses, assigned them to
different thematic categories, and selected a sample of responses for inclusion in the
present report (see Appendix 4).

4.3.1 Categorising responses
There were 490 questionnaire booklets from which each pupil's hand-written responses
were first transferred (without editing) into one large typed document and checked for
accuracy of transcription. As a prelude to coding proper we read a few times through all
responses pertaining to each of the three items, gradually building up and revising a list of
the different types of issues or response elements covered. While many pupils mention
only one issue in relation to each item, others wrote responses comprising a number of
elements. Each of these elements was given equal status and assigned to a particular
coding category. This initial list of more than fifty categories per item accounted for at
least 90% of all pupils' responses on each item. These categories were subsequently
combined to yield a more manageable and still useful set of 10-15 coding categories for
each of the three items. This number appeared to reflect the pupils' responses in
reasonable detail while allowing us to draw at least some general conclusions.

Needless to say, the development of categories is fundamentally subjective, irrespective
of the care with which the coding itself is implemented. In addition, because the comments
were made by children they are not always fully articulated and are sometimes couched in
terms which refer to very specific aspects of their own classroom.

4.3.2 Selecting sample responses
In order to illustrate the form and content of pupil responses we selected, for each of the
main categories, a sample of 10% of responses which contain elements relating to that
category. This was not a random selection but was intended to illustrate the range of
response elements within each category. This collection of sample responses may be found
in Appendix 4.
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Spelling and punctuation changes were made to the originals where necessary but the
form of the pupil's response was otherwise left unchanged. Care was taken to ensure that
schools or teachers could not be identified from the pupils' comments. Names of teachers
or schools are replaced by <name of teacher> <name of school>. Irish words are written
in italics and accompanied by a translation/explanation in curved brackets ( ) .

It will be noted that comments within some categories vary more than others. For
example, in relation to the item 'What I don't like in the Irish class', comments in
Category G - Spelling exercises, vary little in the way they are expressed, e.g. simply 'I
don't like Irish spelling'. In contrast, comments in Category C Grammar-related
activities, are articulated in many different ways (`I don't like the Briathra (verbs)'; 'I
don't like e.g. aige, leis (prepositional pronouns)'; 'I don't like Irish grammar...'; etc.).

Most responses were clear-cut enough to allow them to be easily assigned to a category.
For example, in relation to item 78 'What I do not like in the Irish lesson' some pupils
simply wrote 'Irish spelling', 'Irish reading', 'using filmstrips' etc. Others gave slightly
more elaborate responses mentioning aspects of the lesson that accounted for their likes or
dislikes e.g. 'I don't like when the teacher asks me a question because if I get it wrong I get
embarrassed'. Inevitably, some comments were also ambiguous or imprecise i.e. it was not
initially clear what exactly pupils were referring to. Sometimes a knowledge of the
particular classroom or teaching practices generally is assumed by the pupil. In such cases
we were usually able to resolve the uncertainties by consulting other background
information on the teaching methods used in that class (e.g. the Teacher's Questionnaire,
or the classroom observation data for that class), as well as, gleaning clues from the
apparently equivalent but more detailed comments of other classmates.

Consider the following response, for example, (see Appendix 4, item 78, Category A,
no 3) 'I don't like the comhrd and changing the sentences into the aimsiri (verb tenses)'.
Here it is not possible to say straight away whether the term comhrd ('conversation) is
being used here to refer to the use of the Nuachtirsai or to Irish conversation practice or
activities in general. Comhrk is often used by Irish pupils and teachers to refer to the
Nuachdrsai course-method (the official audio-visual Course for teaching spoken Irish -
Department of Education, 1978). In the present example, comhrd was interpreted as
referring to the NuachUrsai because (a) information from the Teacher Questionnaire
indicated that the Nuachtirsai were the main course-method used in teaching oral Irish and
(b) more elaborate responses from other classmates made it clear that comhrd was the term
used by them when talking about material from the Nuachtirsai.

In many instances, the sample responses included under a particular thematic category
in Appendix 4 will contain elements which are also coded under other category headings.
For example, in relation to pupil 'dislikes', the response 'I don't like Irish spellings,
projector, verbs' (see Appendix 4, item 78, Category G, no 1) was not only coded as
Category G - Spelling exercises but also as Category A NuachUrsai-related
activities/materials and Category C Grammar-related activities.
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4.4 Results: Themes, complaints and preferences

The main achievement of this part of the study is represented by the pupils' own
comments, categorised by theme, samples of which are presented in Appendix 4. Reading
through these comments, a number of issues and impressions quickly emerge. The
function of the simple quantitative analyses we conducted is merely to make these initial
impressions more explicit. The analysis has two main components (1) identifying the
relative importance of different themes in pupils 'dislikes', 'likes' and desired 'changes' in
the Irish lesson generally (i.e. when all pupils and classes are considered together) and (2)
determining to what extent the emphasis on particular themes varied from class to class.

4.4.1 Analysis
The results are divided into two parts. In Part 1, data is presented on the frequency with
which various themes, problems and preferences feature in pupils' responses to the Irish
lesson. Tables 4.1 4.3 set out the percentages of pupil responses associated with each of
the thematic categories. The left hand side of each table lists the coding categories (A-K)
to which the various response elements were assigned. The percentage distribution of
pupils is shown on the right hand side of the table.

The results indicate a very high response rate - approximately 95% of pupils who were
administered the Pupil Questionnaire-responded to all three items. It should be noted that
since each pupil's response could contain elements which were coded in relation to more
than one category, the percentages on the right side of each table add to more than 100%.

Part 2 contains data on variations from class to class. The relevant data are presented
in Tables 4.4 - 4.6. The main focus is on how pupils 'dislikes, 'likes' and desired
'changes' in relation to the Irish lesson vary according to class achievement in spoken
Irish. The format of presentation of data is the same for each table. As in earlier chapters,
classes are listed in order of their achievement in spoken Irish (ranked from 1-20) and are
grouped into high-, middle- and low-achievement-in-Irish classes. Column 2 contains
teacher-reported information on the main course-method used in teaching oral Irish. The
remaining right hand columns give the two most commonly occurring thematic categories
associated with pupils"dislikes'/ likes7 desired 'changes', along with the percentage of
pupils associated with each category in each class.

4.4.2 Part 1: Pupils"dislikes', 'likes' and desired 'changes'

What the pupil 'dislikes' in the Irish lesson:
The percentage in the last row of Table 4.1 indicates that practically all pupils (99.4%)
made at least some kind of response to this item. As the footnote to Table 4.1 indicates,
however, response elements made by almost six per cent of pupils did not fit into any of
our coding categories. The most common pupil 'dislike' in relation to the Irish lesson
involves Nuachi'esai-related activities/materials (Category A) . Almost 30% of pupils
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report disliking some aspect of the NuachUrsai (including 11% who mention the use of film

strips/projector in particular).

Table 4.1
'Dislikes': Percentage distribution of pupils' responses according to 12 thematic categories

'What I don't like in the Irish lesson':
Thematic categories.*

Percentage of
pupils' responses

(n=490)

(A)

(H)
(C)

(D)

NuachUrsai-related activities/materials
Difficulty in understanding generally
Grammar-related activities
Boring, old fashioned, repetitious course & materials

(E) Reading activities and specific readers
(F) Written exercises including essays, answers etc.
(G) Spelling exercises

(H)
(I)

(J)

Irish-lesson anxiety, low self-esteem etc.
Generally negative about the Irish lesson (e.g. 'dislike everything about it'
/'waste of time')
Generally positive about the Irish lesson (e.g. 'like everything about it' /
'not enough Irish' )

(K) Drama/poems/songs

No comment

29.4
16.9
16.3
15.1

14.5
13.9
10.2

9.2
9.4

4.9

4.1

0.6

*Two minor categories 'Dislike teaching through Irish' (1.2%), 'Dislike stories' (0.4%) are not included in
the table. Response elements from a further 5.9% of pupil responses were so diverse that they were
assigned to the category 'Other'. See Appendix 4 for samples of actual pupil responses.

The next most common response category (almost 17% of pupils) relates to difficulty in
understanding various aspects of the Irish lesson, (Category B). Pupils frequently mention
the fact that they do not understand what the teacher is saying (see Appendix 4, item 78,
category B).

Just over 16% of pupils had response elements which were coded as Category C:
Grammar-related activities. As the sample responses for this category show (see
Appendix 4), the dissatisfaction centres to a large extent on the various forms of verb
practice in the Irish lesson.

Fifteen per cent of pupils dislike the lesson or the lessons materials because they are
boring, old fashioned or repetitious (Category D). Almost half of these pupils
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specifically complain about the 'boredom' aspect of Irish lessons. While it is impossible to
discover exactly what aspects of the course the pupils have in mind here, answers to the
other two write-in items (79 & 80) and information on course-method and materials for
particular classes (from the Teacher Questionnaire) suggest that some of the
dissatisfaction relates to the use of the Nuachtirsai. In reality, then, Category D may be
considered, in part, as an extension of Category A. The remarks about boredom are not
surprising given that responses to an item from the Attitude to Learning Irish scale (see
Appendix 3.2: item 46) show that 41% of pupils agree with the statement 'I think that
learning Irish is boring' (17.3% 'strongly agree' while 23.3% 'slightly agree').

The next three categories (Categories E, F and G) relate to pupils' dislike of specific
skill-related activities in the Irish lesson. Just over 14% of pupils do not like Reading
activities and specific readers (Category E). A dislike of Written exercises including
essays, answers etc. (Category F) is mentioned by a similar proportion (13.9%) of pupils.
Approximately one-tenth of all pupils specifically dislike traditional Spelling exercises
(Category G).

Categories H, I and J concern the affective dimension of learning Irish. Irish-lesson
anxiety, low self-esteem etc. (Category H) are concerns for 9.2% of the pupils and are
reflected in response elements such as 'I don't like when the teacher asks me a question
because if I get it wrong I get embarrassed' and 'Because I am no good at it.... '-.

Generally negative statements about the Irish lesson (Category /) such as 'I don't like
anything in Irish' or 'I think it is a waste of time' are made by 9.4% of pupils. In contrast
4.9% of pupils write 'generally positive' comments (Category J) such as 'I like everything
about the Irish lesson

Finally, four per cent of pupils report disliking aspects of the Irish lesson which involve
Drama/poems/songs - Category K.

To summarise, the main themes which arise in pupils' responses to the item 'What I
don't like in the Irish lesson' are:

dislike of the use ofNuachursai-related activities/materials
dislike not being able to understand what is going on in the Irish lesson
dislike of the boring, old fashioned and repetitious nature of the course and materials
dislike grammar-related activities, particularly verb practice
dislike activities focusing on developing certain skill areas such as reading, writing
and spelling
dislike the anxiety and low self-esteem which pupils associate with learning Irish

What the pupil likes in the Irish lesson
In presenting the data relating to the item 'What I like in the Irish lesson', we occasionally
draw comparisons below between the proportion of pupils who say they like a particular
aspect of the Irish lesson (the present item) and the proportion who, in response to the
previous item express dislike of similar aspects. While the categories may not always be
exactly equivalent the comparisons illustrate the persistence of some themes across 'likes'
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and 'dislikes'. As in the case of the previous item, there was a very high response rate to
this item: 98% of pupils wrote a remark of some kind.

Table 4.2 shows that the most frequent response, from over a quarter of pupils
(28.2%), mentions either reading activities or using named readers as aspects of the Irish
lesson which they like (Category A - Reading activities and specific readers). Despite
this, it will be recalled that in a previous item a substantial minority of pupils (14.5%)
specifically mentioned reading as something they did not like in the Irish lesson. Thus,
nearly twice as many pupils report that they like reading as dislike it. It is worth noting
that while pupils frequently mention that they liked Irish reading or specific readers, they
rarely elaborate on the reasons why this was so (see Appendix 4, item 79: Category A
sample responses). This is a point which we will return to later in the context of a
discussion on the central role of Irish reading and reading aloud in the Irish classroom.

The second most popular aspect of the lesson (25.7% of pupils) is the informal use of
spoken Irish in the non-language-practice contexts of Conversation, games, drama, songs,
poems (Category B). It will be recalled from the previous table that only 4.1% of pupils
mentioned drama/poems/songs as activities they disliked.

Written exercises (Category C - Written exercises including essays, answers, etc.) are
specified by 16.7% of pupils as aspects of the Irish lesson they like. It will be recalled
from the previous item, that broadly similar proportions of pupils (13.9%) mentioned that
they disliked such exercises.

One feature of the Irish lesson which pupils specifically like, and which was not
mentioned among pupil 'dislikes', relates to stories (Category D - Stories generally,
picture stories, creative writing) - just over 14% of pupil responses.

Category E - Oral Irish practice generally, answering questions accounts for just
under one-tenth (9.6%) of responses. It should be pointed out here that a distinction was
made in coding between Category B type responses referring to the 'informal use of spoken
Irish' and references to its more formal oral practice (Category E).

NuachUrsai-related activities/materials (Category F) are among the 'likes' responses
mentioned by a small proportion of pupils (8.4%). Comparison with data from the
previous item shows that more than three times as many pupils dislike such
activities/materials as like them.

Eight per cent of pupils resist the positive tone of the item and state quite unequivocally
that they like nothing in the Irish lesson (Category G). This roughly matches the 9.4% of
pupils who in response to the previous 'dislike' item were Generally negative about the
Irish lesson.

Being able to understand, explanations, translations etc. (Category H) is an aspect of
the Irish lesson that 7.6% of pupils like. Many of the response elements refer specifically
to teacher explanations or translations of Irish words (see Appendix 4, item 79, Category
H sample responses). This-reinforces the evidence from the previous item where 16.9% of
pupils (Table 4.1- Category B) disliked the fact that they had difficulty in understanding
generally.
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Table 4.2
'Likes': Percentage distribution of pupils' responses according to 12 thematic categories.

'What I do like in the Irish lesson':
Thematic categories*

Percentage of
pupils'

responses
(n=490)

(A) Reading activities and specific readers.
(B) Conversation, games, drama, songs, poems

(C) Written exercises including essays, answers etc.
(D) Stories generally, picture stories, creative writing

(E) Oral Irish practice generally, answering questions
(F) Nuachtirsai-related activities/materials

(G) Like nothing about Irish
(H) Being able to understand, explanations, translations etc.

(I) Spelling exercises
(J) Grammar-related activities

(K) Learning about our own language, culture, identity etc.

28.2
25.7

16.7
14.3

9.6
8.4

8.0
7.6

7.3
6.3

5.7

No comment 2.0

*Three minor categories, not listed above, each accounted for 2% or less of all pupil responses: 'Using a
particular course-book' (2%), 'Humour/funny stories' (1.6%), 'Pupil likes everything about Irish' (1.4%).
Response elements from another 10:4% of pupil responses were so diverse that they were simply included
under a category called 'Other'. See Appendix 4 for samples of actual pupil responses.

Pupils appear to be divided about 'liking' or 'disliking' grammar and spelling, although
dislike predominates. Table 4.1 shows that 16.3% of pupils dislike grammar-related
activities while 10.2% of pupils dislike spelling exercises. In Table 4.2 it can be seen that
only 6.3% of pupils like Grammar-related activities (Category J) while only 7.3% of
pupils like Spelling exercises (Category I).

Finally, the last category of 'likes' comments. in Table 4.2 does not refer to pupils
reactions to the Irish lesson per se but to their attitudes to the Irish language itself and its
importance as an ethnic symbol. Just under six per cent of pupil responses are assigned to
Category K - Learning about our own language, culture, identity etc (see Appendix 4,
item 79, Category K).
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To summarise,

Each of the two categories (i) Reading activities and specific readers, and (ii)
Conversations, games, drama, songs, poems (informal use of spoken Irish), account
for elements found in over a quarter of all pupils"likes' responses.
The next most frequent 'likes' responses are Written exercises (16.7%), Stories
(14.3%) and Oral Irish generally, answering questions (9.6%).
Three categories which have equivalents on the 'dislikes' item, Nuachursai-related
activities/materials, Spelling exercises and Grammar-related activities, account for
less than a tenth of pupils 'likes' responses.
The Generally negative comments from a minority of pupils in response to the
'dislikes' item reemerge in the 'likes' item in the form of statements where pupils
(8%) report that they Like nothing about Irish .
Comprehensibility in the Irish lesson (Being able to understand, explanations,
translations etc.), a theme which previously appeared in relation to pupils"dislikes',
appears again in the 'likes' responses, although to a lesser extent (7.6% pupils).
Just under six per cent of pupils write that they like learning about Our own
language, culture, identity etc.

How the pupil would like to change the Irish lesson
In the last 'write-in' item, pupils are asked to say how they would like to change the Irish

lesson. From Table 4.3 we see that even though the response rate is still very high
(95.7%), slightly fewer pupils answer than in the case of the previous two items. There is,
however, greater diversity in the kinds of responses made to this item compared to the
previous items. In order to have a manageable set of categories, we include in Table 4.3
only those categories which account for responses from 4% or more of the pupils. Details
on the remaining six minor categories are given in the footnote. Over 12% of responses
could not be coded under any of the major or minor category headings in Table 4.3.

It will be noted that broadly similar themes appear in Table 4.3 as in the case of the
previous two items relating to 'likes' and 'dislikes'. This present item more than the
previous ones, however, probably captures best what pupils perceive as most
fundamentally in need of change in the Irish lesson.

There appear to be three broad concerns - (i) course/lesson content, (ii) understanding/
comprehensibility and (iii) degree of emphasis (more or less) on Irish generally.

Looking at the first of these concerns, course content/materials, we see (Table 4.3) that
just over 16% of pupils think the course should be More modern, fun, realistic, non-sexist
(Category A) . This proportion corresponds closely to the 15.1% of pupils who 'dislike'
the Irish lesson because they find it Boring, old fashioned, repetitious etc. (Table 4.1).
Another frequent recommendation (made by 13.6% of pupils) is that there should be More
conversation, drama, games, poems, and songs (Category C). It will be recalled that a
quarter of all pupils had mentioned these activities in the previous items as 'likes'.
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Table 4.3
'Changes': Percentage distribution of pupils' responses according to 12 thematic categories.

'How I would like to change the Irish lesson':
Thematic categories*

Percentage of
pupils' responses

(n=490)

(A) Make it more modern, fun, realistic, non-sexist
(B) Make it easier to understand - more explanations/translations.
(C) More conversation, drama, games, poems, songs
(D) Would not like any change

(E) Less emphasis on Irish, including Irish homework
(F) New materials: (film strips/books/stories/pictures/readers/videos/TV)

(G) Dispense with Nuachta-sai filmstrips/projector
(H) Less or no use at all of the Nuacharsai

(I) More time devoted to teaching Irish and/or more teaching through Irish
(J) Stop teaching Irish altogether
(K) More Irish reading

16.1
14.1
13.6
12.9

9.4
8.8

6.1
4.9

4.9
4.5
4.5

No comment 4.3

*Six minor categories not listed in the table each accounted for less than 4% of all pupil responses: 'Less
grammar' (3.7%), Tewer/easier spellings' (2.2%), 'Less reading/use of specific readers' (2%), 'More
grammar' (1.4%); 'Less writing' (2.2%), 'More writing' (1.6%). Response elements from 12.4% of pupil
responses on this item were so diverse that they were included under a category called 'Other'. See
Appendix 4 for samples of actual pupil responses

Skipping down to Category F in Table 4.3, we see that 8.8% of pupils would like New
materials of one kind or another. New books, stories, film strips, videos and TV
programmes were among the suggestions (see Appendix 4, item 80, Category F sample
responses). Just over six per cent of pupils wish to Dispense with NuachUrsai film
strips/projector (Category G) while a further 4.9% would like to see either Less use or no
use at all of the Nuachtirsai (Category 1-1).

The second broad concern relates to pupil comprehension of the lesson. Category B
responses express the wish that the Irish lesson would be made Easier to understand, with
more explanations/translations (14.1% of responses). It may be recalled that 16.9% of
pupils did not like the Irish lesson because they had difficulty understanding, and that 7.6%
of pupils mentioned Being able to understand, explanations, translations etc. as aspects
of the Irish lesson which they liked.

The third broad concern - degree of emphasis on Irish is represented by the response
categories .1, E, D, & I These categories might be seen as points on a scale reflecting the
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extent of change which pupils would like to see in the emphasis on Irish generally. The
points on this scale are Stop teaching Irish altogether (Category J), Less emphasis on
Irish, including Irish homework (Category E), Would not like any change (Category D)
and More time devoted to Irish (Category I). The two lowest points on the scale indicate
negative pupil reactions to the teaching of Irish 4.5% of pupils would not like any Irish at
all taught or would like it replaced with another subject (Category J) while over 9% of
pupils would like to spend less class time on Irish or have less Irish homework (Category
E). On this hypothetical scale a substantial minority of pupils (13%) Would not like any
change (Category D). Inspection of comments by the latter pupils to adjacent 'dislikes'
and 'likes' items indicate that, in all probability some of their 'no change' responses
actually signify an apathetic/negative reaction. Thus, the true proportion of pupils who
would not like to see any change in the Irish lesson because they are happy with things as
they are, is likely to be much lower than 13%. An unambiguous positive statement,
however, comes from the 4.9% of pupils who would like More time devoted to teaching
Irish, and/or more teaching through Irish (Category I).

Finally, a result which does not fit into the three broad areas of pupil concern above
indicates that 4.5% of pupils would like to change the Irish lesson by having More Irish
reading (Category K). Thus, it appears that while twice as many pupils like reading as
dislike it (see Tables 4.1 & 4.2), only a small minority of pupils would actually like more
reading.

In summary, there were three main desired changes:
Change the course content and/or materials so that they would be more modern, more
fun, more realistic, non-sexist (16.1%); include more conversation, drama, games,
poems and songs (14.1%) or, more generally, bring in new materials (8.8%). Some
would like to see either an end to the Nuachfirsai (6.1%) or a reduction in their use
generally (4.9%).
The concern with comprehensibility in the Irish lesson identified earlier in the context
of pupils 'dislikes' and 'likes' surfaces again here in the form of pupils' desire to
make the lesson easier to understand etc. (14.1%).
Varying levels of support for the teaching of Irish, ranging from extreme negative
responses requesting that the teaching of Irish be stopped (4.5%) to much more
positive statements indicating a desire to have more time devoted to Irish (4.9%). The
intermediate categories consist of a desire for less emphasis on Irish (9.4%) and a lack
of interest in any change (12.9%).

4.4.3 Part 2: Between-class variation in pupil perception of the Irish lesson
The themes which emerge in pupils"dislikes', 'likes' and desired 'changes' in the Irish
lesson are not equally emphasised in all classes. Our examination of these between-class
differences in pupils' views will be informal and will focus on broad differences between
the three main groups of classes used previously - high Irish-achievement classes, middle
Irish-achievement classes and low Irish-achievement classes. Class achievement in spoken
Irish is included in our analysis of pupils' views because previous research (Harris, 1983)
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and data in earlier chapters indicated that achievement in Irish was significantly correlated
with both linguistic, educational and attitudinal variables. Given the nature of the data, we
will confine our analysis to simple frequency counts.

In column two of each table we present information on the main course method used to
teach Irish based on data from an item on the Teacher Questionnaire, as a background for
the pupils' comments (see Appendix 2.4: item 17). As we noted earlier in Chapter 2
(section 2.4.5), however, the 'main method' cited here should be seen as giving only a
rough-and-ready indication of classroom practice. Classroom-observation data in Chapter
7 suggest that in terms of both topic and materials, the NuachUrsai and audio-visual
materials are used in only about 10% of lesson segments.

Pupil 'dislikes ': Class variation
The first thing to be noted in Table 4.4 is that there is a clear difference between the three
main groups of classes (high-, middle-, and low-Irish-achievement) in terms of the aspects
of the Irish lesson which pupils most 'dislike'. Dislike of Nuachtirsai-related
activities/materials (Category A) is often associated with pupils in the middle-Irish-
achievement group of classes. All but one class (rank 8) in this group have this as the
most frequent 'dislike' response option. The tendency is also evident, though less
pronounced, in the low-Irish-achievement group of classes (the most common response in
class ranks 14 & 16 and the second most common in class ranks 13 & 17).

In contrast, Category A does not feature at all among the most common response
categories in the high-Irish-achievement group. Classes in the latter group are more likely
to dislike Grammar-related activities (class ranks 2, 3 & 6) or Spelling activities (class
ranks 1, 4 & 5).

Grammar (Category C) and spelling (Category G) do not appear as common dislikes in
any of the low-Irish-achievement group of classes. Instead, Difficulty in understanding
generally (Category B) is much more likely to be cited. Looking at Table 4.4 again, it can
be seen that five of the low-Irish-achievement classes have Category B as the first or
second most common 'dislike' response category compared to only one class in the middle-
Irish-achievement group and two classes in the high-Irish-achievement group.

Finally, it is worthwhile noting the thematic categories associated with the lowest
ranking class in terms of achievement in Irish (rank 20). Looking at the last row of Table
4.4 we see that this is the only class where Irish-lesson anxiety, low self-esteem etc.
(Category H) is the most common 'dislike' category (29% of pupils). A further 18% of
pupils in this class were Generally negative about the Irish lesson (Category I). These
findings are consistent with results from our attitude/motivation data in Chapter 3 (see
Table 3.10) which showed that this class has the second highest ranking on the Irish-lesson
anxiety index and was the second lowest in terms of overall Class attitude to Irish (Irish
attitude/motivation).
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Table 4.4
Pupils' dislikes: Class variation

Class
achievement Course- Percentage of pupils choosing

in spoken method Most common Second most common
Irish Rank used* response category response categoly

1 Nuacharsai G. Spelling exercises 38% B. Difficulty in understanding
generally 38%

2 Nuacharsai C. Grammar-related E. Reading activities &
& ABC activities 32% specific readers 22%

3 ABC C. Grammar-related
activities 44%

F. Written exercises including
essays, answers etc. 22%

4 Own
method

G. Spelling exercises 25% J. Generally positive about
Irish lesson 25%

5 Own
method

G. Spelling exercises 50% F. Written exercises ... 42%
K. Drama/poems/songs.. 42%

6 Nuacharsai C. Grammar-related
activities 33%

B. Difficulty in understanding
generally 33%

7 Nuacharsai A. Nuachiirsai-related
activities/materials 81%

D. Boring/old fashioned/
repetitious ... 62%

8 D Own C. Grammar-related E. Reading activities &
method activities 32% specific readers ... 19%

9 Nuacharsai A. Nuacharsai-related
activities/materials 48%

Grammar, Reading, Anxiety
Categories C, E & H (15% each)

10 Nuacharsai A. Nuacharsai-related
activities/materials 56%

C. Grammar-related
activities 26%

11 Own A. Nuacharsai-related F. Written exercises including
method activities/materials 35% essays, answers etc. 18%

12 Nuacharsai A. Nuacharsakelated B. Difficulty in understanding
& ABC activities/materials 35% general 31%

13 Nuacharsai B. Difficulty in understand
-ing generally 30%

A. Nuacharsai-related
activities/materials 23%

14 Nuacharsai A. Nuacharsai-related
activities/materials 30%

B. Difficulty in understanding
generally 30%

15 Nuacharsai B. Difficulty in understanding
generally 30%

D. Boring, old fashioned,
repetitious etc. 27%

16 D Nuacharsai A. Nuacharsai-related
activities/materials 41%

E. Reading activities &
specific readers 30%

17 Nuacharsai F. Written exercises including A. Nuacharsai-related
& ABC essays, answers etc. 30% activities/materials 22%

18 Nuacharsai B. Difficulty in understanding D. Boring/old fashioned
& ABC generally 33% repetitious... 28%

19 Own B. Difficulty in understanding F. Written exercises including
method generally 33% essays, answers etc. 26%

20 D Own
method

H. Irish-lesson anxiety
/low self-esteem etc. 29%

I. Generally negative 18%

*Teacher's report (Appendix 2.4). Classroom observation data indicate that, over all classes, use of the Nuachursailaudio-
visual materials is at a fairly low level - about 10% of lesson segments (see section 2.4.5 and section 7.3.3 & 7.3.4).
`D' = Officially classified as disadvantaged.
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Table 4.5
Pupils' likes: Class variation

Class
achievement Course-

in spoken method
Irish Rank used*

1 Nuachtirsai A.

2 Nuachtirsai B.
& ABC

3 ABC C.

4 Own
method

5 Own
method

6 Nuachürsai

Percentage of pupils choosing
Most common Second most common

response category
Reading activities &
specific readers 38%
Conversation, games,
drama, songs, poems 43%
Written exercises including
essays, answers, etc. 44%

A. Reading activities &
specific readers 25%

response category
B. Conversation, games,

drama, songs, poems 38%
A. Reading activities &

specific readers 19%
B. Conversation, games,

drama, songs, poems 44%

A. Reading activities &
specific readers 50%

A. Reading activities &
specific readers 67%

Other /minor response
categories 25%

J. Grammar-related ... 42%
B. Conversation, games . 42%
E. Oral Irish practice,

answering questions 33%
7 Nuachtirsai A. Reading activities &

specific readers 49%
8 D Own A. Reading activities &

method specific readers 52%
9 Nuachársai A. Reading activities &

specific readers 30%
10 Nuachtirsai A. Reading activities &

specific readers 46%
11 Own B. Conversation, games,

method drama, songs, poems 41%
12 Nuachtirsai K. Learning about our own

& ABC language, culture ... 21%
13 Nuachtirsai

14 Nuachitrsai

15 Nuachltrsai

16 D Nuachtirsai

17 Nuachürsai
& ABC

18 Nuachiirsai
& ABC

19 Own
method

20 D

B. Conversation, drama,
games, songs, poems 43%

C. Written exercises including
essays, answers etc. 45%

C. Written exercises including
essays, answers etc. 19%

A. Reading activities
& specific readers 50%

B. Conversation, games
drama, songs, poems 48%

H. Being able to understand,
explanations ... 43%

A. Reading activities &
specific readers 30%

D. Stories generally, picture
stories, creative writing 26%

D. Stories generally, picture
stories, creative writing 54%

G. Like nothing
about Irish 37%

Own G. Like nothing
method about Irish 54%

B. Conversation, games,
drama, songs, poems 33%

E. Oral Irish practice
answering questions 29%

A. Reading activities &
specific readers 14%

B. Conversation, games,
drama, songs, poems 30%

F. Nuachtirsai-related
activitieslmaterials 17%

A. Reading activities &
specific readers 20%

E. Oral Irish practice 15%
B. Conversation, games... 15%
A. Reading activities &

specific readers 17%
B. Conversation, games,

drama, songs, poems 28%
C. Written exercises, including

essays, answers etc. 15%
A. Reading activities &

specific readers 18%
'Teacher's report (Appendix 2.4). See footnote Table 4.4.
'D' = Officially classified as disadvantaged.
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Table 4.6
Pupils' desired changes: Class variation

Class
achievetnent Course- Percentage of pupils choosing

in spoken method Most common Second most common

Irish Rank used* response category response category
1 Nuachtirsai X.. More Irish 1. More time devoted to

reading 25% teaching Irish .. 25%

2 NuachUrsai C. More conversation, drama, A. More it more modern, fun,
& ABC games, poems, songs 24% realistic, non-sexist 19%

3 ABC 1 More time devoted to D. Would not like any
teaching Irish 33% change 22%

4 Own J. More time devoted to .K. More Irish
method teaching Irish 25% reading 25%

5 Own
method

D. Would not like any
change .. 25%

C. More conversation, drama,
games, poems, songs 25%

6 Nuachtirsai IL Less/no use at all B. Make it easier .. 22%

of the Nuachtirsai 33% E. Less emphasis on Irish ... 22%

7 Nuachzirsai A. Make it more modern, fun, . New
realistic, non-sexist 92% materials 24%

8 D Own b. Would not like any B. Make it easier .. 13%

method change 42% E. Less emphasis on Irish ... 13%

9 NuachUrsai H. Less/no use at all C. More conversation, drama,
of the NuachUrsai 19% games, poems, songs 19%

10 NuachUrsai A. Make it more modern, fun G. Dispense with Nuacharsai
realistic, non-sexist 23% film strips/projector 23%

11 Own F. New A. Make it more modern ... 18%

method materials 42% D. Would not like any change 18%

12 Nuachtirsai D. Would not like any B. Make it easier to understand
& ABC change 24% more explanations .... 21%

13 Nuachürsai C. More conversation, drama B. Make it easier.. 13%

games, poems, songs 20% I. More time devoted to 13%

14 Nuachzirsai D. Would not like any B. Make it easier to understand
change 26% more explanations .... 17%

15 NuachUrsai A. Make it more modern, fun B. Make it easier to .... 20%
realistic, non sexist 27% E. Less emphasis on Irish.. 20%

16 D NuachUrsai J. Stop teaching Irish
altogether 22%

G. Dispense with Nuachtirsai
film strips/projector 19%

17 Nuachzirsai B. Make it easier to understand
& ABC more explanations 30% No comment 26%

18 NuachUrsai
& ABC

C. More conversation, drama
games, poems, songs 23%

A. Make it more modern, fun,
realistic, non-sexist 18%

19 Own B. Make it easier to understand J. Stop teaching Irish
method more explanations ... 30% altogether 19%

20 D Own D. Would not like B. Make it easier to understand
method any change 21% more explanations 18%

'Teacher's report (Appendix 2.4). See footnote Table 4.4.
`LY = Officially classified as disadvantaged.
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Pupil 'likes': Class variation
It will be recalled that the most common 'likes' category was Category A - Reading
activities and specific readers. In Table 4.5 we see that this is also the most common
response category in half of the 20 classes and the second most favoured in five of the
remaining ones. Comparing the three main Irish-achievement groups, it can be seen that
Reading activities and specific readers is cited slightly less often as a common 'like'
response in the low-Irish-achievement group. Category B (Conversation, drama, games,
etc), the first or second most common 'likes' responses in eleven of the 20 classes' is not
associated with any particular achievement group. The remaining 'likes' themes feature
among the most common response categories in no more than two of the 20 classes.

Negative reactions to Irish (Category G - Like nothing about Irish) which go against
the tone of the original question ('What I do like ...') constitute the dominant response in
the two lowest ranking classes: 37% of pupils in class 19 and 54% of pupils in class 20
feel that they cannot say anything positive about the Irish lesson. However, others within
their classes mention either written exercises (15%) or reading (18%) as aspects of the
Irish lesson which they like.

Pupil's desire for 'changes': Class variation
The diversity of responses to the 'desired changes' is reflected at the class level in the wide
range of response categories which appear in the two right hand columns of Table 4.6.
Despite this diversity, certain patterns can be detected.

First, low-Irish-achievement classes are more likely than either of the other two Irish-
achievement groups of classes to express a desire that in future the Irish lesson would be
Easier to understand, with more explanations etc. (Category B). In six of the eight low-
Irish-achievement classes, in particular, this is the first or second most frequent response
made by pupils.

Two other thematic categories which feature a number of times are Category A (Make
it more modern, fun, etc.) and Category C (More conversation, drama, games etc.).
There is no clear tendency for these categories, however, to be particularly associated with
any of the three Irish-achievement defined groups of classes.

There are a number of indications of a generally negative view of the Irish lesson in the
low-Irish-achievement classes (ranks 13-20), while there are indications of a generally
positive view in the high-Irish-achievement classes (ranks 1-6). For example, two classes
(ranks 16 & 19) in the low-Irish achievement group feature the theme Stop teaching Irish
altogether (Category J) as either the most common, or the second most common, response
category (22%, 19% pupils respectively). Less emphasis on Irish was a common response
(20% of pupils) in another low-Irish-achievement class (class 15). Over a quarter (26%)
of pupils in yet another low-achievement class (rank 17) did not make any comment at all.
It may be recalled from Chapter 3 that this particular class (rank 17 in terms of
achievement in Irish) was ranked 16 in terms of overall Class attitude to Irish (Irish
attitude/motivation). A reasonable interpretation of the reluctance of pupils in this class to
answer this item is the existence of a generally negative attitude to Irish.
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Finally, 21% of pupils in class rank 20, and 26% of pupils in class rank 14, say they
Would not like any change in the Irish lesson. Data on Irish attitude/motivation and
Irish-lesson anxiety for these two classes (Chapter 3) would suggest that their apparent
support for the status quo in relation to the Irish lesson is most likely masking an
underlying disillusionment and sense of failure in relation to learning Irish. For example,
class 20 was ranked 19th in terms of Class attitude to Irish (based on the Irish
attitude/motivation index) and class 14 was ranked highest (rank of 1) of all classes on the
Irish-lesson anxiety index.

One exception to the general trend for negative responses to be associated with low-
achievement classes is class rank 13 - here, 13% of pupils want More time devoted to
teaching Irish and/or more teaching through Irish (Category I).

In contrast to the low-Irish-achievement classes, generally positive statements about
learning Irish dominate in the high-Irish-achievement classes. In three of these classes
(ranks 1, 3, and 4) the first or second most commonly desired 'change' is More time
devoted to teaching Irish and/or more teaching through Irish (Category I). This is
particularly significant given that, based on teachers' reports (see Table 2.14), two of these
classes (ranks 1 & 4) already teach other aspects of the curriculum through Irish for 2-4
hours a week.

4.5 Discussion

It is clear from our results that soliciting pupils views directly is a fruitful approach to
investigating both the learning process itself and the role of affective factors in facilitating
it. The advantage of using open-ended questions is that pupils' comments are not limited
to their general views on Irish or the learning of Irish but extend to personal reactions to
classroom processes and to specific activities and materials. We have identified a number
of related themes running through the responses to the questions concerning 'dislikes',
'likes' and desired 'changes'. We have also identified certain patterns of association
between the occurrence of these themes and class achievement in Irish. The discussion
which follows centres around five issues: the significance of pupils' comments; the main
themes evident in pupils' expressed 'dislikes', 'likes' and desire for `change'; the suitability
of lesson content and materials; comprehension difficulties and apathy in low-Irish-
achievement classes; and the popularity of Irish reading.

4.5.1 The significance of pupils' comments
Two related issues arise in considering the significance of pupils' responses:

(a) Are the Irish pupils' comments valid indicators of how they feel about the Irish lesson
- in much the same way that we would expect adult statements of this kind to be?

(b) What factors, other than pupils' own experiences and inclinations, are likely to colour
their perceptions? Are there any factors unique to them as primary school pupils?
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The first question hinges not so much on whether pupils' assessments of the Irish lesson
are true or otherwise in an absolute sense, but whether they can be taken at face value as
faithfully representing the pupils' own views. Pattison (1989: 43) mentions that when
interpreting pupils' comments we must be aware of the 'subjective, changeable and
idealistic' nature of the ideas and opinions which pupils express. While pupils may have
some limitations regarding their ability to communicate their opinions in formal terms, we
can find no evidence of any really fundamental differences between adults and pupils of
this age in the kind of factors which affect the content and stability of their opinions. Their
responses, while often vigorously expressed, are fundamentally measured and thoughtful,
sometimes incorporating both positive and negative points. In addition, reasons very often
are given for the assessment - e.g. criticism of the Nuachtirsai may mention that the
material is not up-to-date or realistic, or reluctance to speak in Irish in the class may be
explained in terms of embarrassment or fear of making a mistake.

Regarding the second related issue above, we must ask if there are any exceptional
influences from parents or peers. Parents will certainly influence pupils' general attitude to
Irish. They may also communicate some overall assessment of current approaches to
teaching Irish in school based on their own experience. They are probably unlikely,
however, to be able to communicate a detailed assessment of the Irish lesson directly to
their children simply because so much of the focus in the teaching of Irish is on oral work
which is confined to the classroom. Irrespective of the truth or otherwise of these
observations, the coherence, immediacy and detail of pupils' comments generally, suggest
that their content is primarily determined by the their own personal experience.

This is not to deny that certain issues may become more focused through peer
interaction or through specific work in class. A high proportion of pupils in one class, for
example, cited dislike of the sexist nature of the Nuachfirsai (Table 4.6, class rank 7)
suggesting some prior exchange of views on the topic. Issues may also become more
focused in pupils' minds through reading the preceding multiple-choice attitudinal items on
the Pupil Questionnaire itself. Phenomena such as these, however, are as likely to affect
the assessments of adults as of children.

4.5.2 Main themes in 'dislikes', 'likes' and desire for 'change'
A number of broad themes surface in pupils' comments: the suitability of lesson materials
and content, pupil's inability to understand the lesson or the teacher, Irish reading,
grammar/spelling, written exercises, the degree of emphasis on Irish generally, and low
self-esteem or general discouragement in relation to learning Irish. In many instances the
same basic concern takes different forms, and is reinforced, in each of the three questions
('dislike', 'like' and desire for 'change). Take, for example, ability to understand the
lesson or the teacher. Results show that 17% of pupils 'dislike' the fact that they have
difficulty in understanding generally. Consistent with this, a proportion of pupils (7.6%)
respond by saying that what they 'like' in the present lesson is being able to understand
what is being said and having explanations or translations. Continuing the theme in the
third question, 14.1% of pupils would like to 'change' the lesson so that it is easier to
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understand and so that more explanations or translations are provided. In this regard also,
it may be recalled from Chapter 3 (section 3.4.5) that 21% of pupils did not accept that
they understood 'most of what the teacher says in Irish in school'.

Sometimes a measure of disagreement emerges when we compare responses to the three
questions. For example, just over 16% of pupils dislike 'grammar-related activities' while
6.3% like them; and 13.9% of pupils dislike written exercises while 16.7% like them. It is
worth noting that while grammar is the most frequently mentioned pupil 'dislike' (26% of
learners) in Pattison's (1989) study of young FL learners, it only ranks third in the present
Irish study.

Finally, the salience of the more common themes varies across classes. For example,
all classes in the high-Irish-achievement group have either grammar or spelling as the most
commonly mentioned 'dislike' but these same aspects do not feature as a common 'dislike'
in any of the low-Irish-achievement classes. It is also notable that differences between
classes tend to be more obvious in response to the 'dislike' question. It is not clear why
this should be so. One possibility is that pupils may make their most important points in
response to the first question, which happens to deal with 'dislikes'. If that were the case,
their responses to the remaining two questions might often tend to involve elaboration or
clarification. Alternatively, perhaps, it is simply that 'dislikes' more easily come into focus
for pupils, or even that 'dislikes' are in some way easier to articulate.

4.5.3 Suitability of lesson content and materials
Pupils clearly identify sources of dissatisfaction and propose definite remedies in relation
to lesson content and materials. They dislike both NuachUrsai-related activities and
materials (at almost 30% the most common theme of all) and the fact that the present
courses/lessons are boring old fashioned and repetitious (15.1%). The objection to the
Nuachfirsai is reinforced in responses to the question about 'change' where 6.1% want to
dispense with film strips/projector and 4.9% want less or no use of the NuachUrsai. In
contrast, what pupils like are conversations, games, drama, songs and poems (25.7%).
They also want to change the present course so that it has more conversations, games,
drama, songs and poems (13.6%) and so that it is more modern, more fun, more realistic,
and non-sexist (16.1%). More generally, they want new materials (8.8%).

It is possible that some of the negative feelings associated with the Nuachfirsai are not
only represented by those thematic categories which involve actual mention of the
Nuachtirsai (e.g. Nuachtirsai-related activities and materials). The juxtaposition of
responses sometimes suggests that the social/lifestyle content of the Nuachtirsai is at least
one of the targets of pupil dissatisfaction when they refer to the lesson being boring, old-
fashioned and repetitious. We must also consider that pupils may sometimes mention the
Nuachtirsai as a defining example of a general approach they do not like, one in which
language practice and repetition are dominant. But frequent mention of dislike of the
NuachUrsai does not necessarily mean that the Nuachiirsai - or audio-visual equipment
are employed for a large part of the Irish lesson in these classes. In Chapter 7, for
example, we note that, over all lessons observed, only 9.1% of segments (12.1% of lesson
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time) involved the use of film strips. Use of NuachUrsai topics and of the NuachUrsai
handbook likewise were found in only about 10% of segments. One other point of
relevance is that we cannot discount the possibility that if the NuachUrsai content were
more satisfactory - if the language/communication and visual content were more modern,
more fun, more realistic, non-sexist - that some of the other aspects of the method, such as
the use of the projector and film strips, might not be seen as quite so objectionable.
Unfortunately, the kind of data available to us here simply does not allow us to tease out
these complexities.

Use of the NuachUrsai is not always associated with negative pupil reaction - 8.4% of
pupils actually like them. Nor are the objections equally strong in all classes. In
particular, neither 'dislike' of Nuachiesai-related activities and materials, nor dislike of
existing lessons/materials on the basis that they are boring, old-fashioned or repetitious,
are common themes in any of the high-Irish-achievement classes. This is so, even though
the NuachUrsai are used in at least some of these classes. In other words, the NuachUrsai
do not appear to pose a real problem for pupils who are doing well at Irish already. But
the two negative themes just mentioned do surface in the negative responses of middle- and
low-Irish-achievement classes. Dislike of Nuachiirsai-related activities and materials, for
example, is a common theme in all but one of the middle-Irish-achievement classes and in
half the low-Irish-achievement classes.

How can we account for this difference in pupils' experience of the NuachUrsai? One
possibility is that in high-Irish-achievement classes the use of the NuachUrsai is embedded
in a different language-learning context; another is that the NuachUrsai themselves are
used in a different way. It is plausible to think, for example, that the greater emphasis on
content-based (Irish-medium) teaching in high-Irish-achievement classes would have the
effect of making the 'labour' that goes into NuachUrsai-based language practice more
meaningful for pupils - the vocabulary and structures learned are put to real
communicative use in studying other school subjects through Irish.

A related possibility is that there are different emphases on the various NuachUrsai
lesson-steps in high-Irish-achievement classes. One of the complaints commonly made
about the implementation of the NuachUrsai generally (INTO, 1985a) is that activities
prescribed in the final 'step' of each lesson, titled 'Free creative conversation', were often
not implemented due to the amount of time required by the earlier repetition-based and
grammar-related lesson-steps. There is some indirect evidence from the classroom
observation data to be presented later in Chapter 7 that this .may be true of the classes in
the present study. The evidence in question shows that high-Irish-achievement classes
spend significantly more lesson time than other classes on activities involving real and
simulated communication in Irish (similar to some 'free creative conversation' activities)
and relatively less time on language practice (similar to the earlier non-communicative or
language-practice lesson-steps in the audio-visual method).

Having said that, however, we must acknowledge that there may be no simple,
consistent relationship between pupils' affective reaction to various aspects of the Irish
lesson and actual achievement in Irish. The fact that pupils find the NuachUrsai, or indeed
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any other aspect of the teaching of Irish disagreeable, does not necessarily mean that the
impact of their use on the learning of Irish is in every respect negative. Obviously, we
must take expressions of dislike very seriously in any area of learning. Nevertheless, the
articulation of a particular dislike may merely indicate that resistance to the routine effort
of learning the language has become focused on that aspect of the course. One example of
this, perhaps, is the fact that all high-Irish-achievement classes cite either spelling or
grammar as their most common dislike while none of the low-Irish-achievement classes do.
Yet we could hardly claim that grammar or spelling were, therefore, inadvisable in high-
Irish-achievement classes. Indeed the pupils' success may in part be determined by just
these activities. To put it another way, if Irish lessons or courses of a completely different
kind to the present ones were introduced, some other elements of these new courses might
well become the focus of pupil complaints.

What distinguishes objections to the Nuachtirsai and the desire for new materials,
however, is the pervasiveness of the themes their re-occurrence in different forms in
response to all three questions. This, together with the strength of feeling evident in many
of the pupils' comments, leaves little doubt that what a substantial proportion of pupils
really want is the replacement of the Nuachi.'irsai. Evidence that dislike of the Nuachi:irsai
is particularly concentrated in the middle-Irish-achievement group increases the importance
of the issue because this group represents the largest proportion of classes nationally.

The implicit alternative to the NuacHrsai proposed by pupils - lessons and materials
which emphasise conversations, games, drama, songs and poems and which are more
modern, more fun, more realistic, and non-sexist - is interesting in two respects. First, it
represents an orientation which is similar in important respects to the communicative
approach to language teaching. Second, these preferences emerge in classes at all levels of
achievement in Irish in the present study.

It is not surprising, then, that teachers involved in the Communicative Materials
Project reported a very positive reaction to the new communicative materials from pupils.
This is not to make any claims for the merits of these particular materials but simply to
suggest that the communicative orientation probably responds to at least some of the
difficulties and complaints mentioned by pupils here. One of the more challenging
problems which the Communicative Materials .Project faced was to produce materials
which were modern, realistic and 'fun' and which would reflect the reality of the pupils'
own life and experience. This meant identifying contexts of use, situations and speech
styles in Irish which are sufficiently plausible and interesting that they would engage pupils
- despite the paradox that spoken Irish of any kind may have little reality for pupils in these
very same situations in their ordinary lives. This has always been a difficulty for course
developers but arguably the challenge to respond to it is presented particularly clearly in a
communicative approach (Harris et al., 1996a,b). We return to this issue at the end of the
report (section 10.4) where we consider some of the more practical implications for
providing communicative materials in Irish.
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4.5.4 Difficulty in understanding and apathy in low-Irish-achievement classes
Two concerns are frequently expressed by pupils in low-Irish achievement classes: (a)
apathy, discouragement and a general desire to disengage from the learning of Irish and (b)
inability to understand the lesson or teacher. The concerns emerge in response to all three
write-in questions, but particularly in response to those relating to 'dislikes' and desired
'changes'. These same issues appear occasionally in middle- and high-Irish-achievement
classes but to a considerably lesser extent. The 'apathy/negativity' themes are not entirely
surprising given the evidence in Chapter 3 of higher Irish-lesson anxiety and less positive
attitudes to Irish in low-Irish-achievement classes. The direct comments of pupils,
however, are more revealing and more convincing than scores based on multiple-choice
attitude items could ever be. In addition, they succeed in highlighting 'difficulty in
understanding' as at least one important source of the apathy and negativity.

Sometimes both concerns ('apathy/negativity' and 'difficulty understanding') appear in
a cause-effect relationship in pupils responses - 'I don't like Irish at all because I don't
understand it ....'. More generally, however, we are making the assumption that because
the two themes appear so frequently in low-Irish-achievement classes, there is in all
probability a real link between them. 'Difficulty in understanding' is cited as a common
'dislike' in more than half the low-Irish-achievement classes. In addition, the provision of
lessons which would be 'easier to understand' features as a common desired 'change' in
three quarters of the low-achievement classes.

Apathy and a desire to disengage from the learning of Irish, expressed in a number of
forms, appears as a common theme in response to the 'change' question: 'stop teaching
Irish altogether' (two classes), have 'less emphasis on Irish' (one class), 'would not like
any change' (two classes) and `no comment' (one class). We interpret the latter two
themes ('would not like any change' and `no comment') as 'negative' when they occur in
low-Irish-achievement classes on the basis of information on Irish-lesson anxiety and
general Irish attitude-motivation in these classes. Similar themes of apathy and negativity
appear in response to the 'dislike' and 'like' questions: anxiety and low self-esteem in
relation to Irish (one class), 'generally negative about the Irish lesson' (one class), and 'like
nothing about Irish' (two classes).

It is important not to either understate or overstate the scale of the problems revealed by
these results. In the highest-ranking class within the low-Irish-achievement group, a
frequently expressed desire was actually to have 'more time devoted to Irish and/or more
teaching through Irish'. This was so despite the fact that pupils in this class were also
frequently unhappy about difficulties in understanding and wanted lessons to be 'easier to
understand'. It must be borne in mind also that the main group of low-Irish-achievement
classes, in which apathy/negativity were common, fall just within the lowest 10% of
classes nationally in terms of achievement in Irish. This should probably be interpreted as
a minimum estimate, however, because classes in the range of achievement immediately
above this main group are not adequately represented in the present study.

But even if the true proportion of low-Irish-achievement classes in which these
problems occurred amounted to no more than 10% nationally, they would still represent a
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significant educational problem. At the most basic level, access to 'comprehensible Mput'
is essential to success in second-language learning (Krashen, 1985, 1991). But the concern
extends beyond the language learning process itself. The anxiety and even panic which
primary school pupils can experience when they are 'put on the spot' by being asked to
speak in front of the class is described vividly by Holt (1994). Where there are, in
addition, problems in understanding, it is easy to see how the anxiety associated with the
whole public-performance aspect of the Irish lesson could develop into apathy and
discouragement. As one pupil says here (Appendix 4, item 78, category H): 'I don't like it
when the teacher asks me questions because if I get it wrong I get embarrassed'. Another
complains: 'A am no good at it and most other people that are good at it laugh at me.'

Of course, difficulties in understanding are unlikely to be the only cause of the apathy
and negativity in low-Irish achievement classes. Among the common themes in at least
some of these classes are dissatisfaction about the boring, old-fashioned or repetitious
nature of existing materials and the desire to change the course to make it more modern,
more fun, more realistic, and non-sexist and to include more conversations, games,
drama, songs and poems. No doubt these issues would have been cited more often were it
not for the fact that they are superseded in terms of pupil concern by the more important
theme of 'difficulty in understanding'. Arguably, low-Irish-achievement classes are
particularly badly affected by activities and materials which are not inherently interesting.
Pupils with higher levels of achievement in Irish have the compensation of being able to
'shine' in the kind of whole-class, teacher-focused, oral language-practice which is
common in most schools (see Chapters 7 - 9).

Holt (1994: 10) warns that a child who is bored may gradually devote less attention,
energy and intelligence to school tasks, a pattern which over time can become so much a
habit that the child begins to 'think of himself as stupid'. Classroom observation data to
be presented in Chapters 7 - 9, give an indication of the price to be paid for the difficulties
in understanding and apathy which we have just described: an unwillingness on the part of
less able pupils to make individual contributions in class, a greater propensity to remain
silent and a lower level of attentiveness to the lesson.

The experimental materials developed for the Communicative Materials Project
represent one attempt to respond to problems of difficulty in understanding and
apathy/disinterest. One of our aims was to devise activities, games, and tasks which would
be within the linguistic and communicative competence of all pupils but which would also
demand their attention and interest. In the first place, we tried to ensure that the basic
communicative activity in each lesson was simple enough so that all pupils could
understand and participate. In addition, we 'recycled' communicative functions and
linguistic material from one lesson to the next but, critically, always in the context of a
novel communicative task or activity. The recycling was, in part, a response to the
common complaint made about the NuachUrsai from the beginning that too much new
linguistic material appeared in each lesson, with the result that many pupils never
succeeded in attaining mastery of it. To cater for more able pupils and classes, we
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included a range of more challenging activities (Dushlain Bhreise), activities which could
be developed from or built on the basic lesson (see Appendix 1.1)

A number of other recommendations were made in the context of the Communicative
Materials Project with the aim of increasing the involvement of less able pupils. One of
these was that pupils would be encouraged to take chances and to try different approaches
in order to get their message across in class. If pupils can accept that making mistakes is
an essential part of learning a language, the prospect of speaking in class may become less
daunting. Other approaches such as increasing the response wait-time for pupils and
increasing the amount of group work, are mentioned in Chapters 8 and 9.

As mentioned earlier the current view of motivation is that setting clearly defmed goals
for learners and promoting feelings of self-efficacy can lead to higher levels of motivation.
Consistent with this, teachers in the Communicative Materials Project were encouraged to
tell pupils at the beginning of a lesson what they were about to learn and to summarise
later what they had succeeded in learning or what they were able to 'do' in Irish. Pupils
need some yardstick by which they can measure or mark their own progress, particularly in
the case of oral work, so that they have the experience of gradually attaining mastery.

While we cannot claim that any specific one of these initiatives was successful, there is
no doubt that our general strategy was welcomed by teachers in the Communicative
Materials Project. A widespread opinion was that those pupils who were weaker at Irish
benefitted particularly from the new approach. Pupils who had barely participated in the
lesson previously were found to be joining enthusiastically in the new activities and were
proud to be able to actually communicate in Irish. Reading through the spontaneous
comments of pupils in the present study also, it becomes even more clear why the kind of
new initiatives we have been talking about would receive a welcome generally: 'If we did
more fun work, like plays, chatting and games, we would be more eager to work....',
Another says: 'I like Irish when you know what you're talking about and you don't get
embarrassed in front of your friends. It's great fun when you know it' (see Appendix 4:
item 79, category H).

4.5.5 The popularity of Irish reading
Reading activities and specific readers constitutes the most commonly expressed 'like'
overall (28.2% of pupils). Despite this, a substantial proportion (14.5%) actually dislike
reading. And only 4.5% actually want lessons which involve more reading. There is no
clear evidence of variation between high-, middle- and low-Irish achievement classes as far
as preferences for or against Irish reading are concerned. It may be noted in passing that
while reading also ranked highly (second) among the 'likes' responses of young foreign-
language learners in Pattison's (1989) study, the percentage (16%) was lower than in the
Irish study.

No particularly strong reasons for either disliking or liking Irish reading emerge from
the pupils' comments. Some of explanations given for disliking reading are 'not liking the
stories, not being good at reading and not being able to understand'. Among the reasons
given for liking reading are 'understanding' the material, having 'everything explained',
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'not making a mistake', 'answering the questions' and 'reading aloud' (see Appendix 4).
In general terms, of course, it should not be at all surprising that pupils would like Irish
reading, assuming that the material was at an appropriate level of difficulty and was geared
to their interests. Perhaps the material in readers is simply better geared to pupils'
interests than the (orally-based) Nuachfirsai material is. It may be worth noting that
Bennett (1997) suggests that more recent readers may represent an improvement on
previous textbooks - colourfully illustrated, modern topics relevant to the needs and
interests of children, well balanced in terms of elements of culture, heritage and humour,
religious themes, and depiction of male and female roles.

It is quite possible also that pupils may simply like some aspects, or kinds of, Irish
reading and dislike others. One common activity in low-Irish-achievement classes, as the
classroom observation data to be presented later in Chapter 8 shows, is language-practice
type reading aloud. This kind of reading activity round-robin practice reading would be
one example - is associated with significantly lower class interest than other kinds of
activities. This does not necessarily mean that pupils dislike all aspects of reading aloud.
They might enjoy the performance aspect of reading aloud themselves, the sense of
competence it gives them, and yet lose interest and become distracted when the focus is on

their classmates reading.
One other reason why Irish reading might be favoured by pupils should be mentioned

namely that it is easier for pupils and their parents to perceive their progress in the case of
reading than in the case of some other aspects of Irish. While this factor may be tangential
to the experience of reading as such, it is potentially important. At the end of a lesson or
series of lessons, pupils know just how many pages or stories they have 'got through'. In
contrast to oral work, the targets in reading may appear clearer, more attainable and more
real to pupils. Once again, it may be simply because of their measurability in this sense,
that Irish reading achievements receive more approbation from parents than achievements
in oral Irish (see Chapter 5: section 5.3.3).

Pupils probably get relatively few opportunities to demonstrate their progress in oral
Irish outside school. This in turn may go some way towards explaining why - as we
reported in Chapter 3 (section 3.3.1) - pupils' Irish ability self-concept is better for Irish
reading than for spoken Irish. Where the oral-Irish component of the lesson consists
almost entirely of language-practice activities, weaker pupils may gradually develop the
feeling that they are making no progress in this area. Their experience may be that the
ultimate goal of learning the language - using it for real spoken communication in the way
they use English - is something never attained but always deferred to some vague future
date. This reinforces the point made earlier about the need for a yardstick by which even
the weakest pupils would be able to judge their progress in each aspectjof Irish. The goal
should be that all pupils would experience success in all areas of Irish, and that they would
be told in clear terms of that progress.
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5 Parents' views and practices

5. 1 Introduction

We now have a considerable amount of information on public attitudes to Irish from the
original Committee on Irish Language Attitudes Research survey (CLAR, 1975), the
partial replications of that survey by 6 Riagain and 6 Gliasain (1984, 1994) and the 1985
Irish National Teachers' Organisation surveys (INTO, 1985a,b). All of these surveys
indicate a high level of public support for Irish in general, as well as for the teaching of
Irish in primary school. The INTO-commissioned study of public attitudes (INTO,
1985b) found significant support (84% of respondents) for the 'inclusion of Irish in the
primary school curriculum' and for the amount of time spent teaching Irish (52% say it is
just right while 22% would like more time).

In the most recent national study on language attitudes in Ireland, 6 Riagain and 6
Gliasdin (1994: 24) report an 'upward shift in favour of maintaining the teaching of Irish
to most Irish school children'. This conclusion was based on the increase, over two
decades, in the proportion of respondents who reported that they would be 'sorry' if
children stopped doing Irish in school. The proportions agreeing with this option grew
from approximately 67% in 1973 to 78% and 76% respectively in the 1983 and 1993
surveys. Despite general support for the teaching of Irish, the latter surveys indicate that
over two thirds of those interviewed agreed with the statements that 'children seldom
learn enough Irish to use it after school', and that 'if Irish were taught better in the
schools, more people would speak it' while over half agreed that children 'resent having
to learn Irish in school'.

No information is available on attitudes to Irish specifically among parents who have
children in primary school, or the manner in which these adult attitudes relate either to the
attitudes of the children themselves or to their success in acquiring proficiency in speaking
the language at school. Surveys of teachers, however, provide valuable indirect
information on perceived parents' attitudes to the teaching of Irish. The INTO (1985a)
survey showed that teachers who were less favourably disposed to teaching Irish
considered the major demotivating influences to be the lack of (i) pupil motivation (80%),
(ii) parental support (75%) and (iii) community backup (67%). .

As part of an ITE national survey of achievement in Irish also carried out in 1985,
sixth-grade primary teachers views on the teaching of Irish were also sought (Harris and
Murtagh, 1988b). This included questions on how teachers perceived parents' attitudes to
Irish and involvement in their children's education. Opinion was divided on the extent to
which parents were involved in their child's education, with 58% of sixth-grade teachers
reporting that parents played a `small'r reasonably small' role and the remainder saying
that parents in general played a large'Preasonably large' role. In terms of attitude to
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Irish, over half of teachers (58%) considered parents to be 'neutral'. while almost a third
(30%) thought that parents were 'favourable'r very favourable'. Another 12% thought
parents were 'negative'. Responses to two other questions indicated that teachers believed
parents to be satisfied with their children's ability in Irish (93% `satisfied'r very satisfied')
and with the amount of time being spent on Irish (85% `satisfied').

5.1.1 Parental involvement in education
Any examination of parental involvement in the child's learning of Irish must be put in the
context of more general issues and research relating to parents and education. These
issues include (i) the growth of involvement by parents in education in Ireland in recent
years, (ii) research relating to the effects of home background and parental involvement on
educational progress and child development, (iii) the effect of intervention programmes
which focus on parents and the home in the case of disadvantaged populations, and (iv)
questions such as the amount and the effect of parental involvement in homework. In this
section, we examine each of these areas briefly as a background to the present study of
parental views and practices in relation to Irish.

The growth of parental involvement
In the last few decades the role of Irish parents in their children's education has been
gradually expanding. The first positive step towards inclusiveness came in 1975 with the
decision to have parents represented on Boards of Management. Another important
development was the establishment of the National Parents' Council (NPC) in 1985. Since
then the Council has worked to raise the profile of parents in education, seeking a role
which involves consultation and partnership in the process. Its members have been
represented on the Primary Curriculum Review Body (Department of Education, 1990a)
and on the Primary Education Review Body (Department of Education, 1990b).

The present decade has also seen greater efforts by the Department of Education and
Science to promote and extend parental involvement. In 1991 a Department circular to
primary schools (see INTO, 1997) requested that a Parents' Association would be formed
in association with the school (where one was not already in existence) and that as part of
the overall school plan there be a 'clearly defined policy for productive parental
involvement'. The White Paper on Education - Charting our Education Future
(Department of Education, 1995b) - also emphasizes the partnership dimensions of
education, the central role played by parents in this partnership and their right to 'active
participation in their children's education'. The government pledges to promote the active
participation of parents 'at every level of the education process', and gives formal
recognition to the NPC as the representative body for parents, and states that each school
will be required to develop a 'formal home-school links policy'. This policy is to be
formulated in cooperation with the Parents' Association and is to include 'initiatives aimed
at raising awareness of the parents' role in facilitating the child's learning, with particular
advice on homework'. Other objectives are the provision of 'information and training in
relevant instructional skills and the provision of formal education and training
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programmes for parents'. The proposed Education (No 2) Bill (1997), in a section
devoted to Parents' Associations, reaffirms the role of parents and the duty of the boards
of management to promote contact between the school, the parents and the community.

The INTO (1996b) support and acknowledge the importance of parental involvement
on boards of management and in the general life of the school. More recently the
organisation (INTO, 1997) has developed the debate on this issue of involvement,
referring particularly to the need for the time and space in each school for parent-teacher
contact, in-service education in this general area for teachers, formal opportunities to
explain the curriculum to parents, and a school policy on homework.

Research on parental involvement
Three major reports on schooling in Britain all emphasize the importance of parental
involvement in children's education (Plowden, 1967; Bullock, 1975; Cockroft, 1982). In
particular, the Plowden Study showed that more of the variation in children's school
achievement could be accounted for by variation in parents' attitudes than by either
variation in material circumstances of homes or by variation in schools. The positive
influence of parents' attitudes, interest and aspirations on their children's educational
achievements has also been shown in numerous other studies (Miller, 1971; Osborne and
Milbank, 1987; Mortimore, Sammons, Stoll, Lewis, and Ecob, 1988; Applebee, Langer,
and Mullis, 1989). The relative influence of parental characteristics, parental
involvement, home circumstance, however, is not clear. Marjoribanks (1979) who
assessed studies across three continents emphasised the complexity of the 'network of
interrelated family environment variables that are associated with children's cognitive and
affective outcomes'.

There are indications that early home learning and the involvement of parents in
schoolwork in the early years is particularly important for subsequent achievement in
school (Tizard and Hughes, 1984). In a project involving parents in curriculum matters in
the reception classes of infant schools, Dye (1989) reported that experimental groups of
pupils experiencing parental involvement made significant gains in many areas - language
development, understanding of basic concepts, concentration, social maturity, and
mathematical skills. By comparison, control groups made few gains. Another study in
which parents became involved in a structured way in the mathematics curriculum showed
benefits not only in terms of the children's mathematical skills, but also in terms of the
attitudes of parents and children to the subject itself (Merttens and Vass, 1987).

This positive evidence has prompted numerous intervention type programmes aimed
particularly at disadvantaged populations. An early example of this was the Haringey
Project (Tizard, Schofield and Hewison, 1982) which focussed on improving reading
through parental involvement. The results showed a marked improvement in attitude
toward and achievement in reading - even in the case of children who were 'below average'
to start. Other projects (Hannon and Jackson, 1987; Tizard, Mortimore, and Burchell,
1988) where parents promoted reading in the home, however, showed no greater increase
in children's reading achievement compared to controls. It has been posited (Macbeth,
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1989; Toomey, 1993) that the crucial element for success in parental involvement
programmes is careful planning and monitoring and constant support and backup from the
school for parents.

Here in Ireland, a government initiative, known as 'The Home-School-Community
Liaison Scheme' which aimed to involve parents from disadvantaged areas in their
children's education was launched in 1990. This scheme, initially targeted 55 primary
schools classified as disadvantaged but has since been extended to include more schools.
Local coordinators were appointed to liaise between parents and teachers to 'establish
confidence, trust, mutual support and cooperation between parents and teachers, thereby
enhancing perceptions and attitudes to the social, behavioural, and educational advantage
of the children' (Department of Education, 1990c). The main activities of these
coordinators consisted of initiating parents' courses and activities, home visits and
meetings with parents, teachers and pupils. Initial evaluations indicate several favourable
outcomes (Ryan, 1995). Among these are more positive parental attitudes to the school,
improved parent-teacher relations and increased parental involvement in children's
homework. Although only very limited information is available on the impact of the
programme on pupils themselves, reports from coordinators point to pupil benefits such as
improved behaviour, improved attendance, improved scholastic achievement, greater care
in school work, and more positive attitudes towards school and teachers, to themselves and
to their parents.

In 1995, a four year, Irish-government and EU funded primary school Parents'
Programme was set in place. This programme has enabled the NPC-Primary to provide a
range of support and training for parents. The programme aims to have in place by the end
of 1999 the personnel, materials and organisational arrangements required for the training
and development of parents. Among the programmes implemented so far are - The
Parents' Association Effectiveness Programme, Local Training Initiatives for Partnership
and The Parenting for Learning Programme. One indication of the success of the various
initiatives is the high degree of uptake: by the end of 1997, 10,000 parents had participated
and had undertaken 150,000 hours of training and development (NPC, 1998).

Homework and parental involvement
Studies in Britain and the United States have indicated that homework itself is
academically beneficial. Paschal, Weinstein and Walberg (1984) who conducted a
'quantitative synthesis' of 15 empirical studies revealed strong positive effects of
homework on learning - though homework which was graded or contained teachers'
comments produced stronger effects. A large scale study of adolescents in the United
States (Keith, Reimers, Fehrman, Potterbaum, and Aubey, 1986) showed that, after
controlling for ability and family background, individual pupils who spent more time on
homework achieved higher results than average. A more recent British study (Holmes and
Croll, 1989) reported that time spent on homework had a strong positive association with
academic performance even after the student's general ability and social class background
were controlled. Even though social class background was only weakly related to time
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spent on homework, the link between time on homework and academic performance was
considerably stronger for pupils from working class backgrounds. Another interesting
finding was that the variable most strongly related with time spent on homework was the
frequency with which parents signed their child's homework diary. It has been pointed out
(Cooper, 1989; Hallam and Cowan, 1998) that the positive effects of time spent on
homework are more clearly established at secondary level than at primary level.

A number of studies (e.g. Maertens and Johnson, 1972; Chen and Stevenson, 1989)
show that parental help with homework boosts children's achievements. Other studies,
however, show no effect or even negative associations. A study of maternal involvement in
first and third grade children's homework (Levin, Levy-Schiffi Appelbaum-Peled, Katz,
Komar, and Meiran, 1997) found no effect of help on the child's academic performance.
They also found that weaker children received more help from their parents. Furthermore,
their results indicated that helping with homework could be counterproductive, leading
sometimes to helplessness, dependency or frustration on the part of the child. Epstein
(1983) found that the time parents spent helping their child with homework correlated
negatively with the child's reading achievement. There is evidence too that the extent of
parental help may vary with the age of the child (Macbeth and Turner, 1990; Stevenson,
Chen, and Uttal, 1990). Parents' lack of subject-matter knowledge may become an issue
as children get older, especially in disadvantaged populations.

Unfortunately, there is rather little information available on the amount of time Irish
children typically spend on homework, the extent to which parents are involved, or the
possible impact of either of these factors on children's academic achievements. A studyof
achievement in mathematics and science in Ireland (Martin, Hickey and Murchan, 1992)
conducted as part of the International Assessment of Educational Progress shows that
practically all nine year olds (98%) say they are assigned homework each evening. While
no figures were given for the average amount of time spent on homework generally, the
report states that 'typically, 9 year olds in the study spend less than one hour completing
their homework for all subjects each evening'. Whether the latter refers to all pupils in all
countries or to Irish pupils only is not clear. Martin et al. (1992) also report that the group
of students who received help with their homework did not achieve higher levels in
mathematics than those who did not receive help. They surmise that it is the weaker
students who are more likely to obtain help. This conclusion is consistent with the earlier
mentioned Levin et al. (1997) study.

At the moment there are no official departmental guidelines relating to how much
homework Irish primary school children should be assigned. Individual schools, however,
tend to have a policy in relation to homework incorporated into the school plan. The NPC-
Primary consider homework important because it 'represents a direct link between the
home and school and, as such, should offer a very good opportunity for the development of
practical partnership between parent, child and teacher' (NPC, 1991). The Council,
however, would like more clarity regarding homework policy. They argue that parents
need to have a clear understanding of the part they are expected to play in the child's
homework, the amount and type of homework and the time to be allotted to it. They argue
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that it is important that parents have 'structured participation in a directed way in
areas such as reading and mathematics'. They are concerned at what they see as parents'
low input in mathematics and Irish due to parents' lack of competence in these subjects.

Broadly similar opinions relating to homework are expressed by teachers. The recent
INTO report (INTO, 1997: 26) points out that the regular checking of homework by
parents serves a number of desirable educational objectives including a means of 'involving
parents in their children's work in school' and providing them with the 'opportunity to see
the work the child is doing in school and form their own judgments on how the child is
progressing.' While the organisation believes that the type of homework to be set, how it is
marked, and how long it should take are largely professional matters for the
teachers/school, it also proposes that all schools should formulate homework policy in
consultation with parents' representatives.. The INTO calls on the Department, in
consultation with parent and teacher representatives, to draw up guidelines on parental
involvement in homework which would make clear the responsibilities of parents.

5.1.2 The present study: Parents' attitudes and practices in relation to Irish
The purpose of this part of the present study was (a) to investigate the possibility of
collecting information on parental attitudes and practices in relation to Irish by means of a
questionnaire sent to parents via the school and the individual child, and (b) to establish
the usefulness of such information in explaining achievement in spoken Irish and attitude
to Irish among sixth-grade pupils. The questionnaire was concerned with such issues as
general parental attitudes to Irish and to the teaching of Irish, parental praise and
encouragement of the child, parents' views of their own child's progress in Irish, parents'
knowledge of how Irish is taught in school, parents' willingness to help with and supervise
their child's Irish homework on a regular basis, and related issues.

One question of more general interest is how exactly, and why, the positive public
attitudes to Irish documented in various surveys fail to be translated into pupil success in
acquiring proficiency in the language at school - at least a level of success which would
gain parental approval and acceptance. Needless to say, a study on such a modest scale as
the present one cannot hope to do anything more than provide a partial or preliminary
answer. The fact that we are using individual items rather than scales to represent
important parental attitude variables, imposes obvious limits on the kinds of conclusions
we can reach.

5.2 Method

5.2.1 Development and administration of the Parents' Questionnaire.
The Parents' Questionnaire (Appendix 5.3) consists of 29 items, mostly in multiple
choice form, covering the parents' general and linguistic background, their child and Irish,
the school and Irish, and homework. While questionnaires in this area are usually
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administered by a trained interviewer who makes direct contact with the adult respondent
in question, this would not have been either a desirable or feasible approach in the present
case. Since many of the questions related to the school which the respondent's child was
attending or to the child's performance in that school, a direct approach to the parent
without going through the school would have been inappropriate. We were fortunate,
therefore, that the relevant class teachers and principals in all the schools approached
readily gave their support to the idea of the individual children distributing the
questionnaires to their parents (in sealed envelopes) and collecting them again later. While
this approach was very successful in the present case, the implications for future work of
this kind may very much depend on the nature and scope of particular projects. For
example, although our testing and classroom observation work placed great demands on
pupils and teachers, the very scale and detail of the work had the effect of generating a
considerable amount of interest and goodwill over the course of the few days we were in
the schools.

Clearly, in a situation like this, the perceived and actual confidentiality of the
completed questionnaires is a critical issue. It will be useful, therefore, to describe briefly
the instructions given to inspectors regarding the distribution and collection of copies of
the Parents' Questionnaire (see Appendix 5.1) and the instructions given to the parents
themselves (Appendix 5.2).

The inspector was asked to give each pupil a sealed envelope with an ID number in the
top right hand corner to be brought home to his/her parents. Each envelope contained (a)
a copy of the Parents Questionnaire which had the same ID on the cover as on the above
mentioned envelope; (b) an explanatory letter for parents; (c) a pre-addressed envelope for
returning the completed questionnaire. Since each returned Parents' Questionnaire would
have only an ID number on the cover, a 'List of ID's' was also to be prepared. The
inspector was asked to distribute the envelope personally to the relevant pupil and to write
either the child's first name or the parents' name on the envelope just before handing it to
the child (in case any of the children themselves inadvertently mixed up their envelopes
later on). It was emphasised to the children that they were to give the actual envelope they
received to their parents. As a final precaution, the teacher was asked to write the pupils'
initials (only) on each envelope as it was returned.

Although each envelope normally contained an English version of the Parents'
Questionnaire, copies of the Irish version were also made available. If parents required
the Irish version they were asked to note this on the returning envelope and an Irish version
would be sent out. One Irish version was sent out without being explicitly requested since
it was known that this would be the preferred version. No parent requested an Irish
version. Each teacher and principal was also given a copy of the Parents' Questionnaire
and covering letter and allowed time to examine them before any copies were distributed.
The work was to proceed only if the teacher and principal had no objection.

The explanatory letter which accompanied the blank copy of each Parents'
Questionnaire (see Appendix 5.2) told the parent that his/her child's class was being
involved in a study of the teaching and learning of Irish. It was explained that the study
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was being carried out in a number of schools by the Department of Education in
association with ITE. Since an important part of this work was to determine parents'
views on the teaching and learning of Irish, they were being asked to answer the questions
on the enclosed questionnaire. It was emphasised that it was the parents' personal
opinions which were being sought and that there were no right or wrong answers.

The completed questionnaire was to be placed in an accompanying envelope, sealed,
and given to the child to return to the school. It was explained that the parents' opinions
were being sought for general research purposes only, and that the views expressed would
have no effect either on the child or the school. An assurance was given that no pupil or
parent would be identified and that only ITE researchers would see their replies. Finally,
it was noted that the child's own teacher knew that the parent's opinion was being sought.

Directions to the parents printed inside each copy of the Questionnaire specified that it
should be completed by the parent/guardian who had the greater involvement in the child's
school work e.g. the parent who usually bought schoolbooks, supervised homework,
attended meetings in the school etc. Where both parents were equally involved, either
parent might complete it. The Questionnaire was to be completed by the parents
themselves without consulting the child. It was also pointed out that references to 'the
school' in various questions meant the school the child was attending at present.

5.2.2 Sample and response rate
The Parents' Questionnaires were distributed to only seven of the original twenty classes
since we were unsure if the Questionnaire itself, and the system for distributing and
collecting it, would be either effective or acceptable to teachers. All classes were in
Dublin and surrounding areas. None of these classes happened to come from the 'high-
Irish-achievement' group of classes: three were 'middle-Irish-achievement' classes and
four were 'low-Irish-achievement' classes.

Of the 236 pupils in these seven classes, 198 or 84% of the parents returned completed
Questionnaires. More mothers (67.7%) than fathers (27.8%) completed the Questionnaire
(see Appendix 5.3, Q2). The response rate in different classes ranged from 65% in one of
the disadvantaged schools to 100% in one of the schools selected on the basis of the high
level of parental support/involvement which had been informally reported. A higher
percentage of parents in the 'middle-Irish-achievement' group of classes responded to the
questionnaire (range of between 93-100%) than in the low-Irish-achievemene group
(65%-80%). By the time we had received sufficient returns from the parents associated
with these seven classes to indicate that our approach was satisfactory, it was too late in
the school year to extend the survey to the remaining schools.

One other important question to be considered is whether, within the 'Parent Sample'
of classes, pupils whose parents completed the Parents Questionnaire (n=198) differ in
some way from the minority of pupils .(n=38) whose parents did not respond. Table 5.1
looks at this question in terms of pupil achievement in Irish, pupil's general academic
ability and social class. It is clear from the data presented that pupils whose parents did
respond have a significantly higher level of achievement in spoken Irish, and come from a
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higher social class background (numerically lower social class ratings), than those pupils
whose parents did not respond. There is no significant difference in relation to pupil
general academic ability.

Table 5.1
A comparison of pupil's achievement in spoken Irish, pupil's general ability and social class

in two groups of sixth-grade pupils: (a) Those whose parents responded to the Parents'
Questionnaire and (b) Those pupils whose parents did not respond.

(a)
Pupils whose

parents
responded to the
Questionnaire

(b)
Pupils whose

parents did not
respond to the
Questionnaire t value

t-test

(n=198) (n=38)

Pupil's achievement in Irish
Mean listening score

(n = 182)
41.1

(n = 32)
33.4

Standard Deviation 12.4 10.8 3.63 .001

Pupil's general academic ability (n = 172) (n = 28)
Mean DVRT Standard Score 107.0 102.3
Standard Deviation 16.4 14.7 1.56 NS

Parents' social class (n = 198) (n = 37)
Mean rating (I= highest; 7= lowest) 3.8 5.0
Standard Deviation 1.7 1.8 -3.71 .001

5.3 Results

5.3.1 Analysis of the data
Results of the Parent Survey are described under seven main headings:

1. Parental characteristics.
2. Parents' support for the pupil learning Irish.
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3. Parents' contact with school and knowledge about Irish teaching.
4. Parents' perceptions of child's difficulties with Irish.
5. Parents and Irish homework.
6. Parents' general comments.
7. Predicting pupil attitude/motivation and achievement from parental data.

Under each of the first five headings, we analyse the data from a number of different
perspectives (a) the distribution of parents' responses to items relating to the theme in
question, (b) variations between 'middle-Irish-achievement' and 'low-Irish-achievement'
classes as far as parents' views and practices are concerned, and (c) a correlation analysis
of the relationship between views and practices, on the one hand, and Pupil achievement
in Irish and Pupil Irish attitude/motivation, on the other. We conclude the Results section
with a description of regression analyses which try to assess the relative importance of
selected 'pupil' and 'parent' variables in predicting Pupil achievement in Irish and Pupil
Irish attitude/motivation.

The following is a more detailed description of the presentation format for results
relating to 1-5 above:

(a) Percentage distribution of parents' responses to each item
This data describes the percentage distribution of parents responses on selected
questionnaire items. Occasionally, in the text, reference is made to items not
presented in tabular form but which may be found in the item-by-item data in
Appendix 5.3.

(b) Class (school) variation in parent's responses
The same format for presentation of these results is used as in Chapter 3. Column 1

of each table shows how each of the seven classes was ranked in terms of class
achievement in spoken Irish. Alongside this is shown the distribution of responses for
the relevant Parents Questionnaire items. Only those items in which substantial
variation across classes occurs are shown in tabular form.

(c) Relationships between 'pupil' and 'parent' variables (correlations)
The correlation analysis examines the relationships between individual-pupil and
parent characteristics. All correlations may be found in one large table (Table 5.5) in
section 5.3.2 below. The majority of the 'parent variables' selected for inclusion in
this table are significantly correlated with at least one of the two main 'pupil'
variables of interest - Pupil achievement in Irish and Pupil Irish attitude/motivation.
In relation to Pupil achievement in Irish, we confine ourselves, as in the analysis in
earlier chapters, to total 'listening score' on the sixth-grade ITE test of spoken Irish.
We also draw attention to some of the potentially interesting interrelationships
between Parents Questionnaire items themselves - how parent characteristics and
practices are related to each other. Only those correlation values which
confirm/disconfirm the major significant trends and relationships in the data are
mentioned in the text.
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Note that we have included a number of background variables - Pupil gender,
Social class, Pupil general academic ability - even though these had been previously
examined in Chapters 2 and 3. They are included here because we now need to
establish their significance in relation to parents' attitudes and practices. At this
stage, however, it will be useful to note that whether based on seven classes or twenty
classes, the major relationships all remain the same (Table 5.5. and Table 3.11) e.g.
the relationship between Social class and Pupil general academic ability or between
Pupil general academic ability and Pupil achievement in Irish. The relationship
between Social class and Pupil achievement in Irish is weaker in the seven classes
analysis than in the twenty classes analysis but it is still significant. The relationship
between Social class and Pupil Irish attitude/motivation, which is barely significant
in the twenty-class analysis, is no longer significant in the seven-class analysis.

The majority of Questionnaire items had a multiple-choice format in which parents
selected one of a number of response options e.g. in the case of Parent's own attitude to
Irish (see Appendix 5.3, Q5) five options ranging from 'strongly in favour' to 'strongly
against it' were offered. In coding such variables, the common-sense notion of what
constituted 'more', or a 'more positive' value, of the variable being measured was assigned
a higher numerical value. Thus, in the case of the example above, a value of 5 was
assigned to the positively worded option 'strongly in favour' and a value of '1' was
assigned to the negatively worded option 'strongly against it' and so on. It will be recalled,
however, that this general rule did not apply to Social class. Social class, which was
negatively coded, retains the same form as in earlier chapters (see Chapters 2 and 3): the
lowest social class is assigned a numerical value of '7' and the highest a value of '1'.

Finally, the remaining two headings, 6 and 7 above, concern parents' general comments
and the use of regression methods to explain variance in pupil attitude/motivation and
achievement from parental data. These matters are dealt with at the end of the results
section.

5.3.2 Parental characteristics
In this section we look at parents' social class background (Appendix 5.3, Q2), ability to
speak Irish (Appendix 5.3, Q6) and the extent to which Irish is used at home (Appendix
5.3, Q 7). It will be recalled (see Chapter 2: Table 2.7,) that the mean social class rating
for parents in the present study (3.8) is very close to the mean rating (3.9) found in census
data for the general population. The difference was not statistically significant.

Table 5.2 presents data on the self-assessed speaking ability in Irish of parents in this
study alongside data for the general public from two national surveys conducted by ITE in
1983 and 1993 (0 Riagain and 0 Gliasdin, 1994). The comparison is facilitated by the
fact that items on the Parents' Ouestionnaire relating to ability and use make use of
response options which are similar to those used in the original CLAR (1975) survey and
the later ITE surveys. The data show that while the different group/samples are relatively
similar in terms of speaking ability at 'higher' levels of ability (Parts of conversations' or
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better), at 'lower' levels of ability the parents in our study are better than the general
public.

Table 5.2
Percentage distribution of parents in the present study compared to the national population

according to self-reported ability to speak Irish

Ability to speak Irish

Present ITE ITE
study National Survey National Survey

(parents) 1983 ** 1993 **
(n = 198)* (n = 791) (n = 976)

No Irish 9.1 16 18

(Only*) the odd word** 20.7 32 32

A few simple sentences 41.4 19 17

Parts of conversations 22,2 20 22

Most conversations 4.0 10 9

Native speaker ability 4.0 3 2

No response/No information 1.5

* Based on Q6 of the Parents Questionnaire. ** (see 6 Riagáin and 6 Gliasdin, 1994: 5)

Table 5.3
Percentage distribution of parents in the present study compared to the national population

according to their self-reported use of Irish at home

Use of-Irish at home
(parents' report)

ITE ITE
Present study National Survey National Survey

(parents) * 1983 1993
(n = 198) (n = 791) (n = 976)

Very often** / often 3.0 5 3

Occasionally 19.2 10 10

Seldom 34.3 16 16

Never 41.9 69 71

No response 2.0

* Based on Q7 of the Parents' Questionnaire. **The term 'always' was used in the two ITE National
Surveys (see 6 Riagain and 6 Gliasdin, 1994: 13)

About 30% of parents in the present study assess their ability as 'parts of
conversations' or better (combining the three highest ability levels), while the
corresponding percentage for the general public in both national surveys is 33%. A
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greater proportion of the general public report themselves as having 'no Irish' or only 'the
odd word' (48% in 1983 and 50% in 1993) than our subsample of parents (29.8%). The
largest difference between the two national samples and our group is in the proportions
reporting their ability to speak Irish as 'a few simple sentences' - a much greater
proportion of parents in the present study (41.4%) than in the general public (19% in 1983
and 17% in 1993) report their ability as 'a few simple sentences'.

Parents in the present study also report higher levels of Irish use in the home than has
been recorded for the public in general (O Riagain and 1:5 Gliasain, 1994). Looking at
Table 5.3, it can be seen that over a half (56.5%) of parents say Irish is used 'seldom' or
more often at home compared to less than one third (29%-31%) of the general public.
Likewise, while 69% and 71% respectively of the general public in the 1983 and 1993 ITE
national surveys report that Irish is 'never' used in the home, the corresponding proportion
for the 'Parent Sample' is only 41.9%.

The class-by-class analysis indicates a tendency for these two parental variables
(Parent's ability in Irish and Use of Irish at home) to vary according to class achievement
in spoken Irish. Data in Table 5.4 shows higher levels of ability in Irish among parents
whose children are in middle-Irish-achievement classes than among those whose children
are in the low-Irish-achievement classes. Specifically, between 39% and 48% of parents of
children in the middle-Irish-achievement classes report that their own ability to speak Irish
is at the level of 'parts of conversations or better', whereas only 5%-17% of parents of
children in the low-Irish-achievement classes believe their ability in Irish to be this high.
We omit the high-Irish-achievement classes from Table 5.4 because we have no parent data
for that group (see Chapter 2: Table 2.10).

The proportions of parents in each of the seven classes who report that Irish is spoken
'occasionally' or more frequently at home are listed in the rightmost column of Table 5.4.
Despite some tendency for more frequent home use to be associated with middle-Irish-
achievement classes compared to low-Irish achievement classes the pattern is not
consistent. For example, in Class 12 only 16% of parents say that Irish is used at least
'occasionally' in the home, even though this is the class with the highest parental ability in
Irish (48% at the level of 'parts of conversations' or better).

These across-class patterns of association between Parent's ability in Irish, Use of Irish
at home (parent's report) and Pupil achievement in Irish are broadly consistent with the
correlation analysis based on individual parents/pupils (Table 5.5, rows 6 & 7). Parent's
ability in Irish, and Use of Irish at home to a lesser extent, have significant correlations
with Pupil achievement in Irish (r=.36 and r=.19 respectively). Only Use of Irish at home,
however, is significantly correlated with Pupil Irish attitude/motivation (r=.15). We are
also interested in connections between the two parent variables themselves: Parent's ability
in Irish and Use of Irish at home. The data indicate that, notwithstanding a slight tendency
for parents with higher ability in Irish to use Irish more frequently at home, the relationship
(r=.09) is not significant.
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Table 5.4
'Parent's ability in Irish' and 'Use of Irish in the home' for seven

middle and low Irish-achievement classes.*

Percentage of parents who report....

Class achievement in .. own ability to speak Irish ..Irish spoken in home
spoken Irish as 'parts of conversations' 'occasionally' or

Rank** or better more frequently

7
D 8

9 39% 32%
10 42% 37%
11

12 , 48% 16%

13

14

15

D 16
17
18

19

D 20

12%
5%

13%
17%

24%
9%

13%
17%

* Based on responses to Questions No's 6, 7 respectively in the Parents' Questionnaire. ** See Table 2.10
= Officially classified as disadvantaged.

It can also be seen (column four, Table 5.5) that Social class is related to Parent's
ability in Irish (r=-.35), but not to frequency of Use of Irish at home (r=-.07).
Specifically, parents from higher social class backgrounds tend to have higher ability in
Irish in our sample. It will be recalled from Chapter 3, however, that in the larger Total
Sample, Use of Irish at home (this time reported by the pupil) was correlated with Social
class (r=-.20) - higher Social class being associated with more Use of Irish at home.

There is a positive significant correlation (r=-.26) between Social class and Pupil
achievement in Irish, but not between Social class and Pupil Irish attitude/motivation. It
may be recalled from Chapter 3 that correlations based on the Total Sample of twenty
classes showed a similar pattern - the association between Social class and Pupil
achievement in Irish (r=-.36) being much stronger than between Social class and Pupil
Irish attitude/motivation (r=-.10) (although the latter correlation was still just significant).
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5.3.3 Parents' support for the pupil learning Irish

In this section we look at a series of questions which relate in one way or another to the
degree of support parents provide for the child learning Irish: the parent's own attitude to
Irish, the parent's attitude to his/her own child being taught Irish in school, the attitude
towards learning Irish in school which the parent tries to encourage in the child and the

frequency with which the parent praises the child's achievements in different subjects

including Irish.

Table 5.6
Percentage distribution of parents according to: (a) Their own general attitude to Irish

(b) Their attitude to Irish being taught to their child

Attitude

Parent's own general
attitude to Irish

(n = 198)

Parent's attitude to child
being taught Irish

(n = 198)

Strongly in favour 16.7 29.3

Somewhat in favour 47.5 46.0

No particular feelings 22.7 13.6

Somewhat against it 9.1 7.1

Strongly against it 2.5 2.0

No response 1.5 2.0

(Based on Q5 and Q8 of Parents Questionnaire)

Combining the first two categories of responses in Table 5.6 it can be seen that 64.2%
of parents describe their own attitude to Irish as 'strongly/somewhat in favour', while
75.3% are 'strongly/somewhat in favour' of their child being taught Irish in school.
Substantial minorities of parents, however, report having 'no particular feelings' about
Irish generally (22.7%) or about their child being taught Irish (13.6%). Only 11.6% are
personally against Irish, and only 9.1% are against their child being taught the language in
school (including 2% who are 'strongly against it'). Although there was no directly
comparable question in the 1993 national survey (0 Riagáin and 0 Gliasdin, 1994),
replies to a related question How would you feel if most children stopped doing Irish at
school showed that only 7% of respondents said they would be 'a little/very glad about it'.

As parents' own attitudes to Irish and their children being taught Irish are fairly
consistent across classes, we do not present data for these items according to classes.

At the level of individual pupils our correlation data (Table 5.5) show that Parent's
own attitude to Irish (row 7) is significantly related to both Pupil achievement in Irish
(r=.14) and Pupil Irish attitude/motivation (r=.25). A similar pattern is seen in the case
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Parents' views and practices 143

of Parent's attitude to child being taught Irish (row 8). But while the latter has a strong
correlation (r=.27) with Pupil Irish attitude/motivation (column 3) the correlation between
Parent's attitude to child being taught Irish and Pupil achievement in Irish just fails to
reach significance (r=.11). As might be expected, there is a particularly strong positive
correlation between Parent's own attitude to Irish and Parent's attitude to the child being
taught Irish (r=.75). It is worth noting that Parent's own attitude to Irish is also
significantly correlated with Parent's ability in Irish (r=.20) and to an even greater extent
with Use of Irish at home (r=.30).

As well as being favourably disposed to Irish and to their child being taught Irish,
parents are by and large satisfied with the amount of time spent on Irish and the school's
efforts in relation to their child's Irish (Appendix 5.3, Q16). Almost three-quarters
(73.7%) think the amount of time spent on Irish is jUst right while 15.2% think less time
should be spent on Irish. Only 8.6% think more time should be spent on Irish. Most
parents (83.3%) also agree that the school 'is doing everything possible' to improve their
child's progress in Irish generally (Appendix 5.3, Q 21). Of the minority of 14.1% of
parents who feel the school could do more, 6% cite the need for more emphasis on oral
Irish. Others (1-2%) mention the need for individual attention, the need to make Irish
more fun or more interesting, the need for more emphasis on Irish culture, and the need for
more audio/visual equipment and language labs.

These generally favourable parental attitudes to Irish and the teaching of Irish do not,
however, appear to translate readily into either specific encouragement for the child in
relation to learning Irish at school or frequent praise for school achievement in Irish.
Taking the question of encouragement (Table 5.7) first, it can be seen, for example, that
69.2% of parents 'leave it up to' the child to develop his/her own attitude to Irish while
only 29.3% let their child know that Irish is 'very important'. Nevertheless, very few
parents (1%) explicitly discourage their child 'from taking Irish seriously' even though, as
we saw earlier, approximately one-tenth of parents have negative attitudes to the language
in general (11.6%) and/or are against it being taught to their children (9.1%). The lack of
encouragement given by many parents may be related to the fact that 65.7% of them think
that Irish is 'of little' or 'no importance' as far as their child's future job is concerned
(Appendix 5.3, Q9). Once again, since low levels of encouragement by parents are fairly
consistent across the seven classes studied, no class level data is presented for these items.
The correlation data in Table 5.5 show that the Attitude to learning Irish which parent
encourages in the child (row 9) is significantly dssociated with both Pupil achievement in
Irish (r=.18) and with Pupil Irish attitude/motivation (r=.16).

The extent to which parents praise their child's achievement in Irish and other subject
areas may be seen in Table 5.8. Between 20% and 30% of parents 'hardly ever' praise
their child's school achievements in Irish reading, Oral/spoken Irish or Irish writing. In
fact, success in Oral/spoken Irish is the area of school achievement least likely to attract
praise. By comparison, in the case of English reading, English writing and Mathematics
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only extremely small minorities of parents (2.5% - 5.1%) report themselves as 'hardly
ever' praising their child's achievements.

Table 5.7
Percentage distribution of parents according to the general attitude towards learning

Irish they try to encourage in their child

Attitude to Irish parent encourages in child Percentage of parents
(n = 198)

I let my child know that Irish is very important 29.3
I leave it up to my child to develop his/her own attitude to Irish 69.2
I discourage my child from taking Irish seriously 1.0

No response 0.5

(Based on Q12 of the Parents Questionnaire)

Table 5.8
Percentage distribution of parents according the frequency with which they praise their

children's school achievements in different subjects

Subjects (n = 198)
often

Parent praises child's achievements
occasionally hardly

ever

...

No
response

English reading 64.6 29.3 5.1 1.0

Mathematics 68.7 26.8 3.0 1.5

English writing 61.1 32.8 2.5 3.5
Project work 59.1 28.8 6.6 5.6
Irish reading 41.4 32.8 20.2 5.6
Oral/spoken Irish 33.8 28.8 30.3 7.1

Irish writing 41.9 31.8 20.2 6.1

(Based on Q11 of the Parents' Questionnaire)

A class by class analysis (data not in tabular form) reveals that the two highest ranking
of the seven classes in terms of their achievement in spoken Irish (classes 9 and 10) also
rank highest in terms of the extent to which parents praise their child's achievement in
Irish reading and Spoken Irish. Even in these two classes, however, English reading and
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Mathematics are still more likely to be praised than achievements in any aspect of Irish.
Row ten in Table 5.5 shows correlations involving a composite variable Parent praises
any aspect of child's Irish achievement. In computing this variable instances of parents
praising any aspect of the child's achievement in Irish reading, Spoken Irish or Irish
writing was coded as 1, and all others (no praise) as 0. The results indicate this composite
variable Parent praises any aspect of child's Irish achievement to be positively and
significantly linked with both Pupil achievement in Irish (r=.15) and Pupil Irish
attitude/motivation (r=.29).

5.3.4 Parents' contact with school and knowledge about Irish teaching
The next series of questions (Q's 13, 14, 17, and 22 in Appendix 5.3) relate to various
aspects of the school and Irish as perceived by the parent.

Table 5.9 shows that practically all parents (95%) report having some contact with the
school their child is attending: 67.7% have 'occasional' contact while 27.3% have 'a lot'
of contact. Despite the high level of contact parents do not feel particularly well-informed
about the way Irish is taught.

Table 5.9
Percentage distribution of parents according to the amount of contact they have with the

school their child is attending?

Percentage of parents
Contact with school (n = 198)

No contact at all
Practically no contact 5.1
Occasional contact 67.7
A lot of contact 27.3

Based on Q13 of the Parents Questionnaire

Table 5.10 shows.that 56.6% of parents feel they know only 'a little' about how Irish
is taught to their child while just over a quarter (25.3%) say they 'know nothing about
how Irish is taught'. Only 17.7% of parents say they know 'quite a lot' about how Irish is
taught. Other data not shown in tabular form (see Appendix 5.3: Q14) reveal that very
high proportions of parents are 'happy' with the level of contact they have with the school
(85.4%) and do not feel that they personally could 'give the school any practical support
as far as the teaching of Irish is concerned apart from what they are already doing
(93.4%).
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Table 5.10
Percentage distribution of parents according to how much they know about the way their

child is taught Irish in school

Parent's knowledge of how child is
taught Irish in school

Percentage of parents
(n = 198)

I know nothing about how Irish is taught 25.3
I know a little about how Irish is taught 56.6
I know quite a lot about how Irish is taught 17.7
No response 0.5

(Based on Q17 of the Parents' Questionnaire)

Table 5.11 presents class level data on parents' contact with the school and knowledge
of how Irish is taught. It can be seen that with the exception of Class 16 the level of
contact which parents have with schools does not vary greatly across the seven classes. It
can also be seen (column 3) that in three of the four low-Irish-achievement classes, the
proportion who 'know nothing' about how Irish is taught to their child ranges from 36% to
46%, whereas it is less than 20% in all the middle-Irish-achievement classes. The
proportions for class rank 16 are worth drawing attention to. This class has the most
parents who report having 'a lot' of contact with the school (55%) and the most parents
who know 'nothing' about how Irish is taught (46%). An additional 50% of parents in
this class know only a 'little' about how Irish is taught.

Correlations in Table 5.5 (row 11) do not reveal any link between Parent's contact
with school on the one hand, and either Pupil achievement in Irish or Pupil Irish
attitude/motivation, on the other. There are, however, significant positive correlations
between Parent's knowledge of how Irish is taught in school and both Pupil achievement
in Irish (r=.22) and Pupil Irish attitude/motivation (r=.17). It is also worth noting
significant correlations between, on the one hand, Parent's knowledge of how Irish is
taught in school, and, on the other, a range of other parental variables such as Parent's
ability in Irish (r=.37), Parent's own attitude to Irish (r=.26), Parent's attitude to child
being taught Irish (r= .20), Social class (r=- . 20), Parent praises any aspect of child's
Irish achievements (r=.17), Use of Irish at home (r=.16), and Parent's contact with
school (r=.14).
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Table 5.11
Parent Survey: 'Parents' contact with the school' and 'Parents' knowledge of how Irish is

taught' for seven middle and low Irish-achievement classes *

Percentage of parents who report....

Class achievement in having 'a lot' ..knowing 'nothing' about
spoken Irish of contact with their child's how child is taught

Rank school Irish in school

7

D 8
9 21% 11%

10 26% 16%
11

12 19% 19%

13

14

15 24% 40%
D 16 55% 46%

17

18 23% 36%
19 30% 17%

D 20

= Officially classified as disadvantaged.
* Based on responses to Q13 and Q17 respectively in the Parents' Questionnaire.

One other issue can be dealt with under this heading teaching through Irish. Table
5.12 shows the proportions of parents who report that the school their child attends
teaches some subject, apart from Irish, through the medium of Irish. About three quarters
of parents (74.2%) report that there is no Irish-medium instruction of any kind in their
children's school and a further 16.7% do not know. Only 7.6% of parents report that
there is some teaching through Irish. In a second part of this item parents who reported no
Irish-medium instruction in their child's school were asked if they would be willing to
support the idea of the school teaching a subject through Irish. Just under a quarter
(24.2%) of all parents agreed that they would support Irish-medium instruction while just
over a half (51.5%) would not support such an initiative.
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Table 5.12
Percentage distribution of parents according to whether or not the schools their children
attend teach any subjects, apart from Irish, through Irish, or whether the parents would

support Irish-medium education*

Percentage of parents
Irish-medium education (n = 198)

(a) Does the school teach any subjects through Irish?

Yes 7.6
No 74.2

I don't know 16. 7

No response 1.5

(b) Would parent support the idea of the school teaching a
subject through Irish?

Parent would support Irish-medium
Parent would not support Irish-medium
Parents not responding/Question not applicable

24.2**
51.5
24.2

* Based on Q19 of the Parents' Questionnaire
** This percentage may include a small number of parents from the `YesTI don't know' category of Q19.

5.3.5 Parents' and teachers' perceptions of difficulties
The proportions of parents who feel that their child has difficulty with various school
subjects are set out in Table 5.13 Some parents, of course, report difficulties with more
than one subject. For purposes of comparison, the proportions of class teachers who
perceive these same children as having difficulties in the same subject areas are also set
out in Table 5.13. It should be noted that the teachers' ratings here are based only on
those pupils whose parents completed the Parents' Questionnaire - unlike the ratings
discussed in Chapter 2 (Table 2.9) which were based on all pupils and involved
judgements by all teachers.

Over a quarter of parents perceive that their child has difficulty with Spoken Irish
(26.8%) while a similar proportion perceive their child as having difficulty with
Mathematics (27.8%). Substantially fewer - only between 6%-7% of parents - perceive
their children as having difficulties with either English reading 6.1%) or English writing
(6.6%). Irish reading (15.7%) and Irish writing (16.7%) are intermediate in terms of
parent perceived pupil difficulty.
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Table 5.13
Correspondence between teachers' perceptions and parents' perceptions of pupil difficulty

with different subjects

Reported pupil
difficulty with...

Percentage distribution of pupils

Parents' Teachers'
(n = 198) perceptions ratings

Spoken Irish 26.8 47.5
Irish reading 15.7 40.4
Irish writing 16.7 48.0
Mathematics 27.8 39.9
English reading 6.1 19.2
English writing 6.6 27.3

(Based on Q20 of the Parents' Questionnaire and on Teachers' Ratings of individual pupils)

For all subjects listed in Table 5.13 it is clear that teachers perceive Considerably more
pupil difficulty than parents. The median proportion of pupils having difficulty over the
six skills is 40.2% according to teachers, but only 16.2% according to parents. In
addition, unlike parents - who are most likely to perceive difficulty with mathematics -
teachers are most likely to perceive difficulty with Irish writing (48%), followed by
Spoken Irish (47.5%), Irish reading (40.4%) and Mathematics (39.9%). Overall, both
parents and teachers, however, perceive the three aspects of Irish as being associated with
much more difficulty for pupils than the two aspects of English.

Responses to another item (Appendix 5.3, Q10) indicate that over a fifth of parents
(21.7%) think their child 'dislikes learning Irish' while nearly another third (32.3%) report
that their child has 'no particular feelings about learning Irish'. Of those parents who
elaborated on why their child disliked learning Irish, 6% report that the child finds it
difficult to learn, 5.5.% believe the child 'thinks it unnecessary/irrelevant' and 2.5%
believe their child 'finds it boring'. On the positive side 42.9% of parents believe their
child likes learning Irish .

5.3.6 Parents and Irish homework
In Tables 5.14 - 5.20 we examine the question of children's homework and Irish. This
issue is of particular interest in the case of Irish, since homework provides perhaps the
only significant opportunity for many parents and children to interact in Irish on a regular
basis. Prior to this, no research appears to have been done on the subject.

Table 5.14 shows that three quarters (75.2%) of parents report that their child spends
more than 40 minutes on all homework each night. In Table 5.15 it can be seen that two
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thirds (66.6%) of parents supervise or help with children's homework 'always' or 'often',
while somewhat more (71.3%) sign their children's homework regularly. Few parents
report that they 'seldom' or 'never' supervise (7.6%) or sign (6.5%) homework.

Table 5.14
Percentage distribution of parents according to the amount of time they report that their

children spend, on average, on all homework each night?

Amount of time child spends on all homework,
on average, each night

Percentage of parents
(n = 198)

Less than or 40 minutes 20.7
Between 41-60 minutes 40.4

Between 61-100 minutes 22.2

More than 100 minutes 12.6

No response 4.0

(Based on Q23 of the Parents' Questionnaire)

Table 5.15
Percentage distribution of parents according to the frequency with which they supervise and

with which they sign their children's homework

Frequency ..

Percentage ofparents who...
supervise homework sign homework

(n = 198) (n = 198)

Always 23.2 46.0

Often 43.4 25.3

Occasionally 25.8 21.7

Seldom 5.6 2.5

Never 2.0 4.0

No response 0.5

(Based on Q25 and Q24 of the Parents Questionnaire)

Our correlation analysis shows that the two homework-related variables, Amount of
time child spends on all homework and Parent supervises or helps with homework
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generally, are not significantly linked to either Pupil achievement in Irish or Pupil Irish
attitude/motivation. It may be noted in passing, however, that Parent supervises or helps
with homework generally is significantly associated with Amount of time child spends on
all homework (r=23), as well as with two other parental variables Parent praises any
aspect of the child's Irish achievements (r=.24), and Parent's knowledge of how Irish is
taught in school (r=.16) (see row 14, Table 5.5).

The proportions of parents who help with homework in different subject areas are
shown in Table 5.16. It can be seen that of the three main subjects, the lowest proportion
of parents (34.8%) help with Irish, 47.5% help with English while the highest proportion
(70.2%) help with Mathematics. Again, it may be noted that the relatively high frequency
of perceived pupil difficulty with Mathematics (Table 5.13) is implicitly acknowledged in
the high level of parental involvement in homework in this subject. This is not true to the
same extent in Irish. In fact, parents report helping with Histoty/Geography slightly more
often (37.9%) than they do with Irish (34.8%). Arts and Crafts, and Environmental
Studies are the areas in which parents are least likely to help their children.

Table 5.16
Percentage distribution of parents according to the various subjects with which they usually

help their children.

Parent usually helps child with...
Percentage of parents

(n = 198)

Mathematics 70.2
English 47.5
Irish 34.8
History/Geography 37.9
Environmental studies 13.1
Arts & Crafts 15.2

(Based on Q26 of the Parents' Questionnaire)

In a class level analysis (data not in tabular form) we examined the extent to which
parents reported usually helping their children with (a) Irish (b) English and (c)
Mathematics homework in each of the seven classes. In six of these classes, more parents
report helping with Mathematics than with Irish or English homework. The highest
percentages of parents reporting that they usually help with Irish homework are found in
Class 12 (55% of parents) and Class 10 (47%) respectively. It is worth recalling (Table
5.4) that these two classes also rank first and second in terms of parental ability in Irish.
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Looking at the correlation analysis it can be seen that of the three subject-specific
homework variables (Table 5.5, rows 15-17) none is significantly related to Pupil Irish
attitude/motivation. Only one, Parent usually helps with English, is significantly
correlated with Pupil achievement in Irish and the relationship is negative (r=-.23). In
other words, pupils whose parents usually help them with their English homework have
lower levels of achievement in Irish than pupils who do not receive such help. Other
results in Table 5.5 suggest that the reason for this lower Irish achievement may be
connected with the kind of pupils who receive help with their English homework. Note,
for example, that Parent usually helps with English is inversely related to Pupil general
academic ability (DVRT) (r = -.15). That is to say, pupils receiving help with their
English homework - and recall that these are sixth-grade pupils - tend to have lower
general academic ability than other pupils. Bearing in mind the high positive correlation
between Pupil general academic ability and Pupil achievement in Irish (.46), it is
plausible to think that it is the low level of general academic ability which is the common
factor underlying both lower achievement in Irish and the need for parental
help/supervision in the case of English homework.

It is worth noting that Parent usually helps with Irish has significant correlations with
two other parental variables - Social class (r=-.21) and Parent's ability in Irish (r=.29)
(row 17, Table 5.5). Thus, parents who help their child with Irish homework tend to have
higher ability in Irish themselves and come from higher social class backgrounds.

Table 5.17
Percentage distribution of parents according to the various aspects of Irish homework with

which they usually help their children.

Parent usually helps child with ..
Percentage of parents

(n = 198)

Irish reading 27.8
Irish writing 15.7
Oral/spoken Irish 9.1

Irish grammar 18.2
Irish poetry 8.6
Irish spelling 37.4

(Based on Q27 of the Parents Questionnaire)

Table 5.17 shows that of the six main areas of Irish, Irish spelling is one with which
parents usually help their children (37.4%). Help with Irish reading is also relatively
common (27.8% ). This is followed by Irish grammar (18.2% of parents) and Irish
writing (15.7% of parents). Notwithstanding the fact that 26.8% of parents see spoken
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Irish as an area of difficulty for their children it is the aspect of Irish with which parents
are least likely to help: less than one in ten of parents report that they usually help with
Oral/spoken Irish or Irish Poetry..

Parental help with particular aspects of Irish Irish reading, Oral/spoken Irish and
Grammar - are significantly related to a number of pupil and parent variables. Zero-order
correlations in Table 5.18 show that Parent usually helps with Irish reading is
significantly and negatively correlated with Pupil achievement in Irish (r=-.17), Pupil
general academic ability (r=-.18) and Parent's contact with school (r=-.18). In other
words, parents who help with Irish reading homework have significantly higher levels of
contact with the school, have children who are of lower general academic ability and who
have lower levels of achievement in Irish.

Table 5.18
Zero-order correlations* between the aspect of Irish homework with which parent usually

helps and a number of pupil and parent variables. N pupils (min=172; max=198)

Parent
usually
helps
child
with
Irish ....

Pupil
achievement

in spoken
Irish

Pupil
Irish

attitude/
motivation

index

Pupil
general

academic
ability

(DVRT)

Social
class**

Parent 's
ability

in
Irish

Attitude
to learning
Irish which

parent
encourages

in child

Parent 's
contact

with
school

Parent 's
knowledge of

how
Irish is
taught

in school
Reading -17 -06 -18 03 09 09 '-18 05

Oral/Spoken 00 01 03 03 ,: 13 .; .21 -07 09

Grammar 11 § 13 ; 13 ' -03 36 15 ; -10 18

* Decimal points omitted. Values printed in bold with shadmg are significant at the .05 leve . § p = .06;
** Negatively coded.

Parent usually helps with Irish grammar, in contrast, has a positive correlation with
Pupil achievement in Irish which approaches significance (r=.11; p=.06) and is
significantly associated with more positive Pupil Irish attitude/motivation (r=.13) and
with higher Pupil general academic ability (r=.13). It is also positively linked with a
higher standing in relation to Parent's ability in Irish (r=.36), Parent's knowledge of how
Irish is taught in school (r=.18) and Attitude to learning Irish which parent encourages
in child (r=.15).

The reasons parents give for not helping with Irish homework are outlined in Table
5.19. These percentages were calculated on the basis of all parents who responded to the
questionnaire. The 40.9% of parents who did not give reasons (last row of Table 5.19) is
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composed of those (34.8%) who had already reported that they did help with Irish
homework (Table 5.16) and those who did not respond to this item for other reasons.

Table 5.19
Percentage distribution of parents according to the main reasons why they do not help with

their children's Irish homework.

Reason why parent does not help Percentage of parents
with Irish homework (n = 198)

Parent is not interested in school work generally
Parent does not have enough time usually
Parent does not agree with Irish being taught
Parent is not very good at Irish herself/himself

Volunteered Reasons
(a) Parent says child does not need help
(b) Other reasons

0.0
3.5
1.5

43.9

8.6
1.5

No response/not applicable 40.9

(Based on Q28 of the Parents Questionnaire)

The most common reason (43.9%) parents give for not helping with Irish homework is
that they 'are not very good at Irish' themselves. Just under 9% (8.6%) of parents say that
their child 'does not need help'. This latter reason was not offered as a response option on
the main item itself but was simply volunteered by parents under the 'Other reasons'
category. It is reasonable to think that if it had been presented as an option, it would have
been selected more often. The option 'I don't have enough time usually' was selected by a
small number of parents (3.5%) while even fewer (1.5%) reported not helping because
they 'don't agree with Irish being taught'. No parent reported lack of 'interest in
schoolwork generally' on their own part as a reason for not helping.

5.3.7 Parents' general comments
Table 5.20 summarises the general comments which were volunteered by parents in
response to Question 29. Of the 198 parents who completed the Parents Questionnaire,
89 (or 45%) offered comments (see Appendix 5.4). As in the case of pupils' comments
described in (Chapter 4), each parent's written reply could involve more than one response
element. It may be noted, however, that the majority contain only one response element,
with the maximum number being three. Eleven coding categories were used to classify
responses. These codes are defined in Table 5.20 under the five broad thematic headings:
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(i) Irish in competition with other subjects, (ii) Support/lack of support for the teaching of
Irish, (iii) Concern about methods of teaching Irish, (iv) Reaction to child's progress in
school and (v) 'Other' comments.

Table 5.20
Parents' Questionnaire - Volunteered general comments*

Code General Comments
Percentage
of parents**

(n = 89),.: .
'',5

-41.Wc:OMPetiligV /40 0,(10:410.0 . ,
1.- More time should be given to other subjects (e.g. Modern Continental

Languages, computers or English), and/or less time spent on Irish.
2. Children should not be put under pressure (compelled) to learn Irish at

primary school - Irish should be voluntary/optional.

19%

10%

:1.47kr- 'cf.':4/.644,711,1MagilirgfirinTIMONOP ,-, z;
4'4. ,,

3. . Parent is in favour of Irish and the teaching of Irish.
4. Parent wants more time spent on Irish, or some subjects taught through

Irish.
5. Parent believes Irish is not useful or important for the child's future

(whether parent actually approves of Irish or not).

12%
2%

11%

1-$14.7a.A74 740.olcisTeltgo. 40070. till'
6. Parent wants more emphasis on oral/conversational Irish in class and at

playtime/lunchtime, and/or less emphasis on grammar.
7. Irish class, Irish text-books should be more interesting, more fun, more

attractive; more relevant to the pupil's life.
8. Irish should be taught like Modern Continental Languages (using more

modern methods).

13%

8%

7%

kaliPaii,lairtakaizer4 in sdiali , . c4 ... r.
9. Parent is satisfied with the progress of the child, or of children generally.

10. Parent is dissatisfied with the progress of the child, or of children
generally; or child is finding Irish difficult.

10%
8%

- .

11. Parent finds that the Irish taught at school now is different to his/her own,
or finds Irish difficult.

12. Miscellaneous

3%

15%

* Based on Q29 of the Parents' Questionnaire - see Appendix 5.4.
** The percentages in this column total to more than 100% because some of the parents' comments were
coded under more than one heading.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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The first set of comments relate to how Irish is seen as competing with other subjects
(Codes 1 & 2). The most frequent comment (19% of those who responded to this item)
either suggested that more time should be given to other subjects or that less time should
be given to Irish. In addition, 10% of respondents thought that children should not be put
under pressure to study Irish at school or that Irish should be voluntary/optional.

The second group of response elements (Codes 3-5) indicates varying levels of support
for Irish. Generally positive comments in favour of Irish and the teaching of Irish were
made by 12% of parents. Two per cent of parents would like to see even more emphasis
on Irish (more time teaching Irish or more time teaching other subjects through Irish). This
general support for Irish is counterbalanced to a substantial degree, however, by
comments from a further 11% of parents saying that Irish is not important or useful for
their child's future.

Comments expressing concern about methods of teaching Irish (codes 6/7/8 - counting
each multiply-coded comment just once) were made by 24% of all parents. Specifically,
13% of parents want 'more emphasis on oral/conversational Irish in class and at
playtime/lunchtime, and/or less emphasis on grammar'; 8% think the 'Irish class and Irish
textbooks should be more interesting, more fun, more attractive and more relevant to
pupil's life', and 7% urge that 'Irish be taught like Modern Continental Languages (using
more modern methods)'.

The next main theme concerns parental reactions to their children's progress in school.
Comments indicating satisfaction slightly outnumber those indicating dissatisfaction: 10%
of parents are 'satisfied with the progress of the child, or of children generally' while 8%
are 'dissatisfied with the progress of their child/children generally, or say that their child is
finding Irish difficult'

Among the 'other' comments the most frequent response (3%) is that the parent 'finds
that the Irish taught at school now is different to his/her own or fmds Irish difficult'.
Implied in the latter, presumably, is some feeling of inadequacy in relation to helping the
child with Irish homework. Finally, a further 15% of diverse response elements were
coded under a 'miscellaneous' heading (see Appendix 5.4).

5.3.8 Predicting Irish attitude/motivation and achievement from parental data
In this concluding section, we use a regression analysis to assess the extent to which
selected pupil and parent variables predict variance in (a) Pupil achievement in Irish and
(b) Pupil Irish attitude/motivation. We will refer to (a) and (b) as the criterion measures,
and to the various measures of parental attitude, social class and so on as the predictors.
Each of the regression analyses involve the same nine predictor variables. The predictors
are a subset of the measures used in the correlation matrix in Table 5.5. Generally, the
predictors are selected on the basis of the strength of their correlations with Pupil
achievement in Irish and/or with Pupil Irish attitude/motivation.

Pearson correlations in Table 5.5 suggest that the predictor variables themselves are
inter-related in complex ways. For example, when interpreting the significant correlation
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between Parent's ability in Irish and Pupil achievement in Irish (r=.36) we must also
take into account the fact that Parent's ability in Irish is significantly associated with
Social class (r=-.35). Social class itself has a significant correlation with Pupil
achievement in Irish (r=-.26). Multiple regression techniques, by controlling for these
complex inter-relationships between predictor variables, allow us assess the unique
contribution of each predictor to the explanation of criterion variance. Squaring the
relevant Pearson `r's' in Table 5.5, of course, gives the proportion of all criterion variance
for which each predictor, considered independently, accounts. As in Chapter 3 a
hierarchical regression model was used.

In the present case, perhaps due to the reduced numbers in the 'Parent Sample', Gender
of pupil did not turn out to be significantly correlated with either Pupil achievement in
Irish or with Pupil Irish attitude/motivation. Despite this, we have included it as a
predictor in the two regression analyses (Tables 5.21 & 5.22) for the sake of completeness
and comparability with the analyses in Chapter 3. We do not include Location as a
predictor because all classes are in the Dublin/East Leinster area.

The nine variables were entered in the order in which they are listed below:

(1)
(2)

(3)
(4)

(5)
(6)

(7)
(8)
(9)

Gender of pupil
Social class
Pupil general academic ability (DVRT)
Parent's ability in Irish
Use of Irish at home (parent's report)
Attitude to learning Irish which parent encourages in the child
Parent's knowledge of how Irish is taught in school
Parent's own attitude to Irish
Parent praises any aspect of the child's Irish achievements

Variance explained by predictor variables
It will be useful to examine these two regression analyses together in order to point out
similarities and differences in the amount of criterion variance explained by the predictors
in each case. It can be seen that the nine predictors explain a greater proportion of
variance in Pupil achievement in Irish (Table 5.21) than in Pupil Irish
attitude/motivation (Table 5.22). The proportion of total variance explained (R2) is
32.2% in the case of achievement in Irish, while for attitude/motivation it is only 24.3%, a
difference of 7.9%.

In the case of the Pupil achievement in Irish criterion (Table 5.21), the first four
variables entered - Gender of pupil, Social class, Pupil general academic ability and
Parent's ability in Irish - account for the bulk of the variance explained: 27.6% out of the
total of 32.2% explained. In the case of Pupil Irish attitude/motivation, these same four
predictors account for somewhat less of the variance explained: 14.7% of the total of
24.3%. It should be noted that almost all of this variance is attributable to one predictor -
Pupil general academic ability (DVRT).
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The main difference between the results of the two analyses is that both Social class
and Parent's ability in Irish explain significant proportions of the variance in Pupil
achievement in Irish but not in Pupil Irish attitude/motivation. Social class adds 7.6% to
the variance explained in Pupil achievement in Irish while Parent's ability in Irish,
entered later, explains another 3.9% - despite the fact that Social class and Parent's
ability in Irish are themselves substantially correlated with each other (Table 5.5). Pupil
general academic ability also adds marginally more to the variance explained in the case
of achievement in Irish (16.2%) than it does in the case of Irish attitude/motivation
(14.2%). It may be recalled from Chapter 3, that a similar pattern occurred in the case of
our total sample of twenty classes, where both Social class and Pupil general academic
ability accounted for higher proportions of variance in Pupil achievement in Irish (6.9%
and 14.9% respectively), than in Pupil Irish attitude/motivation (0% and 5%
respectively).

The other difference of note between the results of the two analyses is that the
remainder of the predictors explain somewhat more variance in Pupil Irish
attitude/motivation (Table 5.22) than they do in Pupil achievement in Irish (Table 5.21).
Thus, the five predictors - Use of Irish at home (parent's report), Attitude to learning
Irish which parent encourages in the child, Parent's knowledge of how Irish is taught in
school, Parent's own attitude to Irish and Parent praises any aspect of child's Irish
achievements - add 9.6% to the variance explained in the case of Pupil Irish
attitude/motivation but only 4.6% in the case of Pupil achievement in Irish. The
difference in result here is mainly due to the last of these predictors, Parent praises any
aspect of the child's Irish achievements, which adds significantly (4%) to the variance
explained in the case of Pupil Irish attitude/motivation but not in the case of Pupil
achievement in Irish (less that 1% added).

The other predictor of importance in this group is Use of Irish at home (parent's
report) which adds significantly to the proportion of variance explained in the case of both
criterion measures - 3% for achievement in Irish and 2.3% for Irish attitude/motivation.
Note that Use of Irish at home (parent's report) is not significantly correlated with two of
the three previously entered predictors: Social class and Parent's ability in Irish (Table
5.5).

The failure of the remaining three predictors in this second group (predictors 6, 7 & 8)
to contribute significantly to the variance explained in either analysis is presumably also
due to the fact that they are all significantly correlated with one or more previously entered
predictors (Table 5.5). For example, the sixth and seventh predictors Attitude to learning
Irish which parent encourages in the child and Parent's knowledge of how Irish is taught
in school are not only significantly correlated with each other but also with the previously
entered Parent's ability in Irish and Use of Irish at home (parent's report). The eighth
variable entered, Parent's own attitude to Irish, is in turn, significantly correlated with the
two immediately preceding variables.
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In brief, then, the regression analyses show that the group of nine predictors explain
somewhat more variance in Pupil achievement in Irish than in Pupil Irish
attitude/motivation. The dominant predictor in both cases is the third one entered Pupil
general academic ability. Social class and Parent's ability in Irish are important
contributors to variance explained in the case of Pupil achievement in Irish, but not at all
in the case of Pupil Irish attitude/motivation. In contrast, the predictor Parent praises
any aspect of the child's achievement in Irish makes a substantial contribution to Irish
attitude/motivation, but almost none at all to achievement in Irish. Use of Irish at home
(parent's report) makes a significant addition to the variance explained in the case of both
Irish achievement and attitude/motivation.

5.4 Discussion

One strength of the present small-scale study of parents compared to previous more
comprehensive sociolinguistic surveys of the general population (CLAR, 1975; 6 Riagain
and 0 Gliasain, 1984, 1994), is that it places the parents' own children at the centre of the
investigation of adult attitudes and practices in relation to Irish in primary school. Not
only does this provide a very real reference point for the parents in replying to our
questions, but it allows us to establish in the most direct manner possible whether there are
any connections between parental attitudes and practices, on the one hand, and children's
attitudes to and proficiency in Irish on the other.

Before proceeding to a discussion of these issues, we will refer to some data which
allow us to extend to a number of important new variables the kind of comparison between
the 'Parent Sample' and the national population which we reported on in Chapter 2. It will
be recalled that in Chapter 2 we compared Social class, Pupil general academic ability
and Pupil achievement in Irish in the 'Parent Sample' and in the national population. We
can now broaden the basis of that comparison to include Parent's ability in Irish and Use
of Irish at home, variables which have been central to a number of national sociolinguistic
surveys (CLAR, 1975; 6 Riagain and 6 Gliasain, 1984, 1994; 6 Riagain, 1997). Once
again, it must be emphasised that the purpose of this comparison is simply to locate the
group more accurately in a national context. Quite apart from this, of course, variables
such as Parent's ability in Irish and Use of Irish at home are of interest in any case
because they are-likely on the basis of previous research to be central to parents' views and
practices in relation to their children learning Irish.

5.4.1 Parental characteristics compared to the national profile
While most of our discussion here will be cOncerned with parental views and practices, we
will begin with the key background variables of Social class, Parent's ability in Irish and
Use of Irish at home. Data presented in Chapter 2 show that Social class in the Parent
Sample does not differ significantly from the general population. In fact, the mean Social
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162 Teaching and learning Irish in primary school

class rating (3.8) is virtually the same as in the general population based on census returns
(3.9). On this basis at least, then, we might also have expected Parent's ability in Irish
and Use of Irish at home (parents' report) to be roughly the same as in the general
population. In fact, however, at some levels of ability and use, the parents in our study
were superior to the general population. Similar proportions of the parents in our study
(30%) and of the general public (33%) report their ability in Irish as 'parts of
conversation' or better. But a greater proportion of parents in our study (41.4%) than in
the general population (17-19%) report at least a minimal level of ability in Irish ('a few
simple sentences'). Turning to Use of Irish at home, the results show that over a half of
the parents in our study (56.5%) use Irish at home to some limited extent at least ('seldom'
or more often), while in the general population less than one-third do so. Parents' reports
concerning Use of Irish at home in the present study are broadly consistent with their
children's own reports (see Chapter 3: section 3.4.2).

While the most obvious reason for the higher levels of parental ability and home use of
Irish in the present study compared to the general population is that our sample
(approximate age range 30-60) was not representative nationally, there are in fact quite
plausible reasons why the parents of primary-school children might in any case differ from
the general population in just the manner we have described. Parents by virtue of having
children who learn Irish in school have more opportunities than the general public for
contact with Irish (e.g. through supervising homework or enquiring about progress in
Irish). This increased contact with the language would in itself probably justify parents in
reporting slightly greater use of Irish at home and perhaps even slightly higher levels of
ability in Irish. Backwash effects of this kind on use of Irish at home deriving from
educational sources have already been reported in the case of all-Irish schools and the pre-
school Naionrai (6 Riagdin and 0 Gliasdin, 1979; Hickey, 1997). There is no reason why
similar effects might not operate, though at a generally lower level, in the case of ordinary
schools. In any event, the fact that Parent's ability in Irish and Use of Irish at home are,
if anything, higher than in the general population would seem to dispose of any notion that
some of the more negative aspects of parental views and practices discussed below could
be attributed to the selection of groups of classes which had a poor standing in relation to
these important sociolinguistic variables.

It is also possible to compare the strength of association between the three background
variables in the present study with their strength of association in the general population.
Broadly speaking, the direction of association between the three variables in our study is
the same as in various national surveys, though the strength of that association and its
statistical significance is sometimes different. Taking Social class first, our results show a
significant tendency for parents from higher Social class backgrounds to have higher levels
of ability in Irish (r= -.35) although there is not a tendency to use Irish more often at home.
Interestingly, however, when we were able to base the correlations on the responses of
pupils in all 20 classes (see Chapter 3), the tendency for higher social class to be
associated with greater use of Irish at home (as reported by pupils) was found to be
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significant (r=-.20). Nationally, Social class is linked, though not strongly, with both
respondents' ability in Irish and use of Irish. In the CLAR (1975) national survey, for
example, the socio-economic status of the respondent's father is significantly though not
highly correlated (r=-.15) with the respondent's own ability in Irish. More recently, 6
Riagain (1997) notes that 'although the social base of competent bilinguals appears to have
widened, it remains firmly located within the social groups dependent on white collar
occupations'. CLAR (1975) reports a positive correlation (r=.26) between Socio-
economic status and general adult use of Irish (use since leaving school + current home
use + work use). 0 Riagain (1997) reports no Social class effect on Use of Irish at home
among respondents reporting 'frequent' or 'occasional use of Irish', but does report some
tendency for higher Social class to be associated with 'infrequent' use. Finally, the present
study shows that while there is a weak tendency for higher Parent's ability in Irish to be
associated with greater Use of Irish at home, the correlation is not statistically significant.
Nationally, however, these two variables are significantly related. CLAR (1975) indicates
that respondent's ability in Irish and use of Irish at home are positively correlated (r=.38).
More recently, 0 Riagdin (1997) notes 'a close relationship between a respondent's use of
Irish and his or her ability to speak Irish'. Again, it is probably because our study is
confined to parents rather than adults generally - with the attendant possibility of 'school'
effects on their perception of their own Irish ability and use - that the relationship between
ability and use reported here does not match that in the general population.

5.9.2 Parental characteristics and children's Irish
All three background variables are significantly correlated with Pupil achievement in Irish.
In other words, parents of higher social class (r=-.26), or with higher ability in Irish
(r=.36) or using Irish more often at home (r=.19) tend to have children with significantly
higher achievement in Irish at school. The association between the same three background
variables and Pupil Irish attitude/motivation, however, is weaker - only greater parental
Use of Irish at home is significantly linked with a better Pupil Irish attitude/motivation
(r=.15).

The regression analyses confirm the robustness of these effects. Each of the three
background variables, entered successively into the regression equation, makes significant
additional contributions to the variance explained in Pupil achievement in Irish. But
again, of these three background variables, only Use of Irish at home makes a significant
contribution in the case of Pupil Irish attitude/motivation. Thus, any initiatives which
encourage parents to use some Irish at home, even occasionally, are likely to benefit
children both in terms of their attitude to Irish and their success in learning it at school.
Likewise, initiatives which provide parents with an opportunity to improve their own
command of Irish are likely to improve children's Irish proficiency.

How exactly does a greater use of Irish at home, or a higher level of parental ability in
Irish, lead to improvements in pupil attitude or achievement? Obviously, the simple fact of
parents providing a greater degree of exposure to Irish and demonstrating directly that Irish
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is a valid and effective means of communication is important. But other conditions
conducive to improved pupil attitudes and achievement are also likely to be associated with
higher levels of parental ability or more frequent use of Irish at home. For example,
correlation data discussed below show that parents who use some Irish at home (a) have
more positive attitudes to Irish themselves and to the notion of their child learning it at
school (b) are more likely to know more about how Irish is taught (c) tend to promote a
more positive attitude to learning Irish in their child and (d) are more likely to praise the
child's school achievements in Irish. Each of these latter attitudes/practices is, in turn,
itself linked to better pupil attitudes and achievement. We will now examine some of them
in a little more detail.

5.4.3 Parents' support for the child learning Irish
We noted in the introduction to this chapter that parents' attitudes to, interest and
involvement in their children's education can influence academic attitudes and
achievements. Parental involvement can take a number of forms. One distinction which
seems to be particularly relevant to our own results is the 'proactive' versus 'reactive' role
of parents as outlined by Atkin and Bastiarii (1986). These roles are seen as reflecting
basic ideological beliefs about what is useful in educational terms. Reactive parents, in
Atkin and Bastiani's terms, are supportive, 'showing an interest' in their child's learning,
'being a pair of ears' or 'being available'. 'Proactive' parents, on the other hand are more
likely to become actively or directly involved, coaching their children and teaching them
specific academic skills.

Our results suggest that while many parents are supportive of their children's learning
in a reactive sense, only a minority are supportive in a proactive sense. Indeed, even some
forms of 'reactive' support, for example, having favourable personal attitudes or
favourable attitudes to the child learning Irish, are often missing. As in the national
sociolinguistic surveys (CLAR, 1975; 0 Riagdin and 0 Gliasdin, 1984, 1994; INTO,
1985b), the majority of parents in the present study are favourable in terms both of their
own attitude to Irish (64.2%) and the general approval they extend to the notion of their
children being taught Irish in school (75.3%). This nevertheless leaves substantial
minorities of parents who are either neutral or negative. As might be expected, parents
who are personally favourable towards Irish in the present study are much more likely to
be positive about their children learning Irish also (r=.75).

More favourable parental attitudes to Irish itself, and to their children learning it, are
both significantly though not strongly linked to Pupil Irish attitude/motivation (r=.25 and
r27). The association with Pupil achievement in Irish is weaker - only Parent's own
attitude to Irish (r=.14) is significantly correlated with Pupil achievement in Irish.
Parent's own attitude to Irish does not emerge as a significant predictor of either Pupil
achievement in Irish or Pupil Irish attitude/motivation in the regression analyses, due
mainly to the prior inclusion in the model of the background variables Use of Irish at home
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and Parent's ability in Irish (Parent's own attitude to Irish is significantly correlated with
both of the latter variables: r=.30; r=.20).

More direct though still fundamentally 'reactive' support promoting positive attitudes
to learning in the child and praising the child - is often wanting. A majority of parents
(69.2%) do not directly promote positive attitudes to learning Irish but 'leave it up to the
child to develop his/her own attitude'. Only 29.3% let the child know Irish is very
important'. Nevertheless, hardly any parents (1%) actually 'discourage the child from
taking Irish seriously'. In this context it is worth noting that in an ITE national survey of
sixth-grade teachers in 1985, 58% reported that 'most' parents were 'neutral' about Irish
(Harris and Murtagh, 1988b). Presumably, the teachers in this case were making their
judgements on the basis of whether parents actively supported the child's learning or not.

Praise for the child's school achievements is less common in the case of Irish than in
other school subject areas (English/Mathematics/Project work): between 20-30% of
parents 'hardly ever' praise Irish reading, oral Irish or Irish writing - compared to only
between 2.5%-5% who 'hardly ever' praise Mathematics and English. The fact that failure
to praise school achievements is very largely confined to Irish is particularly telling
because it means that it is not typical of parental attitudes to school work generally. There
may be a variety of reasons for this result, but at least one of them is suggested by the
finding that 65.7% of parents think that Irish is of.`little' or 'no importance' as far as their
child's future job is concerned. Whatever the reason, a disparity of this order in the
amount of parental praise for progress in the three main primary school subjects, and the
adoption by most parents of a 'neutral' attitude to the learning of one of them, is clearly a
matter of concern from an educational point of view quite apart from any linguistic issues.
It is also surely a factor in the substantial proportions of pupils who, on their parents' own
report, either have 'no particular feelings' about learning Irish in school' (32.3%) or
'dislike learning' it (21.7%). It will be recalled that significant minorities of pupils
themselves (Chapter 3, Table 3.8) do not believe they have the active support and
encouragement of their parents in the task of learning Irish (e.g. 35.3% 'disagree' and
15.3% are 'neutral' in relation to the statement 'My parents are usually very interested in
anything to do with my Irish schoolwork').

The correlation and regression data leave little doubt about the importance of parental
praise and encouragement. Attitude to learning Irish which parent encourages in the
child and Parent praises any aspect of child's Irish achievements are both linked to higher
Pupil achievement in Irish and to more positive Pupil Irish attitude/motivation -
correlations range from .16 to .29. Of particular significance is the fact that in the
regression analysis, Parent praises any aspect of child's Irish achievements continues to
make a significant contribution to Pupil Irish attitude/motivation (R2=4%) even after
Parent's ability in Irish and Use of Irish at home have been taken into account. This
confirms the crucial contribution of parental praise to pupil attitude/motivation and
achievement in Irish.
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While the other factor just mentioned, Attitude to learning Irish which parent
encourages in child, does not make a significant contribution to the explained variance in
the regression analysis, this does not mean that it is not important. The fact that, like
parental praise, it is significantly and positively correlated with both Parent's ability in
Irish and Use of Irish at home suggests that praise and encouragement are two of the
mechanisms by which positive background factors ultimately come to exert an influence on
pupil attitude and achievement.

5.4.4 Parents and Irish homework
Three quarters of the parents in the present study report that their child spends more than
40 minutes per night on homework generally. This broadly corresponds to the NPC
(1991) recommendation that for fifth- and sixth-grade pupils between 40 and 60 minutes is
an appropriate amount of time to be allotted to homework. It is consistent also with the
evidence of the second International Assessment of Educational Progress (Martin et al.,
1992) which we mentioned earlier in the chapter. That study found that 9 year olds spend
less than one hour on homework each evening.

Proactive parental involvement in homework might take a variety of forms, such as
signing or supervising homework or directly helping the child with their homework
assignments. The majority of parents in the present study either supervise or sign their
children's homework: 71.3% sign homework 'always/often', while only a slightly smaller
proportion (66.6%) say they 'always'r often' supervise or help with their child's
homework. Findings in relation to parents' involvement in specifically Irish homework are
less encouraging. More parents 'usually help' their child with Mathematics (70.2%) or
English (47.5%) than with Irish generally (34.8%). Responses to a separate question show
that those who help with Irish do so usually in the areas of Irish spelling (37.4%) and Irish
reading (27.8%). The small discrepancy between the proportions of parents who report
helping with 'Irish generally' (34.8%) and helping with Irish spelling (37.4%) may be
explained by the slightly different wording of the two questions.

In this context also, parents' perceptions that their child has difficulty with a school
subject may be compared with their willingness to help with that subject. Similar
proportions of parents report that their child has difficulty with Mathematics and spoken
Irish (27.8% and 26.8% respectively). Yet 70.2% of parents report helping with
Mathematics, while only 9.1% help with oral/spoken Irish. A similar divergence arises in
the case of reading. While more parents report difficulty with Irish reading (15.7%) than
with English reading (6.1%), more parents help with English generally (47.5%) than help
with either Irish generally (34.8%) or Irish reading specifically (27.8%). It is worth
recalling also that parents are more likely to praise their child's achievements in English
reading and Mathematics than in Irish reading.

In considering the implications of these findings, it must be acknowledged that the role
of parents in relation to homework is extremely complex and that our information is
incomplete in many respects. The points which follow, then, probably have more merit as
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observations on the direction of future research rather than as a definitive interpretation of
the findings. One obvious problem is that our questions to parents here do not allow us to
say to what extent reports of help with homework reflect (a) parents' willingness to help
with different aspects of Irish or (b) how often teachers assign homework in each of these
aspects. Nor can we discount the possibility that there may be some implicit
accommodation between teachers, parents and pupils regarding homework. For example,
it seems reasonable to suppose that, over time, teachers will tend to assign homework in
those aspects of a subject which parents and pupils find acceptable and manageable and
which, from the teacher's point of view, produce a successful outcome.

The low percentage .of parents who report any involvement with homework in 'spoken
Irish' is, nevertheless, a matter of concern. It suggests that even though the main emphasis
in teaching Irish is on the spoken language, there is little or no point of contact between the
vast majority of parents and children involving this aspect of school work. If, as we
pointed out earlier, three quarters of the parents seldom or never speak Irish at home, and if
fewer than one in ten help with 'spoken Irish' aspects of homework, there can be little
opportunity for many parents to observe or praise the achievements of their children as
they learn to speak the language. Both the work and achievements of pupils in this area
are effectively sealed off in the school.

This is not to ignore how difficult it must be, within the present audiovisual/structural
approach to teaching Irish, to identify viable homework assignments which involve
speaking. The existing teaching approach does not have a strong communicative emphasis
(See Chapter 7-9), and it is communicative type games and tasks which provide the most
promising focus for home-based assignments involving parents and children in spoken
interaction. Of course, the substantial proportions of parents who cite low levels of
competence in Irish as an obstacle to helping with Irish homework (43.9%) is also a central
issue here. In fact, the inclination of parents to help with Irish spelling and, to a lesser
extent, Irish reading - activities which demand little more than a passive competence in the
language - suggests that parental ability in Irish may often determine not only the choice
about the aspect of Irish with which they should help, but perhaps even which aspects of
Irish are assigned as homework. The problem is that while parent-child activity of any
kind which involves Irish is likely to have a positive influence on the child's attitudes and
proficiency, examining Irish spellings can easily amount to a mechanical and
decontextualised linguistic exercise, providing relatively little stimulus for real interaction
in Irish. Spelling exercises are also unlikely to give parents any idea of the way the child
learns Irish in school or the child's speaking proficiency in the language. As we mentioned
in the introduction, both parents and teachers believe (NPC, 1991; INTO, 1997) that an
important function of homework is to provide parents with the opportunity to see the work
the child is doing in school and to form their own judgements on how the child is
progressing. We will return to some of these issues in the concluding section.

The common sense expectation that parents who help with Irish homework should have
children with higher levels of pupil achievement in Irish and, perhaps, better attitudes is
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confounded by the correlation data. At first sight, it is curious that Parent usually helps
with Irish is not associated with either higher Pupil achievement in Irish or better Pupil
Irish attitude/motivation. The unexpectedness of this result is increased by the fact that
other data show that helping with Irish is associated with many of the other parental
factors which are linked with better pupil achievement and attitude - higher social class,
higher parental ability in Irish, a tendency to encourage more positive attitudes to learning
Irish in children, and a greater knowledge about how Irish is taught.

In fact, however, when we examine a number of other correlations, it becomes clear that
the absence of an overall relationship between parental help and pupil attitude and
achievement actually masks a more complicated reality. The correlation data in question
leave little doubt that the kind of help which is offered by parents varies with the pupil's
proficiency level. Those pupils whose parents help them with Irish reading actually tend to
have significantly lower achievement in Irish (r=-.17) and lower general academic ability
(r=-.18). Pupils whose parents help them with Irish grammar, in contrast, have marginally
higher achievement in Irish and significantly better general academic ability and attitudes
to Irish. Our interpretation of this is not that parental help has negative effects, but that it
is pupils with lower general academic ability and lower levels of proficiency in Irish who
receive help with Irish reading.

It may also be noted that children with lower levels of general academic ability in this
study are more likely than other children to receive parental help with homework involving
English, the pupils' native language (r=-.15). It is not surprising, of course, that pupils in
sixth-grade who still need parental help with English - perhaps with English reading -
would be of lower general academic ability. All this illustrates the complexity of the
relationships between parental help with homework and pupil achievement. It is also
consistent, of course, with the Martin et al. (1992) study mentioned earlier which showed
that students who received help with homework did not achieve at higher levels in
Mathematics than students who received no help.

5.4.5 Parents' contact with school and knowledge about Irish teaching.
The vast majority of parents have at least occasional contact with the school but not much
more than a quarter (27.3%) have 'aloe of contact. Most parents (85.4%) are 'happy'
with the existing level of contact. Having more contact with the school is significantly
though not strongly associated with a greater knowledge of how Irish is taught. Parents
generally do not rate their knowledge of how Irish is taught very highly. A quarter of
parents 'know nothing' about how Irish is taught while more than a half (56.6%) 'know
only a little'. Only 17.7% 'know a lot'.

While amount of contact does not in itself appear to be critical as far as pupil
performance and attitudes are concerned, knowledge of how Irish is taught does. Thus,
Parent's contact with the school is not significantly correlated with either Pupil
achievement in Irish or Pupil Irish attitude/motivation. The greater the parent's
knowledge of how Irish is taught, however, the higher pupil achievement in Irish (r=.22)
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and the more positive pupil attitude to Irish is (r=.17). The class-level analysis also
showed that parents who 'know nothing' about how Irish is taught are more commonly
associated with children in low-Irish-achievement classes: in three of the four low-Irish-
achievement classes for which we have parental data, the proportion who 'know nothing'
ranges from 36% to 46%, while in the middle-Irish-achievement classes the percentages are
all under 20. Parent's knowledge of how Irish is taught in school, however, did not
emerge as a significant predictor in the regression analyses due to the earlier entry of
Parent's ability in Irish and Use of Irish at home into the equation. Both of the latter are
significantly correlated with Parent's knowledge of how Irish is taught (r=.37; r=.16).

Knowing more about how Irish is taught is at the nexus of a set of parental attributes
which are all associated with better achievement and attitudes. Correlation data show that
a greater knowledge of how Irish is taught is significantly associated with higher parental
ability in Irish, better personal attitudes to Irish, more frequent use of Irish at home, the
encouragement of more positive attitudes to learning Irish in children, praise for the child's
achievements in Irish and a greater likelihood of helping with Irish homework generally.
Thus, being well informed about the teaching of Irish appears to be one of the important
ways in which more involved parents influence their children's learning of Irish. Given
that at present only a minority of parents feel well informed, initiatives which would
improve their knowledge might be expected to bear dividends in terms of pupil achievement
and attitude.

One other specific aspect of parents' knowledge about school learning and teaching is
their perception of their children's difficulties with the language. In general, parents in
this study are much less likely than teachers to perceive their children as having difficulty
with school subjects. Over six subjects, the median percentage (Table 5.13) of pupils
whose parents perceive them as having difficulty (16.2%) is less than half the proportion
of pupils whose teachers perceive them as having difficulty (40.2%). The two subject
areas most frequently cited by parents as causing difficulty are Mathematics (27.8%) and
spoken Irish (26.8%). Teachers agree about the relative difficulty posed by these two
areas (39.9% and 47.5%) but in addition frequently mention the difficulty posed by Irish
writing (48%).

The vast majority of parents think that not only is the school their child is attending
'doing everything possible' to improve their child's progress in Irish generally (83.3%) but
also that they personally could not give 'any practical support as far as the teaching of
Irish is concerned' apart from what they are already doing (93.4%). On the face of it,
these figures might seem to leave relatively little scope for change. In relation to the
former, however, it may be noted that some of the comments volunteered by parents, which
we discuss in more detail below, seem to suggest that while there are concerns about
materials and methods, the remedy is seen as being beyond the local school itself.
Regarding the widespread belief of parents that they could not offer the school 'any
practical support' in relation to Irish, it has to be presumed that the importance of praise,
encouragement and help with homework - whatever about more demanding contributions
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such as using Irish at home - are not sufficiently well understood by parents at present.
Clearly, there is considerable scope for positive intervention here.

5.4.6 Comments volunteered by parents
Given that comments were volunteered by only 45% of parents, it would be unwise to
attach great importance to the precise percentages associated with particular categories of
comment. The comments are of interest, however, in so far as they highlight the main
issues about which parents feel strongly, and because these opinions are expressed in the
parents' own words (Appendix 5.4).

The negative category containing the most comments (19%) focuses on the desire for
more time to be spent on other subjects and less time on Irish (e.g. 'I think in this age of
computerised systems etc. it would be better to allocate the time given to Irish to subjects
more related to computers'). Other broadly unfavourable categories of comment express
disagreement with Irish being compulsory at primary level (10%) or indicate that Irish is
not useful or important for the child's future (11%). Examples of the latter categories are
'Irish should not be compulsory: students should choose to learn Irish and be encouraged to
learn about their heritage.' and 'I do not see Irish as being of any practical value in today's
modem commercial world'.

Nevertheless, a substantial proportion of comments are also broadly favourable or
supportive: 12% express support for Irish or the teaching of Irish (e.g. 'I love the Irish
language and I will encourage my child to learn it through his school years') while 2%
actually want more time devoted to Irish generally. It is notable also that elsewhere in the
Parents Questionnaire, responding to a multiple-choice item, almost a quarter of parents
(24.2%) say they would support the idea of the school their own child attended teaching 'a
subject' through Irish. This figure is generally consistent with national surveys (O Riagain
and 0 Gliasdin, 1984, 1994), where 25% and 22% respectively of the general public
would 'consider some form of Irish medium-education (some subjects/all-Irish) as being
suitable for most primary school children'. 0 Riagdin (1986: 7) also reports that 24% of
the public 'said they would send (or would have sent) their children to an all-Irish primary
school if it was locally available'. What is interesting about the proportion responding
favourably in the present study is that the question was posed specifically in terms of the
school their own child was presently attending.

Assessing children's progress in Irish, 10% of comments express satisfaction while 8%
express dissatisfaction. Examples of these contrasting views (see Appendix 5.4) are 'I am
happy with the teaching of Irish and the results achieved at the school' versus 'Though my
child has an excellent teacher and plenty of help at home, he is coming out of National
School without being able to put an original sentence in Irish together. There must be
something wrong somewhere'.

Comments in a number of other categories suggest that a substantial proportion of
parents lay the blame for what they see as unsatisfactory progress in Irish on methods of
teaching and the materials used - in this respect they largely echo the views of the pupils
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themselves (Chapter 4). The 'methods/materials' theme is represented by three comment
categories: a desire for more emphasis on oral or conversational Irish and less on grammar
(13%), that the Irish lesson and textbooks should be more interesting, more fun, more
attractive and more relevant to the pupil's life (8%), and that Irish would be taught like a
modern continental language, using more modern methods (7%). Examples of comments
in each of these three categories are:

'More emphasis on oral work and less on grammar especially for primary school
children.'
'I would like to see Irish taught as a spoken language like French or German, rather
than learning poetry, stories etc. which is really of little importance when school is
finished'; and
`...I would question the relevance of certain textbooks which would tend to be middle
class and rural in emphasis. The methodology is unnatural, not enough emphasis on
conversation'.

If we count each multiply-coded comment just once, these three categories together
account for 24% of all parents. Clearly, then, the theme of unsuitable methods and
materials is a dominant one. Yet, if we compare these results with replies to a number of
multiple-choice questions, some contradictions emerge. For example, only 8.1% of parents
overall feel that methods and materials are 'unsuitable' (Appendix 5.3, item 18) and only
14.1% of parents generally feel their child's school 'could do more' to improve their
child's Irish . Perhaps it is simply that many parents are concerned about materials and
methods but that they feel that fundamental choices about these matters are outside the
control of individual teachers and the local school. This issue is also complicated by the
low percentages of parents who feel well informed about how Irish is taught.

5.4.7 Implications and recommendations
The present situation as documented in this study is that while parents generally have
positive attitudes to Irish and to the notion of their children learning it, actual commitment
to and involvement in the process of children learning Irish is much less common. It also
compares poorly to parental involvement in the case of other school subjects. Where active
participation is present - in the form of encouragement, praise or use of Irish at home - it
is associated with more positive pupil attitudes and higher pupil achievement in Irish.
Even parental investment which takes the form of being well-informed about how Irish is
taught - again something that is often lacking - is linked with positive outcomes for pupils.

Not surprisingly, those parents with higher levels of ability, or who use Irish at home
more often, tend to be more supportive and to have children with higher levels of
achievement in Irish and better attitudes to the language. Many of the forms of parental
support which are lacking, however, do not depend in any direct way on the parents' ability
in Irish, as such, and other factors, some of them identified here, must be responsible -

doubts about the utility and importance of Irish, lack of awareness of the effect of not
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supporting the educational enterprise of learning Irish, or lack of knowledge of how best to
help their children with Irish. Ideally, to remedy the situation, we need to respond to all
these different components of the situation.

Before we outline some suggestions for change, it may be useful to reflect briefly on a
number of features of the broad socio-educational context which has helped to create and
maintain the relative lack of parental engagement with Irish in primary school. At the
beginning of the chapter, we traced the growth of parental involvement in recent years,
noting in particular the contribution of the Department of Education and Science, the
INTO and the NPC to the debate. While the general difficulties and obstacles which
inhibit parental involvement have been identified, involvement in the case of Irish raises
personal, social and national issues which appear to be unique to this school subject. It is
difficult, for example, to imagine that the attitudes of most parents to the teaching and
learning of Mathematics or English would be governed by the kinds of factors which
determine their attitudes to the teaching and learning of Irish - indeed our own results here
provide evidence of that.

Looking back over parent-school relations at primary level as they concern Irish, and at
the specific evidence produced here, it could be argued that the implicit contract in the past
was that the development of proficiency in Irish in children was the work of the school.
This arrangement was no doubt agreeable to parents who were either neutral or negative
about Irish. Separating the two spheres also had the advantage for schools of sealing-off a
potentially negative affective fa:dor which might otherwise have undermined pupil
motivation and made the teacher's task more difficult in certain cases. The increasing
involvement of parents in education, however, may be expected to destabilise some of these
traditional accommodations. Parents whose personal attitudes to Irish are negative, but
who nevertheless want to be more involved in the education of their children, gradually will
be drawn more directly into the learning process in the case of Irish. While the fmal
outcome from the point of view of the child's education can only be positive, the degree of
success in the case of Irish may well depend on how the process of change to greater
parental involvement in this subject is managed and researched.

Information, expectations, praise and parent's Irish
Given the results of the present study, a number of different levels at which parents might
be expected to be involved in Irish in future can be identified. At the most basic level,
parents need to be informed about the benefits of more direct involvement. As Macbeth
(1989: 103) points out, parents are more likely to give support and encouragement to the
school's curriculum if they understand its aims and objectives. He suggests that class or
group meetings between the teacher and parents 'are an appropriate mechanism for
explanation and encouragement'. The NPC-Primary (1991) advocates claSs meetings as 'a
forum for the teacher to discuss with parents the curriculum objectives, methods used for
assessment of children's progress, guidelines for homework, discipline and other relevant
matters'. Parents need specific information on how Irish is taught, the precise goals of
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teaching it and indeed the nature of first and second-language learning in children of
primary-school age. The introduction of the new curriculum in Irish will provide a useful
opportunity to present this information in a fresh way. An information booklet could be
prepared for parents and, indeed, certain in-class materials could be designed in such a way
as to facilitate later parental involvement at home.

Particular attention should also be paid to fostering realistic expectations about what
can be achieved in a primary-school programme in which the language is taught as just one
subject. Evidence from Ireland and many other countries suggests that performance
expectations for second- and foreign-language programmes at primary level tend to be
unrealistic (Swath, 1981; Stern, 1982; Harris, 1984, 1991). Parents seem to underestimate
just how hard it is for children to learn a second language in a school context. In so far as
they do not use a realistic yardstick in assessing the progress of their own children in
learning to speak Irish, for example, they may inadvertently belittle what has been achieved
by the children. The problem may even have an intergenerational element to the extent that
parents themselves may have acquired the same low self-esteem about their own language-
learning performance - also based on unrealistic expectations.

Some of the misunderstanding probably arises from the common belief that children
learn languages more quickly than adults. The fact is that while children often acquire
languages more quickly in a naturalistic setting, where they are entirely surrounded by the
language, this does not happen in a classroom setting. What must be borne in mind is that
the mdtivational and other factors which can affect learning are very different in
naturalistic settings compared to classrooms. For example, in a second-language
classroom, unlike in a naturalistic foreign-language situation, children share a mother
tongue with their peers. Thus a major motivation to learn the language - to communicate
with their friends is missing. In any event, the available research provides no clear
evidence that younger children are better learners in a classroom context (though
pronunciation may be an exception) (Stern, 1981: Singleton, 1995). This does not mean,
however, that an early start in second and foreign-language learning is not desirable it is
indeed desirable for a variety of other important reasons (see Harris, 1991).

Parents also need to be alerted to the specific educational consequences for their own
child of providing only lukewarm support, or actually withholding approval altogether, for
the process of learning Irish. Having in principle committed themselves to the notion of
their children learning Irish, to then remain neutral about the value and success of the
enterprise, and to communicate this stance to children, is to greatly increase its chance of
failure. From the point of view of building for the future, it must be counted a positive
result that only 9% of parents are against the child being taught Irish (including 2% who
are strongly against it), and that only 1% of parents actually discourage pupils from taking
it seriously. It suggests that a call for parents to recognise and praise more explicitly their
children's progress in learning to speak Irish, just as they mark progress in other subject
areas, would be generally well received. It scarcely needs to be said that any specific
initiative to persuade parents in this area must be conducted in a way which both respects
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the parents' own views regarding Irish, where these are negative, and which ultimately
fully acknowledges parents' rights to promote their children's welfare in whatever way
they see fit.

The quality of parental involvement in Irish is also likely to be enhanced by providing
opportunities for parents to develop their own competence in Irish. On the evidence of the
present study, a large proportion of parents (44%) believe their lack of ability in Irish
presents a problem. This is consistent with the view of the NPC-Primary (1991) that lack
of parental competence and confidence in relation to Irish and Mathematics is a source of
difficulty and tension for parents who want to help. It is significant also that of those
classes organized for parents in the 'Home-School-Community Liaison Scheme' (Ryan,
1995), the most popular were those which directly related to what the children were
learning, i.e. academic skills in Irish, English, Mathematics etc. As the results here
strongly suggest, improving parental ability in Irish may be an important first step in
improving a range of parental attitudes and practices which are positively linked to pupil
attitude and achievement in Irish.

Research on home-based activities
Setting up parent-teacher structures and providing information or language classes, even
where all this is done on the basis of collaboration and choice, may not be enough to effect
real change in the traditional pattern of parental involvement. We believe that it is

essential to initiate a series of research and development projects which, working jointly
with parents and teachers, would explore ways of bringing parents closer to what happens
in the Irish class. Involvement in the learning of spoken Irish, the core of the Irish lesson,
is particularly important and presents special difficulties for a number of reasons: the
present structural-linguistic approach to teaching Irish; the difficulty for pupils of
'bringing home' or illustrating their proficiency in spoken Irish for parents; and the
generally low levels of home use of Irish. Central to the solution of these problems, we
believe, is the development and redefinition of the traditional notion of homework. What is
needed in the case of spoken Irish are home-based activities which serve one or more of the
following functions: informing parents about how Irish is taught and how much the child
has learned; giving the child a chance to shine in front of the parents, to demonstrate his or
her competence in speaking Irish; providing occasions for parents to recognise and praise
achievements; and encouraging parents to become more directly involved in the child's
learning of Irish.

The proposed new communicative approach to teaching Irish could facilitate these
initiatives because communicative tasks, originally introduced in a classroom context, can
often provide a natural focus for home-based interaction involving parents and children.
Examples of tasks which could provide such a focus are:

1. Pupils are asked to repeat at home a simple 'survey' in Irish which had already been

carried out in school. The survey might involve the pupils finding out which
county/townland parents were born in; which of two television programmes the
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parents preferred; which foods the parents disliked. The task of pupils might be to fill
in a simple check list in Irish to record the information.

2. Activities which involved the pupil teaching his or her parents a simple game in Irish.
3. Tasks which depend for completion on parents and pupils jointly listening to Irish

material on an audio tape.

Care must be taken that unrealistic demands are not made on parents' knowledge of Irish.
The provision of pictorial assistance on any written Irish material would help to simplify
such tasks. Even in cases where the exchanges at home take place in English, however,
they are valuable in that they establish a parental link with communicative activities
conducted in the Irish lesson. More generally, it might be argued that one of the criteria
which should be applied to communicative speaking/listening materials which are
developed for the new Irish curriculum is that a proportion of them would be adaptable for
use in joint parent-child activities at home. Those activities which focus on the pupil's
own life, as the best communicative materials usually do, clearly have an advantage over
structural linguistic or language practice tasks.

Home-based activities which yield some 'product' or provide feedback to the
teacher/class are probably preferable to those which do not. Certain kinds of home-based
spoken-Irish activities which are primarily designed to inform parents about how Irish is
taught and how their child is progressing, however, need not involve feedback to the
school. For example, one teacher in the Communicative Materials Project, with the help
of the children in his class, made a video recording of various activities in the Irish lesson,
including examples of each individual child speaking Irish. Each child in turn was then
allowed to take the video home. Because the video, in Irish, featured both the parents' own
child and each of his/her classmates, it was viewed with great interest. There is every
reason to think that this kind of approach to keeping parents informed would be successful
irrespective of the approach to teaching - audio-visual, communicative or otherwise -
which was adopted in the school. In the context of a communicative approach to teaching
Irish, for example, pupils might make audio or video recordings in class of simple role-
plays or dramas which could be brought home to parents later. The knowledge that the
material would be seen at home later has the potential to heighten interest in the classroom
as long as care is taken to ensure that each child has an opportunity to perform
successfully.

In mentioning these examples, we are not arguing for their particular merits or
practicality, but simply illustrating how the notion of homework in the case of spoken Irish
might be developed in future. In fact, it is precisely because this area is so unexplored at
present that a series of research and development projects is needed. Needless to say,
parents and teachers would have to be involved in the development of any such initiatives.
Kellaghan, Sloane, Alvarez, and Bloom (1993) point out that small discussion groups of
parents, or groups of parents and teachers, can be very useful in adapting general
initiatives to local conditions. Provision for choice and different levels of involvement
would have to be made from the beginning. It would be critical, in particular, to be
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realistic about the amount of time parents could be expected to devote to home-based tasks
and materials. Our proposals essentially amount to a change of emphasis in the kinds of
home-based activities employed rather than an increase in the total amount of time devoted
to them. The ultimate goal should be to identify the kinds of home-based tasks and
materials that are congenial to the greatest range of parents and teachers and that are most
helpful to children.

The home-school link in the Communicative Materials Project
The importance of collaboration and choice in developing home-based activities related to
Irish is well illustrated by our experience of trying to promote some contact between the
Irish class and what iiarents do in the home in the context of the Communicative Materials
Project (Harris et al., 1996a,b). Because of the constraints of time and personnel, an
initiative on only the most modest scale could be contemplated and it was not possible to
solicit the views of parents in advance. The initiative consisted of the inclusion, from time
to time, in the teacher's communicative materials of information sheets for parents. It was
intended that these sheets would be photocopied by the teacher and given to pupils to take
home to their parents. The sheets contained phrases in Irish which the child had learnt and
used at school and which could be easily adapted for use in routine interaction at home. A
statement of the purpose of the information sheet was also included. It was explained that
the child's progress in Irish would benefit if parents could use some of the listed phrases at
home from time to time.

Only teachers could be consulted about the impact of this initiative - no assessment of
parents' or pupils' reaction was possible within the scope of the project. Teachers had
mixed feelings. While most believed that the basic idea was good, they felt that since only
one teacher in each school was participating in the project, the conditions for involving
parents were not right. They felt that a school-wide initiative that had been fully explained
to all parents would have had a better chance of success. There were also suggestions
about the content of the sheets the desirability of the message to parents coming from the
teacher in his or her own words (rather than in the form of a prepared note), and the
possibility of providing English translations or pictorial representations of the phrases
which parents were expected to use with the child. Others felt that the possibility should
be explored of including in the pupil textbooks, or on prepared audio or video tapes,
spoken-Irish games or tasks which would involve parents and children in interaction. In

any event, our experience with this simple initiative illustrates the critical importance of
careful planning and piloting, and of including parents and teachers at the design stage.

Apart from this general initiative, activities which implicitly or explicitly involved some
connection with parents or home were occasionally included in lessons developed in the
course of the Communicative Materials Project. These were usually listed as optional
activities under the Diishldin Bhreise heading. While we have no basis on which to
evaluate the specific merits or otherwise of these suggestions, a few examples will indicate
the kind of activities involved: (i) pupils are asked to invent, in consultation with their
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parents, a name in Irish for their own home; alternatively, they are asked to collect
information from parents or grandparents about placenames associated with the latters'
upbringing (ii) pupils are taught the Irish necessary to submit a request to a radio
programme for a relative who is in hospital and (iii) pupils are asked to bring in a
photograph of themselves when they were younger - pupils in the class must guess which
pupil is represented in each photograph.

The future
Last September, ITE began work on a new project which will investigate more
systematically how parents might support their children's efforts to acquire speaking
proficiency in Irish (Harris and 0 Cathallain, 1999, in progress). The project's long-term
aim is to develop, in partnership with teachers, parents and pupils, a programme which is
reasonably explicit but is also flexible enough to be applied in a range of settings. Initially,
the emphasis will be on producing a booklet for parents and on developing communicative
lesson units which anticipate and attempt to facilitate the involvement of parents at home.
Nine schools in the east and southwest of the country, representing a range of social and
educational circumstances, are involved. This number may be increased next year if
results are positive. While the project is still at a very early stage, it appears so far to
support the general validity of the analysis of parental involvement which we have outlined
here.

Up to this point, we have been talking about parental involvement in Irish at primary
level largely in educational terms. But any improvement in parental support and
involvement which enhances pupil proficiency is ultimately a contribution to the larger
language-promotion effort. Arguably, any such intervention also has an immediate
language-revival potential in terms of the parents themselves. This is simply because, as
our results here show, different aspects of parents' views and practices are all intimately
connected. If in response to the kind of educational initiatives we have just been
discussing, conventional parental involvement in Irish - in terms of. variables such as
praise, encouragement and help with homework were to improve to the levels associated
with Mathematics or English, is it not likely that the conditions for parental ability in Irish
and attitude to Irish to improve would also have been created?

From a broader sociolinguistic perspective, there is a need to investigate the kinds of
policy initiatives in the educational domain which will maximise backwash effects on
parental ability and use of Irish at home and in the community. The Irish ability and use
profile of the -present sample of parents compared to the national population, already
suggests the existence of such backwash effects at a low level in the case of even ordinary
schools. While the effects may be small, the fact that they apply to large numbers of
children makes them an important component of the language promotion effort.
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6 Development of the Irish Lesson
Analysis System (ILAS)

6.1 Introduction

Existing research on Irish in the primary school has tended to focus either on standards of
attainment nationally or on the extent to which curriculum objectives are mastered. Apart
from questionnaire-based data on teacher perceptions and practices (Harris, 1984; INTO,
1985a; Harris and Murtagh, 1988b), relatively little process-type information on the
teaching and learning of Irish is available. In particular, no studies involving direct
classroom observation of the Irish lesson have been carried out. In an effort to fill this gap
in research, we set out in the present study to develop classroom observation instruments
which would describe and analyse Irish language lessons and classroom interaction in
primary school.

We have a number of aims. One of these is to establish the viability of two different
types of classroom observation instruments. The first of these (The Irish Lesson Analysis
System) describes the structure and composition of the lesson in terms of dimensions such
as topics, language activities, materials and classroom organisation. The second (The
Pupil Communicative Behaviour Record) describes pupil participation and language use
based on observation of individual pupils.

Our second aim is to use the data derived from these instruments to describe the
teaching of Irish generally in terms of characteristics and practices which, either currently
or traditionally, are considered important in developing proficiency in the language. For
example, we would like to be able to assess the relative emphasis on various types of
language activities. How popular are drills? How much real or simulated communication
in Irish is to be found in the typical Irish lesson? How much 'whole class' teaching
occurs? How much reading aloud is employed? What materials are used? To what extent
do pupils participate in the lesson and what form does this participation take?

A third aim is to establish how much variation there is, from class to class, in the
composition of the Irish lesson and in pupil participation and language use. Do classes
with a higher level of achievement in spoken Irish spend more time on particular kinds of
activities or topics compared to classes with lower levels of achievement? How do
teaching practices in sixth-grade Irish classes compare to those in first-year French
foreign-language classes? How does class attention and interest vary with different kinds
of activities or with different forms of classroom organisation? Do pupils of different
levels of ability in Irish participate equally in class?

Chapters 6 to 9 describe the investigation of these and other issues. Three of the
chapters are devoted to the Irish Lesson Analysis System (ILAS) in order to do justice to
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the variety of different perspectives on the Irish lesson which this instrument provides.
One chapter is given over to the description of the Pupil Communicative Behaviour
Record (PCBR) and the data it generates.

Chapter 6, the present chapter, gives an account of the development and use of ILAS,
the instrument which focuses on the structure and composition of the Irish lesson.

Chapter 7 uses the direct classroom observation data derived from the ILAS to describe
the Irish lesson in terms of Topic, Language activity and Materials.

Chapter 8 uses data from three other dimensions of ILAS to describe the Irish lesson in
terms of Pupil behaviour, Teacher mode of involvement and Classroom organisation.

Chapter 9 describes and analyses individual pupil participation and language use
during the Irish lesson using data derived from the PCBR.

We begin with a review of current research on the classroom processes which are
presumed to be responsible for successful second-language learning. This serves to
introduce the main issues which arise not only in choosing and adapting classroom
observation instruments but also in interpreting the results presented in Chapters 7 and 8.
We then outline the development and application of the ILAS and summarise the main
dimensions and categories of the system. The chapter concludes with an assessment of
teachers' reactions to the observation work itself and a brief discussion and commentary
on selected transcripts of the observed lessons.

6.2 Classroom processes related to successful language learning

This review is not intended to be comprehensive but is limited to research which is most
relevant to the present study and to the teaching of Irish. A number of issues are covered:
the evolution of communicative language teaching, the experiential-analytic continuum, and
the reinstatement and reconceptualisation of the analytic focus in teaching. In large part,
what we will be discussing is the gradual switch which has been taking place over the last
25 years from structurally based syllabuses and teaching methods to a communicative
approach. The issues to be examined are particularly relevant to the teaching of Irish at
primary level at present because of the imminent switch from the audio-visual approach,
which directly or indirectly has dominated Irish language teaching for the last twenty five
years, to a communicative approach. As we enter this period of change, decisions will have
to be made about what aspects of the existing approach must change and what aspects are
worth retaining. Research on classroom-based second-language learning is likely to have a
significant contribution to make to these decisions.

6.2.1 The evolution of communicative language teaching
Over the last three decades, the focus of research on second-language teaching has shifted
from a concern with methods and outcomes to an attempt to understand how particular
classroom processes are linked to second-language acquisition. This new research focus
developed in parallel with changes in second-language pedagogy. As Mitchell (1994)
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points out these changes in teaching practices were prompted to a large extent by the
demands of a post-war population who had a particular interest in foreign-language
instruction. During the 1970's, however, existing methods, the most common being the
traditional grammar-translation method and the audiolingual method, were beginning to be
seen as inadequate for a number of reasons: a) lack of precise definitions of objectives, b)
their narrow 'structural' approach to teaching the target language and c) their apparent lack
of success in promoting worthwhile levels of fluency or communicative ability in the target
language. In the grammar-translation method, the emphasis is on promoting explicit
knowledge of rules, and practice in the four main skills of listening, speaking, reading and
writing. The audiolingual method, on the other hand, which became popular in the 1960's
is based on a behaviouristic view of language learning, in which it is proposed that
language will be acquired inductively through listening, imitation and practice.

A crucial early impetus for the changes which have now taken place in second-language
and foreign-language teaching was-provided by the success of immersion programmes. The
evidence from these programmes suggested that languages are best learned when the main
focus of instruction is on 'meaning' or 'message' rather than on language practice alone. It

Was found that children in these programmes were achieving high.levels of second-language
proficiency, with no adverse effects on their native language development or overall
academic achievement (Lambert and Tucker, 1972; Swain and Lapkin, 1982; Genesee,
1983). Krashen (1981, 1982, 1985) believed that the critical ingredient necessary for
effective language teaching in regular 'subject-only' programmes was the provision of
'comprehensible' or meaningful input, just as happens in subject-matter teaching in
immersion programmes. Learners will begin to produce language when they are ready as in
first-language acquisition. Grammar should 'take care of itself,' obviating any need for an
explicit focus on rules.

In line with the new emphasis on communication, more experiential modes of learning
were introduced into ordinary, non-immersion classrooms. A study by Savignon (1972)
indicated that introducing a 'communicative' component into an audiolingual method
resulted in additional advantages for learners in terms of their ability to communicate
fluently in the target language. Group work which was a feature of the new approach was
thought to provide the learner with more opportunities for using the target language. Long,
Adams, Mclean, and Castanos (1976) reported that the quality and quantity of learners'
speech was greater in group work than in teacher-centred (lockstep') activities. Learners
were more likely to take the initiative and to negotiate meaning using a variety of language
functions (requesting, clarifying , hypothesizing etc.) in the context of group work.

These ideas and results eventually culminated in the formulation of a new goal for
language teaching: developing 'communicative competence'. To be competent in the
language, it was argued, a learner must not only have an in-depth knowledge of its grammar
and vocabulary but must also be able to use this knowledge appropriately in a range of
social situations (I-Iymes, 1972). Canale (1983) defined 'communicative competence' as
comprising four different components: grammatical, discourse, sociolinguistic and strategic
competence. In the last two decades, the adoption of this new definition of language
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proficiency has given rise to substantial changes seen in syllabus design, teaching
methodologies and materials. Much of the early development work on this new approach in
second-language teaching involved groups of language teachers who cooperated in defining
new 'functional based' syllabuses and attainable objectives in teaching modern languages.
Many of these new syllabuses defined their objectives in terms of various language
'notions' or 'functions' (Wilkins, 1976). For example, the Threshold Level syllabuses (Van
Ek, 1975) specify language-learning objectives in terms of units such as 'situations',
'activities', 'language functions', general 'notions' and 'language forms'.

Some of the more narrowly-defined 'notional-functional' syllabuses have been criticised
for their lack of concern with the psychological reality of the notions and functions cited
(Paulston, 1981; Long and Crookes, 1993). The recent move towards using task-based
syllabuses is motivated by such concerns. Proponents of task-based language teaching
(TBLT) believe that 'notional-functional' syllabuses, in common with 'structural'
syllabuses, are more concerned with the units of language to be taught than with the actual
learner and the learning process itself (Breen, 1987; Long and Crookes, 1992, 1993).
Instead, it is argued, that the focus should be on forms which are highly motivating for the
learner, and which focus on something to be 'done' rather than to be 'said' and which are
derived from a 'needs analysis' of the learner group. Task-based language teaching,
however, has not been adopted or evaluated to any significant extent. Some of the
criticisms of TBLT are directed at the difficulty of differentiating between tasks and sub-
tasks within them and of grading tasks for difficulty. The value of TBLT may be best seen
in courses designed for adult learners who are learning the language for a specific purpose
e.g. the BBC programme 'Get by in Italian' (BBC, 1981).

Functional approaches to language learning collectively known as Communicative
Language Teaching (CLT) have had a significant impact on practice in the language
classroom itself in terms of lesson content, methodology and materials. Learners are now
encouraged to adopt different roles, and to engage in meaningful and socially appropriate
discourse. By broadening the range of topics, activities and materials available in the
classroom CLT tries to approximate as far as possible the language experiences found in
natural language-learning situations. The use of the target language in the classroom is
encouraged, especially for routine classroom procedures. Learners are encouraged to
acquire language through using it rather than analysing it, to exploit their existing linguistic
systems to the full and to learn coping strategies useful in real life situations. Error
correction is generally not encouraged and in many instances is even ignored.

Other features of CLT, which are associated more with general learning theory than
with the theory of 'communicative competence' focus on the role of the learner and the
teacher in negotiating classroom activities and content (Mitchell, 1996). The role of the
teacher is seen as that of facilitator, building up pupils' self-confidence with the aim of
getting them to take charge of their own learning i.e. become 'autonomous' learners. Thus,
activities which lead the pupil to reflect upon and evaluate their learning strategies are
encouraged, as well as more challenging activities such as extensive reading practice and
activities using authentic materials.
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It will be clear from all this that CLT is not a unitary theory or method but rather a
'fluid and changing body of ideas' (Mitchell, 1994: 41), which exists in 'weak' and 'strong'
versions' (Mitchell, 1988). In practice, teachers vary in the extent to which they adopt
some of these communicative activities in the language. In the Bangalore Communicative
Teaching. Project (Prabhu, 1987; Beretta, 1992), for example, the performance of pupils
involved in the experimental teaching group who were taught using a communicative task-
based syllabus was compared with that of pupils who were instructed using the regular
structure-based approach. Beretta (1992) reported that although pupils in the CLT
programme did better, the fact that some teachers in the 'experimental' group appeared to
have reverted to 'form focused' teaching made it difficult to interpret the results in any
meaningful way.

6.2.2 The experiential-analytic continuum in language teaching
It is often difficult to find classrooms which can be called 'communicative' in every sense
of the word. This and the frequent blurring of distinctions between traditional and
communicative methodologies has posed problems for those concerned with straight method
comparisons. A distinction which has proved useful, however, in comparing classrooms is
the 'experiential' and 'analytic' continuum outlined by Stern (1990, 1992).

In the case of an 'experiential' strategy, the learner is encouraged to use the language for
a purpose - to focus on the message rather than the code. The assumption is that errors will
disappear gradually with exposure to rich and varied language input. The language is
taught in context and approximates, as far as possible, characteristics of real language use.
While this strategy is an essential feature of a communicative syllabus, Stern (1992) points
out that it is not limited to this syllabus alone.

In contrast, in the 'analytic' strategy the focus is on analysing the code or the language
system. The learner stands back as it were from the language, becoming familiar with
specific features of it, trying them out 'safely outside the pressure of a real communicative
situation'. By necessity an 'analytic' strategy decontextualizes specific linguistic features.

This analytic-experiential distinction has been used by Allen, Carroll, Burtis and
Gaudino (1987) in examining communicative practices in core French-language

classrooms. Observing eight classes over four different lessons they tried to establish if
there were certain analytic and experiential features which were more important than others
in the development of second-language proficiency. The features used were taken from the
COLT (Communicative Orientation to Language Teaching), an observation scheme which
had been derived from the communicative competence framework and from current theories
and research in second-language teaching (Allen, Fröhlich and Spada, 1984).

The COLT is divided into two parts. Part I describes classroom events according to five
parameters: the activity engaged in (e.g. drill/discussion etc.), participant organisation
(whole class, group work etc.), content (topics such as management issues, form/function
of language, etc.), student modality (listening, speaking, reading, writing) and materials
(type, length of text). Part II describes the communicative features of both students' and
teachers' verbal exchanges during the class. The seven features include use of target
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language, information gap (extent to which information is not known in advance),
sustained speech (extent to which speakers engage in extended speech), reaction to code or
message (drawing attention to incorrectness of form or message), incorporation of
preceding utterances (comment, paraphrase, repetition etc.), discourse initiation
(frequency of student initiated turns), and relative restriction of linguistic form (degree of
restriction placed on student talk).

Allen, Carroll, Burtis and Gaudino (1987) distinguished between classes which scored
high on communicative features (the 'experiential' group) and the rest (the 'analytic'
group). Two classes fell into the former and six into the latter group. Allen, Swain,
Harley, and Cummins (1990: 61) noted that none of these 8 classes were 'prototypically
experiential or analytic' but rather 'all were intermediate along the bipolar scale'. In
relation to pupils' performance on a number of grammatical, discourse and sociolinguistic
features in the target language, no significant differences were found in favour of one type
of classroom over another: of the two 'experiential' classes, one made the greatest gain of
all eight classes in overall proficiency over the year, while the other 'experiential class'
made the least gain overall.

A correlation analysis, however, revealed both positive and negative associations
between achievement, on the one hand, and some 'experiential' and 'analytic' features, on
the other. Gains in class achievement (on some proficiency measures) from pre-test to
post-test measures were associated with relatively more time devoted to the 'experiential'
features information gap, reaction to message, topic incorporation and sustained speech
by the teacher. Gains were also associated with more emphasis on two 'analytic' features -
activities which were teacher directed (teacher addressed the whole class while students
worked individually) and activities in which the focus was on form.

Other analytic and experiential features were associated with a falling-off in class
achievement. Specifically, lower class achievement was associated with more emphasis on
analytic features such as choral work, predictable information and display requests in
teachers speech. Somewhat surprisingly, negative associations were related to more time
spent on student speech, even student speech which was sustained. Taken together, the
results led Allen et al. (1990: 62) to conclude that 'the analytic focus and the experiential
focus may be complementary, and that they may provide essential support for one another
in the classroom'.

6.2.3 Reinstating and reconceptualising the analytic focus
The argument for and against an 'analytic' focus in CLT is ongoing. While some teachers
may have abandoned explicit grammar teaching, others choose -to retain some traditional
grammar teaching alongside the new communicative practices. Studies in communicative
ESL classrooms reveal that even though learners develop high levels of fluency and
communicative ability in English they still have problems with linguistic accuracy and
complexity (Spada and Lightbown, 1989; Lightbown and Spada, 1990, 1993). Two
descriptive studies (Spada, 1987; Spada and Lightbown, 1993) have indicated that learners
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who engaged in activities which focused on form within communicative ESL classrooms
had an advantage in terms of oral proficiency in the target language.

The need for an analytic focus to complement the experiential (communicative) focus is
also suggested by data from immersion programmes. Despite these pupils' ability to
comprehend effectively, their productive language skills and knowledge of certain
grammatical rules have been found to be less well developed than that of native speakers
(Harley and Swain, 1977; Genesde, 1983; Harley, 1984; Swain, 1985; Allen et al., 1990).
In particular, the verb system of immersion pupils seems to be simplified compared to
native speakers. Swain (1985) claims that what is missing in immersion programmes is
'comprehensible output'. According to this view learners in immersion classes are not
given enough opportunities to produce the target language or to negotiate meaning in the
classroom context. This is supported by the finding that only about 14% of immersion
student talk in teacher fronted activities were 'sustained' or more than one clause in length
(Swain, 1996). More specifically, what the 'comprehensible output' hypothesis suggests is
that immersion pupils are not being 'pushed' to understand the grammar of the target
language. Swain believes that by getting learners themselves to focus on their output, or on
the quality of their productions, they can be pushed to move from a purely semantic
analysis of the language to a syntactic analysis. For example, when learners experience
communicative failure they can be pushed into making their output more precise, coherent
and appropriate. This 'pushed output' helps learners to reconstruct their interlanguages
and thus move the acquisition process forward.

Within the last decade a number of intervention studies have investigated the effect of
introducing a 'form-focused' dimension into communicative language teaching. Such
programmes make an important contribution to second-language research in that they
indicate new possibilities for improving the quality of learners' productions (in particular
their grammatical competence) within 'communicative' programmes.

An experimental study by White (1991) investigated the effect of explicitly focusing on
the correct use of adverbs within an intensive ESL programme. The results indicated
greater gains (on a written task) for the instructed group compared to a control or
uninstructed group. Van Patten and Cadierno (1993) compared two types of form-focused
instruction in a communicative second-language programme for university students. One
group of students received 'traditional' form-focused instruction (provision of rule and
practice in producing sample sentences) while the other group received 'processing'
instruction where the emphasis was on getting students to interpret target sentences
correctly (i.e. establishing 'form-meaning' relationships). Advantages in comprehension
and production were reported for subjects who received 'processing' instruction.

Three other studies have examined the effect of 'form-focused' instruction in content-
based teaching in immersion programs (Harley, 1989; Day and Shapson, 1991; Lyster,
1994). Both Harley (1989) and Day and Shapson (1991) set about determining the effect
of developing curriculum materials for the teaching of, or increasing awareness of, some of
the more complex 'analytic features' in French immersion classes. In both studies the
strategy consisted of drawing children's attention to these grammatical features and using
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them in communicative activities e.g. games etc. No explicit grammatical rules were
provided. In Harley's experiment children's attention was drawn to the functional
distinctions between the imparfait and the passé compose. Day and Shapson focused on
the use of the conditional Mood in hypothetical situations such as an imaginary space
colony. In the latter study, students worked in pairs and participated in self-evaluation
designed to raise awareness of their own language use. Both the Harley (1989) and the
Day and Shapson (1991) study showed gains for the experimental classes.

More recently Lyster (1994) investigated the possibility of improving immersion pupils'
sociolinguistic competence by using materials and teaching strategies which highlighted
distinctions in socio-stylistic variations (in the use of formal/informal registers). Lyster
believes that by focusing on form-meaning relationships, 'ostensibly fossilized forms in the
immersion interlanguage may develop into more appropriate forms through a restructuring
of internal representations of knowledge'. His results showed that over a period of about
two months, experimental classes performed better than comparison classes on
sociolinguistic measures of written and oral production.

The combined wisdom of researchers and practitioners points to the benefits of
explicitly linking form and meaning in communicative teaching. To this end new ways of
teaching grammar within a communicative programme are being explored. These include
strategies such as 'consciousness raising' techniques, 'interpretation tasks' and the use of
'advance organisers'. In 'consciousness-raising' techniques (Rutherford, 1987; Sharwood
Smith, 1993) the learner's attention is drawn to target structures in the input. Terrell
(1991), ohe of the main proponents of a natural approach in L2 acquisition (see also
Krashen and Terrell, 1983), acknowledges the benefits of an explicit focus on grammar
within a communicative framework. She advocates the use of 'advance organisers' to
draw learners' attention to a particular structure. A series of communicative activities are
then engaged in which provide instances of the same structure. Finally, Ellis (1995)
proposes the use of 'interpretation tasks' where learners attend to specific grammatical
input and are encouraged to notice the gap between how a particular form works and how
they are using it in their productions. A common feature of all these comprehension-based
approaches is that they focus on the development of 'implicit' knowledge rather than
'explicit' knowledge of target language structures - there is no expectation that learners
produce these target structures individually.

Despite the renewed interest in 'form-focused' instruction it would be untrue to say that
the wheel has turned full circle. Rather the evidence reviewed here suggests that both
'analytic' and 'experiential' features play a significant part in second-language instruction.
The challenge which faces second-language teaching lies in getting the 'form-meaning'
balance right (Brumfit, 1985). This involves identifying suitable classroom activities and
discourse which not only maximise the opportunities for communication but also
opportunities for establishing 'form-meaning' relationships. The limited research results
comparing 'analytierexperiential' strategies led Stern (1992: 326) to suggest that 'it is
best for teachers to be open to the specific merits and drawbacks of the two strategies, and
to mix them in accordance with their personal judgement on the benefits to be derived'.
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The issues and research examined in this review prompt many questions about the
teaching of Irish in primary school at present and about the direction which it might take in
the future. At the moment the Irish programme does not appear to fit tidily into either an
extreme 'experiential' or an extreme 'analytic' model. While the analytic focus is strongly
represented because of the structural syllabus and audio-visual method in which present
teaching has its origins, aspects of the 'second-language' (Harris, 1991) character of the
programme give it an experiential focus as well. The experiential focus is manifested in a
number of ways. Irish is reported to be widely used for routine classroom communication
(Harris, 1983; INTO, 1985a) and to a more limited extent in about one-fifth of schools as
a medium of instruction (Harris, 1983; INTO, 1985a; Harris and Murtagh, 1988a).

There are many questions about the teaching of Irish in primary school, therefore,
which the direct classroom observation studies described in subsequent chapters should
help to answer. How communicative is the Irish lesson at present? What should be the
proper balance between 'experiential' and 'analytic' activities in any new programme?
How can pupil interest and motivation and participation in learning Irish be enhanced?
The studies which we are about to describe attempt at least a preliminary answer to some
of these questions. As we analyse and discuss our findings in subsequent chapters we also
hope to be able to make some suggestions for the future.

6.3 The ITE classroom observation study

6.3.1 Adapting language classroom observation instruments
In developing the instruments to be used in observing the Irish lesson in the Twenty-
Classes Study we had two main aims. First, that in terms of their structure and focus the
instruments would reflect both practical and theoretical aspects of Irish language teaching:
(a) the kind of conceptualisation of lessons as sequences of activities organised by the
teacher which teachers themselves would find natural and appropriate and (b) the aspects
of classroom discourse and pupil-teacher interaction which recent work on systematic
observation and second-language acquisition have identified as making important
contributions to the development of second-language proficiency.

Our second aim was to use existing classroom observation systems, or an adaptation of
them, if possible, since our resources would not allow us to begin the task of constructing
instruments from scratch.

As it happens, there are only a handful of existing instruments which, even with
substantial adaptation, would meet the requirements mentioned above. The most
important of these are the Stirling System developed by Mitchell, Parkinson and Johnstone
(1981) at the University of Stirling and the COLT system, described earlier, which
originated at the Ontario Institute for Studies in Education (Allen et al., 1984). Unlike
earlier schemes (e.g. Wragg, 1970) which were conceptualised in terms of the kind of
pupil-teacher interaction which is characteristic of teaching in the content areas (e.g.
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Mathematics, History), the newer schemes which we have just mentioned acknowledge
some of the unique features of the second-language classroom - e.g. the preoccupation
with the medium itself, the second language, as well as with the content and function of the
discourse in that medium. These two existing instruments share many features, reflecting
a certain amount of agreement about the aspects of classroom practice that are important.
For example, both instruments provide for the recording of information on the broad
structure and composition of the lesson e.g. the main language teaching activities engaged
in by the teacher as the lesson proceeds - 'drills', 'translation', 'free' or 'real'
communication etc. Likewise, each provides for the systematic recording of the teaching
materials used - blackboard, jotter, textbook, film strips, etc.

But there are also substantial differences between the systems which bear on the
suitability to the case of the Irish lesson. Unlike the' Stirling System, the COLT also
provides for the coding of various communicative features of student and teacher
interaction, such as length of utterance, whether the preceding utterance of the teacher or
student is incorporated, the extent to which there is a real information gap between the
participants and whether the student initiates conversational turns. As the research
discussed earlier suggests these and other aspects of communicative interaction in the
classroom may be associated with a more rapid development of proficiency in a second
language (Krashen, 1982; Swain, 1985; Prabhu, 1987). Thus, the COLT Part II provided
a better model for the PCBR which permitted the analysis of pupil behaviour and language
use (see Chapter 9).

To describe the Irish lesson at the level of pedagogic dimensions such as language
activity, topic etc. we used the Stirling System rather than the COLT Part 1 because the
published description of some COLT Part I categories is quite brief. In fact, the latter
system only provides for the observer describing the crucial dimension of a language
activity (e.g. drills etc.) in his or her own words. The Stirling System, in contrast, sets out
detailed guidance for classij)ing the language activities observed into twelve different
types. These and other factors discussed later persuaded us that the Stirling System rather
than COLT Part I provided a better model for a system which would describe the structure
and composition of the Irish lesson.

6.4 The ILAS

The ILAS is an adaptation of the Stirling System developed by Mitchell et al. (1981).
Central to the Stirling System, and to the ILAS adaptation of it, is the notion of a lesson
segment. Most teachers conceptualise the language class as being composed of distinctive
teaching units or events (such as 'drilling', 'repetition' etc.). The segment is designed to
correspond to these 'naturalistic' teaching units. In formal terms, it is defmed as a stretch
of lesson discourse, having a particular topic, and involving the participants (teacher and
pupils) in a distinctive configuration of roles, linguistic and organisational (Mitchell et al.,
1981; Mitchell, 1988). Each segment lasts for a minimum of 30 seconds and typically for
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between 1 and 10 minutes. Segment boundaries will often be indicated by :framing'
moves (teacher uses markers such as "Right", "Anois", "CiUnas" etc.) and 'focusing'
moves (e.g. "Put away your books, please", "Ta go maith", etc.) (Sinclair and Coulthard,
1975)

In practice, segments are defined in terms of five main dimensions of analysis: Topic,
Language activity, Pupil behaviour, Teacher mode of involvement and Classroom
organisation. For each of these five dimensions, the Stirling System defines a set of
descriptive categories. In the case of Language activity, for example, there are categories
such as 'Translation', 'Imitation', and 'Drills'. Each segment identified in the lesson
discourse is allocated to one category (e.g. on each of the five dimensions). Whenever a
change of categorisation occurs on any dimension, a new segment is considered to have
begun. In the ILAS adaptation of the Stirling System, each segment is coded in relation to
three other dimensions - Materials, Class attention and Class interest. Changes in
categorisation on these additional dimensions, however, do not have any implications for
the definition of a segment. It may be noted in passing that while in the Stirling Study, the
Materials used in each lesson were in fact recorded, the information collected was not
segment-related as it is in the ILAS. Class attention and Class interest were not recorded
at all in the case of the Stirling System.

The Stirling System appears to have a number of advantages. First, the fact that the
basic unit, the segment, coincides with the kind of unit which teachers themselves seem to
use in conceptualising language lessons is, of course, an advantage in a study which is
primarily descriptive and is intended to be useful to practitioners in the field. Another
advantage of the Stirling System is that it was originally developed in the context of a
study of an audio-visual foreign-language course. It is reasonable to expect then that its
descriptive categories will be well adapted to the processes and events which are likely to
be common in the teaching of Irish at primary school level because of the pre-eminence
until recent times of the audio-visual NuachUrsai. Finally, at a practical level, the
Mitchell et al. (1981) report gives an account of the Stirling System which, compared to
descriptions of many other language-lesson observation systems, is unusually detailed.
This both facilitated the adaptation of the instrument for our present purposes and
increased the likelihood that we would be able to make useful comparisons between our
results and those of previous studies which have made use of the Stirling System.

Before, turning to a more detailed description of our observation instruments it must be
emphasized that both the Stirling System and COLT Part II were substantially revised and
adapted in the course of developing the ILAS and the PCBR. This was necessary not only
in order to make them suitable to the context in which Irish is taught but also for other
theoretical and practical reasons. For example, we felt that the Stirling System, despite its
merits, did not adequately capture the 'experiential'- 'analytic' distinction which has been
developed in recent research. Consequently, we developed a new language activity
category of 'Simulated communication in Irish' in the ILAS in addition to the 'Real
communication' category in the original Stirling System in order to provide a more
comprehensive description of 'experiential' activities.
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6.4.1 Short form of ILAS used by observers
Two Irish lessons were observed in each school. The work was carried out by primary
school inspectors of the Department of Education. Written instructions given to the
inspectors/observers concerning the general procedure to be followed in each classroom
are set out in Appendix 6.1. Two observers worked side by side, but independently, in
each classroom. Observer I was concerned with the ILAS instrument. Observer 2 used
the PCBR (see Chapter 9) to classify the general behaviour, participation and language
use of three pre-selected pupils. The same inspector served as Observer I for both lessons
within a particular class. The two inspectors switched roles as Observer 1 and 2 when
they proceeded to the next school.

Observer I identified the main segments of classroom activity as the lesson progressed
and recorded the real starting time of each segment on an A3 coding sheet (see Appendix
6.2). The observer then coded each segment on the eight dimensions according to
instructions set out in a short form of ILAS. This Short Form of ILAS (Appendix 6.2)
incorporates in summary form all the essential elements of the original Stirling System
(definition and identification of segments, dimensions to be coded and so on) while making
some changes to the number and definition of categories in each dimension. It also
includes, again in summary form, a description of the three new segment-related
dimensions - Materials, Class attention and Class interest which we are adding in the
case of ILAS. The Short Form of ILAS was explained to the Observers at a half-day
meeting where there was ample opportunity to ask questions. It had earlier been piloted in
a school which was not among those selected for the study proper. Observers were urged
to conduct a 'dummy-run' in a classroom which was not involved in the project before
doing the observation proper.

Each Observer made a separate audio-tape recording of each of the two lessons and
was asked to recheck these recordings later if necessary in order to amplify or clarify the
notes made on the prepared schedule during the class. It was explained that the present
authors intended to re-examine these recordings later in order to obtain additional
information and, if necessary, to correct some of the codings. In doing this later work, we
would be dependent on the contextual/visually-based information supplied by the Observer
who was actually present in the classroom. The Observers were asked to note down with
particular care any additional in-class information which could not be inferred by us from
the recordings.

The observation covered all aspects of the Irish lesson - oral/conversational Irish, Irish
reading and Irish writing. If any of these three aspects were normally taught during
separate periods, then the latter periods were also observed (or the reading and writing
periods were added onto the oral/conversational period). The class to be observed was to
include all pupils who were regularly taught Irish together, although the main focus of the
study in the case of multigrade classes would be the sixth-grade pupils. The teacher was
told at the very beginning that our objective was to study the typical teaching of a new
lesson - not something that had been rehearsed by the class before. The observation was
to continue until the class ended naturally, and was not to be terminated after some fixed
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period of time. The lesson was to include ordinary discipline, assignment of homework
and other typical activities and was to run for an average length of time. Pupils were told

by the teacher (and again by the Observer) that we were interested in finding out how
children learn Irish at school and that was why the observers were present. The Observer
had no part of any kind in what the teacher decided to teach or the methods used.

6.4.2 Developing the Long Form of ILAS (used in authors' recoding)
The present authors subsequently used the tapes to recode the lessons based on a more
detailed version of ILAS (see Appendix 6.3). Initially, we considered this recoding as
simply a reliability check. But in the event our work in recoding went far beyond this. As
we proceeded, it became clear that the original short manual was not sufficiently detailed,
and that even if it had been, some of the dimensions were simply too difficult to be coded
fully on line by observers in the classroom. For example, initial on-line coding decisions
frequently have to be revised in the light of subsequent developments in the lesson - e.g. a
teacher leaves some activity but then changes his/her mind and almost immediately goes
back to it again. This is the kind of situation that can only be handled satisfactorily in
retrospective coding. Dimensions such as Topic and Language activity, in particular,
proved to be too complex to be coded accurately on-line. We also discovered that a
considerable amount of practical experience in actually applying the system was necessary
in order to familiarize oneself in-depth with the various categories. Finally, we found very
early on that it was necessary to become thoroughly familiar with the structure of each
lesson by listening to it on tape a number of times, before we could determine segments
with confidence and apply the coding system.

These and other difficulties represent shortcomings in the Short Form of the ILAS
system itself, of course, and are not due to any shortcomings of the Observers operation of
it. We are confident that the revisions which we have made to the Long Form of ILAS will
allow it to be reliably used by Observers in future. Even if it is the Observers themselves
who do the fmal coding in future uses of the system it is now clear from our experience
that such coding should be based on tape recordings of the lesson rather than being
conducted on-line as the class is in progress.

The Long Form of ILAS which we used in the fmal recoding of the lessons was
developed gradually as we proceeded through the taped lessons the first few times. The
process consisted of elaborating the category definitions in the Observer's Short Form of
ILAS, reinforcing and clarifying these definitions with lists of specific marginal examples
from the taped lessons, and making relatively minor adjustments to the definition of certain
categories of the Topic, Language activity and Pupil behaviour dimensions (see Appendix
6.3). It also involved reinstating many portions of the text of the original Stirling System
which we had deleted from the Short Form of/LAS.

By the end of this first examination of the tapes, the Long Form of ILAS was complete
and a full set of data on segments and categorisation was available. The authors then
independently recoded all tapes from the beginning, including rechecking segmentation and
recalculating segment durations. On completion of this process, the relatively small
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number of disagreements revealed by comparisons between the codings of the two authors
(or between codings associated with the first and second examination of the tapes) were
investigated by jointly studying the relevant portions of the lessons. Minor adjustments to
the defmition of a small number of categories in ILAS were made on the basis of this. The
Long Form of ILAS is the result. As a final check, each author took half the taped lessons
and rechecked the coding of segments in the light of the final revised form of ILAS. The
data which are presented in this chapter are all based on our recoding of 39 of the 40
lessons the recording failed in the case of one lesson.

Our recoding of the taped lessons relied in important ways on the in-class work done
by the Observers. Real starting times of each segment had been recorded by Observers in
the left hand column of the original coding sheets using the Short Form of ILAS. Because
of this we were able to relate the Observers' segmentation notes, ratings of Class
attentiveness and Class interest etc. to the tapes. Specific details of how Class
attentiveness and Class interest ratings were reapplied to the authors' recodings may be
found in the description of the Long Form of ILAS in Appendix 6.3.

Final segment durations were estimated by stopwatch to the nearest second. Initial
estimates of duration based on counters incorporated in Tandberg tape recorders were
found to be inaccurate and had to be discarded. Unlike the Stirling Study, data on the
duration of those segments assigned to particular categories, as well as the number of
segments, are a major focus of our statistical analysis.

In the case of the Long Form of ILAS which we used for recoding we had to decide
how detailed a description was appropriate for the purpose of the present report. The
original Stirling System is presented in an appendix to Mitchell et al.'s (1981) own report,
though a considerable amount of additional information provided elsewhere in that report
is either necessary or useful in applying the system. The description of the Long Form of
ILAS in Appendix 6.3 contains the essential elements of the original Stirling System which
we are retaining, as well as an account of the key modifications to categories and
dimensions which we have made. The description in Appendix 6.3, however, does not
contain our operational coding specifications (which include many references to specific
examples) in anything like full detail. We do provide greater detail, including specific
illustrations from the classes observed, in the case of those categories which differ
significantly from the Stirling System. It should be noted that the Short and Long forms
of ILAS in Appendices 6.2 and 6.3 remain faithful wherever possible to the form of words
used in the original Mitchell et al. (1981) description in order to facilitate comparisons
between the results of the two studies. Nevertheless, given the significant modifications
which we have made, no assessment of the original Stirling System should be made on the
basis of the description of ILAS here - the original Mitchell et al. report should be
consulted.

The eight dimensions of the Long Form of /LAS used in recoding the tapes - the form
which is the main focus of interest here - are now summarised below. Dimensions and
categories which depart from the original Stirling System are marked with an asterisk (*).
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6.5 Dimensions and categories of ILAS

6.5.1 Topic
The Topic categories of ILAS describe 'what is being talked about' in the lesson segment
and range over situations deriving from different course books as well as aspects of lesson
content which research on classroom language learning suggests are important (e.g. topics
related to pupil/teacher real life, Irish life, culture and music, the linguistics/structure of
Irish itself, and routine class management).

The Topic dimension in ILAS was divided into eight categories, compared to twelve in
the Stirling System. Thus, the single category 'Linguistic notions/grammar of Irish' in
ILAS spans three corresponding narrower categories in the Stirling System: 'General
linguistic notions', 'Language points (course)' and 'Language points (other)'. Mitchell et
al.'s (1981) report sometimes uses the term 'Metalinguistic' to refer to the latter three
topic categories combined. In addition, the ILAS category 'Fragmented/non-
contextualised' is a combination of two corresponding smaller categories 'Fragmented'
and 'Non contextualised' topics in the Stirling System. There is no category on the ILAS
system directly corresponding to the 'Other' topic category in the Stirling System.
Finally, the ILAS category 'Irish life/culture/music' corresponds to the Stirling System's
category 'Civilisation Francaise' .

*Tinguistic notions/grammar of Irish': The discourse concerns the nature of language
in general, possible ways of analysing it, or explicit analytical discussion of particular
grammatical structures or semantic notions.
*`Situation: Nuacheirsar : The discourse directly concerns a situation narrated or
presented in Step A (13unchomhrd) of the audio-visual Nuaclthrsai handbooks.
*Irish life, culture and music': The discourse concerns aspects of Irish life, culture
(e.g. folklore, legend, 'piseoga') and music. Discussion of Irish poetry or song which
extends beyond the literal meaning of the work is included here.
'Situation: Pupil/teacher real life': The discourse concerns aspects of the pupils' and
teacher's life and interests, including home and school life, and including narrative
material which directly relates to the personal experiences of the participants in the
discourse.
*`Situation: Other than Nuacheirsai': The discourse concerns specific third party
situations and stories from sources other than that defined in Step A ('Bunchomha)
of the Nuachtirsai handbooks.- e.g. from course books other than the Nuachiesai
handbooks, or from the teacher herself/himself.
*Tragmented/non-contextualised': The discourse is incoherent, consisting of a series of
propositions with no obvious situational relationship between them. The unity and
coherence of the discourse does not rest in the content but in formal aspects of the
language being practised.
'Routine management/organisation': The discourse concerns classroom management
and organisation (e.g. discipline; setting homework).
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Teedback/discussing pupils' performance': The discourse concerns the transmission of
information about, and/or commentary on, pupils' previous performance.

6.5.2 Language activity
The Language activity dimension describes the range of language activities planned and
directed by the teacher (including pupil demonstrations where control temporarily passes
to a pupil or group of pupils). The categories were designed to capture some of the
different kinds of linguistic and communicative experiences which, on the basis of current
theoretical understanding, appear to be particularly important for learning Irish or any
second language in a classroom context.

A major distinction within the categories of Language activity relates to language
practice versus communication. Language-practice categories involve the use of Irish
primarily to give learners training in the manipulation of the language - the transmission of
messages is incidental. In the case of 'Real communication', in contrast, the focus of
attention is on meaning and on the message being transmitted. 'Simulated communication'
might be thought of as intermediate between language practice and real communication.

There are 13 Language activity categories in ILAS compared to eight in the final version
of the Stirling System. Notice that there is no direct equivalent of 'Simulated
communication in Irish', 'Irish song/poem', 'Bilingual simulated communication' or
'Bilingual real communication' in the Stirling System. Trills' and Tontextualisation
exercises' were not treated as separate categories in the Stirling system.

*Tornprehension': This category includes all Irish language practice discourse realised
in a single code, which originates from a non-pupil speaker, and to which either no
pupil contribution is expected, or the pupil response is secondary and occurs only in the
context of comprehension checks by the teacher.
'Imitation': Irish practice discourse where pupils' utterances imitative of previously-
provided Irish models are expected. The focus of attention is on Irish phonological or
orthographic form.
'Transposition': Irish practice discourse where utterances are simultaneously realised
in both written and spoken codes, and where the focus of attention is on the relationship
between them (includes reading aloud and dictation).
*Tontextualisation exercise': Irish practice discourse with an expected component of
pupil utterances, where the focus is on the appropriacy of utterances to their discourse
context. The information being transmitted is typically known, and there may therefore
be non-structural constraints on pupil utterances (e.g. getting the story line right).
Discourse in this category will not exhibit the systematic structural regularities which
are typical of drills.
*Trills: Structural/vocabulary/pronunciation/spelling': Irish practice discourse in one
code which has an expected component of pupil utterances, and which is structurally
constrained beyond the rules of normal discourse. The focus of attention is primarily
on syntactic form, although non-imitative vocabulary, pronunciation and spelling tasks
are also included.
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'Translation': This category includes discourse in which lexical meanings of.Irish are
Made explicit through the provision of English correspondences, or through the
provision of definitions in English.
*` Simulated communication in Irish' (No direct equivalent in the Stirling System): Irish
discourse (at least 80% is in Irish) which has the outer form of real communication but
where there is some underlying concern with contextualised, realistic language practice
as well as with the message itself. 'Simulated communication' superficially adheres to
the rules of normal discourse (oral or written) but may not be truly open ended, and the
pupil may not speak from a really 'personal' self. Unlike 'Real communication', where
the emphasis is on pupils conveying a message as clearly and accurately as possible
within the limits of their linguistic ability, pupils engaged in 'Simulated
communication' may alter the 'story line' or the intended content of their utterances in
order to accommodate the strengths and weaknesses in their own knowledge of the
language. At the same time, 'Simulated communication' does imply that the pupil
makes some creative contribution and that some element of meaning negotiation is
involved.
*13ilingual simulated communication': Same as above but discourse is bilingual (20%-
80% of talk is in English)
*`Real communication in Irish' (more than 80% of discourse is in Irish): Irish
discourse in which messages are being transmitted and in which the focus of attention
is on the meaning of what is being said.
113ilingual real communication': Same as for 'Real Communication in Irish' but
between 20% and 80% of discourse is in English.
*`Real communication in English': Same as for 'Real Communication in Irish' but
more than 80% of discourse is in English.
*Irish song/poem': This category includes all Irish discourse where pupils are reciting
a poem/prayer/song lyric or singing in Irish. This is really a topic-defined subcategory
of the language activity 'Imitation' - we have categorised it as a separate language
activity here because it seemed to be a quite distinct type of extended imitation.
'Compound': This category covers all discourse in which distinct exchanges relating to
more than one of the previously defined language activity categories, but each shorter
than 30 seconds, occur in complex sequences.

6.5.3 Pupil behaviour
The ways in which teachers require pupils to involve themselves in successive teaching
segments is conceptualized in terms of a set of overt behavioural indicators. Pupil
behaviour is coded in terms of seven categories of pupil involvement including the
receptive modes of 'listening', 'looking' and 'reading silently', and the productive modes
of 'speaking', 'reading aloud', 'doing' and 'writing'.

Each segment receives a code for the presence of each of these seven behaviours on the
basis of teachers' intentions regarding pupil involvement. Behaviours may occur singly or
in a range of combinations. Thus, a pupil might be simply 'listening', or 'listening and
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speaking', or 'listening, speaking and reading silently', etc. Only pupil behaviours which
are integral to the dominant language activity for that segment are included. The single
category of 'reading' in the Stirling System was replaced by two categories 'silent reading'
and 'reading aloud' in the present ILAS adaptation.

'Listening': Pupils are considered to be in a listening mode of involvement if required
to attend to any auditory language source e.g. the teacher, other pupil(s), or a tape
recording.
'Speaking': Pupils are in the speaking mode of involvement if at that moment
producing, or actively preparing to produce, spoken language (e.g. thinking of a
question to ask of another pupil).
'Doing': Doing involves the carrying out of some non-linguistic overt physical activity
in accordance with academic plans determined by the teacher (or by pupil(s) if it is a
pupil-directed activity)
*`Reading silently': Silent reading involves attending to any written text or any other
graphic code (from book, blackboard etc.).
*`Reading aloud': The pupil attends to any written text and reads it aloud or is actively
preparing to read it aloud (e.g. 'round robin' reading activity or group reading aloud).
'Writing': Pupils are in the 'writing' mode of involvement if producing any kind of
graphic text or coding, or actively preparing to do so.
'Looking': Looking involves attending to any non-linguistic visual stimulus. This
includes visual aids such as film strips, cut outs, and also the blackboard. The pupil
could also be looking at another pupil or at the teacher miming.

6.5.4 Teacher mode of involvement

This dimension was designed to capture the relationship of the teacher to the pupils, and
his/her role in the discourse. Four categories were used, compared to seven in the Stirling
System. The 'Monitoring' category below combines a number of categories in the Stirling
System - 'Watching and helping', 'Participating', 'Working with group' and 'Working with
individual'. For each segment, only one of the categories applies.

'Instructing': The teacher is communicating with the whole class, typically by speech,
but possibly also by public writing, mime etc. and there is no expected component of
public pupil response.
'Interacting': The teacher engages in interactive public discourse with the whole class.
The typical pattern is one of question/response/reaction. While interaction is likely to
be with successive pupils singly, 'readiness to speak' is required of all pupils.
*`Monitog' (watching/helping): The teacher is overseeing the carrying out by pupils
of a pre-set task. This may involve observing a whole class oral activity (e.g. a
situation drama or a pupil demonstration), or it may involve circulating among pupils
who are working on individual seatwork tasks, (e.g. written exercises), and
commenting privately.
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'Not involved': The teacher is not communicating with pupils, nor in general attending
to pupil activities. He/she may have given earlier instructions for a pupil activity, but
is not currently monitoring it.

6.5.5 Classroom Organisation
This dimension is intended to collect data on the patterns of class organisation planned and
implemented by the teacher. Where the class has been divided by the teacher into two or
more sections, with only one section receiving the teacher's active attention for the
duration of a segment (in the guise of instructing or interacting with this section of pupils)
then, in the absence of any firm information on numbers, this 'active' section is considered
to be the class for purposes of all coding. Where two or more classes (grade levels) are
taught Irish together, only sixth-grade pupils will be considered the target class in those
cases where different activities are assigned to different classes.

Only one category of Classroom organisation applies to each segment.
'Whole class': There is one central activity going on, dependent on the teacher or
another source of stimulus (typically tape or film), but not on a 'pupil demonstration'.
`Pupil/Group Demonstration': There is one central activity going on, focused on a
pupil or group demonstration. For example, one pupil may take the role of the teacher,
or a group of pupils may act out a scene with the rest of the class forming an audience.
'Cooperative - same task': Pupils are assigned to work cooperatively in more than one
group, but groups are assigned identical tasks.
'Cooperative - different task': Pupils are assigned to work cooperatively in more than
one group, and groups are assigned different tasks (differentiated by language activity
and/or pupil behaviour).
'Individual - same task': Pupils are set to work alone, without cooperation, but the task
set is identical for all pupils. The pace of each pupil's activities is not dependent on
other pupils or on the ongoing activity of the teacher (though there may be an eventual
deadline).
'Individual, different task': Pupils are set to work alone, without cooperation, and at
least some individuals are set tasks different from those set for others.
'Cooperative and individual': Some pupils are working cooperatively in one or more
groups and the rest are working as individuals. Tasks may be the same or different
between groups and for individuals.

6.5.6 *Materials
This dimension includes all materials used at any time during the lesson segment by either
the pupils or the teacher. The code-number of each material used should be written in the
appropriate column on the observation sheet.

It will be recalled that the introduction of new materials does not necessitate a change in
segment. Only a change in one of the first five dimensions above is critical in this regard.
All materials used are coded even if used for only part of the segment (e.g. 'Blackboard' is
coded even if the teacher writes on the blackboard only briefly). However, materials being
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prepared for use in subsequent segments and which do not relate to the current segment,
should not be coded.

While the Materials categories are largely the same in the ILAS and the Stirling System
the method of collecting information on the use of these materials was different in both
studies. In ILAS, the materials used are recorded on a segment by segment basis. In
contrast, the Stirling Study used different methods of collecting information on each of
two visits. On the first visit, the observers merely completed a materials checklist at the
end of the lesson whereas on the second visit the observer completed a minute-by-minute
coding schedule as the lesson progressed. The Materials categories used in ILAS are:

Wuachtirsai handbooks': The name of the handbook e.g. `Sean-Neidi'CL6 Faoin
Tuath' .

'Other course-book/workbook': The name of the commercially produced course-book
or workbook. Note that materials are coded under this heading even if only the teacher
is using them.
'Reader'
'Jotter/copy'
'Blackboard'
Wallchart'.
'Worksheet'.
'Flashcards'.
'Library Books'.
'Film strip/slide'.
'Cut outs'
'Tape'
'Video/film'.
'Overhead Projector'
'Photographs'
'Authentic materials' (specify): These include items such as posters, newspaper
articles, advertisements, TV license, tax form in Irish etc.
'Objects'.
'Person' (other than pupil or teacher): For example, an outsider is brought in to the
classroom and talks to the pupil about himself/herself and the pupils can ask him/her
questions.
'Other' (any other materials not covered in the previous categories).

6.5.7 *Class attention
The extent to which the majority of pupils are paying attention to the current language
activity. Measured on a five point scale ranging from '1' ('Very low' attention) to '5'
(Wery high' attention). This coding can only be done on line i.e. by observers in the
classroom.
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6.5.8 *Class interest
The extent to which the majority of pupils are interested in the current language activity -
rated on a similar five point scale to Class attention above.

6.6 Teachers' reactions to the observation work

One of the obvious difficulties associated with classroom observation research is the
probability that it influences the very events being studied i.e. that teachers and pupils may
conduct themselves differently than they would normally (Labov,1970). Certainly, the
audiotaped lesson gave no strong indication of unease and self consciousness among either
teachers or pupils. Whatever suggestion there may have been in pupils' or teachers'
behaviour early on in the first lesson that this was a special occasion, the effect had
dissipated within minutes.

Following the observation work, therefore, we asked the teachers via the Teacher
Questionnaire (i) how typical the two observed lessons were in terms of approach/method,
materials used, style of interaction with the children and, (ii) what effect, if any, the
observers' presence had on their teaching (see Appendix 2.4).

Table 6.1
How typical were the two observed lessons that you taught

(in terms of methodology, materials, interaction with the pupils etc.)?

Observed lessons were

Percentage of teachers

N = 20

(i) ...generally very typical 95%
(ii) ...not at all typical * 5%

100%

* See list of comments in Appendix 2.5

All but one teacher reported that the lessons they taught were generally very typical of
the usual Irish lesson (Table 6.1). Eleven of the 20 teachers gave more details. These
written comments, some in Irish, others in English, are presented in Appendix 2.5. It is
clear from these remarks that, even though teachers reported that the observed lessons were
typical in terms of teaching approach, many felt that the presence of observers in the
classroom, and the fact that the lessons were being audio taped, may have influenced both
their own conduct and that of their pupils. Five of the teachers thought that they
themselves and/or their pupils were more inhibited than usual. Other comments indicated
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that pupils showed more interest or were more cooperative than usual. One teacher from a
multi-grade classroom reported spending more time with sixth-grade than usual while
another teacher said he/she tried to cover more aspects of Irish than he/she would normally
do within a single lesson.

When asked specifically how the teachers themselves reacted to the presence of the
observers, 80% (see Table 6.2) reported that the observers had 'little' affect on their
teaching while a further 20% reported that they were 'somewhat' affected. Taken
together these data indicate that even though some teachers considered they themselves
may have been slightly more self conscious than usual, or that their pupils behaviour may
have been somewhat atypical, the overall impression was that the observation process did
not change the normal Irish lesson dynamics to any significant extent.

Table 6.2
How much of an effect did you feel the observers had on you yourself and your usual

teaching approach?

Percentage of teachers

Observers bothered me... N = 20

(i) ... a lot
(ii) ... somewhat 20%
(iii) ... very little 80%

100%

6.7 The transcripts

In the course of developing ILAS, it was decided to transcribe a proportion of the Irish
lessons. This transcription process played an important role in the execution of the
research and particularly in the development of ILAS. The inclusion of a sample of these
transcripts in the present report is intended to serve a number of other purposes - enriching
the quantitative evidence, illustrating in a more immediate way the category definitions and
providing material which may be helpful in training observers in future uses of the system.
In this section we explain the function of the transcripts, describe how the extracts were
selected and offer some preliminary observations on their content.

Some of the reasons for transcribing lessons as part of the research process are set out
by Van Lier (1988: 238):

1. The observer needs an estrangement device which allows stepping out of the
interaction and looking at it afresh from a detached viewpoint.
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2. Analysis of interaction requires intensive immersion in the data; transcription,
accompanied by multiple replays, provides such immersion.

3. Interesting phenomena often only come to light after detailed inspection of the data.
That which appears at first sight incomprehensible or perfectly trivial can turn out to
provide important clues to regular patterns.

4. Through recording and transcription the data become available to other researchers,
who can therefore examine and criticize the analyst's interpretation.

5. Recorded and transcribed data allow for a comparison with other such data and can
thus lead to cumulative research.

6. We observe selectively, and real-time coding merely enforces systematic
preselection. Recorded and transcribed data, though also to some extent inevitably
selective, allow for an investigation of the entire interaction in its context.

The transcription process in the present study contributed significantly to the task of
modifying the Stirling System and creating ILAS. The transcribed lessons were useful in
classifying definitions and in refining coding categories. It was sometimes difficult, for
example, to decide whether particular segments should be coded in the language activity
dimensions of 'Contextualisation exercise' or 'Simulated communication'. Repeated
examination of segment transcripts were invaluable in helping us to identify some of the
subtle differences between categories such as these.

The transcripts are intended to serve a number of purposes in the present report. First,
they help to show how the category definitions of various dimensions of ILAS are realised
in practice in Irish classrooms. Second, they illustrate some of the patterns of pupil
interaction which are coded on the PCBR described in Chapter 9 . These include aspects
such as the frequency of individual spoken contributions, the length of pupil utterances, the
balance of languages used in interactions (English/Irish), whether the discourse is initiated
by the teacher or pupils, whether it is a question or answer and whether it is an individual
or a choral contribution.

Another advantage of transcribing data such as this is that aspects of class discourse
which may be overlooked by simply listening to the tapes may be more easily identifiable
in transcripts. These include features such as code switching, intonation and emphasis,
repetition, hesitations and correction. Although, it was never our intention to analyse the
discourse at this level of detail the transcripts help to illustrate the range of teaching
contexts in which these phenomena may be observed and thus give a more complete picture
of the Irish lesson.

6.7.1 Selecting lessons and extracts for transcription
In selecting lessons for transcription we had to take two main issues into consideration. To
start with, our selection was constrained by the quality of the audio recordings. It would
not have been practical to choose a lesson in which a lot of individual words/phrases were
unclear. Another practical consideration, this time limiting the number of lessons which
could be transcribed was simply the amount of time involved. Our experience in
transcribing the lessons coincides with that of Van Lier (1988: 241) who considers 20
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hours as a reasonable estimate of how long it takes to produce even a 'rough working
transcription' of a lesson. Furthermore, he claims that 'segments to be used for close
analysis and presentation will still need polishing' and that in effect 'a transcription is
never finished'.

Within these general limits we tried to select as good a cross section as possible of
classes in terms of socio/demographic, educational and administrative variables. In all
seven of the 39 lessons were transcribed. This amounted to 152 lesson segments or just
over eight and a half hours of Irish teaching time.

In Appendix 6.4 we present a sample of these 152 segments to represent the most
common ILAS Topic/Language activity category combinations. The selection of 24
segment transcripts contains over an hour and a quarter of Irish lesson discourse. The
number of pages allocated to the five largest Topic/Language activity combinations
roughly corresponds to the proportions of Topic/Language activity combinations found in
Table 7.13 (see Chapter 7). No more than two pages are allocated to the remaining 19
topic/activity combinations. It will be noted that in the case of three segments which were
particularly long, the extract contains only the first two to three minutes of the segment. In
order to give a balanced picture of different Irish language classrooms a special effort was
made to ensure that selected segments were, as far as possible, evenly distributed over the
seven classes from which they were selected.

Each segment transcript is identified by the class achievement rank of the class to which
it relates, whether it is the first or second lesson and the duration of the entire segment (not
necessarily the duration of the accompanying transcript extract). In addition each segment
is introduced by a description of that segment in terms of how it was coded by the authors
on each of the ILAS (long form) dimensions.

Full details on the transcription process, how we selected extracts, how we dealt with
speech inaccuracies, and the various conventions used in the transcripts can be found in
Appendix 6.4.

Given the goals and procedures above, it is clear that the transcripts cannot be taken as
representative of any particular teaching style, approach or method, or of the range of
teaching styles and methods generally. No generalisations about either teachers' or pupils'
Irish should be based on the transcripts (see further discussion in Appendix 6.4).

While it is not intended to discuss particular transcribed lesson segments a few general
points may be confirmed by a quick perusal of the material in Appendix 6.4. This
examination serves to alert us to a number of issues which arise later (Chapters 7-9) in
discussing the quantitative data derived from ILAS and PCBR.

6.7.2 Preliminary observations on the transcripts
First, note the almost exclusive use of the target language, Irish. English appears
infrequently - usually single words, often simply markers used by the teachers in the
context of framing or focusing moves e.g. "Right", "Look" etc. English is rarely used by
the teacher to explain or translate words or phrases.
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Second, except in the case of segments coded as 'Pupil demonstration' in the Class
organisation dimension (see Appendix 6.4, Extract 8), it is almost always the teacher who
initiates a change from one lesson segment to another and who directs the course of the
dialogue - giving directions, allocating turns and asking questions. In the majority of
segments, exchanges tend to follow the sequence 'teacher-pupil-teacher'. It will also be
noted that, in general, teachers' contributions are longer than those of the pupils. This
asymmetry reflects the unequal roles which are typically associated with classroom
interaction (Van Lier, 1994).

The language activities Real communication and Simulated communication break this
pattern by approximating naturalistic dialogue. Looking at extract 18 in Appendix 6.4 (a
discussion of fires), for example, it can be seen that pupils' contributions are more
spontaneous and more sustained than they are in the case of language practice segments.

Despite the fact that the teacher usually leads and dominates the discourse, the
transcripts still reveal a very high level of pupil involvement in the lesson. The dialogue is
brisk - there are few lengthy pauses or silent periods and it is obvious that teachers both
encourage and expect that pupils will participate even if their contributions are rather

short.
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7 The Irish lesson: Topic, language
activity and materials

7.1 Introduction

Over the last thirty years, the focus of research on second-language teaching has shifted
from a concern with methods/teaching-plans and with outcomes/results to an attempt to
understand how programmes are actually implemented. The aim of this reorientation is to
try to identify links between successful second-language acquisition and specific classroom
processes and types of discourse. Researchers now see classroom discourse and processes,
and ultimately successful learning, as a joint creation of the teacher and pupils and not
simply the product of the initial teaching plan (Slimani, 1992). Thus, the earlier landmark
studies of Scherer and Wertheimer (1964) and Smith (1970), which focused entirely on
terminal achievement rather that on the details of method implementation by teachers,
would now be seen as contributing relatively little to our understanding of classroom
second-language acquisition.

The new research focus is well represented in the Twenty-Classes Study. The direct
classroom observation data presented in this chapter and in the two succeeding ones
describe, in essence, the implementation of the teacher's Irish-lesson plan. The various
dimensions of ILAS provide a description of the same classroom events from a number of
different perspectives, such as the language activities being engaged in and the forms of
classroom organisation being employed. This means that the same set of lesson segments
is being analysed anew in the case of each ILAS dimension, although the categories of each
dimension sort these segments in different ways. The product of all this is a large body of
individual findings which relate to each other in complex ways. In order to simplify the
task of presentation, we have decided to confine the present chapter to just three ILAS
dimensions, Topic, Language activity and Materials. The remaining ILAS dimensions
will be dealt with in the next chapter. Topic, Language activity and Materials are
considered together because they give rise to very similar general issues and because our
own study shows that they are intimately linked with each other.

The complexity of the results has both positive and negative aspects. On the one hand,
it means that we are provided with .a very rich picture of the teaching and learning of Irish.
On the other, such data provide us with the challenge of identifying a small number of
reference points or themes which will bring order to our account of the results. Two such
reference points are used here. The first consists of research reviewed in the last chapter
which tries to identify classroom conditions which are conducive to successful second-
language learning. A crucial distinction in this research is between 'experiential' activities
and 'analytic' activities in the classroom (Allen et al., 1987; Stern, 1990, 1992). Roughly
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parallel ways of stating the same distinction are (a) 'communicative' versus 'language-
practice' activities or (b) 'message-focused' versus 'form-focused' activities. Viitually all
the significant effects in relation to topic, language activities and materials can be
understood in terms of these distinctions. While the experiential-analytic distinction is
most clearly relevant in the case of Language activity, results relating to the two other
dimensions can be seen as representing either the ramifications of that same distinction or
the fine-tuning of its operation.

The second reference point is provided by comparing the present description of Irish
lessons with the description of the teaching of French at first year post-primary in the
Stirling Study (Mitchell et al., 1981). The main focus of interest in this comparison is the
difference between a second- and a foreign-language programme where both kinds of
programmes have origins in the audio-visual method. Not only does the Stirling Study
provide data derived from a fairly closely corresponding observation system, but the
pupils involved are reasonably similar in terms of stage of schooling (sixth-grade primary
in the Irish Study versus first-year post-primary in the Stirling Study). In addition, there
are some significant differences between the language programmes followed which
promise to make the comparison interesting.

7.1.1 Comparisons between the Stirling and Irish studies.
Before proceeding to the results proper where we will frequently refer to the Stirling
Study - it will be useful to give a sketch of the Irish and Stirling language programmes.
Excluding 'all-Irish' (immersion) and Gaeltacht (Irish-speaking area) schools, all other
children study Irish (in the vast majority of cases their second language) as a subject from
the beginning of primary school. Thus, by sixth grade they have had eight years of
exposure to Irish as a school subject. As we mentioned in Chapter 2, the mainly audio-
visual Wuachfirsar or 'New Courses' (Ireland: Department of Education, 1978),

provided the basis for the teaching of spoken Irish in the vast majority of these 'ordinary'
primary schools for many years, although courses developed by commercial publishers
and others have now become much more common. Most estimates suggest that about an
hour a day is spent teaching Irish - including speaking, reading and writing (Harris and
Murtagh, 1988a). Questionnaire data indicate that Irish is widely used as a means of
routine classroom communication, and in addition that about one-fifth of classes in
ordinary schools are taught some other aspect of the curriculum, such as music or physical
education, through Irish (Harris and Murtagh, 1988a).

In contrast to this language-learning situation, the Stirling Study involved post-primary
students who presumably had only recently begun to study French as a foreign language.
In addition, all students in the Stirling Study had followed a particular audio-visual
course, while the children in the various Irish classes in the present study were sometimes
taught by the teachers' own methods (see Chapter 2). Although fewer schools (n=6) and
classes/teachers (n=17) were involved in the Stirling Study than in the present Irish one,
more lessons were observed. And while the French lessons were much shorter than the
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average Irish lesson, the total observed time in the Stirling study was more than twice that
of the Irish study.

7.2 Results

We begin with a presentation of background data on the lessons and on class
characteristics, such as level of achievement in Irish, attitude to Irish and levels of attention
and interest during the lesson. We proceed then, to the three ILAS dimensions Topic,
Language activity and Materials. The presentation and analysis of results for each
dimension has the same three part structure:

1. A description of the 39 lessons as a group (the pooled-segment analysis) in terms of
the proportion of teaching time, the proportion of lesson segments and the mean
segment duration associated with each category of the relevant dimension (e.g. Topic
categories such as `Pupil/teacher real-life situations', `Linguistics/grammar of Irish'
etc.). Except for comparative purposes with the Stirling Study, the main focus of our
analysis is the proportion of teaching time rather than the number of segments.
Ultimately, the proportion of all teaching time devoted to a particular 'Language
activity, Topic etc. should be more important than the proportion of lesson segments
devoted to it.

2. Data which indicate the extent to which Class attention and Class interest wax and
wane as different Topics, Language activities and Materials are introduced. Where
we report statistically significant differences between the categories of a dimension as
far as mean attention/interest ratings are concerned, we are referring to the results of
Scheffe tests conducted after a significant 'F' in an ANOVA.

3. Data and statistical tests which indicate if there is any tendency for the content and
structure of the Irish lesson which is actually implemented in different classes to be
related to certain academic and attitudinal characteristics of pupils or their responses
to the lesson. We are interested in two issues here: (a) the extent of the between-class
variation in the proportion of teaching time spent on different categories of
dimensions (e.g. variations from class to class in the amount of time spent on the
Topic category 'Pupil/teacher real life situations' or on the Materials category 'Other
course book/workbook') (b) how these variations in lessons are related to or 'explain'
pupil proficiency in Irish, attitude to Irish and the level of attention and interest they
display.

4. In order to make any association between the lesson variables, on the one-hand, and
class characteristic variables, on the other, as salient as possible, we list the 20
classes in rank order of their achievement in spoken Irish (as in previous chapters).
This list of classes is further divided into a 'high', a 'middle' and a 'low' Irish-
achievement group. For the sake of simplicity we include in these tables only those
categories of dimensions which were significantly correlated with at least one of the
five main class measures listed above. Pearson correlations are used to test for the
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significance of the association between lesson composition (as defmed by the v.arious
teaching time proportions) and class achievement, and attitudinal measures.

5. Finally, in order to throw additional light on the way in which various categories of
dimensions are linked, we occasionally refer to crosstabulations. For example, we
might crosstabulate data on Materials and Language activity categories in order to
show that certain teaching 'materials' or 'aids are more often used in the course of
one Language activity rather than another. Results of these crosstabulations are
reported as the need arises and are not presented in tabular form.

7.2.1 Background data on the lessons

Number and duration of segments
Table 7.1 shows that the 39 Irish lessons analysed consist, in all, of 828 segments. These
thirty nine lessons amount to over 42 hours of teaching time, excluding breaks etc. (Table
7.2). The mean duration of segments is 3 minutes and 3 seconds, a little shorter than that
reported by Mitchell et al. (1981) in their study of French foreign-language lessons (3
minutes, 12 seconds). Table 7.3 shows that segment durations range from 30 seconds up
to 4 minutes for about three quarters of the segments in the Irish lessons. Of the
remainder, only 3.6% of segments have durations greater than 10 minutes (Table 7.3).

Table 7.1
Irish Lesson Analysis System (HAS) Study: Number of classes, lessons and lesson segments.

Number of classrooms observed 20
Number of sixth grade pupils in the 20 classes 533

Number of lessons analysed* 39

Number of lesson segments analysed 828

* Although 40 lessons were observed it was only possible to analyse 39 of these due to a recording failure in
the case of one lesson.

Table 7.2
Duration of lessons and lesson-segments.

Hours Minutes Seconds

Total duration of classes observed*
Average lesson duration
Mean segment duration
Standard Deviation (segment duration)

42
1

03
04
3

3

40
43
03
01

* Based on authors' coding of audio-tape recordings of 39 lessons.
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Table 7.3
Percentage distribution of lesson segments by duration

Duration of Percentage of Cumulative
segment segments percentage
(minutes) (n = 828)

0.5-1.0 20.5 20.5
1.0 - 1.5 17.0 37.6
1.5 - 2.0 12.7 50.2
2.0 - 2.5 8.7 58.9
2.5 - 3.0 6.9 65.8
3.0 - 3.5 6.6 72.5
3.5 - 4.0 5.0 77.4
4.0 - 4.5 2.5 80.0
4.5 - 5.0 2.8 82.7

5.0 - 10.0 13.7 96.4
10.0 - 15.0 2.5 98.9

> 15.0 1.1 100.0

We now look at information on the total teaching time observed over two lessons for
each of the twenty classes (Table 7.4). The results indicate substantial variation in the
length of the typical Irish lesson from one classroom to the next. The average observed
time over two lessons is about 2 hours 6 minutes 11 seconds (SD=34:37) with a range of 2
hours 20 minutes 23 seconds between the shortest and the longest total observation time for
each class. It will be recalled (section 6.4.2), of course, that, owing to a recording failure,
only one Irish lesson was included in the analysis for the class ranked 16 in terms of
achievement in 'spoken Irish (note the low number of segments (n=20) in the case of this
class). In real terms the shortest Irish lessons were observed in the case of class rank 15
with a total teaching time for the two lessons of just under one hour and twenty three
minutes.

Looking now at the three achievement groups of classes it can be seen that while all
classes in the high-Irish-achievement classes (ranks 1-6) spend more than two hours
learning Irish during the two observed lessons, only two of the eight low-Irish-achievement
classes spend this much time. In terms of segment duration, there is a range of 3 minutes 5
seconds between the shortest and the longest mean segment duration per class (last row,
Table 7.4). There is no strong pattern indicating any relationship between class
achievement and segment duration.
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Table 7.4
Total observed teaching time, number of lesson segments and mean segment duration for

each of 20 classes (listed in order of achievement in spoken Irish)

Class achievement
in spoken Irish

Rank*
(I= highest)

Total observed
teaching time

(hrs: mins: secs)

Number
of segments

(n)

Mean segment
duration

(mins: secs)

1 2: 35: 31 41 3: 48
2 2: 35: 29 58 2: 41
3 3: 30: 54 62 3: 24
4 2: 20: 38 63 2: 14
5 2: 04: 41 48 2: 36
6 2: 32: 16 38 4: 00

7 1: 48: 53 29 3: 45
8 2: 36: 57 51 3: 05
9 1: 30: 24 22 4: 07
10 1: 54: 55 33 3: 29
11 2: 05: 10 39 3: 13
12 2: 20: 40 50 2: 49

13 1: 35: 18 30 3: 11

14 2: 03: 44 72 1: 43
15 1: 22: 52 28 2: 58
16 1: 10: 31 20 3: 32
17 1: 35: 31 42 2: 16
18 1: 39: 14 31 3: 12
19 2: 52: 44 36 4: 48
20 1: 47: 18 35 3: 04

Total 42: 03: 40 828

Class mean 2: 06: 11 41.4 3: 12**
Standard Deviation (SD) 34: 37 14.3 0: 43
Class range (max-min) 2: 20: 23 52 3: 05

* Based on the mean percentage of pupils in each class attaining mastery of each of 16 objectives on the
ITE sixth-grade test of spoken Irish.
** This is the mean of the mean segment durations shown here and differs slightly from the grand mean
of the original 828 segment durations (see Table 7.2)
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Attention/interest, attitude and proficiency variables
As we mentioned above, we are interested in establishing if there are any connections
between the structure and content of the Irish lesson implemented in different classes (as
defmed in terms of ILAS) and characteristics of these same classes such as levels of Class
achievement in spoken Irish, Class attitude to Irish and Class attention/interest in Irish.
The present section presents some background data on these 'class characteristics'
variables and on the relationship between them. All the class characteristics variables
except Class attention and Class interest have been introduced in previous chapters and so
do not need any additional comment here. Class attention and Class interest do require
some mention, however, because in addition to being themselves dimensions of ILAS, we
use data from these two dimensions to evaluate class reaction to other aspects of the lesson
defmed by ILAS - e.g. we examine how Class attention varies as different topics or
language activities are introduced in the lesson.

It will be recalled that for each segment, the observers rated the whole class on the
extent to which the majority of pupils were paying attention to, and were interested in, the
current activity. The class was rated on a five point scale, with '1' representing 'very
low' attention (or interest) and '5"very high' attention (or interest). Looking at the
individual mean attention and interest ratings for each of the twenty classes in Table 7.5,
and the overall (grand) means of 4.3 (class attention) and 4.1 (class interest) it can be
seen that (a) there is a very high level of attention and interest among pupils overall and
(b) there are small but patterned variations between classes in mean attention and interest
ratings. More specifically, note that the low-Irish-achievement classes have lower ratings
than the high-Irish-achievement classes. The average of the Class attention mean ratings
for the low-Irish-achievement group is 4.01 while the corresponding averages for the
middle- and high-Irish-achievement classes are 4.36 and 4.7 respectively. Similarly, in
the case of Class interest ratings, the average ratings in the low- middle- and high-Irish-
achievement groups are respectively 3.71, 4.05 and 4.63.

The Pearson correlations between the five class characteristic variables are given in
Table 7.6 and the means and standard deviations are given in Table 7.7. Note that the
standard deviation of both attention and interest ratings (Table 7.7) is only 0.5, reflecting
the generally small variations from class to class in levels of attention and interest which
we saw in Table 7.5.

The general trend for higher Class attention and Class interest to be associated with
classes which have higher levels of achievement in Irish (Table 7.5) is shown to be
statistically significant by the Pearson correlation data in Table 7.6. Not surprisingly,
perhaps, the highest correlation in Table 7.6 is between Class attention and Class interest
(r = .87). Looking at rows three and four of this table, it can be seen that higher Class
attention and Class interest ratings are associated with higher Class achievement in
spoken Irish (r=.65 and r=.79 respectively). Higher attention and interest ratings also
tend to be found in classes which have a more positive Class attitude to Irish (column
two) - the correlation being somewhat stronger in the case of Class interest (.60) than in
the case of Class attention (.48). A significant negative correlation (r=-.49) is found
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between mean Class interest ratings and Class Irish-lesson anxiety reflecting the fact that
higher levels of class interest are associated with lower levels of pupil anxiety in relation
to the Irish class.

Table 7.5
Mean Class attention and Class interest ratings for each of 20 classes

Class achievement in
spoken Irish

Rank
(1=highest)

n (segments)
Class attention
(mean rating)

(1-5)

Class interest
(mean rating)

(1-5)

1 (41) 4.8 4.7
2 (58) 4.6 4.5
3 (62) 4.7 4.6
4 (63) 4.9 5.0
5 (48) 4.6 4.6
6 (38) 4.6 4.4

High4rish-achievement classes 4.63

7 (29) 4.8 4.4
8 (51) 4.5 4.0
9 (22) 4.8 4.1
10 (33) 4.6 4.6
11 (39) 4.3 4.3
12 (50) 3.2 2.9

Middle4rish-achievement- classes 4..36

13 (30) 3.6 3.5
14 (72) 3.8 3.6
15 (28) 4.0 3.6
16 (20) 4.0 3.8
17 (42) 4.4 3.7
18 (31) 4.1 4.0
19 (36) 4.4 3.7
20 (35) 3.8 3.8

.

Low4risk-achtevementclasses

Class mean 41.4 4.3 4. I
Standard Deviation (SD) 14.3 .46 .52
Class range (max-min) 52 1.7 2.1
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Table 7.6
Pearson correlations between five class measures: Class achievement in spoken Irish, Class

attitude to Irish, Class Irish-lesson anxiety, Class attention and Class interest.

Class Class attitude Class Class
Class measures n (classes) = 20 achievement to Irish Irish-lesson attention

in Irish anxiety

Class attitude to Irish.
Class Irish-lesson anxiety° -.64** -.39
Class attention (mean rating) .65** .48* -.38
Class interest (mean rating) 79** .60**

* p <.05. ** p < .01. See Chapter 3: section 3.3.2.

Table 7.7
Means and standard deviations* of five class-level measures: Class achievement in spoken
Irish, Class attitude to Irish, Class Irish-lesson anxiety, Class attention and Class interest.

Class measures n (classes) = 20 Mean Standard Deviation

Class achievement in spoken Irish
Class attitude to Irish
Class Irish-lesson anxiety
Class attention
Class interest

37.9
166.3

14.1

4.3
4.1

25.4
17.9
1.3

0.5
0.5

*In the Twenty-Classes sample

Other significant correlations in Table 7.6 include the positive association between
Class attitude to Irish and Class achievement in spoken Irish (r = .74), and the negative
association (r=-.64) between Class Irish-lesson anxiety and Class achievement in spoken
Irish. It will be recalled that similar significant associations between the corresponding
pupil level variables were reported in Chapter 3 (see section 3.3.3). In the case of the
latter correlations, where the number of cases .involved were much larger, the Pearson r's
recorded were smaller, though still significant.
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7.2.2 Topic
Table 7.8 shows the percentage of teaching time, and the percentage of segments,
associated with each category of the Topic dimension over all lessons. Looking at the first
column it can be seen that over a half of all observed segments (51.1%) are associated
with the Topic category 'Situation: Other than NuachUrsai' . This is more than six times
the proportion of segments in the nearest corresponding category (`Situation: Other
course') in the Stirling Study (7.7% of all segments). The assignment of segments
assigned to this Topic category usually means that the topics are derived from course-
books (e.g. Buail Liom) other than the NuachUrsai handbooks. The situations may also
be derived from readers or other sources, including the teacher. A specific example of the
latter from the present study involved the teacher, over a number of lesson segments,
discussing the repair of a puncture on a bicycle tyre.

Table 7.8
Topic: Percentage distribution of teaching time and lesson segments, and average segment

duration by Topic.

Topic

Percentage
of

segments

Proportion of
teaching

time
(hrs mins secs)

Mean
segment
duration

(mins secs)
Total: (n = 828) (42 : 3 : 40) (3: 03)

Situation: Other than Nuachzirsai 51.1 52.4 3 :08
Fragmented/non contextualised 19.8 19.6 3 :01
Situation: Nuachtirsai 10.9 14.5 4 :04
Pupil/teacher real life situations 8.7 9.3 3 :15
Routine management/organisation 6.2 2.2 1 :04
Linguistics/grammar of Irish 2.2 1.3 1 :48

Irish life/culture/music 0.6 0.3 1 :33
Feedback/discussing pupil performance 0.6 0.5 2 :28

Total 100% 100%

The fact that 'Situation: Other than NuachUrsai' should account for so many segments
in the Irish study, however, indicates the need for more differentiated Topic categories e.g.
at the very least, topics from 'other' course-books/workbooks and readers should be in a
separate category from topics related to situations set up by teachers themselves. It is
possible that some of the difference in topic emphasis between the two studies can be
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accounted for in terms of the fact that classes in the Stirling Study followed a specific
audio-visual course whereas the Irish classes used a wider variety of courses. Only one-
tenth of all lesson segments in the Irish study (see Table 7.8 again) have topics associated
with the NuachUrsai audio-visual course (' Situation: NuachUrsai': 10.9%). Mitchell et
al. (1981) reports, in contrast, that the proportion of lesson segments which had topics
deriving from the recommended audio-visual French course approached one-third (31.9%).

More importantly, the data relating to these two categories in Table 7.8 indicate that
while primarily course-related topics (`Situation: Other than NuachUrsai' or 'Situation:
NuachUrsai) account for almost two-thirds (62%) of all segments in the Irish lessons,
equivalent topic categories account for only two-fifths of all segments in the French
lessons. The difference is made up in the Stirling Study by higher proportions of segments
being devoted to three topic areas: 'Routine procedures', `Metalinguistic' and
'Civilisation'. While these three topic categories account for 26.5% of French lesson
segments, data in Table 7.8 show that in all only 9% of Irish lesson segments are assigned
to equivalent topic categories ('Routine management/organisation' - 6.2%; 'Linguistics/
grammar of Irish' - 2.2%; and 'Irish life/culture/music' - 0.6%). It will be noted how
rarely 'Irish life/culture/music' constitutes the segment topic. It must be borne in mind,
however, that such topics are occasionally treated in terms of third party 'situations' in
Irish course-books, readers etc. and so it is possible that their role is somewhat
underestimated here.

An additional point here is that in the Stirling Study, the greater majority of French
lesson segments associated with the three topic categories just mentioned - 'Routine
procedures', `Metalinguistic' and 'Civilisation' - involved the use of the student's native
language, English. While lower proportions of segments are associated with the
equivalent Topic categories in the Irish Study ('Routine management/organisation',
`Linguistics/grammar of Irish' and 'Irish life culture and music'), crosstabulations with
language activity data presented later (see Table 7.10 below ), reveal that the discourse
involved in these topics is in Irish rather than in the children's native language, English.
Of the three Topic categories just mentioned, the greatest difference between the two
studies relates to `Linguistics/grammar of Irish' (2.2%) in our study (Table 7.8, column 1)
and the corresponding `Metalinguistic' topic category (12.3%) in the Stirling Study.

There is a closer degree of correspondence between the present Irish Study and the
Stirling Study in the proportion of segments allocated to the three remaining topic
categories: 'Fragmented/non contextualised', `Pupil/teacher real life' and 'Feedback/
discussing pupil performance'. A fifth of all Irish lesson discourse has no coherent topic
('Fragmented/non-contextualised': 19.8%), slightly lower than the proportion in the
Stirling Study (22.5%). Many lesson segments involving the language activity 'Drills', in
particular, consist of a specific syntactic structure being practised by using semantically
unrelated, isolated sentences. In the case of these 'Drills', the Topic is categorised as
'Fragmented'. Topics relating to `Pupil/teacher real life' situations account for 8.7% of
segments in the case of the Irish lessons compared to 9.4% in the Stirling Study.
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'Feedback/ Discussing pupil performance' accounts for less than 2% of segments in both
the Irish and Stirling studies.

We turn now to the remaining data in the other columns of Table 7.8. In general, the
percentage of all segments (column 1) which is associated with a particular Topic category
is fairly similar to the percentage of all teaching time (column 2) associated with the same
Topic category. Note that in the case of 'Routine management/organisation', however, the
proportion of segments (6.2%), though small, does exceed the proportion of teaching time
(2.2%). This simply reflects the fact that segments concerned with matters of 'Routine
management/ organisation' tend to have the shortest durations (column 3). In contrast, in
the case of 'Situation: NuachUrsai', the opposite is true - the proportion of teaching time
(14.5%) exceeds the proportion of segments (10.9%). In other words, when lesson
segments originate in the NuachUrsai they tend to last longer (an average of 4 minutes 4
seconds) than segments whose topics originate elsewhere.

An analysis of variance (ANOVA) followed by individual comparisons of means
(Scheffe test), was used to test the significance of the difference between overall segment
duration for the Topic categories. Similar tests were conducted on mean segment
durations associated with the categories of the other dimensions discussed below. In the
present case of the Topic categories, the results indicate that each of the first four more
common categories in Table 7.8 (`Situation: Other than NuachUrsai', Tragmented/non
contextualised', 'Situation: Nuachiirsar , and `Pupil/teacher real life situations') had
significantly longer segment durations (p<.05) than the less common topic of 'Routine
management/organisation'. As we hope to show below, an analysis of the kinds of
Language activities involved in each of the Topic categories throws further light on the
relationship between Topic category and segment duration.

Looking at column one of Table 7.9 it will be noted that despite some variation in
Class attention ratings according to Topic category, individual comparisons (using
Scheffe tests) were not statistically significant. In the case of Class interest, however, the
mean rating for `Pupil/teacher real life' topics (4.4) was significantly higher than for
Tragmented/non contextualised' topics (3.9) (Scheffe test: p<.05).

We now look at the amount of lesson time spent on various categories of Topic and
how this relates, if at all, to the five class measures listed earlier. Table 7.10 shows that
only one category of Topic (TragmentedTnon-contextualised') is significantly correlated
with Class achievement in spoken Irish and the direction is negative (r=-.45), indicating
that more time spent on this topic is associated with classes having lower levels of
achievement in Irish. Time spent on 'Situation: Other than NuachUrsai' topics is not
significantly related to achievement in spoken Irish (r=.41) although the correlation
approaches significance. More time on 'Situation: Other than Nuachiirsai' topics is
significantly associated with higher Class interest ratings (r=.48).
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Table 7.9
Mean class attention and class interest ratings for the most frequent

(at least 5% of segments) Topic categories

Topic
n (segments)

Class attention
Mean ratings

(1-5)
(828)

Class interest
Mean ratings

(1 - 5)
(828)

Situation: Other than Nuachtirsal (423) 4.3 4.2
Fragmented (164) 4.3 3.9
Situation: Nuachursai (90) 4.3 4.0
Pupil/teacher real life situations (72) 4.5 4.4
Routine management/organisation (51) 4.5 4.3

Mean rating overall (828) 4.3 4.1

ANOVA F value = 2.26, p < .05 (attention ratings); ANOVA F value = 3.87, p < .01; (interest ratings).
See text for details of Scheffe Multiple Comparisons Test.

Table 7.11 illustrates in more detail the relationship between the amount of lesson time
devoted to various topics and Class achievement in Irish. The tendency for 'Fragmented/
non-contextualised' topics to be negatively associated with Class achievement in spoken
Irish is indicated by the pattern of 'teaching times' in column 3. For example, in the top
six (high-Irish-achievement) classes, only one has more than 20% of time devoted to
'Fragmented' topics while seven of the eight low-Irish-achievement classes have this
proportion or greater. The data in column 2 show that topic situations other than those in
the recommended NuachUrsai are more commonly found in high-Irish-achievement
classes (13%) than in middle- (9%) or low-Irish-achievement classes (7%) though as our
correlation data show the overall relationship between achievement in Irish and time spent
on these topics is not significant. We also include in Table 7.11 (column 3) information
on `Pupil/Teacher real life' situations because we have already noted that Class interest
ratings of segments associated with this topic category were significantly higher than
those of `Fragmented/non-contextualised' topics. Comparing the overall proportions of
time for the three groups of classes we see that high-Irish-achievement classes are
associated with more time being spent on `Pupil/Teacher real life' situations (an average
of 13% of teaching time) than either middle-Irish-achievement (9% of teaching time) or
low-Irish-achievement classes (7% of teaching time). However, as we have already seen
the Pearson correlation analysis showed that the pattern was not statistically significant.
It is also worth noting the exceptions to overall patterns - for example, one class in the
higher level group spent hardly any time at all (1% of teaching time) on `Pupil/teacher
real life' topics.
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Table 7.11
Percentage of teaching time spent on three categories of Topic (`Situation: other than

NuacluirsaV, 'Fragmented', and 'Pupil/Teacher real life situations') in each of 20 classes
(listed in order of achievement in spoken Irish).

Class achievement in
spoken Irish Rank

(I =highest)

Topic
Situation: Other Fragmented/
than Nuachfirsai non-contextualised

Pupil/Teacher real
life situations*

1

2

3

4
5

6

_:.... ..... , .. , ... ................ _...

57
75
72
63
67
36

._ ..... ... ....... ...___

17

15

21
19

7
13

15

5

1

7

24
28

';',/rOlke avepowpt.....__ .. LL........ 3 i

7

...........____62

37 20

.
6

8 70 7 0
9 20 16 23
10 59 12 10
11 63 0 8
12 35 12 8

-440jair'7;i7i4 . 4,7 .

13 44 29 8
14 46 22 5
15 51 2 6
16 29 35 10
17 52 44 2
18 66 24 8
19 20 51 8
20 57 29 8

0.0,1,1SY,g1MigIqlass .... . .
6 ..... e, . ...

PropOrtion of all teaching time 52 20 9
Class range (max-min) (55) (51) (28)

* Pupil/Teacher real life topic was not significantly related to any class measures. However, our segment-
based analysis showed that Class interest ratings in this category were higher than corresponding ratings in
the Tragmented/non-contextualised' category (see Table 7.9).
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The Stirling Study examined the relationship between the proportion of segments
associated with the various categories of dimensions in each of seventeen classes and class
achievement in French (Mitchell et al., 1981). In the case of topic, there were two
category groupings in the Scottish study which were significantly correlated with class
attainment in French (i) the combined category of 'Meta linguistic' topics and (ii) the
combined category of 'Routine procedures' and 'Pupil performance'. In the case of the
former, more time spent discussing the structure of language was associated with higher
pupil performance. In contrast, more time spent on 'Routine procedures' and 'Pupil
performance' was associated with lower pupil scores in French. None of the
corresponding categories in the Irish study (i) `Linguistics/grammar of Irish', (ii) 'Routine
management/organisation' and `Feedback/discussing pupils' performance' are significantly
related to achievement (data not shown in table).

Z2.3 Language activity
Table 7.12 (column 1) shows the proportion of Irish lesson segments associated with each
of the Language activity categories of ILAS (see also figure 7.1). Before discussing these
data in detail it may be useful to note that the Irish lessons had higher proportions of
segments associated with each of the first five Language activity categories shown in

Table 7.12 than had the Stirling Study (i.e. 'Contextualisation exercises' through
'Simulated communication in Irish'). Compensating for this, higher proportions of
segments in the Stirling Study compared to the Irish study are associated with each of the
remaining Language activity categories (Imitation' through `Translation'). We leave
aside for purposes of this initial broad based comparison, the three small categories at the
bottom of Table 7.12 which have no direct equivalent in the Stirling Study.

The first five Language activity categories listed in Table 7.12 account for 81.9% of
all the Irish lesson segments, while equivalent categories account for not much more than
half that proportion of segments in the French lessons (43.8% of all segments in the
Stirling Study). Looking at the first two rows in Table 7.12, it may be seen that 32.7% of
the Irish lesson segments involve 'Contextualisation exercises' and 15.2% involve 'Drills'
- making 47.9% in all. In the Stirling Study only 34% of segments were assigned to the
corresponding Language activity category 'Drill/exercise' (a broader category which
approximates our 'Drills' and 'Contextualisation exercises' combined).

'Simulated Communication in Irish' accounts for 9.3% of segments in the present
study. It will be recalled that there was no category directly corresponding to this one in
the Stirling System. In the Stirling System, discourse of this type might have been
included in the 'exercise' component of the 'Drill/exercise' category, or perhaps even in
the 'Real FL' category, though this is really no more than supposition.
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Table 7.12
Language activity: Percentage distribution of teaching time and lesson segments, and

average segment duration by Language activity

Language activity

Percentage
of

segments

Proportion of
teaching

time
(hrs mins secs)

Mean
segment
duration

(mins secs)
Total: (n = 828) (42 : 3 : 40) (3:03)

Contextualisation exercises 32.7 37.7 3:31

Drills 15.2 18.3 3:39
Real communication in Irish 12.6 6.9 1:40

Transposition (read aloud /dictation) 12.1 10.6 2:41
Simulated communication in Irish 9.3 14.3 4:40

Imitation (repeat/copy write) 5.8 4.8 2:33

Comprehension 4.7 3.0 1:55

Compound (regular cycles of activities) 1.9 1.7 2:41

Real communication in English 1.6 0.8 1:35

Translation 0.8 0.4 1:27

Irish song / poem 1.9 0.7 1:07

Bilingual real communication 1.2 0.6 1:23

Bilingual simulated communication 0.1 0.3 8:10

Total 100% '100%

The data for 'Real communication in Irish' (12.6%) indicate a much greater emphasis
in the Irish Study than in the Stirling Study (only 1.8% of segments) on using the target
language for communicating messages. In fact, if we add the proportion of segments
devoted to 'Simulated communication in Irish' and 'Real communication in Irish' we can
estimate that about one-fifth of all Irish lesson segments involve some kind of
communication broadly defined.

Data on mean segment duration in the third column of Table 7.12 show, in addition,
that 'Real communication in Irish' segments are shorter than segments associated with the
other Language activity categories - in particular such segments are significantly shorter
(Scheffe tests: p < .01) than those associated with Tontextualisation exercises, 'Drills' or
'Simulated communication in Irish'.
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Looking back to Table 7.8 for a moment it can be seen, in addition, that of all, the topic
categories, 'Routine management/organisation' is the one associated with the shortest
segments (1 minute 4 seconds on average). Crosstabulations presented in more detail later
(Table 7.13) reveal that 'Real communication in Irish' is the dominant language activity in
this relatively small Topic category. While 2.2% of all teaching time is spent on 'Routine
management/organisation' topics, 1.8% of this involves 'Real communication in Irish'.
'Real communication in Irish' in this context usually means the teacher giving brief
instructions in Irish in the course of organising the class for the next activity - e.g.
instructing pupils to take out a specific book and to open it at a specific page. Table 7.13
(fourth row) also indicates that a substantial proportion of the overall teaching time spent
on 'Pupil/teacher real life' topics also involves 'Real communication in Irish' (2.3% of
9.3%). Mitchell et al. (1981) likewise report a tendency for 'Real FL' segments in their
study to be associated with these same two topic categories and, again, to be relatively
short in duration - though as we noted above the proportion of such 'Real FL' segments is
quite low (1.8%) in the Stirling Study.

Returning to Table 7.12 it will be noted that in contrast to 'Real communication in
Irish' segments, those segments involving 'Simulated communication in Irish' tend to be
rather long in duration, running to well over four minutes on average. The proportion of
all teaching time (14.3%) devoted to 'Simulated communication in Irish', therefore,
exceeds the proportion of segments (9.3%).

'Transposition' activities accounted for 12.1% of all segments in the Irish Study
compared to 7.4% in the Stirling Study. Crosstabulation data on Language activity and
Pupil behaviour (not shown in tabular form) indicate that over 90% of the time spent on
'Transposition' activities in the Irish lessons involves 'Reading aloud' pupil behaviours.

The five remaining Language activity categories which have direct equivalents in the
Irish and Stirling Studies are 'Imitation', 'Comprehension', 'Compound', 'Real
communication in English' and 'Translation'. These categories account for only 14.8% of
segments altogether in the Irish Study, compared to more than half of all the French lesson
segments (56.2%) in the Stirling Study.

'Real communication in English' is involved in only 1.6% of segments in the Irish
Study, in marked contrast to the Stirling Study where over one-fifth (21.3%) of all
segments involve English. 'Translation' features hardly at all in the Irish lessons (less
than 1% of segments) whereas it occurs in 10.6 % of the French lesson segments. And
'Imitation', an important component of audio-visual lessons, only accounts for 5.8% of
segments in Irish, just under half the proportion for the same category in the Stirling Study
(12.3%). This latter difference reflects presumably the greater emphasis on the audio-
visual approach in the French lessons. The other two Language activity categories
'Comprehension' (4.7%) and 'Compound' (1.9%) are each a few percentage points lower
in the Irish Study than in the Stirling Study.

Finally, the three categories 'Irish song/poem', 'Bilingual real communication',
'Bilingual simulated communication' account for a little more than three per cent of
segments in the Irish lessons.
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Topic and language activity
Table 7.13 further analyses the information in Tables 7.8 and 7.12 by showing how the
total teaching time is broken down according to various combinations of Topic and
Language activity. For simplicity, we have combined some of the less common language
activities into broader categories. By far the largest proportion of teaching time (21.8%)
is spent on 'Contextualisation exercises' based on topics in the very large 'Situation:
Other than Nuachiirse category (column one, row one). A further 10% is attributed to
'Contextualisation exercises' based on 'Situation: Nuachfirsar topics (column one, row
three). The second largest proportion of teaching time is associated with the Language
activity 'Drills' based on 'Fragmented' topics (column two, row two) - 14.4% of all
teaching time.

The next most common combinations (accounting for approximately 9% of all teaching
time) are 'Simulated communication in Irish' and 'Transposition' language activities, each
substantially based on 'Situation: Other than Nuacheirsa topics. Finally, 'Simulated
communication in Irish' and 'Real communication in Irish' language activities which use
`Pupil/teacher real life situations' as topics account for 3.9% and 2.3% respectively of
teaching time. Given that this topic category accounts for only 9.3% of teaching time
overall, this means that communicative language activities generally (real or simulated)
are strongly associated with the 'Pupil/teacher real life' topics. We have already noted the
predominance of 'Real communication in Irish' in the relatively small 'Routine
management/organisation' topic category (see column 5; row 5).

Language activity: attention and interest
Attention and interest ratings corresponding to the various language activities are set out in
Table 7.14. Only the first five, more common language activities listed in the table
(`Contextualised exercises', 'Drills', 'Real communication in Irish', 'Transposition' and
'Simulated communication in Irish') feature in any significant differences in mean
attention and interest ratings. Even within this group of frequently used language
activities, differences between categories in Class attention ratings are never significant,
though mean ratings for 'Simulated communication in Irish' (4.5) and 'Real
communication in Irish' (4.6) are the highest of all. These same two language activity
categories are, however, associated with significantly higher Class interest ratings than
some of the remaining three language activity categories in this group. Specifically
Scheffe Multiple Comparisons Tests showed that the mean Class interest rating for
'Simulated communication in Irish' (4.5) is significantly higher than for 'Transposition'
(3.9), 'Drills' (4.0) (Scheffe tests: p < .01) and Contextualisation exercises' (4.1) (Scheffe
test: p.< .05). Meanwhile the mean Class interest rating for 'Real communication in Irish'
(4.4) is significantly higher (Scheffe test: p<.05) than for both 'Tranposition' and
'Contextualisation exercises'.
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Table 7.14
Mean Class attention and Class interest ratings for most frequent

(at least 5% of segments) Language activity categories

Language activity n (segments)

Class attention
Mean rating

(I - 5)
(828)

Class interest
Mean rating

(1 - 5)
(828)

Contextualisation exercises (271) 4.3 4.1

Drills (126) 4.3 4.0

Real communication in Irish (104) 4.6 4.4

Transposition (read aloud/dictation) (100) 4.2 3.9

Simulated communication in Irish (77) 4.5 4.5

Imitation (repeat/copy write) (48) 4.5 4.1

Comprehension (39) 4.2 4.0

Mean rating overall (828) 4.3 4.1

* ANOVA F value = 3.32, p < .01 (attention ratings); F = 6.33, p < .01 (interest ratings).
See text for details of Scheffe Multiple Comparisons Tests.

Language activities and class characteristics
Returning to Table 7.10 it may be seen that in relation to teaching time spent on various
categories of Language activity and Class achievement in spoken Irish, the strongest
association is found in the case of two communicative categories 'Simulated
communication in Irish' (r=.65) and 'Real communication in Irish' (r=.71). Looking at
the other columns, it can be seen that the same language activities (`Real communication
in Irish' and 'Simulated communication in Irish') are significantly associated with a
positive Class attitude to Irish (r=.44; r--.60), higher Class interest (r=.54; r=.68) and
lower Class Irish-lesson anxiety (r---.61; r=-.50). Class attention figures less often in
these relationships, but note that it is significantly and positively associated with the
proportion of time spent on 'Simulated communication in Irish' (r=.52). The pattern of
relationships between some other class measures not shown in Table 7.10 are also of
considerable interest. For example, a relative emphasis on 'Real' or 'Simulated
communication in Irish' was found not to be related to the classes' overall general
academic ability as reflected in English verbal reasoning.

In contrast to these findings, the data in column one of Table 7.10 also indicated that
more time spent on Tontextualisation exercises' and 'Transposition' type activities are
associated with classes having lower levels of Class achievement in spoken Irish (r---.50
and r=-.56 respectively) and these correlations were significant. Note, incidentally, that a
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The Irish lesson: Topic, language activity and materials 225

relative emphasis on the language activity 'Contextualisation exercises' is also associated
with higher Class Irish lesson-anxiety (r=.58) and lower levels of Class interest during
the Irish lesson (r=-.52).

More time spent on 'Transposition' language activities is also associated with lower
Class achievement in spoken Irish (r=-.56), with less positive Class attitude to Irish (r=-
.46), and with lower Class attention mean ratings (r=-.44). It may be noted in passing
that none of the language activities in the Stirling Study were significantly correlated with
class attainment in French.

We now turn to the class-by-class data showing how the proportion of Irish lesson time
spent on the five commonly used language activities varies according to class achievement
in Irish (Table 7.15). Consistent with our correlation findings, it can be seen that
'Contextualisation exercises' and 'Transposition' are the language activities which are
more characteristic of the low-Irish-achievement classes. Only 25% of all class time, on
average, is spent on 'Contextualisation exercises' in high-Irish-achievement classes
compared to 50% and 42% in middle- and low-Irish-achievement classes respectively. In
the six high-Irish-achievement classes, only one has more than 10% of class time spent on
'Transposition', whereas 6 out of the 8 low-Irish-achievement classes have more than that
proportion. We include 'Drills' in our class by class data in Table 7.15 because, as we
recall from Table 7.14, segments in this category were more likely to be associated with
lower levels of Class attention and Class interest. We see, however, that there is no
steady pattern in the extent to which 'Drills' are used between the different Irish-
achievement groups of classes.

'Simulated communication in Irish' and 'Real communication in Irish' clearly account
for more teaching time in high-Irish-achievement classes. In these top six classes an
average of 26% of teaching time is spent on 'Simulated communication in Irish' and 11%
of teaching time on 'Real communication in Irish'. In middle-Irish-achievement classes the
corresponding percentages are 10% and 8% respectively and in low-achievement classes
even lower still, at 8% and 2% respectively. Note that one of the low-Irish-achievement
classes has zero teaching time devoted to either 'Simulated' or 'Real communication in
Irish', while the adjacent rank classes have only 1% of teaching time devoted to 'Real
communication in Irish'. As our correlation analysis already indicated, the variations in
Class achievement in spoken Irish associated with these two communicative categories are
statistically significant.

Taken together these results present a positive picture of classes which place relatively
more emphasis on 'Real' and 'Simulated communication in Irish' rather than on more
language-practice type activities such as 'Transposition' and 'Contextualisation exercises'.
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226 Teaching and learning Irish in primary school

Table 7.15
Percentage of teaching time spent on five categories of Language activity in each of 20

classes (listed in order of achievement in spoken Irish.

Class achievement
in spoken Irish

Rank
(1highest)

Contextual-
isation

exercises

Language activity
Simulated Transposition Real

Drills* communic- (read aloud/ communic-
ation in dictation) ation in

Irish Irish

1 18 17 37 3 8

2 43 13 9 15 9

3 23 32 13 5 8

4 12 14 34 6 15

5 27 18 31 6 17

6 27 13 29 5 8

..: g. ifs .4ie ieWttieiirerasscs 25: ::18: :::::::: :: 26

7 45 20 11 3 4
8 33 18 0 18 13

9 60 10 19 6 4

10 45 5 11 20 9
11 65 0 18 5 11

12 54 9 0 12 9

:

l ......

13 42 13 16 17 2

14 48 19 8 8 1

15 40 12 15 8 8

16 54 28 0 15 0
17 40 29 0 17 1

18 44 17 8 17 0
19 39 38 6 13 1

20 31 .29 8 23 0

Lbw:Irish dChi,ii4MiiatialaSses 42 15 2

Proportion of teaching time 38 18 14 11 7
Class range (53) (38) (37) (20) (17)

* The category 'Drills' was not significantly related to any class measures. However, our segment-based
analysis showed that Class interest ratings in this category were lower than corresponding ratings in the
'Simulated communication in Irish' category (Table 7.14)
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7.2.4 Materials in use
In the Stirling Study as we mentioned in Chapter 6 (section 6.5.6), two different methods
of recording usage of materials was employed. Only one of these methods, however,
provides data which is amenable to comparison with the Irish Study. The Stirling method
in question involved the observer recording, on a minute by minute basis, which materials
were in use. In the present study, however, we recorded materials used on a segment by
segment basis - and we also have available the segment duration. Teaching time associated
with different materials, therefore, is the only viable basis for comparison between the
Stirling Study and the Irish Study. It must be borne in mind, however, that a particular
material may only be used for a fraction of the time associated with a segment. This
means that the Irish Study may tend to overestimate the proportion of teaching time
associated with materials compared to the Stirling Study.

Table 7.16 provides information on the extent to which various materials were used,
either by pupil or teacher, in the observed Irish lessons. Looking at column 1, it can be
seen that in more than a quarter of segments (26.4%) no materials at all are used. In the
remaining segments, at least one material is being used. The blackboard is the most widely
used of all, employed in 18.4% of segments. 'Readers' and 'Other course-books
/workbooks' (such as Buail Dom, .Bog Liorn and Anseo is Ansiitd) are each used in just
over 17% of segments. It should be noted that some segments may involve the use of more
than one book.

The NuachUrsai handbook appears in only 10% of all lesson segments. 'Film strips',
which are invariably linked to the use of the NuachUrsai by the teachers, feature in 9.1%
of segments. 'Cut-outs'PFigurines' are used in only 1.2% of lesson segments. Three
other materials each account for 3% or more of segments in the Irish study - 'Worksheets'
(3.4% of segments), 'Objects' (3.4% of segments) and 'Wallcharts' (3% of segments).
'Authentic materials', an important element in communicative language teaching, only
account for 0.4% of segments here.

The Stirling Study, just like the Irish one, found that the blackboard and textbooks
were among the most frequently used materials in the French lesson. Textbooks of any
kind, however, were used for a considerably greater proportion of teaching time in the
Stirling Study (37%) than in the Irish study (29.1% of teaching time represented by those
segments during which 'Other course-books/workbooks' or the `NuachUrsar handbook
were used). The 'Blackboard' was used for 29% of teaching time in the Stirling Study
compared to 25.4% in the Irish one. 'Readers' were in use for 10% of French lesson time
compared to 14.4% of Irish lesson time.

More frequent use was made of a jotter in the Stirling Study than in the present Irish
Study. Twenty eight per cent of all French lesson teaching time involved use of the
'Jotter' compared to 17.8% of teaching time in the Irish lesson. In this context it is useful
to mention that results relating to Pupil behaviour, to be presented in Chapter 8 (see
section 8.2.1), indicate that 'Writing' pupil behaviours occurred more frequently in the
Stirling Study than in the Irish Study.
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228 Teaching and learning Irish in primary school

The Stirling Study, like the Irish one, reports relatively low use of visual aids, such as
'Slides', 'Film strips' and 'Video', even though the French course was described as an
audio-visual one. 'Filmstrips' were used for only 7% of French lesson teaching time and
'Film/Video' for 1% of the time. This compares in the Irish Study to 12.1% of teaching
time corresponding to segments in which 'Film strips' were in use. 'Film/Video' was not
used at all in any of the Irish lessons observed.

Table 7.16
Materials: Percentage distribution of teaching time, lesson segments, and average

segment duration by Materials

Materials. Total:

Percentage
of

segments*

(n = 828)

Proportion of
teaching
time *

(hrs mins secs)
(42: 3: 40)

Mean
segment

duration*
(mins secs)

(3:03)

'No materials' used 26.4 20.5 2:21

Blackboard 18.4 25.4 4:13

'Other' course-book/workbook 17.5 17.1 2:58
Reader 17.1 14.4 2:34

Jotter/copy 13.2 17.8 4:07
NuachUrsai handbook 10.0 12.0 3:39

Film strips 9.1 12.1 4:05

Objects 3.4 5.6 5:01

Worksheets 3.4 3.7 3:21

Wallcharts 3.0 3.2 3:13

Cutouts 1.2 1.5 3:52

Overhead projector 0.5 1.0 6:25

Photographs 0.4 0.8 6:36
Person (appearance) 0.4 0.7 6:16

'Authentic' materials 0.4 0.7 6:16

Tape 0.1 0.02 0:39

Other 0.5 0.3 1:59

* These columns do not add up to 100% and 828(n) because more than one type of material may be used in
any one segment.

Three other categories of materials - Video/Film, Library Books, Flash cards were never used.
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It will be noted from the mean segment durations listed in colunm three of Table 7.16
that the three commonly used materials, 'Blackboard', 'Jotter/copy' and 'Film strips' are
associated with longer segment durations than average: mean segment durations over four
minutes long. Because the use of materials in the Stirling Study was not recorded on a
segment by segment basis, comparable information is not available on the amount of time
during which no materials at all were in use in that study.

Table 7.17 shows the Class attention and Class interest mean ratings for segments in
which the more frequently used (in > 3% of segments) materials were present. The first
row gives ratings for those segments in which no materials at all were in use. Mean Class
attention (4.5) and Class interest (4.4) ratings for segments associated with this 'No
materials' category are significantly higher (F =16.6 & 31.6 respectively ; p<.01) than the
corresponding ratings for segments in which at least one material was in use. Examining
specific materials in use, the results show that segments associated with the infrequently
used materials category Vallcharts' (not shown in this table) have higher mean Class
attention and Class interest ratings (mean ratings of 4.6 in both cases) than segments
(associated with other materials). On the other hand, significantly lower mean Class
attention and Class interest ratings are associated with the three materials categories
'Other course-book/workbook', 'Film strips/slides' and 'Worksheets'.

Table 7.17
Mean Class attention and Class interest ratings according to the most frequent

(at least 5% of segments) Materials categories

Materials
n (segments)

Class attention
Mean rating

(1 5)
(828)

Class interest
Mean rating

(1 - 5)
(828)

'No materials' used (219) 4.5** 4.4**

Blackboard (152) 4.3 4.1
Course-book/workbook (145) 4.2* 3.8**
Reader (142) 4.3 4.1
Jotter/copy (109) 4.3 4.2
Nuachfirsai handbook (83) 4.2 4.0
Film strips/slides (75) 4.2* 3.9*

Overall mean (828) 4.3 4.1

* ANOVA p < .05; ** ANOVA p < .01. In each Materials category, the mean ratirigs for segments
associated with that category are compared to the mean ratings for all other segments.
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Table 7.18
Percentage of lesson segments* in each of the 20 classes (listed by achievement in spoken

Irish) according to three Materials categories

Class achievement in
spoken Irish

Rank
(1 = highest)

No materials
used

Materials

Other course-
book/ workbook**

Film strip

1

2

42
53

20

3 39 2

4 25 6
5 67
6 37

44

7 17 21 21

8 2 55

9 18 50 9

10 18 9 3

11 26 18

12 12 36 20

A' Ott kPettilait:044$00: .6

13 13 27 13

14 24 31

15 14 46 36
16 10 5

17 21 55

18 19 68
19 17 25

20 14 11

....LowqpiskaChievegiOrlialasses ,y9 ....

Proportion of all lesson segments 26 18 9

Class range (max-min) (65) (68) (36)

* Note teaching time is not used here. *1 Other than Nuachzirsai handbook

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Looking back at Table 7.10 we see the extent to which teaching time spent using either
'No materials' or 'Other course-book/workbook' relates to each of the five class
measures'. Both categories above have significant correlations (one positive and one
negative) with Class achievement in spoken Irish. Classes in which a greater proportion
of lesson time involves 'No materials' tend to have higher levels of achievement in Irish (r
= .71) while more time spent on 'Other course-book/workbook' is associated with classes
having lower levels of achievement in Irish (r=-.51). Furthermore the data in column two
of Table 7.10 indicate that classes in which a greater proportion of lesson time involves
'No materials' of any kind have significantly more positive Class attitude to Irish (r =.50)
and show higher rates of Class interest (r=.60). Greater use of 'Other course-
book/workbook', on the other hand, is associated with significantly lower levels of Class
interest (r = -.49). Correlations between frequency of use of different teaching materials
and class attainment French were not reported in the Mitchell et al. (1981) Stirling Study.

Finally, Table 7.18 illustrates the relationship between Class achievement in spoken
Irish and the extent to which either of two types of materials (`Other course-
book/workbook' and 'Film strips') or 'No materials' are used in each of the twenty
classes. Note that the index of Materials used here is based on proportion of segments
rather than proportion of teaching time.

The ranges listed in the last row of Table 7.18 show the overall variation across
classes in the percentage of lesson segments in which the various materials are used. Two
strong patterns .may be observed. Consistent with earlier correlation data (Table 7.10)
there is considerably less use of materials of any kind in high-Irish-achievement classes
(no materials in 44% of segments on average) than in the middle-Irish-achievement classes
(average of 16%) or low-Irish-achievement classes (average of 17%). The second trend
relates to the use of 'Other course-book/workbook'. Five of the six high-Irish-
achievement classes do not make any use at all of books in this category and in the
remaining class only 2% of lesson segments involve their use. In contrast, 29% of lesson
segments on average in middle- and low-Irish-achievement classes involve 'Other course-
book/workbook' (and over 50% in some cases). Four of the six high-Irish-achievement
classes did not use 'Filmstrips' either. Class rank 1 was an exception, however, with
'Filmstrips' being used in 20% of all lesson segments. There is no clear general
relationship to be observed, however, between frequency of use of filmstrips and class
achievement in Irish.

7.3 Discussion

7.3.1 Overview

It will be useful to begin with an overview of the main issues and results on which the
discussion will focus. We will take the Language activity results first since the issues
raised here will provide a context within which the data relating to Topic and Materials
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232 Teaching and learning Irish in primary school

can be more easily understood. The discussion of Language activity centres around four
main points.

1. English-based or partly English-based activities form a substantial component of the
Stirling French foreign-language programme but are virtually unknown in the Irish
programme. We attribute this to the different traditions in second-language and
foreign-language teaching.

2. The overall balance between communicative activities and language practice in the
Irish programme is indicated by the fact that about one-fifth of lesson segments
involve communicative activities - although there are very substantial class-to-class
variations.

3. A focus on language-practice type language activities tend to be associated with
generally negative outcomes while communicative activities tend to be associated
with generally positive outcomes. For example, those Irish classes which devote
relatively more time to 'Real' or 'Simulated' communication in Irish tend, among
other things, to have higher achievement in Irish and higher class interest compared to
classes which devote relatively more time to language-practice activities such as
'Contextualisation exercises' or 'Transposition'.

4. Despite these findings, it is argued that aiming for a better balance than exists at
present between experiential and analytic activities in the Irish lesson represents a
better strategy than unqualified adherence to the dictum 'the more communicative the
better'.

The experiential/analytic theme continues in the discussion of the findings relating to
Topic and Materials. The main additional points made here are:

5. Communicative Topic categories (e.g. 'Pupil/teacher real life') tend to be associated
with positive outcomes (e.g. higher class interest), while language-practice Topic
categories (e.g. 'Fragmented') tend to be associated with negative outcomes (e.g.
lower class achievement in spoken Irish, lower class interest).

6. Traditional materials, such as the blackboard, jotters and readers, are relatively
frequently used in the Irish lesson, while materials (or texts) associated with recent
forms of communicative language teaching, such as 'authentic' materials, are almost
non-existent. Generally speaking, when Irish teachers engage in 'Real' or
'Simulated' communicative activities, these activities do not originate in course-books
- either they make no use at all of materials in the course of such activities or the
materials used are traditional ones such as the blackboard and the jotter. Consistent
with this, use of 'No materials' tends to be associated with positive outcomes - higher
class achievement in spoken Irish, better class attitude to Irish and so on. Use of
course-books which are seen as alternatives to the Nuachiesai (i.e. 'Other' course-
book/workbook) is associated with negative outcomes (lower class achievement in
spoken Irish, lower class interest).
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A concluding section of the chapter deals with some general issues which arise from
the findings just reported. First we examine a paradox presented by the correlation data
reported here: the fact that the communicative elements of the basically audio-visual Irish
programme are associated with more 'positive' results than are the communicative
elements of explicitly communicative programmes as reported in the research literature.
Second, we try to identify some of the factors which in the past may have prevented
teachers of weaker classes from including more communicative activities in the Irish
lesson, and we consider whether the introduction of new teaching materials will help them
to circumvent these difficulties. Lastly, we consider whether the introduction of
communicative materials may pose certain kinds of problems for the 'all-Irish' character
of language teaching at primary level, since the widespread use of Irish at present may be
dependent on the routinised, predictable nature of the existing Irish lesson.

7.3.2 Language activity
The discussion of the Language activity results centres on the five main categories which
account for most of the lesson segments and for most of the significant findings. These
five categories consist of three types of language-practice ('Contextualisation exercise',
'Drills' and 'Transposition') and two types of communicative activity ('Real
communication in Irish' and 'Simulated communication in Irish'). Together, these
account for 81.9% of all segments in the Irish lesson but their equivalents in the Stirling
Study only account for 43.8% of the French segments. For example, if we combine the
proportion of segments for 'Real communication in Irish' (12.6%) and 'Simulated
communication in Irish' (9.3%), we estimate that a little over one-fifth of the Irish lesson
involves some communicative use of the language. By comparison, 'Real communication
in French' accounts for only 1.8% of segments and there is no language activity
equivalent to 'Simulated communication' in the Stirling study.

Irish versus English
The considerably smaller proportion of segments in the Stirling study which are associated
with the five main language activities is mainly compensated for by a greater emphasis on
two English-language activities. Thus, 'Real communication in English' (21.3%) and
'Translation' (10.6%) - which is partly English - together account for 31.9% of segments
in the Stirling Study. By comparison, these same two activities only account for 2.4% of
segments in the Irish study.

In order to see how Irish lessons manage to avoid the kind of use of the pupils' native
language which the French lessons engage in, we must compare the kind of topics which
are associated with 'Real communication in English' in*the Stirling Study and 'Real
communication in Irish' in the Irish study. The Stirling study reports that 26.5% of
French lesson segments are associated with three Topic.categories - 'Routine procedures',
`Metalinguistic' and 'Civilisation' - and that these segments overwhelmingly involve the
use of the student's native language, English. By comparison, only 9% of lesson segments
in all are associated with the equivalent Topic categories in the Irish Study and
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crosstabulations with Language activity data reveal that the discourse involved is in Irish
rather than in English. Thus, not only do Irish classes devote a smaller proportion of
segments to these three Topic categories, but when they do deal with these topics, they do
so in Irish.

Of the three Topic categories just mentioned, the one manifesting the greatest
difference between the Stirling and Irish studies is Tinguistics/grammar of Irish' (2.2% of
segments in the Irish study) and the corresponding 'Meta linguistic' topic category (12.3%
of segments in the Stirling Study). There are a number of factors which could account for
this difference. One possibility is that because pupils in the Irish study begin instruction in
Irish at a young age and continue the learning/acquisition process over a relatively long
period, metalinguistic concepts and distinctions are transmitted in a more gradual and
indirect way - by illustration perhaps or by informally drawing attention to significant
linguistic patterns in the context of drills etc. If this assumption is correct, a consequence
would be that direct discussion and explanation of metalinguistic issues, either in Irish or
English, would be rarely necessary. In contrast, because the pupils in the Stirling Study
presumably began French instruction only on entry to post-primary school, direct
explanation and discussion of certain metalinguistic issues, through the pupils' mother
tongue, may have been judged to be a faster and more efficient route to competence in the
language for students of this age than a more distributed process of illustration and
attention-focussing. Needless to say at this early stage in the pupils' acquisition of
French, such topics would be difficult to talk about in French in any case. Our results
here do not allow us, however, either to assess the merits of the two strategies, or to say
whether these hypothesised strategies have any basis in fact.

It is notable also that even in those individual Irish classes where communicative
activities in Irish, either 'Real' or 'Simulated', form little or no part of the lesson, the use
of English is still almost never favoured. In classes where communicative activities in
Irish are rare, the difference is made up by a greater proportion of the lesson being devoted
to various kinds of Irish language practice, particularly 'Contextualisation exercises' and
'Transposition'. Consistent with this, there is very little evidence of code switching to be
found on the audiotapes of the lessons. Where English is used, it typically consists of just
a single word - either by the teacher or pupils (See sample transcripts in Appendix 6.4).
Neither is there any indication from teachers' assessments of their own reactions to the
observation work (Chapter 6: section 6.6) that the extensive use of Irish rather than
English throughout, both for classroom communication and language practice, represents
a departure from the teachers' usual approach. In any case, if teachers were in fact
departing from their usual approach, we would expect pupils to exhibit extreme difficulty
in understanding what was happening - and there was no evidence at all of that.

Communication versus language practice - Dyferences between classes
We turn now to the question of how the different kinds of language activity relate to the
various class measures of Irish proficiency and attitude. The first thing to be noted is that
the distinction between communicative activities and language practice is powerfully
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evident in the pattern of results. Generally, language practice tends to be associated with
negative outcomes and communicative activities with positive ones.

For example, when we pool the lesson segments for all 20 classes (39 lessons), we fmd
that class interest is significantly higher for both 'Simulated communication in Irish' and
'Real communication in Irish' than it is for both 'Contextualisation exercises' and
'Transposition'. In addition, class interest is significantly higher for 'Simulated
communication in Irish' segments than it is for 'Drills' segments.

When we turn to variation across classes in the proportion of lesson time devoted to
each language activity, we fmd similar trends. With the exception of 'Drills', which do
not manifest a consistent enough pattern across classes to be statistically significant, the
other four main language activities once again divide, in terms of patterns of association,
into the communicative ones ('Real communication in Irish' and 'Simulated
communication in Irish') and the language practice ones ('Contextualisation exercises'
and `Transposition'). Specifically, both 'Contextualisation exercises' and 'Transposition'
are devoted significantly more lesson time in classes which have low levels of achievement
in Irish than in those which have higher levels of achievement. Correspondingly, 'Real
communication in Irish' and 'Simulated communication in Irish' are devoted significantly
less time in classes which are weaker in Irish.

The differences are substantial. In the top six classes in terms of achievement in Irish,
for example, an average of 25% of class time is spent on 'Contextualisation exercises'
compared to an average of 42% of class time in the eight weakest classes. Again, an
average of 26% of time is spent on 'Simulated communication in Irish' and 11% on 'Real
communication in Irish' in the top six classes, compared to averages of 8% and 2% of
time respectively spent on these activities in the eight weakest classes. Combining the two
communicative activities ('Real' plus 'Simulated' communication in Irish), we can say
that 37% of lesson time on average is spent on communicative activities in highrIrish-
achievement classes while only 10% of time is spent on them on average in the low-Irish-
achievement classes. We can also examine this contrast at the level of individual classes.
For example, one of the high-Irish-achievement classes (ranked 4 in terms of achievement
in Irish) devotes almost 50% of teaching time to communicative activities, while one of the
low-Irish-achievement classes (ranked 16 in terms of achievement in Irish) devotes zero
teaching time to them.

The contrast between an emphasis on communicative activities as opposed to language
practice applies not just to the association with Class achievement in spoken Irish, but
extends also to the other four class measures such as Class attitude to Irish, Class Irish-
lesson anxiety, Class attention and Class interest. Generally positive outcomes are
associated with an emphasis on each of the two communicative language activities, while
generally negative outcomes are associated with an emphasis on language practice
activities (`Contextualisation exercises' and 'Transposition).

Of the 16 Pearson 'r' coefficients associated with the four Language activity categories
and the four class measures just mentioned, 11 are statistically significant, 3 are
marginally significant (p<.08) and the remaining two are in the expected direction though
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not significantly so. Thus, for example, classes which spend a greater proportion of lesson
time on 'Contextualisation exercises' exhibit significantly higher levels of anxiety in
relation to speaking in Irish during the Irish lesson, and are judged to have significantly
lower levels of interest in the lesson, than other classes which spend less time on this
language activity. Likewise, classes which spend more time on 'Transposition' activities
have significantly less positive attitudes to Irish, and are significantly less attentive to the
lesson, than classes which spend less time on this activity. In contrast, classes which
spend a greater proportion of time on either of the two communicative language activities -
'Real' or 'Simulated' communication in Irish - tend to have significantly better attitudes to
Irish, lower levels of anxiety in relation to the Irish lesson, higher levels of attention and/or
higher levels of interest in the lesson.

More communicative equals better?
Superficially, this pattern of results may seem to suggest that we can unreservedly
recommend that 'the more communicative the lesson the better' - that increasing the
proportion of communicative activities and decreasing the proportion of language
practice activities will improve the standing of classes on a whole range of indicators such
as achievement in Irish, attitude to Irish and interest in the Irish lesson. In fact, we will
have to content ourselves with a rather more modest and circumscribed conclusion than
this. The kind of correlational evidence provided by this study and indeed by most studies
in second-language acquisition is not strong enough to support cause-and-effect
conclusions. Correlation data is fundamentally ambiguous about the `direction-of-effect'.
In addition, because a number of different variables are intercorrelated, it is extremely
difficult to separate the contribution of each variable to the result of interest. This is a
problem that is common in the social sciences but is particularly acute in the case of
research on classroom based second-language acquisition because of the fragmented state
of research and theorising, and the failure to replicate findings across different settings,
cultures, ages and sociolinguistic contexts (Ellis, 1994). It will be useful to explore these
issues in a little more detail at this point since basically the same ones arise later in this
chapter and the next in interpreting corresponding data relating to other dimensions of
ILAS.

Consider, for example, the significant positive correlations between Class achievement
in spoken Irish and the proportion of class time spent on communicative language
activities. It might be argued that this indicates, not as the communicative dictum suggests
that a greater emphasis on communicative activities cause higher achievement in Irish, but
instead that having higher Class achievement in spoken Irish (for whatever reason) leads
to a greater emphasis on communicative activities. The underlying argument here might
be that teachers of weaker classes choose not to introduce communicative activities
because they believe that their pupils' level of proficiency in Irish would not allow them to
benefit from such activities. Correspondingly, more able classes may be judged to have
good enough Irish to profit from more communicative activities.
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On purely commonsense grounds, the correlations involving Class attention and Class-
interest might seem more amenable to explanation in terms of the dictum 'the more
communicative the better'. Here we have the evidence of the inspectors watching the
reactions of pupils as the different language teaching activities unfold and their conclusion
that class attention and interest are higher during communicative activities and lower
during language practice. But here again, we cannot entirely discount an alternative
possibility - that the critical underlying causative factor in all these cases is, at least in
part, Class achievement in spoken Irish - that higher levels of achievement in Irish in
certain classes lead to both the greater emphasis on communicative activities and the
higher levels of attention and interest in these classes.

Despite these cautions about the formal evidence, notions of plausibility and
commonsense have to be brought into the equation as well. Results of second-language
acquisition studies such as this, in common with most other research in the social sciences,
must make the best sense possible out of the evidence collected, taking due account of the
characteristics of the broader language teaching context. At the very least, our data would
seem to make a prima facie case for including a strong communicative component in all
lessons if the goal is, to maximise achievement in Irish and the other positive outcomes
documented above. In claiming this, we are not proposing that the whole lesson should
consist of communicative (or experiential) activities but merely that a balance should be
struck between such activities and language practice (i.e. analytic or form-focussed
activities). We concur, therefore, with the conclusion of Allen et al. (1990) and Allen
(1992) on the basis of their classroom observation researchon core French and immersion
that 'the analytic and the experiential focus may be complementary, in that they provide
essential support for one another in the classroom'.

7.3.3 Topic
Three Topic categories in the present study were found to be significantly related to Class
achievement in spoken Irish and/or Class interest. The three categories are 'Pupil/teacher
real life' (8.7% of segments), 'Situation: Other than Nuachfirsai' (51.1% of segments)
and 'Fragmented/non-contextualised' (19.8% of segments). The first two of these are
associated with positive outcomes: either higher Class interest in a pooled-segment
comparison between Topic categories, or a significant class-based correlation involving
the percentage of class time spent on the Topic 'category of interest. The third Topic
category, `Fragmented/non-contextualised', is associated with negative outcomes: lower
Class interest in pooled-segment comparisons, and lower Class achievement in spoken
Irish in a class-based correlation. Not surprisingly, perhaps, the same first two Topic
categories, i.e. those associated with positive outcomes, are common in the case of
communicative activities while the third, associated with negative outcomes, is common in
the case of one particular type of language practice - 'Drills'. Thus, the contrast between
language practice and communicative activities continues to have significance in the case
of Topic. Nevertheless, as we explain below, the information on Topic does modify and
clarify aspects of the language-practice/communicative distinction already identified in
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the Language activity data. To illustrate this, it will be necessary to trace some of the
connections between Language activity and Topic in a little more detail.

The results show that Language activity categories 'Simulated communication in Irish'
and 'Real communication in Irish' are strongly associated - in the sense of sharing
segments - with the Topic categories 'Pupil /teacher real life' and 'Situation: Other than
Nuachiesai'. Another Topic category, 'Routine management/organisation', is even more
strongly related to 'Real communication in Irish' but is not related at all to 'Simulated

communication in Irish'. What is interesting about the 'Routine management
/organisation' Topic category is that it is not associated with the positive outcomes, in

terms of Class interest or Class achievement in spoken Irish, which are otherwise
characteristic of communicative Topics and Language activities in this study. In this

sense, perhaps the 'Routine management/organisation' Topic category can be seen as fine-
tuning the communicative/language practice distinction as originally reflected in the
Language activity results.

When we look more closely at 'Routine management/organisation' segments we can
perhaps see more clearly what is different about the segments associated with this
communicative Topic category. Segments in the 'Routine management/organisation'
category are particularly short (1.04 minutes on average), the communication is generally
quite circumscribed and tends to involve little or no spoken response from pupils e.g. the
teacher gives brief instructions in Irish relating to Irish homework: (i) opening books and
making a note of verbs to be studied for the next day's lesson (Appendix 6.4, extract 19)

(ii) underlining spellings on various pages to be learned at home (Appendix 6.4, extract

20).
Returning now to the Topic categories which were associated with significant

outcomes, it may be noted that Tupil/teacher real life' and Tragmented/non-
contextualised' categories represent most clearly the contrasting approaches to language

teaching we have been talking about - `Pupil/teacher real life' being representative of the

experiential or communicative approach and Tragmented/non-contextualised' being

representative of a language practice or form-focused approach. Significantly, these
Topic categories represent similar proportions of lesson segments in the Stirling and Irish

studies, reflecting no doubt the audio-visual, basically form-focussed, orientation of the
courses involved in both cases. A considerably greater proportion of 'Pupil/teacher real
life' segments than is reported in the present Irish study would be expected in a
communicatively oriented course, where the pupil's own life and communicative needs and

interests would be emphasised. In contrast, an emphasis on Tragmented/non-
contextualised' topics, that is where there is no unifying theme underlying the language
activity in question (usually 'Drills), would be at variance with a communicative

approach.
It is worthwhile noting also that these class interest data relating to Topic, which are

based on direct observations of the general behaviour of pupils during the lesson, are
broadly consistent with the individual pupils' own expressed preference for materials and

topics which we reported in Chapter 4. It will be recalled that pupils sought lessons
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which, among other things, would be 'more modern, fun, realistic, non-sexist', and they
criticised the existing course materials for being 'boring, old-fashioned and repetitious'.

The remaining Topic category which is strongly associated both with communicative
Language activities and with a positive outcome (higher Class interest), is 'Situation:
Other than NuachUrsai'. Over 60% of both the segments and the lesson time devoted to
'Simulated communication in Irish' involve this Topic category. 'Situation: Other than
NuachUrsai', however, represents an extremely large topic category, accounting for over
50% of all segments and lesson time, and it covers a range of language practice,
particularly 'Contextualisation exercises' as well as communicative language activities. In
all probability, it is the involvement of 'Simulated communication in Irish' in 'Situation:
Other than NuachUrsar which is responsible for the positive results relating to the latter
topic category.

On first sight, it may appear curious that communicative activities would be associated
at all with the 'Situation: Other than NuachUrsai' topic category, since the 'Other' (i.e.
non-NuachUrsai) course-books in use in the classrooms in this study are not explicitly
communicative in the sense that the term is now used. It must be borne in mind, however,
that this Topic category is very broad and includes not only situations deriving from
'alternative' textbooks or readers, but also those generated by the teacher himself/herself.
As we will demonstrate in the next section, it is the latter teacher-nominated topics within
the 'Situation: Other than NuachUrsai' category which are associated with 'Simulated
communication in Irish'.

Finally, it is interesting to note that segments involving NuachUrsai topics are not
associated with either positive or negative results in terms of attention, interest, attitude _to
Irish or achievement in Irish.

7.3.4 Materials
Many of the commonly used materials in the present study are .the traditional ones -
'Blackboard' (18.4% of segments and the second most common category), 'Reader'
(17.1%), and 'Jotter/copy' (13.2%). None of these relatively common materials categories
is significantly related to class measures of Irish proficiency and attitude. Results relating
to two other common materials categories, however, are worthy of note: (a) segments in
which 'No materials' are employed tend to be associated with positive outcomes (higher
Class achievement in spoken Irish, higher Class interest etc.), and (b) segments in which
'Other course-book/workbooks' (i.e. alternatives to the NuachUrsai) are employed tend to
be associated with negative outcomes. Once again, the communicative versus language-
practice distinction helps to explain these findings and in addition the distinction itself is
clarified and elaborated by them.

'No materials', the most common category of all in the Materials dimension, is
associated with a little over a quarter of all Segments. 'No materials' segments have
significantly higher Class attention and Class interest ratings than other segments. The
proportion of 'No materials' segments varies greatly from class to class - from a high of
67% to a low of 2%. Classes with a greater proportion of 'No materials' segments have
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significantly higher levels of achievement in spoken Irish, higher class interest and more
positive attitudes to Irish. The strength of the connection with achievement in Irish is
indicated by the fact that in classes with high levels of achievement in Irish, the mean
proportipn of 'No materials' segments (44%) is over two and a half times the mean
proportion of 'No materials' segments in classes with middle or low levels of achievement
in Irish (16% and 17%).

The use of different kinds of materials generally, of course, cannot be divorced from
other aspects of the lesson and indeed it is revealing to examine the pattern of connections
between 'No materials', Topic and Language activity. In brief, what such an examination
reveals is that 'No materials' segments are strongly associated with communicative type
Language activity and Topic categories. Crosstabulations show that 'No materials' is the
Materials category most strongly associated with 'Simulated communication in Irish'
(60% of the segments in that Language activity category) and to a lesser extent with 'Real
communication in Irish' (34% of segments). Likewise, there is a substantial overlap
between 'No materials' segments and the two Topic categories which are most strongly
associated with 'Simulated communication in Irish'- 'Pupil teacher real life' (78% of
segments in that Topic category involve no materials) and 'Situation: Other than
NuachUrsai' (23% of segments). Given these connections - and the fact that
communicative type Language activity and Topic categories tend to be associated with
positive results - it is not surprising that 'No materials' segments would also be associated
with positive results.

In the case of those segments which involve both 'No materials' and the Topic category
'Situation: Other than NuachUrsai', the implication is that the 'situation' is nominated by
the teacher rather than being derived from textbooks or readers. In other words, in
implementing oral/aural communicative activities in the classroom - particularly
'Simulated communication in Irish' - very often the teacher's starting point is not
textbooks or other materials. Instead, communicative activities will tend to centre around
topics, ideas and characters which are connected with the pupils' or the teacher's own life,
or the teacher himself/herself will introduce stories, descriptions, situations and games.
Whether the teacher's reason for making no use of existing materials on such occasions is
that they are not considered suitable - i.e. that they are not communicative - is something
that cannot be determined from our results. Neither do we know if the fact of making no
use of materials in the case of communicative activities involves any difficulty or strain for
teachers or if, instead, it is by preference that they dispense with materials in such
circumstances. Indeed, we cannot discount the possibility that it may be precisely because
such 'No materials' communicative activities involve the teacher in direct, unencumbered
interaction with the class that they are associated with high levels of class attention and
interest.

It might appear to follow from all this that the enterprise of making Irish teaching more
communicative need not concern itself at all with the provision of specifically
communicative materials. It must be borne in mind, however, that the classes which are
most communicative at present, and which most often make no use of materials in the
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course of such communicative teaching, are also those with the highest levels of
achievement in Irish. The point here is that teachers in higher ability classes may have
more latitude in initiating communicative activities without the help of specifically crafted
materials because high-ability pupils are able to tolerate a greater range of linguistic
demands in relatively unstructured situations. Will it be as easy for teachers of low-Irish-
ability classes, however, to switch to a more communicative approach? Is it not likely that
in weaker classes, the teacher may be able to adopt an experiential/communicative
approach only if the linguistic/communicative demands of particular tasks have been
carefully tailored to the pupils' proficiency in the language? Arguably, this is a critical
issue in the-case of a second-language programme such as the Irish one. Unlike the
situation in a foreign-language programme, the observational and transcript data would
suggest that teachers of Irish at primary level do not consider it appropriate to use the
pupils' home language, English, to lead-in to, or set up, a situation, game or task -

something that would be considered quite acceptable in most foreign-language
programmes. Thus, the provision of finely-tuned communicative materials in Irish may be
an essential requirement if teachers of weaker classes are to switch to a more
communicative approach and at the same time maintain the tradition of teaching Irish
largely through Irish.

We turn now to 'Other course-book/workbook' (17.5% of segments). The results
relating to this category are in every respect opposite to those for the 'No materials'
category. Segments in which 'Other course-books/workbooks' are used have significantly
lower class attention and interest ratings than other segments. Use of 'Other course-
books/workbooks' is virtually non-existent in classes with high levels of achievement in
Irish but is relatively common in middle- and low-Irish-achievement classes: 29% of
segments on average in these latter classes and over 50% in a number of cases.
Correlation data confirm that classes in which a greater proportion of segments involve the
use of 'Other course-books/workbooks' have significantly lower levels of achievement in
Irish and lower levels of interest than other classes.

In terms of Language activity connections, 'Other course-book/workbook' is
associated with a range of categories but hardly at all with 'Simulated communication in
Irish' (only 1.3% of segments in that Language activity category). While 'Other course-
books/workbooks' are associated with some 'Real communication in Irish' segments, the
communication in such cases does not centre on, or originate in, any material in the books
themselves. Rather, the communication concerns 'Routine management/organisation'
topics in which these books happen to figure in quite an incidental way e.g. the teacher
may engage in real communication with the class concerning the homework to be assigned
from a particular book.

Apart from the materials categories already discussed, only one other material is
associated with any significant outcomes 'Filmstrips'. Filmstrips, which provide a visual
representation of the basic narrative (bunchomhrii) for each audiovisual Nuachfesai
lesson, are used in 9.1% of lesson segments. Consistent with this, 10% of segments
involve the teacher using the corresponding NuachUrsai Teacher's Handbook. Overall
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'Film strips' segments receive significantly lower Class attention and Class interest
ratings than other segments - something which will not come as much of a surprise given
the negative comments of many pupils themselves, as reported in Chapter 4 (see section
4.4.2), in relation to the Nuacheirsai generally or the use of filmstrips/projector. The
proportion of segments devoted to the use of filmstrips in different classes, however, is not
reliably related to any of the class measures of achievement in Irish, class attention or
class interest.

It is interesting to note that, for some teachers, the use of audiovisual materials and an
emphasis on communication coexist happily in the same lesson - and with impressive
results. In the class ranked highest in terms of achievement in Irish, for example, 20% of
the lesson segments involve the use of filmstrips, while over 40% involve 'No materials'
and communicative activities: (42% of segments use 'No materials' and 45% of segments
are devoted to 'Real' or 'Simulated' communication in Irish). In this regard, it may be
recalled (Chapter 4) that neither dislike of the Nuachursai 'nor dislike of existing
lessons/materials on the basis of being boring, old-fashioned or repetitious were common
themes in the spontaneous comments of pupils in high Irish-achievement classes.

Finally, authentic materials, which are normally associated with a communicative
approach to language teaching, make almost no appearance in the Irish lesson at present.
In the Communicative Materials Project, however, lesson units which made use of
authentic materials (or modified 'authentic' materials) were very well received by both
teachers and pupils. Among the materials of this kind that we used with good results in
the Communicative Materials Project were ones involving Irish placenames, Irish summer
colleges in Gaeltacht areas, television programme schedules and county names in Irish on
vehicle registration plates. The need to modify authentic materials arises primarily from
the fact that Irish is not widely enough used in the life of pupils outside Gaeltacht areas to
generate a significant large range of authentic materials suited to their age and interests.

7.3.5 Implications
This concluding section of the chapter deals with three general issues which arise from the
fmdings. First, why does the present study of a basically audio-visual course produce
more positive findings regarding 'communication' than studies of explicitly
communicative programmes often do? Second, will the provision of new communicative
teaching materials be a particular help to teachers of weaker classes who wish to teach
Irish more communicatively? And third, is it possible that the introduction of
communicative materials will pose problems for the 'all-Irish' character of language
teaching at primary level? We will now deal with each of these issues in turn.

A paradox: More communicative is better' in an audio-visual course.
The results of this study present us with an apparent paradox when viewed in the light of
the results of a number of other studies of communicative language teaching. This consists
of the fact that while the Irish second-language programme, which has its origins in the
audio-visual structural tradition, would not be seen generally as 'communicative' in the
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conventional sense (in terms of conceptualisation of the teaching process, materials etc.),
our results are actually extremely favourable concerning the communicative elements in
the present programme. The data show that the stronger the communicative component in
Irish classes at present, the more favourable the 'outcome' is in terms of Class
achievement in spoken Irish, Class attitude to Irish, Class attention to the lesson and so
on. In contrast, in studies of language programmes where a communicative approach has
already been installed, the performance of the more experiential or more communicative
classes appear to be mixed, equivocal or actually negative (Spada and Lightbown, 1989;
Allen et al., 1990; Lightbown and Spada, 1990; Ulhnann, 1990; Beretta, 1992).

The fact of the matter, of course, is that if the critical issue in successful learning really
is the balance between communicative activities, as Allen et al. (1990) have suggested,
then such apparently contradictory results are to be expected. As we pointed out earlier,
our correlation findings only hold for those teaching situations in which the amount of
emphasis on communication is similar to the Irish one. Thus, while we know that devoting
a greater proportion of class time to communicative language activities is strongly
associated with a range of positive outcomes, this result only holds with certainty in the
present Irish situation where as little as 21% of lesson time (22% of lesson segments), on
average, is spent on communicative activities. If this proportion were to increase twofold
or more as it might in a communicative programme - there is no certainty that the most
communicative of these classes would continue to have the highest level of proficiency in
Irish, the most attentive and interested pupils or the best attitude to Irish. Thus, the
general Allen et al. 'balance' hypothesis is not undermined by the findings of the present
study.

This constitutes an important reminder also that our results cannot be interpreted as
evidence that language practice such as Tontextualisation exercises', 'Transposition' and
'Drills' are either ineffective or unnecessary in the long term in developing communicative
proficiency in Irish. Our results show only that classes which spend more time (in one
interpretation too much time) on these language-practice activities at present, tend to have
lower levels of Irish achievement, lower levels of attention and interest, poor attitudes to
Irish and higher Irish-lesson anxiety than others. Language-practice activities have been
retained by teachers over the years presumably because they have been found to be
effective and we should be slow to discount their role (Van Lier, 1988).

A final question in this context is whether there is an optimum balance between
communicative/experiential and language-practice/analytic activities which should be
aimed for in the Irish lesson in the future. At present, the proportion of communicative
activities in the Irish lesson is lower than that found in communicatively-orientated second-
language classrooms. Two studies mention 40% or more as the proportion of
communicative activities. Mitchell and Johnstone (1986: 126), for example, in a case
study of a language classroom implementing the communicative approach reported that
over the course of thirty lessons almost 40% of all activities 'were judged to have some
substantive purpose for participants, real or simulated, other than the rehearsal of formal
aspects of French'. A more recent study by Low, Duffield, Brown and Johnstone (1993:
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69) on the teaching of foreign languages in primary school also report that '68% of
teachers used 'real foreign language' more than 40% of the time during the observed
lessons'. Given these data relating to foreign-language programmes, and the evidence
from the present study on the proportion of time spent on communicative activities in the
existing Irish second-language programme, perhaps a reasonable goal for the Irish lesson
in future might be about 50% of time devoted to communicative activities.

Importance of communicative materials for weaker classes:
Why do not Irish teachers, particularly those with classes which are weaker at Irish, spend
a greater proportion of lesson time on communicative activities - given the favourable
outcomes as we have documented here? Although we have no direct information in this
study about the teachers' views on the advantages or disadvantages of different language
activities, there are one or two indications from teachers involved in the Communicative
Materials Project which may be relevant. When teachers of weaker classes expressed
reservations about emphasising communication and communicative activities, two sorts of
reasons were cited: (a) that because the standard of their pupils' Irish was already
unsatisfactory, they felt uneasy about taking time away from what might be considered
more serious language-learning activities in order to spend it on communicative games and
tasks and (b) that their weaker pupils would not, in any case, be capable of
communicating in Irish even if the teacher were to attempt this approach.

The teachers' actual experience with the prepared materials supplied in the course of
the project, however, did modify their initial assessments. A number of them later said
that they felt that all of their pupils, even those normally fairly indifferent about Irish,
were successfully learning with the new approach. In addition, they felt that the new
communicative materials and activities very much represented the kind of approach that
they had often privately wanted to implement, were it not for their feeling that it might
appear a distraction from the 'true' task of learning and teaching Irish. In that sense the
project, and particularly the provision of materials, serired to legitimise a general approach
that the teachers themselves already wished to implement.

The other aspect to the issue, the perception that initiating communication in Irish was
forbidding and too ambitious for pupils, seems to arise in part from an interpretation of
'communication' as an open-ended, relatively unstructured discussion or debate. This
interpretation of communication is not surprising, perhaps, in a situation where the lesson
materials currently in use in classrooms are, by and large, not communicative in the sense
that that term is now understood. Clearly, such unstructured debate or discussion might
indeed have the effect of discouraging and excluding weaker children. The teachers felt
that the materials supplied in the Communicative Materials Project managed to redefine
the idea of communication or communicative activities for them in ways that were
manageable and practical. The communicative games and tasks gave pupils with lower
levels of ability in Irish a rare chance to publicly demonstrate their competence in the
language.
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An important advantage in moving to a more communicative course must be the
likelihood, demonstrated in the current study, of improving class attention and interest.
The experience of teachers in the Communicative Materials Project appeared to be that
the communicative activities had the effect of storing up a certain credit with pupils, credit
which could be called on later when the less congenial but necessary language practice
was being conducted. Pupils seemed to be more willing to undertake the labour of
learning new words and phrases prior to a communicative game or task, when they knew
from previous lessons that this work was a prelude to a game or task which they were
likely to find more interesting. More generally, the whole atmosphere in the Irish class
seemed to improve.

This latter point is supported by our own subjective impressions as we listened again
and again to the audiotapes of the lessons in the Twenty Classes Study. It seemed to us
that in those classes which are weaker at Irish both teacher and pupil have to work very
hard at the Irish lesson. The considerably greater emphasis on language practice in such
classes seems to have resulted in the lesson as a whole being less relaxed, more predictable
and requiring more effort than it did in other classes. In classes with higher levels of
achievement in Irish, both teachers and pupils seemed to enjoy the activities more and
pupils showed more initiative. This admittedly subjective impression does nevertheless fit
the Class Irish-lesson anxiety and Class interest data collected by the observers in the
classrooms, and is also consistent with the pupils' spontaneous comments reported in
Chapter 4. It is impossible to say, of course, how much of this difference in class
atmosphere can be attributed to the greater feeling of mastery and success which pupils
with higher levels of achievement experience anyway, and how much is due to the greater
proportion of communicative activities which are undertaken in more able classes. Our
strong impression, however, was that it was the presence of communicative activities
which constituted the critical element which enlivened the lessons.

Communicative materials: Benefit or threat?
As we have pointed out elsewhere (Harris, 1991), second-language programmes such as
the Irish one often have a number of desirable characteristics which are not shared by
foreign-language programmes generally. For example, in long-established second-
language programmes, a large majority of parents tend to have at least a minimal level of
competence in the language, sufficient to be helpful, for example, in supervising
homework in the target language. Another characteristic of second-language programmes,
and the one of most interest in the present context, is the high proportion of the target
language which tends to be used in the classroom - something which is confirmed in the
case of Irish by the Language activity data reported in the present chapter and the pupil
language-use data presented in Chapter 9. An important question to be considered, then,
is whether a change to a more communicative approach to teaching Irish, and particularly
the provision of new communicative materials containing a diversity of tasks, games and
other activities, is likely to pose any threat to the more or less 'all-Irish' character of the
Irish lesson.
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In weighing this possibility, it has to be acknowledged first of all that the high level of
use of Irish at present may be quite dependent on the lesson being relatively predictable
and routinised. This predictability both facilitates and circumscribes the kind of real
communication in Irish which occurs. The predictability can be considered a positive
feature of the lesson in that it reduces any pressure there might be on teachers to revert to
the pupils' home language in the context of explaining new tasks or activities. Evidence
that it limits communication is provided, for example, by the finding from the present
study that there is little real meaning negotiation of an interactive kind in handling
'Routine management organisation' topics.

Two factors contribute to a relatively high level of routinisation and predictability in
the sixth-grade Irish lesson. First, the present general approach to teaching Irish has
evolved slowly over quite a long period starting from an initial orthodox and highly
specified audio-visual approach. Second, pupils by the time they enter sixth grade will
have been learning Irish for seven years in primary school and will be quite familiar with
the range and likely sequence of language activities within the Irish class. Contrast this
situation with, for example, the situation of pupils in the Stirling study who would in most
cases only be starting to learn French - and indeed any language other than their native
language - for the first time in First Year of post-primary school.

By definition, introducing an explicitly communicative approach to teaching Irish at
primary level, with all the accompanying new tasks and different lesson structure that it
will entail, will undoubtedly destabilise this existing routine in the Irish lesson. While this
will obviously open up the possibility of more realistic communication, potentially it could
also create more pressure to revert to English for certain kinds of explanation which were
not previously necessary and thus threaten the 'all-Irish' character of the Irish lesson. A
study of a communicative approach to language teaching in Scotland (Mitchell, 1988:
164) confirmed that use of the target language for all aspects of classroom management
was 'the preserve of the most committed teachers only'. The teachers generally felt that
while French was appropriate for simple organisational instructions (to do with seating,
giving out materials etc.), it was less suitable for instructions specifically related to an
activity or for explaining grammar.

It is important, therefore, that course developers would produce communicative
materials which will help teachers to maintain the present 'all-Irish' character of the Irish
lesson. In particular, it will require the investment of great care and creative effort to
develop activities/games and tasks that will not require linguistically demanding
explanations or introductions in English. The goal should be to produce materials which
promote meaning negotiation, which are challenging and engaging for pupils, but which at
the same time involve manageable linguistic demands. In doing this it may not always be
possible to use the same range of communicative games and tasks as have been used in the
early stages of post-primary modern-language courses, where the use of English to
introduce certain tasks or to provide background information may be more acceptable.
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8 Pupil and teacher roles and
classroom organisation

8.1 Introduction

In this chapter we describe the Irish lesson in terms of the three remaining ILAS
dimensions - Pupil behaviour, Teacher mode of involvement and Classroom
organisation. As well as reporting the frequency with which the most common categories
of each dimension occur (e.g. how many Pupil behaviours involve the pupil 'speaking',
'reading aloud' etc.) we will also investigate the categories of dimensions that are
significantly linked to class attention and interest, achievement in Irish, and attitude to
Irish.

As in the previous chapter, the two main reference points in discussing the results are
(i) the 'communicative' versus 'language practice' orientation in language teaching and (ii)
the Stirling Study of the audio-visual teaching of French at first year post-primary which
uses the same set of dimensions as ILAS (Mitchell et al., 1981). We will also consider the
implications of the findings for the teaching and learning of Irish generally.

Finally, we explore two more general issues. First, we consider the nature of Class
attention and Class interest and the possible reasons for the overall high levels of
attention and interest which we found, and the qualitative difference between interest and
attention which is indicated by the results. Second, we assess how well the ILAS, with its
various innovations, has worked as an instrument for recording and analysing the teaching
and learning of Irish. The importance of a collaborative approach to observing the Irish
lesson involving researchers and teachers, and sometimes learners, is also discussed.

8.2 Results

The analysis of the data relating to Pupil behaviour, Teacher mode of involvement and
Classroom organisation has the same three-part structure as the analysis of the other
three dimensions described in Chapter 7.

(i) A description of the 39 lessons in terms of the proportion of teaching time, the
proportion of lesson segments and the mean segment duration associated with each
category of the relevant dimension. Except for comparative purposes with the
Stirling study, the main focus of our analysis is the proportion of teaching time
rather than the number of segments.
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(ii) Data which indicate the extent to which Class attention and Class interest wax and
wane as Pupil behaviours, Teacher modes of involvement and Classroom
organisation change during the course of the lesson.

(iii) Data and statistical tests which indicate if there is any tendency for the proportion of
teaching time spent on different categories of Pupil behaviours, Teacher modes of
involvement and Classroom organisation to vary across classes and the relationship,
if any, between these variations and achievement in Irish, attitude to Irish and level
of class attention/interest.

A more detailed description of these three forms of analysis may be found in section
7.2 of Chapter 7.

8.2.1 Pupil behaviour
Before looking at the data on Pupil behaviour, it should be recalled that in the ILAS a
given behaviour was coded as having occurred as long as it was central to the language
activity in a particular lesson segment. This does not mean either that this was the only
pupil behaviour which took place, or that the behaviour was sustained for the entire
duration of the segment. For example, a teacher may ask pupils, in a repeating sequence,
to silently read a question and then to answer that question aloud. In this case, it is clear
that neither speaking nor silent reading continue for the duration of the segment. The
teaching time data which we present refers, therefore, to the duration of the segments in
which the behaviours occurred, not the duration of particular behaviours themselves.

Table 8.1 provides data on the extent to which various pupil behaviours were
exhibited. Looking at the percentages of segments in column 1, it can be seen that pupils
are listening (or were expected to be listening) as part of the activity in the case of 94.4%
of all segments, and that they are speaking (or ready to speak) in the case of over two
thirds of segments (67.4%). These proportions match closely those of the Stirling Study
where pupils were reported as being in a 'listening' mode of involvement in 89.2% of
segments and 'speaking' in 68.4% of segments. It should be pointed out here that since a
substantial proportion of segments in the Stirling Study involved the use of the mother
tongue, it follows that a corresponding proportion of the 'speaking' behaviours involved
English rather than the target language (French).

Reading occupies a lesser but still central role in the Irish class with 'Reading silently'
being involved in more segments (27.7%) than 'Reading aloud' (18.2%). If we combine
both these reading categories, the overall proportion of 'reading' behaviours in the Irish
study (45.9%) matches closely that reported in the Stirling Study where 47.5% of
segments involved the single category 'reading'. While Pupil Behaviour categories in the
Irish study are not mutually exclusive, these two types of reading behaviour rarely occur
together in the same segment (only 1.4% of segments). Thus, adding the proportions
associated with each of the two categories for the purposes of comparison with the Stirling
results is not problematical.

Crosstabulations, not shown here, indicate that just under 60% of all 'Reading aloud'
segments involve 'Transposition' type language activities- either individual pupils, or the
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whole class, read aloud extracts from their Irish reader(s) (see also Chapter 7, section
7.2.3). The remaining 'Reading aloud' segments are most commonly associated with
'Contextualisation exercises' (16%), 'Drills' (9.3%) and 'Imitation' (7.9%).

Table 8.1
Pupil behaviour: Percentage distribution of teaching time and lesson segments and average

segment duration, by Pupil behaviour*

Percentage
of

segments*

Proportion of
teaching

time

Mean
segment

duration
Pupil behaviour (hrs mins secs) (mins secs)

Total: (n = 828) (42 : 3 : 40) (3:03)

Listening 94.4 88.5 2:51
Speaking 67.4 70.5 3:11
Reading silently 27.7 34.5 3:48
Looking 19.0 25.9 4:09
Reading aloud 18.2 18.4 3:04
Writing 6.8 13.2 5:57
Doing 5.1 2.3 1:24

* More than one type of behaviour can occur in any segment

'Writing', a productive pupil behaviour, occurs in only 6.8% of segments, a figure
which is considerably lower than that reported in the Stirling Study (20.8%). 'Writing'
segments in the Irish Study, however, are significantly longer (5 minutes 57 seconds) than
segments associated with any of the other six behaviours (column 3). Comparing teaching
time data with the number of segments in row 7 of Table 8.1, also it can be seen that the
proportion of all teaching time for those segments in which 'Writing' behaviour occurs
(13.2%) is almost double the proportion of all segments involving writing (6.8%).

Pupil behaviour which involves 'Looking' features to a smaller but still significant
extent in both studies (19% of segments in the Irish Study and 28.8% in the Stirling
French Study). In this context it is worth recalling the results from the previous chapter
(Table 7.16) which show that purely visual stimuli (film strips/cutouts) are used in about
one-tenth of all segments while objects are used to a lesser extent (3.4% of segments).
Segment durations associated with 'Looking' behaviours (4 minutes 9 seconds) are longer
than those associated with all other behaviours except for 'Writing'. Finally, segments in
which pupils are 'Doing' something (performing a physical action other then speaking)
account for the least proportion of segments (5.1% of all segments) and have the shortest
durations of all (1 minute 24 seconds).
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Class attention and Class interest ratings for segments in which each of seven pupil
behaviours occur are set out in Tables 8.2. Only in the case of two pupil behaviours
'Reading silently' and 'Reading aloud' are there significant differences. In conducting
these significance tests, we were obliged to compare mean ratings for each specific
behaviour versus all other behaviours. We could not compare means for any two specific
pupil behaviours directly because more than one behaviour could occur in any given
segment. In those segments where pupils were 'Reading silently', the mean Class
attention rating (4.2) and the mean Class interest rating (4.0) are significantly lower than
the remaining segments in each case (ANOVA: F value = 5.32, p < .05 - attention; F
value = 7.38, p < .01 - interest). Similarly, in those segments where 'Reading aloud'
occurred, overall Class attention ratings (4.1) and Class interest ratings (3.8) are also
significantly lower than the corresponding mean ratings for the remainder of segments
(ANOVA: F value = 17.3, p < .01 - attention; F value = 29.0 p < .01 - interest).

Table 8.2
Mean Class attention and Class interest ratings for Pupil behaviour categories

Class attention
Mean ratings

(I - 5)

Class interest
Mean ratings

(I - 5)

Pupil behaviour* n (segments) (828) (828)

Listening (782) 4.3 4.1

Speaking (558) 4.3 4.1

Reading silently ** (229) 4.2 4.0

Looking (157) 4.4 4.1

Reading aloud ** (151) 4.1 3.8

Writing (56) 4.4 4.1

Doing (42) 4.4 4.2

*Segments in which a particular behaviour occurs are compared with all remaining segments.
** Significantly different from other segments in terms of attention/interest - see text for details.

We also analysed the data in terms of the more frequent behavioural combinations (i.e.
those accounting for more than 3% of all segments). This shows once again (data not in
tabular form) the heavy emphasis on oral production. Of the nine main behavioural
combinations identified,. only three of the smaller categories, 'Listening alone' (5% of
segments), 'Reading silently and Writing' and 'Listening and Doing' (3% of segments
respectively) do not involve an oral element. The evidence of the class transcripts
(Appendix 6.4), as well as the study of individual pupil communicative behaviour
described in the next chapter, confirms this.
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Consistent with data above relating to 'Reading aloud', the behavioural combination
'Listening and Reading aloud' is most commonly associated with 'Transposition'
language activities. Another behavioural combination - 'Listening, Speaking and
Looking' - is commonly associated with segments featuring NuachUrsai topics. It should
also be noted that segments involving only 'Listening and Reading aloud' behaviours have
significantly lower Class interest mean ratings (3.8) than segments involving only
'Listening and Speaking' (4.3) or 'Listening' alone (4.8).

Table 8.3
Pearson correlations between proportion of Irish class time spent on categories of the

ILAS dimensions Pupil behaviour and Classroom organisation and five class measures of
proficiency in Irish, attitude/motivation, and pupil engagement.

CLASS MEASURES

Class Class Class Irish- Class Class
achievement attitude to lesson attention interest

ILAS dimensions: in spoken Irish anxiety (mean (mean
Proportion of time spent on: Irish rating) rating )

Pupil behaviour
'Reading aloud' -.68** -.68** .48* -.58**

Classroom organisation
'Whole class' -.16 -.05 53* -.29 -.37
'Pupil/group demonstration' .28 .01 -.70** .23 .34

Only those categories of dimensions which are significantly correlated with at least one of the five class
measures in columns 2 to 6 are included in this table.

p < .05. ** p < .01.

Turning now to the variations from class to class in the emphasis on pupil behaviour,
we found that only one behaviour, 'Reading aloud', was significantly related to Class
achievement in spoken Irish or, indeed, to any of the other four class measures. The data
in the first row of Table 8.3 indicate that classes which spend more time on lesson
segments involving pupils 'Reading aloud' tend to have lower achievement in spoken Irish
(r=-.68), more negative attitudes to Irish and to learning Irish (r=-.68), more anxiety in
relation to the Irish lesson (r=.48), and to show lower overall levels of attention (r=-.58)
and interest (r=-.61) during the Irish lesson. Data not presented here in tabular form and
statistical tests also indicate that devoting more time to reading aloud is not related to
Pupil general academic ability as measured by English verbal reasoning (DVRT) scores.
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Table 8.4
Percentage of teaching time spent on two categories of Pupil behaviour ('lteading aloud'

and 'Reading silently') in each of 20 classes (listed in order of achievement in spoken Irish)

Class achievement
in spoken Irish

Rank
(1=highest)

Pupil behaviour

'Reading aloud' 'Reading silently'*

1 3 31
2 24 20
3 6 55
4 7 39
5 12 23
6 16 19

.... ... ..

7 11 42
8 22 64
9 9 19

10 12 31
11 12 37
12 28 32

13 23 35

14 8 23
15 29 1

16 32 24
17 24 30
18 40 44
19 28 56
20 43 20

tevement

Proportion of all teaching time 18 34
Class range (max-min) (40) (63)

* Although 'Reading silently' was not significantly related to any class measures, the pooled-segment
analysis indicated significantly lower levels of Class attention and interest associated with 'Reading
silently'.
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Exactly how much time, in each class, is spent on segments during which pupils read
aloud in Irish can be seen in Table 8.4. We also include 'Reading silently' in this table as
it was found to be related to Class attention and Class interest at the level of individual
segments (Table 8.2). The pattern of 'Reading aloud' behaviours follow the expected
trend with high-Irish-achievement classes spending less time on 'Reading aloud' (11%)
than either the middle- (16%) or low-Irish-achievement classes (28%). Note that in Class
Rank 20, the very lowest achieving class, as much as 43% of teaching time is devoted to
'Reading aloud' behaviours. Data in column 2 of Table 8.4 show no such Irish-
achievement related pattern for 'Reading silently' behaviours. Note the considerable
variation across classes in the proportion of teaching time associated with those segments
where 'Reading silently' occurs: a range of 63 over the 20 classes.

8.2.2 Teacher mode of involvement
Table 8.5 summarises data on the types of Teacher mode of involvement in the Irish
lesson. No detailed data on teacher involvement were reported in the Stirling Study,
though it is stated that teachers in the French lessons in question were 'in contact, actual
or potential, with the class as a whole' in 96% of the lesson segments (Mitchell et al.,
1981: 31). Our own data in column 1 of Table 8.5 show that during the Irish lesson
teachers are actively involved with the class - 'Interacting', 'Monitoring' or 'Instructing' -
in almost 98.8% of the segments. 'Interacting', which implies that an overt pupil spoken
response is involved, is the dominant mode of teacher involvement accounting for over
62.4% of all segments. This is consistent with the high proportion of 'Speaking'
behaviours noted earlier (see additional evidence in the next chapter). Over a quarter
(26.3%) of all segments involve the teacher 'Monitoring'. 'Instructing' (no overt pupil
response expected) is less common, occurring in only 10% of segments.

Comparing columns 1 and 2, it will be noted that the proportion of segments closely
matches the proportion of teaching time in the case of the two dominant modes of teacher
involvement, 'Interacting' and 'Monitoring'. In the case of 'Instructing', however, the
proportion of teaching time (4.8%) is less than half the proportion of segments (10%).
Consistent with this, the mean duration of 'Instructing' segments (lminute 27seconds) is
significantly shorter than the mean of the remaining segments (Scheffe test: p < .01). The
relatively small proportion of 'Instructing' segments (by definition meaning that there is no
overt pupil response) which we observed, and their brevity, is consistent with Pupil
behaviour data above showing that an overt spoken response is the norm in the Irish
lesson.

Mean attention and interest ratings associated with different teacher modes of
involvement indicate that segments where the teacher is 'Not involved' in the current
language activity have marginally lower mean Class attention and Class interest ratings
than all other categories of teacher involvement - though the difference is not significant.
None of the Teacher mode of involvement categories are significantly correlated with the
five class measures in Table 8.3 and thus the relevant correlations are not included. For
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this reason also we do not present a table showing time spent on various Teacher modes of
involvement in each of the twenty classes.

Table 8.5
Teacher mode of involvement: Percentage distribution of teaching time and lesson segments

and average segment duration by Teacher mode of involvement.

Percentage Proportion of Mean
of teaching segment

Teacher mode segments time duration
of involvement (hrs mins secs) (mins secs)

Total: (n = 828) (42:3:40) (3:03)

Interacting 62.4 66.6 3:15
Monitoring 26.3 26.4 3:03
Instructing 10.0 4.8 1:27
Not involved 1.2 2.3 5:50

Total 100% 100%

It may be worth noting that a greater emphasis on 'Interacting', is a feature of classes
with higher levels of Pupil general academic ability (r=.47), while 'Monitoring' is
associated with classes with lower levels ofPupil general academic ability (r= -.54).

8.2.3 Classroom organisation
Table 8.6 provides data relating to the proportion of lesson segments and the proportion of
teaching time associated with five different types of Classroom organisation. Only three
forms of organisation - 'Whole class', 'Individual: same task', and 'Pupil/group
demonstration' - involve a substantial proportion of either lesson segments or of teaching
time. Most segments (column one) involve whole-class teaching (85.6%). Pupils working
independently, but on identical tasks (e.g. a writing task based on the same exercise in a
course-book), accounts for 6.2% of segments.

The Stirling results relating to French foreign-language teaching correspond fairly
closely to these findings 88.7% of segments were coded as 'Whole class' and 8.4% as
'Individual: same task'. However, there was a slightly greater emphasis on 'Pupil/group
demonstration' in the present Irish Study (7.5%) than in the Stirling Study (2%). Pupils
working in pairs or in small groups on the same task - To-operation: same task' - a form
of classroom organisation which is associated with communicative language teaching -
was a very rare occurrence in the Irish lesson (0.5% of all segments) as were instances of
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pupils working alone on different tasks (0.2% of segments). No instances at all of groups
of pupils working together, each group on a different task, were recorded.

Table 8.6
Classroom organisation: Percentage distribution of teaching time and lesson segments,

and average segment duration by Classroom organisation

Classroom organisation

Percentage
of

segments

Proportion of
teaching

time
(hrs mins secs)

Mean
segment
duration

(mins secs)
Total: (n = 828) (42 : 3 : 40) (3:03)

Whole class 85.6 80.9 2:53
Pupil/group demonstration 7.5 6.3 2:34
Individual: same task 6.2 11.7 5:46
Co-operation: same task 0.5 0.8 5:10
Individual:.different task 0.2 0.3 4:03

Total 100% 100%

Looking now at teaching time, a notable point is that in the case of 'Individual: same
task', the proportion of teaching time (11.7%) exceeds the proportion of segments (6.2%),
reflecting the fact (column 3) that segments associated with this type of classroom
organisation tend to be rather long (mean segment duration of 5 minutes 46 seconds).
Individual comparisons show that the mean segment duration for 'Individual: same task'
is significantly longer than for `Pupil/group demonstration' and ' Whole class' (Scheffe
test: p < .01). Crosstabulations (not shown here in tabular form) reveal that segments
classified as 'Individual: same task' in the Irish study typically involve written tasks.
More generally, regarding mean segment duration and Classroom organisation, note that
since `Pupil/group demonstration' involves the whole class (mostly as an audience for the
demonstration perhaps) mean durations for the first two 'whole class' type segments listed
in Table 8.6 are shorter than for the remaining 'group' and 'individual' task segments.

In Table 8.7 we look at the variation in Class attention and Class interest ratings
across Classroom organisation categories. The only significant differences are found
between `Pupil/group demonstration' and the two other major classroom-organisation
categories of 'Whole class' and 'Individual: same task'. Individual comparisons show
that the Class attention mean ratings for segments associated with the two latter
categories (4.3 in each case) are significantly lower than the Class attention mean rating
for the `Pupil/group demonstration' category (4.7) (Scheffe test: p < .01 and p < .05
respectively). Similarly, the Class interest mean ratings for 'Whole class' and
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'Individual: same task' (4.1 in each case) are also significantly lower than for
corresponding ratings in Tupil/group demonstration' segments (4.7) (Scheffe test: p <
.01):

Table 8.7
Mean Class attention and Class interest ratings in the most frequent

(at least 5% of segments) Classroom organisation categories

Class attention
Mean rating

Class interest
Mean rating

Classroom organisation (I - 5) (1 - 5)
n (segments) (828) (828)

Whole class (709) 4.3 4.1

Pupil/group demonstration (62) 4.7 4.7
Individual : same task (51) 4.3 4.1

Overall mean (828) 4.3 4.1

* ANOVA F = 6.46, p < .01 (Class attention); F = 11.18, p < .01 (Class interest). (See text for details of
Scheffe tests).

Looking back now at Table 8.3 it can be seen that none of the Classroom organisation
categories are significantly correlated with Class achievement in spoken Irish. The
absence of any consistent pattern of association between the most common forms of
classroom organisations and achievement in Irish can also be seen in the class by class data
presented in Table 8.8. Table 8.8 does show, however, the consistently strong emphasis on
whole class teaching. Only in the case of one class (class rank 4) was a minority of class
time (34%) devoted to 'Whole class' teaching (44% is spent on `Pupil/group
demonstration' in that class).

Two categories of Classroom organisation, however, have significant correlations
(one negative and one positive) with Class Irish-lesson anxiety. Classes in which more
time was spent on `Pupil/group demonstration' have overall significantly lower levels of
anxiety in relation to the Irish lesson than other classes (r=-.70) while more time spent on
'Whole class' forms of organisation was associated with significantly higher levels of
Irish-lesson anxiety (r=.53) (see Table 8.3). Finally, an emphasis on `Pupil/group
demonstration' is associated with a slight but not significant tendency for Class
achievement in spoken Irish to be higher (r = .28), and with a significantly lower level of
Pupil general academic ability (r =-.46) (data not shown in tabular form).
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Table 8.8.
Percentage of teaching time spent on three categories of Classroom organisation

('Whole class', 'Individual: same task' and 'Pupil/group demonstration')
in each of 20 classes (listed in order of achievement in spoken Irish)

Class achievement Classroom organisation
in spoken Irish Rank Whole Individual: Pupil

(I= highest) class same task demonstration

1 97 3 0
2 82 14 4

3 71 11 18

4 34 17 44
5 91 9 0
6 99 0 1

7 80 20 0
8 93 7 0

9 81 19 0
10 66 21 4
11 56 26 9

12 85 8

................

7

......

13 82 18 0
14 91 6 3

15 86 14

16 89 11 0
17 75 22 3

18 91 9 0
19 84 12 4

20 90 9

.4ift ac re.vement:classes 86

Proportion of all teaching time 81 12 6

Range (max-min) (65) (26) (44)
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8.3 Discussion

In the first part of the discussion we focus on results relating to each of three dimensions of
ILAS - Pupil behaviour, Teacher mode of involvement and Classroom organisation, and
we consider the implications for the teaching and learning of Irish. We then turn to two
more general points. One of these concerns the attention and interest ratings: why are
attention and interest rates so high generally, and why are interest ratings consistently
lower than attention ratings and more sensitive to measures of pupil reaction to the lesson?
The second general point concerns the success of the ILAS as an instrument for describing
and analysing the teaching and learning of Irish. A collaborative approach to classroom
observation by researchers, teachers and, in some contexts involving pupils, is
recommended.

8.3.1 Pupil behaviour
Only two pupil behaviours - 'Reading aloud' and, to a considerably lesser extent,
'Reading silently' - are associated with significant effects in the present study.
Consequently, we will begin with these two kinds of reading and proceed then to the other
behaviours.

Reading is involved in 46% of the segments overall, roughly equivalent to the
proportion found in the Stirling study. The Stirling study, however, did not distinguish
between 'Reading aloud' (18.2% of segments in the present study) and 'Reading silently'
(27.7% in the present study). As the results show, the distinction is important. 'Reading
aloud' is associated with a number of significant effects. In the pooled-segment analysis,
for example, 'Reading aloud' segments are associated with significantly lower mean Class
interest and mean Class attention ratings than other segments. In the class-level analyses,
classes whiCh devote more time to 'Reading aloud' are significantly more likely to have
lower achievement in spoken Irish, less positive class attitude to Irish, higher levels of
anxiety in relation to the Irish lesson and reduced levels of attention to and interest in the
Irish lesson.

Segments in which 'Reading silently' were involved were associated with just two
significant outcomes: in the pooled-segment analysis, those segments in which pupils were
'Reading silently' have significantly lower mean Class interest and mean Class attention
ratings than all other segments. It is interesting to note that in the Stirling Study, which
combined these two kinds of reading, no significant connections were found between
reading and achievement in French.

'Reading aloud' segments were found almost invariably to involve language practice
and to be particularly strongly associated with 'Transposition' - language practice in
which utterances are translated from one code to another. The 'Reading aloud' data
contributes important information to our interpretation of 'Transposition', however, since
it establishes that reading-to-speaking (i.e. reading aloud) rather than listening-to-writing
(dictation) activities were involved in all but a minority (1 out of 10) of 'Transposition'
segments (see Chapter 7: section 7.2.3). 'Reading aloud' is also involved in forms of
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language practice other than 'Transposition': over one-third of 'Reading aloud' segments
involve 'Contextualisation exercises', Drills' or 'Imitation'. The connection between
'Reading aloud' and 'Transposition' is unique because in the case of 'Transposition'
segments, reading aloud (combined with listening) is not just one component of a complex
activity but constitutes the whole activity and lasts for the duration of the entire segment.
Behaviours occurring in the context of other language activities may last for only portions
of a segment.

It is no surprise, therefore, that the pattern of association between variables such as
class achievement, class interest etc. and 'Reading aloud', should be virtually identical to
the pattern of association between these same variables and 'Transposition' and, indeed,
other types of language practice such as 'Contextualisation exercises'. 'Reading aloud',
of course, need not necessarily involve 'Transposition' or indeed any other type of
language practice, and thus the pattern of association between 'Reading aloud' and
variables such as Class achievement in spoken Irish and Class interest need not always
follow the 'negative' direction found here. 'Reading aloud' in a different language
learning context might well be associated with communicative language activities, and
indeed even in the present study a small proportion of the instances of 'Reading aloud'
were communicative. An example of a communicative type 'Reading aloud' activity
would be where a pupil reads to the class the results of a survey of preferences regarding
television programmes which had been conducted within the class. In such cases, the
relationship of 'Reading aloud' to variables such as Class achievement in spoken Irish
and Class interest might well be different to here.

Teachers of low-Irish-achievement classes seem to particularly favour 'Reading aloud'
language practice: 43% of all teaching time in the class with the very lowest achievement
in Irish of all, and 28% of teaching time on average in low-Irish-achievement classes
generally, are devoted to 'Reading aloud'. If 'Reading aloud' is associated with the
negative outcomes documented here, does this mean it has no merit as an activity? In that
case, why do teachers continue to make use of it? We have suggested previously that
teachers may feel that the kind of routine 'Reading aloud' activities that we have been
describing, though relatively mechanical, are rewarding for those pupils who have few
other opportunities to display their competence in Irish. Such an assumption on the part
of teachers would certainly be consistent with the data in Chapter 4 showing that pupils
prefer reading in Irish to other activities involving Irish. But if this is the case, why do the
ratings of the observers show a fall in Class interest during lesson segments where reading
aloud is involved?

We would like to argue here that there may be no real conflict between the pupil stated
preferences for reading and the perception of the observers regarding Class interest.
Quite often in this study, 'Transposition' consisted of a series of individual pupils reading
aloud one at a time while the rest of the pupils listened. It is quite reasonable that pupils,
thinking of themselves reading aloud in such circumstances, would say they 'like reading'
- since the activity would tend to provide them with the feeling of being competent in this
aspect of Irish. In contrast, inspectors observing the same class as a whole during ihe,very
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same activities - where only one pupil is reading aloud, perhaps haltingly, and the rest of
the pupils are simply following the text silently - might observe a fall off in class interest
generally. The probable success of reading aloud activities in motivating individual
pupils, therefore, must be weighed against the evidence that there is a price to be paid in
terms of class interest more generally.

But quite apart from the effect on individual pupil motivation and general class
interest, there must also be doubt about the real contribution of mechanical reading aloud
activities either to literacy or general proficiency in Irish in the case of pupils as old as
those in sixth grade.

The weight of research evidence points to the need for reading to be contextualised,
personalised and meaningful if it is to be of long term value in promoting literacy in
second-language learners (Murtagh, 1989; Krashen, 1993). Among the conclusions of an
international study of reading (Neville Postlethwaite and Ross, 1992) 'the more effective
school is one where the teachers emphasize, above all, the understanding of what is read'.
Significantly in terms of our results, Southgate, Arnold and Johnson (1981) found a
negative correlation between progress in first language reading achievement of seven to
nine year olds and the amount of time that teachers spent listening to them read aloud.

Second-language reading also, must in general, serve some communicative purpose
beyond practice as such. A purely skill-building approach to reading, with little or no
emphasis on the message, runs the risk that the activity will turn into a mere test and that
it will generate little personal interest on the part of the pupil. This is not to say that the
development of lower-order skills is not important, but that this should be seen in the
context of the ultimate goal of reading - communicating messages.

At the very least, therefore, our results suggest that a law of diminishing returns may
apply to the assignment of large proportions of time in low-Irish-achievement classes to
language-practice type reading-aloud activities such as 'Transposition' and
'Contextualisation exercises'.

The results just outlined had a considerable influence on the approach to Irish reading
adopted in the Communicative Materials Project. They showed the importance of
providing reading tasks which engage the interest of the whole class by permitting pupils
with relatively basic reading skills in Irish to engage in communicative, contextualised
reading in Irish. In the report on the Communicative Materials Project (Harris et al.,
1996a,b) we emphasised the importance of providing a range of authentic reading texts,
equivalent as far as practicable to the range which are available in English to pupils in the
ordinary course of their lives. The report also emphasised the importance of integrating
reading activities with other listening, speaking and writing activities in the same
communicative tasks. We felt that in order to emphasise the communicative nature of
Irish reading, the present practice of having a separate reader composed mainly of
narratives should be abandoned in the new Irish programme and, instead, that the reading
component of each teaching unit would be physically integrated with other communicative
material relating to the listening, speaking and writing components in pupil's text book. In
proposing this, we were at pains to point out that we were not underestimating the
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importance of stories in Irish for pupils, and indeed we recommended that a special series
of non-course books in Irish, geared to the real interests of primary school pupils, should
be developed. The aim of this latter series, we suggested, would be to allow pupils to read
independently in Irish for pleasure and interest, both inside and outside school, rather than
simply for language practice.

We turn now to results relating to the remaining categories of Pupil behaviour. The
results show that pupils were considered to be 'Speaking' for about two thirds of the
segments and 'Listening' for nearly 95% of the segments in the Irish lesson. Neither
speaking nor listening behaviours in the Irish study are related to any of the other variables
we studied such as Class interest or Class achievement in spoken Irish. While the
proportions of 'Listening' and 'Speaking' behaviours in the present study are roughly
equivalent to the Stirling study, the significance of the occurrence of speaking and
listening behaviours is different in the case of the Irish study in that the pupils' native
language, English, was rarely involved. In the Stirling study, also, it was found that more
time spent on segments in which pupils were required to speak was associated with higher
performance on the French test.

To understand the likely reason for this lack of association between the amount of
emphasis on speaking/listening and the class variables, and indeed to appreciate the
significance of the 'Speaking' and 'Listening' data generally, three points must be taken
into account: (1) Pupil behaviour categories are so basic and general (e.g. 'Speaking')
that data relating to them are difficult to interpret in isolation from data relating to other
dimensions, particularly Language activity; (2) Instances of a particular behaviour, as
defined here, can represent either the occurrence of that behaviour, or simply the readiness
of pupils to exhibit the behaviour; and (3) a particular behaviour is coded as occurring as
long as it is central to the activity involved - thus, it is not necessarily the only behaviour
involved, nor is it necessarily sustained for the whole segment.

Regarding the first point, note that 'Speaking' could consist of a large variety of
spoken utterances and contexts of use, including both communication and language
practice. In view of these diverse origins, it is not surprising that the proportion of class
time spent on segments involving 'Speaking' is not significantly related to variables such
as Class achievement in spoken Irish, Class attitude to Irish and Class interest. This is
particularly so given the other evidence here that an emphasis on language-practice has
entirely contrasting patterns of association with class achievement in Irish, class interest
etc. compared to an emphasis on communicative type activities. Thus, while on the face
of it, the high proportion of 'Speaking' behaviours occurring may represent the Irish
lesson in a positive light, the reality is that the true significance of this finding is difficult
to assess. Fortunately, we were able to resolve some of these issues, and to demonstrate
the importance of 'speaking', in a more focussed study of individual pupil behaviour
reported in the next chapter.

None of the remaining Pupil behaviours, 'Writing', 'Looking' or 'Doing', show any
significant association with variables such as Class achievement in spoken Irish or Class
interest. Only 6.8% of segments involved writing compared to 20.8% of segments in the
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Stirling Study. 'Writing' segments were almost twice as long as other segments.
Typically, written assignments were given towards the end of the lesson, or before a break,
and pupils were required to work individually with the support of the teacher. Writing
assignments begun towards the end of the Irish lesson were often finished at home.
Although one of our transcript extracts (Appendix 6.4: extract 11) shows how 'Simulated
communication' was realised through the written mode, most segments involving writing
were not communicative in character. Frequently, pupils were simply required to produce
in written form essentially the same content which had been covered in earlier lesson
segments (e.g. rehearsed answers to comprehension type questions) and thus the material
was highly predictable.

8.3.2 Classroom organisation and teacher mode of involvement
Data from the Classroom organisation and Teacher mode of involvement dimensions
illustrate the active, central role of the teacher in the Irish lesson, either 'Interacting' with
pupils (62.4% of segments) or 'Instructing' (10% of segments), all of this within a
predominantly 'Whole-class' context (85.6% of segments and 80.9% of teaching time).
The 'Whole class' focus in the teaching of Irish is very similar to the situation in the
teaching of French in the Stirling study. Small-group work (a form of classroom
organisation often associated with communicative language teaching) is extremely rare in
the Irish lesson (less than 1% of segments).

A questionnaire based survey of Irish sixth-grade teachers, covering all school subjects,
also suggests that the 'whole-class' emphasis is common, though not as strong as in Irish
(Burke and Fontes, 1986). In the Burke and Fontes study also, teachers reported that in a
typical school day the amount of whole-class teaching time is just over 60% on average.
The remainder of the time is spent on pupils working together in groups (18%) or
individually (18%). It must be borne in mind, however, that subject by subject
information was not requested in the Burke and Fontes (1986) study. The possibility must
be considered, therefore, that some subjects (such as 'Arts and Crafts') may involve more
group work than others (such as Irish).

One category of Classroom organisation `Pupil/group demonstration' while not very
common, occurs a little more frequently in the present Irish study (7.5% of segments) than
in the Stirling Study (2% of segments). In this form of classroom organisation, which may
be seen perhaps as intermediate between small-group and whole-class forms of
organisation, a pupil or group of pupils leads or directs the lesson activity while the rest of
the class functions as an 'audience' - perhaps answering or otherwise interacting with the
demonstrating pupils. The teacher usually retains a monitoring role. It may appear that
`Pupil/group demonstration' should be categorised as a form of small-group activity. The
fact that there is one central activity going on, albeit with 'demonstrating' and 'audience'
groups having different roles, means that there is also a whole-class dimension to
`Pupil/group demonstration'.

Only just over half the classes devote any time, and usually very little time, to this form
of organisation. One high-achievement class spends 44% of lesson time on it, however,
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and another spends 18%. Segments in which a `Pupil/group demonstration' occurs have
higher Class attention and Class interest mean ratings than either 'Whole class' or
'Individual: same task' forms of classroom organisation. There is also a significant
tendency for classes which devote a greater proportion of teaching time to `Pupil/group
demonstration' forms of organisation to have lower levels of Irish-lesson anxiety and for
classes which devote a greater proportion of time to 'Whole class' forms of organisation to
have higher levels of Irish-lesson anxiety. This result is of interest because the measure of
Irish-lesson anxiety used is based on the individual pupil's own report. Thus, we have
evidence both from the pupils themselves and from the classroom observers, indicating a
positive response to the `Pupil/group demonstration' form of classroom organisation.

'Pupil/group demonstration' segments are associated with both communicative and
language practice type activities e.g. 'Simulated communication in Irish', 'Drills' and
'Contextualisation exercises'. This seems to increase the possibility that it really is the
form of classroom organisation involved, rather than Language activity, which is
responsible for the favourable results relating to Irish-lesson anxiety, Class attention and
Class interest. This also suggests that where language practice is necessary, `Pupil/group
demonstrations' may have a better chance of securing a positive response from pupils than
more traditional 'Whole class' approaches. There are indications in the literature on
second-language classroom research that situations in which pupils have more control of
talk engender higher rates of interest and are associated with a wider variety of
communicative acts and syntactic structures than situations which are predominantly
teacher controlled (Cathcart, 1986; Dickinson, 1987; Holec, 1987). Listening to the tapes
of the lessons, it seemed to us that the whole class, and not just the demonstrating group,
acquire a sense of ownership/autonomy in relation to the lesson, a feeling of being in
charge which appears to be highly motivating.

It is interesting to note that' communicative activities in the Irish lesson are not
associated with forms of classroom organisation typically considered characteristic of
such an approach, to -language teaching. Despite the fact that 21.9% of segments involve
communicative language activities, small-group forms of organisation are virtually non-
existent. In fact, nearly all 'Real communication in Irish' segments, and two thirds of
'Simulated communication in Irish' segments, involve the whole class - a form of
classroom organisation normally associated with language practice. Most of the
remaining 'Simulated Communication in Irish' segments are associated with the
'Pupil/group demonstration' form of organisation.

The present study, therefore, provides little information about the potential of small-
group based, interactive type communicative activities in any new approach to teaching
Irish. On the face of it, 'Simulated communication in Irish' activities using a `Pupil/group
demonstration' form of classroom organisation would seem to be the most attractive to
pupils. It is interesting in this context to note that teachers in the Communicative
Materials Project, particularly those with weaker classes, did not generally fmd
communicative activities with a small-group form of classroom organisation viable. Pair-
work was considered viable, however, for some kinds of materials and tasks. Among the
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objections mentioned were the limited linguistic ability of pupils, the amount of
preparation and disorder involved and the difficulty of getting the class settled down again.
But as we point out in Chapter 9 problems such as these are not 'insurmountable' and
'can be averted by careful planning' (Sheils, 1988). It is also likely that difficulties which
arise when group work is first undertaken diminish the more pupils become used to
working together.

As a result of the teachers' response, as well as the results of the present study, most of
the communicative games and tasks which we proposed in the Communicative Materials
Project report (Harris et al., 1996a,b), though primarily whole-class based, often had a
pupil/group demonstration element. Many of the activities were of the type that could also
be implemented in small-group form (in which case they would normally make somewhat
greater demands on the linguistic abilities of the pupils). Task/games involving competing
teams/groups of children, but with a whole class dimension, were very successful. In any
event, the available evidence would suggest that in developing communicative materials
for Irish in primary school, tasks should be selected which do not constrain the teacher too
much as regards classroom organisation. Given the general agreement about the value of
small-group work in a communicative context (Long, Adams, McLean and Castanos,
1976; Long and Porter, 1985; Pica and Doughty, 1985; Ellis, 1994; see also Chapter 9:
section 9.4.3), the long term goal should be to evolve towards at least an increase in the
proportion of small-group tasks and activities in the Irish lesson.

8.3.3 Attention and interest
We turn now to some more general issues to which the observation study gives rise.
While we have already discussed what the attention and interest data reveal about pupils'
immediate reaction to a variety of aspects of the Irish lesson, a few questions about
attention and interest still remain. For example, why are attention and interest ratings so
high generally? The overall mean rating of 4.3 for attention and 4.1 for interest (out of a
maximum of 5) represents a very high level of engagement with the lesson. As we shall
see in the next chapter, ratings of the attentiveness of individual pupils are broadly
consistent with these ILAS ratings of Class attention, although significant variations
between different types of pupils within classes are also uncovered. While teachers can
take justifiable pride in these results, it is important to reflect on the means by which they
are achieved. This is especially so in the light of the frequently negative comments about
the Irish lesson by pupils reported in Chapter 4 which might have led us to expect
attention and interest to be lower.

One partial explanation for the good ratings may be that the observation process itself
produced exceptional pupil behaviour. Taking into account the comments of some of the
teachers on the observation work (see Chapter 6, section 6.6), it is possible that pupils, for
entirely laudable reasons, may have been eager to exhibit a high level of involvement in the
lesson, to put on their best performance, as it were, in the presence of visitors. Arguably,
however, it would have been difficult for pupils to maintain, over the period of two full
lessons, behaviour which departed in a significant way from their normal behaviour.
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Certainly, listening to the audiotapes of the lessons, it is difficult to find any great evidence
of self-consciousness among the pupils after the first few minutes.

Perhaps a more likely explanation is that the whole-class, teacher-centred focus of
interaction, and the frequency of short-answer questions (see Chapter 9), discourages
disengagement from the lesson by pupils. If this is so, a further question emerges: what
kind of engagement with the lesson is maintained in this way? Since many of the teachers'
questions are of a routine, predictable nature (see also Chapter 9), it is possible that many
pupils are able to answer correctly while listening and attending with a rather narrow and
shallow focus on the lesson. Pupils' level of real spontaneous interest in the lesson
material more accurately reflecting some of this negative reaction to the Irish lesson
recorded in Chapter 4 - may be masked by the requirement to attend well enough to be
able to answer the teacher's questions.

This brings us to a .second issue: why is it that attention is consistently rated more
highly than interest by the observers and that the statistical analyses show that interest
ratings are a more subtle measure than attention ratings of pupils' reactions to the
different dimensions of the lesson? The differential sensitivity of attention and interest
ratings is shown in a number of ways. For example, while both Class attention and
interest are strongly and positively related to measures of achievement in Irish and attitude
to Irish, Class interest is more highly correlated in both cases. In addition, while Class
attention and interest are negatively related to Class Irish-lesson anxiety, the association
is significant only in the case of Class interest. More generally, Class interest is
significantly related to a number of ILAS categories/dimensions to which Class attention
is not: the Topic 'Situation: Other than Nuachfusar, the Language activities 'Real
communication in Irish' and 'Contextualisation exercises', and the use of 'No Materials'.

Clearly, then, the observers made a real distinction between the two variables.
Implicitly, they recognise that the notion of 'interest' refers to a more spontaneous or
voluntary component of the pupil's reaction to the lesson than 'attention' does - there is a
sense in which attention, but not interest, can be commanded or insisted upon. In other
words, 'interest' is a little less amenable to being managed by the teacher's questioning
and interaction strategies than 'attention' is.

Notwithstanding these points, it has to be acknowledged that pupil enjoyment and
interest cannot be the sole criterion of worth in evaluating language learning materials and
activities. Activities or topics which do not attract high levels of interest may nevertheless
be essential to effective learning. For example, we noted in Chapter 4 that while pupils in
high-Irish-achievement classes dislike grammar-related activities, this would not be
sufficient reason for abandoning such activities - indeed they may be crucial to success.
But in the long-term, the inherent attractiveness of lesson content for pupils, its capacity to
stimulate their interest, cannot be disregarded. In the Communicative Materials Project,
we tried to achieve some balance between what appeared to be more interesting activities
and less interesting, but necessary, activities. In each lesson, any necessary formal
linguistic work was quickly followed by communicative games and tasks which had more
direct appeal for pupils. Over time, pupils learned that whatever language practice was
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done initially always had an immediate purpose, in the sense that this new linguistic
knowledge was put to use to `do' something later in the unit. Such productive engagement
helps to foster 'intrinsic motivation' among pupils (Crookes and Schmidt, 1991).

8.3.4 The ILAS: Modifications and potential
We turn now to an assessment of how well the ILAS has worked as an instrument for
recording and analysing the teaching and learning of Irish at primary level. We feel that
all the main innovations which we introduced - mentioned briefly below - should be
retained in any future use of the instrument. In addition, we hope that the inclusion in the
present report of the long form of ILAS (Appendix 6.3), together with transcripts of
segments from the Irish lessons (Appendix 6.4), will be useful in the future training of
observers.

The addition of the two 'high-inference' dimensions of Class attention and Class
interest, which we have just been discussing, is a useful advance on the Stirling System.
The fact that these 'on-line' ratings of pupil reactions were conducted on a segment by
segment basis allowed us to link them to changes in other lesson dimensions such as
Topic, Language activity, Pupil behaviour, Teacher mode of involvement, Classroom
organisation and Materials. The addition of the 'Simulated communication in Irish'
category to the Language activity dimension was also an improvement compared to the
original Stirling System, with strong associations being revealed between the new category
and a variety of positive learning outcomes. The 'Simulated communication in Irish'
category will be particularly valuable in analysing Irish lessons when a more
communicative approach to teaching is introduced in schools.

The large proportion of lesson segments in which 'Reading aloud' occurred, and the
evidence of its association with significant learning outcomes, justified our decision to
make this a separate category of Pupil behaviour (rather than have one broad 'reading'
category as in the Stirling System). The decision to incorporate the recording of Materials
into a segmental analysis of the lesson was also successful. While the method of recording
materials in the present study was not as detailed as that used in the Stirling System
(where it was done on a minute-by-minute basis), the fact that it was linked to segments
helped to reveal the association between, on the one hand, the, 'No materials' category
and, on the other, communicative language activities and topics, as well as changes in
attention and interest. It is difficult to see how these relationships would have emerged in
a non-segment-based analysis and recording.

All this confirms the usefulness of segment-based observation instruments, though the
need remains for ongoing revision of the various descriptive categories and dimensions in
order to keep them in line with changing theoretical understandings. While there has been
a move away from segment-based observation systems (Mitchell, 1989), in favour of
discourse and interaction-based systems (Allen, FrOhlich and Spada, 1984; Ullmann and
Geva, 1984), we believe that because teachers apparently conceptualise lessons in terms of
segments (Mitchell et al., 1981) they will continue to interpret innovations, and
incorporate them into their teaching repertoire, in a fundamentally segmental-type way. In
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other words, we can expect a segmental analysis of lessons to continue to represent at least
one level of psychological reality as far as teachers are concerned, irrespective of what
new perspectives on language teaching emerge.

8.3.5 Observing the Irish lesson in future: functions and participants
In the present study we have used two direct observation instruments, the ILAS and the
PCBR (described in Chapter 9), to explore the implementation of the Irish curriculum and
to identify those activities and conditions which are associated with better learning
outcomes. Our approach involved 'outside' observers using instruments based on the
current best understanding of which classroom processes contribute to sucCessful learning.
While this has apparently been successful, and perhaps was a necessary first step,
classroom observation with different goals from ours, and using very different approaches,
can also contribute to the improvement of pupil proficiency. In particular, classroom
observation in which the role of the teacher as observer and interpreter is central, can add a
different and important perspective to our understanding of the learning process (NUnan,
1996; Bell, 1997).

Classroom observation conducted by teachers in their own classroom, or in the
classrooms of other teachers, can bring different issues in language teaching into focus,
enhance programme implementation, facilitate understanding of new approaches, promote
the diffusion of innovation, improve teachers' insight into their own performance and more
generally contribute to professional development. Ullmann (1991) argues that teachers
benefit by becoming aware of the complex dynamics which influence their own teaching
strategies. She also believes that teachers should be taught to use instruments and
procedures which help them focus their observation in a systematic way. Gebhard, Gaitan
and Oprandy (1987), for example, found that although trainee teachers benefitted from the
process of observing, the experience was enhanced when they were given guidance in how
to observe systematically.

Burns (1990) points out that if second-language teaching is to become more
communicative, teachers need opportunities to gain greater understanding of the
interactional processes in their own classrooms. Ford (1991) describes the development of
an observation scheme to help teachers who were learning to implement cooperative
learning situations in Core French classrooms. The scheme comprised two parts (a) a
checklist designed to remind teachers to incorporate all the important facets of group-work
activities and (b) an observation instrument (such as the COLT) which helped determine if
students in cooperative activities displayed those discourse features believed to be
important for promoting second-language learning. Thornbury (1996) reports how trainee
teachers were taught to analyze class discourse, looking out for communicative features
such as the use of 'referential questions', 'feedback on content', 'wait time' and 'student
initiated turn' (see Chapter 9). Trainees reported a heightened awareness of those
instances where their teaching strategies were less communicative, an awareness which in
some cases resulted in improved classroom practice. Finally, Mitchell (1989: 205)
describes how teachers who became involved in action research on communicative
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methodology reported that the participation 'provided them with a valuable opportunity for
self-appraisal and (in some cases) methodological reorientation'.

This expanded conception of the role of observation in investigating classroom
processes must not omit the view of the learner. Galton and Simon (1980: 186) argue that
'teaching tactics both mediate and are themselves mediated by the pupil's behaviour'. We
have already seen in Chapter 4 that pupils can provide unique information on second-
language learning. Peacock (1997) reinforces this point when he illustrates the mismatch
which can exist between teachers' and pupils' views on the appropriateness and
enjoyableness of materials in use in second-language classrooms. One way in which
learners could become involved in the observation process is by analysing, along with their
teacher, selected activities from previous lessons, such as errors and their resolution,
communication breakdown and cultural issues (Van Lier, 1988).

There are more general advantages for second-language learning research in widening
the observation process. Classroom observation provides teachers, supervisors and
researchers with a common language for describing language teaching (Fanselow, 1988).
This is turn stimulates analytic inquiry into the language teaching process itself and helps
teachers discover their underlying beliefs, goals, practices etc. In this way, the gap
between theory and practice may be reduced and a richer data base becomes available for
theory building. As Allwright (1992) points out, this should gradually lead to the
development of a common agenda both in terms of the issues to be investigated and the
procedures to be used.
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9 Pupil participation and language
use in the Irish lesson

9.1 Introduction

Teachers have always been concerned with the extent to which pupils involve themselves in
the lesson in progress: how frequently different individuals volunteer answers or comments,
how closely they attend to ongoing activities, and the quality and accuracy of their
contributions. In second and foreign-language classes, the contributions of pupils have had
an even more important role, in so far as pupil speech is seen as providing both the
evidence of, and the mechanism for, language learning. More recently, as we outlined in
Chapter 6, teacher and pupil language-use has caught the attention of researchers in a new
way as the emphasis in classroom second-language learning research shifted from the study
of teaching methods to a concern with the relationship between different kinds of classroom
discourse and successful language learning (Chaudron, 1988; Allen and Carroll, 1988;
Allen, Swain and Harley, 1988; Ellis, 1994).

Despite the perceived importance of pupil talk in the second-language classroom,
research indicates that, as in the case of first language classrooms, it is teachers who tend
to do most of the talking. About two-thirds of classroom speech can be attributed to the
teacher, mostly as soliciting and reacting moves, with students uttering most of the
responding moves (Bialystok, Frohlich and Howard, 1978; Ramirez, Yuen, Ramey and
Merino, 1986). Furthermore, pedagogic discourse appears to be more restricted than
naturalistic discourse (Kasper, 1986; Pica and Long, 1986; Ellis, 1994). In particular, the
proportion of unpredictable and sustained speech in the second-language classroom seems
to be very small (Allen and Carroll, 1988). The nature and length of pupil discourse, of
course, will be determined in many instances by the kinds of questions asked. Studies have
found that 'display' questions are more common than 'referential' questions in second-
language classrooms, in comparison with out-of-class interactions between native and non-
native speakers (Long and Sato, 1983; White and Lightbown, 1984; Early, 1985; Ramirez
et al., 1986; Johnston, 1990). Display questions are those to which the answer is already
known by the teacher. They are characteristic of language practice or form-focused
activities and typically elicit short predictable answers from pupils. Referential questions,
in contrast, are associated with real communication and with tasks involving meaning
negotiation and they tend to elicit more complex output from pupils (Ellis, 1994).

Other communicative features of classroom interaction which are considered important
to the development of second-language proficiency were discussed more fully in Chapter 6.
Allen and Carroll (1988) and Allen et al. (1988), for example, argue for the importance of
(a) whether reactions to an utterance in the target language focus on the language itself
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(e.g. correcting a mistake in grammar) or on the message (e.g. correcting an error of fact in
the message), (b) the extent to which speakers engage in extended discourse as opposed to
restricting their utterances to a minimum (a word or phrase) and (c) whether or not
preceding utterances are incorporated in the listener's reaction, by way of comment,
clarification of content, or elaboration.

One of the traditional concerns of language teachers which has attracted the attention
of researchers in recent years is the nature and extent of pupil participation in classroom
discourse and the relationship of this participation to eventual achievement in the target
language. The evidence in the international literature, however, is conflicting. Studies by
Seliger (1977), Naiman, Fröhlich, Stern and Todesco (1978) and Strong (1983, 1984)
report positive correlations between various measures of learner participation/output (e.g.
actual speech, amount of verbal interaction, hand-raising) and second-language
proficiency. Other researchers (Day, 1984; Ely, 1986) have found no such relationship.
Even where positive correlations have been established, the question of whether increased
second-language proficiency results from more production, or vice versa, remains
unanswered.

Another aspect to the relationship between pupil ability in the target language and pupil
participation in class relates to the frequency with which teachers use questions to elicit
responses from different pupils. Mizon (1981) and Early (1985), for example, found that
teachers used more questions when addressing second-language learners than when
conversing with native speaking students in mother-tongue classrooms. One possible
explanation for this is that questions may facilitate interactions involving less proficient
students by clearly establishing both the topic and who is expected to speak next
(Chaudron, 1988).

The extent to which the learner is exposed to comprehensible input is yet another
aspect of classroom discourse which has attracted attention in recent years (Krashen,
1985). According to Krashen's model, humans acquire language by understanding
messages rather than by consciously focusing on form. The model also posits a mental
screen between the learner and the erivironment, a screen which is activated by affective
factors (e.g. anxiety, self confidence) and which controls the amount of input a pupil
converts into intake. In order for comprehensible input to result in successful language
acquisition, therefore, the learner must be 'open' to the input or have a low affective
filter'. To be maximally effective, the input must also contain a new aspect of the
language which the learner has not yet acquired but is ready to acquire (Krashen, 1991).
Thus, the quality of pupil attention and interest, as well as appropriateness of language
content and context, may be important predictors of success in second-language
acquisition.

The present chapter examines some of these issues of classroom language use and pupil
participation in the context of the teaching and learning of Irish at sixth grade in primary
school. The instrument we use is the newly constructed Pupil Communicative Behaviour
Record (PCBR) already referred to briefly in Chapter 6. The main issues we concentrate
on are (a) the frequency of individual pupil speech in Irish and silence during the Irish
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lesson (b) the communicative features of pupil utterances (c) variations in language use
and attentiveness in pupils who have different levels of ability in Irish (d) the frequency of
'other' kinds of pupil 'behaviour' during the Irish lesson, such as reading, writing and
choral speech and (e) whether factors such as the size of the class and the kinds of teaching
activities which are emphasised are linked to the frequency of individual pupil speech,
silence and other behaviours.

9.2 Method

9.2.1 Sample
Within each of the twenty sixth-grade classes in the study, one pupil of high ability in
Irish, one of middle ability in Irish and one of low ability in Irish was randomly selected.
In this way, pupils of different ability levels in Irish and from different types of classes
contributed to the picture of pupil language use which finally emerged. The initial
categorisation of pupils as high, middle and low ability in Irish was done by the class
teacher. An observer then randomly selected one pupil from each of the three ability
groups to be the focus of study. Due to replacements (see section 9.2.3.1 below) a total of
66 pupils rather than the initially selected 60 pupils was observed. This group comprised
34 girls and 32 boys. The teacher did not know which pupils were the target of the
observation. In each class, two observers worked side by side, one using the PCBR, which
is the subject of the present chapter, and the other using the ILAS which was described in
Chapter 6.

9.2.2 Instrument

The development of the Pupil Communicative Behaviour Record (PCBR)
While the ILAS, based on the Stirling system, provides us with a general degcription of the
classroom practice of Irish teachers, it is limited by the fact that it is structured around
fairly large planning or lesson-activity 'segments'. Thus, it fails to register in detail the
characteristics of communicative interaction in the classroom or indeed the more transient
events and experiences which may have a bearing on how successfully pupils learn a
second language. For example, teachers and pupils sometimes digress briefly from the
formal lesson plan to make some personal or individual contribution in the target
language. 'Real communication' exchanges of this kind, concerned with classroom
management, discipline, or with life outside the school may command relatively high
interest and attention among pupils (See Appendix 6.4, extracts 18-20). While such
events may be very relevant to the development of second-language proficiency, their
brevity precludes them from being recorded in a lesson-segment type observation
instrument. Existing lesson-segment type observation systems also fail to describe the
extent to which different types of pupils are engaged with the activity in progress, or
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indeed whether they are participating in the lesson in a manner which is at all consistent
with the pedagogic goals of the activity. The ILAS is a considerable improvement on
firevious segment-based systems in at least providing an on-line measure of how pupils in
general in the class were engaging with the lesson.

The observation system described below, the PCBR, tries to overcome these limitations
by focusing on individual pupil participation and language use. In developing the
instrument, account was taken of research which tries to identify those features of pupil
interaction with the teacher and with other pupils which are important for second-language
learning. In particular, we relied on the COLT (Part II) observation scheme which was
discussed in Chapter 6 (Allen, et al., 1984; Allen, et al., 1987; Allen, et al., 1990). COLT
was developed in the context of a five year Development of Bilingual Proficiency (DBP)
project in Toronto. The system allows for the recording of such communicative features
of classroom interaction as target language use, information gap, length of utterance,
reaction to code or message, incorporation of preceding utterances, discourse initiation by
teacher or student, and relative restriction of linguistic form.

While we adapted major features of COLT Part II in describing certain pupil
behaviours (e.g. see 'Pupil speaks individually' category below), we did not attempt any
detailed communicative categorisation in relation to other pupil behaviours (e.g. where the
pupil is engaged in 'other' behaviours such as choral speech, reading or writing). This is
not to suggest that reading and writing activities do not vary widely in the kind of
communicative interaction they involve. It is simply that it would have been beyond our
resources to collect this information in the time available. In addition, since it would have
required access to, and evaluation of, pupils' written products it would have raised entirely
new issues in the research. Another difference is that the PCBR examines only pupil
language and communication, and does not specifically examine teacher discourse.
Finally, unlike COLT Part II, PCBR records the pupil's ability in Irish, as rated by the
teacher, an item of information that proved very interesting in interpreting the other data
generated by the system.

Categories of the Pupil Communicative Behaviour Record
The PCBR defined behaviour under three main headings: (I) Pupil speaks individually,
(2) Pupil is silent and (3) Other pupil behaviour (see Appendix 9). Behaviours under
each main heading could be coded in relation to a. range of language use or other
descriptive categories:

(I) Pupil speaks individually
'Language used': 'Irish' was ticked if the utterance was in Irish or mostly in Irish, and
'English' if the utterance was in English or mostly in English.
'Asks a question': This category was relevant if the pupil asked a question. There were
two options - 'pseudo' and 'genuine'. 'Pseudo' would be the appropriate option where the
question was only posed as part of a drill or some other practice (and the answer to it was,
therefore, highly constrained and predictable). The 'genuine' question option might be
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ticked when the pupil, for example, having been reading, decides on his/her own initiative
to ask the teacher for an explanation of some word he/she did not understand.
'Answers': This category was ticked if the pupil answered a question, and was coded as
'predictable' or 'unpredictable'.
'Length of utterance': The sub-categories here were 'one word', 'clause', 'sentence', and
'sustained' and were intended to measure the extent to which the pupils engaged in
extended or restricted discourse.
'Takes turn': This category was intended to capture the situation where the pupil took the
initiative in some fundamental way, departing from the formal agenda of the lesson to
some extent (asking questions or making comments unprompted by the teacher). These
could consist either of (a) question-forms or phrases which might be used routinely in
class communication but which in the specific instance observed were not related to the
ongoing lesson ('routine) or (b) 'new' or original contributions.
'Interaction type': Each pupil's spoken contribution was coded in relation to one of two
sub-categories, 'pupil-pupil' or `pupil-teacher'.

(2) Pupil is silent (or engaged in non-task related pupil-pupil exchange)
This main heading was relevant if the pupil was silent during a particular activity e.g.
listening more or less attentively. Being silent does not include engagement in any Other
behaviour such as silent reading or writing (see below). This heading was also relevant if
the pupil was not actually engaged in any formal language activity or task but was
chatting to neighbouring pupil(s) (i.e. non-task-related exchanges). There were two
categories to be ticked in the case of Silent behaviours: 'Attending' ('high'/ `moderate7
'low') and 'Disruptive' Chigh' / 'moderate' / In the case, for example, where a
pupil was not engaged at all in the task, but was chatting loudly to his/her neighbours, the
rating might consist of ticking low' for 'Attending' and 'moderate' or 'high' for
'Disruptive'.

(3) Other pupil behaviour
There were four categories under this heading: 'Choral speech', 'reading silently', 'reading
aloud', and 'Writing'. Only one of these four would be ticked for a particular pupil
behaviour. We also asked the observers to place a tick in the adjacent categories of
'Attending' and 'Disruptive', to indicate the manner in which the task was performed
(even if the pupil is not silent e.g. choral reading aloud or choral speech).

9.2.3 Procedure
The inspector observed the selected pupils, one at a time in succession, and recorded
various aspects of their behaviour. This record was made by placing ticks in the
appropriate columns of an A3 size coding sheet (see Appendix 9) which listed the
behavioural categories and sub-categories of the PCBR. A full description of the
categories of the PCBR, as well as directions for carrying out the observation work, were
given in a manual which had been previously studied by the observers and which could
also be referred to during the observation work itself (Appendix 9). The observers had
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earlier been involved in a training session during which the coding schedules and method
of categorising and recording behaviours were explained in detail.

The observation work proceeded in five-minute sequences, with the first three minutes
being given over to observing the target pupil, and the last two minutes being used to
record more fully his/her behaviour on the coding sheet. Two full lessons were observed
in each class. The same three pupils were observed in Lesson 1 and Lesson 2 except in
the few instances where substitutions had to be made due to pupils being absent etc. (see
below).

Within any one three-minute observation period, it was possible that more than one
type of pupil behaviour would occur. For example, a pupil might be engaged in a
question-and-answer type spoken interaction with the teacher in the first minute of the
observation period, after which there might be a whole-class choral response, followed by
yet another exchange between the same pupil and his/her teacher in the last minute of the
observation period. In such a case, three different pupil behaviours would be coded for
that observation period. The observer would code each new behaviour by drawing a line
within the row for that unit on the PCBR coding sheet and placing ticks in the relevant
categories for each new behaviour. Thus, the number of pupil behaviours recorded for
each lesson is substantially greater than the number of observation units.

In general the PCBR might be described as a low-inference instrument, that is to say
that the categorisation required by the observer is so straightforward and unambiguous
that there seems to be little subjective element involved. There are two aspects of the
PCBR, however, where that is not the case. The first arises under the 'Asks a question'
and 'Answers' headings discussed earlier where the observer must categorise features such
as, `pseudo'/ 'genuine' question, 'predictable'/'unpredictable' answer. These would seem
to involve high inference ratings. This may be contrasted with low inference judgements,
such as whether a pupil speaks or remains silent, which leave little room for ambiguity.
The other aspect of the PCBR which involves high inference judgements is the rating of
the pupils' level of attentiveness or disruptiveness during silent periods.

Additional coding guidelines
In general, we tried to analyse the observers' PCBR-based record of pupil behaviour as it
was presented to us, intervening only where the operation of the coding system seemed to
be inconsistent or ambiguous. The kinds of problems encountered, and the manner in
which we resolved them are set out briefly below and are discussed in more detail in
Appendix 9 (see section - Additional Coding Guidelines).

(I) Complex behaviours: Observers opted to represent some Complex pupil behaviours by
placing ticks under more than one of the main headings. For example, where a pupil was
contributing to a group discussion and was also taking notes, the behaviour might be
coded as Complex, consisting of Pupil speaks individually and Other pupil behaviour
(i.e. 'Writing')
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(2) Mutually exclusive categories/subcategories ticked: The solution here depended on
the particular categories/subcategories ticked. In those instances where ticks were made in
more than one of the categories under the Other pupil behaviour heading, the observer's
accompanying notes, or coterminous data from the ILAS schedule for that lesson
(completed by the second observer) usually provided sufficient information to resolve the
conflict. In the case of the 'Language' category, however, ticks under both 'Irish' and
'English' subcategories was interpreted as 'half Irish/half English', while in those
instances where no language was recorded (no ticks made) 'Irish' was assumed to be the
language used as long as the 'Interaction type' was 'pupil-teacher' (see Appendix 9).

Where other mutually exclusive categories/subcategories were ticked, both were
disregarded except in the case of the graded subheadings in the 'Length of utterance'
category. Here, superior categories (longer utterances) were accepted in favour of inferior
ones (shorter utterances). The 'Takes turn' category seems to have been misunderstood
by at least some observers. Many placed ticks in the 'Takes turn' category as well as in
the adjacent 'Asks a question' or 'Answers' categories. Only those behaviours which
were coded under the 'Takes turn' category alone were included as instances of the kind
of genuine pupil initiative which this category was intended to capture.

(3) Unequal numbers of pupils/Pupil replacements: At the beginning of an observation
period, the preselected pupil with high ability in Irish was always observed first, thus
producing more behaviours for higher ability pupils. This was taken into account in all
analyses since we used proportions rather than actual numbers of behaviours. Four target
pupils who were absent for the second lesson were replaced by pupils of corresponding
ability in Irish. Two pupils were replaced for other reasons (see Appendix 9) for the
second observation period - making a total of six substitutions in all.

(4) Incomplete codings: In instances where behaviours were only partially coded we
simply accepted the incomplete data presented .

9.2.4 Analysis
Most of the data we present here consists of the relative frequency of occurrence of
different categories of pupil behaviour (aggregated over classes and pupils). We use chi
square (Ferguson, 1976) to test for differences in the distribution of these frequencies.
Frequency of behaviours rather than of observation units is used as the dependent variable,
because using units involves some loss of information in cases where more than one
behaviour occurs during the observation period. Chi-square statistics are quoted here
primarily as a means of distinguishing between more important and less important trends
in the data for these particular pupils and classes. Reporting these statistics should not be
seen as implying any claims about the population of schools and classes generally.

The actual pupil behaviour observed may be determined by, or linked to, a wide variety
of factors, including characteristics of the pupils themselves (e.g. ability in Irish, gender)
or of the class or teaching (e.g. the size of the class or the nature of the teaching process).
Our main focus in the analysis is on pupil characteristics though we also examine
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class/teaching characteristics. In the case of pupil characteristics, for example, we
examine how frequently pupils of different levels of ability in Irish (e.g. 'high' ability-in-
Irish', 'low' ability-in-Irish') speak individually in Irish or remain silent. Another concern
is the extent to which pupils are generally 'Attending' or being 'Disruptive' during Silent
behaviours.

In the case of class/teaching characteristics, our investigation is exploratory and is
confmed to a correlation analysis of the relationship between behavioural propensities (e.g.
the propensity for pupils in the class to remain silent) and class/teaching characteristics
(e.g. class size; the amount of teaching time devoted to communicative activities). Class-/
teaching-group size would seem likely, on commonsense grounds alone, to be important to
pupil participation: pupils should have a proportionately better chance of 'getting their
turn', as it were, in a small class. Ideally we would like to establish if there are any
connections between pupil behaviour and the particular language activities which are
implemented by the teacher.

9.3 Results

The results are divided into five sections. The first section reports the relative frequency
of occurrence of the main behaviours - individual speech, silence and 'other' pupil
behaviour. The following three sections analyse each of the main behaviours in more
detail. For example, in the case of individual pupil speech we investigate whether its
frequency varies according to ability in Irish and gender. We also describe
linguistic/communicative features of pupil speech, including whether it is in Irish or
English, the length of the pupil's utterance, whom the interaction involves and whether the
utterance consists of a question, an answer or some other type of contribution. In the last
section, we examine class variations in pupil behavioural propensities.

Before turning to the results proper some background data on the observation work will
be useful. Table 9.1 distinguishes between the number of observation units (i.e. the three
minute periods during which the pupil was monitored) and the number of behaviours
coded in each of these observation units. Data in the first two rows provide information
on the distribution of units. Two-thirds (67.4%) of the observation units contain just one
behaviour. A little less than a quarter (23.8%) of units have two behaviours recorded,
while the remaining 8.8% of units have three or more behaviours recorded. Overall, then,
the number of behaviours (778) exceeds the number of observation units (534).

A different perspective on the units/behaviour distribution is provided by the data in the
last two rows of Table 9.1. It can be seen that less than half of all behaviours (46.3%)
occur in units containing only that behaviour - even though such one-behaviour units, as
we have just pointed out, account for two thirds of all units. At the other extreme, just
over a fifth of all behaviours (21.1%) are seen in multiple-behaviours units. Close to a
third of all behaviours (32.6 %) are observed in two-behaviour units.
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Table 9.1
Number of behaviours and observation units in the PCBR* study..

Composition of unit
Units with Units with Units with Total units/

PCBR* study n = 66 pupils one two three or more behaviours
behaviour behaviours behaviours

Number of observation units 360 127 47 534
Percentage of observation units 67.4 23.8 8.8 100%

Number of behaviours 360 254 164 778
Percentage of behaviours 46.3 32.6 21.1 100%

*Pupil Communicative Behaviour Record

9.3.1 Frequency of the main behaviours
Table 9.2 shows the distribution of pupil behaviours according to the main
language/communication headings of the PCBR. About one fifth of the- behaviours
(20.2%) consist of the pupil being Silent, presumably listening/looking. About half the
behaviours involve the pupil speaking individually (i.e. composed of 41.6% of cases where
the pupil simply speaks individually (Individual only) and another 8.2% of Complex
behaviours where the pupil speaks while also being involved in other activities such as
'Writing'. A little less than a third of behaviours (29.9%) are classified as Other only (i.e.
choral speech, reading or writing apart from Complex behaviours).

A pie chart of these distributions is shown in Figure 9.1. Bear in mind that the
Complex component may be joined with either of the adjacent components since it includes
both Pupil speaks individually and Other behaviours.

Another perspective on the different linguistic/communicative activities is provided by
the number and percentage of units in which particular categories of behaviour occur. We
can ask, for example, in how many units is there at least one instance of the pupil speaking
individually. Clearly, since more than one category of behaviour may occur in any unit,
we must decide in advance what priority should be assigned to different categories of
behaviours if we are to divide the 534 units into mutually exclusive sets. For the purposes
of the Present analysis we decided to give priority to units in which one of two mutually
exclusive behaviours occurred: (a) units in which the pupil was observed to speak
individually at least once (though other behaviours, either simultaneous or successive
could also occur) and (b) units in which the pupil remained silent for the whole
observation period.
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Table 9.2
Distribution of pupil behaviours according to language/communication category.

Behavioural Category
Number of
behaviours

Percentage of
behaviours

1. Individual only 324 41.6
(Pupil speaks individually)

2. Complex
(Pupil speaks individually and also reads or writes i.e.
elements of (1) above & (3) below

64 8.2

3. Other only 233 29.9
(Pupil is engaged in choral speech, reading
or writing but excluding (1) & (2) above).

4. Silent 157 20.2
(Pupil is silent)

Total 778 100%

Individual
only
42%

Complex
8%

Silent
20%

Other
only
30%

Figure 9.1 Distribution of pupil behaviours according to language/communication category.
(see Table 9.2 for an explanation of the titles)
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We set out the data in Table 9.3 in such a way that units of these two kinds are clearly
distinguished. Note that the observed pupil speaks at least once in nearly half (48.4%) of
all the units. This 48.4% is made up of the 38.9% of all units in which the pupil speaks
individually and the 9.5% of all units which involve Complex behaviours (Pupil speaks
individually plus Other). Similarly, by combining the percentages in rows two and three it
can be seen that in almost 40% of units the pupil is engaged in some form of Other
behaviour i.e. 'Choral speech', 'Reading' or Writing'. Finally, in just over a fifth of all
observation units (21.9%) the pupil remains Silent throughout.

Looking back to Table 9.2 for a moment and comparing the data there with the data in
Table 9.3 it can be seen that the proportions associated with the four main categories of
pupil behaviour remain more or less the same whether we are counting behaviours (Table
9.2) or the observation units containing these behaviours (Table 9.3).

Figure 9.2 provides in graphic form a more detailed breakdown of behavioural
categories by unit composition. This breakdown is presented as background information
only and we are not using it to support any new conclusions. It shows the distribution of
the main behavioural headings (Pupil speaks individually, Silent etc.) in relation to the
number of behaviours which a unit contains. It can be seen (column 4) that Silent
behaviours are most likely (74%) to occur in observation units where Silent is the only
behaviour occurring. Instances of the pupil speaking individually, on the other hand
(column 1), are more likely to occur in units containing more than one behaviour. Over a
third (35%) of the instances of the pupil speaking occur in conjunction with one other
behaviour (i.e. in two-behaviour units). A further 39% of individual speaking behaviours
occur in units with three or more behaviours. Thus, only about a quarter (26%) of all
instances of the pupil speaking individually occur in units where that behaviour is the only
one recorded.

Table 9.4 shows the number of pupil behaviours-in Other categories i.e. not Silent and
not Pupil-speaks-individually. We include here the 'Other' behaviour component of
Complex behaviours i.e. cases where the pupil spoke individually but was also engaged in
some other behaviour such as reading or writing. The frequency of each subcategory of
behaviour (e.g. 'Choral speech') is expressed as a percentage of Other pupil behaviours (n
= 297) and also as a percentage of all pupil behaviours (n = 778). It can be seen that
38.1% of all pupil behaviours are classified as Other i.e. 'Choral speech', 'Reading' or
'Writing'. The combined reading behaviours ('reading aloud'r silent reading') make up
14.1% of all behaviours, while 'Writing' and 'Choral speech' closely follow with 12.3%
and 11.7% respectively. It is worthy of note, perhaps, that even in Irish classes at sixth-
grade, 'Choral speech' makes up a small but not negligible proportion of pupil behaviours.

These results indicate a high level of overt definite pupil participation in class. While
pupils remain silent without being involved in any other behaviour for one fifth of the units,
data presented below indicate that they are most often listening with a moderate or high
level of attention during these periods. For the rest of the time, they are switching in and
out of different forms of participation in class - speaking individually or chorally, reading,
or writing. In particular, there is a high level of individual spoken contributions by pupils.
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Table 9.3
Distribution of observation units by the four main categories of pupil behaviour.

Behavioural Category

Observation units
fl Percentage

of units

1. Individual only
(Pupil speaks individually) 208 38.9

2. Complex
(Pupil speaks individually and also reads or writes).
Excludes small number of units counted under 1 above. 51 9.5

3. Other only
(Pupil is engaged in choral speech, reading or writing).
Excludes units counted under 1 & 2 above. 158 29.6

4. Silent
(Pupil is silent for the whole unit) 117 21.9

Total 534 100%

100%

90%-

80%-
70%-

60%-
50%-
40%-
30%-
20%-
10%-

0%

26

Pupil speaks Complex Other 'only' Silent
individually (choral,

reading,
writing)

1 behaviour in unit 0 2 behaviours in unit 0 3+ behaviours in unit

Figure 9.2 Percentage distribution of number of behaviours per unit by the four main
categories of behaviour.
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Table 9.4
Distribution of Other* pupil behaviours according to sub-category of behaviour involved.

Percentage of

'Other
behaviour

n

(behaviours)

Other category
behaviours
(n = 297)

all
behaviours
(n = 778)

Choral speech 91 30.6 11.7
Silent reading 64 21.5 8.2
Reading aloud 46 15.5 5.9
Writing 96 32.3 12.3

Total Other 297 100% 38.1

* Including Complex behaviours (n = 64)

This pattern of participation by targeted pupils as revealed by data from the PCBR is
confirmed by a similar perceived high level of participation by pupils as reported by
inspectors in the Global Rating of Lesson instrument (Appendix 2.3, Q23). Inspectors
reported that in over 90% of the classes, less than 20% of the pupils could be classified as
adopting a passive role (or resisting involvement) in the Irish class.

9.3.2 Individual pupil speech
Tables 9.5-9.8 provide a more detailed analysis of various characteristics of pupils'
individual spoken contributions - the general communicative function of their utterances
and to whom they speak (to other pupils or to the teacher). We also examine the manner
in which these utterance characteristics vary with ability in Irish and gender.

Pupil ability in Irish
Table 9.5 shows the distribution of instances of the pupil speaking individually according
to his or her ability in Irish. It can be seen that while 61.6% of all behaviours recorded for
'higher ability-in-Irish' pupils involve the pupil speaking individually, only 36.3% of the
behaviours of pupils with a 'lower' level of ability in Irish involve individual speech. A
chi-square analysis confirms that the frequency of the pupil speaking individually is
distributed significantly differently over the three ability levels in Irish (chi square = 34.4;
df=2; p <.001). A similar significant result is obtained if the ability grouping is based on
the sixth-grade ITE test of spoken Irish (listening test only) rather than on teachers'
ratings (chi square = 54.4; df =2; p < .001).

Table 9.5 also shows that more behaviours of all kinds are recorded for 'higher ability-
in-Irish' (40.9%) compared to 'middle' (31.9%) and 'lower ability-in-Irish' (27.2%)
pupils. As we pointed out earlier (also see Appendix 9) this unequal distribution of
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behaviours is due to the fact that in each lesson the 'higher ability-in-Irish' pupil was
always observed first. Thus, 197 three-minute observation units were completed for
pupils of higher ability-in-Irish, 180 units for pupils of middle ability-in-Irish and 157
units for pupils of lower ability-in-Irish. These correspond roughly to proportions of .37,
.34 and .29. of all units respectively. Units which relate to pupils of the 'middle' level of
ability-in-Irish are represented in the proportion expected (one-third). Units related to
'higher' ability-in-Irish pupils are slightly overrepresented and units related to 'lower'
ability-in-Irish' pupils are slightly underrepresented.

Table 9.5
Percentage distribution of instances of Pupil speaks individually * according to

pupil's ability in Irish (n = 66 pupils)

Pupil
Percentage of behaviours

Pupil does
Pupil ability speaks not speak Total
in Irish individually individually
(as rated by teacher) n=388 n=390 (n = 778)

Higher 61.6 38.4 40.9
Middle 46.4 53.6 31.9
Lower 36.3 63.7 27.2

Total 49.9 50.1 100%

" Almost always in Irish. Includes Complex behaviours.

Since more observations were made of pupils with 'higher' ability-in-Irish than of those
with lower ability-in-Irish, and since the former tend to speak more often as we established
earlier, the overall frequency with which pupils generally tend to speak individually may
be somewhat overestimated. Nevertheless, note that even in the case of 'lower' ability-in -
Irish pupils, 36.3% of all their behaviours involve individual speech (Table 9.5). The
unequal distribution does not affect the validity of our conclusions, however, since it is
taken into account in comparing the proportion of behaviours in different categories
associated with pupils of different ability levels in Irish.

It may be mentioned in passing, that the proportion of units associated with the three
levels of ability in Irish translates into the following total observation times: nine hours 51
minutes observation time for 'higher' ability-in-Irish pupils; nine hours exactly for
'middle' ability-in-Irish pupils; and seven hours and 51 minutes for 'lower' ability-in-Irish
pupils a total of 26 hours 42 minutes observation time altogether. Note that this is less
than the forty-plus hours of teaching observed in the case of ILAS. The difference is
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primarily due to the fact that only 3 out of every 5 minutes were observed in the case of
PCBR, the other two minutes being devoted to recording what had been observed.

Length of utterance
Table 9.6 shows the distribution of instances of the pupil speaking individually according
to (a) 'Length of utterance' ('word', 'clause', 'sentence', 'sustained') and (b) Pupil ability
in Irish. It can be seen (last row, Table 9.6) that only 13.4% of all spoken utterances are
longer than a single sentence (i.e. `sustained'). Most utterances (52.9%) are one sentence
long, while just under one fifth (18.7%) consist of no more than one word. Regarding
Pupil ability in Irish, a chi-square analysis confirms what is already clear from an
inspection of Table 9.6 - that there is no significant relationship between the pupil's
proficiency in Irish and the length of his/her spoken contributions (chi square=5.03; df=6;
NS). In other words, while pupils with higher ability in Irish are more likely to speak
individually in class, as we have just shown, they are no more likely than less able pupils to
speak at greater length on each occasion. One possible interpretation of this is that the
kind of exchanges which are possible or expected are so constrained by the lesson format
itself - by the form of the teacher's language or by precedent within the class - that being of
higher ability in Irish, being capable, for example, of more sustained contributions, is
irrelevant. We return to this issue in the context of an analysis of the role of class and
teaching characteristics in the next section.

Table 9.6
Percentage distribution of instances of Pupil speaks individually according to length of

utterance and pupil ability in Irish.

Percentage of behaviours

'Length of utterance'
Pupil

ability in
Irish

'one word'
n=70

'clause'
n=56

'sentence'
n=198

'sustained'
n=50

Total*
(n=374)

Higher 20.3 15.1 48.4 16.1 51.3
Middle 16.7 16.7 56.5 10.2 28.9
Lower 17.6 12.2 59.5 10.8 19.8

Total 18.7 15.0 52.9 13.4 100%

* 'Length of utterance' was not recorded for a further 14 instances of Pupil speaks individually

Gender
Virtually equal proportions of behaviours in the case of boys (50.9%) and of girls (49.6%)
involve speaking individually and the difference between them, therefore, is not significant
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(chi square= .07; df=1; NS). In terms of 'Length of utterance', there was some tendency,
though not a statistically significant one, for boys to make proportionally more single-
word and clause-level contributions than girls, while girls had proportionately more
sentence-level and sustained utterances than boys (chi square 6.5; df=3; NS). Neither was
any significant relationship found between gender and ability-in-Irish as rated by the
teacher (Pearson's r = .04; NS).

Language used and Interaction type
Table 9.7 presents further data on individual spoken contributions, this time focused on
the participants and on the language chosen. The table consists of a crosstabulation of
'Interaction type' ('pupil-pupir or 'pupil-teacher') and the amount of Irish used (Irish',
'English, or 'half-Irish and half-English'). The first thing to be noted is that Irish (or
mostly Irish) is the predominant language choice in interactions (91% of interactions are
entirely in Irish). While 18% of `pupil-pupil' lesson-related interactions are in English (or
'half-and-half), however, only 6% of `pupil-teacher' interactions are in English. We
exclude from the analysis of 'Language used' informal non-task-related chatting/gossiping
among pupils - coded as Silent behaviour in the present study - which is almost certainly
conducted in English. In the case of a further 12% of 'pupil-pupil' interactions, the
language used was not recorded - presumably because the observer could not hear the
dialogue in question.

Table 9.7
Language used in pupil-pupil and pupil-teacher interactions.

Language

Percentage of behaviours

'Interaction type'

`pupil-pupil"pupil-teacher"Interaction type'
not recorded

(n=50) (n=316) (n=22)
Total*

(n=388)

Irish 70.0 94.0 95.5 91.0
English 12.0 5.7 4.5 6.4
Half & half 6.0 0.3 1.0
Language not recorded 12.0 1.5

Total 12.9 81.4 5.7 100%

*Includes Complex behaviours.

The chi-square analysis carried out involves combining the 'English' and 'half and
half' language categories in order to obtain satisfactory cell frequencies. Thus, two
categories of 'Interaction type' and only two categories of 'Language' are represented in
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the analysis. Cases where data on either language or interaction type were missing are
disregarded. The result confirms that the language used is distributed differently in 'pupil-
pupil' and `pupil-teacher' interactions (chi square=9.31; df=1; p<.01). Pupils more often
use some English when talking to each other in a lesson context than when they are talking
to the teacher - although as we have just pointed out, use of Irish is quite high overall
(over 90%) in lesson-related interaction.

The small number of 'pupil-pupil' interactions which occur militate against any clear
pattern emerging in relation to pupil ability. A chi-square analysis, not shown here,
showed no evidence that the likelihood of 'pupil-pupil' interactions as opposed to 'pupil-
teacher' interactions occurring was affected by the pupils' ability in Irish (chi square =
.02; df = 2; NS).

Type of utterance
Table 9.8 shows the distribution of instances of the pupil speaking individually according
to the kind of utterance involved (a) Questions ('Asks a question') (b) Answers or (c) as
instances of the pupil taking the initiative in a more fundamental way (i.e. 'Takes turn').

The most frequent type of pupil utterances were 'Answers'. It may be seen that
roughly two thirds (65.2%) of utterances involve the pupil making a 'predictable' answer
(mostly, presumably, to teacher questions). A further 17.5% of utterances were rated as
'unpredictable' answers. Thus, 82.7% of all exchanges consisted of the pupil answering,
with the ratio of 'predictable' to 'unpredictable' answers being 65/17 approximately.
Incidentally, if we look at 'sustained' utterances only, we find a much better balance
between 'predictable' and 'unpredictable' answers. Of the 50 individual utterances which
were coded as 'sustained' (See Table 9.6), only 42% were coded as 'predictable' answers
while 36% were 'unpredictable' answers. The proportion of 'predictable' to
'unpredictable' answers is much lower for longer utterances (42/36), therefore, than it is
for utterances generally in these classes (65/17).

Returning now to Table 9.8, it can be seen that less than 4% of pupil utterances were
coded as 'Questions', a little less than half of these (1.8%) being considered 'genuine' (as
opposed to 'pseudo' questions which are posed as part of language practice or formal
exercises of some kind).

It will be recalled from our description of problems in coding the PCBR that observers
sometimes placed ticks in mutually exclusive categories. One such example are those
instances where observers ticked the 'Takes turn' category as well as one or other of the
adjacent 'Asks a question' and 'Answers' category (see Appendix 9 - Additional Coding
Guidelines). Filtering out those behaviours which Were included in more than one
category, we found that only 3.1% of utterances could be unambiguously interpreted as
evidence of the pupil taking the conversational initiative (i.e. 'Takes turn'). Because of
this ambiguity, we will not be basing any of our conclusions on the 'Takes turn' data.
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Table 9.8
Distribution of instances of Pupil speaks individually according to the type of pupil

contribution.

Type of utterance n

Pupil speaks individually

Percentage of
behaviours

Total %

Pupil 'Answer'
'predictable' 253 65.2
'unpredictable' 68 17.5 82.7

Pupil 'Question'
'pseudo' 8 2.1

'genuine' 7 1.8 3,9

Both 'Answer' & 'Question' 3 0.8 0.8

Pupil 'Takes turn'*
'routine' 5 1.3

'new' 7 1.8 3.1

None of the above 37 9.5 9.5

Total (388) 100% 100%

Other than those behaviours coded under 'Answer' and 'Question' above.

Due to the 'small number of pupil behaviours in the 'Asks a question' category, it was
not feasible to examine differences in the distribution of pupil behaviours in the 'Answers'
and 'Asks a question' categories according to pupil ability.

Finally in this respect, looking at the last row of Table 9.8 it can be seen that just under
a tenth (9.5%) of all individual pupil utterances were not assigned to any of the three main
sub-categories - 'Asks a question', 'Answers' or 'Takes turn'.

9:3.3 Silence
Tables 9.9 - 9.11 analyse cases where the pupil is silent. Being silent, in the special sense
defined in the PCBR Coding Guidelines (Appendix 9), may involve the pupil listening
more or less attentively or it may involve the pupil chatting to other pupils about non-task
related issues, being entirely inattentive to the formal lesson, or even being disruptive. For
this reason, we examine data on different aspects of silence. - how often pupils were silent,
how the frequency of this behaviour related to Gender and Pupil ability in Irish, and how
attentive or disruptive the pupil was during the observation period. Recall that being
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'silent' in the sense it has been defined here does not include Other activities such as silent
reading or writing.

Ability in Irish and 'Silent' behaviours
Table 9.9 shows that pupils who are of 'lower' ability-in-Irish are more than twice as
likely (31.6%) to be silent as pupils who are of 'higher' ability-in-Irish (12.6%). A chi-
square analysis confirms that the tendency to remain silent is distributed significantly.
differently across ability levels in Irish (chi square = 28.58; df = 2; p<.01). Using
achievement on the ITE sixth grade test of spoken Irish instead of teachers' ratings as the
measure of ability in Irish yields a similar pattern of results (chi square = 29.13; df = 2; p
< .01).

Table 9.9
Percentage distribution of instances of Pupil is silent according to Pupil ability in Irish.

Percentage of pupil behaviours

Pupil ability Pupil is 'Rest' of pupil
in Irish 'Silent' behaviours Total

(n=157) (n=621) (n=778)

Higher 12.6 87.4 40.9
Middle 20.2 79.8 31.9
Lower 31.6 68.4 27.2

Total 20.2 79.8 100%

In cases where pupils remained silent for the whole observation unit (not shown here in
tabular form) we again found that the tendency to remain silent varied significantly with
ability in Irish - pupils who were of 'lower' ability-in-Irish stayed silent for the whole unit
in 23.6% of cases whereas pupils who were of 'higher' ability-in-Irish stayed silent for the
whole unit in only 8.2% of cases (chi square = 24.2, df=2, p < .01).

Ability in Irish and `Attentiveness
Table 9.10 shows that low levels of 'Attentiveness' to the lesson are relatively uncommon,
occurring in just 15.4% of all behaviours where pupils are silent. It also shows the
distribution of different levels of 'Attentiveness' during silent periods according to Pupil
ability in Irish. It can be seen that in more than three-fifths of those cases (62.5%) where
'high' ability-in-Irish' pupils are silent, a high level of attentiveness to the Irish lesson is
exhibited. During similar silent periods involving low' ability-in-Irish' pupils, however, a
high level of attentiveness is exhibited in only a quarter of the cases (25.8%). A chi-
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square analysis based on all silent behaviours confirms that there is a significant difference
in the distribution of attention levels across levels of ability in Irish (chi square=14.8;
d4; p<.01).

When we limit our analysis to instances where pupils were silent for the whole
observation unit the same pattern emerges i.e. higher levels of attentiveness among the
'higher' ability-in-Irish pupils (chi square = 6.75; df=2; p <.05). In other words, whether
we look at all silent behaviours, or just those silent behaviours which last for the whole 3
minute observation unit, higher levels of attentiveness to the lesson are characteristic of
pupils with higher levels of ability in Irish.

Table 9.10
Levels of attentiveness associated with Silent behaviour as a function of Pupil

ability in Irish.

Pupil ability
in Irish

High
attentiveness

Percentage of behaviours

Moderate Low
attentiveness attentiveness Total

(n=62) (n=70) (n=24) (n=156)

Higher 62.5 27.5 10.0 25.6
Middle 40.0 48.0 12.0 32.1
Lower 25.8 53.0 21.2 42.3

Total 39.7 44.9 15.4 100%

Ability in Irish and 'Disruptiveness'
We also examined data on levels of 'Disruptiveness' ('high', 'moderate', 'low') during
silent periods among pupils with different abilities in Irish (data not shown here). Overall,
a 'low' level of disruptiveness is the norm - 89.1% of all silent behaviours are associated
with a low level of disruptiveness. However, among the relatively small group (10.9%)
who are disruptive to some degree ('highTmoderate), there is a significant variation in
frequency of disruptiveness between pupils of different levels of ability in Irish. In order to
carry out a chi-square analysis on this data, levels of disruptiveness had to be combined
because of the low observed frequencies in 'high' and 'moderate' disruptiveness cells.
When this was done, expected frequencies in all but one of the six cells (3 x 2) were
greater than 5 (chi square=6.94; df = 2; p < .03). The test confirms that pupils with lower
levels of ability in Irish are disproportionately represented at the ligh'rmoderate'
disruptiveness categories.
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Gender,. 'Attentiveness' and 'Disruptiveness'
The proportion of silent versus 'non-silent' behaviours did not differ significantly (chi
square = 1.64; df---1; NS) for boys and girls (data not presented in tabular form). We also
examined levels of attentiveness during silent periods in relation to Gender and this time
we did fmd a difference. Data in Table 9.11 show a tendency for a 'high' level of
attentiveness during silent periods to be associated with girls rather than with boys. Of
those cases where girls remained silent, 43.9% were assigned 'high' attentiveness ratings
by observers, compared to only 17% for boys. Similarly, only 8.8% of girls' silent
behaviours were given 'low' attentiveness ratings as opposed to 32.1% for boys (chi
square=13.95; df=2; p<.01). The possibility that the gender-related difference in
attentiveness ratings might be explained in terms of differences in ability in Irish can
probably be discounted since, as we reported earlier, no significant relationship between
Gender and Pupil ability in Irish was found in the present study.

The significant gender-related differences, however, are confmed to attentiveness
ratings: no significant variation in the levels of disruptiveness were recorded for boys and
girls.

Table 9.11
Levels of attentiveness during Silent behaviour as a function of pupil Gender.

Gender

Percentage of behaviours

High Moderate Low
attentiveness attentiveness attentiveness Total

n=34 n=54 n=22 n=110

Boys (n=53)
Girls (n=57)

Total

17.0
43.9

50.9
47,4

32.1
8.8

48.2
51.8

30.9 49.1 20.0 100%

9.3.4 'Other' pupil behaviours
We also examined the distribution of various categories of Other pupil behaviour -
'Choral speech', 'reading aloud"silent reading' and 'Writing' - according to Pupil ability
in Irish (data not show in tabular form). In each case we carried out a chi-square analysis
to establish whether the particular behaviours were distributed differently across ability
levels in Irish. None of the chi-square tests produced a significant result.

This is not really surprising in the case of at least some of these behaviours since they
do not allow the same scope for individual pupil variation that behaviours classified as
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Silent or Pupil speaks individually do. For example, 'Choral speech' being a class level
activity tends to include all pupils - unless individuals are prepared to resist involvement
rather obviously. Similarly, since 'Writing' normally involves pupils working individually
on equivalent tasks, non-engagement would soon become apparent to the teacher and
would presumably provoke some sanction. In both these cases, it is difficult to see how
Pupil ability in Irish could be related to the frequency of occurrence of the behaviour in
question.

Variation in the frequency with which pupils read aloud might seem to be a more likely
possibility in relation to ability in Irish. The fact that no such relationship was detected
here, however, may suggest that all pupils are considered capable of this activity and so, in
general, are often nominated to perform in some arbitrary fashion (e.g. simply next-in-line
etc.). Incidentally, it may appear inconsistent initially that only 5.9% of all pupil
behaviours consist of 'reading aloud' (Table 9.4), given that ILAS data presented in
Chapter 8 (Table 8.1) showed that 'reading aloud' occurred in 18.2% of segments. The
difference is due in part to the fact that in the case of ILAS 'reading aloud' was counted as
a behaviour as long as pupils were in a state of readiness to read aloud - though at any one
time only one pupil might be reading aloud. In contrast, in the case of the PCBR data
currently under discussion, 'reading aloud' would count as a behaviour only if the target
pupil was actually the one reading at the time the observation was made.

9.3.5 Class/teaching characteristics and pupil behaviour
Up to this point, we have concentrated on the relationship between pupil language/
communication behaviours (such as Pupil speaks individually or Silence) and individual
pupil characteristics (such as Pupil ability in Irish and Gender). In this section, we
explore the possibility of a relationship between these same pupil behaviours and certain
characteristics of either the classes in which the pupils are taught or the teaching
approaches used. For example, are pupils in large classes more likely to remain silent
than those in small classes? Are pupils in those classes which spend a greater proportion
of the Irish lesson on 'Real communication in Irish' more likely to speak individually than
those in other classes? To answer these and similar questions, we first need to develop
class-level measures of the various behavioural propensities e.g. 'Propensity to speak
individually', 'Propensity to remain silent' and so on. We can then establish the strength
of any statistical association between class behavioural propensities and characteristics of
classes or teaching.

Pupil behavioural propensities
In order to reflect the extent to which pupils generally in each class have a relatively
greater or lesser propensity to manifest each behaviour, we aggregate individual
behavioural data to the class level. It must be appreciated that since we have observations
for only three pupils per class, our behavioural propensity measures have a very narrow
base in each class. The first step in the process is to obtain a single score in each of the
behavioural categories we intend to examine (e.g. Pupil speaks individually) for each of
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the three pupils observed in each class. This is done by totalling for each pupil all recorded
instances of a particular behaviour during both observed lessons, and then expressing this
number as a percentage of the total number of behaviours recorded for that pupil. The
mean of the resulting three pupil-scores is taken as the class score for that particular
behavioural propensity. The latter averaging process is necessary in order to balance the
contribution of pupils of high-, middle- and low-ability in Irish within each class to each
behavioural propensity score.

Four class behavioural propensity measures were developed:

1. Propensity to speak individually in the Irish class (including Complex).
2. Propensity to make a `sustained' spoken contribution in the Irish class. (While we

had found that the frequency of 'sustained' utterances was not related to Pupil
ability in Irish, it is plausible to expect that in highly structured classes such a
propensity may be related to class level factors such as teaching method and
language activity).

3. Propensity to be engaged in `Other' behaviours (such as 'Choral speech',
'Reading' or 'Writing). This refers to Other only, excluding Complex.

4. Propensity to remain silent in the Irish class.

Class characteristics
Because of the exploratory nature of this part of the analysis, only a small number of
variables from the full range for which we have measures, will be considered. Eight class
measures ('characteristics') in all are used:

1. Class achievement in spoken Irish (Mean percentage of pupils in each class
attaining mastery of each of 16 objectives on the ITE test - see Chapter 2).

2. Size of sixth-grade group in the class.
3. Total class size (Total number of pupils in teaching group).
4. Proportion of class time spent on `Drills ' (Language activity category in ILAS).
5. Proportion of class time spent on 'Contextualisation exercises ' (ILAS).
6. Proportion of class time spent on 'Transposition' (ILAS).
7 . Proportion of class time spent on 'Simulated communication in Irish' (ILAS).
8. Proportion of class time spent on 'Real communication in Irish VLAS).

The first 'class characteristic' variable Class achievement in spoken Irish is the same
as that used to rank each of the twenty classes in terms of achievement in Irish in previous
chapters. The next two variables, Size of sixth grade in class and Total class size, are
included because a national survey (Harris, 1983) indicated that the number of pupils in
sixth grade within a particular class was a significant predictor of achievement in spoken
Irish: small teaching groups tend to have significantly higher achievement in Irish.

The remaining five 'class characteristic' variables (no.'s 4-8 ) relate to the teaching of
Irish. They consist of the proportion of class time spent on the five most common ILAS
language activities (see Chapter 7: section 7.2.3). Many Other dimensions of ILAS, such
as Topic, Materials or Classroom organisation could also have been studied.
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Between-class variations in behavioural propensities
Table 9.12 shows the Pearson correlation coefficients between the eight class-
characteristics variables and the four behavioural propensity measures. The correlation
coefficient in each cell is based on 20 pairs of data points corresponding to the 20 classes
in the study. We will begin with the first three class-characteristic variables listed above.

Table 9.12
Pearson correlations between four class behavioural propensities and eight class

characteristics

Pupil propensity to....

speak
individually

Class characteristics n (classes)=20

make a
'sustained'

spoken
contribution

be
engaged in

'Other'
behaviours

remain
silent

Class achievement in spoken Irish .53** -.42* -.33

Size of sixth grade group in class -.64** -.27 .51** .39*
Total class size -.55** -.23 .28 .53**

ILAS measures
Proportion of class time spent on:

'Contextualisation exercises' -.55** -.41* .57** .20
'Drills' -.06 -.27 -.10 .20
'Transposition' -.46* -.24 .32 .34
'Real communication in Irish' .25 .34 -.16 -.20
'Simulated communication in Irish' .63** .51** -.60** -.28

°See text for explanation. * p < .05. ** p < .01.

Class achievement in spoken Irish is significantly correlated with three behavioural
propensities: (i) 'Pupil propensity to speak individually', (ii) 'Pupil propensity to make a
sustained contribution', and (iii) 'Pupil propensity to be engaged in 'other' behaviours'.
Classes with higher levels of achievement in spoken Irish tend to have pupils who speak
individually in the Irish class more often (r=.53), and produce 'sustained' utterances more
often (r =.53), than classes with lower levels of achievement in spoken Irish. These same
classes with higher levels of achievement in spoken Irish are significantly less likely (r=-
.42) to be engaged in Other behaviours (such as 'Choral speech', 'Reading' and
'Writing') compared to classes with lower levels of achievement.

We turn next to the relationship between the two class size variables - Size of sixth-
grade group in class and Total class size - and the various behavioural propensities.
Correlations in Table 9.12 (rows 1 and 2) show that as classes (or sixth-grade groups
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within multigrade classes) become larger, there is a significant tendency for pupils to make
fewer individual spoken contributions (r =-.64 and -.55) and to more often remain silent
(r=.39 and .53). Larger sixth-grade groups within classes are also associated with a
greater propensity for pupils to be- engaged in 'Other' behaviours (Thoral speech',
'Reading' or 'Writing') (r=.51).

We now look at the relationship between the various behavioural propensities and the
class characteristic measures consisting of the proportion of class time spent on the five
most common ILAS Language activity categories. First, it may be noted that Propensity
to remain silent is not significantly correlated with any of the five teaching variables. For
the sake of clarity, it will be useful to first state the results regarding the remaining three
behavioural propensities in very general terms. It should be emphasised in advance that
only some of these results on which the generalisation is based are statistically significant.
The correlations indicate that the three forms of language practice ('Contextualisation
exercises', 'Drill' and 'Transposition') tend to be associated with a reduced propensity to
speak individually, a reduced propensity to make a sustained spoken contribution and an
increased propensity to engage in 'Other' behaviours. The two forms of communicative
Language activity Simulated communication in Irish' and 'Real communication in
Irish'), in contrast, tend to be associated with an increased propensity to speak
individually, an increased propensity to make sustained spoken contributions and a
decreased propensity to be engaged in 'Other' behaviours.

All seven statistically significant correlations in this group are consistent with the
general statement above which indicates contrasting behavioural propensities for
language-practice type activities and communicative activities. In the case of 'Real
communication in Irish' and 'Drills', however, none of the correlations with the
behavioural propensity measures are significant. The language-practice/communicative
contrast is most clearly illustrated by 'Simulated communication in Irish' and
Tontextualisation exercises'. The correlations show that as classes spend more time on
'Simulated communication in Irish', there is a significant tendency for pupils to speak
individually more often (r =.63) and to make sustained contributions more often (r =.51),
but to engage in 'Other' behaviours (Thoral speech', 'Reading' and 'Writing') less often
(r = -.60). In contrast, as classes spend more time on Tontextualisation exercises', pupils
are significantly less likely to speak individually (r =-.55) or to make sustained
contributions (r =-.41) and significantly more likely to engage in 'Other' pupil behaviours
(r =.57). More time spent on 'Transposition' - a form of language practice is also
associated with classes in which pupils are significantly less likely to speak individually (r
= -.46).

In passing, it should be noted that even though Tontextualisation exercises' (a form of
language-practice) correlates positively with Other behaviours in the present study, this
does not necessarily mean that Other behaviours always involve language practice.
Writing, for example, may be communicative and may involve meaning negotiation. But
we cannot say anything directly about the communicative character of the various
components of Other behaviour here because we did not analyse written/reading material
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from a 'meaning negotiation' point of view. More importantly, we cannot say how
important a role such activities may play in determining the standard of Irish which is
currently achieved.

We also looked at the relationship between, on the one hand, Class attitude to Irish and
Class Irish-lesson anxiety and, on the other, the behavioural propensities (data not in
tabular form). Significant correlations were found only in the case of Class Irish-lesson
anxiety: the higher the levels of anxiety during the Irish lesson, the less likely pupils were
either to speak individually (r=-.54) or to produce sustained utterances (r=-.53) and the
more likely they were to remain silent (r=.44).

9.4 Discussion

The PCBR has proved to be an effective instrument for revealing the pattern of pupils'
involvement in the Irish lesson and the manner in which different kinds of behaviour are
related to factors such as gender and ability in Irish. We have also succeeded in
documenting some of the interactive characteristics of pupils' spoken contributions and in
estimating the level of attentiveness and disruptiveness which different kinds of pupils
exhibit during periods when they are silent. And finally we have been able to identify a
number of connections between certain class characteristics (e.g. class size, language-
teaching activities) and various aspects of pupil behaviour in the Irish class (the tendency
for pupils to make sustained spoken contributions, to remain silent and so on.)

Before considering some of the broader implications of our findings it is important to
recall two limitations of our approach. First, as in other studies of this kind, we have no
way of quantifying how representative of conditions in Irish classrooms generally are the
events (e.g. pupil behaviours or language teaching activities) which we observed in these
particular classrooms on these particular days. The fact that we set out to demonstrate
relationships between such transient events and more enduring characteristics of pupils and
classes (such as gender or class size) implies a claim, of course, that the events in question
are reasonably typical and that the relationships revealed are stable.

Second, the tests of statistical significance which we report have sometimes been
applied to sets of data which are not always independent, specifically in those cases where
we study different aspects of fundamentally the same set of behaviours. Thus, for
example, we examine how frequently pupils of different ability levels remain silent in class
and in a different context we compare the level of attentiveness of these same groups of
pupils during the same periods of silence. In arriving at conclusions, we try to minimise
these shortcomings by looking for converging evidence and consistency in the pattern of
results over different kinds of data. The fact that we have such a wide range of data
available to us in the present study provides considerable protection against biased
interpretations.
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9.4.1 Main findings
One of the more important fmdings of the study is that about half of all behaviours
recorded during the three minute observation period consisted of the pupil speaking
individually - and in Irish in 91% of the cases. This finding is of interest in the light both
of the focus in the primary school curriculum on developing competence in speaking the
language, and the fact that the Irish class in ordinary schools is the main, and sometimes
the only situation where we can be absolutely sure that the majority of pupils actually use
the language. This is not to disregard the fact either that Irish is often used to a limited
extent for routine communication in ordinary schools (Harris, 1984; INTO, 1985a) or that
a small minority of parents use Irish at home. The finding is also important to the extent
that many teachers and parents would probably consider a high rate of individual spoken
contributions by pupils as evidence of the general vitality and success of the Irish lesson.

Any satisfaction we might feel at the fact that pupils speak individually so frequently
during the Irish lesson must be tempered, however, by three other findings of the study (1)
that pupil speech is not produced very often in the context of real communication or of
meaning negotiation (2) that the frequency of individual speech is not at all evenly
distributed over different kinds of pupils in the classroom and (3) that those with lower
levels of ability in Irish who remain silent are less attentive to the lesson than those with
higher levels of ability in Irish who remain silent. We will now look at each of these issues
in more detail.

Regarding the first point, it may be noted that individual pupil speech most frequently
took the form of answers (82.7% of all utterances) and these were in general short,
predictable responses to 'display' questions from the teacher, something which is
characteristic of language practice rather than real communication or meaning negotiation.
This figure is not very different to that reported by Politzer, Ramirez and Lewis (1981)
where 90 % of all student moves were found to be responses. Indeed, if we were to add in
those instances of 'Choral speech' which were answers in the present study, the results
might well be closer still.

A substantial proportion of the utterances of our pupils were very short, something
which must raise doubts about the effectiveness, as language practice, of this kind of
language use. Only 13.4% of pupil utterances were sustained beyond the single-sentence
level and 18.7% consisted of just single words. While the remaining 67.9% of utterances
consisted of clauses or whole sentences, even this may give a somewhat misleading
impression of the linguistic sophistication of pupils' responses. This is because of the
pedagogic practice in Irish-language classrooms, as in classrooms generally, of requiring
pupils to incorporate part of the teacher's question or prompt into their answers in order to
make a complete sentence. On the positive side, it must be acknowledged that the number
of sustained utterances which were recorded in this study probably does not represent a
particularly low proportion for a non-immersion classroom - it certainly compares very
favourably with a study of French immersion classrooms where less than 15% of student
turns were coded as sustained (Allen, et al., 1988). Answers consisting of sustained pupil
utterances in the present study, incidentally, were much more likely to be coded as
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'unpredictable' (i.e. occurring in the context of meaning-negotiation) than were shorter
answers consisting of a single word, a clause or a sentence. In other words, longer
utterances in Irish are more likely than shorter ones to be communicative in character.

The second aspect of the high frequency of individual pupil speech in Irish which is
undesirable is that its occurrence varies substantially, and to a statistically significant
degree, according to the ability of the individual pupil in Irish. For example, only 36.3%
of the behaviours of pupils who have lower levels of ability in Irish involve individual
speech, compared to 61.6% of the behaviours of pupils with higher ability in Irish. If
frequent individual speech really is conducive to an improvement in the pupil's command
of Irish, then it seems as if those most in need, pupils with lower levels of ability in the
language, are the ones least likely to be engaged in it.

What are pupils with lower ability. in Irish doing while those with a better command of
the language are engaging in individual speech interactions? There are two indications, one
indirect, the other direct, that they are listening/looking rather than engaging in some other
language-learning task more in tune with their particular level of ability in Irish. First, we
know from observation data derived from ILAS that the most common form of classroom
organisation during the Irish lesson is 'whole class' and that the most common teacher
mode of involvement with pupils is 'interacting' (see Chapter 8). Thus, on the basis of this
information alone, it is unlikely that pupils with lower levels of ability in Irish will be
engaged in different individual tasks (e.g. involving silent reading or writing) or working in
pairs or groups on language or communication tasks. In fact, regarding this last point, it
may be noted that only 12.9% of individual speech behaviours (and only 6.4% of all
behaviours) involve pupil-pupil exchanges. The second kind of evidence that those with
lower levels of ability are listening/looking while the more able pupils make individual
spoken contributions is the finding that those who have lower ability in Irish are more than
twice as likely to be silent as pupils who have higher ability in Irish, and this difference is
statistically significant.

This brings us to the third issue - that the silence of lower-ability-in-Irish' pupils is not
the same as the silence of 'higher-ability-in-Irish' pupils. Pupils with higher levels of
ability in Irish are much more likely than pupils with lower levels of ability in Irish to be
rated as 'highly attentive' during these periods of silence. Likewise, low levels of attention
are more common in pupils with lower levels of ability in Irish. While boys and girls are
equally likely to be silent, girls are significantly more attentive during these silent periods.
It may be recalled from Chapter 3 (section 3.3.3) that girls also had significantly more
positive Irish attitude/motivation than boys.

Notwithstanding all this, it must be noted that low levels of attentiveness (15.4%) and
high/moderate levels of disruptiveness (10.9%) during silent periods are relatively
uncommon. This is broadly consistent with the 'whole-class' attention data derived from
the ILAS (see Chapter 8). Finally, it is clear from the data here that pupils are not
indifferent about issues of speech and silence in the Irish class. We found, for example,
that classes in which pupils are less likely to speak also have significantly higher levels of
Irish-lesson anxiety. Higher anxiety is also associated with a significantly lower
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propensity to make sustained contributions in class and a significantly greater propensity to
remain silent.

9.4.2 Explaining differential pupil participation in the Irish class
Before outlining possible ways to change this situation, assuming that change is feasible, it
will be useful to consider briefly some of the factors which may lie behind the emphasis on
individual speech in the Irish lesson and the uneven participation by pupils. This
exploration is necessarily speculative since we have no information from teachers about the
strategies they may have been pursuing, or even whether they were aware of the variation
in participation which we discovered. Nevertheless, we hope that our observations may at
least serve as working hypotheses which might be tested in future studies.

Listening to the tape recordings of the lessons made by the observers And examining the
transcripts of these (see Appendix 6.4), the impression is compelling that an important
secondary goal of teachers in so frequently soliciting individual spoken contributions from
pupils may simply be to maintain attention to the lesson more generally. In other words,
the actual language practice provided by these exchanges is only part of the desired result
equally important is generating a high level of expectation among pupils that they will be
nominated to speak. The brevity of the exchanges which are typical of the Irish lesson
means that individual pupils can be required to speak at just about any time. In this
situation, it may not matter too much that the content of display questions do not always
engender a high level of interest per se among pupils, since their attention is guaranteed by
the high likelihood of having to 'perform'.

The problem for pupils who are weaker at Irish is that, for whatever reason, they seem
to have a much lower probability of either being asked to perform or of volunteering to
perform. Without the same motivation of imminent public performance which more able
pUpils have, lower ability pupils are probably more dependent on the intrinsic interest of
the lesson material to keep them engaged - an interest which may not be high when
'display' type questions predominate. Admittedly, there is a possibility that some instances
of 'silence' on the pupil's part may consist of an inability to respond (orally) to a question
or prompt from the teacher, rather than from non-involvement, disinterest or actual
resistance. Since we only observed and recorded the pupil's behaviour and speech, and not
the teacher's, we have no way of identifying which instances of silence represent an
inability to respond. The evidence we have presented that lower-ability-in-Irish pupils are
not as attentive as higher-ability pupils during periods of silence, however, seems to
undermine the notion that inability alone could be sufficient general explanation for the
observed differences in speech and silence.

Another perplexing issue is whether it is teachers or pupils who ultimately determine
how often pupils speak. Are teachers the more important in this respect in that it is they
who nominate the pupils to speak? Or is it the pupils who play the larger part by
volunteering to answer? As mentioned earlier, the evidence in the international literature
concerning the relationship between pupil participation and second-language development
is conflicting (Seliger 1977; Naiman et al., 1978; Strong, 1983, 1984; Day, 1984; Ely,
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1986). Ellis (1994), reviewing these studies alongside others relating to the effect of
quantity of practice on specific grammatical structures believes that, on balance, the
interpretation that 'proficiency causes participation' is more plausible.

Even if Ellis is correct - and the correlational evidence is ambiguous - this does not
mean either that teachers of Irish routinely leave it up to weaker pupils to decide on their
own level of participation in class, or that lower levels of participation by weaker pupils
are due to any lack of effort on the teacher's part. It is plausible to think that in making
decisions about which pupil to nominate to speak, teachers are trying to achieve an
optimum balance between a range of concerns - e.g. not slowing the class down too much;
ensuring that there is a high proportion of successful (correct) public exchanges in Irish in
order to provide a good language model for pupils in general, and so on. Teachers may
also be trying to take account, for example, of the discomfort for weaker pupils of being
nominated to speak in situations where there is a high probability that their answer, or
failure to answer, will expose them to embarrassment. Teachers may feel that certain
weaker pupils will do better at Irish in such circumstances by listening to the (linguistically
correct) public exchanges involving the more able pupils. Again, it must be borne in mind
that these are only speculations and that much more wide-ranging research would be
needed to establish the connections between pupil behaviour and teachers' strategies.

Issues of pupil participation are not unique either to the Irish class or to schools in
Ireland and indeed such issues have always concerned educationalists. Good (1981), for
example, claimed that low-achievers develop a strategy of remaining passive in class over
time - not responding when called, not volunteering, asking fewer questions and
approaching the teacher less often. Subsequent research by Good, Slayings, Hobson Harel
and Emerson (1987) appears to support the 'passivity model'. In the study, the
questioning behaviour of pupils from kindergarten, Grades 1, 3, 6, 7, 9 and 12, during
mathematics and language arts classes was observed. While the mean number of questions
per observation period was fairly constant across grade levels, low-achievers in upper
grades asked fewer questions than low-achievers in lower grades. In fact, low-achievers in
kindergarten tend to ask more questions than their peers. While low-achieving pupils
continued to be active participants up to third grade, they had become relatively passive by
sixth grade. Good et al. (1987: 94) suggest that 'the ways in which low-achieving students
present themselves - by asking frequent questions - may inadvertently lead to teacher and
peer feedback that, in subtle ways, undermines the initiative of these students over time'.
Gipps (1994: 31) also illustrates how low-achieving pupils, feeling threatened or anxious
to please the teacher, may 'attempt to avoid being picked on to answer questions, or to get
the teacher to give as many clues as possible until the 'correct' answer is framed for them'.
It scarcely needs to be said that we have no way of knowing whether these specific
phenomena observed in British and American schools are also characteristic of Irish
schools or of the teaching of Irish. At the very least, however, these studies suggest that
the issues of pupil participation and language use which we have identified in the case of
Irish may also occur, to a greater or lesser extent, in the case of other subjects in Irish
schools.
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9.4.3 Control, turn-taking and wait time.
Are there changes which could be made to the existing teacher-focused, whole-class
approach which might improve pupil participation and communicative language use? The
research literature has identified two promising factors (a) ceding more control to pupils,
particularly in relation to turn-taking and (b) increasing wait-time for responses. In
relation to the first of these, McHoul (1978) points out that in order to cope with potential
transition and distribution problems, most classroom discourse tends to be organised so
that there is a strict allocation of turns, with tight control being exercised over who speaks
to whom. As a result, there is relatively little turn-by-turn negotiation, and competition and
individual student initiatives are discouraged. In this kind of situation, as Van Lier (1988)
points out, learners have no need to attend carefully to classroom talk (as they would in
ordinary conversations in order to identify those potential transition points when they might
take their turn). In other words, a significant source of intrinsic motivation is lost.

In classrooms where this kind of control is relaxed, the consequence can be seen in the
content of interactions, the frequency of pupil initiatives and the general levels of
engagement. Cathcart (1986) studied the different kinds of communicative acts performed
by Spanish speaking children in a variety of school settings (recess, seatwork, free play,
ESL instruction, playhouse, interview and story telling) and found that situations where the
learner had control of the talk were characterized by a wide variety of communicative acts
and syntactic structures. Where the teacher had control, pupils were more likely to
produce single-word utterances, short phrases and formulaic chunks. Consistent with this,
studies by Midorikawa (1990) and Robson (1992) indicate that when learners are given the
opportunity to ask questions, they automatically elect to use open referential-type
questions. Allen, et al.. (1988) show that in immersion classrooms also, extended talk is
more likely to occur when students initiate an interaction and have to Tmd their own
words'. They suggest that teachers provide more opportunities for student-initiated talk
and for asking more open-ended questions. Other positive effects of allowing more control
to pass to pupils are documented in the present study (Chapter 8: section 8.3.2) where we
found that Class attention and Class interest was higher, and Irish-lesson anxiety was
lower, during lesson segments in which a `Pupil/group demonstration' form of classroom
organisation was used.

Such changes are likely to benefit all pupils, not just those who have difficulty with
Irish. Traditional classroom learning conditions also have limitations for pupils with
higher levels of ability in Irish. Results of the present study, for example, suggest that
pupils' contributions in class can often be so strongly governed by the form of the teacher's
questions or prompts, that the higher level of ability in Irish which many of them possess is
not reflected in the content of their utterances. For example, despite the strong association
between ability in Irish and frequency of individual pupil speech found here, no association
was detected between ability and length of utterance. While acknowledging that it is
always problematical to try to assign a 'positive' interpretation to the acceptance of the
null hypothesis, a strong expectation of a difference does seem reasonable in this case i.e.
other things being equal, more able pupils should be expected to produce more sustained
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utterances than less able ones. If what we are suggesting is actually true, then existing
lesson structures not only produce a certain kind of frustration in more able pupils, but the
more extended and enriched linguistic input which such pupils might be expected to
produce is denied to all pupils.

Another significant factor determining participation is 'wait time'. In a study of ESL
secondary-school classrooms, White and Lightbown (1984) found that teachers rarely gave
enough time for students to formulate answers before repeating, rephrasing or redirecting
the question to another student. The shorter the wait time, the fewer and the shorter the
student responses. They found some teachers asking up to four questions per minute, with
overall about 40% of the questions receiving no response and up to 64% being repetitions
of previous questions (as many as nine repetitions of the same question). They claim that
the success rate of students responding to subsequent repetitions of questions was quite
low, lower often than the rate of response to questions asked only once. Of course, this
may simply mean that easy questions are answered quickly, without being redirected, while
the redirected difficult questions continue to pose problems for students.

We already noted in Chapter 3 (section 3.4.2) the possibility that a longer wait-time
might reduce pupils' anxiety and increase their self-confidence by giving them time to think
about the question and formulate their response (Tsui 1996; Long, Brock, Crookes,
Deicke, Potter and Zhang, 1984). A greater wait-time can also result in longer pupil
utterances, and an increase in the participation of less able pupils (Holley and King, 1971;
Long et al., 1984; White and Lightbown, 1984). Holley and King (1971) propose at least
a five-second wait time and report that teachers in third-level German classes who waited
that long obtained an increase in responses following initial hesitations. Gipps (1994: 30)
urges teachers to use strategies which 'allow maximum levels of sustained interaction
(author's emphasis) with all pupils' giving them more time, but also 'offering speculations,
hypotheses and conjectures' which 'stimulates more talk, questions and ideas from the
pupils and generates discussion between them'.

While acknowledging the good sense of all this, it must be admitted that there are
probably limits to the extent to which participation can be improved within existing
classroom structures. Increasing wait time may help less able pupils but it may also pose
new problems of lesson dynamics in a situation where the engagement of pupils is still
fundamentally maintained by the pace of the ('display) question-and-answer exchanges,
rather than by the inherent challenge or interest offered by the lesson material itself. Thus
more basic changes may be needed.

9.4.4 A greater emphasis on communication
We have described in previous chapters some of the circumstances which are linked to low
levels of achievement in Irish and poor attitudes to Irish: a feeling among many pupils that
they do not have the active support of their parents in the task of learning the language, a
poor self-image regarding their own ability to learn Irish, difficulties in understanding the
lesson or the teacher, and feelings of apathy, discouragement and even anxiety about
learning the language in school. Clearly, any initiatives which ameliorate these difficulties
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also have the potential to improve pupil participation in class. In this concluding section,
however, we consider specifically how a communicative emphasis in language teaching
could enhance pupil participation and language use. First, we discuss the PCBR data
which show that pupil participation and language use are better in those classes which have
certain characteristics such as smaller numbers of pupils and, more importantly in the
present context, a greater emphasis on communicative activities. Second, based in part on
the Communicative Materials Project, we examine the benefits of adopting a more
developed communicative approach to teaching Irish, one which would take greater
account of research on the link between certain types of classroom interaction and
successful learning.

Class size, communicative teaching and pupil participation: PCBR data
The PCBR data present a coherent picture of the relationship between class characteristics
(such as class size and teaching activities) and various pupil behavioural propensities. For
example, we found that as sixth-grade classes (or sixth-grade groups within multi-grade
classes) become smaller, pupils are significantly more likely to engage in individual speech
and less likely to remain silent. This result is consistent with the commonsense notion that
any one pupil in a small class group is more likely to have an opportunity to speak than in
a large class, assuming that teachers have a roughly constant rate at which they nominate
pupils to speak. It has to be acknowledged, nevertheless, that the whole issue of class size
is extremely complex and remains fundamentally unresolved in the research literature. One
thing on which there is agreement, however, is that the nature of pupil-teacher interaction
may be as important as group size as such (Galton, Simon and Croll, 1980; Kumar, 1992).

Galton et al. (1980), for example, found that while each individual pupil received less
attention in larger classes, the effect was not strong. This was because teachers tended to
compensate for large class sizes by spending a greater proportion of time interacting with
pupils as individuals or in small groups. We return to this general issue of the size of the
teaching group in the context of the discussion of small-group work below.

PCBR data also show that the kind of teaching activity engaged in affects pupil
participation. As classes spend more time on 'Simulated communication in Irish', for
example, there is a significant tendency for pupils to speak individually more frequently
and to make sustained contributions more often (correspondingly, they engage less often in
'other' behaviours such as choral speech, reading and writing). In contrast, as classes
spend more time on 'Contextualisation exercises', a form of language practice, pupils are
significantly less likely either to speak individually or to make sustained contributions (and
significantly more likely to engage in 'other' behaviours).

While the picture is coherent, it is not unambiguous in every respect. One of the
difficulties, as with virtually all correlational studies, is partial correlation. The problem
applies particularly here in the case of those correlations involving Class achievement in
spoken Irish. For example, we know from previous studies (Harris, 1983) that higher
levels of Class achievement in spoken Irish are significantly more likely in smaller sixth-
grade classes or teaching groups than they are in larger classes and groups. We also know
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from Chapter 7 that this same variable, Class achievement in spoken Irish, is positively
correlated with the proportion of class time spent on 'Simulated communication in Irish'.
The critical complication is that higher Class achievement in spoken Irish is also
significantly associated with higher Propensity to speak individually (a class-level effect
which mirrors the relationship between Pupil ability in Irish and Pupil speaks individually
at the pupil level). Thus, it may be the higher achievement in Irish, rather than the small
numbers in class or the emphasis on 'Simulated communication in Irish', which produces
the better individual pupil-participation results. In other words, it is not possible to
conclusively link particular pupil behavioural propensities either to class size or to
language teaching activities - Class achievement in spoken Irish is always a potential
alternative explanation for the differences observed.

There are two aspects. to the PCBR results, however, which are not undermined by
problems of partial correlation and which do suggest a real link between language teaching
activities and particular kinds of pupil participation and language use. First, there is the
difference between 'Real' and 'Simulated' communication in Irish as far as connections
with behavioural propensities are concerned. The results show that an emphasis on
'Simulated communication in Irish', but not an emphasis on 'Real communication in Irish',
is associated with more individual pupil speech, more sustained utterances and fewer
'Other' pupil behaviours. Since both 'Real' and 'Simulated' activities are communicative,
and since both are positively correlated with Class achievement in spoken Irish, their
different relationships with the various pupil behavioural propensities cannot be explained
on the basis of the kind of partial correlation problem mentioned above.

We can explain these divergences, however, by looking more closely at the differences
between 'Real' and 'Simulated' communication activities. It may be recalled from the
ILAS data presented in Chapter 7 that a substantial proportion of 'Real communication in
Irish' activities concern classroom management topics and involve short one-sided
directions from the teacher - little or no individual pupil response is required. Such
classroom management topics never involve 'Simulated communication in Irish'. Thu's,
the differential connections between 'Real' and 'Simulated' communication and the various
behavioural propensities identified here are consistent with specific characteristics of each
type of language activity as identified in Chapter 7.

Second, it will be recalled that the analyses of individual pupil behaviour described in
the earlier part of the Results section showed that the production of sustained utterances is
not related to pupil ability in Irish. In the latter-analyses, 'class' factors were effectively
eliminated because we aggregated differences between 'high', 'middle' and 'low' ability-in-
Irish pupils over all classes. When we allow 'class' factors to enter, as we do when we
correlate Class achievement in spoken Irish and Propensity to make a sustained spoken
contribution, we do find a significant association. Note also that Propensity to make a
sustained spoken contribution is significantly and positively correlated with the proportion
of class time spent on 'Simulated communication in Irish' but negatively correlated with
the proportion of time spent on 'Contextualisation exercises'. Taken together, these
findings suggest that the frequency of sustained utterances is more sensitive to the language
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activity involved (and perhaps to other class-level factors) than it is to individual factors
such as pupil ability in Irish. These results also suggest, of course, that it would be
worthwhile at some future date to examine the contribution of the other ILAS dimensions of
language teaching studied here - such as topic, learning materials and classroom
organisation to pupil participation and language use.

A more developed communicative approach to teaching Irish
The link which we have established in the PCBR data between communicative teaching
activities and improvements in pupil participation and language use applies, of course, to
the kind of primary-school Irish programme which we examined in the Twenty-Classes
Study. That is a programme in which an explicitly communicative approach - in the sense
that that term is now understood - has yet to be implemented. If the beneficial effects of
communicative teaching activities on participation and language use are to be fully
realised, therefore, the new curriculum will have to promote a more developed version of
communicative teaching than exists at present. This version should incorporate a greater
number of those features which research and practice have now identified as conducive to
successful learning: use of authentic materials, tasks involving meaning negotiation, small-
group work, communication repair and learner feedback. To illustrate how some of these
factors might affect pupil participation and communicative language use, we will examine
two of them in more detail: small-group work and tasks involving meaning negotiation.

Long and Porter (1985) summarize the main pedagogic arguments in favour of group
work - it increases language-practice opportunities, it improves the quality of student talk,
it helps to individualise instruction, it promotes a positive affective climate and it motivates
learners to learn. In particular, this more private and negotiable context of language use
should reduce some of the social risk for less able pupils who wish to make use of
whatever Irish they have. There is evidence too that small-group work provides more
opportunities for meaning negotiation if the tasks are of the required 'information-
exchange' type (Pica and Doughty, 1985; Ellis, 1994). Long, Adams, McLean and
Castanos (1976) found that small groups provide more opportunities for language
production and a greater variety of language use in initiating discussion, asking for
clarification, interrupting, competing for the floor and joking. The quality of interaction
appears to be enhanced if the learners comprising the pair/group are heterogeneous with
regard to sex and proficiency level. It is also interesting to note Porter's (1986) conclusion
that there is very little evidence that learners pick up each others linguistic errors. The
need for some caution in relation to group work in some instances, however, is suggested
by the work of Wong-Fillmore (1982, 1985).

One of the problems, as we found out both in the Twenty Classes Study and in the
Communicative Materials Project, is that most teachers do not appear to be enthusiastic
about group work in teaching Irish. It is possible that many of the perceived organisational
and learner problems associated with group work, however, can be overcome by good
design and implementation. Lyle (1996) recommends (i) that all children should work on
the same task at the same time (ii) that the teacher should have a clear view of the type of
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learning he/she wants to take place (iii) that the task should be well structured and attention
be given to the composition of the group and the groups' previous experiences of each
other. Similarly, Shaw (1996) points out the need for instructions and tasks to be clear and
focused, and for learners to be trained in how to behave in group situations e.g. taking
responsibility. Davis (1997) suggests that teachers use a checklist of task components to
ensure that the task is being carried out as planned. Davis also believes that tasks should
be given an appropriate time allotment to allow students at different levels to complete
their work. Finally, Sheils (1988) gives some practical advice in relation to seating
arrangements, formation of groups and preparation of activities.

Davis (1997) points out that group work is often used as an 'endpoint' in a traditional
language practice sequence, serving only as a check to see if learners can display their
knowledge of whatever language forms were being studied. Such display activities are not
truly communicative or learner centred. He argues that in a communicative classroom
whose syllabus is organised by tasks, group work is a natural form of organisation and can
come at any point in the instructional sequence.

We turn now to the issue of task characteristics and meaning negotiation. There is
evidence that specific characteristics of communicative tasks determine the kind of
language use and interaction which occur. The existence of an information gap between
participants is often considered to be critical because it leads to the exchange of
information and meaning negotiation. A number of studies (Long, 1980; Doughty and
Pica, 1986; Newton, 1991) show that `two-way' tasks result in more negotiation than 'one-
way' tasks. An example of a two-way task would be one where each of the participants
hold part of the information needed to complete it. A one-way task might involve giving
instructions or telling a personal story. A second important feature is that the task should
involve the learner planning his or her output. Planned tasks 'stretch' interlanguages
further, and promote 'destabilization' more, than unplanned tasks (Long, 1989). Studies
reviewed in Ellis (1994) also suggest that learners produce more complex and more target-
like language when they have time to plan their output. A third significant point is whether
the task is 'closed' or 'open'. A closed task involves participants reaching a single correct
or small finite set of solutions - detecting the differences between two pictures or
identifying the perpetrator of a crime. An open task is one where there is no predetermined
solution - as in free conversation, debate, ranking activities and suggesting preferred
solutions to problems, Long (1989) concludes that closed tasks produce more negotiation
work, and more useful negotiation, than open tasks. He also argues that closed tasks result
in more topic- and language-recycling, more feedback, more feedback-incorporation, more
rephrasing and more precision. But open-ended tasks also have their merits. Jones (1991)
points out that open-ended tasks afford learners greater interactive freedom to practise
conversational skills, such as topic selection and change.

In arguing for a greater emphasis on communication in teaching Irish, and one which is
better attuned with the findings of classroom research, we are not discounting the
importance of an analytic focus or, indeed, of language practice. As we pointed out in
Chapter 6 and in Chapter 7, there is evidence that form-focused and communicative
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activities are complementary. Van Lier (1988) argues that certain ritualistic language-
practice elements of the second-language classroom such as choral work, display questions
and repetitions help to provide a secure and supportive environment for children as they
gradually develop their second-language skills. This 'scaffolding' process is similar to the
way in which young children are supported by caretakers in the development of their first
language, through games, rituals etc. Disposing of such routines on the basis that they are
not authentic enough would, according to Van Lier (1988: 227), amount to 'premature
surgery'. He suggests that language activities can be structured in such a way that a
'scaffold' is first provided for the learners' participation and then is systematically and
gradually disassembled. Prabhu (1990: 173) also argues that because teaching is a form of
recurrent social encounter between teachers and learners - 'with self-images to protect' and
'personalities to cope with' - it needs 'a certain degree of routinisation to make it
sustainable or even endurable'.

What we are proposing here, then, is not a revolution, not the wholesale replacement of
existing practices, but simply the beginning of a change in direction. It would be foolish,
in particular, to undervalue what has been achieved and is being achieved with existing
approaches. We have already documented some of the positive outcomes of Irish language
teaching in primary schools, particularly the fact that most pupils have an opportunity to
speak Irish of some kind quite often. And anyone who is familiar with Irish language
classrooms will have been impressed by the energy, fluency and pace of the typical Irish
lesson at present. Thus, the advantages and disadvantages of change will have to be
carefully weighed. Ultimately, it is teachers themselves who will decide how far it is
desirable to go in this new direction, and indeed there is no reason why there should not be
some variation from teacher to teacher in the extent to which the communicative emphasis
is incorporated into a new approach.
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10 Summary and conclusions

10.1 Introduction

The research and development work on Irish in primary schools reviewed here goes beyond
the relatively simple parameters of earlier national surveys conducted by ITE in the late
1970's and 1980's. The Twenty-Classes Study provides a close-up picture of the process
of teaching and learning Irish based on direct observation of 40 Irish lessons. It also
presents an account of the views of both pupils and parents - two participants in the
educational process whose perspectives on Irish in primary school have not previously
been investigated. In addition, it describes the development of a range of new classroom-
observation and questionnaire-type instruments which were necessary to gather these new
data. These instruments will allow much more comprehensive investigations of Irish in
primary school in the future than has been possible up to now. Finally, the
Communicative Materials Project allows us to test out practical solutions to many of the
problems identified in the research study.

The chapter is in three sections. First, we give a very brief overview of a few of the
main themes and findings (section 10.2 below). A detailed summary of each chapter
follows in section 10.3. Descriptions of the new instruments, as well as a discussion of
implications and recommendations arising from the findings of each part of the study, are
nested within the chapter summaries. Finally, in section 10.4 we consider the kinds of
structures which are needed to implement our recommendations and to support the teaching
of Irish in a more proactive and comprehensive way in the context of national language
policy.

10.2 Main themes and findings

In order to provide a general framework within which the summaries in the next section
can be integrated, we begin with one or two points from each chapter.

Although the Twenty-Classes Study involved a relatively small number of classes/
schools, these were carefully selected to give the research a national dimension as far as
possible. We were concerned with the geographical distribution as well as with levels
of Pupil achievement in Irish, Pupil general academic ability and Social class. The
data presented in Chapter 2 show that the crucial characteristics of the sample accord
quite well with the national picture, bearing in mind the relatively small number of
classes and pupils involved.
The investigation of Irish attitude/motivation indicates that pupils are reasonably well
disposed towards the Irish language itself and towards the idea of integrating with the
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Irish-language-speaking 'group'. But motivation, or actual commitment to learning
Irish, is less positive. In addition, it is motivation, rather than 'integrative' attitudes
which is most strongly related to success in learning Irish. A substantial minority of
pupils also do not believe that they have the support and encouragement of their parents
in the task of learning Irish. Where parental encouragement is present, it has a positive
effect on pupil achievement in Irish and an even stronger effect on attitude/motivation.
Pupils tend to have a poor estimation of their ability in Irish compared to other subjects
and a substantial minority are anxious about speaking Irish in class.
Pupils' reactions to the Irish lesson, expressed in their own words, indicate that they
often experience the materials and lesson content as boring, old-fashioned and
repetitious. They would like a course which is more modern, more fun and more
realistic, with a greater emphasis on conversations and games. General apathy
/discouragement, and unhappiness at not being able to understand the lesson or the
teacher, are themes which feature frequently in classes with low levels of achievement
in Irish.

When parents themselves were surveyed they were generally positive about Irish and
supportive of the notion of their children being taught Irish in school. In practice,
however, many have a lukewarm, hands-off attitude to the enterprise of their children
actually learning Irish: a majority of parents do not directly promote positive attitudes
to learning Irish; they are much less likely to praise their child's achievements in Irish
than in other subjects; and they are less likely to help with homework in Irish than other
subjects .

The direct observation of the Irish lessons revealed that an emphasis on communication
is associated with generally positive outcomes: higher achievement in Irish, higher
levels of class attention and class interest during the observed lessons and lower levels
of Irish-lesson anxiety. Generally negative outcomes are associated with traditional
language-practice activities. Classes in which teachers spend a greater proportion of
time without using any materials at all tend to have higher levels of achievement in
Irish.

Compared to foreign-language classrooms at first-year post-primary, sixth-grade
primary Irish classes make greater use of the target language and are more
communicative (a greater proportion of time is spent on 'Simulated' and 'Real
communication' in the target language).
Only two pupil behaviours - 'Reading aloud' and, to a considerably lesser extent,
'Reading silently' - are associated with significant outcomes. Classes which devote
more time to activities involving the pupil 'Reading aloud' are significantly more likely
to have lower achievement in spoken Irish, less positive class attitude to Irish, higher
levels of anxiety in relation to the Irish lesson and reduced levels of attention to and
interest in the Irish lesson. 'Reading silently' segments have significantly lower mean
Class interest and Class attention ratings than all other segments.

Data from the Classroom organisation and Teacher mode of involvement
dimensions illustrate the active, central role of the teacher in the Irish lesson, either
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'Interacting' with pupils or 'Instructing' (72% of segments), "all of this within a
predominantly 'Whole-class' context (85.6% of segments). Pupils working together in
small groups, a form of classroom organisation very much associated with
communicative language teaching, accounts for less than 1% of segments. 'Pupil/group
demonstration' segments, while not very common (7.5% of all segments) are associated
with higher Class attention and Class interest than other segments. Classes which
devote more time to `Pupil/group demonstration' forms of organisation also have lower
levels of Irish-lesson anxiety.
Other observation work which focused on individual pupils showed that about half of
all pupil behaviours in class consisted of the pupil speaking individually - and in Irish in
91% of cases. The results also showed that (i) pupil speech is not produced very often
in the context of real communication or of meaning negotiation, (ii) pupils with lower
levels of ability in Irish speak less often than other pupils, (iii) when those with lower
levels of ability in Irish are silent they are less attentive to the lesson than those with
higher levels of ability who remain silent, and (iv) classes which emphasise
communicative activities are associated with higher levels of individual pupil speech
and have pupils who are more likely to make sustained contributions.

The classroom observation work can be seen as a way of examining the likely
effects of introducing the communicative approach prior to its actual introduction. In
so far as the classes currently emphasising communication can be taken to represent the
effect of introducing a communicative approach more generally, it can be said that the
results of this study make a prima facie case for a communicative approach to teaching
Irish at primary level.

10.3 Summaries of individual chapters.

10.3.1 Chapter 1 - Introduction
Chapter 1 presents the background to the report and briefly describes the main projects on
which it is based: the Twenty-Classes Study, the Communicative Materials Project and the
Teaching through Irish'Project. It also outlines the structure of the report itself.

10.3.2 Chapter 2 - The Twenty-Classes Study in a national context
Chapter 2 describes the methodology of the study and presents a range of background
information which is necessary to determine how much weight can be attached to our
findings in a national context. It begins with a review of research on achievement in Irish
at primary level. This is followed by a description of the ten instruments used to collect
data from parents, pupils and teachers, including the four new instruments which are the
main focus of the study. The remainder of the chapter presents and discusses data relating
to the 20 classes and compares these to data at a national level.
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Achievement in Irish, general academic ability and social class
Because the selection of classes was fundamentally informal, it is important to establish
that they are at least broadly representative. We want to establish two kinds of
representativeness: (a) that average Pupil achievement in Irish, Pupil general academic
ability and Social class in the selected sixth-grade classes do not differ substantially from
the national population and (b) that the selected classes as a group represent the full range
of achievement in Irish nationally, while maintaining an overall balance between weak and
strong classes.

The results indicate that we have been reasonably successful. First, in terms of
achievement in Irish, the mean percentage of pupils in the sample attaining mastery of
sixth-grade objectives in Irish is not statistically different from the mean percentage
nationally. In addition, both in terms of the range of achievement in Irish across classes,
and the balance between classes with high, middle and low levels of achievement in Irish,
the sample mirrors the national picture quite well. Second, while Pupil general academic
ability (measured by a test of verbal reasoning in English, the DVRT) in the sample is
significantly lower than nationally, the difference in practical terms is fairly small - mean
DVRT standard scores only differ by 1.5. Third, while pupils in the sample come from
significantly lower Social class backgrounds than the general population, this effect is
largely an artifact of the poor quality of information about Social class which happened to
be available to us in the case of certain pupils whose parents were long-term unemployed.
We argue that the real Social class standing of pupils in the sample is not very different
from those nationally.

The results also show clearly that lower Pupil general academic ability and lower
Social class predominate among pupils and classes with low levels of achievement in
Irish. Mastery of sixth-grade objectives in Irish shows a steady and substantial increase
according to increasing levels of Pupil general academic ability. In addition, more than
twice the proportion of pupils in the highest Social-class group than in the lowest Social-
class group attain mastery of objectives. Correlation and regression analyses of these
relationships are reported in Chapter 3 and in Chapter 5.

Some ordinary schools produce very high levels of achievement in spoken Irish. For
example, the mean percentage of pupils attaining mastery of each objective in spoken Irish
in the highest-achieving class is 81.3% - a level of achievement which may not be too far
off that attained in many all-Irish schools. It is argued that even if the proportion of such
schools nationally is small, their absolute number ensures that they make a considerable
contribution to the general language-promotion effort.

The Parent Sample
Chapter 2 also had a number of secondary aims. One of these is to establish the extent to
which the smaller sub-group of classes involved in the Parents' Survey (the Parent
Sample) differs from the larger group of twenty classes (what we call the Total Sample)
as well as from classes nationally. While Pupil achievement in Irish in the Parent Sample
was found to be substantially lower than it is nationally, this outcome was expected since
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all the Parent-Survey schools were either in Dublin or in the surrounding counties in East
Leinster. Earlier research (Harris, 1983) had shown that Dublin classes have lower levels
of achievement in spoken Irish than classes from other regions. This did not undermine
the representativeness of the Parent Sample in other respects, however, as shown by the
fact that Pupil general academic ability and Social class in this group of classes does not
differ significantly from the situation nationally.

Socio-demographic and educational variables
Another goal of Chapter 2 was to provide a more complete picture of the 20 selected
classes by presenting data on a number of socio-demographic and educational variables.
These variables had been linked in previous research to achievement in Irish e.g. class size,
gender composition of classes, urban-rural and regional location, Irish-medium instruction
and course-method (Harris, 1983). While we do not claim to have achieved the kind of
balance and representativeness in relation to these socio-demographic and educational
variables which would be produced by random sampling, the results show that the classes
selected for the study reflect the whole range of values and categories of these variables.

Pupil interest in and difficulty with Irish
Finally, we present data on teachers' perceptions of pupils' ability in Irish, their interest in
Irish and their experience of difficulty with various school subjects. The teachers' ratings
allow us to place performance in Irish in the present study in the context of performance in
other subjects, such as Mathematics or English reading, without conducting a large amount
of direct testing. The results show that teachers tend to judge large proportions of pupils
as having difficulty with Irish. This is particularly so in the case of spoken Irish. Even in
the high-Irish-achievement group of classes, which are considerably better than the national
average, substantial proportions of pupils are often perceived as having difficulty with this
subject. One way of construing data on perceived pupil difficulty with school subjects is
that they indicate the extent to which there is a gap between the level of performance
expected by the teacher and the actual performance of pupils. We argue that if the high
expectations which appear to be characteristic of Irish are to have a positive influence on
outcome, they must be accompanied by frequent opportunities for pupils to experience
success in learning, and to receive feedback on their progress which is both affirmative and
of a high quality. Otherwise, pupil esteem in relation to their ability to develop speaking
proficiency in Irish may suffer. This issue is taken up again in Chapter 4.

10.3.3 Chapter 3 - Pupils' attitude and motivation in relation to Irish
The study of Irish attitude/motivation described in Chapter 3 provides the first account of
primary-school pupils' affective response to Irish and to the learning of Irish. The chapter
has two main objectives: (i) to establish how positive or negative are the different
components of pupils' Irish attitude/motivation and (ii) how strongly are each of these
affective components related to achievement in Irish. The instrument used to measure
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attitude/motivation also included a scale to measure the pupil's self-concept in relation to
his/her Irish ability and a scale to measure the extent to which Irish is used at home.

Main characteristics of pupils ' Irish attitude/motivation
The results show that of the two main affective clusters studied, Integrativeness and
Motivation, pupils' integrative attitudes are the more positive. That is to say, they are
generally well-disposed towards the Irish language itself and towards the idea of
integrating with the Irish-language 'community' or 'group' - they tend to be favourable
towards Irish speakers, they wish to be more closely associated with the Irish language
and, in a broader context, they are open to other languages and language groups. In
contrast, the components of Motivation, what might be paraphrased as committnent to
actually learning Irish, are less positive. Motivation items and scales, focused on such
things as the strength of pupils' desire to learn Irish, on the intensity of the effort which
they are prepared to commit to learning Irish and on the amount of satisfaction which they
experience in learning it, all tend to elicit less positive responses.

One specific contrast between Integrativeness and Motivation consists of the affective
reaction of pupils to second/foreign languages generally versus Irish. The results show
that pupils' disposition to the general idea of learning a second/foreign language is more
positive than their attitude to learning Irish. At the level of classes, over 60% of pupils in
19 out of the 20 classes agree that they 'would like to learn a foreign language in school'
even if they 'didn't have to do it'. By contrast, only 6 out of 20 classes have that many
pupils agreeing that they 'really enjoy learning Irish'. The preference gap between Irish
and foreign languages is particularly clear among pupils in low-Irish-achievement classes:
while all the low-Irish-achievement classes have a majority of pupils who 'would like to
learn a foreign language', only one of these low-achievement classes has a majority who
'really enjoy learning Irish'. In half of the high-Irish-achievement classes, however, the
proportion who are positive about learning Irish slightly exceeds the proportion who are
interested in learning a foreign language. The results relating to the Irish/foreign-language
comparison must be interpreted with caution, however, since for most pupils the
'second/foreign language' item concerns their affective reaction to a hypothetical situation,
while the 'learning Irish' item refers to their actual experience.

Perception of parental encouragement, self-concept and anxiety
Data from the Parental encouragement scale shows that a substantial minority of pupils
do not believe that they have the support and encouragement of their parents in the task of
learning Irish. On the positive side, however, in response to an item from the Use of Irish
at home scale, about half the pupils report at least some use of Irish at home. This is
consistent with the reports of home use from parents themselves (Chapter 5).

Data from the Irish-ability self-concept scale, and responses to other individual items,
indicate that pupils tend to have a poor estimation of their ability to speak Irish compared
to their ability in other school subjects. The proportion of pupils agreeing that they are
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'better' than 'most pupils' in the class, is smallest in the case of Speaking Irish (30.7%), a
little larger for Mathematics (36.7%) and is greatest for English Reading (57.5%).

Results relating to Irish-lesson anxiety items show that somewhere between a quarter
and a half of pupils, depending on the question, admit to anxiety, lack of confidence or
embarrassment about speaking Irish in class.

Relationship between attitude/motivation and achievement in Irish
The correlation and regression analyses attempt to assess the importance of overall Irish
attitude/motivation (and its individual components) in relation to achievement in Irish,
using other important variables which affect achievement in Irish (Pupil general academic
ability, Social class, Parental encouragement) as a standard of comparison. The
correlation and regression analyses also give an indication of which kinds of initiatives
designed to improve pupils' Irish achievement and attitudes might succeed.

Overall Irish attitude/motivation is strongly and positively related to achievement in
Irish (r=.40) - pupils with more positive attitude/motivation do better at Irish. The only
variable which is more strongly related to achievement in Irish than this is Pupil general
academic ability as measured by the DVRT (r=.47). At the level of classes also, Irish
attitude motivation is strongly and positively related to achievement in Irish (r=.74).
Responses to one item give an indication of the range of attitude/motivation over the 20
classes: in the class with the highest achievement in Irish, 100% of pupils agree (slightly or
strongly) that they 'really enjoy learning Irish'; in two of the low-Irish-achievement classes
less than 20% of pupils agree.

While all six main components of Irish attitude/motivation are significantly correlated
with achievement in Irish, the three components of the Motivation cluster are somewhat
more strongly related (r =.34 to .35) to achievement than are the three components of
Integrativeness (r =.22 to .29). Attitude to learning Irish (a Motivational scale indicating
the amount of satisfaction which pupils experience in learning Irish) is the component most
closely related to achievement in Irish, while Interest in second/foreign languages (an
Integrativeness scale) is the least strongly correlated.

Higher Irish-lesson anxiety in pupils is associated with significantly lower levels of
Pupil achievement in Irish. The fact that this scale measures anxiety about speaking Irish
is interesting in the light of classroom observation data to be presented later (Chapters 8
and 9) which shows that pupils with lower levels of ability in Irish speak individually in the
Irish class less often.

The regression analyses show that when four individual and socio-demographic factors
(mainly Pupil general academic ability, Location and Social class) are entered first into
the equation, they account for most of the variance (33.4%) in Pupil achievement in Irish.
Two home factors (Parental encouragement and Use of Irish at home) entered later only
contribute an additional 3% to the explained variance. The Irish attitude/motivation
index, entered last, adds a further 4.1%. When the various components of Irish
attitude/motivation were entered individually as predictors of achievement, only three
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emerged as significant - the two motivation scales, Attitude to learning Irish and
Motivational intensity to learn Irish, and Irish-lesson anxiety.

When we consider the factors which are related to, or determine, attitude/motivation (as
opposed to Irish achievement) the picture is much different: this time it is the two home
variables (Parental encouragement and Use of Irish at home) which are most important.
Together, these two variables explain the bulk of the variance in Irish attitude/motivation
(27.8%). The four individual and socio-demographic factors are less important, explaining
only 14.3% of the variance in attitude/motivation.

Promoting positive attitudes to learning Irish in primary school
Tackling the problems of motivation and anxiety in learning Irish which are revealed by
our results is important not only on educational grounds, but also in the context of the
societal effort to promote the wider use of Irish. Poor pupil/attitude motivation also
represents a great problem for teachers day to day. Thus, a high priority must be accorded
to the development of a positive attitude to Irish as a curricular objective in its own right,
and to identifying ways of improving attitudes.

Attitude to learning Irish (a measure of pupil satisfaction with the learning experience)
is important for two reasons: (i) because so many pupils in low-Irish-achievement classes
have poor attitudes and (ii) because this is the factor which is most strongly related to
achievement in Irish.

Clearly initiatives which influence home factors - Parental encouragement and Use of
Irish at home - are also critical. Ways of improving parental and home support for Irish
are taken up in some detail in Chapter 5: But correlation data presented in other chapters
also indicate the central role of in-class factors in determining attitude to learning Irish.
For example, in Chapter 7 we show that classes which spend more time on communicative
activities have significantly better overall Irish attitude/motivation and lower Irish-lesson
anxiety (i.e. less anxiety about speaking in Irish in class). The difficulty which pupils in
low-Irish-achievement classes have in understanding the lesson/teacher, and the more
widespread dislike of 'boring, old-fashioned and repetitious' lessons and materials
(Chapter 4), are very likely part of the problem also.

The correlation data indicate, predictably enough, that Irish-lesson anxiety is governed
by in-class factors, but that Irish-ability self concept is related to both home and in-school
factors. We argue that the maintenance of pupil self-esteem in relation to learning Irish
requires realistic expectations and achievable goals, opportunities to experience success in
learning Irish, and adult recognition and praise for achievements (both at home and at
school).

One reassuring finding is that for the great majority of pupils in sixth class, integrative
attitudes are relatively positive. These attitudes are important because they help to
maintain motivation during the long task of acquiring Irish. In the Communicative
Materials Project (see Chapter 1), we investigated various approaches to the development
of positive integrative attitudes, placing considerable emphasis on Irish culture and
authentic materials in a way that was intended to be enjoyable for pupils and relevant to
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their own lives. Among the activities included were learning Irish dancing, exploring the
Irish-language origins of local Irish place names, role-plays/drama related to trips to the
Gaeltacht or Irish Summer College, and so on. Arguably, such activities have a
particularly important role in developing positive attitudes in a case such as Irish where
most pupils have little or no contact with the language outside school. We also suggest
that questions such as why children learn Irish, what use they might expect to make of it
and why it is of value should be raised and answered in the classroom.

10.3.4 Chapter 4 - Pupils' views on the Irish lesson in their own words
In this chapter, we analyse pupils' views, expressed in their own words, on their experience
of learning Irish. Pupils wrote responses to three prompts (at the end of the Pupil
Questionnaire):

1. 'What I don't like about the Irish lesson'
2. 'What I do like about the Irish lesson'
3. 'How I would like to change the Irish lesson.'

We transcribed pupils' responses, assigned them to different thematic categories, and
selected a sample of responses for illustrative purposes (see Appendix 4). In many
instances the same basic theme takes different forms, and is reinforced, in responses to
each of the three questions. We also investigated the connections between the level of
success which is achieved by pupils in learning to speak Irish and the kinds of themes and
issues which emerge in their evaluation of the Irish lesson.

Main themes and their relationship to achievement in Irish
The three main themes evident in pupils' responses are (i) the suitability of existing lesson
content and materials, (ii) comprehension difficulties and apathy in low-Irish-achievement
classes, and (iii) the popularity of Irish reading.

With regard to the first of these themes, pupils identify particular sources of
dissatisfaction and propose definite remedies in relation to lesson content and materials.
They dislike both Nuachirsai-related activities and materials (at 30% the most common
theme of all) and the fact that the existing courses/lessons are boring old fashioned and
repetitious (15%). The objection to the Nuachiirsai reoccurs in responses to the question
about desired 'change', with 6.1% wanting to dispense with film strips/projector and 4.9%
wanting less or no use of the Nuachiirsai.

In contrast, what they like in the way of lesson content and materials are conversations,
games, drama, songs and poems (25.7%). This same theme emerges in response to the
desired 'changes' question, with more conversations, games, drama, songs and poems
being mentioned by 13.6% of pupils, and a desire to make the lesson more modern, more

fun, more realistic, and non-sexist by 16.1% of pupils. More generally, they simply want
new materials (8%).

Use of the Nuachiirsai, however, is not always associated with negative pupil reaction -
8.4% of pupils actually like them. Nor are the objections equally strong in all classes.
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Dislike of Nuachiesai-related activities and materials, or dislike of existing materials on
the basis that they are boring etc., are not common themes in any of the high-Irish-
achievement classes.

What distinguishes objections to the NuachUrsai and the desire for new materials is the
pervasiveness of the themes - their re-occurrence in different forms in response to all three
questions. This, together with the strength of feeling evident in many of the pupils'
comments (Appendix 4), leaves little doubt that what a substantial proportion of them
really want is the replacement of the Nuachfirsai. Evidence that dislike of the Nuachiirsai
is concentrated in the middle-Irish-achievement group of classes increases the importance
of the issue because this group represents the largest proportion of classes nationally in
terms of Irish achievement.

The second broad theme relates to two concerns frequently expressed by pupils in low-
Irish-achievement classes: (a) apathy, discouragement and a general desire to disengage
from the learning of Irish and (b) an inability to understand the lesson or teacher. These
concerns emerge in response to all three write-in questions, but particularly in the form of
expressed 'dislikes' and a desire for change. These issues do also appear occasionally in
middle- and high-Irish-achievement classes, but to a considerably lesser extent.

Direct observation data presented in Chapter 7 provide some confirmation of the apathy
and disengagement evident in the pupils' comments - ratings made by the inspectors show
that pupils in low-Irish-achievement classes show much less interest in the lesson than
those in high-Irish-achievement classes. These results are also consistent with the evidence
of higher Irish-lesson anxiety and less positive attitudes to Irish in low-Irish-achievement'
classes (Chapter 3). The direct comments of pupils, however, are more revealing and more
convincing than other kinds of evidence. In addition, the pupils' own remarks succeed in
highlighting 'difficulty in understanding' as at least one significant source of the apathy
and negativity.

It is important not to either understate or overstate the scale of the problems revealed by
these results. The main group of low-Irish-achievement classes, where apathy/negativity
and difficulty in following the lesson were common, fall just within the lowest 10% of
classes nationally in terms of achievement in Irish. Nevertheless, the results identify a
significant educational problem in terms of the absolute numbers of pupils affected.

The third theme in pupils' comments is the popularity of Irish reading: Reading or
specific readers constitutes the most commonly expressed 'like' comment overall (28% of
pupils). Despite this, a substantial proportion (14.5%) dislike reading and only 4.5%
actually want more of it. There is no clear evidence of variation between high-, middle-
and low-Irish achievement classes in relation to this theme. No particularly strong reasons
for either disliking or liking Irish reading emerge in the pupils' comments.

It is not surprising that pupils should like Irish reading, assuming that the material was
at an appropriate level of difficulty and was geared to their interests. The popularity of
this activity may simply reflect the fact that the reading material available is generally
better geared to pupils' interests than the material used in the oral portion of the lesson
(such as the NuachUrsai or 'alternative' courses). But another likely factor is that it is
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easier for pupils to perceive their progress in the case of reading than it is in the case of
spoken Irish. Pupils can see that they are proceeding steadily through their reader as the
year unfolds. There may be a more general message here for the design of the new Irish
courses following the launch of the new curriculum: pupils need to be regularly told what
they are going to learn, what skills they are going to acquire and, having completed a
particular section of the course itself, what they then know or can do.

Some of the lesser themes in pupils' comments relate to 'grammar/spelling' and
'written' exercises. A measure of disagreement emerges in relation to these. Just over
16% of pupils dislike grammar-related activities while 6.3% like them, and 13.9% of
pupils dislike written exercises while 16.7% like them. It is worth noting that though the
most common 'dislike' in high-Irish-achievement classes is either grammar or spelling,
these same aspects do not feature as a common 'dislike' in any of the low-Irish-
achievement classes. This shows that we must be careful in making claims about the
relationships between pupils' likes/dislikes and successful learning. For example, we could
hardly claim that because grammar or spelling are disliked in high-Irish-achievement
classes, we should dispense with them altogether. Indeed the pupils' success may in part
be determined by just these activities. To put it another way, if Irish lessons or courses of
a completely different kind to the present ones were introduced, some other elements of
these new courses might well become the focus of pupils' complaints.

Implications for the future
The development of new courses for Irish following the introduction of the new curriculum
will provide an opportunity to respond to some of the problems identified by the pupils
themselves here. Certainly, the communicative orientation in itself should help, if we take
the positive responses of pupils to communicative lesson segments in the present study as
an indication (See Chapter 7). But the success of new courses will depend to a
considerable extent on other factors. Accommodating the needs of pupils who have lower
levels of achievement in Irish, for example, or making lesson material 'more modern, more
fun, more realistic' depends on the excellence of research-and-development work, and on
the success of creative enterprises, which have yet to begin in earnest. A communicative
orientation in itself will not solve these problems.

Improvements may also depend on factors other than materials or lesson content - on
changes in teaching practices and classroom atmosphere, for example, which improve the
self-esteem and participation rates of pupils in low-Irish achievement classes (See Chapter
9). The reaction to the guidelines in the Communicative Materials Project, which
represented a preliminary attempt to fmd ways of responding to some of the concerns of
pupils, showed the value of ascertaining and taking account of their views. AS we argue in
the concluding section of the present report, however, additional resources need to be
provided so that the kind of research-and-development work carried out in the
Communicative Materials Project can be continued and, indeed, accelerated.
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10.3.5 Chapter 5 - Parents' views and practices in relation to Irish
In this chapter we (a) describe the collection of information on parental attitudes and
practices in relation to Irish by means of a questionnaire sent to parents via the individual
child and (b) establish the usefulness of such information in explaining pupil achievement
in spoken Irish and attitude to Irish.

While we have a considerable amount of information on public attitudes to Irish, we do
not have detailed information specifically on the attitudes and practices of parents who
have children in primary school. Because the present small-scale study of parents places
the parents' own children at the centre of the investigation of adult attitudes and practices
in relation to Irish it provides them with a very real reference point in replying to our
questions.

The questionnaire was distributed to seven of the original classes in the Twenty-Classes
Study. All these 'parent' classes were in Dublin and surrounding areas, either in the
'middle-Irish-achievement' or 'low-Irish-achievement' groups. Before describing our
fmdings in detail, we first of all want to consider the comparability of these classes with
the population of classes nationally.

Parental ability in Irish and use of Irish at home
We already know from statistical tests reported in Chapter 2 that Pupil general academic
ability and Social class in the Parent Sample do not differ significantly from the situation
nationally. In Chapter 5 we extended the comparison with the national situation to include
two other key home-background factors (Parents' ability in Irish and Use of Irish .at
home), using information derived from the Parents' Questionnaire. These variables are of
particular interest because of their potential to influence children's attitude to Irish and
achievement in Irish.

On the basis of Pupil general academic ability and Social class data alone we might
have expected Parent's ability in Irish and Use of Irish at home (parents' report) to be
roughly the same as in the general population. In fact, at some levels of ability and use,
however, the parents in our study were superior to the population nationally. We argue
that the fact of having children learning Irish at primary school affords parents more
opportunities than the general public for contact with Irish. This may be at least partly
responsible for the differences in adult ability and use between parents in the present study
and in the national population.

The correlation analyses show that Social class, Parent's ability in Irish and Use of
Irish at home are all significantly and positively correlated with Pupil achievement in
Irish. Of these, however, only greater parental Use of Irish at home is significantly linked
with better Pupil Irish attitude/motivation. The regression analyses confirm the
robustness of these effects. This suggests that any initiatives which would encourage
parents to use some Irish at home, even occasionally, are likely to benefit children both in
terms of their attitude to. Irish and their success in learning it at school. Likewise,
initiatives which provide parents with an opportunity to improve their own command of
Irish should also lead to improvements in children's proficiency. At present, a large
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proportion of parents (44%) believe that their lack of ability in Irish is an obstacle to
helping their child with Irish. In fact, the inclination of parents to help with Irish spelling
and, to a lesser extent, Irish reading - activities which demand little more than a passive
competence in the language from parents - suggests that ability in Irish may often
determine not only the aspect of Irish with which parents help, but perhaps even which
aspects of Irish the teacher chooses to assign as homework.

Praise, support and involvement
Another issue of interest relates to parental support for children learning Irish. The results
show that while parents generally have positive attitudes to Irish and to the notion of their
children learning it, actual commitment to and involvement in the process of children
learning Irish is much less common. There are a number of indications of this in the data.

First, a majority of parents (69.2%) do not directly promote positive attitudes to
learning Irish but 'leave it up to the child to develop his/her own attitude'. Only 29.3% 'let
the child know Irish is very important'. Nevertheless, hardly any parents (1%) actually
'discourage the child from taking Irish seriously'.

Second, praise for the child's school achievements is less common in the case of Irish
than in other school subject areas (English/Mathematics/Project work): between 20-30% of
parents 'hardly ever' praise Irish reading, oral Irish or Irish writing - compared to only
between 2.5%-5% who 'hardly ever' praise Mathematics and English. The fact that failure
to praise school achievements is very largely confined to Irish is particularly telling
because it means that it is not typical of parental attitudes to school work generally. There
may be a variety of reasons for this result, but at least one of them is suggested by the
finding that 65.7% of parents think that Irish is of 'little' or 'no importance' as far as their
child's future job is concerned.

Third, in relation to homework, more parents 'usually help' their child with
Mathematics (70.2%) or English (47.5%) than with Irish generally (34.8%). Oral/Spoken
Irish is the aspect of Irish with which parents are least likely to help (9.1%). The low
levels of praise and help in the case of oral Irish seems surprising given that (along with
Mathematics) Spoken Irish is the subject most frequently cited by parents as causing
difficulty for the child.

What is of particular significance in the results of the correlation analyses is that where
active participation on the part of parents is present - in the form of encouragement, praise
or help with homework - it is associated with more positive pupil attitudes and higher
pupil achievement in Irish. The regression analysis confirms the influence of one variable
in particular, Parent praises any aspect of child's Irish achievements, in terms of its
contribution to overall Pupil Irish attitude/motivation. These results match those in
Chapter 3 where we based our analyses on pupils perceptions of parental encouragement -
there, too, there were strong effects of parental support on the child's attitude/motivation in
relation to Irish.

The vast majority of parents have at least occasional contact with the school, but not
much more than a quarter (27.3%) have 'a lot' of contact. Having more contact with the
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school is significantly associated with a greater knowledge of how Irish is taught. Parents
generally, however, do not rate their knowledge of how Irish is taught very highly. A
quarter of parents 'know nothing' about how Irish is taught, while another half (56.6%)
'know only a little'. What is important, once again, is that even parental investment which
takes the form of being well-informed about how Irish is taught is linked with positive
outcomes for pupils. Knowing more about how Irish is taught is at the nexus of a set of
parental attributes - higher parental ability in Irish, better personal attitudes to. Irish, more
frequent use of Irish at home, the encouragement of more positive attitudes to learning Irish
in children, praise for the child's achievements in Irish and a greater likelihood of helping
with Irish homework generally - all of which are associated with better pupil achievement
and attitudes. Thus, being well informed about the teaching of Irish appears to be one of
the important ways in which more involved parents influence their children's learning of
Irish.

Parents' comments
General comments were volunteered by 45% of parents. The negative category containing
the most comments (19%) focuses on the desire for more time to be spent on other subjects
and less time on Irish. Other broadly unfavourable categories of comment express
disagreement with Irish being compulsory at primary level (10%) or indicate that Irish is
not useful or important for the child's future (11%). Nevertheless, a substantial proportion
of comments are also broadly favourable or supportive. Twelve per cent of parents
express support for Irish or the teaching of Irish (e.g. "I love the Irish language and I will
encourage my child to learn it through his school years") while 2% actually want more
time devoted to Irish generally. In assessing children's progress in Irish, 10% of parents
express satisfaction (8% express dissatisfaction). Comments in a number of other
categories suggest that a substantial proportion of parents lay the blame for what they see
as unsatisfactory progress in Irish on methods of teaching and the materials used - in this
respect they largely echo the views of the pupils themselves (Chapter 4).

Responses to another multiple-choice item, however, show that most parents (83.3%)
believe that the school 'is doing everything possible' to improve their child's progress in
Irish generally - only 14.1% feel it 'could do more'. This may suggest that while parents
are concerned, they feel that fundamental choices about methods and materials are outside
the control of individual teachers and the local school.

Implications and recommendations
It is argued that, in the past, there was an implicit understanding that the development of
proficiency in Irish in children was the work of the school. This was presumably agreeable
to those parents who were either neutral or negative about Irish. It also had the advantage
for schools of sealing-off a potentially negative affective factor which might otherwise have
undermined pupil motivation. The increasing involvement of parents in education,
however, may be expected to destabilise some of these traditional accommodations.
Parents whose personal attitudes to Irish are negative, as well as those who are positive,
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will gradually be drawn more directly into the learning process in the case of Irish. While
the final outcome from the point of view of the child's education can only be positive, the
degree of success in the case of Irish may well depend on how the process of change is
managed and researched.

Parents could become more involved in Irish at different levels and in different ways.
The NPC-Primary (1991) advocate class meetings as 'a forum for the teacher to discuss
with parents the curriculum objectives, methods used for assessment of children's progress,
guidelines for homework, discipline and other relevant matters'. Another possibility is that
an information booklet for parents could be prepared. The introduction of the new
curriculum in Irish will provide a useful opportunity to investigate these possibilities in a
new context.

At the most basic level, parents need to be informed about the benefits of more direct
involvement in the case of Irish. In addition, they should be alerted to the specific
educational consequences for their own child of providing only lukewarm support, or
actually withholding approval altogether, for the process of learning Irish. Information on
how Irish is taught, the precise goals of teaching it and the nature of first and second-
language learning in children of primary school age is also required. Finally, attention
should be paid to fostering realistic expectations about what can be achieved in a primary-
school programme in which the language is taught as just one subject.

Setting up parent-teacher structures and providing information or even language
classes, however, may not be enough to effect real change in the traditional pattern of
parental involvement. An argument is made for a series of research-and-development
projects which would explore ways of bringing parents closer to what happens in the Irish
class. Involvement in the learning of spoken Irish, the core of the Irish lesson, is
particularly important. New home-based activities which go beyond the traditional
definition of homework could be used to inform parents about what the child has learned
and provide an opporttmity for the child to demonstrate his or her competence in speaking
Irish and for parents to recognise and praise the progress being made. Communicative
tasks, originally introduced in a classroom context, can often provide a natural focus for
home-based interaction involving parents and children. Home-based activities which yield
some 'product' or provide feedback to the teacher/class are particularly useful.

Even those activities which do not involve feedback to the school can be useful. Pupils
from one class involved in the Communicative Materials Project, for example, took home
a video recording of various activities in the Irish lesson, including examples of each of the
children speaking Irish. We also describe our experience in that project of using simple
information sheets in Irish for parents. More recently, ITE has begun work on a new
project which investigates more systematically ways in which parents could support their
children's efforts to acquire speaking proficiency in Irish (Harris and O Cathallain, 1999,
in progress).

Specific initiatives designed to inform or persuade parents in this area must be
conducted in a way which both respects the parents' own views regarding Irish, where
these are negative, and which ultimately fully acknowledges parents' rights to promote
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their children's welfare in whatever way they see fit. It is essential that parents and
teachers would be involved at the planning stage and that there would be provision for
choice and different levels of involvement from the beginning.

We must also be realistic about the amount of time available to parents. The focus
should be on redistributing the time which parents already spend with their children on
Irish homework to new, more useful activities rather than increasing the overall amount of
time.

10.3.6 Chapter 6 - The development of the Irish Lesson Analysis System
A major aim of the Twenty-Classes Study was to use direct classroom observation to
describe the process of teaching and learning Irish in primary school. In order to this we
developed two instruments, the Irish Lesson Analysis System (ILAS) and the Pupil
Communicative Behaviour Record (PCBR). In developing these instruments we had two
concerns. First, that in terms of their structuie and focus, the instruments would reflect
both practical and theoretical aspects of Irish language teaching: (a) the kind of
conceptualisation of lessons as sequences of activities organised by the teacher which
teachers themselves would fmd natural and appropriate and (b) the aspects of classroom
discourse and pupil-teacher interaction which recent research on second-language
acquisition have identified as making impoitant contributions to the development of
second-language proficiency. Our second gOal was to use an adaptation of existing
classroom observation systems, if possible, since our resources would not allow us to begin
the task of constructing entirely new instruments.

Chapters 6 to 9 describe the observation work. The first .three of these chapters are
devoted to the ILAS, in order to do justice to the variety of different perspectives on the
Irish lesson which this instrument provides. Chapter 6, summarised here, describes the
development and application of the ILAS, an observation instrument which focuses on the
structure and composition of the Irish lesson. The second observation instrument, PCBR,
is dealt with in Chapter 9 and analyses pupil participation and language use during the
Irish lesson.

Research on classroom language learning
Chapter 6 begins with a review of current research on the classroom processes presumed to
be responsible for successful second-language learning. This serves to introduce the main
issues which arise not only in choosing and adapting classroom observations instruments
but also in interpreting the data they generate. The review covers the evolution of
communicative language teaching, the experiential-analytic continuum in second-language
teaching and more recent efforts to reconceptualise and reinstate the analytic focus in
teaching. In large part, what we discuss is the gradual switch which has been taking place
over the last 25 years from structurally-based syllabuses and teaching methods to a
communicative approach. The issues examined are particularly relevant to the Irish
situation, where we are about to change from an audio-visual/structural-linguistic approach
to a communicative approach in the new curriculum (MacSuibhne, 1996). As we enter this
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period of change, decisions will have to be made about what aspects of the existing
approach must change and what aspects are worth retaining. Research on classroom based
second-language learning is likely to have a significant contribution to make to these
decisions.

The development of the Irish Lesson Analysis System
We then proceed to describe the development and use of the Irish Lesson Analysis System
in the present study. The ILAS is an adaptation of the Stirling System developed by
Mitchell et al. (1981). The unit of analysis is the 'lesson segment'. This is designed to
correspond to 'naturalistic' teaching units (events such as 'drilling', 'repetition' etc.). A
segment lasts typically for between 1 and 10 minutes. Segments are defmed in terms of six
main dimensions of analysis - Topic, Language activity, Pupil behaviour, Teacher mode
of involvement, Classroom organisation and Materials and their associated categories.
In the case of Language activity, for example, there are categories such as 'Translation',
'Imitation', 'Contextualisation exercises' and 'Simulated communication in Irish'. Each
segment was also coded in relation to two other pupil related dimensions Class attention
and Class interest i.e. the extent to which pupils in general were paying attention to or
were interested in the current activity.

Two Irish lessons were observed in each school. The work was carried out by
primary-school inspectors of the Department of Education. Two observers worked side by
side, but independently, in each classroom. Observer 1 was concerned with the ILAS
instrument. Observer 2 used the PCBR (see Chapter 9) to classify the general behaviour,
participation and language use of three pre-selected pupils.

Observer 1 identified the main segments of classroom activity as the lesson progressed
and coded each segment on the eight dimensions according to instructions set out in a short
form of ILAS (Appendix 6.2). The observation covered all aspects of the Irish lesson -
oral/conversational Irish, Irish reading and Irish writing. The teacher was told at the very
beginning that our objective was to study the typical teaching of a new lesson - not
something that had been rehearsed by the class before. Each observer made a separate
audio-tape recording of each of the two lessons. The present authors subsequently used
these tapes to recode some dimensions of the lessons based on a more detailed version of
ILAS. The data analysed here are based on these recodings.

Following the observation work, we asked the teachers (i) how typical the two observed
lessons were in terms of approach/method, materials used, style of interaction with the
children and, (ii) what effect, if any, the observers' presence had on their teaching. The
results of the teachers' assessments are reviewed in Chapter 6 and their comments are
presented in Appendix 2.5. All but one teacher reported that the lessons they taught were
generally very typical of the usual Irish lesson. A majority (80%) also reported that the
observers had 'little' effect on their teaching.

A proportion of the Irish lessons were transcribed and a sample of them is included in
the present report (Appendix 6.4). The transcripts are intended to serve a number of
purposes - to enrich the quantitative evidence, to illustrate in a more immediate way the
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category definitions of ILAS and to provide material which may be helpful in training
observers in future. The final section of Chapter 6 describes how the extracts were
selected and offers some preliminary observations on their content.

10.3.7 Chapter 7 - The Irish lesson: Topic, language activi0 and materials
The various dimensions of the Irish Lesson Analysis System (ILAS) provide a description
of the same classroom events from a number of different perspectives, such as the language
activities being engaged in and the forms of classroom organisation being employed. In
order to simplify the task of presenting the results, Chapter 7 is confmed to a description of
the Irish lesson in terms of just three ILAS dimensions: Topic, Language activity and
Materials. The remaining dimensions are dealt with in Chapter 8.

Two main reference points are used in analysing and interpreting the results. The first
consists of research reviewed in Chapter 6 which tries to identify classroom conditions
which are conducive to successful second-language learning. A crucial distinction is made
in this research between 'experiential' activities and 'analytic' activities (Allen et al.,
1987; Stern, 1990, 1992) or 'communicative' versus language-practice' activities.
Virtually all the significant effects reported in Chapter 7 can be understood in relation to
this distinction. The second reference point is provided by comparing the present
description of Irish lessons at sixth-grade with the description of the teaching of French at
first year post-primary in the Stirling Study (Mitchell et al., 1981). The main focus of
interest in this comparison is the difference between a second- and a foreign-language
programme, where both programmes have origins in the audio-visual method.

Language activity
The five main categories of Language activity consist of three types of language-practice
('Contextualisation exercises', 'Drills' and 'Transposition') and two types of
communicative activity ('Real communication in Irish' and 'Simulated communication in
Irish'). Together, these account for 81.9% of all segments in the Irish lesson but their
equivalents only account for 43.8% of the French segments in the Stirling Study. About
one-fifth of the Irish lesson segments involve communicative activities - although there are
very substantial class-to-class variations. By comparison, only 1.8% of segments in the
Stirling Study could be classified as communicative.

Another important difference between the two studies was that English-based or partly
English-based language activities formed a substantial component of the Stirling
programme but are virtually unknown in the Irish programme. We attribute this to the
different traditions in second- and foreign-language teaching. It is suggested that because
pupils in the Irish study begin instruction in Irish at a young age, and continue the
learning/acquisition process over a relatively long period, metalinguistic concepts and
distinctions are transmitted in a more gradual and indirect way through the target
language. In contrast, because pupils in the Stirling Study presumably began French
instruction only on entry to post-primary school, direct explanation and discussion of
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certain metalinguistic issues through the pupils' mother tongue may have been judged to
be a faster and more efficient route to competence in the language.

Both class-level analyses and the pooled-segment analyses indicate that generally
positive outcomes are associated with an emphasis on communicative language categories
while generally negative outcomes are associated with an emphasis on language-practice
categories.

When we pool segments for all observed lessons, we find that Class interest is
significantly higher for segments involving both 'Simulated communication in Irish' and
'Real communication in Irish' than it is for those involving both 'Contextualisation
exercises' and 'Transposition'. In addition, Class interest is significantly higher for
'Simulated communication in Irish' segments than it is for the language-practice 'Drills'
segments.

When we turn to variation across classes in the proportion of lesson time devoted to
each activity, we find similar results. The two language-practice activities
'Contextualisation exercises' and 'Transposition' are devoted significantly more lesson
time in low-Irish-achievement classes than in high-Irish-achievement classes.
Correspondingly, the two communicative activities 'Real communication in Irish' and
'Simulated communication in Irish' are devoted significantly less time in classes which are
weaker in Irish. Combining the two communicative activities (`Rear plus 'Simulated'
communication in Irish), we can say that 37% of lesson time on average is spent on
communicative activities in high-Irish-achievement classes while only 10% of time is spent
on them on average in low-Irish-achievement classes. We can also examine this contrast
at the level of individual classes. For example, one of the high-Irish-achievement classes
(ranked 4 in terms of achievement in Irish) devotes almost 50% of teaching time to
communicative activities, while one of the low achievement in Irish classes (ranked 16 in
terms of achievement in Irish) devotes zero teaching time to them.

A correlation analysis indicates that the significant positive association with an
emphasis on communicative activities, and the significant negative association with
language practice, does not just apply to Class achievement in spoken Irish. It also
extends to the other four class measures. Class attitude to Irish, Class attention and
Class interest are significantly better in classes which emphasise communication while
Class Irish-lesson anxiety is significantly lower.

Superficially, this pattern of results may seem to suggest that 'more communicative' is
always better: that increasing the proportion of communicative activities, and decreasing
the proportion of language-practice activities, will improve achievement in Irish and
attitude to Irish, raise levels of attention and interest, and lower anxiety about speaking in
class. It is argued, however, that aiming for a balance between experiential and analytic
activities represents a better strategy. Such a strategy is also consistent with the
conclusion (Allen et al., 1990: 62) that 'the analytic and the experiential focus may be
complementary, in that they provide essential support for one another in the -classroom'.
Nevertheless, our results make a prima facie case for including a strong communicative
component in all Irish lessons at primary level.
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Topic
Three Topic categories in the present study were found to be significantly related to Class
achievement in spoken Irish and/or Class interest. These categories are Pupil/teacher
real life' (8.7% of segments), 'Situation: Other than Nuachursar (51.1% of segments)
and 'Fragmented/non-contextualised' (19.8% of segments). The first two of these are
associated with positive outcomes: either higher Class interest in a pooled-segment
comparison between Topic categories, or a significant correlation between the percentage
of class time spent on the relevant Topic category and Class interest. The third Topic
category, `Fragmented/non-contextualised', is associated with negative outcomes: lower
Class interest in pooled-segment comparisons, and lower Class achievement in spoken
Irish in a class-based correlation.

Not surprisingly, perhaps, the same first two Topic categories, i.e. those associated
with positive outcomes, are common in the case of communicative activities while the
third, associated with negative outcomes, is common in the case of one particular type of
language practice - 'Drills'. Note incidentally that 'Situation: Other than Nuachirsai
includes not only situations derived from 'alternative' textbooks or readers, but also
situations generated by the teacher himself/herself - and it is the latter which are associated
with communicative activities.

Thus, the contrast between language practice and communicative activities continues
to have significance in the case of Topic. Nevertheless, the information on Topic does
modify and clarify aspects of the language-practice/communicative distinction already
identified in the Language activity data. For example, we show how the 'Routine
management/organisation' Topic category, which is often associated with one-sided Real
communication in Irish, is not linked to the positive outcomes that other communicative
Topic categories are.

The two topic categories `Pupil/teacher real life' and 'Fragmented/non-contextualised'
reflect most clearly the contrasting approaches to language teaching we have been talking
about - `Pupil/teacher real life' being associated with an experiential or communicative
approach and 'Fragmented/non-contextualised' with a language practice or form-focused
approach. It is worth noting that these Topic categories represent similar proportions of
lesson segments in the Stirling and Irish studies, reflecting no doubt the audio-visual,
basically form-focused, orientation of the courses involved in both cases. A considerably
greater proportion of 'Pupil/teacher real life' segments than is reported here would be
expected in a communicatively oriented course. An emphasis on 'Fragmented/non-
contextualised' topics, that is where there is no unifying theme underlying the language
activity in question (usually `Drills'), would be at variance with a communicative
approach.

Materials in use
Many of the commonly used materials are the traditional ones - 'Blackboard' (18.4% of
segments and the second most common category), 'Reader' (17.1%), and 'Jotter/copy'
(13:2%). None of these categories are significantly related to class measures of Irish
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proficiency and attitude. 'No materials', the most common category of all, is associated
with a little over a quarter of all segments. The proportion of No materials' segments
varies greatly from class to class - from a high of 67% to a low of 2%. Classes with a
greater proportion of 'No materials' segments have significantly higher levels of
achievement in Irish, higher class interest and more positive attitudes to Irish. Pooled-
segment comparisons also show that 'No materials' segments receive significantly higher
class attention and class interest ratings than other segments. Crosstabulations show that
No materials' segments are strongly associated with communicative-type Language
activity and Topic categories. It appears that in implementing oral/aural communicative
activities in the classroom - particularly 'Simulated communication in Irish' - the teacher's
starting point very often is not textbooks or other materials, but topics/ideas/characters
connected with either the pupils' or teacher's own life, or stories, descriptions, situations
and games introduced by the teacher himself/herself.

It must be borne in mind, however, that the classes which are most communicative at
present, and which most often use no materials in the course of such communicative
teaching, are also those with the highest levels of achievement in Irish. The situation may
not be as easy for teachers of low-Irish-achievement classes. Thus, the provision of
communicative materials which are finely tuned to the pupils' proficiency in the language
may be an essential requirement in enabling teachers of the latter classes to teach
communicatively.

We turn now to the use of course-books which are seen as alternatives to the
NuachUrsai 'Other course-books/workbooks'. The results relating to this category are
exactly opposite to those for the 'No materials' category. Use of 'Other course-
books/workbooks' is virtually non-existent in classes with high levels of achievement in
Irish but is relatively common in middle- and low-Irish-achievement classes. Segments in
which 'Other course-books/workbooks' are used (17.5% of segments) receive significantly
lower class attention and interest ratings from observers than other segments. Correlation
data confirm that classes which emphasise the use of 'Other course-books/workbooks'
have significantly lower levels of achievement in Irish and lower levels of interest than
other classes.

Conclusion and implications
In the concluding section of Chapter 7 we consider three general issues which arise from
the findings (i) why does the present study of a basically audio-visual course produce more
positive findings regarding 'communication' than studies of explicitly communicative
programmes often do? (ii) will the provision of new communicative teaching materials be
a particular help to teachers of weaker classes? (iii) will the introduction of communicative
materials pose problems for the 'all-Irish' character of language teaching at primary level?

The first point concerns the apparent paradox that the communicative elements of the
present Irish programme are associated with more clearly 'positive' results than are the
communicative elements of explicitly communicative programmes (Spada and Lightbown,
1989; Allen et al., 1990; Lightbown and Spada, 1990; Beretta, 1992). In the latter
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studies, the performance of more communicative classes appears to be mixed, equivocal or
actually negative. It is argued, however, that if the critical issue in successful learning is
getting the balance between communicative and analytic activities right (Allen et al.,
1990), then such apparently contradictory results are to be expected. If the proportion of
communicative segments in the present programme (22%) were to double, for example,
there is no guarantee that the most communicative classes would continue to have (as at
present) the highest levels of proficiency in Irish, the most attentive and interested pupils
and the most positive attitudes to Irish. The issue is that the balance between experiential
and analytic activities would have changed. This constitutes an important reminder also
that our results cannot be interpreted as evidence that language practice activities are
either ineffective or unnecessary in developing communicative proficiency in Irish (Van
Lier, 1988). Looking at evidence elsewhere, we suggest that a reasonable goal for the
Irish lesson in future might be devote about 50% of the time to communicative activities.

Regarding the second issue above, we ask why do not teachers (particularly in low-
Irish achievement classes) already elect to spend more lesson time on communicative
activities, given that such activities are associated with the positive outcomes documented
here. Two sorts of reasons emerged in the Communicative Materials Project: (a) where
teachers felt that the standard of their pupils' Irish was already unsatisfactory, they were
often uneasy about taking time away from what might be considered more serious
language-learning activities in order to spend it on communicative games and tasks; and
(b) some teachers felt that their weaker pupils would not, in any case, be capable of
communicating in Irish even if the teacher were to attempt this approach. Their actual
experience with the prepared communicative materials supplied in the course of the
project, however, did modify these initial assessments. Later on the teachers felt that the
materials managed to redefine the idea of 'communication' or 'communicative activities'
in ways that were manageable and practical and which would be accessible to all children.
They felt that weaker children, in particular, were benefiting. Thus, the provision of the
right kinds of communicative materials may be a critical factor in allowing teachers to
switch to a communicative approach.

Finally, we consider whether the introduction of communicative materials may pose
certain kinds of problems for the more or less 'all-Irish' character of Irish-language
teaching at primary level. It is noted first that the relatively high level of use of Irish at
present may be quite dependent on the lesson being predictable and routinised. While this
predictability makes communication in Irish possible, it also limits its scope. Introducing
an explicitly communicative approach to teaching Irish, with all the accompanying new
tasks and different lesson structure that that will entail, will undoubtedly destabilise
existing routines. Although this will obviously open up the possibility of more realistic
communication, it could also create more pressure to revert to English for certain kinds of
explanation which were not previously necessary. A study of a communicative language
teaching in Scotland (Mitchell and Johnstone, 1986; Mitchell, 1988, 1989) reports that
while teachers felt that French was appropriate for simple organisational instructions in
the classroom, they believed that it was less suitable for instructions specifically related to
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an activity or for explaining grammar. It is important, therefore, that course developers
would produce communicative materials and tasks which will allow teachers to maintain
the present 'all-Irish' character of the Irish lesson.

10.3.8 Chapter 8 - Pupil and teacher roles and classsroom organisation
Chapter 8 analyses classroom observation data relating to three ILAS dimensions: Pupil
behaviour, Teacher mode of involvement and Classroom organisation. Our main
objectives are: (a) to describe pupil and teacher roles and forms of classroom organisation
and (b) to determine the relationship of these to achievement in Irish, class attention, class
interest, attitude to Irish and Irish-lesson anxiety. As in the previous chapter, the two
main reference points in discussing the results are (i) the 'communicative' versus
'language practice' orientation in language teaching and (ii) the Stirling Study of the
audio-visual teaching of French at first year post-primary. In the concluding section of the
chapter we explore a few more issues relating to attention and interest and the future of
ILAS.

Pupil behaviour
The results show that pupils were considered to be 'Speaking' for about two thirds of the
lesson segments and 'Listening' for nearly 95% of the segments. These proportions match
closely those of the Stirling Study. Reading is involved in 46% of the segments overall,
roughly equivalent again to the proportion found in the Stirling study. The Stirling study,
however, did not distinguish between 'Reading aloud' (18.2% of segments in the present
study) and 'Reading silently' (27.7% in the present study). Pupil behaviour which
involves 'Looking' features in 19% of segments - less than in the Stirling Study (28.8%).
'Writing' behaviours are significantly longer than segments associated with any of the
other six behaviours but occur in only 6.8% of segments (considerably lower than the
20.8% reported in the Stirling Study). Finally, segments in which pupils are 'Doing'
something (performing a physical action other then speaking) account for the least
proportion of segments (5.1%).

Only two pupil behaviours - 'Reading aloud' and, to a considerably lesser extent,
'Reading silently' - are associated with significant effects. In the pooled-segment analysis,
for example, 'Reading aloud' segments are associated with significantly lower mean Class
interest and mean Class attention ratings than other segments. In addition, classes which
devote more time to 'Reading aloud' are significantly more likely to have lower
achievement in spoken Irish, less positive class attitude to Irish, higher levels of anxiety in
relation to speaking in Irish and reduced levels of attention and interest in class. Segments
in which 'Reading silently' was involved were associated with just two significant
outcomes: in the pooled-segment analysis, they have significantly lower Class interest and
Class attention ratings than all other segments. In the Stirling Study, which combined
these two kinds of reading, no significant connections were found between reading and
achievement in French.
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'Reading aloud' segments in the Irish study were found to almost invariably involve
language practice and to be particularly strongly associated with `Transposition'- a
language activity in which utterances are translated from one code (e.g. listening or
reading) to another (e.g. writing or speaking).

Teachers in classes which have low levels of achievement in Irish seem to particularly
favour reading-aloud of the language practice kind. It is argued that teachers may feel that
despite the fact that 'Reading aloud' activities of this kind are relatively mechanical, they
are rewarding for those pupils who have few other opportunities to display their
competence in Irish. Such an assumption on the part of teachers would be consistent with
pupils' own reports (see Chapter 4) that they prefer reading in Irish to other activities
involving Irish. The probable success of reading-aloud activities in motivating individual
pupils, however, must be weighed against the evidence that there is a price to be paid in
terms of class attention and interest more generally.

It is important to point out also that the pattern of association between 'Reading aloud'
and variables such as Class achievement in spoken Irish and Class interest need not
always follow the 'negative' direction found here. 'Reading aloud' in another teaching
context might equally well have been associated with communicative language activities
and with positive outcomes such as a higher interest and lower anxiety.

The insights provided by these results had a strong influence on the approach to Irish
reading adopted in Communicative Materials Project. This involved an emphasis on the
kind of communicative reading activities which would capture the interest of all pupils,
even those with very low levels of academic achievement. In the report on the
Communicative Materials Project (Harris et al., 1996a,b) the value of integrating reading
with listening, speaking and writing in the same communicative tasks was stressed. It was
also argued that the practice of having a separate, mainly narrative-based 'reader' should
be discontinued and instead that the reading component of each unit would be physically
integrated with other communicative material relating to listening, speaking and writing in
the pupil's textbook. This is not to underestimate the importance of stories and of
children's literature in the classroom. Indeed, we suggest that a new series of non-course
books in Irish tailored to the more general or leisure reading interests of Irish children
should be developed.

It might appear surprising that the frequency of 'speaking' behaviours is not
significantly related to variables such as Class achievement in spoken Irish, Class
attitude to Irish and Class interest. The explanation lies mainly in the fact that the
definition of speaking adopted in ILAS was relatively loose: 'speaking' referred to both
readiness to speak as well as to actual speech and did not distinguish between speech
which was sustained for the whole segment from shorter contributions within segments. In
addition, the high frequency of speaking behaviours means that 'speaking' occurred in a
wide range of contexts, including both language practice and communication. Chapter 9
reports on a more focused study of individual speech in which we demonstrate its
importance more clearly.
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Classroom organisation and teacher mode of involvement
Data from the Classroom organisation and Teacher mode of involvement dimensions
illustrate the active, central role of the teacher in the Irish lesson, either 'Interacting' with
pupils (62.4% of segments) or 'Instructing' (10% of segments), all of this within a
predominantly 'Whole-class' context (85.6% of segments). This is typical of the emphasis
on 'whole class' teaching in Irish primary schools (see Burke and Fontes, 1986) and is
very similar to the situation regarding the teaching of French in the Stirling study.
Another form of classroom organisation, 'Individual: same task', is associated with 6.2%
of segments.

The organisational category, `Pupil/group demonstration', while not very common,
occurs more frequently in the Irish study (7.5% of segments) than in the Stirling Study
(2% of segments). In this category, a pupil or group of pupils leads or directs the lesson
activity while the rest of the class functions as an 'audience' - perhaps answering or
otherwise interacting with the demonstrating pupils. The teacher usually retains a
monitoring role.

Segments in which `Pupil/group demonstrations' occur have higher Class attention and
Class interest mean ratings than either 'Whole class' or 'Individual: same task' fonns of
classroom organisation. There is a significant tendency for classes which devote a greater
proportion of time to 'Pupil/group demonstration' forms of organisation to have lower
levels of Irish-lesson anxiety and for classes which devote a greater proportion of time to
'Whole class' forms of organisation to have higher levels of Irish-lesson anxiety.
'Pupil/group demonstration' segments are associated with both communicative and
language-practice type activities. This would suggest that it really is the form of
classroom organisation involved, rather than language activity as such, which is
responsible for the favourable results in relation to attention, interest and anxiety. This
also suggests that where language practice is necessary, `Pupil/group demonstrations' may
have a better chance of securing a positive response from pupils than more traditional
'Whole class' approaches.

Pupils working together in small groups, a form of classroom organisation very much
associated with communicative language teaching, accounts for less than 1% of segments.
Teachers in the Communicative Materials Project, particularly those with weaker classes,
often felt that communicative activities with a small-group form of classroom organisation
were not viable due to the limited linguistic ability of pupils, the amount of preparation
and disorder involved, and the difficulty of getting the class settled down again. As a
result most of the communicative games and tasks which we proposed in the report on the
Communicative Materials Project (Harris et al., 1996a,b) had a whole-class dimension
and, where possible, a pupil/group demonstration or 'competing-team' element. In the
longer term, however, we suggest (see Chapter 9) that the teaching of Irish should include
a greater proportion of small-group activities.
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ILAS: General observations and future use
Finally, a number of more general questions about the ILAS data and about the future use
of the instrument are discussed. One issue is why ratings of attention and interest are so
high generally (especially in the light of the frequently negative pupil comments about the
Irish lesson reported in Chapter 4). It is suggested that present forms of classroom
organisation (whole-class, teacher-centred) and interaction patterns (e.g. very frequent
display questions requiring short answers from pupils) actually discourage disengagement
from the lesson by pupils. It is possible, however, that many pupils are able to answer
correctly while listening and attending with a rather narrow and shallow focus on the
lesson. Another issue is why interest ratings are generally lower than attention ratings and
more sensitive to features of the lesson such as language activity and topic. It is argued
that the notion of 'interest' refers to a more spontaneous component of the pupil's reaction
to the lesson than 'attention' does and that this aspect of pupil engagement is less
amenable to being managed by the teacher's questioning and interaction strategies.

All the main innovations introduced into ILAS were successful and should be retained
in future uses of the instrument. The addition of the two 'high-inference' dimensions of
Class attention and Class interest is a useful advance on the original Stirling System.
The fact that these 'on-line' ratings of pupil reactions were conducted on a segment by
segment basis allowed us to link them to changes in Topic, Language activity, Pupil
behaviour, and Classroom organisation. The addition of the 'Simulated communication
in Irish' category to the Language activity dimension was also an improvement on the
original system, with strong associations being revealed between the new category and a
variety of positive learning outcomes. The large proportion of lesson segments in which
'Reading aloud' occurred, and the evidence of its association with significant learning
outcomes, justified our decision to make this a separate category of Pupil behaviour
(rather than have one broad 'reading' category as in the Stirling System). The decision to
incorporate the recording of Materials into a segmental analysis of the lesson was also
successful. All this confirms the usefulness of segment-based observation instruments,
though the need remains for ongoing revision of the various descriptive categories and
dimensions in order to keep them in line with changing theoretical understandings.

While the present study using 'outside' observers was successful and, perhaps, a
necessary first step in studying the Irish lesson, it is important to point out that classroom
observation with different goals, and using very different approaches, can contribute to the
improvement of pupil proficiency. In particular, classroom observation in which the role
of the teacher as observer and interpreter is more central can provide a different and
important perspective to our understanding of the learning process (Nunan, 1996; Bell,
1997). Action research conducted by teachers themselves in which they observe their own
or other teachers' classrooms can help them to understand and evaluate their own
instructional practices. It is important, therefore, that teachers are given the training
necessary for using observation procedures. Pupils can also contribute to action research
in the classroom. One example of this is where pupils, in association with their teacher,
analyse and evaluate selected activities from previous lessons, such as errors and their
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resolution (Van Lier, 1988). We have already shown in Chapter 4 how pupils' views can
contribute significantly to our understanding of the teaching and learning process.

Finally, it is argued that classroom observation provides teachers, inspectors and
researchers with a common language for describing teaching, which in turn stimulates
analytic inquiry into the process itself and helps teachers discover their underlying beliefs,
goals, practices etc. In this way, the gap between theory and practice may be reduced, and
a richer data base will become available for theory building.

10.3.9 Chapter 9 - Pupil participation and language use in the Irish lesson
While the ILAS provides us with a broad-based description of the classroom practice of
Irish teachers, it fails to register in detail the characteristics of communicative interaction
in the classroom. It also fails to describe the extent to which different types of pupils are
engaged with the lesson activity in progress, or indeed whether they are participating in the
lesson in a manner which is at all consistent with the pedagogic goals of the activity. The
Pupil Communicative Behaviour Record (PCBR), overcomes these limitations by
describing individual pupil participation and language use. In developing the instrument
account was taken of research which tries to identify those features of the classroom which
are important for second-language learning. In particular, we took account of the COLT
observation system (Allen, et al., 1984; Allen, et al., 1990) which allows for the recording
of communicative features of classroom interaction.

Sample and instrument
Individual pupils of high, middle and low levels of ability in Irish were observed in each
class and over two lessons. The inspector observed the selected pupils, one at a time, and
recorded various aspects of their behaviour. The observation work proceeded in five
minute sequences, with the first three minutes being given over to observing the target
pupil, and the last two minutes being used to record more fully his/her behaviour on the
coding sheet.

The PCBR defined behaviour under three main headings: (/) Pupil speaks individually,
(2) Pupil is silent and (3) Other pupil behaviour. Behaviours under each main heading
could be coded in relation to a range of language use or other descriptive categories.
Individual pupil speech was categorised in terms of the 'Language used'
(Irish/English/half-and-half), the 'Length of utterance' and whether the utterance was a
'Question' or an 'Answer' etc. Other descriptive categories related to individual pupil's
speech were also used. In cases where the pupil was silent, two categories 'Attending' and
'Disruptive' were rated as being high/moderate/low. Other behaviours consisted of four
categories: 'Choral speech', 'Reading silently', 'Reading aloud', and 'Writing'.

Speech and silence
About one-fifth of the behaviours consist of the pupil being Silent, presumably
listening/looking. Levels of attention were generally high, and levels of disruptiveness
were low, during these 'silent' behaviours. For example, just 15.4% of all silent
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behaviours were associated with low levels of attentiveness, while high/moderate levels of
disruptiveness occurred in only 10.9% of all silent behaviours. Other behaviours (38.1%)
consist of choral speech, reading or writing. The combined reading behaviours ('reading
aloud'/` silent reading') make up 14.1% of all behaviours, while 'Writing' and 'Choral
speech' follow closely with 12.3% and 11.7% respectively.

One of the more important findings of the study, however, is that about half of all
behaviours recorded during the three minute observation period consisted of the pupil
speaking individually - and in Irish in nine out of ten cases.

These results indicate a high level of overt definite pupil participation in class. This is
of interest in the light of the fact that the Irish class in ordinary schools is the main, and
sometimes the only situation where we can be absolutely sure that the majority of pupils
actually use the language. The fmdings are also important to the extent that many teachers
and parents would probably consider a high rate of individual spoken contributions by
pupils as evidence of the general vitality and success of the Irish lesson.

These positive results must be viewed in the light of three less positive findings. First,
individual pupil speech most frequently took the form of answers (82.7% of all individual
utterances) and these were in general short, predictable responses to 'display' questions
from the teacher, something which is characteristic of language practice rather than real
communication or meaning negotiation. Only 13.4% of all pupil utterances were longer
than a single sentence (i.e. `sustained'). Answers which were sustained were much more
likely to be coded as 'unpredictable' (i.e. occurring in the context of meaning-negotiation)
than were shorter answers consisting of a single word, a clause or a sentence. No
significant gender differences were found in the main behaviours of interest here.

The second characteristic of individual pupil speech in Irish which is undesirable is that
its occurrence actually varies substantially according to the pupil's ability in Irish. It
seems as if the pupils most in need of opportunities to speak in Irish, those with lower
levels of ability in the language, are the ones least likely to be engaged in it.

The third issue is that pupils with higher levels of ability in Irish are much more likely
than pupils with lower levels of ability in Irish to be rated as 'highly attentive' during these
periods of silence. Likewise, low levels of attention during periods of silent listening are
more common in pupils with lower levels of ability in Irish. While boys and girls are
equally likely to be silent, girls are significantly more attentive than boys during silent
periods.

Finally, we found that classes in which pupils speak individually less often have
significantly higher levels ofIrish-lesson anxiety.

Explaining pupil participation
We argue that an important secondary goal of teachers in so frequently soliciting individual
spoken contributions from pupils may simply be to maintain attention to the lesson more
generally. It is suggested that the problem for pupils who are weaker at Irish is that, for
whatever reason, they have a much lower probability of either being asked to perform or of
volunteering to perform. Without the motivation provided by imminent public
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performance, lower ability pupils are more dependent on the intrinsic interest of the lesson
material to keep them engaged - and we know from Chapter 4 that pupils generally are
often very critical of Irish lesson materials.

Another issue to which the results give rise is whether teachers or pupils ultimately
determine how often pupils speak. Teachers are most likely trying to achieve an optimum
balance between a range of concerns - e.g. not slowing the class down too much, ensuring
that there is a high proportion of successful (correct) public exchanges in Irish in order to
provide a good language model for pupils in general, and so on. Teachers may also be
trying to take account of the discomfort for weaker pupils of being nominated to speak in
situations where their answer, or failure to answer, is likely to expose them to
embarrassment. Another possibility is that low-achievers themselves develop a strategy of
remaining passive in class over time - not responding when called, not volunteering, asking
fewer questions and approaching the teacher less often (Good et al., 1987).

The research literature has identified a number of changes which could be made to the
existing teacher-focused, whole-class approach which might improve pupil participation
and communicative language use: ceding more control to pupils, particularly in relation to
turn-taking and increasing wait-time for responses. Most classroom discourse tends to be
organised so that there is a strict allocation of turns, with tight control being exercised over
who speaks to whom. As a result, there is relatively little turn-by-turn negotiation, and
competition and individual student initiatives are discouraged (McHoul, 1978; Van Lier,
1988). In classrooms where this kind of control is relaxed, the benefits can be seen in the
content of interactions, the frequency of pupil initiatives and the general levels of
engagement (Cathcart, 1986; Allen, et al., 1988; Midorikawa, 1990; Robson, 1992).
Other positive effects of allowing more control to pass to pupils were documented in
Chapter 8. Research also indicates that greater 'wait-time' results in longer pupil
utterances as well as an increase in the participation of less able pupils (Holley and King,
1971; Long et al., 1984; White and Lightbown, 1984). Even if increasing wait time does
help less able pupils, however, the strategy may ultimately pose other problems of lesson
dynamics in a situation where the engagement of pupils is primarily maintained by the fast
pace of the ('display') question-and-answer exchanges, rather than by the inherent
challenge or interest offered by the lesson material itself. Thus, more basic changes may
be needed.

A greater emphasis on communication
In the final section, we discuss the contribution which a communicative approach to
teaching Irish could make to improving pupil participation and language use. Two broad
areas are examined. First, we consider the finding from the PCBR data that pupil
participation and language use are better in those classes which have certain characteristics
such as smaller numbers of pupils and a greater emphasis on communicative activities.
Second, we examine the likely benefits of adopting a more developed communicative
approach to teaching Irish.
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Taking the first of these issues, we found that as sixth-grade classes (or sixth-grade
groups within multi-grade classes) get smaller, pupils are significantly more likely to speak
individually and less likely to remain silent. The PCBR data also show that as classes
spend more time on 'Simulated communication in Irish' there is a significant tendency for
pupils to speak individually more often and to make sustained contributions more often. In
contrast, as classes spend more time on Tontextualisation exercises', a form of language
practice, pupils are significantly less likely either to speak individually or to make
sustained contributions. While the results produce a coherent picture, it is not an entirely
unambiguous one. The fact that Class achievement in Irish is significantly correlated with
Class size and Proportion of time spent on 'Simulated communication' means that we
cannot conclusively link pupil behavioural propensities to either of the latter.
Notwithstanding these problems of partial correlation, additional exploratory analyses add
weight to the indications that pupil participation and language use are sensitive to
particular characteristics of the kind of communicative language teaching activity which
are involved.

The second point is that Irish-language teaching at primary level should gradually
assimilate the full range of strategies, ideas, teaching materials and tasks which research
and practice relating to the communicative approach have linked to succ-essful learning.
Among the features which appear to be important are meaning negotiation, learner
feedback, communication repair, use of authentic materials and small-group work. We
focus on two of these in particular: small-group work and tasks involving meaning
negotiation.

It has been shown that a greater emphasis on group work increases the opportunity for
pupils to speak, improves the quality of pupil talk, helps to individualise instruction,
promotes a positive affective climate for learning and provides more opportunities for
meaning negotiation (Long and Porter, 1985; Pica and Doughty, 1985; Ellis, 1994).
Increasing the amount of individual pupil speech occurring in more one-to-one
communicative activities in the Irish lesson would reduce the need for such a high rate of
individual pupil speech in a whole-class context. This more private and negotiable context
of language use should also reduce some of the social risk for less able pupils who wish to
make use of whatever Irish they have. One of the problems, as we found out in the
Twenty-Classes Study and in the Communicative Materials Project, is that most teachers
do not appear to be enthusiastic about group work in teaching Irish. In the longer term,
however, many of the perceived organisational and learner problems associated with it may
be surmountable through good design and implementation (Lyle, 1996; Shaw, 1996;
Davies, 1997).

A number of studies have also demonstrated, that the kind of language use and
interaction which is promoted by a task may be related to specific characteristics of that
task. Long (1980), Doughty and Pica (1986) and Newton (1991) show that `two-way'
tasks result in more negotiation of meaning than one-way tasks. Another critical feature is
whether or not the task involves the learner planning his or her output. Planned tasks
'stretch' interlanguages further, and promote 'destabilization' more, than unplanned tasks
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(Long, 1989; Ellis, 1994). A third important feature is whether the task is 'closed' (has a
single correct or small finite set of solutions) or 'open' (no predetermined solution).
Closed tasks tend to produce more negotiation work, more topic and language recycling,
more feedback and more feedback-incorporation than open tasks Long (1989). On the
other hand, open-ended tasks may afford learners great interactive freedom to practise
conversational skills such as topic selection and change (Jones, 1991).

While arguing for a communicative approach to teaching Irish which would incorporate
current best practice, it is emphasised that our results cannot be used to dismiss the
contribution of an analytic focus or indeed the value of a certain amount of language
practice. Van Lier (1988) points out, for example, that language practice can provide a
secure scaffold for second-language learners, just as various kinds of games and rituals are
employed by caretakers to support young children's first-language acquisition. Prabhu
(1990: 173) makes the further point that language practice helps to render the kind of
'recurrent social encounter' involved in teaching and learning endurable by bringing a
certain amount of routinisation to it. The optimum balance between experiential
/communicative and analytic/language-practice activities in teaching Irish at primary level
is something that will only emerge over time and it may well vary from teacher to teacher.

10.4 Implications

In the course of this report we have presented a wide range of new research findings and
practical information concerning the teaching and learning of Irish in ordinary primary
schools. Arising directly from these, we have proposed various initiatives which we
believe would improve pupil achievement and attitude/motivation. The initiatives relate to
matters such as the involvement of parents, changes in teaching methods and practices, and
the development of teaching materials. To implement even these recommendations,
however, would require a research-and-development effort considerably greater than that
which is presently in place. But the real scale and importance of the task of supporting
Irish in primary school can only be determined by enlarging our frame of reference. Two
issues in particular are important: (a) the crucial role of ordinary primary schools within
the larger national effort to promote bilingualism and the wider use of Irish and (b) the
implications for the teaching of Irish of the fact that, outside Gaeltacht areas, Irish is a
minority second language. In this concluding section, we argue that when account is taken
of these issues, as well as the findings and recommendations of the present report, it is
clear that a new body is needed to provide a comprehensive support system for Irish in
ordinary primary schools.

Taking the language revival issue first, the point here is that ordinary primary schools
have a central role in reproducing speaking proficiency in Irish in each new generation.
There are a number of reasons for this. First, there is the fact that the overwhelming
majority of children learn Irish in ordinary schools (rather than in the considerably smaller
number of Gaeltacht or all-Irish schools). Thus, any initiative which enhances the success
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of such schools has the potential to affect large numbers of pupils and, thereby, make a
substantial contribution to the language-revival effort. It must be borne in mind too - as
we showed in Chapter 2 - that a small but significant minority of ordinary schools produce
levels of achievement in Irish which approach or equal the average level obtaining in all-
Irish schools. Second, exposure to Irish at primary level is probably both more intense,
and more focused on speech and conversation, than it is at post-primary level. The
informal use of Irish for school and class communication, and the teaching of parts of other
subjects partly or wholly through Irish, are more common at primary than at post-primary.
At post-primary, the language tends to be restricted to the Irish lesson, in part because
teachers at this level are subject specialists. At primary, every teacher is an Irish teacher.
Thus, for the majority of pupils, primary school provides the most sustained exposure to
the spoken language that they will ever have. These schools have a special importance for
the language in other ways too: they lay the groundwork for further language learning at
post-primary and third level and, to the extent that they provide the first introduction to
Irish, they can have a considerable influence on long-term attitudes towards Irish.

The minority second-language status of Irish is another factor to be taken into account.
The key sociolinguistic consequence for the teaching of Irish is that pupils have little or no
interactive contact with the spoken language outside school. The resulting paradox is that
while pupils learn to speak Irish in school in order to use it in their own lives, they know
that there are very few occasions outside (particularly involving their peers) in which there
might be either a real need, or even an opportunity, to speak it. The problems which this
presents for teachers and schools are set out in some detail in Harris et al. (1996a,b). For
present purposes, we can enumerate just a few of them. First, it is more difficult for both
teachers and pupils to identify a proximal goal or motivation outside school for learning to
speak the language in the classroom. In addition, in teaching the language, and in
developing tasks and materials for use within the classroom, it is more difficult to identify
situations, contexts and even language registers which make the prospect of using Irish
credible or plausible. Another result is that the rangb of authentic Irish-language materials
and the volume of commercially-produced resources available for teaching and learning
Irish at this level bears no comparison with that available in the case of the major
European languages.

These all represent challenges rather than insurmountable difficulties. We mention
them here merely to make the case that structures and resources equal to the task must be
provided. The response required has both creative and research-and-development
dimensions. The creative challenge is, in some respects, analogous to that confronted by
Irish-programme makers in TnaG and RTE - and indeed by Irish dramatists and writers
who wish to use Irish to reflect and incorporate life outside Gaeltacht areas. But the
creative work in the case of primary schools needs to be backed up by, and located within,
a sustained research-and-development enterprise - to identify educational problems and
possibilities, to set up pilot programmes, and to ensure that adequate provision is made for
in-service training.
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We believe, therefore, that a representative body should be established under the
auspices of the Department of Education and Science to provide a support system for the
teaching and learning of Irish in ordinary primary schools, and to elaborate and
particularise the implications of government policy in this area. Essentially, what is
required is a long-term exercise in educational and language planning focused on the
complex interaction between the school on the one hand and the home/community on the
other. Included on the proposed body would be representatives of all those involved in the
teaching and promotion of Irish, as well as those whose active cooperation has the potential
to enhance the efforts of schools e.g. teachers, teachers' unions or representative bodies,
Colleges of Education, the NPC, the NCCA, ITE, Bord na Gaeilge, TnaG, RnaG, RTE,
An Gum, the commercial educational publishers, business and commerce and Irish-
language, social and sporting organisations. A body of this kind is needed because the
pace of existing work needs to be accelerated; because the division of responsibilities
between existing agencies does not facilitate decisive, sustained action; and because the
quality and efficiency of the work itself would be enhanced if there was a greater element
of partnership and inter-agency co-operation and sharing of ideas.

While we focus only on the needs of ordinary primary schools in the present discussion,
some of our arguments also apply to all-Irish and Gaeltacht schools. Indeed, all-Irish and
Gaeltacht schools have additional needs which are analysed in some detail in the report on
the Communicative Materials Project (Harris et al., 1996a,b). The needs of Irish-medium
schools are also acknowledged in the Education Act (1998) (Section 31). It must be noted
also that we do not consider here the extent to which the functions of the proposed body
might be similar to those envisaged in the Education Act or indeed to the 'Institute of
Teaching Resources' suggested recently by the INTO (INTO, 1998a,b). Our concern on
this occasion is simply to try to define the scope and importance of the work which would
be carried out by a body with a representative and inter-agency character to support the
teaching of Irish in ordinary schools.

Among the functions of the proposed body would be:

1. To provide a support system for the teaching and learning of Irish, taking account
both of the educational aspects of the issue and the national aim of promoting
bilingualism and the wider use of Irish.

2. To adopt a proactive approach towards this task - finding out what teachers, parents
and pupils require in the way of materials etc.; identifying the problems and
possibilities which exist in relation to teaching and learning Irish; and establishing
pilot schemes and commissioning research to investigate new ways of responding to
these.

3. To coordinate the production of textbooks and audio, video and IT-based teaching and
learning materials.

4. To identify in-service needs generally, and to ensure, in particular, that adequate
training and support is provided for teachers who are involved in new initiatives
relating to Irish.
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5. To establish what various agencies and institutions could contribute to developing a
more supportive out-of-school environment for primary school pupils learning Irish;
to coordinate the work of these various bodies; and to function as a forum for ideas
and debate in this area.

Until relatively recently, the Department of Education and Science was directly
responsible for nearly all aspects of Irish at primary level - for the Irish curriculum itself,
for the development of the teaching materials for oral Irish (implicitly recognising the
special needs of this subject) and more generally for the teaching of Irish in the context of
state policy on Irish. Because the curricular and materials-development responsibilities of
the Department of Education and Science are now partialled out between the NCCA and
the commercial publishers, there is no longer a single agency which has active day-to-day
responsibility for supporting the teaching and learning of Irish in the context of language
promotion and revival. These arrangements represent a change of status which is probably
more significant for Irish than it is for other school subjects. This is not the only reason,
however, why a new body is needed. Even if the Department were to retain control of
materials development in the case of oral Irish, for example, it still could be argued that, in
practice, its role in supporting Irish is not defined broadly enough. To say this is not in
any way to criticise the present work either of the Department of Education and Science or
other agencies such as the NCCA, Bord na Gaeilge or ITE. We can readily point out, for
example, the role of the Department's Inspectorate in the present study, and the work of the
representative NCCA Irish Curriculum Committee which completed its work last year.
The point rather is that an inter-agency, coordinating body, with a focused, proactive
approach to supporting the teaching and learning of Irish, is a better way to proceed.

Just one of the reasons why such a body is required is that many aspects of materials
production in the case of Irish are fundamentally non-profitable. Commercial publishers
are constrained by the entirely reasonable requirement to make a profit. But this can
sometimes have undesirable consequences for the kind of teaching materials which are
produced - it normally means that the emphasis has to be on producing a book to be sold to
each pupil. It can be argued, for example, that in the vacuum left in recent years as the
Nuachlirsai gradually fell out of favour, the economics of educational publishing have had
a greater impact on how oral Irish was taught. Irrespective of the merits of these
commercially-produced materials in themselves, the fact of the matter is that the teaching
of the oral aspect of the language is more dominated by pupil texts now than it was
heretofore. If a more active monitoring agency had been in place during this period,
developments such as these would have been anticipated, identified and responded to much
earlier. None of this is to deny the important role that educational publishers have played
in the case of Irish in the past and indeed collaborative ventures between publishers and the
proposed new body would be very desirable in the future.

What we are proposing in any case is considerably more than a centre which would
assign authors to produce textbooks or other teaching materials in the conventional way.
There are advantages, as the Communicative Materials Project showed, in having applied
linguists working side by side with a consultative group of teachers, who try out new
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materials and approaches in their own classrooms and report back their experiences and
the reaction of pupils. But this kind of once-off approach to development work is not
sufficient given the challenges which the sociolinguistic position of Irish presents - and
particularly in a period of great change in second-language teaching generally.

The issues which Irish-language materials development and teaching at primary level
must constantly confront are discussed in some detail in Harris et al. (1996a,b). We can
take just one of these issues, language registers, for illustrative purposes here. Because the
day-to-day experiences of most children of primary-school age outside the Gaeltacht has
not yet found expression in Irish, Irish-language registers appropriate to many situations of
interest to them have yet to evolve. Consequently, pupils often feel ill at ease using forms
of language that they associate with the formality of school rather than with 'real' life
outside. It will require an ongoing effort to find innovative solutions to problems such as
these. As we pointed out in the report on the Communicative Materials Project, a number
of strategies may be needed - e.g. involving creative writers in Irish as well as those with
educational expertise directly in materials development, and soliciting the opinions of
pupils themselves about ways of using Irish in their own lives.

Creating opportunities for young people to influence the evolution of the language is an
important enterprise in its own right, of course, since it is young people who bring vitality
and change to any language. Experimentation and failure are an inevitable part of this
process of innovation. The alternative is the provision of learning materials which can all
too quickly acquire the dated characteristics of which pupils complained so often in the
Twenty-Classes Study. It scarcely needs to be said that the introduction of a
communicative approach to teaching Irish will not, in itself, solve the problems we have
been talking about here - although their existence, and the need to respond to them, is
brought more clearly into focus with a communicative approach. In structural-linguistic or
language-practice based approaches, or where the emphasis is on narrative texts, the
realities of using the language for real communication may never be confronted and so
sociolinguistic issues can be more easily obscured or ignored.

The Teaching through Irish Project carried out by ITE illustrates another way in which
the proposed body could take more decisive steps in support of Irish at primary level. The
project (see Chapter 1) involved the development of materials for teaching Science and Art
through Irish at third and fourth grade in ordinary primary schools (Harris and Mac
Giollabhui, 1998a,b,c). The project is instructive in a number of ways. First, it raises the
question of why such materials were not developed earlier, and why the content-based
teaching option has not been more vigorously promoted before now given that a
substantial minority of teachers already conduct a small amount of Irish-medium
instruction, mainly in music and physical education (Harris 1983, 1993; Harris and
Murtagh, 1988a; INTO, 1985a). Second, because the project was a limited one, designed
simply to explore possibilities in the area, Irish-medium materials suitable for other grades
and subjects have not yet been developed. Third, the project illustrates how in-service
workshops can be used to develop innovative approaches to the teaching of Irish. It also
serves as a model for how a limited programme of instruction through Irish in ordinary
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schools could be promoted more widely on an entirely voluntary basis. Workshops allow
teachers an opportunity to share experiences and to provide mutual support as they
respond to the new professional challenges presented by teaching through Irish.

One of the functions of the body now proposed would be to identify and exploit
precisely these kinds of possibilities at the earliest possible moment. While the ITE project
makes an initial contribution, the further initiatives now needed - materials-development for
other grades and subjects, and the establishment of pilot schemes and in-service - can only
be undertaken by a body with a different, more extensive brief Without the support and
validation provided by a comprehensive scheme, it will continue to be difficult for
individual teachers, acting alone, to choose this teaching option. In that case, the potential
for Irish-medium teaching in ordinary schools which was uncovered by this ITE project
will almost certainly remain dormant.

The critical feature of the proposed body, however, is the organic link which it would
provide between the different activities needed to support Irish, and the direct contact
which would be established between people and agencies capable of contributing solutions.
Very few of the issues we have been discussing can be tackled in isolation - materials
development, in-service training for teachers, or pilot schemes to involve parents. The
strategies which we have discussed for involving parents in their children's efforts to learn
to speak Irish, for example, would be greatly strengthened if new classroom learning
materials were to incorporate tasks which anticipated the involvement of parents, or if
there could be joint planning and coordination of supportive television programmes and the
development of in-class materials.

The various partners in this enterprise do not need to have a consensus on matters
relating to Irish in order to be effective. The experience of partnership in economic and
social matters at a national level shows that all that is needed is attitudes and values that
are good enough to sustain public cooperation - the partners do not have to agree on their
ultimate social vision (National Economic and Social Forum, 1997). Deliberation which is
'problem-solving and practical' in character will tend to produce consensus in the long-
term, but this is an outcome rather than a precondition of partnership. Finally, there is
another side to all this - the possibility that solving problems of relevance to primary
schools may provide guidance and direction for the language-promotion and revival effort
nationally. Some of the enduring problems in the two domains are the same: how to
energise people to actually begin using the language for real communication and how to
identify and cultivate registers and contexts of use which facilitate the switch to Irish. If
we can find practical solutions to some of these problems in a school context, there is every
reason to expect that we will be able to apply them in the larger language-promotion
domain.
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Appendix 1.1

Sample lesson from the Communicative Materials Project'

Teacher's Material

Cusp' Go mbeadh an paiste in atm iarraidh ar dhaoine eile rudai a dhdanamh.
Aiseanna: Bileog do gach paiste. Tdip.

cur chulue:
:o Abwr, "TA Sean, Âme agus Mamai sa bhaile TA Sean ag imirt.Clutche riomhthre ar an

teihfisean Eistigi leis an tdip anois"-.

Téip
Aine: Gabh mo leithsceal, a Sheain. Ta an clkr is fearr liomsa ag tosa anois.
Sean: AAA ta me ag baint asaide as an tedifiseain chun cluiche riomhaire a imirt ta me

ag imirt Fifa Sacar.
Aine: Is feidir leat an cluiche riomhaire a imirt nuair a bheidh mo chletrsa thart.

Brostaigh
Sean: Na bi ag cur isteach orm, a Aine. Ta ag eiri go geal liom - sin cid elle.
Mamai: A Sheáin - bionn ta ag imirt cluicht riomhaire ar an teilifis gach Dean do chuid

obair bhaile anois
:

0 'Step an tdm ansen pldigh na tidearthachtai'don chuid eile den sceitseleis an. rang. Seim'
an chuid eile den tdip agus pleigh na chfriochtai

Sean: AAA, a Mhamai - tabhair caig naimead eile dom, mas é do thoil e Aine, más e do
thoil e ! Deanfaidh me do chuid jabanna sa teach anocht duit.

Aine: Maith go leor - ach na dean dearmad Is feidir liomsa dul trasna an bhOthair go teach
Mira. Beidh sise _ag feachaint ar an gclar ceanna_

Pldigh leis na PAiiti na ddrioelatai idir an mdid a tharla ar an tdip agus na tuainini a hhi ag
an rang roimh rd
loum an rang ma ghnVal, triar i ngach grUpa lan orthu an scense a chleachtadh le
cabhair na bileOige Roghnaigh romnt grapai chun an drama a ldmü

Gniomh 17, Aonad 1, Rang 4 from CUrsai Nua Gaeilge na Bunscoile: Moltai agus Abhar Samplach
(Harris et al., 1996b). Print size and other material reduced from original A4 format. Pupils would have
encountered some of the vocabulary required here in previous lessons. Note that the Pupil's Material (the
'bileog') is not distributed until after pupils have listened to the sketch in its entirety.
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Appendix 1.1 - The Communicative Materials Project 357

Teacher's Material (continued)

Wish lin Breise:

Mum tearmai a bhaineann leas an teihfisean -
scallean 'enapaire!
sruthanna 'cnalpe
aerog teiliflSean maistnthe
smthanna eachtratinacha sos na bhfdogral

2 Pléighna neosanna a bhionn ag na paisti sa bhaile maidir leis an tedifis
An bhféachann an chlann go leir lè cheile ar an Mains nand)? - Ceti clar?
An mbionn easaontü fact chlair dagsula ar chained eagsida?
Conas a reititear na haighnis sin9

, 3. Pldigh fograi ar an teilifis, mar shampla.
Na cum is m6 a thattnionn le paisti
Na unn is measa
An gcregleann nà paisti na rudal a deirtear sna fograi9

Iarr ar na paisti a bheithag faire amach don fh6gra is fearr a fheiceann siad ag an
deireadh seachtame Iarr orthu Mita a dhéanamh d'aon Ghaeilge a chlotseann siad n6 ii
fheiceitin sad ar fhogral: PleIgh na torthal De Luam

Dean suitbhd ar an meld ama in aghaldh na seachtame a mbioniina Patsti ag fdachann ar
an tedifis

Pleigh nä buanna ata ag an Raidio i gcomortas leis, an teilifis.
An mblonn.daome fasta aguS'daome,6ga ar aOn Turin fam chlair?

7 Ca bhfuil teacht ar,RcudiO ia Gaeltachtd agus RalchO, na.Life.ar,an raidth fein?

Iarr ar na paistivictthir a bhaineann leis na clair LS m6 a thaitnionn leo a ghearradh
amach (as an RTEGthde agus araile). I gcoMhphairt leis na paistl,_cum teidil Ghaeilge do
na cliff sin - hI gd aistnUchan direach m gainai bean `Collais'- de na pictiCur agus na
teidil Ghaeilge agus croch suas

Iarr ar na paisti a gcuid fograf Min a scriobh agus tad a chur os comhair an ranga
.bhfoirm drarnaf
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Pupil's Materiai

Aine: Gabh mo leithscéal, a Shekin. T6 an elkr is fearr liomsa ag tosu anois.

Sean: AAA - tk me ag baint askide as an teilifisekin chun cluiche riomhaire a imirt - tth me
ag imirt Fifa Sacar.

Aine: Is feidir leat an cluiche riomhaire a imirt nuair a bheidh mo chlar criochnaithe.
Brostaigh

Sean: Ark bi ag cur isteach orm, a Aine. Ta ag gill go geal horn - sin cid eile.

Mamai: A Shekin - bionn tü ag imirt cluichi riomhaire ar an tellifis gach 16! Dean do chuid
obair bhaile anois.

Sean: AAA, a Mhamai tabhair cuig n6imead eile dom, mks e do thoil é Aine, mks é do
thoil é! Deanfaidh me do chuid jabanna so teach anocht duit.

Maith go leor ach nk dean dearmad. Is feidir liom dul trasna an bh6thair go teach
1\16ra. Beidh sise ag feachaint ar an gclkr ceanna.
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Sample lessons from the Teaching through Irish Project

Sample lessons in Science and Art for third and fourth grades are presented on the following
pages. The material is reduced from the original A4, two-colour format.

Science
Pages 360 to 364 below contain a lesson on static electricity. Material from the teacher's
handbook (three pages) is followed by material from the pupil's textbook (two pages). The Obair
Bhreise section of the original lesson is omitted here. The extracts are from Lesson 18 of Bain
Trial As: Eolaiocht tri Ghaeilge do na Gnáthscoileanna (Harris and Mac Giollabhui, 1998b,c).

Art
Pages 365 to 368 contain a lesson on 'Marbling'. This appears as Lesson 4 in Lean den Ealain:
Ealain tri Ghaeilge do na Gnkthscoileanna (Harris and Mac Giollabhui, 1998a).
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Leictreachas
Statach

g®In.G©igotico

Réamhábhar

18

Cuspiiir
A léiriü gur féidir leictreachas statach a chruthU tri rudai a chuimilt cid cheile.
[Ta dhá shaghas leictreachais ann; leictreachas statach agus sruthleictreachas].

Aiseanna
Piosai beaga pAipeir, balUn, dor, biro plaisteach, geansai, mála, scian, banda
leaisteach, rialóir adhmaid, rialóir plaisteach, peann luaidhe, scriosin, 20p,
bosca loin agus leabhair.
Leabhar an Dalta, Leathanaigh 48 agus 49.

Focloir
banda leaisteach (elastic band)
bolgán (light bulb)
cior (comb)
cuimil (rub)
geansai olna (woollen jumber)
greamaigh (stick)
in aghaidh

Imchaint an Cheachta
An bhfuil peann plaisteach ag aon
duine?

An bhfuil an peann sin déanta as
plaisteach?
Cad as a bhfuil an rialóir déanta?
Cad a cheapann tusa, a 7

B'fbeidir go bhfuil an ceart agat.

374

leictreachas statach (static electricity)
órnra (amber)
teipthaifeadán (tape recorder)
scriosin (eraser)
sruthleictreachas (current electricity)
stróic me (I tore)

Bain triail as aris.
Cuimil é de do gheansai aris.
Ar tilt* se suas an piosa paipéir?
An bhfuil tO ag feachaint ar Chuid B?
Ar chuir tO tic sa bhosca?
An bhfuil pinn luaidhe daite agat?
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Caps Chuige

Blida
Deantar leictreachas statach nuair a chuimlitear nithe dirithe do cheile, go speisialta

aon rud atci dianta as plaisteach. Nuair a chuimlitear peann plaisteach de gheansai

olna, no de ghruaig, tagann sé an leictreachas On ngruaig nO on ngeansai. NIfOidir le

peann luaidhe e sin a dheanamh mar go bhfuil sé deanta as adhmad.

Timpeall na bliana 600 R. Ch. fuair na Gigagaigh amach go bpiocfadh Omra

suas plosal pclipgir tar eis é a chuimilt d'eadach. Sa sal haois deag rinne

William Gilbert trialacha le hómra agus thug sé an rud céanna faoi deara.

B'eisean an chéad duine a d'fisciid an focal 'leictreachas' mar go bhfuil se

bunaithe ar 'lektron', an focal Gréigise ar 6mra.

Ec5mgnhrá
Pleigh leis na daltai na hditeanna go léir sa seomra ranga ma bhfuil leictreachas. Abair, mar
shampla:

TS leictreachas ag dul go dti an bolgán, ta leictreachas ag dul isteach sa
téipthaifeadán agus tá leictreachas sa soicead. An bhfuil leictreachas in aon ait eile?
Cad a cheapann sibh? An bhfuil leictreachas sa pheann seo? agus araile.

O Cuir aer isteach i mbalOn (na biodh an balOn rómh6r) agus taispeáin do na daltai e. Nil aon
leictreachas statach ar an mballin faoi láthair, ach cuimil an balOn de ghruaig n6 de gheansai
olna agus triail aris é. Abair:

TS balün agam. TS aer istigh sa bhalim. An bhfuil leictreachas ar an mbalün seo?
Pleigh e seo leis an rang. Tabhair an balOn do dhalta éigin agus abair leis/lei:

Cuir an balOn in aghaidh an bhalla Cad a tharla? Sea thit an balOn. Nior
ghreamaigh se den bhalla.

An LéiriO
O Tabhair an bahin do dhalta eile. Abair:

Cumil an baltin de do chuid gruaige. [Is
leor e a chuimilt timpeall 10-20 uair.
Hach Leardid 1]. Anois cuir an balün in
aghaidh an bhalla. Cad a tharla?
Sea, ghreamaigh an balün den bhalla. Cén
fáth ar ghreamaigh se? [Féach Leardid 2]

Pléigh e seo leis an rang. Mura bhfuil an
freagra acu abair:

TS leictreachas ar an mbalim. Thainig an
leictreachas On ghruaig. Is leictreachas

statach e seo.

[Scriobh na focail 'Leictreachas Statach' ar
an gclar dubh]

3 7 5
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111 Nuair atá an triail sin pléite agat leis na daltai faigh peann plaisteach (biro) agus cuir piosai
beaga pdipéir ar an mbord. Iarr ar dhalta éigin an peann a chuimilt cid chuidicuid gruaige
idir 10-20 uair. Ansin togfaidh an peann suas na piosai beaga pdipéir. Cinntigh go bhfuil na
piosai piipéir chomh beag agus is féidir. Abair:

A , seo duit peann plaisteach. Cuimil an peann de do chuid gruaige. Anois cuir

an peann in aice leis na piosai pSipéir. Cad a tharla? Sea, th6g an peann suas

na piosai páipéir. Cén fath ar tharla sé sin?

Mura bhfuil an freagra acu abair:
Th6g an peann an leictreachas 6n ghruaig. TS leictreachas sa pheann anois. Is

leictreachas statach é sin.

Obair na nDaltai
Anois, féach ormsa aris. TS rialóir adhmaid agam. Anois, a , cuimil an rial6ir de

do gheansai/do chuid gruaige fiche uair. An dt6gfaidh an rialóir suas an piosa

páipéir? Cad a cheapann Lárnha suas na páisti a deiG 'T6gfaidh'. Sibhse osclaigi na

Leabhair ar Leathanach 48 agus cuirigi tic sa bhosca in aice le 'Tógfaidh' ar an

Leathanach i do Leabhar. Anois ISmha suas na pSisti a deir 'Ni th6gfaidh'. Sibhse, cuirigi

tic sa bhosca in aice le 'Ni th6gfaidh'. Anois cuir an rial6ir in aice leis an bpiosa pSipéir.

Ar thOg sé suas an piosa pSipéir? Nior th6g sé. Cén fath?

Mura bhfuil an freagra acu abair:
Nior thog an rial6ir leictreachas statach as an ngruaig/ngeansai. Nil aon leictreachas sa

rialóir. Cuirigi tic sa bhosca in aice le 'Nior thog se ar do leathanach.

E Dean amhlaidh leis na nithe eile ar an liosta. Is féidir iad a chuimilt de ghruaig no de
gheansai olna. Bi airamach leis an gcior ná lig do dhaltaf ach a gcfor féin a tisdid. Ansin

abair leo tic a chur sa bhosca ceart.

Nuair ati siad criochnaithe le Cuid A, abair:
Anois féach ar Chuid B, Leathanach 49. Mach ar Uimhir 1. Scriobh sios na rudai a th6g

suas na piosai paipéin Anois Mach ar Uimhir 2. Scriobh sios na rudai nar th6g

suas na piosai páipéir.

E Nuair atá siad criocimaithe le Cuid B leigh an scéal leo atá i gCuid C. Abair:
Anois feachaigi ar Chuid C. TS scéal beag le léamh. An féidir leatsa an scéal sin a

léamh, a 7

Leigh, pleigh agus minigh an scéal do na daltai. Ansin abair leo pictitir den scéal a tharraingt
sa bhosca folamh. Abair:

Mach ar an mbosca folamh. Tarraing pictiür den scéal sa bhosca sin le do pheann
luaidhe. Nuair ata an pictiür criochnaithe agat, dathaigh é le do chriáin/do phinn
luaidhe daite/do mharthiri.

Mar Chrioch
Pleigh leictreachas statach ar bhonn Mos leithne leis na daltai, mar shampla, sa chart-, ag
siül ar bhrat urlAir agus an tintreach.
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Leictreachas
Statach

EOL Ai O. C H T

Focall le foghlaim

bolgan dor

18

rialóir

A Cuir sa bhosca ceart.

geansai banda rubair

Ainm an Ruda Cad a cheapann till
Ar thog sé suas na
piosai piipéir?

Rialóir adhmaid Togfaidh
NI thogfaidh

LI
Li

Li
Li

Thog se
Nior thOg se

Th Og se
Nfor thOg se

Li
Li

Li
Li

2 Bosca loin Togfaidh
NI thogfaidh

20p Togfaidh
NI thOgfaidh

Li
Li

Thog se
Nfor thOg se

Li
LI

4 Scriosán TOgfaidh
NI thOgfaidh

Togfaidh
NI thogfaidh

Togfaidh
Ni thogfaidh

Li
Li

Li
Li

Li
Li

Thog se
Nior thog se
Thóg se
Nfor thog se
Thog se
Nfor thog se

Li

Li
Li

Li
Li

5 Md la

6 Scian

Banda rubair TOgfaidh
Ni thogfaidh

Li
Li

Thog se
Nior thog se

Li
Li

8 Cior Togfaidh
Ni thogfaidh

Li
Li

Thog se
Nior thog se

Li
Li
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B Dean liosta.

1 Ainmnigh na rudai a thog suas na *sal paipeir:

2 Cad iad na rudal nar the% suas na piosai paipeir?

C Tarraing pictiür.

StrOic me pIosaI beaga paipeir agus chuir me ar an mbord
iad. Ansin chUimil me an rialóir plaisteach fiche uair de mo chuid
gruaige. Chuir me an rialóir in aice leis na piosai paipeir agus
thog se suas iad.

r
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Marmani

Qc-Th

4
Cuspóir
A chur ar chumas na ndaltai an próiseas marmaraithe a fhiosrd agus Usaid a
bhaint as an bpdipear marmaraithe ina gcuid ealaine féin.

Aiseanna
peint ola (ceithre dhath no mar sin), biotdille bhán, pailéid (leis an phéint
agus an bhiotdille bhan a mheascadh), dha bhdisin, paipear ldidir, scuabanna,
sean-fmachtdin
[Mita: Is féidir peint mharmaraithe a fhail i gcuid de na siopai. TA si réidh le
hüsdid &reach on bhfeadar].

FocIóir
anonn agus anall (to and fro)
baisIn
biotiille bhan (white spirit)
bolgan aeir (air bubble)
faoin uisce
feadan (tube)
in imeartas (contrasting)
leath bealaigh (halfway)
measc

nuachtain
patrUn (pattern)
péint mharmaraithe (marbling paint)
plaisteach (plastic)
prOiseas (process)
rOthiubh (too thick)
scuab
spreigh (spread)
tanaithe (thinned)

Imchaint an Cheachta
Tabhair dom an scuab sin, le do thoil,

a

Cheannaigh me an bhiotaille bhan sa
siopa.

Caithfidh tü bheith ciiramach.
Féach, ta an phéint ag snarnh ar
bharr an uisce.

Na lig don phéint dul ar do chuid éadai.
An bhfuil paipear ag gach duine?
Tog amach go cüramach é.
Cuir sios ar an nuachtan e.
TA se fliuch go foill.
Na doirt an t-uisce.
Nach bhfuil an patrün sin go halainn!
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Cur Chuige
Réamhrh

Taispeáin agus pleigh samplai de mharmarti leis na daltai ré, más féidir. Bionn

samplai de le fail go minic taobh istigh de chlüdaigh seanleabhar.
Murar féidir leat samplai de mharmaril a fhdil, d'fh6adfá sampla de do chuid féin a
dhéanamh roimh r6, 6 a lisAid mar chltidach leabhair agus e a phle leis na daltai.

Abair:
Mach ar an leabhar/gcc5ipleabhar seo. Mach ar an gclüclach. Ta an clüdach go deas.

An bhfuil clOdach mar sin ar do leabharsa? Cad iad na dathanna ata ann? Sea, ta
dearg agus gorm ann. Aon dath eile? Tugtar marmarü air sin. Ar mhaith libh marmarü

a dhéanamh? Ceart go leor.

Roghnaigh na dathanna a ba mhaith leat a tisAid. Bain usAid as dathanna atá in imeartas lena
ch6ile agus a dheanfaidh patriiin dheasa ag an deireadh, mar shampla, na dathanna dearg

agus gorrn.

Obair na nDaltai
Abair:

ClCidóidh me an bord le sean-nuachtain chun é a choinneail glan. Ta dha bhaisin

agam anseo. Cuirfidh me uisce sa bháisin seo. Anois cuirfidh me uisce sa bhaisin eile.

Lion na báisini leath bealaigh suas le huisce. [F6ach Léaráid 1]

1 2

Md bhionn an pheint róthiubh, titfidh si go bun an bhdismn. Sin an chais go

gcaithfidh ta i a mheascadh le beagan den bhiotaille (than ar dtas jowls go

sneimhfaidh si ar bharr an uisce. Dean an meascadh tü fein seachas ligean do

dhaltai é a dhéanamh, mar ni »tór duit bheith an-charamach leis an bhiotdille

bhan agus leis an pheint ola ar eagla go ndoirtfeadh siad ar eadai na ndaltai,

no go ndoirtfeadh an baisin sa seomra ranga. Is leor tri nO ceithre bhraon de

gach peint ag an tas agus de réir mar ata si 0 hasaid is feidir capla braon eile a

chur san uisce ó am go chide.

Bi cinnte go bhfuil spas ullmhaithe agat sa seomra leis na pictithr a fhagail ma

lui ann fad atO an phéint ag trionni. Is feidir lad a chrochadh an Lit dar gcionn.

L 38 0
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Roinn an rang ina dhá ghrbpa agus tabhair bdisfn do gach grbpa. Abair:
Seasaigi in aice leis an mbSisin. Bigi cüramach agus ná doirtigi an t-uisce.
TS peint agam. TS ceithre dhath agam dath gorm, dath dearg, dath buf agus dath
glas. Ta biotSille bhán agam sa bhuidéal seo.

[Féach Leardid 2]

Measc beagan den phéint ghorm agus den bhiotAille
rith cosbil le dtich. Abair:

TOgfaidh me an pheint ghorm agus meascraidh

3

4
1

5

bhin go dti go mbionn an meascán in ann

me i leis an bhiotSille bhan.

Anois tOgfaidh me an phéint
dhearg agus cuirfidh me beagán
den bhiotSille bhán trid sin freisin.
Anois tá an dath dearg measctha.

Dean amhlaidh leis na dathanna go léir
gach dath ar phailéad leis féin go

dti go mbionn siad tanaithe agus
leachtach agus gur feidir leis an pheint
rith isteach san uisce ina bhraonta.
Féach Learáid 3]

Nuair ati na péinteanna measctha ar na paileid, cuir isteach sa bháisin iad agus spréigh
timpeall ar bharr an uisce iad le peann luaidhe nb le cos scuab phéinteála.
[Hach Leardidi 4 agus 5]. Abair:

Anois cuirfidh me na peinteanna isteach san uisce agus spréifidh me timpeall ar bharr
an uisce iad le mo pheann luaidhe.

6 7
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M Tabhair pdipéar do gach dalta. Roghnaigh dalta as grUpa amhdin. Abair leis/lei:
Cuir do phSip6ar anuas go cüramach ar an uisce. Fag ar snámh ar bharr an uisce é ar

feadh n6imeid.
Leirigh é seo más gd. BI cinnte nach bhfuil aon bholgáin aeir faoin bpdipear.

Le do scuab cuir do phSip6ar anonn agus anall ar bharr an uisce. NS cuir faoin uisce 6.

Anois tog amach an pSip6ar go cOramach as an mbSisin. TS beagán uisce ar an

bpaip6ar. Scaoil an t-uisce atS ar an bpaip6ar isteach sa bháisin. Cuir do phSip6ar
anuas go cOramach ar an nuachtán. TS patrün deas ar bharr do phaip6ir anois.

[Féach Leardidi 6 agus 7]

Abair leis na daltai eile:
Anois deanaigi go 164- an rud céanna. Fagaigi na pictiüit ar na nuachtSin go dti
amSrach mar tá an ph6int fliuch. Beidh siad tirim amárach.

Lig do na pictiüir triom6 sula gcuirtear ar taispeáint iad.

Mar Chrioch
Ea An Id dar gcionn ba choir duit na pictiiiir a chur ar taispedint ar na bang sa seomra ranga

agus na torthaf a phlé leis ria daltai. Cuir ceisteanna, mar shampla:
CS bhfuil do phictiOrsa, a 6, feicim anois.6. TS an patrOn sin go hálainn. Cad

iad na dathanna ata ann? C6 leis an pictiür seo? TS s6 sin go han-deas freisin.

CI Is feidir leis na daltai an pdipéar marmaraithe a usdid le téacsleabhair n6 c6ipleabhair a
chlüdach. Caithficlh siad chiclach plaisteach a chur orthu ina dhiaidh sin ar eagla go rachadh
an phéint ar na lámha.

D'fheadfadh na daltai boscal pinn luaidhe a chlüdach leis an bpdipear marmaraithe chomh
maith, faoi mar ati léirithe sa léardid ati in aice le teideal an cheachta seo ar Leathanach 11.

D'fheadfadh na daltai na samplai den mharmar6 a rinne siad a ghearradh suas ina bpiosai
beaga agus pictiüir eile a chruthil astu.
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Twenty-Classes Study: Instructions for the examiner

Mtn don Scrüdaitheoir

Ord riartha
Táthar ag suit go ndéanfar an obair idir 22 Bealtaine agus 2 Meitheamh. Ach is fdidir tils a chur
leis an tástall ar 18 Bealtaine, más gd, agus leamlint ldi chomh fada leis an 9 Meitheamh.

tilionn dirbhreathnii beirt chigiri agus iad ag obair taobh le chéile. Ni mor, mar sin,
machnamh a dhéanamh ar an gcaoi ina rachfai i mbun oibre i scoileanna coplailte. Déanfar
roinnt moltai faoi seo ag an gcruinniii a thionolfar ar 17 Bealtaine do na cigiri a bheidh pairteach
.sa tionscadal.

Seo a leanas an t-ord inar ceart na ceistifichdin agus na trialacha a riaradh. Ni mor a
mheabhth go riarfar Ceisthichán don Dalta ar dtts, agus nach gcuirfear aon cheann de na
trialacha teanga go dti go mbeidh deireadh leis an dirbhreathini.

(1) Ceistilichán don Dalta
(2) Aireamh an MhUinteora ar na daltai de réir cumais
(3) Dirbhreathmi dhá cheacht ag beirt chigiri

(i) COras Dirbhreathnaithe ITE - I (Breathmoir I)
(it) Coras Dirbhreathnaithe ITE - (Breathndir 2)
(ih) Observers' Global Rating of Lesson

(4) Ceistifichán don Oide
(5) Béaltriail Ghaeilge ITE-VI
(6) Drumcondra Verbal Reasoning Test

1. Ceisthichan don dalta
Ni m6r don chigire treoracha don dalta agus na mireanna fdin a léamh amach os ard. Gheofar
gach colas faoi riaradh na trialach sa treoirleabhar Ceistifichán don Dalta - Treoracha. Riarfar
Ceistiachán don Dalta ar &Os i gcaoi nach mbeidh aon rothionchar ag an aird a thabharfar ar an
nGaeilge le linn dirbhreatlmaithe agus tástála ar dhearcadh no ar bharálacha na ndaltai.
D'ffidadfai é a riaradh le linn don chigire a chead chuairt a thabhairt ar an scoil chun socruithe
na trialach a dhéanamh agus an seomra ranga a fheicedil - i gcas nach mbeifear ag tosii ar an
obair féin an ld céanna. Nil fath ar bith nach mbeadh achar dirithe idir riaradh Ceistiticháin don
Dalta agus cur i gcrich na coda eile den obair. Is flu iarraidh ar an oide treise a chur le raiteas an
chigire i dtaobh an ghd atá le freagrai firinneacha a thabhairt ar na ceisteanna uile - freagrai a
bheidh ar fail do lucht taighde amhain.

2. Aireamh an Mháinteora ar na Milted de réir Cumais
Fad is a bheidh Ceistilichán don Dalta a riaradh ag an gCigire, iarrtar ar an oide eolas a thaifead
i dtaobh daltai ghrád 6 (cumas agus spéis sa Ghaeilge, deacrachtai le hábhair scoile dagsüla agus
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sli bheatha na dtuismitheoiri). Ar an lamh eile, d'fhdadfadh an cigire Aireamh an Mhiiinteora ar
na Daltai de Reir Cumais a thabhairt don oide le comhland ar a chaoithidlacht nUair a thditear
chun cainte leis an scoil ar dtds.

Ni mór chuige seo leathanach cui de Aireamh an Mhuinteora ar na Da hal de Réir Cumais a
thabhairt don oide nuair a bheidh Ceistiachán don Dalta réidh le riaradh. Fdadfaidh an cigire a
mhinid don oide cdn t-eolas aid le solAthar aige. Coinneoidh an cigire na leathanaigh
chomhlanaithe in AA shAbhailte mar gheall ar an gcineAl eolais ata iontu.

3. Dirbhreathnii
Beidh beirt bhreathnOiri i mbun dirbhreathnaithe ag obair taobh le taobh ach iad neamhspleAch
ar a chéile. Ina theannta sin:
(a) Aimseoidh BreathnOir 1 na priomhchodanna gniomhaiochta sa seomra ranga. Aicmeoidh sd
agus breacfaidh sé sios iad de réir sceidil reamhullmhaithe Córas arbhreathnaithe ITE - I.
(b) Aimseoidh BreathnOir 2 iompar agus fisAid teanga na ndaltai a roghnaiodh roimh rd de rdir
sceidil réainhullmhaithe Córas Dirbhreathnaithe ITE -
(c) Ddanfaidh gach breatImAir taifead fuaime den dA cheacht.
(d) A luaithe is a bheidh deireadh leis an rang, comhlanfaidh an bheirt bhreathn6iri an seicliosta
Observers' Global Rating of Lesson i gcomhar le chdile. (Lorgaionn sd seo eolas nios iomlaine
ar ghniomhaiocht sa rang agus ar iompar daltai agus an oide le linn ceacht Airithe). Beidh
seicliosta comhlAnaithe ar fail do gach ceacht.

Tig leis na breathn6iri disteacht leis an tdip athuair más gA d'fhonn na ndtai a bhreacadh ar an
sceideal le linn an cheachta a sheicedil no cur leo. TA dreacht threoirleabhar don bhreathnOir ar
fail ma bhfuil -

(i) eolas faoin d6igh le tasc an bhreathnOra a mhinid don oide
(ii) eolas faoin d6igh le taifead fuaime a dhdanamh sa seomra ranga
(iii) cimtas ar Córas Dirbhreathraithe ITE -I and II
(iv) treoir i dtaobh chomhland an Obervers' Global Rating of Lesson.

4. C'eistitichdn don Oide
Ni mór don chigire c6ip den cheistifichain agus clfidach ar a bhfuil seoladh ITE a chur isteach i
gclüdach eile agus é a thabhairt don oide nuair a bheidh an obair dhirbhreatImaithe thart. Tig
leis an oide an ceistifichan a chomhland fad is a bheidh Triail tisteachta an BG-VI no an DVRT
ar sidl.

Ni ceart go bhfaigheadh an t-oide ranga cOip den Ceistiiicháin don Oide go dti go mbionn an
obair dirbhreatImaithe thart. FAth amhain atA leis seo nA go mbaineann cuid de na ceisteanna le
frithghniomhd an oide i gcas an bhreathnaithe féin. Caithfidh an Cigire 'IJimhir an Ionaid' a
scriobh isteach sna spAsanna cui ar chlfidach an cheistifichain sula scaoileann sd leis. Ta sd seo
fior-thAbhachtach mar ni bheidh aon bhealach eile ag ITE leis na ceistifichain dagsfila a aithint
ona chdile nios ddanai - ni scriobhfaidh an t-oide a ainm ar an gceistifichan agus cuirfidh sd an
ch6ip chOmhlanaithe isteach i gclüdach le seoladh ITE air, gan aon rud seachas `Iiimhir an
ionaid' ar an gceistidchan fdin. Tabharfaidh an toide an clüdach dfinta seo ar ais don chigire le
cur ar aghaidh chuig ITE.

Seo an rud atA le deanamh ag an gCigire, mar sin. Gheobhaidh sd chidach dfinta le haghaidh
gach oide agus istigh aim beidh

(a) cOip bhan de Ceistidchan don Oide
(b) litir ó ITE faoin gceistifichan
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(c) clüdach le seoladh ITE air a bheidh le himdid ag an oide gin.
Ba cheart an clüdach sin a thabhairt don oide direach tardis an obair dhirbhreathnaithe a bheith

criochnaithe.

5. Béaltriail Ghaeilge ITE - VI (BG-VI)
Le riaradh ar dhaltai rang VI amhain.

Seo leanas na hábhair do BG-V1
(a) Freagarleabhar do gach dalta.
(b) Lamhleabhar an Scradaitheora (Leibheal Rang 6) (dath dearg).
(c) Teip (caisead) don Triail tisteachta (dath dearg).
(d) Leathanach Tuairisce don Triail.

TA gach eolas faoin modh riarachdin agus faoin gc6ras marcala i Lamhleabhar an
Scradaitheora. dhá phointe a lua anseo, Hach:
(1) Cuirtear an Triail Eisteachta ar na daltai ar dt6s
(2) Ni chuirtear ach leath na gceisteanna sa Triail Chainte ar gach dalta toisc i a bheith fada. TA
cur sios i Lámhleabhar an Scradaitheora ar conas a dheantar amach cé acu leath den Triail
Chainte a ba cheart a chur ar gach dalta.

6. DVRT (Drumcondra Verbal Reasoning Test)
Seo leanas na habhair don DVRT:
(a) 'Practice Test' do gach dalta.
(b) Drumcondra Verbal Reasoning Test I do gach dalta.
(c) DVRT 'Instructions for administration'.
Beidh staduairead6ir, no uairead6ir ar a bhfuil lamh soicind ag teastdil chomh maith.

Se an DVRT an triail dheireannach a chuirtear ar na daltai, tardis BG-VI a bheith criochnaithe
ar fad. Ni ruiste maidin no iarn6in a bheith saor don DVRT. B'fhearr nach mbeadh aon dalta
thAstail ar BG-W an leathld sin. Is leor uair a chloigh n6 mar sin, Hach, don DVRT
Cuirfear an DVRT ar dhaltai uile ghrád 6 atA sa rang.

Nuair a bhionn an DVRT thart, scriobh isteach `uimhir an dalta' agus `uimhir an ionaid', san
ord sin sa ch6inne cid ar bharr.chládach gach DVRT.
Ma tharlaionn se go mbionn dalta dirithe rang 6 i lAthair don DVRT, nach raibh i lAthair don
Triail Eisteachta in hiomldine, ni bheidh aon `uimhir an dalta' ar fail don dalta sin. Sa chás
sin scriobh isteach "as láthair don Bhdaltriail" agus `uimhir an ionaid' ina dhiaidh sin ar
chhidach an DVRT.
Ma tharlaionn se go mbionn dalta dirithe a bhi i láthair do chuid digin den Bhealtriail
Ghaeilge as lAthair don DVRT, scriobh nOta faoin dalta ar an Leathanach Tuairisce.
TA `data breithe' tabhachtach i gas an DVRT. Mar sin, bi cinnte go bhfuil an spas cui lionta
ar chlAdach an DVRT.
Ni gd don scradaitheoir an DVRT a sarail - deanfaidh ITE an obair sin.
Ta gach eolas faoin DVRT sa Leabhran 'Instructions for Administration '.

tlimhir an Ionaid
Tabharfar `uimhir an ionaid' do gach uile scoil agus bainfear &said as an uimhir sin amach anseo
chun cedpeanna de na trialacha a aithint Ona cheile. Ba cheart 'uimhir an ionaid' a bheith ar
gach doicimead (freagarleabhar, Leathanach Tuairisce, 711.) a chuirfear ar ais chuig 1TE.
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Mita
Ma aimsionn tá easnamh no dearmad tábhachtach san dbhar seo, nO in Abhar ar bith eile, iarrtar
ort glaoch a chur ar John Harris le do thoil. Cuirfear na scnidaitheoiri ar an eolas faoin easnamh
sin laithreach.



Appendix 2.2

Teacher's rankings of pupils

Teacher's Rankings of Pupils

Instructions

Please fill in the information at the top of the large sheet first.
Use additional sheets if necessary

Column Pupil Name: Full name of each sixth-grade pupil in your class (as he/she will
A write it on the cover of the tests). Write the names in the order under which they

appear in the roll book - including absent pupils.

Column Pupil Ability In Irish: Part of the class observation will involve one of the
inspectors monitoring three individual pupils in the class. Because this is such a
small number, it is important to get as good a cross-section of ability levels in Irish
as possible. Therefore, within each class the inspector will randomly select one
pupil from the top, middle and bottom ability levels in Irish. Only that inspector
will know which pupils are being monitored.

We will depend on your knowledge of the pupils' abilities in Irish to divide
them into three groups of approximately equal size -
I. a "higher ability in Irish" group,
2. a "middle ability in Irish" group and
3. a "lower ability in Irish" group.

In the ability column, therefore, please write a ' I' (one) beside the name of each
pupil who you consider to be in the highest ability group in Irish, '2' opposite each
pupil you consider to be in the middle ability in Irish group and '3' beside the name
of each pupil in the lower ability Irish group. Once you have rated each pupil as
belonging to the top, middle or bottom category as regards ability in Irish, the
inpector will then be able to randomly select one pupil from each ability level.
(Pupil Ability In Irish is the only item of information from the TEACHER'S
RANKING which the inspector will use in selecting pupils)

Column Pupil Interest In Irish: The pupil's interest in Irish is to be rated on
a 5 point scale: l = very high; 2 = high; 3 = fair; 4 = low; 5 = very low.
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Column Pupil Difficulty With Various Subjects: Your assessment of whether
the pupil experiences difficulty in school with a number of aspects of Irish, English
and Maths. The information sought is :
d = difficulty experienced with this subject;
nd = no difficulty experienced with this subject.
Either or `nd.' should be written under each of the seven subject headings for
each pupil.

Column Occupation Of Pupil's Parents/Guardians:
This information is needed in order to be able determine the pupils socio-economic
background. Socioeconomic status is a very important variable in this kind of
educational linguistic research. Needless to say, the information on socioeconomic
background will be treated as strictly confidential and this document will be
destroyed as soon as it is coded in numerical terms. Two items of information are
sought on the main earner only, whether it is the father or mother, or the male or
female guardian.
(i) Full Title of the parent or guardian's occupation (or former occupation if
retired, redundant or unemployed), whichever parent is the main earner. For
example, if the father is unemployed but the mother is employed, then she is the
main earner.
If the parent who was the main earner is now unemployed (i.e. receiving financial
assistance from the state), please indicate whether it is long term (more than 2
years) or short term (less than 2 years). If you are in doubt about how to classify a
particular occupation, simply give as much information as possible. Write any
explanatory notes you wish in the margin.
(ii) Type of Work Done: Although the title itself will often be self-explanatory (e.g.
bus conductor), more detail will sometimes be needed on the type of work done. For
example, if you list the job title as "Civil Servant", the type of work done might be
that of a clerical assistant, tax inspector or staff officer etc.

Here are some examples of the kind of information required:
Full Title: Civil Servant (Retired)
Type of Work Done: Administrative Officer, Department of Finance
Full Title: Small farmer/part time barman
Type of Work Done: 40 acres mixed farming/works in hotel at night
Full Title: Factory worker (longterm unemployed)
Type of Work Done: Machinist in clothing factory
Full Title: Fanner
Type of Work:120/150 acres mixed farming
Full Title: Nurse
Type of Work Done: Private Nursing Home for the elderly
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Aireamh an Mluiinteora ar na Da hal de Riir Cumais

Treoracha

Lion isteach an t-eolas, le do thoil, ag barr an leathanaigh mhOir i dtlis Mire.
Bain Usciid as leathanaigh breise más gá.

Cohn Ainm An Daha: Aimn iomlan gach dalta séii grad i do rangsa (faoi mar a
A scriobhfaidh sd/si 6 ar chlbdach na dtrialacha). Scriobh sios na hainnmeacha san ord

ma bhfuil siad ar an rolla - ag cur san aireamh daltai ata as láthair.

Cohin Cumas An Dalia Ar An nGaeilge: Mar chuid den bhreathmi ranga a dheanfar,
B beidh ar dhuine de na cigiri measiuM a dhdanamh ar thri dhalta ar leith sa rang. Toisc

gur lion an-bheag d seo, tá s6 an-tabhachtach go dtiocfai ar thrasghearradh, chomh
cruinn agus is feidir, de na leibhdil chumais Ghaeilge sa rang. Da bhri sin is d a
dh6anfaidh an cigire dalta amhain a roghnü `gan aird' as gach leibhdal cumais
Ghaeilge sa rang: barrleibhdal, meanleibhdal agus bunleibhdal. Ni bheidh a fhios ag
aon duine ach amhdin ag an gcigire airithe sin fdin cd hiad na daltai a bhfuil measbnii

dhdanamh orthu.
Beimid ag brath ar an eolas ata agatsa, mar mhffinteoir, ar chumas na ndaltai ar an

nGaeilge, chun iad a roinnt i dtri ghthpa a bheidh móran ar chomh-mh6idh lena
chdile:-
I. grapa 'ardchumas Gaeilge'
2. griipa `meanchumas Gaeilge'
3. grUpa lagchumas Gaeilge'

Mar sin beidh ortsa, le do thoil, an figiur 1' a scriobh sa cholim cumais i ndiaidh
gach dalta ata sa glirapa is airde cumas Gaeilge, dar leat; beidh ort an figiür '2' a
scriobh i ndiaidh ainm gach dalta ata sa ghriipa meanchumas Gaeilge, agus '3' i
ndiaidh ainm gach dalta sa ghrtipa lagchumas Gaeilge'.

Nuair a bheidh gach dalta airithe mar sin agatsa in ord de rdir cumais Ghaeilge,
beidh an cigire in ann dalta amhdin a roghnü `gan aird' as gach leibhdal cumais sa
rang. (Is d CUMAS AN DALTA AR AN nGAEILGE an t-aon mhir amhain eolais ar an
LIOSTA DALTAi a mbainfidh an cigire feidhm as agus daltai a roghnü aige).

Colün SPEIS AN DALTA SA GHAEILGE: Ni mór spdis gach dalta sa Ghaeilge a mheas
C ar scala 5 phointe 1 = an-ard; 2 = ard; 3 = cuibheasach; 4 = iseal;

5 = an-iseal.

Cohn DEACRACHT AN DALTA LE hABHAIR EAGSULA: Is 6 ata i gceist anseo do
D thuairim fdin faoi cd acu an mbionn no nach mbionn deacrachtai ar scoil ag an dalta

airithe le gndithe dagsilla den Ghaeilge no den Bhdarla, nO le Matamaitic i gcoitinne.
An tuairim nb an t-eolas ata a lorg againn anseo

d = bionn deacracht aige/aici leis an ngnd seo;
gd = ni bhionn deacracht aige/aici leis an ngnd seo;
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Ba cheart `d' no 'gd' a scriobh faoi gach teideal de na seacht ngnetheideal i gcas gach
dalta ar leith.

Cohan SLi BHEATHA THUISMITHEOIR/CHAOMHN(HR AN DALTA: Is ga an
t-eolas seo chun calra socheacnamaiochta an dalta a chinntia.
Ni ga a rd go gcoimeadfar an t-eolas seo go h-iomlan faoi ran agus scriosfar an

doicimdad seo chomh luath is a bheidh sd cadaithe in uimhreacha againn.
Iarrtar an chead da mhir eile eolais i leith an phriomhshaothraf amháin, is cuma cé acu
an t-athair/mhathair, caomhnair fireann/baineann eh.
(i) Teideal iomlán na sli beatha (n6 hath-shli beatha ma ta sd/si ar pinsean, iomarcach
n6 gan obair), i gcds cibd duine atá mar phriomhshaothrai. Mar shampla, ma taan t-
athair difhostaithe agus an mháthair fostaithe, is i an mháthair an priomhshaothrai sa
chas sin.
An tuismitheoir a bhi trath ina,p(h)riomhshaothrai, ma ta seisi as obair anois (i.e. ag
fail cimamh airgid 6n stat), abair cd acu diomhaointeas fadteannach (nios m6 na dha
bhliain) n6 gearrthdarmach (nios la na dha bhliain) 6. Ma ta amhras ort faoin gcaoi
inar cheart slite beatha airithe a aicmia, tabhair oiread eolais agus is fdidir leat.
(ii) SAGHAS OIBRE A DHEAN(ANN/ADH)) SE/Si: Cd go mineoidh an teideal d fdin
go minic (e.g. fear ticdad bus), beidh eolas breise ag teastail i gcdsanna airithe ar an
saghas oibre a dhdantar, mar shampla, más 6 `Statseirbhiseach' an teideal b'fheidir
gurb d an saghas oibre a bheadh i gceist nd obair oifigigh chldireachais, no chigire
chanach, nO oifigigh foirne etc.

Seo roinnt samplai den saghas eolais ata ag teastail:
Teideal iomlán: Statseirbhiseach (Ar pinsean).
Saghas oibre a dhéan(ann/adh) se/si: Oifigeach Riarachain, An Roinn Airgeadais.
Teideal iomlán: Feirmeoir beag/fear tabhairne pdirtaimsireach.
Saghas oibre a dhean(ann/adh) se/sf: 40 acra feirmeoireacht mheasctha/ag obair i
dteach 6sta istoiche.
Teideal iomlán: Oibri monarchan (gan obair fhadtdarmach).
Saghas oibre a dhéan(ann/adh) se/si: Ag obair ar inneall i monarcha dadai.
Teideal iomlán: Feirmeoir.
Saghas oibre a dhéan(ann/adh) se/si: 120/150 acra feirmeoireacht mheasctha.
Teideal iomlán: Banaltra.
Saghas oibre a dhéan(ann/adh) se/si: Ag obair i dTeach Priobhaideach Banaltrais.
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Appendix 2.3

Observers' Global Rating of Lesson: Item used in Chapter 9

Completed jointly by Observer 1 and Observer 2 for each lesson.

23. What percentage of the pupils appeared to adopt an entirely passive role or to
actually resist involvement, in the lesson?

LI % of passive or resisting pupils.
Can you add any comments?

Results:

Percentage of classes

Percentage of pupils adopting Lesson 1 Lesson 2
passive role n = (20) (20)

0 - 10% 70.0 85.0

11 - 20% 20.0 10.0

21% - 30% 5.0 0.0

31% or more 5.0 5.0

100% 100%



Appendix 2.4

Teacher Questionnaire: Selected items

Q17. Cén modh teagaisc a 6sAideann tü agus bit ag muineadh Gaeilge 6 bhéal/combri
Gaeilge ag léibhéal Rang VI? (Cuir tic i mbosca amhain).

a) Modh Closainhairc amhain Faoin Tuath'/'Sean Neidi'). 0
b) Modh ABC. 0

Meascan: Modh Closamhairc agus Modh ABC

d) Do mhodh féin. 0

Más é do mhodh féin ata i gceist tabhair breis eolais anseo
le do thoil:

Q. 32. Ag cur san aireamh a bhfuil d'eolas tugtha agat thuas, lkirigh anseo an meld
iomlin ama in aghaidh na seachtaine a thugtar do mh6ineadh dbhar eile (seachas an
Ghaeilge) tri Ghaeilge i do rangsa? (Cuir tic i mbosca amhain).

(i) Ni thugtar aon am 0
(ii) Tugtar nios lü na uair a chloig

(iii) Tugtar idir uair agus 2 uair a chloig.

(iv) Tugtar idir 2 agus 3 huaire a chloig 0
(v) Tugtar idir 3 agus 4 huaire a chloig. 0
(vi) Tugtar idir 4 agus 5 huaire a chloig. 0
(vii) Tugtar nios m6 na 5 huaire a chloig.

0 94
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AN tSLi INA nDEACHAIGH AN BREATHNt RANGA LE DEANAi I gCION ORT

Q69. Ce chomh tipicitlil is a bhi an di cheacht a mlulin hi i an di bhreathnadOir
sheachtracha (i.e. maidir le do chur chun teagaisc, leis na hibhair a fisaideach, le stil
na hidirghniomhaiochta leis na daltai etc.)? Cuir tic i mbosca amhain.

(i) An da cheacht a breathnaiodh bhi siad tipichfil ar fad 0 1

(ii) An dd cheacht a breathnaiodh ni raibh siad tipiciiuil ar chor ar bith 0 2
Cuir sios aon leirhi no aon mhiniti is mian leat:

Q70. Ce chomh fada is a mhothaigh tO gur chuir na breathnadOiri as duit fein agus do do
ghnith-theagaisc? (Cuir tic i mbosca amhain).

(i) Chuir na breathnadóiri as go mOr dom 0 1

(ii) Chuir na breathnadóiri as dom cuid mhaith 0 2

(iii) Is beag ma bhi aon tionchar ag na breathnadóiri 0 3

ar mo chuid teagaisc ar chor ar bith.



Appendix 2.5

Teachers' reactions to the observation work

Written responses to part 2 of Q69. on the Teacher Questionnaire

School
Class.
No*

Comment

1 Bhi nios m6 suim ag na daltai sa rang Ghaeilge nuair a bhi na cigiri i§tigh, go
hdirithe ar an chead la. Bhi siad ag deanamh iarracht ag an Ghaeilge ar an la
sin - ni raibh siad ina gcodladh! Bhi mise "an deas" freisin - nil se sin tipiciail!
Ach rinne me ceacht tipiciffil.

2 Ni d6igh liom go raibh na pdisti chomh réidh chun cainte is a bhionn siad de
ghnath - eagla orthu faoi na teipthaifeaddin i mo thuairim.

4 It wasn't typical from the point of view that the children paid more attention
than normal. The first day they were very tired as we had a concert the previous
night. Some of the kids who usually act up paid more attention than they've ever
shown. In other ways they were inhibited by the presence of others and were
very quiet during the first class but more co-operative during the second.

8 Bhi an dd cheacht bunaithe ar thimpeallacht na ndaltai. Thaispeain me mo
mhodhanna mainte sa Ghaeilge agus bhi suim an-mh6r ag na daltai sa sceim.
Bhi me cathail i dtosach ach i gceann tamaill nior thug me aon aird ar na
breathnadóiri. Thug na breathnad6iri an mhisneach dom agus bhi me an
uaibhreach as na daltai.

9 Chuaigh mo threimhse sa Fhrainc agus an cursa Ardteastas san Oideachais go
mór i gcion orm. Tdim an-tugtha leis an modh chumarsaideach le cluichi cainte
le hobair i ngrapai anois. Bainim 6said as Gaeilge don chuid is m6 sa Rang. TA
form orm deis a thabhairt do na paisti comhrd a dheanamh. Foghlaimionn duine
teanga chun cumarsaid a dheanamh.
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School
Class No.

Comment

10 Chuir na breathnad6iri agus na teipthaifeadain as do na daltai.

12 Bhi an dd cheacht tipiciiiil go leor ach amhdin nach ndearna me an phiosa
scealaiochta a cumadh do na daltai. Rinne me dearmad glan orthu (na
breathnadóiri) tar eis capla n6imead ach dearfainn gur ullmhaigh me an da
cheacht beagdinin nios fearr na mar is gnath.

13 Ta rang IV go rang VI agamsa agus de gnath ni chaithim an mad ama sin le
Rang VI. Bheadh nios me le deanamh ag na ranganna eile de ghnath.

14 Normally I would have spent an awful lot more time at each individual area - say
Grammar. I tried to squeeze everything in the 11/2 hrs. approx to give a general
impression of what I do or attempt to do.

15 Leanas leis na ceachtanna direach mar a dheinim gach la. An dan a mhaineas
bhi sé ddanta cheana ag Rang a VI nuair a bhiodar i Rang V ach nua do Rang a
V.

20 Bhi na ceachtanna tipiciüil go leor maidir le mo chur chun teagaisc agus leis na
.habhair a fisaideadh ach bhios an-neirbhiseach toisc easpa taithi agam ar bheith
ag maineadh es comhair cuairteoiri. Dearfainn go raibh na taifeaddin ag cur
isteach ar na paisti an chead la agus ni raibh siad r6-bhriomhar ach oiread tar eis
deireadh seachtaine fada.

* These ranks are the same ones used throughout the report to represent the Twenty Classes see Chapter 2).



Appendix 3.1

Pupil Questionnaire: Instructions for administration

The Pupil Questionnaire is largely based on an adaptation of the widely used Attitude /Motivation
Test Battery which was originally validated and standardised on samples of anglophone Canadian
students in grades 7 to 11. The one-third or so of the questionnaire items at the end, however, are
new.

No time limit is set for administration of the Pupil Questionnaire. Unlike the original form of
the test, the items here are read aloud by the examiner. Consequently, pupils are answering each
item more or less simultaneously, so that the overall pace will be decided by the slowest pupils.

The activities of the examiner should be as unobtrusive as possible. Moving from one pupil
to another or looking at a pupil's answers should be kept to a minimum - except to ensure that the
correct question is being answered. Disruptive behaviour on the part of pupils, such as talking or
making unnecessary noise, should be discouraged. Any extraneous noise or disruption could
influence pupils' answers.

Should questions be asked about the meaning of a particular item, it is important that the
exmainer's answers remain within the meaning and, as far as possible, within the vocabulary of
the printed item. If it is necesary to explain a particular item, it is best to stay as close to the
original item as possible. Of course, care should be taken not to influence the student to respond
in any particular way.

When reading the items aloud to the pupils, the examiner should use a normal speaking rate
and tone. Proceed to the next item briskly once the last pupil has marked his or her answer. In
the case of the first one or two practice items, the examiner should say both the item statement
and the answer options aloud. For the remainder of the items, however, only the statement is said
aloud. The assumption is that even very poor readers will know the left to right order of the
answer options by then.

TO BE READ ALOUD BY THE EXAMINER TO THE PUPILS
(Words to be spoken by the examiner are emphasised.)

"You are being asked to answer this questionnaire so that we can find out more about how
children learn Irish and what they think and feel about it. Your answers will only be seen by the
people who are doing the research. No one in the school or anywhere else is allowed to see your
answers. Although we ask for your name on the cover of the Questionnaire, this is only because
we must be able to keep your questionnaire together with other questionnaires which you will be
asked to answer in a few days.

We want to find out what you really think and feel, so we are depending on you. If you really
do not want to answer any particular question on this questionnaire, however, you do not have to
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384 Teaching and learning Irish in primary school

- but we hope you will not leave any questions out. Please raise your hand i f you are not sure
what to do.

First, please write your name, class and school on the cover.
Now open your booklet and look at the three practice questions."
[Hold up a copy of the pupil's booklet to show practice items]

"Now, I am going to read each question out loud while you read it in your questionnaire.
Some people will agree and others will disagree with the statements. There are no right and
wrong answers since many people have different opinions.

Look at the first one."

The examiner should now write out the first practice sentence and the five answer options on
the blackboard, setting them out as they are in the pupil's booklet.

Cork footballers are better than Dublin footballers.
1 2 3 4 5

Strongly Slightly Neutral Slightly Strongly
Disagree Disagree Agree Agree

Say the item statement once you have written it down. Then say each of the options aloud
once or twice, proceeding each time from left to right and pointing to each option as you say it.
This is to ensure, as far as possible, that poor readers will be able to identify the answer options
simply from the left to right order, since the options will not be spoken aloud by the examiner on
the test items proper.

Explain the word 'neutral' by saying that it means "when you are in between when you don't
agree or disagree" (or some broadly similar form of words).

Then, when you have the attention of the class, repeat the statement for the first practice item:
"Cork footballers are better than Dublin footballers". Now, what do you think about that?

Do you agree or disagree? If you feel certain that Cork footballers really are better than Dublin
footballers, then draw a circle around "strongly agree", just below the sentence.

[Demonstrate drawing a circle around the relevant words on the blackboard, then erase the
circle again]

Strongly Slightly Neutral Slightly Strongly
Disagree Disagree Agree Agree

"If you agree, but only just a little bit, then draw a circle around 'slightly agree'. If you
don't think that Cork footballers are better than Dublin footballers, then draw a circle around
either 'strongly disagree or 'slightly disagree', whichever best describes how you feel. If you
have no opinion or are not sure whether you agree or disagree, draw a circle around 'neutral'.
Remember we want you to give your opinion."

[Pause]
"You must only draw a circle around one of the choices. Some people would circle 'strongly

disagree, others would circle 'strongly agree', and still others would circle 'slightly agree' or
'slightly disagree'. If you are not really sure whether you agree or disagree draw a circle around
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'neutral'. There is no right or wrong answer on this questionnaire. All that is important is say
what your feeling is."

[Check that each pupil has given only one answer. If the class gives a choral response,
explain that for the other items they must work quietly on their own. Leave the five options
written on the blackboard during the test. Please make sure that circles drawn around individual
options have been erased.]

"Now look at the next statement. I will read it out loud. Then draw a circle around which
words say how you feel - Do you 'strongly disagree ' or do you 'slightly disagree '? Are you
'neutral'? Do you 'slightly agree ' or do you 'strongly agree '?

'Summer holidays from school are too long'.
Do you agree or disagree?
Now draw a circle around which words say how you feel about the statement - "Summer

holidays from school are too long".
[Don't say the specific answer options aloud again - unless you feel it is necessary. You could

perhaps point towards the answer options on the blackboard.]
"Don't waste too much time thinking about it. Draw a circle around your answer as soon as

you can. On the other hand, please do not be careless as it is important that we find out your
true feelings.

Now, the next statment:
'Glenroe is a good programme

Mark your answer by drawing a circle around the words which say how you feel.
[Pause]
Now, before we begin I want to see ifyou know what a foreign language is."
[Ask a few questions to establish that pupils understand what a foreign language is.]
"Right, turn to page 2 and I will read out the statements. Each time, circle the answer which

tells how you feel about the statement. Don't wait for me to tell you to mark your answer. Just
do it yourself when I read the statement out loud Are you ready?"

First read the item identification number on the left of each statement. Then read the
statement after a moment's pause. In general, do not repeat the statement aloud. If an
interruption (or a general lapse of attention) occurs while you are speaking, or while the pupils are
recording their responses, the item number and statment should be repeated in full. Emphasise
the number of the item being repeated and check that pupils who have already marked down an
answer do not record the same answer again to the next item by mistake.

Item options, as mentioned above, are not spoken aloud. The last three items (78, 79 and 80)
are "write in" questions. Give as much time as necessary for pupils to write in any comments they
have. Encourage pupils, if necessaly, to respond to these items, explaining that we want their
opinions and suggestions.

Since the items on the test were originally intended to be read silently by the pupil, some of
them may be rather difficult to read aloud fluently. It would be desirable, therefore, to read
quickly through the booklet yourself beforehand to become familiar with the phrasing of the
items.

If possible, go right through all the items without a break. If you feel that pupils are
becoming restless, however, it may be desirable to give a short break while pupils remain in their
seats. Care should be taken that pupils begin with the correct item after the break.
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386 Teaching and learning Irish in primary school

When booklets are being collected, check that each has a name, age and class written on the
front cover.
(Note: If you have any observations to make on individual items or on pupils' reactions to them, we
would be very interested to hear them.)
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PRACTICE QUESTIONS

Cork footballers are better than Dublin footballers.

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly Slightly Neutral Slightly Strongly
Disagree Disagree Agree Agree

Summer holidays from school are too long.

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly Slightly Neutral Slightly Strongly
Disagree Disagree Agree Agree

"Glenroe" is a good programme.

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly Slightly Neutral Slightly Strongly
Disagree Disagree Agree Agree

4 (: 3



Appendix 3.2

Pupil Questionnaire: Item-response data*

Percentage of pupils choosing response options on each item
Item Strongly Slightly Neutral Slightly Strongly
No. Disagree Disagree Agree Agree

Irish Attitude/Motivation Scales

Integrativeness scales

(1) Attitude to Irish speakers (10 items)

2. Most people who speak Irish are friendly and easy to get along with.
5.9 15.5 35.1 28.4 14.7

6. The more I get to know people who speak Irish, the more I want to learn it.
11.6 18.0 18.0 32.0 20.0

12. The Irish language is an important part of Ireland and the Irish people.
2.4 3.3 6.1 24.7 63.1

17. Some of the best people in Ireland are Irish speakers.
14.9 16.5 23.5 26.7 18.0

23. If Ireland lost the Irish language and the Irish way of life, it would really be a great loss.
2.4 4.7 4.3 17.1 71.0

40. People in our country who only speak English should try harder to learn the Irish
language.

8.6 12.0 11.8 29.2 38.2

42. People who speak Irish help to make the Irish way of life special and different from other
countries.

3.9 8.6 13.3 32.9 41.0

(N pupils = 490). Items here are grouped according to the relevant scales. Item numbers indicate the
order in which the items appeared on the Pupil Questionnaire.
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ilereentageofpupilsrehooSing-resi;Onie opiion-s on-each iteni
Rem Strongly Slightly.. Neutral 'Slightly Strongly
No._ Disagree Disagree Agree Agree.

47. People who speak Irish help to keep alive an old and beautiful part of the Irish way of life.
1.8 5.3 7.1 26.1 59.0

49. I would like to know more people who speak Irish.
12.0 22.2 23.3 23.1 19.0

52. People who speak Irish are friendly, nice and interesting.
6.3 15.1 35.1 27.6 15.3

(2) Integrative orientation to Irish (4 items)

15. Learning Irish is important for me because it will allow me to meet and talk to different
kinds of people.

8.8 15.7 13.7 36.3 25.1

27. It is important for me to learn Irish because it will make it easier for me to take part in
things like Slógadh, feiseanna and Irish music.

12.9 14.5 17.8 32.4 22.0

36. Learning Irish is important because it will make me feel more at home with people who
speak Irish.

7.8 12.7 12.9 35.9 30.4

37. It is important to learn Irish because it will help me to read Irish books and to understand
Irish songs, stories and television programmes.

5.1 9.0 9.2 34.9 41.2

(3) Interest in second/foreign languages (10 items)

3. If I were visiting a foreign countly I would like to be able to speak the language of that
country.

1.8 1.0 3.3 15.7 77.8

5. Even though countries which speak other languages are not right beside Ireland, it is still
important to learn foreign languages.

2.4 4.3 4.7 27.3 60.8

11. I wish I could speak another language, besides English, really well.
1.6 1.0 2.2 12.4 82.2
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Percentage of pniiils choosing response options on each item
Item Strongly Slightly Neutral Slightly Strongly
No. Disagree Disagree Agree Agree

14. I would like to be able to read books written in another language, besides English.
3.9 3.9 5.3 28.2 58.4

18. I often wish I could read newspapers and magazines in another language besides English.
4.9 7.3 9.0 30.4 48.0

21. Learning another language, besides English, can be very enjoyable.
2.9 8.0 14.7 32.9 41.2

31. I would really like to learn a lot of foreign languages.
1.4 10.0 6.7 28.0 53.5

43. If I went to another country for a while I would tity hard to learn the language of that
countly - even if I could get by using English.

3.7 6.3 11.0 35.3 43.1

50. I would like to learn a foreign language in school even if I didn't have to do it .

4.7 6.3 8.8 31.4 48.4

53. I like meeting and listening to people who speak other languages besides English.
3.5 9.0 12.9 32.2 42.0

Motivation scales

(4) Desire to learn Irish (7 items)

54. If there were Irish-speaking families living near me, I would like to speak Irish to them.
7.3 12.4 12.9 38.6 28.4

60. Compared to subjects like Maths and English reading, I don't like Irish very much.
15.7 22.7 9.8 26.7 24.9

61. During the Irish lesson, I wish that only Irish was spoken.
32.2 28.6 11.2 16.3 11.0

62. If there was a chance to speak Irish outside school, I would like to try speaking it.
24.7 21.6 12.0 26.7 14.7

70. I would like to visit the Gaeltacht.
19.0 12.7 13.1 23.9 31.2
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Percentage of pupils Choosing re-sponse options On each ite-M
Item Strongli' Slightly Neutral Slightly Strongly
No.. Disagree Disagree Agree Agree

71. I would not like to go to a Summer course in Irish.
23.3 24.7 8.0 15.7 28.0

72. I would like to spend less time learning Irish at school.
19.8 27.6 14.3 19.6 18.2

(5) Motivational intensity to learn Irish (5 items)

56. To be honest, I don't really try very hard to learn Irish at school.
25.9 30.4 8.4 22.2

58. During the Irish lesson I put up my hand to answer very often.
8.0 27.6 11.4 31.8

12.4

20.8

59. I often think about what I have learned in my Irish lesson when the day is over.
22.4 23.7 11.4 31.0 11.2

63. I don't go to too much trouble with my Irish homework.
21.8 30.8 12.0 25.7 8.8

68. I try to understand Irish programmes on television.
23.1 16.9 12.4

(6) Attitude to learning Irish (10 items)

7. Learning Irish is a waste of time.
47.6 23.7

33.3 14.1

9.8 11.6 6.9

13. When I leave school, I will give up learning Irish completely because I am not interested
in it.

28.0 25.5 21.2 12.4 12.2

20. I really enjoy learning Irish.
19.2 21.8 11.0 28.2 19.4

25. I love learning Irish.
22.4 23.5 11.6 24.9 17.1

30. Irish is an important school subject.
6.3 11.8 9.8 29.4 42.2
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Percentage of pupils choosing response options on each item
Item Strongly Slightly Neutral Slightly Strongly
No. Disagree Disagree Agree Agree

35. Learning Irish is really great.
21.4 25.1 11.0 27.6 14.5

39. I hate Irish.
34.1 23.5 7.8 17.3 16.9

44. The time I spend learning Irish, I would rather spend on other subjects.
14.9 26.3 13.1 23.3 21.8

46. I think that learning Irish is boring.
23.9 24.9 10.2 23.3 17.3

51. I want to learn as much Irish as possible.
14.7 23.1 12.4 26.9 22.7

Other scales

(7) Instrumental orientation to Irish (4 items)

4. Learning Irish is important for me only because I'll need it for my job or career when I am
older.

24.1 23.5 9.2 21.0 21.8

10. Learning Irish in school is important for me because people will have more respect for me
if I speak Irish.

24.9 24.7 18.0 23.5 8.6

24. I think it is important for me to learn Irish because it may be useful to me someday in
getting a good job.

6.7 7.1 10.0 33.3 42.4

34. Learning Irish is important because it will make me a more knowledgeable person.
12.9 17.8 18.6 32.2 18.2

(8) Irish-lesson anxiety (5 items)

9. It embarrasses me to put up my hand and say something aloud during the Irish lesson.
43.3 20.2 10.0 16.1 10.0

22. I don't feel sure of myself when I am speaking out loud in Irish during the Irish lesson.
14.3 22.2 11.8 33.5 17.6
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Percentage of pupils choosing response options on each item
Item Strongly Slightly Neutral Slightly Strongly
No: Disagree . Disagree Agree Agree

28. I get nervous and mixed up when I am speaking in my Irish class.
18.2 19.0 7.8 34.3 20.0

32. I always feel that the rest of the pupils in my class are better at speaking Irish than I am.
12.2 21.4 11.4 31.2 23.1

45. I am afraid that the other pupils in the class will laugh at me when I speak Irish.
36.9 21.4 8.8 19.4 12.9

(9) Parental encouragement (10 items)

1. My parents try to help me with my Irish.
11.6 11.0 14.7 34.5 27.6

8. My parents feel that because we live in Ireland, I should learn Irish.
11.4 15.7 23.1 24.3 24.9

16. My parents feel that it is important that I work hard at my Irish until I finish school.
3.9 7.1 12.9 26.9 48.6

19. My parents encourage me to ask my teacher for help if I am having problems with my
Irish.

5.5 4.3 11.0. 22.4 56.3

26. My parents often tell me how important Irish will be for me when I leave school.
11.6 18.8 13.7 30.4 25.1

29. My parents think I should spend more of my time on my Irish lessons.
13.1 20.4 25.9 26.9

33. My parents really encourage me to work hard at my Irish.

13.1

9.4 16.9 16.1 32.9 24.1

38. My parents are usually very interested in anything to do with my Irish schoolwork.
12.9 22.4 15.3 31.2 17.3

41. My parents encourage me to practice my Irish as much as possible.
12.2 22.2 17.6 29.2 18.2

48. My parents feel that I should really try to learn Irish.
8.6 12.0 20.0 30.6 28.4
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Percentage of pupils choosing response options on each item
Item Strongly Slightly Neutral Slightly Strongly
No. Disagree Disagree Agree Agree

Non-AMTB based scales

(10) Irish-ability self-concept (6 items)

66. I am better than most pupils in my class at speaking Irish.
22.0 25.5 21.6 22.7 8.0

67. By the time I finish school, I will be able to speak Irish quite well.
7.3 11.6 15.9 35.7 29.2

73. I understand most of what the teacher says in Irish at school.
9.0 12.0 7.6 40.4 30.6

75. I am better than most pupils in my class at Irish writing.
13.5 18.2 30.0 28.2 9.8

76. I am better than most pupils in my class at Irish reading.
10.8 21.8 23.5 32.0 11.4

77. I am better at speaking Irish than I am at doing Maths.
38.6 22.0 11.2 12.7 15.1

(11) Use of Irish at home (3 items)

55. My mother sometimes speaks Irish at home.
58.8 11.2 7.1 15.9 6.3

64. My father sometimes speaks Irish at home.
50.2 14.3 9.2 15.3 9.0

74. No one at home ever speaks Irish.
21.4 29.4 6.1 12.4 30.0

Miscellaneous items (3 items)

57. I am better than most pupils in my class at Maths.
22.7 20.4 19.6
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Percentage of pupils choosing response options on each item
Item Strongly Slightly Neutral Slightly Strongly
No. Disagree Disagree Agree Agree

69. I am better than most pupils in my class at English reading.
5.9 13.9 22.4 37.3

65. My parents are proud of how much Irish I have learned at school.
8.6 8.0 25.5 32.7
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Appendix 4

Pupils' comments

Sample responses to write-in items at the end of the Pupil Questionnaire

Conventions used in transcription.
Punctuation and spelling errors corrected.
Irish words/phrases are printed in italics.
Direct translations of words/phrases are enclosed in round brackets ( ) and included
immediately after the word/phrase to which they apply.
Additional background information is enclosed in square brackets [ ].
Teachers' names (when used by pupil) have been deleted and replaced with <teacher's
name>. z

Item 78 "What I don't like in the Irish lesson."

A Nuacluirsai-related activities/materials (n=14)
1. I don't really like the Comhra [in this context 'Comha = Nuacharsai] .

2. I don't like the projector because I see no point in rattling off sentences.
3. I don't like the Comhrk and changing the sentences into the aimsiri (tenses).
4. The Comhra can be very boring and old fashioned. The books seem to tell us about boys

and never really girls and some stories are not very interesting.
5. I do not like the Teilgeoir (Projector) that much and it is too long sometimes.
6. I don't like the Teilgeoir because the pictures are no good, and the stoiyline is always the

same old "Mammy! I'm off faoin tuath because ta an ghrian ag taitneamh" (Mammy! I'm
off 'to the country' because 'the sun is shining').

7. I don't like the Comhra which we have to repeat from the teacher.
8. I do not like the Film strip [Projector].
9. I do not like BuntUs [another name for the NuachUrsai] or standing up.
10. Doing Irish on the screen and doing the tenses.
11. I don't like going to the Comhrth. And I don't like spending that much time doing Irish in

the morning. And most people shout so you can't concentrate.
12. Comhro is not a nice lesson.
13. Is when the teacher is asking lots of questions and doing the Projector.
14. I don't like doing the questions and answers and Projector.
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B Difficulty in understanding generally (n=8)
1. Teacher goes too fast. And asks the better people and doesn't give the weaker

ones a chance. And he lets off all the good people who speak Irish and get it wrong.

2. What I don't like in the Irish lesson is when the teacher is speaking Irish and I can't

understand what he is saying.
3. Not being told what basic words mean and just being made to repeat them.

4. I don't like when the teacher asks something and I don't understand it.

5. I don't like when I don't understand what people are saying. Or when I get a question I

don't understand.
6. Is when the teacher says something in Irish and she does not tell you what it is in English.

7. I don't like Irish at all because I don't understand it - even the teacher gets mad with me
sometime because I do not know it and we do it every day.

8. What I don't like about the Irish lesson is if you get homework and you don't understand
and no-one in your house has a clue about Irish - you're stuck.

C Grammar-related activities (n=8)
1. I don't like learning briathra (verbs) - it is boring and there are a lot of more interesting

things in Irish than running down Dinin me, Dinin hi, ('Iclosed', 'You closed') etc.

2. I don't like the Irish verbs and the briathra and the Chead, Dara, TriU, Ceathra agus
Cziigizi Diochlaonadh (first, second, third, fourth and fifth declensions).

3. In the Irish lesson I don't like learning the nouns, pronouns, picking out what is masculine

or feminine. The briathra (verbs), briathra neamhrialta (irregular verbs).

4. VERBS [pupil's emphasis] because I knew the English language before I learned my
English verbs so I don't think you should learn as much verbs as we do.

5. I don't like Comhrá or inné, gach id (yesterday, everyday) and amdrach (tomorrow )

words which you have to change to past and future.
6. I don't like the Irish - Today, Tomorrow, Yesterday because I get confused in them.

7. In Irish I don't like e.g. aige, leis, me, hi [pronouns]. I don't like the way people always

ask the teacher the English word for the Irish word.
8. I don't like Irish Grammar.

D Boring, old fashioned, repetitious course & materials (n=7)

1. In the Irish lesson I don't like when the reading is said over and over again.

2. It's a bit boring because sometimes it's just basic.
3. I don't like the way the books and the Comhrd are old fashioned and mostly about boys.

They are also very boring.
4. I don't like the way boys are always the popular people. I would like fashionable things

and real life - the brothers and sisters are friendly - as at home wefight we are not always

very friendly.
5. It is not very interesting. Nobody takes an interest in the lesson. We keep going over the

same thing.
6. I don't like it when we have to say the sentence over and over again - and I dislike

translation! And also it's quite boring.
7. I find them boring unuseful crap and it is no good to mebecause I have no intention of

staying here or learning the Irish so I'm not going to learn it.
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E Reading activities and specific readers (n=
1. I don't really like the reading because it takes too long to read one story.
2. I don't like the stories in the Fás [name of Irish reader] book.
3. I don't like Seal ag Leamh [name of Irish reader].
4. I don't like having to read words off the blackboard after the Irish reading.
5. I don't like reading because I am no good at it.
6. I don't like the reading because most of the story I don't understand and most meanings.
7. I don't like reading in the Irish lesson.

F Written exercises including essays, answers etc. (n=7)
1. I don't like writing questions and answers. And when my teacher has explained something

what's the point of writing it down?
2. Writing stories and writing Irish questions out of the Irish workbook Lean Den Obair

[name of workbook], spelling.
3. I don't like writing essays in Irish. I also don't like learning all the different rules.
4. I don't like writing compositions. I don't like Comhni I don't like explaining poems in

Irish. I don't like spelling tests.
5. Writing Irish and the teacher does not make it easier for me to understand.
6. I don't like writing in the Irish lesson.
7. I don't like doing Irish questions and writing out stories.

G Spelling exercises (n=5)
1. I don't like Irish spellings. Projector. Verbs.
2. I don't like Irish spelling but I am good at them.
3. What I don't like about the Irish lesson is getting Irish spellings.
4. I don't like Irish spellings or Irish essays.
5. Learning Irish spellings especially the ones with fada's (long vowel accent) on them.

H Irish-lesson anxiety, low self-esteem etc. (n=4)
1. In the reading I get mixed up and get given out to. I'm not so good at Irish.
2. Because I am no good at it and most other people that are good at it laugh at me and the

Irish spellings are too hard and essays are too hard.
3. I don't like when the teacher asks me questions because if I get it wrong I get embarrassed.
4. I don't like talking in Irish because I get all mixed up. I also don't know which word to

put in if I am stuck.

I Generally negative about Irish lesson (n=4)
1. That there is too much time spent at it. Any other language would be much more

enjoyable.
2. I don't like anything in Irish.
3. Why should you learn Irish? I will never need it. It is stupid. The way you spell 'A' is 'é'.

It is the worst subject ever made for school.
4. I think it is a waste of time and we should be learning other languages. The chances of us

speaking all Irish again are 100-1.
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J Generally positive about Irish lesson (n=2)
1. I like everything about the Irish Lesson. There is nothing that I do not like about it.
2. What I don't like in the Irish lesson is it is too short.

K Drama, poems, songs (n=2)
1. I don't like learning Irish poetry during the Irish lesson.
2. I do not like the songs in the Irish lesson.

'Other' comments (n=3) and minor categories (n=2) - Dislike teaching through Irish,
Dislike stories

1. When the teacher gets cross; when I get too much homework.
2. I don't like long words.
3. People who try to destroy the Irish lesson on purpose.
4. I don't like Geography in Irish.
5. I don't like Irish questions or some Irish stories.

End of sample comments for Q 78.

Item 79 - "What I do like in the Irish Lesson."

A Reading activities and specific readers (n=14)
1. What I do like is the Irish reading.
2. I like reading simple stories and learning Irish spellings. I like learning Irish poems when I

understand them.
3. Reading a story and answering the questions.
4. I like Irish reading because you get a chance to read on your own and everything is

explained.
5. Reading the Seal ag Leamh [name of reader].
6. I like reading my Irish book and I like answering questions in the book.
7. I like reading even though some of the time I don't understand it in English.
8. I like the reading because our teacher explains it all in English so that we understand it.
9. I like reading.
10. I like when we are doing our Irish reading and when I never make a mistake.
11. I like reading out loud in class.
12. Reading the stories because they are quite interesting.
13. I like the Irish Reading.
14. I like Irish reading competitions.

B Conversation, drama, games, songs, poems (n=13)
1. I like the plays in Irish - it gives me a chance to speak oral Irish. It is interesting and is

good for helping to improve your Irish.
2. I like speaking our news in Irish.
3. Doing plays, poems and Geography in Irish.
4. Playing games in Irish.
5. I like drama the way can you act out stories because it is fun and we learn while doing it.
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6. I like acting out Irish poems and learning them.
7. Irish reading. Having conversations, talking about the News.
8. I like Irish songs and I like our game. The teacher picks an Irish thing and we have to ask

her questions about it in Irish.
9. I like playing Bingo and having reading competitions.
10. Sometimes <teacher's name> asks people to tell him what they done over the weekend in

Irish.
11. I really like when teacher lets us talk about things in Irish like dogs, school, holidays etc.
12. I like normal everyday conversations in Irish and talking about the pictures.
13. I like reading in the lesson. Or having a conversation in Irish with the teacher.

C Written exercises including essays, answers etc. (n=8)
1. Irish writing.
2. I love doing Irish writing and doing essays because I like doing research and Irish writing

is brilliant.
3. I like writing essays in Irish and learning new words and phrases.
4. Writing and doing the questions in our books.
5. I like the Irish writing and the book called Tar Liom [name of course-book].
6. I like writing essays sometimes in Irish.
7. I like writing Irish stories or discussing pictures. I also like playing games that help you

with Irish.
8. I love writing stories because I can put it my own way; not following rules. I like talking (in

Irish) about what we see in the Comhra.

D Stories generally, picture stories, creative writing (n=
1. General Irish: stories.
2. I like making up Irish stories and answering questions about a picture.
3. I like to write short stories or short poems about things. I think the picture story in our

work book is a good idea. I like them best.
4. I like the good stories in the book.
5. I love writing stories.
6. I like reading and making up stories and things like that because it is exciting to read them.
7. I like drawing pictures and making up my own stories.

E Oral Irish practice, answering questions (n=5)
1. I like answering Irish questions out of the stories.
2. I like answering the questions. But I would like if we could speak to an Irish person. We

have never done this and it would be a change.
3. I like most of the oral Irish.
4. I like oral Irish because you don't have to do any writing when you are talking Irish.
5. I like answering questions. I like spellings and I like changing Irish into past tense.

F Nuachtirsai-related activities/materials (n=4)
1. I like doing the Irish Comhra and Irish story.
2. The Buntas is very enjoyable and the pictures explain it clearly. I like it.
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3. I like in the mornings when we do the projector and the pictures come on and we say a
sentence and answer a question on the picture.

4. I like it when we are doing the Irish filmstrip.

G Pupil likes nothing about Irish (n=4)
1. I like nothing in the Irish lesson because I think it's boring.
2. I don't like anything about Irish.
3. I like not a thing in Irish because it is hard.
4. There is nothing I really like about the Irish lesson.

H Being able to understand, explanations, translations etc. (n=4)
1. I like it because the teacher tells us what the question and answers means.
2. I like it sometimes when I can understand what people are saying to me.
3. When the teacher explains the Irish stories into English and explain words to us.
4. I like Irish when you know what you're talking about. And you don't get embarrassed in

front of your friends. It's great fun when you know it.

I Spelling exercises (n=4)
1. I like doing the spelling of the Irish lesson.
2. I like Irish spellings because it is really nice to do Irish spellings.
3. I like the way the teacher asks us questions or asks us spellings in Irish.
4. Spelling tests and Irish reading.

J Grammar-related activities (n=3)
1. I like the Diochlaonadh's (declensions) and the verbs and the Irish reading.
2. I like translating the Irish stories into English and changing the verbs into different tenses.
3. I like the dramas and song in the Irish lesson and learning the nouns and verbs because

they are interesting.

K Learning about our own language, culture, identity etc. (n=3)
1. It helps to keep alive the customs and makes it easier to learn Irish history.
2. I like the feeling that I am keeping up Irish heritage. I like knowing that I know a little

about our very own language.
3. I do like the thought of keeping our Irish culture and language especially with the abolition

of all borders in European countries in 1997.

'Other' categories (n=5) and minor categories (n=3) - Using a particular course-
book, Humour/funny stories, Pupil likes everything about Irish.

1. I like everything in the Irish lesson especially the irregular verbs. I usually prefer grammar
to essays but essays are also interesting.

2. Doing other subjects through Irish.
3. Learning the names of fish, animals, birds.
4. Is the Lean den Obair [name of work-book] because the questions are not too hard and the

Lionta [name of reader] because it has good stories.
5. When the teacher says it is all right to take out the Nua Litrili 2 [vocabulary book].
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6. When we learn new things about Irish and the Buail Liom [name of course-book] questions
and stories.

7. The bits of funny things that would happen in the stories.
8. I like everything in the Irish lesson.

End of sample comments for Q 79.

Item 80 - "How I would like to change the Irish lesson."

A Make it more modern, fun, realistic, non-sexist (n=8)
1. Make it more enjoyable - maybe by going on small tours in Irish and making the lesson

shorter.
2. The Comhrei is very old fashioned. They should bring it up to date and everything is about

boys, he done this, and he done that, and the women are always seen in the kitchen washing
the dishes or cooking.

3. If we did more fun work, like plays, chatting, and games, we would be more eager to work.
Make the Comhrd more exciting, more exciting stories. Not An DochtUir (The Doctor) but
Timpiste sa charr (A car accident).

4. I would like real life - sisters fighting and so on. When children look at happy sisters and
brothers getting along they think something is wrong with their family.

5. Make every story into a play. Go on Irish nature walks. The whole class go on an Irish
weekend.

6. More enjoyable film strips and more enjoyable text books and more enjoyable lessons.
7. Make it more interesting With some funny stories and help people enjoy themselves.
8. Make it more exciting by talking about everyday things like divorce or separation, death,

drugs and alcohol.

B Make it easier to understand - more explanations/translations (n=7)
1. I would like to have English with Irish, like when you read in Irish then explain what you

read in English.
2. To understand the words.
3. That the teacher can spend more time at Irish and spend more time helping people who

don't understand things.
4. I would like to make it easier for the people that think it is too hard and lose interest in it.
5. By putting English beside it.
6. I would change it by explaining Irish a bit more and not doing essays.
7. I would make the Irish books a bit easier to understand.

C More conversation, drama, games, poems, songs (n=7)
1. More drama and less verbs, briathra's (verbs) etc.
2. I think we should do more games through Irish and less projector and Irish reading.
3. More poems but a bit better.
4. I would like to have a lot more oral Irish. And some plays.
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5. I wouldn't change much about the Irish lesson - the way it is - but I'd add more
conversation about up to date Irish stories.

6. I would like to cut out the Buntas (Nuacharsai) and have more games and riddles.
7. I would like to change it by having to speak Irish right through the Irish lesson so that I can

understand more of the Irish words.

D Would not like any change (n=6)
1. Well I don't really want to change the Irish lesson because sometime it could be fun doing

it.
2. I wouldn't like to change anything.
3. I don't want anything to change.
4. I think that the Irish lesson is just right and I wouldn't change it in any way.
5. I would not like to change anything in Irish for I love it.
6. I wouldn't like to change the Irish lesson because I enjoy learning Irish and I think it would

be a shame to stop the teaching of it.

E Less emphasis on Irish, including Irish homework (n=5)
1. Irish should be only half an hour or 40 minutes long - not an hour.
2. I would not spend that much time at Irish.
3. I would like to get rid of Irish Homework.
4. I would like to do less Irish.
5. Give a little less Irish homework.

F New Materials (n=4)
1. Having a video to show the Irish.
2. I would like to change it by having more interesting books and do things that help you with

Irish, that are more enjoyable rather than hating Irish with boring things.
3. I would like to change the film strip and make it more up to date and put better stories in

the Lionta [name of reader].
4. I would like to change it with a new Comhrá and new interesting stories and fashion. The

girls in some stories are real frightened of everything and that the boys come to save the
day. [sic]

G Dispense with Nuacharsat filmstrips/projector (n=3)
1. I would like to change the Irish lesson by not using the projector.
2. By not using the projector.
3. I would like to get rid of the projector.

H Less/no use at all of the Nuachársat (n=2)
1. I wouldn't have Comhrd and I'd make everything more interesting.
2. Not so much Comhrd and more talking to each other.

I More time devoted to Irish and more teaching through Irish (n=2)
1. I would like to change the Irish lesson by spending more time at the lesson and only

speaking Irish and getting homework based on Irish only.
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2. I would like to have Irish spoken during Sos (short break) and lunch breaks as I believe that
you would be a more fluent Irish speaker.

J Stop teaching Irish altogether (n=2)
1. I would like to stop it altogether.
2. I wouldn't like to change it at all. I wish we never did it at all.

K More Irish reading (n=2)
I. Longer at reading, less speaking, a little less writing.
2. I would like more reading.

'Other' comments (n=6) and minor categories (n=6) Less grammar, Fewer/easier
spellings, Less/no reading, More grammar, Less/no writing, More writing.

1. I would like if there was more History in the Irish stories and less long words.
2. To learn more about the Irish language. To learn more about Ireland.
3. I would like to change the Irish lesson by doing more oral work - to get better at it and

stories too, and up date the Comhra - make it more interesting.
4. I wouldn't mind what way we learned it.
5. I would like to get a good Irish teacher to do the Irish lesson who knows a good bit of it.
6. The teacher should put people into groups and ask each other questions.
7. I would like to change the Irish lesson by doing less grammar and more reading.
8. I would like more Irish reading and less spelling.
9. To have no reading.
10. To have more verbs in the Irish lesson.
11. I would like to change it by having no writing just reading and playing '20 Questions'.
12. I'd change it by doing more writing and less learning.

End of sample comments for Q 80
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Appendix 5.1

Parents' Questionnaire: Note to inspector

1. Each pupil will be given a sealed envelope with an ID number in the top right hand corner to
be brought home to his/her parents. Each envelope contains:
(a) A copy of the Parents' Questionnaire which has the same ID on the cover as on the above

mentioned envelope.
(b) An explanatory letter for parents.
(c) A pre-addressed envelope for returning the completed questionnaire.

2. Since each returned Parents' Questionnaire will have only an ID number on the cover, we
need to know which ID number goes with which pupil for purposes of analysis. On the 'List
of ID's'1, therefore, please write in beside each ID number the name of the pupil who is to
receive the envelope with that ID. It is important that this 'List of ID's be returned to ITE
when compiled by the inspector, since this will allow us to link each Parents' Questionnaire
with a particular pupil.

Probably the most simple way to compile the list is to copy the relevant names from the roll
book onto the 'List of ID's' and then distribute the envelopes so that each pupil receives the
envelope with the correct ID.

The inspector, if possible, should be the one to distribute the envelope to the pupil. It might
also be a good idea to write either the child's first name or the parents' name on the envelope
you hand to each child (in case any of the children themselves inadvertently mix up their
envelopes later on). It should be emphasised to the children that they must give the actual
envelope they receive to their parents.

Finally, as an extra precaution, the teacher might be asked to write the pupil's initials (only)
on each envelope as it returns.

3. Although each envelope contains an English version of the Parents' Questionnaire at present,
copies of the Irish version are also being made available. If parents require the Irish version
they will note this on the returning envelope. In such cases, the relevant pupils ID from the
list should be copied onto an Irish version of the Questionnaire and, along with a pre-
addressed envelope, returned to the parents.

4. Each teacher and principal should first be given a copy of the Parents' Questionnaire and
covering letter and given time to examine them (perhaps while the inspector is filling in the
list of names). If possible, these blank copies should be collected later. Needless to say the
work should proceed only if the teacher and principal have no objection.

John Harris

The list of ID's, with lines alongside for writing in each pupil's name, followed on two additional separate
pages. These pages are not reproduced here.
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Append& 5.2

Parents' Questionnaire: Letter to parents

Leagan Gaeilge ar chul
SCEIM PHiOLOTACH I dTEAGASC NA GAEILGE

PILOT SCHEME ON TEACHING OF IRISH

Dear Parent/Guardian,

Over the last few weeks your child's class (6th class) has been involved in a study of the
teaching and learning of Irish. This study is being carried out in a number of schools by the
Department of Education in association with Institiind Teangeolaiochta Eireann (The Linguistics
Institute of Ireland). An important part of this work is to determine parents' views on the
teaching and learning of Irish. We would be grateful, therefore, if you would answer the
questions on the enclosed questionnaire. The completed questionnaire should be placed in the
enclosed envelope, and given to your child to return to the school by Friday, 23rd June.

YOUR OPINIONS ARE REQUIRED FOR GENERAL RESEARCH
PURPOSES ONLY AND WILL HAVE NO EFFECT, ONE WAY OR
ANOTHER, ON YOUR CHILD OR ON THE SCHOOL.
ONLY OUR RESEARCHERS WILL SEE YOUR REPLIES.
NO INDIVIDUAL PUPIL OR PARENT WILL BE IDENTIFIED IN
REPORTING THE RESULTS.
YOUR CHILD'S TEACHER KNOWS THAT YOUR OPINIONS ARE
BEING SOUGHT.

WE EARNESTLY ASK FOR YOUR COOPERATION SINCE THE SUCCESS OF
THE STUDY DEPENDS ON A HIGH RESPONSE RATE

rF YOU DO NOT WISH TO RESPOND TO THIS QUESTIONNAIRE JUST PLACE A
TICK ( / ) IN THE BOX AND RETURN THIS SHEET AND THE BLANK

QUESTIONNAIRE IN THE ENCLOSED ENVELOPE. I

(- IF YOU WOULD PREFER AN IRISH FORM OF THIS QUESTIONNAIRE PLEASE
RETURN THE MATERIALS AND WRITE 'LEAGAN GAEILGE AG TEASTAIL' ON

THE ENVELOPE. WE WILL SEND YOU AN IRISH VERSION PROMPTLY.

WE ARE INTERESTED ONLY IN YOUR OWN PERSONAL OPINIONS - THERE ARE
NO RIGHT OR WRONG ANSWERS.

THANK YOU GO RAIBH MiLE MAITH AGAT.
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English on reverse side
SCEIM PHiOLOTACH I dTEAGASC NA GAEILGE

A Thuismitheoir/Chaomhnóir, a Chara,

Bhi staiddar ar siül le roinnt seachtaini anuas sa rang a bhfuil do pháiste ann (Rang VI)
maidir le teagasc agus le foghlaim na Gaeilge. TA an staidear seo ar siál i roinnt scoileanna ag
an Roinn Oideachais i gcomhar le hInstitiüid Teangeolaiochta Eireann. Is cuid thábhachtach den
staidéar seo é dearcadh na dtuismitheoiri ar theagasc agus ar fhoghlaim na Gaeilge a fhail
amach. Bheimis buioch diot, mar sin, ach na ceisteanna as an gceistifichain ata leis seo a
fhreagairt, le do thoil. Ba cheart an ceistifichan cornhldnaithe a chur sa chlfidach iniata, é a
dhlmadh agus a thabhairt do do phaiste lena thabhairt ar ais ar scoil faoin Aoine, 236
Meitheamh.

IS LE hAGHAIDH TAIGHDE GHINEARALTA AMHAIN ATA DO
THUAIRIMi AG TEASTAIL AGUS Ni BHEIDH TIONCHAR ACU,
BEALACH AMHAIN NO BEALACH E1LE, AR DO PHAISTE NA AR AN
SCOIL.
NI FHEICFLDH AON DUINE ACH AN LUCHT TMGHDE DO CHUM
FREAGRA1.
Ni LUAFAR AINM DHALTA AR BITH NA AINM THUISMITHEORA AR
BITH IN AON TUAIRISC AR THORTHAI AN TAIGHDE SEO.
TA FHIOS AG AN MO-INTEOIR ATA AG DO PHAISTE GO BHFUIL DO
THUAIRIMI A LORG AGAINN.

IARRAIMID FAOI DHIOGRAIS ORT CABHRI:1 LINN MAR Ni EIREOIDH LEIS AN
STAIDEAR SEO MURA dTIOCFAIDH FREAGRAi 6 LION ARD

TUISMITHEOIRI/CAOMHNOIRi.

MURAR MIAN LEAT AN CEISTR'JCHAN SEO A LIONADH, AFACH,
CUM TIC( $1 ) SA BHOSCA ANSEO AGUS CUIR AN CEISTIUCHAN AGUS AN
LEATHANACH SEO ISTEACH SA CHLUDACH ATA LEIS AGUS CUIR
AN tIOMLAN AR AIS CHUIG AN SCOIL ARIS LE DO THOM.

MAS MAITH LEAT LEAGAN GADLGE DEN CHEISTIUCHAN SEO A FHAIL, Ni GA ACH
AN tABHAR GO LEIR A CHUR AR MS GO DTI AN SCOIL AGUS 'LEAGAN GAEILGE AG

TEASTAIL' A SCRIOBH AR AN gCLUDACH. CUIRFIMID LEAGAN GAEILGE DEN
CHEISTIOCHAIN CHUGAT LAITHREACH.

NiL SPEIS AGAINN ACH I DO THUAIRIMI PEARSANTA FEIN - NiL FREAGRAi
CEARTA NA MiCHEARTA AR NA CEISTEANNA.

GO RAIBH MILE MAITH AGAT
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Appendix 5.3

Parents' Questionnaire" : Item-response data

The following note to parents appeared on the inside of the front cover of the Parents' Questionnaire
(English version):

The Questionnaire should be completed by the parent (or guardian) who has the greater involvement in the
child 's school work i e. the parent who usualb/ buYs school books, supervises homework, attends meetings
in the school and so on. In the case where both parents are equally involved in the child's school work;
either parent may fill in the QUestionnaire. Most questions can be answered by placing a tick (1) in a box.
In those cases where a reply is to be written in, you may ansWer in either English or Irish. Where there is a
refirence below ta 'the school', this means the sChool your child is attending at present.

_

Please complete this questionnaire yourseg without consulting your chikt

Percentages of parents choosing various response options (N = 198)

BACKGROUND

1. What is your relationship to the child who brought home this questionnaire (e.g.
father, mother, guardian (aunt), etc.)?
(i) Mother 67.7%
(ii) Father 27.8%
(iii) Guardian 0.5%
(iv) No information 4.0%

2. What is the occupation of the main earner in the house? (If the main earner is now
unemployed, please give the last full-time job, followed by the word 'unemployed' in
brackets.)

see Chapter 2, Tables 2.7 and 2.11 for details on social class and unemployment.

Most questions in the Parents Questionnaire booklet were answered by ticking one of the boxes beside
the various answer options or, less commonly, by ticking 'as many boxes as necessary'. In the listing below
we have omitted both the answer boxes and the 'tick one box' instructions in order to make room for the
item data. Where relevant we have noted in italics instances in which the respondent could 'tick as many
boxes as necessary'.
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3. When were you born?
(i) Between 1920-1929
(ii) Between 1930-1939
(iii) Between 1940-1949
(iv) Between 1950-1959
(v) Since 1960

1.0%
10.6%
43.4%
44.9%

4. When you were growing up, what language(s) were spoken in your home?
(i) English only 90.4%
(ii) English and Irish, but mostly English 9.1%
(iii) English and Irish, half and half
(iv) English and Irish, but mostly Irish
(v) Irish only

No response 0.5%

5. What is your general attitude to Irish now?
(i) Strongly in favour 16.7%
(ii) Somewhat in favour 47.5%
(iii) No particular feelings 22.7%
(iv) Somewhat against it 9.1%
(v) Strongly against it 2.5%

No response 1.5%

6. How would you describe your ability to speak Irish?
(i) No Irish 9.1%
(ii) Only the odd word 20.7%
(iii) A few simple sentences 41.4%
(iv) Parts of conversations 22.2%
(v) Most conversations 4.0%
(vi) Native speaker ability 1.0%

No response 1.5%

7. How often, if ever, is Irish spoken by anyone in your home at present?
(i) Very often 0.5%
(ii) Often 2.5%
(iii) Occasionally 19.2%
(iv) Seldom 34.3%
(v) Never 41.9%

No response 1.5%
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YOUR CHILD AND IRISH

8. How do you feel about your child being taught Irish in primary school?
(i) Strongly in favour
(ii) Somewhat in favour
(iii) No particular feelings
(iv) Somewhat against it
(v) Strongly against it

No response

29.3%
46.0%
13.6%
7.1%
2.0%
2.0%

9. How important do you think Irish is as far as your child's future job is concerned?
(i) Very important 11.6%
(ii) Important 22.2%
(iii) Of little importance 50.0%
(iv) Not important at all 15.7%

No response 0.5%

10. How does your child generally feel about learning Irish in school?
(i) My child likes learning Irish 42.9%
(ii) My child has no particular feelings about learning Irish 32.3%
(iii) My child dislikes learning Irish 21.7%

No response 3.0%

If your child dislikes learning Irish, can you give any additional information?

Summary of main volunteered reasons
Finds Irish difficult to learn
Thinks it is unnecessary/irrelevant
Child finds it boring

6.0%
5.5%
2.5%

11. How often would you praise your child's school achievements in the following
subjects?

I praise my child's ...

(Tick one box in each row)
Often Occasion Hardly

-ally ever
No
response

(a) English reading 64.6% 29.3% 5.1% 1.0%
(b) Mathematics 68.7% 26.8% 3.0% 1.5%
(c) English writing 61.1% 32.8% 2.5% 3.5%
(d) Project work 59.1% 28.8% 6.6% 5.6%
(e) Irish reading 41.4% 32.8% 20.2% 5.6%
(f) Oral/spoken Irish 33.8% 28.8% 30.3% 7.1%
(g) Irish writing 41.9% 31.8% 20.2% 6.1%
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12. What general attitude towards learning Irish in school do you try to
encourage in your child?
(i) I let my child know that Irish is very important
(ii) I leave it up to my child to develop his/her own attitude to Irish
(iii) I discourage my child from taking Irish seriously

No response

THE SCHOOL AND IRISH

13. How much contact do you have with the school your child is attending?
(i) No contact at all
(ii) Practically no contact
(iii) Occasional contact
(iv) A lot of contact

29.3%
69.2%

1.0%
0.5%

5.1%
67.7%
27.3%

14. Are you satisfied with the amount of contact you have with the school?
(i) I'm happy with the level of contact I havewith the school. 85.4%
(ii) I would like more contact with the school. 14.6%
(iii) I would like less contact with the school.

15. How much time do you think your child spends learning Irish in school each day?
(Please write in the number of minutes.)

minutes each day approximately

Summary of responses
(i) 1-40 minutes each day, approximately
(ii) 40-60
(iii) 60-100
(iv) 100+

No response

24.7%
56.1%
10.1%
2.0%
7.1%

16. Are you satisfied with the amount of time spent on Irish in your child's school?
(i) The amount of time spent on Irish is just right
(ii) Less time should be spent on Irish
(iii) More time should be spent on Irish

No response

73.7%
15.2%
8.6%
2.5%
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17. How much do you know about the way your child is taught Irish in school (e.g. what
workbooks, readers etc. are used, how much emphasis is placed on speaking, reading
and writing etc.?)
(i) I know nothing about how Irish is taught 25.3%
(ii) I know a little about how Irish is taught 56.6%
(iii) I know quite a lot about how Irish is taught 17.7%

No response 0.5%

18. What is your opinion of the methods and materials (workbooks, readers, etc.) which
are used to teach your child Irish?
(i) Very suitable 16.2%
(ii) Suitable 54.5%
(iii) Unsuitable 8.1%
(iv) Very unsuitable 1.0%
(v) No opinion 19.7%

No response 0.5%

19. Does the school your child attends teach any subjects, apart from Irish, through
Irish?
(a) (i) Yes 7.6%

(ii) No 74.2%
(iii) I don't know 16.7%

No response 1.5%

(b) If NO, would you support the idea of the school teaching
a subject through Irish?
(i) Yes 24.2%
(ii) No 51.5%

No response 24.2%

20. Does your child have difficulty in school with any of the following subjects? Place a
tick in the box beside any subject your child has difficulty with. If your child does not
have difficulty with a subject, just leave that box empty. (Tick as many boxes as
necessary)
My child has difficulty with
(a) English reading 6.1%
(b) Mathematics 27.8%
(c) Irish reading 15.7%
(d) Spoken/oral Irish 26.8%
(e) English writing 6.6%
(f) Irish writing 16.7%
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21. Is there anything you feel the school could do to improve your child's progress in
Irish generally?
(i) No, the school is doing evetything possible 83.3%
(ii) Yes, the school could do more 14.1%

If YES, please give more information, if possible.
Summary of main volunteered reasons

More emphasis on oral Irish 6.1%
More individual attention 2.0%
Irish should be more fun/more interesting 1.5%
More emphasis on Irish culture 1.5%
Use more audiolvisual equipment/language labs 1.0%

22. Do you think could give the school any practical support as far as the
teaching of Irish is concerned (apart from what you are already doing)?

(i) Yes 5.6%
(ii) No 93.4%

No response 1.0%

If YES, please give details of what form this support might take.
(Summary of main volunteered suggestions)

Speak more Irish at home
By attending Irish classes for parents

HOMEWORK

3%
1%

23. How much time, on average, does your child spend on all his/her homework each
night?

minutes each night, on average

Summary of responses
(i) Between 1-40 minutes each night 20.7%

(ii)
, 41-60 " " 40.4%

(iiI) " 61-100 " " 22.2%

(iv)
, 101-120 " " " 12.6%

No response 4.0%
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24. How often, if ever, do you sign your child's homework?
(i) Always 46.0%
(ii) Often 25.3%
(iii) Occasionally 21.7%
(iv) Seldom 2.5%
(v) Never 4.0%

No response 0.5%

25. How often, if ever, do you supervise (or help with) your child's homework (e.g.
examine tables, listen to the child reading aloud, check that writing is satisfactory
etc.)?
(i) Always 23.2%
(ii) Often 43.4%
(iii) Occasionally 25.8%
(iv) Seldom 5.6%
(v) Never 2.0%

26. If you help with your child's homework, what subjects do you usually help with?
(Tick as many boxes as necessary.)

(a) Mathematics 70.2%
(b) English 47.5%
(c) Irish 34.8%
(d) History/Geography 37.9%
(e) Environmental Studies 13.1%
(f) Arts & Crafts 15.2%
(g) Other (give details)

27. If you help with your child's IRISH homework, what aspects of Irish do you usually
help with? (Tick as many boxes as necessary.)

(a) Irish reading
(b) Irish writing
(c) Oral/spoken Irish
(d) Irish grammar
(e) Irish poetry
(f)) Irish spelling
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28. If you do not help with your child's IRISH homework, what is your main
reason for not doing so?

(i) I am not interested in school work generally
(ii) I don't have enough time usually 3.5%
(iii) I don't agree with Irish being taught 1.5%
(iv) I am not very good at Irish myself
(v) Other reason

43.9%

Summary of main volunteered reasons
Parent says his/her child does not need help 8.6%
Parent says he/she was never taught Irish at school (educated abroad) 0.5%
Parent thinks "Irish is a dead language,
- better to teach foreign languages" 0.5%

Parent asks "what good will my child get out of it?" 0.5%
No response 41.0%

29. Do you have any general comments?

See Appendix 5.4 for general comments by parents.

THANK YOU FOR COMPLETING THIS QUESTIONNAIRE

GO RAIBH MILE MAITH AGAT !



Appendix 5.4

Parents' comments (Item 29 Parents' Questionnaire)

Sample Comments' Codes2

Irish in competition with other subjects

I. More time should be given to other subjects (e.g. Modern Continental
Languages, computers or English), and/or less time spent on Irish

'I think in this age of computerised systems etc. it would be better to allocate the time
given to Irish to subjects more related to computers.'

'I think more time should be spent on other languages.'

'I think there is two much emphasis on Irish in schools to-day. I think our children
should have a choice of a foreign language which would be more useful to them when
they leave school.'

'I don't think it is a good idea to spend too much time on Irish.'

'In my opinion it would be far more beneficial to have French and German taught at
primary level than Irish.'

'I think that if a child has difficulty with subjects at school they are wasting good time
learning Irish particularly in primary school.'

'I think that other languages should be taught besides Irish.'

'In my own view the fact that Irish is taught leaves less time
for English which is much more important.'

I Minor errors and omissions in the original comments have been corrected. Names of schools have been
deleted. The comments listed here represent 85% of those volunteered. Those omitted either duplicate the
contents of other comments or else relate to the 'miscellaneous' category.
2 See Table 5.20 in text for summary of these codes. Note that as each parent's reply may contain more
than one response element, more than one code may be assigned to each written reply.

4 r'2
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418 Teaching and learning Irish in primary school

'I do not encourage but nor do I discourage my child learning Irish but I would prefer
if they were taught a live European language instead of Irish.' 1

'I think that a continental language should be introduced into the primary curriculum
along with Irish, because of our membership of the EEC.' 1

2. Children should not be put under pressure (compelled) to learn Irish a t primary
school - Irish should be voluntary/optional.

'As we are now members of the EEC I think more emphasis should be
placed on the teaching of some of the official languages of the
Community. While I would encourage the learning of Irish on a
cultural basis, I would make it a non-compulsory subject.'

1

2

'I am against Irish being compulsory at primary level. I would like to see French or 2
German being taught instead. For families wanting Irish there are all-Irish schools.' 1

'I feel too much emphasis is put on Irish - it's not needed very often after school and if 2
left to learn like other languages such as French/German etc., where there is no pressure 1

it would probably be more popular. (N.B. Failed Leaving Cert on account of Irish).'

I don't think children should be put under pressure to learn Irish .' 2

'Irish should not be compulsory: students should choose to learn
Irish and be encouraged to learn about their heritage.' 2

'I would not object to my child learning Irish providing she wishes to and it would be
of help to her future.' 2

Support/lack of support for the teaching of Irish

3. Parent is in favour of Irish and the teaching of Irish.

'Child has attended Irish courses each year during summer holidays and there is
attachment on the part of the family for aspects of Irish culture.'

'Is maith liom bheith ag labhairt Gaeilge agus Bdarla.'

'I love the Irish language and I will encourage my child to learn it through his school
years.'

'Yes, I would like my child to be good at Irish.'

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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'I travel abroad and find my identity through Irish most important. Irish should be
encouraged.' 3

'We are interested in keeping the Irish language alive and we try and keep our child as
interested as we are.' 3

'I would like to see Irish being used more, but only if the child has a liking for the 3

language - not to be forced on those who have no interest at all in it.' 2

4. Parent wants more time spent on Irish, or some subjects taught through Irish.

Not enough Irish taught in schools' 4

5. Parent believes Irish is not useful or important for the child's future (whether parent
actually approves of Irish or not).

'What good is Irish to my child if she has to emigrate to another country for work
which is happening every day in Ireland.' 5

'I agree with the teaching of Irish but I think it has no benefit jobwise.' 5

'I do not see Irish as being of any practical value in today's modern commercial
world.' 5

'Most of my children, and I suspect most children, resent having to learn Irish which
they feel will have little value to them in the future. It imposes an added scholastic
burden on an already crowded curriculum.' 5

'Presently the educational system is so academically geared that Irish has become
irrelevant to career prospects.' 5

'My own education was greatly hampered by Irish, I have never at any time benefited
from my knowledge of Irish.' 5

'I think it is nice for children to learn Irish, but I don't feel they will use it in later life.
I learned Irish at school, but never used it afterwards.' 5

'Irish is nice as part of one's heritage but I don't see why so much time is spent on a
subject that is not used in everyday life. Most jobs cater for English speaking people.
Better use of time spent would be to teach a child a trade or maybe even read or write 5
English.' 1

434



420 Teaching and learning Irish in primary school

.Concern.ahoutiniethods-ofteaching

6. Parent wants more emphasis on oral/conversational Irish in class and at
playtimenunchtime, and/or less emphasis on grammar

'Perhaps schools should devote one lunchtime each week to the speaking of Irish
totally by both teachers and pupils.' 6

'More emphasis on oral work and less on grammar especially for primary school
children.' 6

'I would like to see Speech and Drama done in primary school in Irish and English.' 6

'Perhaps if Irish was encouraged and spoken during playtime it might help.' 6

'I think too much time is involved in the teaching of grammar and not enough time
spent in developing the historical and cultural aspects of Irish.' 6

'Let's speak the language. I find it sad to see pupils doing poetry and literature and
regarding it as a chore. I believe they would like to speak Irish from an early age.
Forget all the emphasis on grammar. I realise some grammar is necessary - one has to
have the basics. My French pupils enjoy French tapes and conversations. I do
grammar to make conversation possible. Why don't we look to Wales. I was very
impressed on a visit last year to hear Welsh spoken in shops and on buses.
Wouldn't it be wonderful if we could see that happening in Ireland.'

'I would like to see more subjects taught through Irish and less emphasis placed on
Irish grammar.'

7. Irish class, Irish text-books should be more interesting, more fun, more
attractive, more relevant to the pupil's life.

'Irish books have no interest for the pupils - too simple minded, and rural children of
10-12 are very well informed - Irish teaching should inform at their general maturity
level.'

'I would like to see Irish made more interesting - Comhrá (projector) is dull, out of
date. Also here on the east coast children are not in touch with spoken Irish outside
school and find it is a dead language. Most parents discourage it here and let their
children hear them saying they were useless at it in school themselves.'

'To make Irish enjoyable to learn.'

4 5

6

3

7

7

7
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'I would like the pressure taken off grammar and the natural love of the language to 7

be kept on, as it was when she was in earlier classes.' 6

'As I've indicated earlier, I would question the relevance of certain textbooks which
would tend to be middle class and rural in emphasis. The methodology is unnatural, 7
not enough emphasis on conversation.' 6

'Make Irish more fun to do, such as trips to the Gaeltacht.' 7

8. Irish should be taught like Modern Continental Languages
(using more modern methods).

'I would like to see Irish taught in the schools like a modern language. I think
children would enjoy it more.' 8

'As a school subject I would like to see Irish being treated like any other
continental language.' 8

'I would like to see Irish taught as a spoken language like French or German, rather
than learning poetry, stories etc. which is really of little importance when school is 6
finished.' 8

'More time should be given to the speaking of Irish, the history, beauty of the Irish 6
language. More modern methods applied to the teaching of same as in the case of the 8
teaching of French/German. The Irish language is part of our culture and 3

therefore is very important.'

'I think Irish should be taught in the same way as German, French and Spanish. I was
taught through Irish in primary school and I hated it. Today I speak more Spanish
than Irish.' 8

Reaction to child's progress in school

9. Satisfied with the progress of the child, or of children generally

'I am very pleased with the standard of Irish our young people have
received from the teachers in this school.' 9

'I am happy with the teaching of Irish and the results achieved at the school.' 9

'I feel that the school is doing a good job and we are pleased with the child's progress.' 9

ut 436
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'Overall I'm pleased with the way my daughter is being taught Irish and other subjects
in her school.' 9

'I am lucky that my child is of average intelligence and does not find any subject too
difficult.'

'I think the standard of Irish in my child's school is excellent.'

9

9

'We are delighted with our child's progress in school. As regards spoken Irish,
we strongly feel that our daughter would benefit more by learning to speak French 9
or German.' 1

'Happy the way things are.' 9

10. Dissatisfied with the progress of the child/children generally or child is
finding Irish difficult.

'My daughter has no problem with Irish but my son age 9, finds it hard to pick up. 10
I don't think it should be forced on children. I don't think Irish is important.' 2

5

`Ba ch6ir go mbeadh liofacht cuiosach maith ag pdisti tar dis 8 mbliana ar scoil - ni he
sin an chas!' 10

'Though my child has an excellent teacher and plenty of help at home, he is coming
out of National School without being able to put an original sentence in Irish together.
There must be something wrong somewhere.'

'My child fell back in Irish over past few months - was average up until then. I just
don't know what happened - and it's a most important year with moving to new
school!'

'I have children at various stages - 2 already finished school - the standard generally
has gone down especially in Maths and Irish, allowing for difference in abilities. The
textbooks also are most uninteresting. Why not have Roald Dahl or Judy Bloom
'as Gaeilge'? I know more children who hate 'Peig' than like it - this is a reality.
Also I do not like the privileges given to Irish speakers and all-Irish schools. It creates
division and jealousy instead of liking for the language. We already have enough
division. The ability to use the language seems to come from, or possibly the
proximity to, an Irish-speaking school.'

10

10

10

7

'I feel the teaching of Irish in schools in present times is incorrect - not teacher's fault.
I don't know the answer.' 10

4 7
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Other

11. Irish taught at school now is different to his/her own, or finds Irish difficult

`I found that as my child went from class to class, his teacher had a different
pronunciation of Irish words and this made it difficult for me to help him.' 11

`I am not very good at Irish myself and it seems to have changed a great deal since I
was in school, so I find it hard to help my child with it.' 11

`The little I learned about Irish in school is completely different to today's Irish.' 11

12. Miscellaneous

`It should be `all-Irish' or none!'

'If Irish was used more often in every-day life it would make it easier to learn in school.'

`I don't discourage Irish and leave it up to herself. If she showed more interest I'd probably send
her to `An Ghaeltacht' to improve it and I'd be in favour of teaching other subjects through
Irish.'

`It might be useful to conduct a similar survey on a European language (e.g. French)
instead of Irish.'

`I would have thought one comment was obvious - Irish is not an international language.'

`Irish is important (re Q.9) but only when the job in question requires it.'

`My two younger children attend [name of an all-Irish school] and I also attend the parents' Irish
nights.'

`Adult classes for parents who are not good at Irish.'

Easpa trealaimh scannallach m.s. stiallscannain.
2. Easpa diograise is tacaiochta 6 chigiri dirithe.
3. Plean scoil reasünta ach cinnte don Ghaeilge.
4. Athoilifint rialta do mhbinteoiri.'

(end of comments)

Comments without a specific code number were included in the 'miscellaneous' category of Table 5.20 in
the main text.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Appendix 6.1

Twenty-Classes Study: Observers' Manual

General procedure

During the lesson
Two observers in each classroom, working side by side, but independently, each observer making
a separate audio tape-recording of each of the two lessons.
Observer 1: Identifies, classifies and notes down the main segments of classroom activity during
the lesson according to the prepared schedule Coras Dirbhreathnaithe ITE - I (Irish Lesson
Analysis System)1. Half-minute to ten minute segments, average three and a half minutes.
Section 2, below2, gives further information on how to code the segments of the lesson along
various dimensions.
Observer 2: Classifies the general behaviour and language use of three pre-selected pupils
according to the prepared schedule Coras Dirbhreathnaithe ITE - II (Pupil Communicative
Behaviour Record) . Further information in section 3 below. 3

The 'anchor' inspector in each school serves as Observer 1, and the 'guest' inspector serves as
Observer 2. The same inspector serves as Observer 1 for both lesson 1 and lesson 2 in a particular
class.

Immediately after each lesson
(a) Observers Global Rating Of Lesson' : The two observers jointly fill in a check list which
refers to that lesson and seeks a more global description of classroom activity and pupil/teacher
behaviour. Thus, there will be a completed Observers' Global Rating of Lesson for each
lesson.
(b) Each observer may need to recheck the tape recording in order to amplify or check the notes
made on the prepared schedule during the class.

For the purposes of the present report in English, the original titles in Irish - C6ras Dirbhreathnaithe I and
Córas Dirbhreathnaithe II - are changed to the Irish Lesson Analysis System (HAS) and the Pupil
Communicative Behaviour Record (PCBR) respectively. The English translation of C6ras Dirbhreathnaithe
is 'Direct Observation System'.
2 Section 2 of the original instructions to the Observers which contained the coding guidelines for ILAS is to
be found in Appendix 6.2 here.
3 Section 3 of the original instructions which contained the coding guidelines for PCBR now appears in
Appendix 9.
4 See Appendix 2.3 for Observers' Global Rating of Lesson.
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General strategy
If the recordings are of reasonable quality, we in ITE can go back over them to obtain additional
information and, if necessary, to correct some of the codings. In doing this later work on the
tapes, however, we will have to depend very much on the contextual/visually-based information
supplied by the Observer who was actually present in the classroom in order to make sense of the
audio recordings. It is critical, therefore, that the Observers note down with particular care any
additional in-class information which could not be inferred by us from the recordings. The motto
might be "if in doubt, make a note of it."

Each Observer first records the word "start" at the beginning of the tape, then stops the tape
right there until the lesson begins. One tape recorder should be placed reasonably near the
blackboard or the teacher's desk, the other as centrally as possible in the classroom. Tape
recorders fitted with a separate microphone should be used if at all possible. As soon as the
teacher is ready, but before the lesson begins, the Observers should start the two tape recorders
simultaneously. When the Observers are seated, and ready to begin filling in the schedules, they
should signal the teacher to begin the lesson as soon as is convenient. The two tapes should be
stopped simultaneously after the lesson. Observation and recording should run for as long (or as
short!) as the lesson itself does.

Blank C90 tapes will be provided, and a separate tape should be used for each lesson. Each
cassette should be clearly identified with the Observer's name, the name of the school and the
class teacher, and an indication of whether it contains a recording of the first or second lesson.
Since each side of the C90 runs for 45 minutes, some convenient way of stopping side A of the
tape and turning to side B must be found - without disrupting the class any more then is necessary
and without losing a significant part of the lesson. The best arrangement might be to arrange
beforehand with the teacher that you will signal him or her when you wish to pause for a moment
to turn over the tape (this should be at the end of a segment). Once 35 minutes have elapsed,
perhaps the Observer could start to watch out for a suitable break in the lesson. The stopping and
restarting of Observer l 's and Observer 2's tapes should be synchronised as carefully as possible.
The time at which the last segment of the lesson on side A (before tape-turning) ended and the
time at which the new segment of the lesson on side B began should be noted in the appropriate
place on the Observers' Schedules.

The lesson to be recorded
The "lesson" is intended to include oral/conversational Irish, Irish reading and Irish writing. If
any of these three are taught during separate periods, then the latter periods should also be
observed. If that is not convenient for the Observer, perhaps the teacher could be asked to join the
reading and writing periods onto the oral/conversational period.

The teacher should be told at the very beginning that our objective is to study typical teaching of
a new lesson - not something that has been rehearsed by the class before. The lesson should
include ordinary discipline, assignment of homework and other typical activities. Pupils should
be told by the teacher (and again by the inspector) that we are interested in finding out how
children learn Irish at school and that is why the observers are present.

The class is considered to include all pupils who are regularly taught Irish together, although
the main focus of the study in the case of multigrade classes will be the sixth-grade pupils.
Observer 2 will be directly concerned with only three of the sixth-grade pupils.
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426 Teaching and learning Irish in primary school

It may be helpful to the Observers if the teacher can indicate in a very general way beforehand
how the lesson will unfold in terms of activities, how long the lesson will run and so on. The
Observer's role here, however, is to make only a very general verbal enquiry and the teacher
should not be pressed in any way for a detailed plan of any kind, nor should the teacher be
expected to adhere during the lesson to what he or she may have indicated at the beginning.

The Observer must have no part of any kind in what the teacher decides to teach or the methods
used. The aim is that the teacher should teach a typical lesson for an approximately average
length of time. The observation should run until the class ends naturally, and not just terminate
after some fixed period of time. If the teacher wants you to offer an opinion on whether to use this
or that book, or a particular lesson, it should be explained that the choice should be made by the
teacher and, as far as possible, should be typical of what he or she usually does.

It is particularly important to make this clear if the initial approach to the school suggested that
the teacher had been selected because he or she used the audio-visual approach, for example. The
original basis for selection should be set aside at this stage, and the teacher informed that she
should proceed to teach the lesson in as nearly a typical fashion as possible.

If the teacher plans to use a coursebook or textbook during the lesson, the Observers may find it
useful to consult the book beforehand (or indeed afterwards). But the book should not be
consulted by the Observers during the class in case, consciously or unconsciously, this would
impose any constraints on the teacher. The task of the Observer is to observe what actually
happens and, as far as possible, not to interfere with or influence events in any way.

It is very desirable that the Observers would do a 'dummy-run' using the schedules in a
classroom before doing the observations proper. If there are any questions or difficulties at that
stage, please phone John Harris.

All schedules and tapes are to be returned to ITE.
In any event, it would be well worthwhile checking the classroom in advance to establish the

location of sockets etc. and to choose a suitable vantage point for the observation.
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Appendix 6.2

Irish Lesson Analysis System (ILAS): Short form1

Segment
For the purposes of this study the lesson is broken up into segments. A segment is defined as a
stretch of lesson discourse, having a particular topic, and involving the participants (teacher and
pupils) in a distinctive configuration of roles, linguistic and organisational. Most teachers
conceptualize the language class as being composed of distinctive teaching units or events. The
segment is designed to correspond to these 'natural' units.

Each segment is a stretch of the Irish lesson which lasts for a minimum of 30 seconds. Typically
segments will last for between 1 and 10 minutes. Segment boundaries will often be indicated by
'framing' and 'focusing' moves. 'Framing' is when the teacher uses markers such as "Right",
"Anois", "Ciimas" etc. followed by a silent stress. A focusing move, on the other hand, usually
sums up the activity just completed (e.g. "Put away your books", "TA go maith", etc.) or launches
a new topic or activity, helping pupils to see where they are going and describing what will occur
(e.g. the teacher says "Anois, ddanfaimid piosa beag filiochta/gramadai", "Eist leis na habairti seo
agus scriobh sios i do chóipleabhar iad" etc.).

There will be occasions, however, where the teacher will move from one activity (segment) to
another without giving any signals. This may happen where a particular pattern has been
established in the Irish class over time where certain activities logically follow others, thus freeing
the teacher from having to overtly refer to, or announce, a changeover. For example, a language
activity such as 'imitation' may always be followed by another language activity such as a
particular question and answer drill.

Each segment is defined in terms of five separate dimensions:
I. Topic
2. Language Activity
3. Pupil Behaviour
4. Teacher mode of involvement
5. Classroom organisation

If there is a change in categorisation or any of these dimensions, a new segment has begun. Three
further dimensions are considered in relation to each segment, although these dimensions don't
define a segment:

6. Materials
7. Class attentiveness

This is the version of ILAS used by the observers. A sample of the ILAS coding sheet used by the
obsrevers may be found on the last page of this Appendix. ILAS is adapted from the Stirling System by kind
permission of the authors. No assessment of the original Stirling System should be made on the basis of the
summary description of IIAS categories here.
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8. Class interest.
These are the eight dimensions which are coded as the lessons proceed. The real starting time

of each segment is first recorded in the left hand column and the segment is then coded on each of
the eight dimensions. In practice, the first and second dimensions, Topic and Language Activity,
are central to the identification of segments. With short segments you may have to work very fast,
but you will find that the categorisations or coding of many dimensions (e.g. pupil attentiveness)
do not change very often from one segment to the next.

Please draw a line right across the observation sheet after each segment.

The various dimensions which are coded are now considered in more detail:

Topic - What is being talked about
The following categories are used in coding the 'topic' discussed:

1. Linguistics/grammar of Irish: The discourse concerns the nature of language in general,
possible ways of analysing it, analytical discussion of particular grammatical structures, etc.
2. Situation: Nuachurai: The discourse concerns a third party situation narrated or presented in
`La Faoin Tuath'/` Sean Neidi'.
3. Irish life/ culture/music: Aspects of Irish life, culture and music.
4. Situation: pupil/ teacher real life: Concerns pupils'/teacher's real life.
5. Situation: other than Nuachiirai: Other third party situations (e.g. from other books).
6. Fragmented/ non-contextualised: The discourse concerns no coherent, topic (its unity and
coherence rest in formal aspects of the language being practised).
7 . Routine management/organisation: The discourse concerns classroom management and
organisation, including things like the setting of homework, discipline etc.
8. Feedback/discussing pupils previous performance: The discourse consists of the teacher
discussing/commenting on the pupil's previous performance. The topic is more concerned about
how the pupil has performed rather than the linguistic content itself.

Language activity
The range of language activities planned and directed by the teacher. This dimension is
concerned with aspects of the linguistic experience provided for pupils which appear to be
particularly important for learning Irish or any second language. The categories of this dimension
are summarised under three main headings

1. The balance of Irish and English.
2. The extent to which Irish is used for real or simulated communication.
3. The various types of 'language practice' (i.e. not communication).

Simulated communication does not have a real purpose (apart from the exercise itself). The
content and form is rather predictable, there are limits on what can be said (not open ended) or no
real new information is involved.

Real communication is purposeful, relatively unpredictable, open-ended and involves the
transmission of new information.

The set of categories for this dimension is:
Language Practice

1. Comprehesion
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2. Imitation
3. Transposition
4. Drill/ contextualisation excercise
5. Translation

Simulated Communication
6. Simulated communication in Irish
7. Bilingual simulated communication

Real communication
8. Real communication in Irish
9. Bilingual real commuthcation

10. Real communication in English
Other

11. Irish song/poem
12. Compound (regular cycles of above)

Each segment is coded under only one of the above 1-2 language activities. This is the single
most important dimension to code. If in doubt about coding, please write a brief description of the
language activity.

Language Practice
1. Comprehension: Focus on global comprehension of lexical meaning (e.g. listening or reading
comprehension).
2. Imitation: Pupils' behaviour (spoken or written) imitates a given model (e.g. spoken repetition
or copy writing).
3. Transposition: Irish practice-discourse realised simultaneously in both written and spoken
codes, where the focus of attention is on the relationship between them (e.g. reading aloud =
transposition from written to spoken mode; dictation = transposition form spoken to written
mode).

4. Drill/contextualisation exercise: Irish-practice discourse with an expected component of
pupil utterances, where the focus of attention is on syntactic form and/or the appropriateness of
utterances to their discourse context (e.g. structural or question-and-answer drills).
5. Translation: Discourse in which lexical meanings of Irish are made explicit through English,
(I -> E,) or vice versa (E -> I) (e.g. translation exercises or the giving of 'vocabulary' notes).

Simulated Communication
6. Simulated communication in Irish: Irish practice discourse which has the outer form of real
communication but in which there is no real new information being communicated. The focus of
attention is on the excercise, per se. The discourse is relatively predictable. It is not open ended
and there are limits to what can be said compared to equivalent real communication. Consists of
activities such as role play, drama etc.
7. Bilingual simulated communication:
Same as above but discourse is bilingual (in Irish and English) rather than in Irish only.
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Real Communication
8. Real communication in Irish: Irish discourse in which real new information is being
transmitted, and the focus of attention is on the meaning of what is being said. The discourse is
unpredictable, purposeful, open ended and unconstrained.
9. Bilingual real communication: Same as above but discourse is bilingual (Irish and English)
10. Real communication in English: Same as above but all discourse is in English.

Other
11. Irish song/poem: Pupils learning/saying poem or singing in Irish.
12. Compound: All discourse involving brief occurrences of more than one of the above
categories, in regular, structured sequence.

Pupil behaviour
Six 'channels of communication' are coded here, three receptive and three productive. The
categories were as follows:

1. Listening
2. Speaking
3. Doing (productive)
4. Reading
5. Writing
6. Looking (receptive).

For each segment write down the numbers (up to six) which apply to the pupils.

1. Listening: Pupils are considered to be in a listening mode of involvement if required to attend
to any auditory language source e.g. teacher, other pupil, tape recording, etc.
2. Speaking: Speaking, or actively preparing to speak in Irish.
3. Doing: Carrying out some non-linguistic overt physical activity in accordance with teacher's
plan eg. drawing a picture, taking out books, mime etc.
4. Reading: Reading involves attending to any written textbook, blackboard etc.
5. Writing: Producing any kind of graphic text or coding, or actively preparing to do so.
6. Looking: Looking involves attending to any non-linguistic stimulus, usually visual aids eg.
film strips, cut outs, blackboard, person doing mime etc.

These six channels might be activated singly or in a range of combinations. Thus a pupil might
simply be 'Listening' (` 1'), or 'Listening and Speaking' (1,2), or 'Listening, Speaking, Reading
(1,2,4) etc.

Teacher mode of involvement
1. Instructing: The teacher is leading, explaining, reading or writing. There is no component of
public pupil response. Pupil may be required to respond privately - take down notes etc.
2. Interacting: The teacher is involved in verbal interactions with one or more pupils - typically
question/response/reaction. Involves public pupil response.
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3. Monitoring: The teacher is actively correcting or monitoring some pre-set task e.g. listening
to and correcting a pupil who is reading out loud, or watching and correcting a pupil
demonstration, circulating among pupils and marking seatwork tasks/homework individually etc.
4. Not involved: The teacher is doing none of the above i.e. not communicating with or
monitoring pupils. For example, pupils may be involved in some activity teacher set earlier and
teacher may be silently correcting homework or preparing materials for next segment/lesson etc.

For each segment write down the number (one only) of the category which applies.

Class organisation
1. Whole class: One central activity going on, dependent on the teacher or another source of
stimulus, but not on a 'pupil demonstration'; the class functions as one group.
2. Pupil demonstration: One central activity going on, focuses on a pupil demonstration (e.g.
one pupil taking the role of teacher, or a group of pupils acting out a scene with the rest of the
class forming an audience).
3. Cooperative, same task: Pupils are assigned to work cooperatively in more than one group,
but groups are assigned identical tasks.
4. Cooperative, different task: Pupils are assigned to work cooperatively in more than one
group, and groups are assigned different tasks.
5. Individual, same task: Pupils are set to work alone, without cooperation, but the task set is
identical for all pupils.
6. Individual, different task: Pupils are set to work alone, without cooperation, and at least some
individuals are set tasks different from those set for others.
7. Cooperative and individual: Some pupils are working cooperatively and the rest are working
as individuals. Tasks may be the same or different.
For each segment write down the number (one only) of the category which applies to the segment.

Materials
For each segment all materials used are to be specified i.e write down the code number of each
material used. The following are the range of items that may be used and coded.

1. NuachUrsai handbook: Specify whether "Sean-Neidi"/"La Faoin Tuath"
2. Commercially produced course-book/workbook: (name) e.g. 'Bog liom'; 'Anseo is

Ansifid'; Sli na nOg' (i), `Fds' (i), "Seal ag Leamh"; "Lean den Obair" etc.
3. Reader (name)
4. Jotter/copy
5. Blackboard
6. Wallchart
7 Worksheet
8. Flashcards
9. Library Books
10. Film strip/slide
11. Cut outs
12. Tape
13. Video/film
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14. Overhead Projector
15. Photographs
16. Authentic materials: e.g. newspaper articles, advertisements, T.V. licence, tax form in

Irish etc.
17. Objects
18. Person: e.g. an outsider is brought in to the classroom and talks to the pupil about

himself/herself and the pupils can ask him/her questions.
19. Other: any other materials not covered in the previous categories.

Class attentiveness
The extent to which the majority of pupils are paying attention to the current language activity. It
is measured on a five point scale representing 'very low' attention to 'very high' attention on the
part of pupils. Write one number under this heading for each segment.

Class interest
The extent to which the majority of pupils are interested in the current language activity. Write
one number under the heading for each segment.

Patterns of expectation
An important concept to guiding you in carrying out the 'segmentation' of lesson discourse
according to the system is that of the 'pattern of expectation' obtaining at any given moment
during the process of instruction. Apart from the clues to segment boundaries inherent in framing
and focusing moves, decisions regarding segmentation and the characterisation of successive
segments on the various dimensions do not depend on the quality of any individual utterances
produced by teacher or pupils. They depend rather on the shared understandings between teacher
and pupil regarding what sort of utterance is appropriate at particular moments in the lesson.

This concept is particularly helpful in applying the categories of the Pupil Behaviour dimension.
If one coded a new segment every time a pupil started or stopped speaking, for example, there
might be hundreds of segments in a lesson, and this would vitiate the whole purpose of the system.
The difficulty disappears if the concept of 'pattern of expectation' is followed through logically.
A segment was taken to be 'Speaking' if a pupil speaking-readiness component was built into the
pattern. The pupil speaking involved could not just be an aside, but must be an integral part of
the pattern of expectation; but with this proviso it could be a very small part of the total activity of
the segment.

Brief events within a segment which are inconsistent with the way in which the segment as a
whole .is characterised are to be disregarded provided the existing 'pattern of expectation' was
not disrupted by the intrusive event sufficiently for the latter to succeed in establishing an
alternative pattern.
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Appendix 6.3

Irish Lesson Analysis System (ILAS): Long form1

The basic unit of analysis - The segment.
The function of this unit is to distinguish the general pedagogic strategies used by the teachers:
that is, to identify classroom events which appear distinctive in their intended effects on the
development of pupils' competence in Irish. Brown and McIntyre (n.d.) emphasise the
importance of analysing teaching behaviour using units which a) are "as easily comprehensible as
possible to teachers", and b) "divide up the lesson in similar ways to those in which teachers tend
to conceptualise their activities". Second and foreign language teachers describe their lessons as
composed of 'presentations', `drills', `exercises' and so on; the segment unit being proposed here
is intended to carve up classroom events so as to correspond broadly with such teachers'
descriptions.

The segment unit proposed for the analysis of the Irish lessons is defined as a stretch of lesson
discourse, having a particular topic, and involving the. participants (teacher and pupils) in a
distinctive configuration of roles, linguistic and organisational. In making this definition
operational, five critical dimensions of analysis were established: Topic, Language activity, Pupil
behaviour, Teacher mode of involvement, and Classroom organisation. For each of these five
dimensions a set of categories was worked out. Each segment identified in the lesson discourse
was to be allocated to one category on each dimension. Whenever a change of categorisation
occurred on any dimension, a new segment was considered to have begun. The information
collected for each segment, therefore, indicates (a) what is being talked about, (b) what language
is being spoken, for what purpose, and (c) what the involvement of the individuals present in the
lesson is.

The analysis of lessons into strings of discrete segments cannot be done mechanically through
the application of a completely explicit set of low inference discourse analysis procedures. While
it is necessary to be as explicit as possible about the criteria upon which decisions concerning
segmentation are made, it is pointless to pretend that to some degree, the observer's intuitive sense
of what goes with what will not play a role. Acceptance of this view allows us to go along with
Brown and McIntyre, when they say:

Adapted from the Stirling System with the kind permission of the authors (Mitchell, Parkinson and
Johnstone, 1981). The present description of ILAS draws on material in an appendix to the Mitchell et al.
(1981) report, though it also incorporates material from the main body of the report from time to time.
While categories in most dimensions of the Stirling System have been modified for the present version,
some of them considerably so, the original form of words is retained wherever possible. In a small number
of cases portions of the original text which turned out not to be critical to our study have been omitted. This
long version of ILAS was used by the present researchers (along with the observers original codings using
the shorter version of ILAS ) to recode the Irish lessons from the audio-tapes. This subsequent coding
provides the data for the present report.
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"There may... within a segment be brief events which are inconsistent with the way in which
the segment as a whole is characterised, but classroom segments exist as long as their
outlines, their identifying patterns persist". They go on to propose a minimum length of time,
arbitrarily chosen, "for which the dominant activity, the stable pattern, must persist even if
there are short lived behaviours that are inconsistent with the segment features within that
time".

In the present ILAS adaptation of the original Stirling System, each segment is also coded in
relation to three secondary dimensions - Materials, Class attention and Class interest. Changes
in categorisation on these additional dimensions, however, do not have any implications for the
definition of a segment. While in the Stirling Study, information on the materials used in each
lesson was in fact recorded, the information was not segment-related as it is in the case of ILAS
here. Class attention and Class interest were not recorded at all in the Stirling System.
Categories of all eight dimensions will be described later. Categories/dimensions which depart
from, or which have no direct equivalent in the Stirling system are marked with an *.

Guidelines for the identification and coding of segments
1. Each segment is a stretch of the Irish lesson which lasts for a minimum of 30 seconds.

Typically segments will last for between 1 and 10 minutes.
2. Segments in a lesson are numbered consecutively on the leftmost column of the coding sheet.
3. The start of the first segment is indicated

a) by the first public utterance by the teacher to the whole class, or
b) by the start of the recording, if the teacher is already speaking to the whole class when
recording gets under way.

4. For the identification of the second and subsequent segments, the observer listens for the
potential segment beginnings. That is the observer listens for the teacher moves which
create new expectations about the type of discourse which is to be permitted in the lessons.
These will usually, though not always, be explicit framing and focusing moves.

In framing moves the teacher may use markers such as "Right", "Anois", "Now",
"Ciimas" "OK" etc. followed by a silent stress. A focusing move, on the other hand, usually
sums up the activity just completed (e.g. "Ceart go leor", "Is fdidir libh d sin a chriochnu.
anocht", "Right, fágfaimid mar sin d", "Ta go maith", etc.) or launches a new topic or
activity, helping pupils to see where they are going and describing what will occur (e.g. the
teacher says "Anois, deanfaimid piosa beag filiochta/gramadai", "Eist leis na habairti seo
agus scriobh sios i do chóipleabhar iad" etc.).

Having identified such moves, the observer then listens to what follows, to discover
whether the new set of discourse rules actually comes into force. If the ongoing discourse
does appear to be constrained by the teacher's new set of discourse rules, for a period lasting
at least 30 seconds, the existence of a new segment is recognised (unless the conditions
outlined in 8 below apply). The segment is then categorised on the 5 dimensions listed
above, in accordance with the appropriate definitions and ground rules.
As already indicated, framing or focusing moves and segment boundaries do not always
coincide. These 'mismatches' may occur for the following reasons:

False starts: Where the teacher attempts to alter the patterns of discourse in the lesson
by use of some sort of framing move, but fails to implement the new pattern (e.g.
because pupils are still finishing off the previous task). Such a move is regarded as a
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436 Teaching and learning Irish in primary school

false start, and is not taken to be the start of a new segment. This is the case even if
subsequent attempts to start the same new pattern are successful. -the successful starter
should be taken as the segment beginning, and the period between the first unsuccessful
starter and the successful starter is dealt with as prescribed in paragraphs 7 and 15.
Non-differences: It may also happen that framing moves may signal a 'transition'
between lesson activities having identical categorisations on all dimensions of the
analysis system and therefore counting as one segment in terms of the system.
Abrupt shifts: There will be occasions, where teachers move from one activity to
another without giving any overt signal in terms of framing or focusing moves. In
these abrupt shifts the pupils are expected to infer from internal evidence what the
character of the new activity is to be. (e.g. a teacher might move from a repetition
activity to a question-and-answer session in this way).

5. Should the process of transition from one segment to another be prolonged, and if it is not
possible to locate a specific successful starting move for a following segment, the time taken
in ambiguous transition should be measured and divided between the earlier and later
segments.

6. When teacher moves are observed which explicitly bring to an end the established discourse
pattern, and/or establish a new set of interim discourse rules and expectations, the segment is
considered to have ended.

7. Candidate segments which last less than 30 seconds are subsumed in neighbouring ones. If
the rules applying in the preceding and following stretches of discourse are identical, the
candidate segment shorter than 30 seconds is ignored and its time added to the single
segment recognised in the surrounding discourse. If a candidate segment of less than 30
seconds occurs between stretches of discourse which are recognised to be different segments,
it is added to that segment it most resembles (i.e. the one with the largest number of identical
category entries on the 5 dimensions). If the number of identical categories is the same, the
time is divided between the two neighbouring segments.

8. Some candidate segments lasting longer than 30 seconds will also not be recognised as
independent segments. This will be the case where the observer/coder judges that, although
the type of discourse actually recorded has changed from that prescribed by the teacher, the
public expectations regarding the discourse rules currently in force have merely been
suspended, rather than definitively cancelled, and where this observer/coder judgement is
confirmed by the subsequent reappearance of the previously established pattern. The typical
event likely to be refused segment recognition, even if lasting longer than 30 seconds, is
when the teacher gets involved in disciplinary action directed at a minority of pupils, but
there is an ongoing expectation that whole class activity will be resumed at any moment.

If discourse rules have been suspended, not cancelled for an interruption, the interruption
may or may not form a segment. If it a) lasts 30+ seconds and b) establishes a clear pattern
of discourse rules of its own which temporarily override the pattern of the interrupted
segment, and if pupils have something to do, it is coded as a segment in its own right. If
both these conditions do not apply it is not a segment.

9. It can be expected that the vast majority of segments will be teacher initiated, and that the
pattern and sequencing of segments will be controlled. Occasional instances of pupil-
initiated segments may occur, however, where the teacher appears to alter the rules of
discourse in response to a pupil utterance. Thus, for instance, a pupil question may lead to
the establishment of a segment discussing some aspect of civilisation apparently not pre-
planned by the teacher.
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For a pupil-initiated stretch of discourse to qualify as a segment, however, it must be public
discourse to which the majority of the pupils are required to attend. Because pupil-initiated
segments are actualised only if the teacher accepts and builds on the initiation, these
segments should be timed from the teacher's acceptance of the initiation.

10. If a change occurs in the rules governing the pattern of discourse at a particular moment,
which in the observer's judgement constitutes a cancellation of the pattern previously
obtaining, and if the new pattern persists for at least 30 seconds, a new segment is to be
identified, as previously outlined.

11. The observer should note on the coding sheet, under the heading of Language activity, the
initiating move taken to be the first move from each segment. The segment will be timed
from the start of the relevant utterance, and its time noted on the coding sheet, to the nearest
second.

12. Under conditions of group or individual work, where pupils have been allocated to different
tasks (topics, activities and/or involvement), parallel segments could be claimed to exist.
However, no attempt will be made to code parallel segments. Where they occur, only that
segment in which the greatest number of pupils is involved will be coded. In coding from
tapes, of course, it may often be impossible to estimate numbers. Where the class has been
divided by the teacher into two or more sections, with only one section receiving the teachers
active attention for the duration of a segment (in the guise of instructing or interacting with
this section of pupils) then, in the absence of any firm information on numbers, this 'active'
section is considered to be the class for purposes of all coding. Where two or more classes
(grade levels) are taught Irish together, only sixth-grade pupils will be considered the target
class in those cases where different activities are assigned to different classes.

13. Tape turning: In the original instructions the two observers in each class (cf. Appendix 6.1),
each of whom were making a separate audio recording of the lesson, were advised that, as far
as possible, they should try to stop and turn over tapes simultaneously at the end of a
segment. They were to signal their intention to the teacher who in turn would pause giving
the observers time to turn the tapes and to note the new starting time at the onset of the next
segment. In the event, this procedure was not always implemented (e.g. the teacher did not
pause for the changeover/the changeover took place in the middle of a segment/ tapes were
not turned over by both observers simultaneously).

However, such anomalies did not prove to be a major problem for the authors during
recoding since there was always enough information, either on the tapes themselves or from
the Observers' notes and changeover times, to resolve any such potential problems. For
example, if it was clear that the class was only temporarily suspended to allow the
changeover, then the time involved in the changeover was merely subtracted from the total
segment length. If the changeover took place in the middle of a segment and the lesson did
not stop, then the changeover time was not subtracted and the segment length calculated in
the usual way.

14. External interruptions exceeding 30 seconds which halt class activity (e.g. visitors with
messages for teacher, summoning of teacher outside classroom), should be left uncoded and
their time deducted from the lesson total. Their presence should however, be indicated, and
length noted. Events preceding and following this type of interruption are coded separately
in the first instance, but if they turn out to be identical, are considered to form one segment.
lf, however, the class has something to do coding continues and the teacher mode of
involvement is coded as 'not involved' (thus probably starting a new segment).
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15. Teachers' procedural discourse outlining a specific substantive task, which is carried out
immediately afterwards, does not constitute a separate segment. It is regarded as an
introductory part of the segment in which the task is carried out. This is the case even if the
task gets under way with a delay long enough to exceed 30 seconds. The teacher's statement
outlining the task is still taken as opening the segment.

However a separate segment (topic being 'routine management/organisation') is coded a) if
matters like drawing margins, giving out books, become the dominant concern in their own
right, b) if the introduction appears to relate to the lesson as a whole, or some other larger
unit, rather than to the immediately succeeding segment, and c) if the introduction relates to
a task to be carried out later and after an interval (e.g. homework), or to a task which is not
in fact carried out immediately afterwards due to a change of plan or the end of the lesson
(but does not substantially discuss or rehearse the linguistic content of the task).

16. Tapes: When a tape or other non-living audio source is used to produce classroom discourse,
it is considered a direct substitute for the teacher, and the discourse is coded in the usual
way, except for the category of Teacher mode of involvement.

Segments in which the teacher is attending to a tape monologue, or attending to pupils and
tape engaged in interactive discourse, are coded 'Monitoring' on the Teacher mode of
involvement dimension. Where the teacher is not attending to the tape, his/her mode of
involvement may be categorised in the usual way.

The dimensions of ILAS

With two exceptions the Long Form of ILAS has the same number of categories in each
dimension as the Short Form of ILAS, and these categories are listed in the same order and with
more or less the same titles. The categories which were changed in developing the Long Form of
ILAS are as follows: (1) In the case of the Topic dimension, Category 2 of the Short Form
(` Situation: Nuachursan refers to third party situations narrated in the NuachUrsal handbooks
La Faoin Tuath/Sean Neidi (Ireland: Department of Education, 1978) whereas it refers only to
such situations narrated in Step A (the BunchomhM) of the lessons in these handbooks in the
Long Form of ILAS. (2) In the Language activity dimension, the Drill/exercise' category of the
Short Form of ILAS becomes two separate categories - 'Drills' and 'Contextualisation exercises'
in the Long Form; and (3) In the Pupil Behaviour dimension, the single category 'Reading' in
the Short form becomes two separate categories 'Reading aloud' and 'Reading silently' in the
Long Form.

Topic
The Topic categories of ILAS describe 'what is being talked about' and range over situations
deriving from different course books, as well as aspects of lesson content which research suggests
are important e.g. topics related to pupil/teacher real life, Irish life, culture and music, the
linguistics/structure of Irish itself, and routine class management.

A feature- of second language lessons, as compared with other types of classroom discourse, is
that what is being talked about is frequently of only secondary importance. The primary aim is
frequently to provide pupils with opportunities to practise and develop a variety of language skills
(rather than the transmission to them of any substantial body of knowledge - as it would be in
Mathematics, for example). Nevertheless, the development of an understanding of the culture and
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way of life associated with the second language (e.g. Irish) are now also regarded as important
secondary objective. Furthermore, there is a growing awareness of the importance of using the
second language in situations which relate to the real life needs and interests of pupils. Finally,
conscious analysis and discussion of the structure and rules of the target language may have a
contribution to make to the development of competence in the language. The Topic categories of
ILAS were designed to reflect these concerns with lesson content. There are eight categories in
ILAS compared to 12 in the original Stirling System. Categories which depart from the Stirling
System are marked with an asterisk*.

1 *Linguistic notions/grammar of Irish
The discourse concerns the nature of language in general, possible ways of analysing it or explicit
analytical discussion of particular grammatical structures or semantic notions.

Examples form only a minor part of the discourse, explanations and definitions being the
dominant issue. In practical terms, therefore, this means that the language activity associated
with this topic category usually involves 'Real conununication in Irish'. Language practice which
mainly consists of grammar drills with little analytical discussion of the granunatical structures or
semantic notions, and no coherent topic, would be excluded from this category.
2 *Situation: Nuachfirsai
The discourse directly concerns a situation narrated or presented in Step A (Bunchombra) of the
NuachUrsai handbooks.

The essential constituents of a 'situation' are one or more characters in a specific physical
location, engaged in coherent linguistic and/or non-linguistic activity plausibly related to that
location. The text in question may be directly narrated, in whole or in part, or the situation may
be discussed; in the latter case, participants are factually accurate concerning the situation as
presented in the text (e.g. characters must be correctly identified). The use or non-use of mime or
drama in the presentation of situations should not influence categorisation decisions on this
dimension.

If the topic of the Bunchombra changes as the lesson progresses to other new material (e.g. in
Step D exercises) the Topic category 'Situation: Other' (see below) applies rather than the present
one. Discourse based on workbook (e.g. Lean den Obair) exercises whose lessons are directly
linked to those in the corresponding Nuachürsai handbooks are included in this category.
3 *Irish life/culture/music
The discourse concerns aspects of Irish life, culture (e.g. folklore, legend, 'piseoga') and music.
Discussion of Irish poetry or song which extends beyond the literal meaning of the work is
included here. The reciting of an Irish poem or the singing of an Irish song is excluded from this
category (see below 'Situation: Other').
4 Situation: pupil/teacher real life
The discourse concerns aspects of the pupils' and teacher's life and interests, including home and
school life, and including narrative material which directly relates to the personal experiences of
the participants in the discourse.

Participants may tell the truth about themselves or not, but any fantasy is voluntary. Discourse
related to current affairs, local, national or international news are also included here. In the case
of Irish, this Topic category will frequently be associated with 'Simulated' and 'Real
communication' language activities. But it may also be associated with Language activities such
as ' Contextualisation exercises'.
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5 *Situation: Other than Nuachfirsai
The discourse concerns specific third party situations and stories other than those presented in
Step A (Bunchomhrá) of the Nuachlirsai lessons.

The situations may be narrated, acted out or discussed. The category includes topics from other
coursebooks, from readers or from narratives recounted by the teacher as part of the more
traditional ABC oral/aural method of teaching Irish. Obair na maidine (' morning work') is
included here if the discussion develops in a thematically coherent way and if the emphasis is on
promoting general communication or conversational skills (rather than on merely providing a
very loose topical link between the elements of a drill). Singing songs, reciting poems or
discussing their literal meaning also come under this topic heading. Games such as Fiche Cheist
(Twenty Questions) and situations related to other content teaching areas - e.g. history, geography
- are normally categorised here.
6 *Fragmented/non-contextualised topics
The discourse is incoherent, consisting of a series of propositions with no obvious situational
relationship between them. The unity and coherence of the discourse does not rest in the content
but in formal aspects of the language being practised.

Typically, but not exclusively, drill type language activities will be 'Fragmented' in nature.
Examples:
1. Structural and vocabulary drills practised in Step C of the Nuacheirsai (Cleachtadh mania!

agus foclOra) will usually be assigned to this Topic category since any thematic link to the
basic narrative of the lesson are really incidental, tenuous, and/or are not sustained.

2. Memorized narratives used as a framework for drills (e.g. verb tense practice such as the
traditional verb-tense practice sequence D'eirigh me ar a hocht a chlog; Chuir me mo chuid
eadaigh orm; etc.) would be coded as 'Fragmented/non contextualised'.

7 Routine management/organisation
The discourse concerns classroom management and organisation. The category includes
discipline, and also the setting of homework if the linguistic content of the homework is not
substantially discussed or rehearsed.

Activities assigned to this Topic category will often be quite short in duration and may involve
the use of relatively little Irish (because of their routine nature - getting out books, settling down
etc.).
8 Feedback/discussing pupils previous performance
The discourse involves the transmission of information about, and/or commentary on, pupils'
previous performance.

An instance is the collecting of marks after a test. In this category may be included also the
public correction of written exercises and tests, provided that discussion of the actual mechanics of
marking has greater salience than both the ostensible topic of the exercise etc. and the language
points underlying possible mistakes.

Language activity
This dimension of the system was designed to investigate the range of language activities planned
and directed by the teacher (including pupil demonstrations where control temporarily passes to a
pupil or group of pupils). The categories were designed to capture some of the different kinds of
linguistic and communicative experience which, on the basis of current theoretical understanding,
appear to be particularly important for learning Irish or any second or foreign language in a
classroom context. The categories are designed to provide information on matters such as:
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1. The popularity of various types of language practice (i.e. not communication).
2. The extent to which Irish is used in the classroom for any substantive 'communicative'

purpose i.e. for real communication.
3. The balance of Irish and English.

A major distinction within the categories of Language activity relates to language practice
versus communication. Language-practice categories involve the use of Irish primarily to give
learners training in the manipulation of the language - the transmission of messages is incidental.
In the case of `Real communication', in contrast, the focus of attention is on meaning and on the
message being transmitted. 'Simulated communication' might be thought of as intermediate
between language practice and real communication.

There are 13 Language activity categories in ILAS compared to eight in the final version of the
Stirling System. Notice that there is no direct equivalent of `Simulated communication in Irish',
`Irish song/poem', 'Bilingual simulated communication' or 'Bilingual real communication', in
the Stirling System. `Drills' and 'Contextualisation exercises' were not treated as separate
categories in the Stirling system.

In cases where Language activity categories have been changed or adapted from the Stirling
system, specific examples of the language activity from the present study are given.

Instructions on coding Language activity in the context of `Pupil/group demonstration' are
given in the Classroom organisation section below.

Language Practice (categories 1-5 below)
l*Comprehension
This category includes all Irish language practice discourse realised in a single code, which
originates from a non-pupil speaker, and to which either no pupil contribution is expected or the
pupil response is secondary and occurs only in the context of comprehension checks by the
teacher. The primary focus of attention is typically on the lexical meaning of the discourse.

The message may be new, or known. Where the message is new, the decision to allocate the
discourse to this category rather than to that of 'Real communication in Irish' will depend on
where the focus of attention is believed to lie i.e. on the message or the lexical items. This
category includes the playing through of a prescribed narrative or dialogue, with or without
accompanying pictures, and other listening comprehension activities.
2 Imitation
This category includes all Irish language practice discourse in one code, where pupils' utterances
imitative of previously-provided Irish models are expected. The focus of attention is on Irish
phonological or orthographic form.

The category includes both the production and reproduction of model utterances, in the course
of pronunciation and or writing practice. The typical instance of 'Imitation' is the activity of
repetition, where modelling and imitative moves follow each other in interactive sequence. The
recitation of previously memorised material is also to be categorised here, as long at it can be
related to a previously provided model. Copy writing is another realisation of imitative discourse.
Recognition of imitative discourse is helped by the total predictability of pupil utterances, which
must conform in phonological or orthographic detail to the model previously provided.
3 Transposition
This category includes all Irish practice discourse where utterances are simultaneously realised in
both written and spoken codes, and where the focus of attention is on the relationship between
them (e.g. reading aloud/dictation).
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Transposition provides practice in relating the codes and in making translations from one to the
other. That is, it involves input in one mode, oral or written, and output in another. There must
be pupil output in some productive mode. The category includes reading aloud and dictation. It
does not include comprehension activity (See category 1 above) taking place with pupils' books
open. However, where the teacher positively directs pupils' attention to the written code, even if
he/she also supplies an oral rendering of the text, the discourse will be categorised here (as long as
an oral rendering is also required of the pupils).
4a *Contextualisation exercise
This category includes all Irish practice disourse with an expected component of pupil utterances,
where the focus is on the appropriacy of utterances to their discourse context.
The information being transmitted is typically known, and there may therefore be non-structural
constraints on pupil utterances (e.g. getting the story line right). Discourse in this category will
not exhibit the systematic structural regularities which are typical of drills, though the substance
and form of utterances will still be largely predictable.
Typical instances are question and answer sequences, oral or written. Also included are the acting
out of pre-prepared dialogues but excluding both (a) strictly memorised dialogues (which would be
coded under 'Imitation', and (b) more loosely rehearsed role-play dialogue where the learner
makes a creative input or where there is some element of meaning negotiation (which would be
coded under `Simulated communication'). Other instances relate to the production of oral or
written prepared compositions which do not involve any creative input from the pupil.

Examples:
1. Nuachzirsai Step BI exercises (Cur i bhfeidhm an bhunchomhrei): The questions being

asked are designed to elicit, clarify or elaborate on utterances already covered in the basic
narrative (Bunchomhrd).

2. NuachUrsai Step Bll exercises (Cur i bhfeidhm an bhunchomhrá: Exercises where the
content is sometimes only loosely related to the topic of the Bunchomhra, would come
under the heading Tontextualisation exercises' instead of 'Drill' because they involve
question and answer sequences in which there is an emphasis on utterance/discourse
relationships rather than on repetitive structural or new-vocabulary drills.

3. Exercises based on the story line presented in the Nuachfirsai filmstrips: General
questions about the narrative relating to the Nuachársai filmstrips (not necessarily those
questions in the NuachUrsai handbook).

4. Exercises in reader: Oral or written question-and-answer sequences designed to test
pupils' comprehension of a story covered in an Irish language reader. In the case of
written question-and-answer sequences, the material would often have been covered orally
beforehand.

5. Questions on teacher-presented narrative: The teacher asks pupils questions designed to
test the pupils comprehension of a story which the teacher has previously recounted to the
pupils.

4b *Drills: Structural/vocabulary/pronunciation/spelling
This category includes all Irish practice discourse in one code which has an expected component
of pupil utterances, and which is structurally constrained beyond the rules of normal discourse.
The focus of attention is primarily on syntactic form (although non-imitative vocabulary,
pronunciation and spelling tasks are also included).
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Opportunities are provided for manipulating the paradigmatic and syntagmatic relationships
obtaining within particular syntactic structures of Irish. The constraints are either made explicit
by the teacher, or are implicit in models supplied by the teacher.

The typical instance is the pattern drill where the teacher lays down constraints relating to a
particular structure, and then elicits a series of utterances (oral of written ) exemplifying it from
pupils. The information being carried is typically known, and there is only secondary emphasis on
meaning even in the case of contextualised drills. Pupil utterances are at least partly predictable
as far as structure is concerned.

Examples:
1. Structural exercise: (a) Nuachfirsal Step C exercises: The teacher presents the children with

a sentence already encountered in the basic narrative (Bunchomhni) e.g. Niorbh jhada go
bhfuair Mamai boladh glasrai dOite and then elicits similar utterances beginning with the
same structure provided in the model Niorbh 'hada go followed by a different but
appropriate verb/phrase ending. (b) Structural drills may also be implemented in written
form e.g. pupils, as part of an exercise from the coursebook Buail Dom, rewrite sentences
such as B'eigean dom an (oscail:doras), making the necessary changes in the words within
brackets.

2. Vocabulary exercise: Nuachürsai Step BII exercises (FoclOir Breise): These exercises
involves the teaching of additional vocabulary which goes beyond the meaning of the
discourse (story line) in question.

3. Pronunciation exercise: The pupil's task is to find words in a written text which contain a
particular sound e.g. 'a'.

4. Spelling exercise: The pupils are asked to spell aloud words from memory (which have not
been previously rehearsed i.e. not 'Imitation').

5 Translation
This category includes discourse in which lexical meanings of Irish are made explicit through the
provision of English correspondences, or through the provision of definitions in English. The
Irish units being explained may range in length from morphemes to entire narratives.

The category includes all translation exercises, as well as the taking/giving of vocabulary notes
with English equivalents. The category must include items in English and corresponding items of
Irish in the subject matter being considered. The language used to organise the activity, and to
comment on correspondences, could be Irish, English or non-existent.

Simulated communication (categories 6-7 below)
6 *Simulated communication in Irish (No direct equivalent in the Stirling System)
This category includes all Irish discourse (more than 80% is in Irish) which has the outer form of
real communication but where there is some underlying concern with contextualised realistic
language practice as well as with the message for its own sake. `Simulated communication'
superficially adheres to the rules of normal discourse (oral or written) but may not be truly open
ended, and the pupil may not speak from a really `personal' self.

Unlike real communication, where the emphasis is on pupils conveying a message as clearly and
accurately as possible within the limits of their linguistic ability, pupils engaged in 'Simulated
communication' may alter the story line or the intended content of their utterances in order to
accommodate the strengths and weaknesses in their own knowledge of the language. At the same
time, `Simulated communication' does imply that the pupil makes some creative contribution and
that some element of meaning negotiation is involved. The teacher may prompt or coax the pupil
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to develop his or her contribution, as long as a real element of pupil initiative remains. Excluded
from this category, therefore, are dialogues which have such a formulaic (teacher-determined)
structure that the pupils' task consists of no more than the reproduction of well rehearsed lines in

a predetermined scenario. Activities of this latter kind should be coded as 'Contextualisation
exercises'.

The distinction between 'Simulated communication' and 'Contextualisation exercise' may
occasionally be difficult to draw in practice. A borderline example encountered in the present
study involved a discussion about an actual event in the classroom which, because it was virtually
entirely teacher led and controlled, was finally judged to fall within the category of
'Contextualisation exercise'. Another situation in which the language activity was coded as
'Contextualisation exercise' was where the teacher, in the context of a discussion of an entirely
realistic and topical subject, asked questions in such a way that they either incorporated or
strongly implied the expected answers. Although many teacher-pupil discussions concerning real
life topics are intended as simulated communication exercises, they cannot be assigned to this
category in the present system unless some significant freedom to determine the development of
the discourse is clearly ceded to the pupil.

Examples:
1. Discourse involved in certain kinds of role play and drama, which mimic real life

situations in a manner consistent with the above definition.
2. Pupils in a demonstrating group mime actions while the rest of the class formulate the

sentences which describe the actions of the demonstrating group.
3. Nuacheirsai Step D (SaorchomhrO Cruthaitheach - free creative conversation): Some of

the language activities recommended under this heading fall within the category of
'Simulated communication', as long as pupils can influence the course of the exercise,
drama, role play etc.

4. Games such as Fiche Ceist (Twenty Questions): Even though the questions tend to follow
a very predictable pattern in the Irish lesson at this level (i.e. the same kinds of questions
are regularly asked each time the game is played), nevertheless the game does involve an
information gap which is gradually redefined as the game proceeds.

5. Pupils formulate questions: Language activities which involve pupils formulating questions
to be answered by other pupils (e.g. the pupil in the role of teacher) are categorised as
'Simulated communication' even if the questions relate to a familiar story/situation. If the
activity is to be assigned to this category, however, the demonstrating pupils must have
freedom to choose and formulate the questions themselves (i.e. to introduce some creative
element into the exercise), even though their linguistic ability may limit the kinds of
questions they are capable of formulating.

6. Written simulated communication: Pupils write a letter to a friend (as an open-ended task),
although in effect they largely limit themselves to structures/vocabulary already practised
earlier in the lesson.

7 * Bilingual simulated communication
Same as above but discourse is bilingual (20% - 80% of talk is in English).
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Real communication (categories 8-10 below)
8 *Real communication in Irish (more than 80% of discourse is in Irish)
-This category covers all Irish discourse in which messages are being transmitted and the focus of
attention is on the meaning of what is being said.

Messages are defined, for example, as (i) statements containing information (referential or
other) which is new to the hearer, or thought by the speaker to be new to him/her (ii) requests for
information the speaker does not have (iii) commands to the hearer concerning some action the
speaker wants carried out. This contrasts with practice language, where language is produced
primarily to give learners training in the manipulation of Irish, and any transmission of messages
is incidental. There are no structural or content constraints restricting the allocation of Irish
discourse to this category.

Nevertheless, in this category the teacher may modify the language used to suit the pupils' level
of competence. The teacher may also take more of the initiative in order to compensate for pupils'
linguistic limitations, as long as he/she responds to the pupils' contributions. The provision of
occasional words or idioms by the teacher or the translation of English words in passing -
occurrences which would be common in certain kinds of 'real life' communication between native
and non-native speakers - is permitted under this heading as long as more than 80% of the main
discourse consists of real communication in Irish.

Examples:
1. Discussion of grammatical points or imparting new information to pupils on a particular

grammatical structure are included here. Real communication can also occur when the
teacher gives instructions in Irish with no expected component of immediate public pupil
oral response but where the pupils are expected to respond non-verbally (e.g. taking out
jotters and preparing a page for an essay) or are expected to act on the instructions at a
later date (e.g. homework and how it is to be done). The essential requirements, that the
discourse is purposeful and the emphasis is on meaning, are still met.

2. 'Real communication' is also involved if pupils are reading/writing in order to
understand/communicate messages and not just doing reading or writing for the sake of
the linguistic exercise itself For example, a pupil may have to read a set of instructions
in Irish which are to be acted upon - the focus of the activity then is on the message being
communicated in the text.

9 *Bilingual real communication
Same as for `Real communication in Irish' above but the discourse is bilingual (between 20% and
80% of discourse is in English, remainder in Irish ).
10 *Real communication in English
Same as for 'Real communication in Irish' but practically all discourse is in English (more than
80% of discourse in English).

Other activities (categories 11-12 below)
11 *Irish song/poem (no direct equivalent in the Stirling system)
This category includes all Irish discourse where pupils are reciting a poem/prayer/song lyric or
singing in Irish.

This is really a topic-defined subcategory of the language activity 'Imitation' - we have
categorised it as a separate language activity here because it seemed to be a quite distinct type of
extended imitation. All other discourse or practice discourse, apart from recitation, relating to
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songs/poems (choral reading of poems, line by line imitation, discussing the words or meaning of
songs etc.) should be coded according to other appropriate categories above.
12 Compound
This category covers all discourse in which distinct exchanges relating to more than one of the
previously defined language activity categories, but each shorter than 30 seconds, occur in
complex sequences.

Discourse allocated to this category is to be distinguished from that where stray exchanges of
another character occur as intrusions into a particular language activity by the regularity of the
exchange sequences, and by the fact that alternation is determined by teacher initiative (rather
than pupil initiative or pupil error).

Where a body of material is covered using two or more activities in compound fashion, if a
particular case of one of the activities lasts for more than 30 seconds, it is not considered to be a
new segment.

If an intrusive activity occurs non-systematically within a compound segment, but lasts less than
30 seconds, it is discounted as in other kinds of segment. If it lasts longer than 30 seconds it is an
interruption and is coded as an independent segment.

Where a 'Drill' or Tontextualisation exercise' is elaborated to include systematic pupil
repetition of correct responses, it will still be coded as 'Drill' or Tontextualisation exercise', and
not as 'Compound'.

Pupil behaviour
The ways in which teachers require pupils to involve themselves in successive teaching segments
is described in terms of overt pupil behaviours. Pupil behaviour is coded in terms of seven
categories of pupil involvement including the receptive modes of 'Listening', 'Looking' and
'Reading silently', and the productive modes of 'Speaking', 'Reading aloud', 'Doing' and
'Writing'. The single category of 'Reading' in the Stirling System was replaced by two categories
'Reading silently' and 'Reading aloud' in the present ILAS adaptation.

Each segment receives a code for the presence of each of these seven behaviours on the basis of
teachers intentions regarding pupil involvement. Behaviours may occur singly or in a range of
combinations.

Only pupil behaviour which is integral to the dominant language activity for that segment
should be included. Behaviours do not have to be sustained over the whole segment in order to be
coded as having occured. Pupil behaviours during intrusive activities should not be considered.
So, if the teacher writes something essential on the board during a particular activity to which the
pupil must attend, the pupil behaviour 'Reading silently' will be noted. In the case where there is
no expectation that the pupils should attend to the written code (e.g. where the teacher writes
something on the blackboard which relates to a another task which has not yet been introduced or
discussed) no behaviour code should be noted.
1 Listening
Pupils are considered to be in a listening mode of involvement if required to attend to any auditory
language source e.g. the teacher, other pupil(s), or a tape recording.
2 Speaking
Pupils are in the speaking mode of involvement if at that moment producing, or actively preparing
to produce spoken language (e.g. thinking of a question to ask of another pupil).
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3 Doing
Doing involves the carrying out of some non-linguistic overt physical activity in acCordance with
academic plans determined by the teacher (or by pupil(s), if it is a pupil-directed activity).
Examples include drawing a picture, taking out books, mime etc.
4a *Reading silently
Silent reading involves attending to any written text or any other graphic code (from a book, the
blackboard etc.)
4b *Reading aloud
The pupil attends to any written text and reads it aloud or is actively preparing to read it aloud.

In a round robin reading activity where pupils read aloud one by one, the pupil behaviour is
coded 'Listening' and 'Reading aloud' because each pupil is actively preparing to read aloud. If a
group are reading aloud in unison, the pupil behaviour codes should be the same (i.e. 'Listening'
and 'Reading aloud'). The logic for this is that it is assumed that the pupils are listening to the
other pupils in order to keep in step with the activity itself and are themselves actively reading
aloud. Similarly, in choral recitation, the pupils are assumed to be listening as well as speaking .

5 Writing
Pupils are in the 'writing' mode of involvement if producing any kind of graphic text or coding
(e.g. correcting homework, doing choice tests), or actively preparing to do so.
6 Looking
Looking involves attending to any non-linguistic visual stimulus. This includes visual aids such
as film strips, cut outs, and also the blackboard. The pupil could also be looking at another pupil
or at the teacher miming. Pupils are considered to be looking at a visual stimulus only if they
have been directed to do so or the looking behaviour is an intrinsic element of the learning
activity. An incidental reference to a visual item is not enough to be coded as looking'.
Looking behaviour does not involve situations where the pupil is looking at a person as a normal
part of attending to what he/she is saying (e.g. pupils looking at a teacher who is instructing).

Additional coding guidelines for Pupil behaviour
The definitions just provided make explicit what is meant by 'Listening' etc. in the case of
individual pupils. In observing the interaction of a teacher with a class of 30 or so pupils,
however, it is clearly probable that at any one time, individuals or groups of individuals may be
involved in different ways in the ongoing lesson. Different pupils may have been allocated a
variety of tasks, on a group or individual basis, which involve the activation of different sets of
communicative channels. And even within whole class activities, different pupils may be
allocated different communicative roles. Thus, an individual pupil or a small group may be given
some task of demonstration, and the rest of the pupils may be required to form an audience for this
minority.

The following guidelines are proposed for applying the category set in terms of communicative
channels to class and group involvement:

1. In whole class interactive discourse, pupil responses may be choral or individual. Where
they are choral, clearly all pupils are involved in the same way. Where they are individual,
that is, when the rule 'only one person speaks at a time' is in operation, the observer must
decide whether the teacher has restricted in any way the obligation on all pupils to be ready
to contribute to the discourse, at any moment, if called on. This would be the case, for
instance, if the teacher had instructed most of the pupils to form an audience for some kind
of oral demonstration activity being carried out by a minority of pupils or by an individual.
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If this has happened the majority cannot be regarded as being in an active 'speaking'
mode. But if no such restrictions have been imposed, the operation of the 'one at a time'
rule cannot be regarded as cancelling out the 'Speaking' mode for all.

2. In whole class activities, the mode of involvement of the majority of the pupils will be used
to categorise the discourse. Thus, in the case cited above, if most pupils are playing
audience while one or two have the sole right to speak, the whole class must be coded as
'Listening' and 'Looking' only, and not 'Speaking'.

3. In group activities, the problem is more complex. Different groups and individuals may
have been instructed to use a different selection of communication channels (Pupil
behaviours), in parallel. The teacher may be interacting with any, or none, of these. The
small amount of group work known to occur allows an arbitrary solution to be adopted: as
with whole class activities, the mode of involvement of the majority only will be coded.
This may sometimes necessitate guesswork.

In general, in judging involvement, the central interest is not what the children actually do, but
what the teacher intend.s them to do or gives them a chance to do. We in any case, have a much
better guide to teacher intentions than to pupils' inner mental states, in the complex of directions
and hints with which the teacher tries to convey his or her intentions to the pupils. The
judgements concerning which pupil channels are intended by the teacher to be active at any
particular moment, and in particular concerning changes of state in the different channels, must
therefore be made mainly on the basis of any procedural discourse, in particular on teachers'
focussing moves. Additional secondary clues can be gathered from the range of materials
immediately available (if a film strip is being shown it seems safe to judge that the teacher means
the children to look at it, even if no explicit instruction is given).

The procedure being proposed here for the observer in relation to this dimension is a continuous
monitoring of all seven categories of Pupil behaviour, independently recording any changes of
state which may occur in any behaviour at any time. That is different from that proposed in
relation to all other dimensions, where the observer must allocate events to one or other of a
mutually exclusive set of complex categories.

The general rule to be applied, therefore, when coding Pupil behaviour is to include only those
pupil behaviours which involve the majority of the pupils in the class and which are intended by
the teacher to be integral to the current language activity.

Teacher mode of involvement
This dimension was designed to capture the relationship of the teacher to the pupils, and his/her
role in the discourse. Four categories were used, compared to seven in the Stirling System. The
'Monitoring' category below combines a number of categories in the Stirling System - 'Watching
and helping', 'Participating', 'Working with group' and 'Working with individual'. For each
segment, only one of the categories applies.
1 Instructing
The teacher is communicating with the whole class, typically by speech, but possibly also by
public writing, mime etc. and there is no expected component of public pupil response. Pupils
may simply be required to attend, or they may be required to respond privately, typically in
writing - taking down notes etc.

If the teacher is producing public writing for the pupils to copy or operate on, and there is no
expected public pupil response component, one of the two situations may apply:
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(i) The period of teacher writing is substantially coterminous with the period provided for pupil
response - the pupils are apparently supposed to keep up with the teacher, and completion of
their task is expected (though not necessarily achieved) within 30 seconds of the teacher
ceasing to write. In this case, the teacher is 'Instructing' and the classroom organisation
category (see next section) is `Whole class'.

(ii) The teacher goes ahead of the pupils, and does not expect them to complete their task within
30 seconds after he/she finished writing. In this case there is no public communication in real
time, and so the relevant category of Classroom organisation (See description in next section)
is `Individual' and the Teacher mode of involvement is not `Instructing'.

Common classroom experience suggests that public teacher writing is normally accompanied by
general monitoring of classroom activity and, therefore, in the absence of information to the
contrary, the coder should regard the teacher as `Monitoring' (See third category below) during
this activity.
2 Interacting
The teacher engages in interactive public-discourse with the whole class. The typical pattern is
one of question/response/reaction. While interaction is likely to be with successive pupils singly,
`readiness to speak' is required of all pupils. Substantial patterned public pupil responses are
required. Typically oral, these may occasionally take other forms e.g. writing on the blackboard,
performing public mime.

Pupils' response may be non-verbal. However, where pupils respond privately (e.g. in writing)
to teachers' oral cues this is not 'Interacting'. Pupil responses, verbal or non-verbal, must be
contributions to a public discourse for 'interaction' to occur.
3 *Monftoring
The teacher is overseeing the carrying out by pupils of a pre-set task. This may involve observing
a whole class oral activity (e.g. a situation drama or a pupil demonstration), or it may involve
circulating among pupils who are working on individual seatwork tasks, (e.g. written exercises),
and commenting privately on their work. When a tape is being played publicly in a whole class
situation the teacher is considered to be 'Monitoring'.

We also include here instances where the teacher is participating in an activity along with all
students. For example, the teacher may sing, or repeat taped utterances, with pupils.
4 Not involved
The teacher is not communicating with pupils, nor in general attending to pupil activities. He/she
may have given earlier instructions for pupil activity, but is not currently monitoring it. For
example, pupils may be involved in some activity the teacher set earlier and the teacher may be
silently correcting homework or preparing materials for the next segment/lesson etc.

Classroom organisation
This dimension is concerned with the patterns of class organisation which are intended and
implemented by the teacher. There are seven categories as in the original Stirling Study. Only
one category applies to each segment.
1 Whole class
There is one central activity going on, dependent on the teacher or another source of stimulus
(typically tape or film), but not on a 'Pupil demonstration'. The class functions as one group and
the pace of each pupil's activities is determined from moment to moment by the teacher, and/or a
central stimulus source and/or class activities, e.g. class discussion.
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A typical example is where each pupil takes it in turn to read aloud from their reader (round
robin). Another example is where each pupil is ready to ask another pupil a question based on a
passage read, but is simultaneously ready to answer any other pupil's question.
2 Pupil/Group demonstration (a special case of 'whole class')
There is one central activity going on, focussed on a pupil or group demonstration. For example,
one pupil may take the role of the teacher, or a group of pupils may act out a scene with the rest of
the class forming an audience

This category could be considered a special case of group work (as in the examples below), but
given the interdependent nature of the roles assigned to the different groups of pupils it was
decided to treat it effectively as a special case of 'whole class' work. This has implications for the
coding of the 'Language activity': if the larger non-demonstrating group is required to make
productive responses (`Speak' and/or 'Write' and/or 'Do), the activity of this non-demonstrating
group is coded. In other cases, the activity of the demonstrating individual or group is coded.
This category of Classroom organisation will be used even when the teacher is one of the
demonstrating group, providing that he/she is not simply acting as teacher to a subset of the class.
3 Cooperative: same task
Pupils are assigned to work cooperatively in more than one group, but groups are assigned
identical tasks.
4 Cooperative: different task
Pupils are assigned to work cooperatively in more than one group, and groups are assigned
different tasks (differentiated by language activity and/or pupil behaviour).
5 Individual: same task
Pupils are set to work alone, without cooperation, but the task set is identical for all pupils. The
pace of each pupil's activities is not dependent on other pupils or on the ongoing activity of the
teacher (though there may be an eventual deadline).
6 Individual: different task
Pupils are set to work alone, without cooperation, and at least some individuals are set tasks
different from those set for others.
7 Cooperative and individual
Some pupils are working cooperatively in one or more groups and the rest are working as
individuals. Tasks may be the same or different between groups and for individuals.

For each segment, only one Classroom organisation category above is considered to apply.

Materials
This dimension includes all materials used at any time during the lesson segment by either the
pupils or the teacher. The code-number of each material used should be written in the appropriate
column on the observation sheet.

It will be recalled that the introduction of new materials does not necessitate a change in
segment. Only a change in one of the first five dimensions above is critical in this regard. All
materials used are coded even if used for only part of the segment (e.g. 'Blackboard' is coded even
if the teacher writes on the blackboard only briefly). However, material being prepared for use in
subsequent segments and which do not relate to the current segment, should not be coded.

Listed below is the range of items used which may be coded.
1. Nuachfirsai handbooks Specify the name of the handbook e.g. 'Sean-NeidiV 'La Faoin

Tuath'.
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2. Other course book/workbook - Give the name of the commercially produced course book or
workbook e.g. 'Bog horn% 'Anseo is Ansifid'; `Sli na nOg; 'Lean den Obair' etc. Note that
materials are coded under this heading even if only the teacher is using them.

3. Reader.
4. Jotter/copy.
5. Blackboard.
6. Wallchart.
7. Worksheet.
8. Flashcards.
9. Library Books.
10. Film strip/slide.
11. Cut outs.
12. Tape.
13. Video/film.
14. Overhead Projector.
15. Photographs.
16. Authentic materials: These include items such as posters, newspaper articles,

advertisements, TV license, tax form in Irish etc.
17. Objects.
18. Person (other than pupil or teacher): For example, an outsider is brought into the classroom

and talks to the pupils about himself/herself and the pupils can ask him/her questions.
19. Other (any other materials not covered in the previous categories).

Class attentiveness (No equivalent in the Stirling System)

This dimension is designed to capture the extent to which the majority of pupils are paying
attention to the current language activity. It is measured on a five point scale representing 'very
low' attention (a rating of 1 ') to 'very high' attention (a rating of '5') on the part of pupils. This
coding can only be done online i.e. by the observers in the classroom.

Only one point on the rating scale is assigned to each segment.

Class interest (No equivalent in the Stirling System)

The extent to which the majority of pupils are interested in the current language activity is rated
on a similar five point scale to that above.

Notes on authors' recoding of Class attentiveness and Class interest.
The original coding of attention and interest was carried out by the observers in the classroom as
the segments of the lesson actually unfolded. In the case of the authors' recodings of the lessons
based on audio recordings, however, which is the basis for the present analysis, we had to depend
entirely on these original data since visual information would be critical in making judgements of
this kind.

In order to handle those cases where the segment boundaries as originally determined by the
observer in the classroom did not match new boundaries in the authors' recodings of segments,
and where attention or interest ratings by the observers actually varied across the relevant
segments, we had to develop a systematic procedure for calculating new attentiveness and interest
values from the original data provided by the observer. It should be stressed that in the majority
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of cases the identification of segment boundaries by the observers and the authors either matched
very closely, or else diverged in ways which were not problematical as far as recalculating
attentiveness and interest ratings were concerned e.g. the observers' attentiveness or interest
ratings often remained stable over quite a few segments.

The following examples illustrate the kinds of situations that actually arose, or that could have
arisen, and the manner in which the recalculation was accomplished:

1. The starting times of the observer's first segment (segment I-1) and the authors' first
segment (segment A-1) corresponded bui the authors judged the segment to be longer than
the observer did, so that our first segment (A-1) temporally overlapped part of the
observer's second segment (I-2). In such cases the class attentiveness and interest ratings
for our new segment (A-1) were taken as the same as the ratings of the original observer's
segment (I-1), if the duration of the latter accounted for 50% or more of the new segment
(A-1).

2. The starting times of segment A-1 and I-1 correspond, but the authors' first segment (A-1)
temporally overlapped all of the observer's second segment (1-2). In this instance the
attention and interest ratings for our first new segment (A-1) were calculated as the mean
of the observer's ratings for his/her first two segments (I-1 and 1-2). A similar procedure
was applied if the authors' new segment temporally overlapped three or more of the
observer's segments.

3. The authors judged that a new segment (A-2) occurred at some point during the observer's
first segment (I-1) but the A-2 segment did not finish until the end of the observer's second
segment (1-2). Assuming that the observer's rating actually changed from segment I-1 to
segment 1-2, the rating chosen for our new segment (A-2) was taken to be the observer's
rating associated with the lesson segment, or the portion of the lesson-segment, which
accounted for the greater proportion of the temporal overlap with A-2.
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Lesson transcripts

Transcribing the lessons
All recording study was done on audio cassettes tapes. Video recording was not used for a
number of reasons: it would be more disruptive and invasive than audiotaping, and the cost and
time involved in training observers would be prohibitive

Two separate audio recordings were made of each lesson as a protection against the possible
malfunction of one of the machines. Each of the two observers sat at different ends of the
classroom, recording the lesson on high quality C90 cassettes.

Transcription necessitates frequent replaying of small fragments of lesson discourse. It was
important, therefore, to have a robust playback mechanism. We also had to estimate segment
durations. Bearing these requirements in mind, we chose the Tandberg Educational
recorder/player. Unfortunately, we found that the real-time counter was not completely accurate
and varied from machine to machine. Consequently all segment durations had to be rechecked
using stop watches.

There were a few stages to the transcription process. We began by selecting the better quality
tape recording. We then listened to the tape a few times in order to become familiar with the
structure and content of the lesson before beginning the transcription proper.

It has been estimated that one lesson can take about 20 hours to transcribe. But this is a
conservative estimate. Van Lier (1988: 241) argues that such a product 'will be a rough working
transcription' and that 'segments to be used for close analysis and presentation will still need
polishing'. He cites the work of Labov and Fanshel (1977) who 'found that after years of
working on one relatively short recording, they were still making non-trivial changes to the
transcription'. Of course, the nature of the dialogue and the quality of the recording are
significant factors in determining how much time is needed to produce an accurate transcript.

The quality of the tape recordings varied rather widely. The teacher's speech was invariably
distinct and easily transcribed. In the case of pupils, however, it was often quite difficult to
determine what exactly was being said. Nevertheless, pupil utterances which seemed on a first
hearing to be completely unintelligible, were often decoded through repeated playbacks and the
use of Contextual information. Enlisting the assistance of colleagues also proved very helpful in
resolving ambiguous dialogue. As Van Lier (1988: 240) points out 'a fresh ear may get it right
the first time'.

Background information which would help in interpreting class discourse was assembled and
consulted both before and during the transcription process. These sources included:

1. Teachers' reports via the Teacher Questionnaire (see Appendix 2.4)
2. Pupils names from the 'Teacher's rankings of pupils' (see Appendix 2.2)
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3. Notes made by the inspectors on the Irish Lesson Analysis System (ILAS) coding sheet
regarding materials etc.

4. The actual course-books/workbooks/film strips which were being used by teachers and
pupils. For example, transcribing reading-aloud activities (Transposition) was greatly
simplified by having access to the appropriate readers. Similarly, being able to refer to the
NuachUrsai handbooks and film strips when transcribing NuachUrsaf-related activities
frequently helped to clarify uncertainties.

Selecting the sample extracts
The extracts included here are selective in two ways:

1. Seven full lessons from seven different classes were initially transcribed. These particular
classes were selected so as to achieve an optimal mix of the social, demographic and
educational conditions prevailing in the 20 classes.

2. From these seven transcripts, we selected 24 lesson segments. These segments were chosen
so as to represent the relative frequency of, and time spent on, various combinations of the
Topic/Language activity categories of ILAS (see Table 7.13). It will be noted that in the
case of three segments which were particularly long, the extract contains only the first two
to three minutes of the segment.

The 24 extracts altogether contain over an hour and a quarter of Irish-lesson discourse and run
to 39 pages. They are listed under the 17 most frequent ILAS topic/language activity
combinations. The number of pages allocated to the most frequent combinations roughly
corresponds to the proportions for these combinations in Table 7.13. No more than two pages are
allocated to the remaining combinations.

The transcript of each segment is identified by the Irish-achievement ranking of the class (1 =
highest, 20 = lowest) from which the extract is taken, the lesson number (first or second lesson)
and the location of the segment (segment number) within that lesson (e.g. Class 2, lesson 1,
segment 5). Each extract is also preceded by a list of the characteristics of that segment in terms
of each of the eight ILAS coding dimensions.

Given the goals and procedures just outlined, it is clear that the transcripts here cannot be taken
as representative of any particular teaching style, approach or method, or of the range of teaching
styles and methods generally.

Accuracy of transcripts
The transcriptions were intended to be as detailed and as accurate as possible as far as classroom
interaction was concerned. Like Van Lier (1988: 242), we include 'all that was said and by
whom it was said'. It is a well established fact that spontaneous speech, even in a first language,
is replete with errors, self-corrections, false starts and disfluency of various kinds. Since it was
not an objective of this study to analyse the teachers' Irish, mispronunciations and relatively
minor grammatical errors at the individual-word level (e.g. word-initial changes or word-
endings) in the teachers' speech are not recorded unless the teachers themselves drew attention to
them by self-correction. No changes in word order or in other aspects of discourse were made.

Grammatical mistakes and more serious mispronunciations in the pupils' speech have been
recorded, however, as they often give rise to interactions which, for a short period at least,
become the focus of the lesson. English words and phrases in both the teachers' and pupils'
speech were transcribed directly as spoken and are printed in italics. It scarcely needs to be said
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that no assessment of either teachers' or pupils' use of Irish should be based on the extracts here
which were neither selected or transcribed with this purpose in mind.

Although our aim was to be as inclusive as possible, we did not want to produce a script that
was overly complex. Thus, non-verbal contextual information is kept to a minimum and is
included only when it assists the overall interpretation of an utterance.

In those cases where all efforts to decode a troublesome sequence of speech failed we simply
marked the discourse as unintelligible using the conventions listed below (an asterisk *
representing each unintelligible word). No attempt was made to guess either the content of
unclear utterances or the identity of a speaker who was not readily recognised. In cases where
there is uncertainty regarding what has been said, the utterances are enclosed in angular brackets.

Conventions for transcription'
The speaker is indicated in the left-hand margin.
The letter 'T' is used to indicate the teacher speaking.
The letter '13' indicates a pupil speaking where it is not possible to identify him/her by name.
PI: Indicates the first contribution by a particular pupil in a sequence of spoken exchanges
between that pupil and another speaker (usually the teacher). P2 indicates that pupil's second
contribution and so forth.
Pupils: This refers to a situation where more than one pupil is engaged in choral speaking -
(usually the whole class or a particular group of pupils e.g. a demonstrating group).
In order to maintain the anonymity of schools and participants, pupils' names, place names
and all other identifying information or references have been changed or deleted. Where
place names and references to specific locations have been deleted the missing speech is
indicated by curved brackets enclosing an asterisk representing each word deleted e.g. (* * )
First names taken from the following list of common Irish girls' and boys' names are used as
substitutes for actual names of those pupils whom we were able to identify from the
recordings:
Aisling, Anne, Aoife, Breda, Carol, Caroline, Catherine, Ciarkn, Claire, Cliona, Conor,
Colette, David, Deirdre, Eimear, Elanor, Emma, Fiona, Fionnula, Gemma, Helen, Jason,
Jennifer, Joan, John, Julie, Linda, Maeve, Maire, Mairead, Mark, Mary, Michael, Niamh,
Nora, Orla, Patricia, Patrick, Paul, Paula, Pauline, Rachael, Rebecca, Rita, Raisin, Sean,
Sinéad, Siobhán, Tara, Tomas, Una, Yvonne.
The following surnames were used as substitutes for real ones in the text:
Garvey, Greene, Martin, Mac Aogain, Ni Neill, 6 Briain, 6 Floinn, 6 Riain, 6 Se,

Other conventions
Text which is being read aloud is enclosed in single quotes ". Text which is being
read aloud from Irish readers is printed exactly as it is spoken (even though the
readers themselves were consulted during the transcription process).

tt 31 Double quotes indicate direct speech in a reading text.
A-B-C Spellings (where the pupils or teacher spell a word aloud) are indicated by capital

letters each separated by a hyphen.

Partly based on Wells (1985).
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A question mark is used at the end of utterances where an interrogative meaning is
considered to have been intended.
An exclamation mark is used at the end of an utterance considered to have
exclamatory intention.
An apostrophe is used for normal contractions and elision of syllables.

italics English words and phrases are printed in italics.
CAPS Capitals are used where part of an utterance receives unusually heavy stress to convey

emphasis or contrastive meaning.
Asterisks are used to indicate unintelligibility, for whatever reason. The number of
asterisks corresponds as closely as possible to the number of words judged to have
been uttered.
Stops are used to indicate pauses. One stop is used for a very short pause. Thereafter,
the number of stops used corresponds to the estimated length of the pause in seconds.
Pauses over 5 seconds in length are indicated by the number corresponding to the
length of the pause (e.g. 8 seconds).
Underlining: Where utterances overlap because two or more speakers speak at once,
the overlapping portions are underlined. In the present context, underlining usually
means that pupil(s) and teacher are speaking simultaneously.
A hyphen indicates a hiatus, either because the utterance is incomplete or because the
speaker makes a fresh start at the word or utterance.

[ Contextual information is enclosed in square brackets.

( ) Interpretations of utterances and descriptions of intonation where applicable are
enclosed in round brackets and included immediately after the utterances to which
they apply. Only rising intonation (in the case of statements which function as
questions) is indicated in the present transcripts .

< > Utterances, or parts of utterances, about which there is doubt are enclosed in angular
brackets; where two interpretations are possible they are both given, separated by an
oblique stroke (/).

(sic) Words emanating from pupils which are transcribed without correction.
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SELECTED TRANSCRIPTS

Contextualisation exercises - Situation: Other than Nuachürsai

Extract 1.

Rank 12, lesson 1, segment 10 Segment duration: 5 mins 24 secs

Topic: Situation: Other than Nuachtirsai
(Fiacidir - The Dentist)

Language activity: Contextualisation exercise
Pupil behaviour: Listening, speaking, looking
Teacher mode of involvement: Interacting
Classroom organisation: Pupil demonstration
Materials: Nuachiirsal film strip, objects
Class attentiveness: Fair
Class interest: Fair

T: Right. So, bhi scuab fiacla ag an bhfiaclAir. Ar aghaidh leat, tabhair aire anois. Bhi
scuab fiacla ag an bhfiaclóir. Bhi sd ag mAineadh rud &gin don bhuachaill, agus
ceard a rinne se? Cdard a difirt an fiacledr an uair sin? Seo an buachaill. Tar amach
anseo. Ha! Ha! Hee! Hee! Ta mise ag breathnü anois. Suigh sios ansin. Is mise an
fiacl6ir. Mmm. Cad is ainm duit?

Conor: Conor Greene.
T: Conor is ainm dom. Go maith. Now. Oscail do bheal anois. Mmm. Mum. Mmm.

Cad td i mo lamh agam?
P: Pionsür.
T: Pionsér. Bhuel, not yet. Sin an pions& Sin an pionsdr. OK.. Cad tá i mo lámh

agam anois?
P: Instealladh. Instealladh.
T: No.
P: ScAthan mdr.
T: An bhfuil a bheal m6r go leor?
P: Scdthan.
T: Sin scAthan mer. Scathán?
P: Beag. .

T: Scathan beag. Ta scathán beag agam. Oscail do bheal. Mmm. Cad ta a dheanamh
agam anois? Right. Bhuel? Bhuel * (pupil name).

P: D'fheach - D'fheach an fiaclóir leis * * *
T: Is mise an fiacldir. Cuir ceist ormsa. Is mise an fiaclóir. Ta me ag - TA té -?
P: * * *

T: No, ta t6. You are. Bi ag caint mar gheall ormsa. Ta tü ag - ?
P: Ta tIi ag feachaint i, i gob *.

9EST COPY AVAILABLE
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T: Go maith. TA me ag feachaint isteach anseo agus ta scáthan i mo lamh agarn. Right.
Mmm. Ta problem agat anseo, ta fadhb agat anseo. Problem m6r, fadhb mhOr anseo.
An raibh tusa ag 11 popreoite?

Conor: Nil.
T: An RAIBH?
Conor: Bhi.
T: An raibh t6 ag ithe milsean?
Conor: Bhi.
T: Bhi. Mmm. OK. Caithfidh me rud digin a dheanamh duit Now, Conor. Cad a

dheanfaidh me leis sin?
Conor: Instealladh a thabhairt dom.
T: Cad a dheanFAIDH me?
P: Th6g tu instealladh do Conor.
T: Einne eile? Sean.
Sean: Tabharfaidh
T: Tabharfaidh me. Cad a dhéanfaidh me aris?
P: Tabharfaidh
T: Cad a dheanfaidh me?
P: Tabharfaidh
T: Tabharfaidh me. Cad a dhéanfaidh me, Michael?
Michael: Tabharfaidh t6 instealladh do Conor.
T: Tabharfaidh me instealladh d6. Heh! Heh! Heh! * thug me an t-instealladh d6. Ar

ghortaigh me thii?
Conor: Ni.
T: Nior ghortaigh. Bzzzz (Drill noise). An bhfuil druil agam in dit digin? Bzzz! OK.

Rud digin. Seo an - ? (rising intonation)
Tomas: Druil.
T: OK. Seo an druil. Cad a dhéanfaidh me leis an druil? (5, caithfidh me pionsür a fhail

ar dt6s. Ah. Mionphionsur. Now, feach ar an `Nua-Litriff (name of book). Cad ta
dheanamh agam anois? Ah! [teacher makes a sound imitating the extraction of a
tooth]
Ta me ag - ?

P: Ag tarraingt.
P: Ag stoitheadh fiacaile.
T: Ag stoitheadh fiacaile. Cad ta a dheanamh agamsa, Paul?
Paul: Ag stoitheadh fiacaile
T: Ag? Can you give me another word?
Paul: Ag tarraingt.
T: Ag tarraingt. Ta me ag tarraingt na fiacaile. Ta me ag tarraingt na fiacaile anois.

Feicim, Conor, go bhfuil piosa beag ansin, ta se lofa. Ta se lofa. Caithfidh me -
bhuel?

P: Druil.
T: Druileall a dheanamh air. ZZzzzzzzz! (drilling noise) TA se glan anois. Caithfidh

md rud eigin a chur isteach ann Tabharfaidh me?
P: Lionadh * *
T: Caithfidh a fhiacla, a chuid fiacla a - a lionadh. Ta fiacail amhain ansin agus

caithfidh me an fhiacail sin a - ? (rising intonation)
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Pupils: Lionadh.
T: Lionadh. Caithfidh me d a - ? (rising intonation)
Pupils: Lionadh
T: Abair d sin, John Greene. Caithfidh tu - ?
John: A lionadh.
T: é - an fhiacail a lionadh. Cad a dhéanfaidh md, Jason?
Jason: Caithfidh tfi an fiacla a lionadh.
T: Caithfidh me na fiacla a lionadh. OK Fiacail amhdin atá ann. Anseo, ta scuab

again. Scuab. Scuab. Cuirfidh me rud digin ar an scuab. Cad a chuirfidh me? Cad a
cuirfidh me ar an scuab? Patrick?

Patrick: Slaod fiacla.
T: Slaod. Go maith. Cuirfidh me slaod. Cdn sort scuaibe d? 'Oral B' ata scriofa air.

Cdn sort scuaibe d?
P: Oral B.
T: Oral B. Cdn sort scuaibe? Scuab don firlar, an ea? Cdn sort scuab?
P: Scuab fiacla.
T: Scuab fiacla. TA se ansin in Mt digin. Scuab fiacla. TA scuab fiacla agam. Agus

cuirfidh md an - Chuir me an slaod air. Anois, Conor, oscail do bhdal. Dim do
fhiacla. Nuair a bhionn tii ag glanadh do chuid fiacla, glan mar seo iad. Suas agus
sios, suas agus sios. Agus ansin, beidh md - or beidh tu ceart go leor ansin. Beidh tü
ceart go leor. Now. An raibh tu ag ithe milseAn? An bhfuil tü ag ithe mdrAn
popreoite?

P: Nil.
T: Go maith. OK. Ith bia follAin agus beidh fiacla ceart go leor agat.

(end of segment).

Extract 2.

Topic:

Language activity:
Pupil behaviour: -

Teacher mode of involvement:
Classroom organisation:
Materials:
Class attentiveness:
Class interest:

Segment duration = 2 mins 52 sees

S'ituatiod: Other than Nuacharsai
('Timpiste rothair' - A cycling accident)
Contextualisation exercise
Listening, speaking, reading silently
Interacting
Whole class
Blackboard
Very high
High

T: Ach feach anois ar an mad atA &ant& Focal eile ar timpiste, anois. Beagdinin dul siar.
* anois go tapaidh.

P: Tionóisc.
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T: Tioneisc. Ce hiad na buachailli a bhi amuigh ag rothaiocht?
P: Sean agus Ciarán.
T: Ca bhfuair siad na rothair?
P: Fuair siad na rothair do bhreithlA.
T: DA bhreithld. Car chuaigh siad ag rothaiocht?

Chuaigh siad ag rothaiocht faoin tuath.
T: David, cén sort lae a bhi ann?
David: Eh LA fuar
T: Aris?
David: Fuar.
T: Ceart. Bhi se fuar. Aon rud eile mar gheall air? Cad a bhi ar an dtalamh?
P: Sleamhain.
T: Bhi an talamh sleamhain. Maith an fear. Bhi - Cad a bhi ar an dtalamh, mar sin?
P: Sioc.
T: Sioc agus sneachta, b'fheidir, agus leac oighir ar na locha. Now. Ca - Cad a dhein siad

nuair a chuaigh siad suas go dti barr an chnoic, Tomás 6 Floinn.
Tomas: Bhi picnic againn.
T: Bhi picnic- ? (rising intonation)
Tomás: Acu.
T: Maith an fear. Bhi picnic acu. Now, nuair a bhi ag - nuair a bhi siad ag teacht anuas, cad

a dhein siad? Cad a dhein siad, Deirdre?
Deirdre: Phreab siad ar na rothair.
T: Ceart. Conas a bhi siad ag gluaiseacht agus iad ag teacht anuas le fána, Sinead?
Sindad: Bhi siad ag rothaiocht ar n6s na gaoithe.
T: Ceart. Aris (rising intonation).
Sinead: Bhi siad ag rothaiocht -
T: Ceart.
Sindad: ar nés na gaoithe.
T: Ceart. Now, bhi se sin maith go.leor. An raibh siad ag rothaiocht go cAramach? Eh ..

An raibh siad ag rothaiocht go CURamach * (pupil name)?
PI: Bhi.
T: Eh?
P2: Bhi.
T: Nior mhinigh me an focal sin, is &Sigh liom. 'Go curamach' - le caram. `CAramach'

means 'careful'. An raibh siad ag rothaiocht go cüramach?
P3: Ni raibh siad
T: Ag rothaiocht.
P4: Ag rothaiocht.
T: Go curamach.
P5: Go cAramach.
T: Ni raibh. Conas ata a fhios agaibh nach raibh siad ag rothaiocht go curamach? Anne?
Anne: Mar bhain siad na lamha de na cluasa.
T: Mar bhain siad na lamha de na cluasa. Agus dairt me go raibh siad cosAil le rud digin -

go raibh siad cosCul le rud eigin - go raibh siad cosifil le rud digin? (rising intonation)
P: Bhi siad cosAil le dhA fhaoileAn.
T: Ceart. Conas a tharla go raibh siad cosifil le dhá fhaoiledn? Minigh é sin, a Shedin.
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Sean: Mar bhi na (sic) da ldmh amach acu agus bhi siad cosail le dhá fhaoilean ag eitilt trasna
na speire.

T: Ceart. Agus, ansin, go tobann, chuala siad scrdach na gcoscan. Now ..

Extract 3.

Rank 8, lesson 1, segment 3 Segment duration = 8 mins 55 secs

Topic:

Language activity:
Pupil behaviour:
Teacher mode of involvement:
Classroom organisation:
Materials:
Class attentiveness:
Class interest:

Situation: Other than Nuacharsat (Maidin na
Bainise - The morning of the Wedding)
Contextualisation exercise
Listening, speaking, reading silently, looking
Interacting
Whole class
Blackboard, photographs
High
High

T: Right. Now. Piosa an-bheag eile now ata le ddanamh, - agus caithfidh md an chart
seo a bhaint mar ni bheidh sli agam na rudai go kir a scriobh ar an gcldrdubh. Now.
Maidin na bainise. Beidh an bhainis againn amdrach, an dtuigeann sibh? Tdimid ag
ullmhá inniubh. An dtuigeann sibh?

Pupils: Tuigimid.
T: Right. Now, tdimid ag ul1mhi. Now, maidin na bainise atá ann. Now. Maidin na

bainise. Cad ta le ddanamh ag an bhrideog? .. Now, dirionn si ar maidin, agus, ar
dtlis - ? (rising intonation)

Pupils: ..9.. * * * * * [pupils whispering/murmuring]
T: No, sula dtdann siad go dfi na grdithre. Nd bac leis na grdithre f6s. Bionn ort dul

isteach sa - ? (rising intonation)...
P: Seomra folctha.
T: Seomra folctha. Good. An-mhaith. Agus cad a ghlacann tO ann? Bath? 6 bhi sd

agaibh cheana. Glacann lii - ?
P: Miss, Miss. Nionn di do aghaidh agus do lamh..
T: No, yes... Glacann tO folcadh nach ea? A bath. Nach ea? Glacann UI - ? (rising

intonation)
Pupils: folcadh.
T: * * * * -Glacann tO - ?
Pupils: Folcadh
T: Sa seomra folctha. Cad a dheanann UI ansin? Now, an duine seo. Bhuel, a Shindad?
Sindad: Chuaigh sd go dti an hairdressers. _

T: Now, an aimsir ldithreach atá ag teastdil, now.
P: Tdann siad go dti -
T: An-mhaith. Tdann siad go dti an - ? (rising intonation)
Pupils: .. gruagaire.
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T: Go maith. Ansin, tagann si abhaile, agus cad a chuireann si uirthi fdin? Oh, my
Lord.

P: Cuireann si an gam uirthi.
T: An gana? (rising intonation)
Pupils: bainise
T: Fdach ar an gceann seo [Teacher shows a wedding photograph]
Pupils: Aaaahhh! (gasps of admiration)
T: * * agus cuireann si an gana - ?
Pupils: Bainise. An gima bainise.
T: Now. Cad as a ndeantar glina bainise? Cad as a ndeantar gima bainise?
Pupils: Miss, Miss, Miss.
T: Now, cad as a bhfuil an ceann seo ddanta, b'fhdidir? Look, An stuif sin.
P: Lace.
T: Lace. Now, an Ghaeilge ata ar 'lace' na lasa. Agus cad eile?
Pupils: Miss, Miss, Miss.
T: _TA sd ddanta de lása agus now, teach! Now. Feach an stuff seo. Look. An stuff sin.
P: Satin.
T: Satin. * * * * Sr6l, sról. Sin an Ghaeilge ata ar satin An dtuigeann sibh?
Pupils: Sr61.

T: Cuirfidh me 'satin' ansin. [writes word on blackboard].
Right. Sr6l. So, de gnath, bionn se ddanta de - ? (rising intonation)

Pupils: Sr6l, lasa.
T: Lasa, lása agus an ceann seo, ta sd maisithe, maisithe, decorated with, nach ea. TA se

maisithe le sr6l. Ta se - (rising intonation)?
Pupils: Maisithe le sr6l.
T: Ta se maisithe le - ? [writing word on blackboard]
Pupils: srel.
T: TA sd maisithe le srel. Agus cad a chuireann si ar a ceann?
Pupils: Em veil.
T: Now. An rud seo, nach ea? Now, caille bhrideoige an Ghaeilge ata ar sin.
Pupils: Caille bhrideoige.
T: The wedding veil. Caille bhrideoige. Caille bhrideoige. Now [Teacher writes

word on blackboard]
Caille bhrideoige. Cad de a bhfuil sé deanta? Cad as a bhfuil sd ddanta?

Pupils: Lása.
T: Ldsa. TA se - Ta se deanta de - ?
Pupils: Lása.
T: Agus bionn blathanna ar barr chun i a choimeAd ar do cheann. TA ciall ann, nach ea?

Right, right, * * * * *
Right. Now, rachaimid siar air go han-tapaidh ar fad. Now, ar dtus, cad a bhi againn
anseo?

Pupils: Fainne pasta.
T: Cuir suas na lamha a chailini, mas é bhur dtoil d. Right. Wire?
Mahe: Fainne p6sta.
T: Right. Una. Cathain a fhaigheann tu fainne posta?
una:
Pupils: Miss, Miss.
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T:
Una:
T:

Pupils:
T:
Pl:
T:
P2:
T:
Pupils:
T:
Pupils:
T:
Pl:
T:
P2:
T:
Pupils:
T:

P:

T:
Deirdre:
T:

Rachael:
T:

Pupils:
T:

Pupils:
T:

Pupils:
T:

Pupils:
T:

Yvonne:
T:
Pupils:
T:

Pupils:
T:

Pupils:
T:
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Faigheann tit fdinne pdsta nuair a - ? .. Come on, dean iarracht.
Phdsarm tfi
Nuair a phdsann tü. Sin an mdid. Come on. Go maith. Faigheann tti fainne posta
nuair a - ? (rising intonation)
PhOsann td.
Right. Cd bposann daoine de ghndth?
Sdipdal
An abairt go ldir, now. POsann - Pdstar, no posann daoine de ghnath - ?
Pdsann siad sa sdipdal.
Sa sdipeal. Agus - ?
I bpardiste an chailin.
I bpardiste - ?
An chailin.
Now, an ld sin.. ar an ld sin, cad tugtar ar an gcailin? Lámha in airde.
Ldnifin.
An bheirt acu le chdile.
Brideog.
An bhrideog. An - ?
Bhrideog
Agus ar an mbuachaill?
An fear ceile.
An fear cdile. An-mhaith.
An ldnifin.
An lanain. An-mhaith ar
iomldn ata ag teastdil uai
cdnamh Dd.
Bionn na cailini coimhdeachta ag cabhrd leo.
Ag cabhrd leis an gcailin, nach ea? Agus cd a bhionn ag cabhrd leis an bhfear chdile?
Na fir (tionlacáin) (mispronunciation of last syllable).
No, na fir tionlacAIN. Na fir tionlacain. Tionlacain. Agus an cailin beag?
Cailin na bldthanna.
Cad a bhionn a dhdanamh ag an gcailin sin. Bionn si ag tabhairt aire leis - ar an rud
sin, nach ea? Bionn si ag tabhairt aire don chaille. Bionn si ag tabhairt aire don?
Caille.
Bionn si ag tabhairt aire don chaille, nach ea?
Sea.
Sin an jab atá aici, nach ea? Right. Now. Cad a thugtar ar an rud seo? Ldmha in
airde. Anois, bhuel Yvonne?
Fdinne gealltanais
Fainne?
Gealltanais.
Agus nuair a fhaigheann tü fainne gealltanais, bionn tit - ?
Geallta.
Bionn tit - ?
Geallta.
Right. Now. Anois, bhi an gam bainise aici. Cad as a dhéantar gdna bainise?
Deantar - an abairt iomlán, now. Come on. Anne.

An cailin?

Agus an bheirt acu le chdile, Deirdre?

fad. Now, cd a bhionn ag cuidid leo? An abairt - an abairt
m. Right, Rachael? Beidh tit tilos fearr an uair seo, le
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Aine: Deantar gima bainise
T: As?
Anne: Lása agus srOl.
T: An-mhaith. An-mhaith. Agus cad tugtar ar an rud seo?
Pupils: Ldsa.
T: Bhuel, ta a fhios agam go bhfuil sd ddanta as lása, ach an rud fdin
Pupils: Caille.
T: Caille - ? (rising intonation)
Pupils: Caille bhrideoige.
T: Caille - ?
Pupils: Bhrideoige
T: Caille - ?
Pupils: Bhrideoige.
T: Right. Now. Mi na Meala. Cad ta le ddanamh acu le haghaidh an rud seo? Bionn

orthu a gcuid - ? (rising intonation)
Pupils: Airgid a mhalartd.
T: Airgead na hEireann a mhalartu ar airgead na - ? (rising intonation)
Pupils: Spdinne
T: NO airgead na Grdige, nO pé dit a bhfuil siad ag dul ann. Right. Cad eile atá le

ddanamh acu sula bpOsann siad? Come on. Na rudai seo go ldir atá uaim. Bhuel,
Claire?

Claire: Ma bhionn teach ceannaithe acu, tdann siad go dti an banc chun morgaiste -
T: a ?

Claire: a fhail.
T: An-mhaith. Chun morgdiste a fhail. Aon rud eile a dhdanann siad, Eva?
Eva: Tagann an eh an grianghrafadOir agus, em..
T: Cad a dhdanann siad leis an ngrianghrafadOir? Cuireann siad - ?
Pupils: In dirithe -
T: Cuireann siad in - ?
Pupils: dirithe
T: é. Cuireann siad in - ?
Pupils: dirithe é.
T: An dtuigeann tusa 'in dirithe'?
P: * *

T: Right, right. Cuireann siad - ?
Pupils: in dirithe é.
T: Cuireann siad in dirithe 6. Aon rud eile? An t-ostan agus - ? (rising intonation)
Pupils: an sdipdal agus an sagart.
T: agus rudai mar sin. Right. Now. Is leor sin don Id inniu, is docha.

(end of segment)
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2. Drill - Fragmented topics

Extract 4

Rank 3, Iessong, se ent 1 Segment duration =3 mins

Topic:
Language activity:,
Pupil behaviour:
Teacher mode of involvement:
Classroom organisation:
Materials:
Class attentiveness:
Class interest:

Fragmented
Drill (verbs)
Listening, speaking
Interacting
Whole class
None
Very high
Very high

T: Anois eh ar maidin, tosn6imid aris leis na briathra. Rithfimid siar anois ar na
briathra i dtosach agus beidh muid ag leanacht ar aghaidh inniu leis an Modh
Coinniollach, ach tosóimid leis an Aimsir Laithreach, Chaite agus Fhaistineach aris.
Obair na maidine anois. Cad a dheanann tusa gach maidin, eh Sinead?

Sinead: Dnisionn me gach maidin ar a hocht a chlog.
T: Litrigh, Ciardn.
Ciaran: D-U-I-S-E-O-I-N-N.
T: Micheart.
P: D -U-I-S-1-0-N-N.
T: Ceart. Cad eile a dheineann tit?
P: Preabann me amach ar an urldr.
T: Litrigh.
P: PREAB AN N, preabann.
T: Em .... Cad eile a dheineann HI, Ciaran 6 Se?
Ciarán: Teann me
T: Cen dit?
Ciardn: Teann me sios go dti an seomra folctha
T: Amach os ard.
Ciarán: Team me sios go dti an seomra folctha
T: Litrigh 'teann'.
P: T-E-A-N-N, tdann.
T: Cad eile a dheineann tit?
P: Scuabann -Scuabann me mo fhiacla.
T: Litrigh 'scuabann', David.
David: S-C-U-A-B-A-N-N.
T: Scuabann me m'fhiacla. Cad mar gheall ar d'ingne?
P 1 : Nionn HI do ingne.
T: Cad a dhdanann TUSA?
P2: Nionn me mo ingne.
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T: Litrigh nionn'
P: N-i-O-N-N. Nionn.
T: Cad mar gheall ar an tuaille? Cad a dheanann tü leis an tuaille?
P: Tirimionn me mo aghaidh agus mo lamha.
T: Litrigh 'firimionn', eh Claire?
Claire: T-R-I-O-M-A-N-N. Tirimionn.
T: Ni hea. Einne eile, anois? Tirimionn.
P: T-R-I-O -
T: Ni hea.
P: T-R-I-M -
T: Ni hea. TIrimionn. (emphasizes T sounds)

Einne eile, anois?
P: T-I-R-I-M-I-O-N-N.
T: Ceart. Maith an fear. Tirimionn me m'aghaidh agus mo lamha. Now, sin an Aimsir

Laithreach. Aimsir Laithreach an rud a dheanann muid gach la. Criochnaionn an
Aimsir LAithreach ar i-O-N-N, E-A-N-N. Dinsionn me. Preabann me. Teann me.
Eirionn
Anois, cad mar gheall ar inne? Cad a dhein me? DAisionn me gach IA. Cad a
DHEIN me maidin inne?

P: Dhilisigh me maidin.
T: Cad a dhein MESE maidin inne?
P: DhAisigh td.
T: Cad a dheineamar maidin inne, eh Ciaran?
Ciaran: DhAisiomar.
T: DhAisiomar. Litrigh `dhaisiomar', Niamh.
Niamh: D-H-O-I-S-0-M-A-R
T: Micheart. A Sheain?
Sean: D-H-t-I-S-I-0-M-A-R, dhAisiomar.
T: DhAisiomar maidin inne ar a hocht a chlog. Phreabamar amach ar an urlar. Litrigh

'phreabamar', Conor 6 Briain.
Conor: P-H-R-E-A-B-A-I-M
T: Micheart. PhreabAMAR. Triail aris d.
Conor: P-H-R-E-A-B-A-M-A-R.
T: Ceart. P-H-R-E-A-B-A-M-A-R, phreabamar. Phreabamar amach ar an urlar.

Chuamar go dti an seomra codlata. D'osclaiomar doras, doras an chAfra eadaigh.
D'osclaiomar. Litrigh d'osclaiomar, eh Lisa. D-, uaschama - .

Lisa: D-, uaschama, O-S-C-L-A-I-M
T: A-I-O-M-A-R, d'osclaiomar doras an chgra eadaigh. So, Anois

(end of segment)
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Extract 5.

Rank 4, lesson 1, segment 20 Segment duration = 3 mins 55 secs

Topic:
Language activity:
Pupil behaviour;
Teacher mode of involvement:
Classroom organisation:
Materials:

Class attentiveness:
Class interest:

Fragmented
Drill [Ciim B: Nuacluirsaff
Listening, looking
Monitoring
Pupil/Group demonstration
Nuachtirsal handbook & film strip:
f`Lti Favin TuatV, Lesson 8,1
Very high
Very high

[This lesson was unusual in that the pupils themselves directed a substantial part of it. In the
following activity a demonstrating group of pupils practise the vocabulary exercises found in
Cdim B of the Nuacharsaf 'La Faoin Tuath' handbook - Lesson 8)]
Pupils: Foclóir Breise.
P: Troscan. Em Troscan. Sin bord agus cathaoireacha agus eh, rudai mar - rudai mar

sin. T-R-O-S-C-A-N.
P: TdilliAir. Tdillidir. Bionn tAilliAir ag ag em deisiA dadaithe em dadai do em daoine

agus em ag ag cuir 'patchanna' (correct word is `paistf) agus mar sin ar dadaithe. T-
A-I-L-L-I - I- -U-I-R.

P: Em. Leabhair eolais: Sin leabhair a usAidtear chun rudai a ftáil amach. Bionn gach
rudai - em bionn beagnach gach rudai i leabhair eolais faoi daoine, agus faoi daoine a
rinne rudai speisialta agus tiortha. L-E-A-B-H-A-I-R E-O-L-A-I-S.

Conor: Saighdiftir. SaighdiAir. Bionn saighdiAir le Gardai de gnath agus cApla bhliain 6 shin
nuair a fuair fear amach as an priosiim bhi na saighdiáirI ag feachaint eh leis na
Gardai agus bionn sd - bionn gunnai leo agus bionn dadai glasa orthA. SaighdiAir.

Pupils: Cdard * * * * * * * a mhdistir?
T: TA <sd/sin> go deas.
P: Em An Cdim a Ceathair.?

[Projector is switched on and all pupils look at pictures]
P: Siiiindir is ea athair Mdirdad.
P: Baicdir is ea athair Sdamus.
Deirdre: Gruagaire is ea athair TomAs.
Pádraig: Siopaddir is ea athair Sile.
Conor: Tiomanai is ea athair Micheal.
P: An chdad cheann eile.
P: Tdann si go dti -
Pupils: An Briathar.

[Here the projector is switched off. In the following exercise pupils select a verb and
different pupils list/recite (rapidly) the different tense and person forms of that verb].
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P: Ta an briathar '61' againn agus ta Deirdre ag tosnü.
Deirdre: Anois ta me ag 61 - TA me, TA tn, Ta se, Ta si, Taimid, TA sibh, TA siad. An

Saorbhriathar: tathar. Nil me ag 61. An bhfuil me ag 61?
P: Innd - D'61 me tae. D'61 me, D'61 tü, D'ol se, D'61 si, D'61amar, D'Ol sibh, D'61 siad.

An Saorbhriathar: Oladh. Nior 61 se. Ar 61 se?
P: Gach ld Olaim bainne. (Haim, Olann tü, Olann se, Olann si, Olaimid, Mann sibh, Olann

siad, An Saorbhriathar, Oltar. Ni Olann se bainne. An (Hann se bainne?
P: AmArach, Olfaidh me bainne. olfaidh me, Olfaidh tfi, 61faidh se, Olfaidh si, Olfaimid,

Olfaidh sibh, Olfaidh siad. An Saorbhriathar, 61far. Ni Olfaidh me bainne. An Olfaidh
me bainne?

Conor: * * * d'61ainn, d'61th, d'Oladh se, d'61adh si, d'Olaimis, d'Oladh sibh, d'61aidis, An
Saorbhriathar. D'Oltai. Ni 61adh se liomandid. An Oladh se tae?
[Projector switched on again and demonstrating pupils describe pictures using the
correct prepositional pronoUns.]

P: An chead cheann eile, mas 0 do thoil 0? [Cdim 3]
Deirdre: D'iarr se uirthi leabhar a flail do.
P: D'iarr Wire air leabhar a fhAil di eh.
Deirdre: D'iarr se uirthi an doras a dhánadh.
P: D'iarr si uirthi a paidreacha a th.
Conor: D'iarr si uirthi an carr a ghlanadh.
P: D'iarr si uirthi instealladh a fhail.
P: D'iarr si uirthi nthla a chur suas.
Pupils: An chead cheann eile. [Cdim 4]
P: Bhi beirt n6 trifir sa leabharlann roimpi.
Conor: Bhi an maistir isteach romham ar maidin.
P: Chuaigh me - Ar chuaigh tu go dti an leabharlann? Agus bhi beirt n6 triár isteach

romhat, Deirdre.
Deirdre: TA Seamus Mac Aogdin thios ansin agus bhi beirt no triffir paisti isteach romh - istigh

roimhe ar maidin.
P: Em Ta Wire 6 Neill thios ansin agus bhi an mdistir istigh roimpi ar maidin.
P: Bhi - Bhi an maistir istigh - istigh romhainn ar maidin. An raibh an mdistir istigh

romhaibh? Agus bhi an maistreas istigh rompu sa seomra eile.
Pupils: Romham, romhat, roimhe, roimpi, romhainn, romhaibh, agus rompu sa seomra eile.

An chead cheann eile.
P: Ceard atá a leamh aige? [Cdim 5]
P: Ceard th a leamh aige?
P: TA leabhar A leamh aige - agam .

Deirdre: Cdard ata A scriobh agat?
Conor: Ta litir a scriobh aige.
P: Cdard ata a ghlanadh agat?
P: Td- ta an fhuinneog a ghlanadh agam.
Conor: Cdard ta a bhriseadh aige?
P: TA an fhuinneog a bhriseadh aige.
Conor: Cdard ta a cheannach aige?
P: TA milseain a cheannach aige.
Pupils:, Sin an meid.
(end of segment)
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3. Contextualisation exercises - Situation: Nuacluirsai

Extract 6.

Rank 10, lesson 1, segment 3 Segment duration = 18 mins 19 secs
(first 3 minutes only)

Topk:
Language activity:
Pupil behaviour:
Teacher mode of involvement:
Classroom organisation:
Materials:

Class attentiveness:
Class-interest:

Situation: Nuachürsal ('Dditedin' - A fire)
Contextualisation exercise
Listening, speaking, looking
Interacting
Whole class
Nuacluirsai handbook &fihn s$ro
(Wean Neidi', Lesson 34 - Dditedin9
Very high
Very Net

T: All right. Peach anois air seo Right. An fdidir le hdinne cur sioS a dheanamh ar
an bpictifir sin le bhur dtoil? Bhuel, Rachael?

Rachael: Bhi deatach * * * * * agus bhi daoine ag rith ar an sraid
T: Maith an cailin. Ag rith ar an tsrdid. Ana-mhaith. Yvonne?
Yvonne: Ern. Bhi cailin le gana glas ar a rothar.
T: Maith an cailin. TA cailin ag marcaiocht ar, no ag rothaiocht ar, rothar. Ana-

mhaith. Colette?
Colette: Em. Bhi na daoine ag * * * * * * *
T: Ana-mhaith ar fad. Maith an cailin. Maire?
Wire: B'fhdidir go mbeadh em na daoine sa bhaile mOr agus em bhi siad ag siopadOireacht.
T: B'flididir go raibh siad ag siopadOireacht. Maith an cailin. tinne eile? Catherine?
Catherine: Em. Bhi an tine mOr - bhi an tine men- agus bhi na daoine eagla.
T: Bhi eagla ar na daoine. Maith an cailin.. Niamh?
Niamh: Bhi dhA simlear ar an dion.
T: Ana-mhaith. Bhi dha shimlear ar an dion. Cad tA ag teacht amach as an dion? Cad

tA ag teacht amach as an dion? Bhuel, Sindad?
Sindad: Bhi a lan deatach ag teacht amach as.
T: Ana-mhaith. Agus cdn dath atA air? Cdn dath atA air, Mary?
Mary: Dubh
T: Maith an cailin. Dath dubh Right, aon rud eile atA le feicedil sa phictiAr sin. Claire?
Claire: TA a Ian - tA a lan fuinneoga ar - ar an teach.
T: Ar an teach. Maith an cailin. TA a Ian fuinneog ar an teach. Em, an gceapann té go

bhfuil gach rud ciAin sa tsrAid? An bhfuil gach rud ciAin sa tsraid? Bhuel ?
Pl: Nil

Where only an extract from a segment is given, it is possible that the portion not reproduced has a bearing
on the coding.
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T: Bhuel, tá - ? (rising intonation)
P2: Ta daoine * * ag iarraidh * fios a chur ar an mbriogaid dóiteain.
T: Ana-mhaith. Chiin fios a chur ar an mbriogaid dóitedin. Ana-mhaith. Deirdre?
Deirdre: Em m - ui raibh em aon drithll sa - ag teacht amach - teacht amach as an simlear ach

em. mar da mbeadh * * * * siad ag dul isteach sa teach beidh * * * *
T: Ana-mhaith ar fad. An fdidir leat an focal drithli a mhiniii don rang? An bhfuil a

fhios ag gach duine cad is bri le drithli?
Deirdre: Sparks or *
T: Sparks. Maith an cailin. Maith an cailin. Anois, Mach ar an bpictifir seo. Ce ata le

feicedil sa phictifir seo? Bhuel, Joan?
Joan: Thainig garda ar an treo agus -
T: Os ard anois...
Jane: Thdinig garda ar an treo agus bhf sé ag caint leis na daoine.
T: Bhi se ag caint leis na daoine. Agus, cad ta a rá aige, an gceapann sibh?

Cad ta a rd ag an ngarda? Em, bhuel Yvonne?

(end of 3 minute extract)

Extract 7

Rank 9, lesson 2, segment 4 Segment duration=23mins 51sees
(first 3 minutes of segment only)

Topic: Situation: Nuachrirsal ('Dditedin' - A fire)
Language activity: Contextualisation exercise
Pupil behaviour: Listening, speaking, looking
Teacher mode of involvement: Interacting
Classroom organisation: Whole class
Materials: Film strip (Sean Heidi: Lesson 34)
Class attentivenesS: Very high
Class interest: High

[In this segment the teacher asks pupils questions based on the pictures from the
Nuachzirsai film strip - Lesson 34.]

T: Anois, Tomás, or eh - Cuir an rud ar siui, más é do thoil é. Dim ciipla dallóg ansin
dom, Deirdre .. 15 .. Leigh e sin dom anois.

Pupils: 'An Roinn Oideachais. .Sean-Neidi. Una Comhth Gaeilge le haghaidh
ardranganna. Rialtas na hEireann, naoi déag seachtó naoi. Rang a sé, ceacht a
triocha ceathair.'

T: Ta go maith. An chead phictifir eile. Cad a chuala na paisti?
Pupils: Chuala na pdisti adharc a sdideadh.
T: Cén sort adhairce a chuala siad a sdideadh, adharc cairr an ea?
Pupils: Adharc an bhriogaid dóiteain.
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T: Adharc an bhriogaid dóitedin. Chuala siad adharc an bhriogaid dóitedin. Cén fath go
raibh an bhriogaid dóitedin ag teacht agus an adharc a sdideadh?

Pupils: Mar bhi tine ..
T: Mar bhi tine tri thine, an ea?
Pupils: Mar bhi teach, siopa -
T: Teach a bhi tri thine, an ea?
Pupils: Bhi siopa, siopa, siopa.
T: Bhi siopa tri thine, nach ea?
Pupils: Sea.
T: Ca raibh an siopa?
Pupils: * * *

T: Ca raibh an siopa?
Pupils: Bhi an siopa sa chathair.
T: Sa chathair, no sa srdidbhaile, nach ea?
Pupils: Sea.
T: An raibh a lan daoine ar an tsraid?
Pupils: Bhi a lan daoine ar an tsraid.
T: Cad a bhi san aer?
Pupils: Bhi deatach san aer.
T: An chead phictiár eile. Ca ndeachaigh na buachailli nuair a chuala siad an adharc

sdideadh?
Pupils: Chuala -
T: Ca NDEACHA1GH siad?
Pupils: Chuaigh siad timpeall an chuinne
T: Chuaigh siad timpeall an chifinne. Ar shhiil siad nO ar rith siad, meas di?
Pupils: Rith siad.
T: Cdn fath ar rith siad, meas tit?
Pupils: Chun an * * an tine * * * [many different suggestions being given by pupils].
T: Ach cén fath ar rith siad? Cén fath nar shitiul siad?
Pupils: Mar * * * * * * (many different suggestions again)
T: An raibh deifir orthu?
Pupils: Bhi deifir orthu.
T: Ar eagla go mbeadh pd rud a bhi ann imithe, nach ea?
Pupils: Sea.
T: So, rith siad. Ar stop dinne iad?
Pupils: Stop an garda iad.
T: Sagart parOiste a stop iad, an ea?
Pupils: Ni hea.
T: Maistir scoile?
Pupils: Ni hea.
T: Ce a stop iad?
Pupils: Stop an garda iad.
T: COn fath ar stop an garda iad?
Pupils: Mar * * * ( many different suggestions from pupils)
T: Mar?
Pupils: Mar * * * (pupils repeat their suggestions)
T: B'fhdidir go mbeadh - (rising intonation)?
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T:
Pupils:
T:
Pupils:
T:

* contuirt * * *.
Contairt ar an tsrdid, nach ea?
Sea.
Ait a raibh an tine. Ar stop se gach duine?
Stop sé gach duine.
An chéad phictifir eile.

[This general pattern of interaction continues for remainder of segment.]

(end of 3 minute extract)

4. Simulated communication in Irish - Situation: Other than Nuachtirsai

Extract 8.

Rank 4, lesson 1, segment 22 Segment duration = 2 mins 2 sees

Topic: '

Language activity:
Pupil behaviour:
Teacher mode of involvement:
Classroom organisation:
Materials:
Class attentiveness:
Class interest:

Situation: Other than Nuachfirsat
,(Word game Twenty Qaestions)
Simulated communication in Irish
Listening, speaking
Monitoring
Pupildemonstration
None
Very high

.Very high

P:
Ciardn:

T:
Ciardn:
P:
Ciardn:
P:
Ciardn:
P:
Ciardn:
P:
Ciardn:
P I:

Ciardn:
P2:
Ciardn:

An Smaoineamh. (name of word game - a version of '20 Questions')
TA mise ag smaoineamh ar rud éigin a bhi sa BhuntAs agus ceist, a Mlidistir, an bhfuil
cead agam an rud seo a dhoanamh me ftin?
Td.
Go raibh maith agat, a mhdistir, agus tosnAidh me ansin.
Ce mhdad litir atd sa focail seo?
Cifig
CA bhfaigheann tü an rud seo de ghndth?
Is feidir leat é a fhdil aon dit.
An rud teibi 6?
Ni rud teibi 6.
Cén dath a bhionn ar an rud seo?
Q! Bionn an dath donn agus dubh.
An bhfuil an rud seo - An bhfuil an rud seo sa seomra seo?
Anois?
Sea.
Nil.
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P: Em. Em .

Ciardn: Remhall agus * * * * *.
P: An feidir leat an rud seo a cheannach?
Ciaran: Is fdidir leat an rud seo a cheannach.
P: An bhfuil se mer n6 beag?
Ciardn: D'fhdadfadh é a bheith m6r n6 beag.
P: An fdidir leat d seo a thabhairt suas i do laimh?
Ciaran: Is fdidir.
P An fdidir an rud seo a ithe?
Ciaran: Is feidir.... Em. Remhall. Ta bua * * * <caite> go leir. Is casfir é.
P: Ta mise ag smaoineamh ar rud digin a bhi sa Bhunt6s. Agus ceist agam, a Mhdistir,

an bhfuil cead agam an rud seo a dhdanamh me fdin?
T: Gabh mo leithscéal.
P: Ni fdidir leat casfir a ithe
T: Ni fdidir leat casfir a ithe.
Ciardn: Ach düirt me nach feidir feat.
Pupils: Dairt t6 "is feidir leat".
Ciardn: Ddanfaidh me ceann eile.
T: Caithfidh me na marcanna a thabhairt do Niamh.
Niamh: TA mise ag smaoineamh ar rud eigin a bhi sa Bhuntfis. Agus ceist agam, a MhAistir,

an bhfuil cead agam an rud seo a dhdanamh me gin?
T:
Niamh: Go raibh inaith agat a mháistir, agus tosneidh me ansin.
P: Ce mhdad litir atA ann?
Niamh: TA tri deag litir.
P: An rud teibi
Niamh: Ni rud teibi é.
P: CA bhfaigheann t6 an rud seo de ghndth?
Niamh: Ar an talamh, de ghndth.
P: Ce mhdad fhocal atA ins an <rod seo>?
Niamh: Fhocal, fhocal (sic) amhdin.
P: An bhfuil an rud seo trom?
Niamh: TA. D'fheadfadh é -
P: Is leabharlann é.
Niamh: Ni leabharlann d.
P: Cen dath a bhionn ar an rud seo? (Two pupils speak almost simultaneously)
Niamh: Sin ceist amaideach, mar ni rud teibi é. * * * .

Pupils: * * * * <b'fheidir>
P: Is leabharlannai é.
Niamh: IS leabharlannai
P: <C6 mhdad> marcanna?
T: Caig ddag.
(end of segment).
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Extract 9

Rank 3, lesson 1, segment 11, Segment duration = 4 mins 49 secs

Topic:
Language activity:

Pupil behaviour:
Teacher mode of involvernent:
Classroom organisation:

Materials:
Claw' attentiveness:
Class interest:

Situation: Other than Nuachrirsai
Simulated communication in Irish
(role play)
Listening, speaking
Monitoring
Pupil demonstration (2 pupils answering
questions about their birthday & presents)
None
High
Very high

T:

Sean:

Wire:
T:

P:
Sean:
T:
P:
Sean:

P:
Sean:
T:
P:
Sean:

T:
P:
Wire:
P:

Now. Nuair a bhionn breithlA agat, bionn feasta agat, agus do dheineamar é sin
cheana mar gheall ar an bhfeasta agus an, eh, an eh, an eh - ithe agus an scleip agus
an spOrt a bhi agaibh. Anois, tar amach agus déanfaimid beagainin beag cainte anois
ar an mbreithld sin. Tar amach Sean Garvey, Wire Ni Neill - agus Wire Ni Neill
(same girl).
Now, sibhse anois a bheidh ag caint mar gheall ar an mbreithld i dtosach, mar dul
siar. Cuir t6 Min in aithne, a Shedin.
Is mise Sean Garvey agus bhi mo bhreithlA agam ar an ceathr6 IA deag de Mhi na
MArta.
Is mise Mdire Ni Neill agus bhi mo bhreithlA ar an t-aomi IA de Mlii Aibreain.
Now, cuirigi ceisteanna orthu. Lean ar aghaidh. Ceist uait. Gach duine anois le
ceist.
A Shedin, cen aois a bhi tit?
Bhi me tri bhliain deag d'aois, an IA sin.
Eh.
A Shan, an raibh feasta agat?
Bhi feasta mOr agam sa bhaile an tráthmina sin agus thug me cuireadh do mo chairde
go leir.
Dean cur sios ar do fheasta.
Bhi cdca m6r againn agus bhi rthan agus tri choinneall déag air.
Ceist air anois.
Ce rinne - Ce a rinne do chdca milis?
Rinne mo Mhamai an ciste milis agus fuair si a tan rudai san siopa agus fuair si re6an
agus plár agus bainne.
TA go maith.
A Mhaire, cad a fuair t6 do do bhreithlA?
Fuair me em rothar deas nua agus em fuair me a Ian beart 6 fear an phoist.
A Mhdire, an raibh tü sAsta leis na feirini?
Bhi me an-sAsta leis na feirini.
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P: Cen sort beart - beartanna a fuair
T: Aris?
P: Cen sort beartanna a fuair tit?
Maire: Fuair me scairf agus * agus gUnai nua agus a lan rudai eile.
T: Em. *
P: Cad eile a fuair tfi?
Wire: Fuair me em fuair me em airgead ó mo athair agus mo mhathair.
T: Go maith.
P: A Shan, ar fuair (sic) td aon rud 6 fear an phoist.
Sean: Eh Fuair me a lan litir agus em cartai ó fhear (sic) an phoist.
T: Ciaran?
Ciaran: A Sheain, ce mhead cairde a bhi agat ag do bhfeasta?
Sean: Bhi timpeall deich cairde agam ag an bhfeasta agus bhi an-sport againn ag disteacht

le ceirnini agus ag imirt peile.
T: Sea. Deichniur. Duine beirt triCr, nuair a bhionn tü ag caint ar dhaoine.
P: Cen sort bronntanas a fuair ta?
Sean: Fuair me briste nua agus fuair me rothar deas nua freisin 6 m6 athair.
P: Dean cur sios an rothar.
T: AR an rothar
P: Ar an rothar.
Sean: Bhi frama dearg air agus bhi slabhra - slabhra glas, agus bhi triothain dhonna agus
T: Ta go maith. David, nior chuir tü aon cheist go foil. Ceist. Come on.
David: Cad a, cad chuige an cloigin?
T: Aris?
David: Cad chuige an cloigin?
T: Sea. Cad chuige an cloigin?
Sean: Nuair a bhionn me ag druidim le cainne, * tharraing me an cloigin.
T: "Tharraing me", a (Mixt se. Ni d6igh horn. Cad a dhein se leis an gcloigin? Focal

elle?
P: Bhuail.
T: Bhuail me an cloigin. Ceart. Ceist anois. Lean ar aghaidh.
P: Car chuaigh tü ag rothaiocht tar dis an *
Sean: Chuaigh me ag rothaiocht suas an b6thar ard.
T: Sea. Aon cheist eile anois? David?
David: Conas a polladh ar an roth?
T: Conas?
David: Conas a polladh ar an roth?
T: Bhuel, nil a fhios agam...
P: Conas a dheisigh a - a athair an roth?
T: Ach ni raibh dinne ag caint mar gheall ar pholl sa rothar go fOill.
P: Ar polladh do roth riamh?
Sean: ..Polladh mo roth nuair a bhi me ag dul sios an bOthar ard.

(end of segment)
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5. Transposition - Situation: Other than Nuacluirsai

Extract 10

Rank 10, lesson 1, segment 9 Segment duration = 4 mins 51 secs

Topic:

Language activity:
Pupil behaviour:
Teacher mode of involvement:
Classroom organisation:
Materials:
Class attentiveness:
Class interest:

Situation: Other than Nuachtirsai
('llditedn' - A fire.)
Transposition (read aloud)
Listening, reading aloud
Monitoring
Whole class
Reader (Seal ag Leamh I, page 88)
Very high
Very high

T:
Helen:
T:
Sinead:
T:
Sindad:
T:
Mdire:
T:
Wire:
T:
Mdire:

T:
Aoife:
T:
Joan:
T:
Caroline:
T:
Eimear:
T:

Rita:

T:
Fionnula:
T:
Mairead:

OK. Tos6imid anois ag léamh. Dditedn. Tosaigh ag leamh, le do thoil, Helen.
'Bhi Aindi tuirseach tar dis an lae.'
Go maith. Sinead?
'Cuir se an teilifis ar
Ar SIUL.
'Ar siil agus shuigh se sios d6 fein.'
'D6 fein'. Right. Wire?
"Beidh <tiotain> (mispronounced) amhdin."

Beidh - ? (rising intonation)
"Beidh <tiotdin> (sic)" '

amhdin. "Beidh toitin amhdin agam anois," ar seisean leis fein, "agus ansin
rachaidh me a codladh."
A chodladh. Right. Aoife?
`Chuir se an toitin sa chisean nuair a bhi criochnaithe aige leis'.
Joan?
`Suas an staighre leis ansin agus chuaigh se a chodladh.'
Right. Caroline?
'NI raibh an toitin müchta i gceart aige.'
Right. Eimear?
'D6isigh Aindi.'
Go maith, DH6isigh Aindi. Rita Martin?

"Nach bog an aimsir 1", ar seisean leis fein. "Td se an-te anseo
istigh"

Right. Fionnula?
`Chuir se a shr6n san aer.'
Maith an cailin. Mairead?
Eh "Ce - Cen - Cén boladh é sin?" ar seisean leis fein.'
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T: Maith an cailin. Cdn boladh d sin? Right. Una?
Una: 'Lig sé bdic as. "Deatach! Tine! 6 go sábháld Dia sinn. TA an teach tri thine." '
T: Maith an cailin. Or la?
Or la: `Ulm sé as a leaba.'
T: Right. Carol?
Carol: 'D'oscail sd an doras.'
T: Right, Elanor?
Elanor: Thin - Dhim sé go tapaidh aris é, Hach'
T: Go maith. Fiona?
Fiona: 'Bhi bun an ti ar fad tri thine.'
T: Maith an cailin. Patricia?
Patricia: `Thosaigh sd ag <casacht> (mispronunciation) mar bhi an deatach ag teacht isteach

faoin doras.'
T: Maith an cailin. Fdach anois go gear - ag casacht - ? (rising intonation).
Patricia: Casachtach.
T: Maith an cailin. Right, Siobhán?
Siobhan: ' "Nil aon dul as agam," ar seisean leis féin. "Caithfidh me triail a bhaint as an

bhfuinneog."
T: Right. Tara?
Tara: 'D'oscail sé an fhuinneog.'
T: Right. Em, Linda?
Linda: 'Faoin am seo, bhi cuid de na comharsana bailithe taobh amuigh.'
T: Right. Cliona?
Cliona: "Faigh dréimire," a bhdic fear acu.'
T: Right. Em Tara, ar leigh tusa? Maeve?
Maeve: "Cuir Nos ar an.." '
T: Cuir - ?
Maeve: " Cuir fhios.."
T: Cuir - ? (rising intonation)
Maeve: "FIOS ar an mbriogaid d6itean," arsa fear
T: Right. Nora?
Nora: "Leim, Aindi! Lam!" arsa fear eile fAs'.
T: Right. Maith an cailin. Rebecca?
Rebecca: "Fan n6imead, Aindi," arsa athair PhOil.'
T: Right. Aisling?
Aisling: Em, "Beidh blaincead m6r laidir againn i gceann n6imdid agus beidh tü em abal-

abal- abal- (mispronouces beginning of word)
T: Abalta.
Aisling: "Abalta léim." '
T: Maith an cailin. Right. Emma?
Emma: 'D'oscail siad amach an blaincdad agus rug ceathair - ceathrar fear ar na
T: Right. Rebecca? You read. Em, Jennifer?
Jennifer: "'Aim anois, Aindi," arsa duine acu.'
T: Right. Em, R6isin?
Ibisin: Aindi direach chun ldim nuair a stop se go tobann.'
T: Go maith. Julie?
Julie: "Mo bhriste (sic) ," ar seisean.'
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T: No, not Ino bhriste', `ino - ? (rising intonation)
Julie: bhriste.
T: Ni he - mo - ?
Julie: ' "Mo bhristi (sic)," ar seisean.'
T: "Mo bhrIste," ar seisean. Go maith. Deirdre?
Deirdre: ` "Rinne me dearmad glan ar mo bhriste." '
T: Right. Breda?
Breda: `Isteach leis aris.'
T: Em, Go maith. Orla? Ar leigh tusa? Rita, ar leigh tusa?
Rita: `Bhi an seomra lan de deatach agus bhi Aindi ag casachtach.'
T: Go maith. Lamha suas einne nár leigh go foal. Right, Yvonne?

Yvonne: `Tharraing se a bhriste féin, rith se go dti an fhuinneog - fhuinneog agus leim se

amach.'
T: Maith an cailfn. Pauline?
Pauline: `Bhris an blaincead an titim, ach mar sin fein ghortaigh Aindi a chos agus a lámh.'

T: Maith an cailin. Mary?
Mary: "Conas atá di?" arsa athair PhOil leis.'
T: Right. Gemma?
Gemma: "Nior cheart dom gearan," arsa Aindi.'
T: Right. Em, Rachael?
Rachael: "Feach an - D'fheach.. - " '
T: "D'fheadfadh an - " '
Rachael: "D'fheadfadh an scéal bheith i bhfad nios measa." '
T: Maith an cailin. Em, Paula?
Paula: ` "Nach mór an -" '
T: Bhuel, ar ais aris go dti an tiis, le do thoil.
Paula: `Bhi Aindi tuirseach tar els an lae.'
T: Ana-mhaith. Ar leigh gach duine anois?
P: `Chuir se an teilifis ar siiil agus suigh se sios dom
T: `DO Min.' OK Maith an cailin.
(end of segment)
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6. Simulated communication in Irish - Pupil/Teacher real life situations

Extract 11

Rank 9, lesson 2, segment 6 Segment duration=17 mins
(2 minute extract)

Topic: Situation: pupil/teacher real life
rTimpiste a tharla' - 'An accident')

Language activity: Simulated communication in Irish
Pupil behaviour: Writing
Teacher mode of involvement: Interacting
Classroom organisation: Individual: same task
Materials: Jotter/copy, Overhead projector
Class attentiveness: Very high
Class interest: Very high

[Pupils start writing an essay which had been set by the teacher in a previous segment.
The title of the composition is 'Timpiste a tharla': the pupils must write about an
accident which happened to them or which they witnessed. The majority of the class
are concentrating on writing the essay. Although the pupils are allowed to ask
questions if they need help, the main pupil behaviour involved is writing.
This is a short extract from an unusually long segment]

P: An scriobhfaimid san Aimsir Chaite?
T: Ins an Aimsir Chaite, sea. Sin a diiirt me. Scriobh é ins an Aimsir Chaite. .. 8 ..

Agus cuirigi ceisteanna orm anois, aon fhocal nach feidir libh a litriü, aon fhocal nach
feidir libh a rá i gceart i nGaeilge. Ta foclóir ar gach binse freisin, nach bhfuil?

Pupils: Sea. TA.
T: 1:Jsáid é sin freisin. Munar fdidir libh na focail a fhail sa bhfocleir, cuir ceisteanna

ormsa. 15 ..

P: Final. Final. Conas a ddarfá 'final'?
T: Cluiche ceannais. .. 10 .. Cluiche ceannais
P: Conas a dear& 'one night'?
T: Einne? Conas a dear& 'one night'
P: Oiche amhain.
T: Oiche amhain .. 20 .. Ceist anois?
P: Conas a litrionn tfi `hEireann'?
T: Inis dom - Inis dom an abairt.
P: Cluiche ceannais na hEireann.

[The teacher's response to this request is inaudible. It is possible that the teacher
writes the word on the board or in the pupil's copybook.]
[The segment continues for another 15 minutes during which the pupils continue
writing and individual pupils occasionally ask the teacher for help with spellings or in
translating English words into Irish]

(end of extract)
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7. Drills - Situation: Other than Nuachtirsai

Extract 12

Rank 3, lesson I, segment 20 Segment duration =1 min 53 secs

Topic:

Language activity:
Pupil behaviour:
Teacher mode of involvement:
Classroom organisation:
Materials:
Class attentiveness:
Class interest:

Situation: Other than Nuacharsai
eNa Cuairteoire 'The Visitors')
Drill
Listening, speaking, reading silently
Interacting
Whole class
Reader (Seal ag Liamh I: pages 70-71)
High
High

T: Now. Rang a se. "Ni dheanfaidh me". Cad &ill Uncail P61? "Ni dhéanfaidh me," arsa
P6l. Deirdre?

Deirdre: Difirt - Min P61 nach dean - nach dhean se air.
T: Nil se ceart. Ciaran
Ciardn: Düirt P6l nach ndéanfaidh se dearmad air.
T: Nach - ? (rising intonation)
Ciaran: Nach ndeanfaidh- ndeanfaidh. Nach ndeanfaidh -
T: Nach ndeanFADH se dearmad air. Abair 6 sin, gach duine. Düirt Uncail P61 nach

ndéanFADH se. Aris.
Pupils: Dairt Uncail P6I nach ndeanfadh se.
T: Ms.
Pupils: Mkt Uncail P6l nach ndeanfadh se.
T: Düirt P6l nach nddanfadh se dearmad air. Mar, nuair a chuaigh siad isteach ins an sCoil

ansin, an cuimhin libh cad a tharla? Cad dnirt an maistir, a Sheain?
Sean: Diiirt sé beidh foireann na peile ag imirt De - De Deardaoin.
T: Ceart. Now, diiirt se go what? Sinead?
Sinead Go mbeadh.
T: Ceart. An Modh Coinniollach. Go mbeadh foireann peile ag imirt. "Cen t-am a

thiocfaimid le cheile," arsa an mainteoir. "Bigi ag geata na scoile ag a ceathair a chlog",
arsa an milinteoir.' Now, a Sheáin, cuir claoninsint ar sin. "Mid an milinteoir leo -"

Sean: Go mbeadh.
T: No. Bheith.
Sean: Bheith ag geata na scoile ag a ceathair a chlog.
T: Ceart. "Is leor a bheith deanach uair amhain sa tseachtain," arsa Tomas.' Cad &lid

Tomas? .... Dáirt se GUR leor a bheith deanach uair amhain sa tseachtain. Now, nuair a
shroich se an baile ansin, düirt se le Mamai gur bhuail Uncail Sean leis etcetera.

(end of segment)
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8. Imitation - Situation: Nuacluirsai

Extract 13

Rank 4, lesson 1, segment 17 Segment duration = 1 min 15 sees

Topic:

Language activity:
Pupil behaviour:
Teacher mode of involvement;
Classroom organisation;
Materials:

Class attentiveness:
Class interest:

Situation: Nuacharsal
("An Leabharlann' - 'The Library')

Imitation
Listening, looking
Monitoring
Group demonstration
Film strip/slide, Nuacluirsai handbook
'La Faoin Math': Lesson 8
Very high
Very high

Pupils:

P:

P:

P:

P:

P:

P:

An scannAn
[Demonstrating group (5 pupils) setting up the film strip]
Brostaigh Sean ...

[The demonstrating pupils then take it in turn to describe the pictures on the filmstrip
by reciting phrases from the `13unchomhrd' (basic narrative for each lesson found in
the Nuachürsal handbook)]
`Ceacht a hocht. Rang a se. Ursa Comhrd Gaeilge le haghaidh ardranganna. An
Roinn Oideachais. Bailie Atha Cliath.' (Reading from filmstrip)
Bhi suim ag Ta suim ag Mdirdad sa - sa léitheoireacht. [Picture 1]
Tdann si go dti an leabharlann gach seachtain. [Picture 2]
Siiineir ab ea é a athair. [Picture 3]
Dé hAoine seo caite d'iarr - d'iarr sé - leabhar adhmadOireachta a fhAil da an
leabharlann da. [Picture 4]
Bhi beirt n6 triair sa leabharlann roimpi. [Picture 5]
Chonaic si scealta staire ar an tseilf sa chAinne. [Picture 6]
Th6g si an leabhar. [Picture 7]
Em. Chuaigh si trasna chun caint leis an leabhar - leabharlannai. [Picture 8]
"Ceard atA uait an tseachtain seo, a Mhairdad?" [Picture 9]
"TA leabhar staire uaim." [Picture 10]
"Bo mhaith liomsa leabhar adhmadOireacht do mo athair." [Picture 11]
"Céard ata A dhéanamh aige anois." [Picture 12]
"C6fra beag do mo sheomra codlata." [Picture 13]
"Tusa peata - peata do athar gan dabht!." [Picture 14]

(end of segment)
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9. Comprehension - Situation: Other than NuacluirsaL

Extract 14

Rank 10,1esson 1, segment 5 Segment duration = 1 min 3 secs

Topic:

Language activity:
Pupil behaviour:
Teacher mode of involveMent:
Classroom organisation:
Materials:
Class attentiveness:
Class interest:

Situation: Other than Nuaehdrsai
('Dditedn' - Fire).
Comprehension (listen)
Listening
Instructing
Whole class
Reader (Seal ag Liamh I, page 90)
High
High

T: Anois, em Mach anois. Now. Nd hosclaigi le bhur dtoil `Seal ag Leamh'. Na
hosclaigi 'Seal ag lAatnh'. Leifidh mise an chuid nua den sceal seo. All right? Agus
distigi go gear, le bhur dtoil. So, dimaigi na leabhair. OK

"Leim anois, Aindi", arsa duine acu. Bhi Aindi direach chun léim nuair a stop se go
tobann. "Mo bhrister ar seisean. "Rinne me dearmad glan ar mo bhriste". Isteach
leis aris. Bhi an seomra Ian de dheatach agus bhi Aindi ag casachtach. Tharraing se
a bhriste air fan, rith se go dti an fhuinneog agus lam se amach. Bhris an blaincead
an titim, ach, mar sin Min, ghortaigh Aindi a chos agus a larnh. "Conas ata arsa
athair Ph6il leis. "Nior cheart dom gearan," arsa Aindi. "D'fheadfadh an sceal
bheith i bhfad nios measa"

(end of segment)
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Extract 15

Rank 8, lesson 1, segment 13 Segment duration = 1 min 51 sees

Topic:

Language activity:
Pupil behaviour:
Teacher mode of involvement:
Classroom organisafion:
Materials:

Class attentiveness:
Class interest:

Situation: Other than Nuachársal
(An Bhainis' - The Wedding)
Comprehension (read/listen)
Listening, reading silently
Instructing
Whole class
'Other' course-book:
( Anseo is Ansitid 3', page 59.)
Very high
High

T: Now, deirfiür - now. Nilim ach chun piosa an-bheag de seo a dhéanamh anocht agus
cuir de glanmheabhair é mar is gnath. An dtuigeann sibh? Cuir de glanmheabhair é
mar - is - gnath. `Deirfiirr le Liam is ea Cart.' An dtuigeann sibh 6 sin?

Pupils: Tuigimid.
T: 'Ph6s si Mdirtin 6 Murchd as Luimneach an samhradh seo caite. Thug si cuireadh da

cairde go ldir chun na bainise.' Cuireadh, invitation. Cairde, `friends '. 'NI bhfuair
cairde Liam aon chuireadh.' Cén fath? Ni raibh sé chun posadh. * * * * nach ea?
Tuair Cdit a Ian bronntanas 6na cairde.' Now, Mach ar na rudai a fuair si. Tuair si
cdpla foireann grdithre.' Gréithre - cupdin agus fochupdin agus plátai. An dtuigeann
sibh?

Pupils: Tuigimid.
T: `Cdpla cur scian' - scian agus forcanna agus spim6ga, `chir throscain' - troscán,

'furniture - bhi sé sin agairm cheana - 'agus a Ian rudai eile. I bparidiste Chait a bhi
an p6sadh.' The wedding was in Kate 's parish. Right. 'Nuair a shroich Liam an
seipeal bhi Muintir Ui Mhurchd i láthair.' When Liam reached the church the
Murphy family were present. Bhi siad i láthair. Present. Right. Nuair atá an rolla
mharcdil agam, ma ta Ui i láthair, cuirim correct mark nach ea agus ma Li dr as Idthair
cuirim duck egg, nach ea. Right. Is leor sin.

(end of segment)
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10. Contextualisation exercises - Pupil/Teacher real life situations

Extract 16

Rank 16, Lesson 2, segment.1 Segment length = 6 mins 57 secs
(first 2 minutes of segment)

Topic:
Language activity:
Pupil behaviour:
Teacher mode of involvement:
Classroom organisation:
Materials:
Class attentiveness:
Class interest:

Pupil/teacher real life
Contextualisation exercise
Listening, speaking
Interacting
Whole class
None
High
High

T: Right.
Pupils: As a phOca a theg se -
T: * * * * *
P: * * * * *
T: Ce mhead duine i do chlann, Mary?
Mary: Ceathair cinn.
T: Ainmnigh iad.
Mary: Mo mhamai, mo dhaidi, mo dhearthair agus me
T: Agus ce he an duine is Oige i do chlann, do dhearthair no tusa?
Mary: Mo d(h)earthair an duine is Oige.
T: Agus cen aois é?
Mary: TA se ocht bliana d'aois.
T: An bhfuil se ag dul ar scoil?
Mary Ta se ag dul ar scoil.
T: Agus cen rang Ma bhfuil se?
Mary: TA se i rang .. i rang a ceathair.
T: I rang a ceathair. Right. OK.. Cen caitheamh aimsire atA agat, TomAs? Cén

caitheamh aimsire atA agat? Patrick? Is maith Horn -
Patrick: Is maith Horn bheith ag snAmh agus is maith liorn bheith ag imirt peile.
T: Ag imirt peile. An feidir leat snAmh?
Patrick: Is feidir limn snAmh.
T: Right. Ce acu is fearr leat, bheith ag snamh san fharraige no bheith ag snAmh sa linn

snAmlia?
Patrick: Is maith liom bheith ag snamh sa linn snAmha.
T: Sa linn snamha. Right. OK.. Ceart go leor. Cén chaitheamh aimsire ata agat,

Anne?
Anne: Is maith liorn bheith ag snámh - Is maith horn bheith ag snAmh agus ag agus ag

cispheil.
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T: Ag imirt cispheile. An raibh tü ag imirt cispheile ardir?
Anne: Bhi md ag imirt cispheile ardir.
T: Cd hait?
Anne: Ins an .. (*) (placename)
T: (*). (placename) Agus an raibh an bua ort, no an bua agat?
Anne: Ni raibh an bua agam
T: Right. Agus an raibh Athas ort?
Anne: Ni raibh dthas -
T: Conas a bhi hi? Bhi - ?
Anne: Bhi md brAn -
T: Bhi md br6nACH. Bhi md brOnach n6 bhi brein orm. An raibh tuirse ort?
Anne: Ni raibh tuirse *.
T: An raibh tuirse ort?
Anne: Bhi tuirse *.
T: Bhi tuirse ORM. Right. OK Agus cdn t-am a thainig ta abhaile?
Anne: Thainig md abhaile em...
T: An raibh sd go luath n6 an raibh sd déanach san oiche?
Anne: Ddanach san oiche.

(end of extract)

11. Contextualisation exercise - Fragmented topic

Extract 17

-Raik 9, lesson 2, segment 1 Segment duration = 1 min 17 secs

, TOpk: Fragmented
Language activity: Contextualisalion exercise
Pupil behaviour: Listening, speaking
Teacher mode of involvement: Interacting -'

_

Classroom organisation: Whole class
Materials: None
Class attentiveness: Very high
Class interest: Very high

T: Anois, a bhuachailli agus a chailini, cdn - cdn IA atA ann inniu?
Pupils: LA

T: Cén IA atA ann inniu?
Pupils: Ddardaoin Cdadaoin (pupils giving different replies)
T: Dé Ceadaoin. Cdn ILA a bhi ann innd?
Pupils: Dd MAirt.
T: Cdn IA a bheidh ann amArach?
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Pupils: Beidh Deardaoin. Ddardaoin .
T: Amarach Dd - ? (rising intonation)
Pupils: Ddardaoin.
T: an IA a bhi ann innd?
Pupils: Ara innd bhi * * Dd Luain.
T: Is aril amarach?
Pupils: Ara amarach Dd hAoine.
T: Agus cdn mhi ata ann?
Pupils: An * *
T: Cdn MHI atA ann?
Pupils: Mi Bealtaine.
T: Td - ?
Pupils: Mi Bealtaine.
T: Cen sdasfir ata ann?
Pupils: Seo an Samhradh.
T: An Samhradh ata ann. Cdn sort aimsire ata ann inniu? .. An bhfuil an IA go breA?
Pupils: TA an IA go bred.
T: .An bhfuil eh scamaill sa speir?
Pupils: TA scamaill sa spdir.
T: An bhfuil baisteach ag titim?
Pupils: Nil baisteach ag titim.
T: An bhfuil an talamh flinch?
Pupils: Nil an talamh fliuch.
T: An bhfuil an ghrian ag taitneamh?
Pupils: TA an ghrian ag taitneamh.
T: An fdidir an ghrian a fheicedil inniu?
Pupils: Ni fdidir an ghrian a fheiceail inniu.
T: Cdn fath?
Pupils: Mar ta scamaill sa bhealach.
T: Mar ta na scamaill sa bhealach.

(end of segment)
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12. Real communication in Irish - Pupil/Teacher real life situations

Extract 18

Rank 10, lesson 1, segment 2 Segment duration = 4 mins 19 secs

Topic:

Language activity:
Pupil behaviour:
Teacher mode of involvement:
Classroom organisation:
Materials:
Class attentiveness:
Class interest:

Situation: Pupil/teacher real hfe
(A jire that pupil witnessed/heard of)
Real communication in Irish
Listening, speaking
Interacting
Whole class
None
Very high
Very high

T:

Jennifer:
T:
Jennifer:
T:
Jennifer:
T:

Cliona:

T:
Deirdre:
T:
Deirdre:
T:

Deirdre:
T:

Deirdre:
T:
Tara:
T:
Tara:

An bhfaca einne sa rang seo dditean riamh? An bhfaca &me sa rang seo d6itedn?
Jennifer?
Bhi doitean i (*). (placename)
An raibh? Agus cá bhfuil (*)? N6 cOn sort ruda é (*)? An (*) é?
Is (*) e.
Is (*) d. Go maith. Agus cathain a bhi an d6itean ann?
* * * * * * * *.
An tseachtain seo caite an ea? Maith an cailin. All right. Ar chuala sibh faoi aon
doditedn a bhi in Eirinn. Ar chuala sibh faoi thine mhdr a bhi in Eirinn. Bhuel,
Cliona?
aipla c6pla em - Chuala me ar an raidi6 go raibh em - go raibh d6iterin. Nil a linos
agam cd - ca raibh sé ach em gur thit tintreach - do bhuail tintreach ar chrann agus
thosaigh em an - chuaigh an - an crann go ldir suas i lasracha.
Ana-mhaith. Maith an cailin. Ana-mhaith. Deirdre?
Em Cüpla bhliain 6 shin em bhi doitean mór em i (*) (placename).
Ana-mhaith. I (*). Agus cad a tharla an oiche sin?
Em Gach - gach duine em - daoine a bhi isteach sa seomra fuair siad bds.
Fuair siad bas. Fuair siad bás. Maith an cailin. Agus con sort dite i an (*)? An
pictiürlann é?
Em, eh - bhi ceol pop -
Yes. Maith an cailin. Bhi popceol d sheinm ann. All right agus cad a bhi
dhéanamh ag na cailini agus ag na buachailli ann?
Ag damhsa.
Ana-mhaith ar fad. Right. Ar chuala sibh faoi aon dOitedn eile? Bhuel Tara?
Chonaic me carr tri thine sa bothar? Bhi sé - bhi se em -
Tar efts timpiste a bhi ann, an ea? Sea. Maith an cailin. Agus ar gortaiodh dim?
Ni *
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T:
Pauline:
T:
Pauline:
T:

Pauline:
T:
T:
Siobhan:
T:

T:

T:
P:
T:

P:
T:

Go maith. Right. Pauline?
Chonaic me tine em * * *.
Maith an cailin. Sa (*) ata in aice leatsa, nach ea ? (* * *).
Yeah.
Right. Agus ar gortaiodh einne ne ar maraiodh dinne? An raibh &rine gortaithe?
An raibh?
Ni raibh.
Ni raibh. Go maith.
Einne eile? Bhuel Siobhan?
Bhi tine =Sr sa (* *). (placename)
6 go maith agus cá bhfuil (* *)?
Em *.
Faoin tuath an ea?
No. Sa chathair.
Sa chathair. Maith an cailin. Agus cén sert siopa é sin?

*).

(* *). An-mhaith. Agus an raibh em - An ndeachaigh an shop suas i lasracha, an
gceapann di? An ndeachaigh an SIOPA - gabh mo leithscéal - an SIOPA suas i
lasracha?
Nil a fhios agam.
Nil a fhios agat. All right.

(end of segment)

13. Real communication in Irish - Routine management/organisation

Extract 19

Rank 3, lesson 1, segment 9

Topic:
Language activity:
PUpii behaviour:
Teacher mode of involvement:
Classroom organisation:
Materials:

Class attentiveness:
Class interest:

Segment duration = 58 secs

Routine management/organisation
Real communication in Irish
Listening, writing
Instructing
Whole class
Jotter/copy, Other course-book or
workbook (Riamhobair GramadaO
High
High

T: Anocht, anois, is feidir libh an Modh Coinniollach a dhéanamh aris as an leabhairin
beag gramadai sin. Tabhair dom leabhar gramadai nOimead, duine digin. Sea.
Osclaigi suas eh leathanach a - a triocha - leathanach a fiche hocht, is dOigh
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Now. An Modh Coinniollach, briathra mirialta ansin. DhAnfainn, dhfinfA, dhinfadh
sd, dhanfainns, dlifinfadh sibh, dhumfaidis agus dhanfai. Now. Bi a dhdanamh sin
anocht agus amárach, leanfaimid ar aghaidh leis an mbriathar saor ansin agus leis an
gclaoninsint ins an Modh Coinniolladh. So, fdachaigi air sin - fdachaigi air sin anois
ins an leabhar beag gramadai anocht.

(end of segment)

Extract 20

Rank 8, lesson 1, segment 9 Segment duration = 2 mins 36 secs

To Pic: Routine managenientiorganisatiim
Language activity: Real cOmrnunication in Irish
Pupil behaviour: Listening, doing
Teacher mode of involvement: Instructing
Classroom organisation: Whole class
Materials: Other course-book (pthotocopy handout)
Class attentiveness: Very high
Class interest: _- High

T: Now. Cuir line faoi na spellings seo don oiche anocht.
..25.. * * ** [pupils getting ready]
Right. Now. Ar an gcdad leathanach 'an gima bainise' ar an via line - `an gana
bainise' cuir line faoi. Now. 'Bhi Sile ar bis' an chead cheann i dtosach, 'Bhi Sile
ar bis' agus ag an mbun 'Bhi Mainai ar bior'. Right. An chdad leathanach eile.
An chdad leathanach eile. `CTo healaionta', ar an gceathrO line `go healaionta' -
'artfully', 'skilfully'. Agus an line Ma dhiaidh sin, 'an fdinne gealltanais', 'an fAinne
gealltanais'.
Now, faoin bpictinir `Mi na Meala'.... No, cuir an line faoi. Agus ag an deireadh 'an
taispeantas'. Ce mhdad ata ansin? A haon, do, tri, ceathair, cüig, sé, seacht.
Now, em ar an leathanach deireanach anois - Wait now till we see. 'Airgead Shasana
a mhalartie, 'airgead Shasana a mhalartie. TA Ocht gcinn ansin, nach bhfuil? Aon,
do, tri, ceathair, cing, sé, seacht, ocht. Is leor sin. Right.
Now, beidh an briseadh againn anois, is dócha, agus beidh an chuid eile tar eis a haon
deag. Right.

(end of segment)
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14. Imitation - Situation: Other than Nuachürsai

Extract 21

Rank'8, lesson 1, segment 14 Segment duration = 2 mins 15 secs

Topic:

Language activity:
Pupil behaviour:
Teacher mode of involvement:
Classroom organisation:
Materials:

Class attentiveness
Class interest:

Situation: other than Nuachürsai
("An Bhainis' - The Wedding)

Imitation (repeat)
Listening, reading aloud
Interacting
Whole class
Other course-book
(Anseo is Ansisid 3 - page 59)
Very high
High

T:
Pupils:
T:
Pupils:
T:
Pupils:
T:
Pupils:
T:

Pupils:
T:
Pupils:
T:
Pupils:
T:
Pupils:
T:
Pupils:
T:

Pupils:
T:
Pupils:
T:
Pupils:

`Deirfiar le Liam is ea Cali.' Le chéile.
Deirfifir le Liam is ea Cait.'
'Ph6s si Mairtin 6 Murch6 as Luimneach an samhradh seo caite.'
'Ph6s si Mairtin 6 Mhurchü as Luimneach an samhradh seo
No, no, no. 'Ph6s si Mairtin 6' - ? (rising intonation)
'Murchie
Nil aon 'h' ansin - 'as Luimneach'
an samhradh seo caite.
'Thug si cuireadh da cairde' - da cairde, her friends. Nil aon 'h' ann, da cairde, her

friends - `go ldir chun na bainise.'
'Thug si cuireadh da cairde go léir chun na bainise.'
'NI bhfuair cairde Liam aon chuireadh.'
'NI bhfuair cairde Liam aon chuireadh.'
Tuair Cait a Ian bronntanas 6na cairde.'
Tuair Cait a lan bronntanas 6na cairde.'
Tuair si capla foireann gréithre.'
Tuair si capla foireann gréithre.'
'Capla cur scian.'
'Ciipla cur scian.'
Eh em 'cur scian'.. - cutlery sets, sets of cutlery.
'06ir throscain' - pieces offurniture 'agus a lan rudai eile.'
`C6ir throscain agus a lan rudai eile.'
'I bpar6iste Chait a bhi an posadh.'
'I bpar6iste Chait a bhi an posadh.'
'Nuair a shroich Liam an séipeal bhi Muintir Ui Mhurchii i
'Nuair a shroich Liam an seipeal bhi Muintir Ui Mhurchii i lathair.'
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T: N6imead amhain go ldifidh me an teachtaireacht? ..25..
[Teacher reads message delivered by pupil]

(end of segment)

15. Transposition - Fragmented topic

Extract 22

Rank 16, lesson 2, segment 10 Segment duration = 2 mins 40 sees

Topic:
Language activity:
Pupil behaviour:
Teacher mode of involvement:
Classroom organisation:
Materials:
Class attentiveness':
Class interest:

Fragmented
Transposition (read aloud)
Listening, reading aloud
Interacting
Whole class
Reader (Feis pages 58-59)
High
High

T: Right. T6gaigi amach G', le bhur dtoil. Leathanach caoga hocht agus
leathanach caoga naoi, caoga hocht agus caoga naoi ..15
[Pupils taking out Readers - Tape turned over here - approximately 20 seconds of the
lesson not recorded]

Pupils: Teacher! Teacher! Teacher!
T:
Niamh: Thaitin an dan -
T: Thaitin ? (rising intonation)
Niamh: Thaitin na hem agus na heisc ag - leis.
T: Leigh amach an abairt ina bhfuil an ceann eile freisin, Catherine.
Catherine: Thaitin siad go mtir leis.
T: Right. Leigh amach an abairt in a bhfuil an focal 'chonaic'. -
P: Teacher! Teacher!
T: Chonaic. Yvonne? Chonaic - ?
Yvonne: Chonaic Fionn iasc beag ag-snamh ar bharr an uisce.
T: Go maith. Leigh amach an abairt ina bhfuil an focal lamha'. `Lamha'. Orla?
Orla: Ach bhi an t-iasc aige ina lámha.
T: Right. Leigh amach an abairt in a bhfuil an focal 'cairde'. Cara amhdin, nios m6 ná

cara amhdin, cairde.
P: Teacher, teacher
T: Leigh amach an abairt ina bhfuil an focal 'cairde', le bhur dtoil. Anne?
Anne: Ach ni raibh cairde mar sin aige.
T: Leigh amach an abairt in a bhfuil an focal 'is minic'. 'Is minic'.
Pupils: Teacher! Teacher!
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T: Tomas?
Tomas: Is minic a suigh se ag feachaint orthu.
T: Right. Leigh amach an abairt ma bhfuil an focal eh.. seanmhnd'. Seanmlmá, old

women, seanmhnd. Leigh amach an abairt ma bhfuil an focal seanmhnd'.
Seanmhnd.

Pupils: Teacher! Teacher!.
T: Bhuel, Joan?
Joan: Isteach sa teach leis agus thaispedin se do na * * * seanmhnd d.
T: Right. Leigh amach an abairt in a bhfuil an focal 'ar bith'. Ar bith. Nil airgead ar

BITH again. Nil aon airgead ar bith again. Ar bith?
P: Teacher! Teacher!
T: Bhuel?
P: Ni raibh cara ar bith aige.
T: Go maith. Leigh amach an abairt ma bhfuil an focal eh ..'cluichi'. 'Cluichi'.

'Cluichr .

Pupils: Teacher! Teacher! Teacher! Teacher!
T: Paul?
Paul: ...Ba mhaith...
T: Ba mhaith leis -
Paul: Ba mhaith leis cluichi a ...imirt le ... le buachailli (other pupil and teacher help this

pupil with words he finds difficult to pronounce) ... dd aois
T: Right. OK.

(end of segment)

16. Compound - Situation: Other than Nuachürsai

Extract 23

Rank 3, lesson 1, segment 22 Segment duration =%4 mlns 57 secs

Topic: Situation: Other than Nuachsirsai
Language activity: Compound (Comprehension &

Contextualisation exercise)
Pupil behaviour: Listening, speaking, reading silently
Teacher mode of involvement: Interacting
Classroom organisation: Whole class
Materials: Reader (Seal ag Leamh I - page 73)

Blackboard
Class attentiveness: Very high
Class interest: VerY high

T: Now. TosnOimid ar an gceacht nua leitheoireachta anois. `Deardaoin no De hAoine?'
an teideal atd air.
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Now. `Chuaigh P61 agus Niamh abhaile go tapaidh 6n scoil trAthnOna Deardaoin.'
Focal eile, bhi sé againn ar maidin, Conas a chuaigh siad abhaile, a ChiarAin Ui Shd?

Ciaran: Rith siad abhaile go tapaidh.
T: Go maith. Go tapaidh. Ar shli eile?
P: Go tobann.
T: Go tobann.
P: Ar nOs na gaoithe.
T: Ar nOs na gaoithe. Sea. 'Bhi Mamai bocht an-tuirseach.' Bhi si an-tuirseach. Cdn

fath, n'fbeadair?
P: Mar bhi si ag glanadh an teach.
T: Ag glanadh an ti. Go maith. Agus, is dOcha, ag obair 6 mhaidin go hoiche. 'Bhi an

teach glanta aici' - Sea, ta an ceart agat - '6 bhun go barr do na cuairteoiri.' Do na
cuairteoiri (rising intonation)?

P: For the visitors.
T: Sea. As Gaeilge - do na daoine a bhi le teacht. "Ddanaigi deifir leis an obair - obair

bhaile anois"; ar sise. ' Deanaigi deifir leis an obair bhaile. Now, abair 0 sin ar, sli
digin eile. A Thomais?

Tomás: Brostaigh leis an obair bhaile anois.
T: Ceart. Maith an fear. N6 ddan an obair bhaile (rising intonation) - ?
P: Go tapaidh.
T: Go tapaidh. * * *. 'Bhuail an chlog a ceathair. Bionn Aint - '

Now,* . "Bionn Aintin Wire anseo timpeall a ceathair,, de ghndth," arsa Mamai.'
Anois, Ddardaoin anois agus ta Mainal ag suil le Aintin Mhdire. An bhfuil si ag
teacht? Deirdre?

Deirdre: Ni raibh si ag teacht. Bhi si ag teacht ar DO hAoine.
T: Ceart. De ghnAth. 'Bhuail an clog leathuair tar dis a ceathair.' Leathuair tar dis a

ceathair. "TA siad ddanach inniu," arsa Mamai.' Now, IA siad ddanach' ?
P: She'll be late today.
T: As Gaeilge. A SheAin?
Sean: TA siad mall.
T: TA siad mall. Ceart. Tosnaigh le 'nil', Ciaran 6 Riain?
Ciarán: Nil siad in am.
T: Ceart. "Nil siad in am," arsa Mamai. Leis sin, chuala siad cnag ar an ndoras.'

David. Cnag. Cad a dhein siad?
David: Bhuail - bhuail - bhuail siad an cnag .

T: Ceart. Maith an fear. Bhuail siad cnag ar an ndoras. Chuala siad cnag ar an ndoras.
Now, b'fhdidir - b'fhOidir gur - An cuimhin libh an dan beag a dheineamar .. mar
gheall ar an ndoras?

P: An baschrann.
T: An baschrann. An cuimhin libh? Subh milis ar bhaschrann an dorais. Sea.

B'fhdidir gur bhuail siad baschrann an dorais. Sea. "Sin iad anois iad," arsa Mamai
agus rith si amach chun faille a chur rompu. Baineadh geit aisti nuair a d'oscail si an
doras. An milinteoir a bhi ann. "An bhfuil P01 istigh?," ar seisean. "TA cluiche
againn trAthnOna." "TrAthndna inniu!" arsa Mamai agus ionadh uirthi. "Is ea," arsa
an mninteoir agus ionadh airsean freisin.' Freisin?

P: Also
T: As Gaeilge? Freisin? Bhi fearg airsin freisin?
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P: Em, chomh maith.
T: Chomh maith. Ceart. "Is ea", arsa an mAinteoir agus ionadh airsin freisin anois.

"Nach ncluirt P61 é sin leat?" "Tar amach anseo, a Ph 6i1," arsa Mamai agus fearg
uirthi.' Now. Abair 6 sin ar shli elle - bhi fearg uirthi?

P: Bhi crosta uirthi
T: Bhi si, n6 -
P: Bhi si crosta.
T: Ceart. N6 bhi si ar - ?
P: Buile.
T: Ar buile. Thonaic P61 go raibh fearg ar an mainteoir freisin. "6", arsa P61. "Inniu

atA an cluiche againn! Amarach atá Aintin Mahe ag teacht, mar sin - is ea, sin 6 a
&Art Uncail Sean liom ceart go leor." "Nach deas an teachtaire 6 - " '
Now, teachtaire. Teachtaire? Teachtaire. [teacher writes word on blackboard]
Nine a theann amach ar theachtaireacht, chun rud a dheanamh. I mBearla,
'messenger'. Do chuaigh sé amach ar theachtaireacht. Teachtaire, duine a théann
amach chun jab beag a dheanamh. Uaireanta glaonn do Mhamai ort agus tugann si
airgead duit agus deir si leat "rith sios an baile agus faigh na rudai seo dom". Ansin,
téann tusa amach ar theachtaireacht.
- arsa an mAinteoir. . "Nach deas an teachtaire 6", ar seisean. "Is deas, go deimhin",
arsa Mamai agus fearg uirthi. "Féach anois cad ata d6anta agat", ar sise le P61. " TA
gach rud tri chdile agat agus ni he an chead uair agat 6" '.

(end of segment)

17. Real communication in Irish - Situation: Other than Nuacluirsal

Extract 24

Rank 3, lesson 1, segment 28 Segment duration = 1 min 55 secs

Topic: Situation: Other than Nuachtirsat
Language activity: H Real communication inirish
Pupil behaviour: Listening, speaking, reading silently
Teacher mode of involvement: Interacting '

Classroom manisation: Whole class
Materhals: Blackboard
Class attentiveness: Very high
Class interest: Very higk

T: Anois, déanfaimid aiste bheag anois - aiste bheag. Anois, an cuimhin libh an comhth
a bhi ar siAl againn ar maidin? Bhiomar ag caint mar gheall ar bhreithIA agus cad iad
na bronntanaisi a fuair siad don bhreithld aris agus mar gheall ar thimpiste?

P: Fuair siad rothair.
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T: Ceart. Agus chuaigh siad amach ag rothaiocht. Anois, déanfaimid beagdinin
scribhneoireachta anois - scribhneoireachta ar, em, ar eh, Cad a dhéanfaimid?
Déanfaimid turas, eh turas rothaiochta. Deanfaimid, mar sin, 'Turas a dhein me'. Eh
Seo teideal na haiste anois, T-U-R-A-S [Teacher writes title on blackboard].

Turas a dhein me. Se sin, scriobhfaidh sibh beagainin dom ar - bunaithe ar an
rothar nua agus mar a chuaigh sibh amach ag rothaiocht. Anois. Beidh focail mar
seo a n-usaid again. Rothar deas nua. Rothar deas nua. [Teacher writing on
blackboard]

Now, nil me chun na habairti a thabhairt dipbh in aon chor. Déanaigi féin suas na
habairti. Rothar deas nua. Beidh sibh ag caint ar mar a fuair sibh an rothar. Conas a
fuair sibh an rothar? Más maith libh, is féidir libh beagainin cuntais a thabhairt ar an
rothar, ar chodanna an rothair. Ta codanna an rothair thuas ansin, Mach. An diallait,
agus na cluasa, agus frama an rothair agus an teannaire.

(end of segment)

(End of transcript extracts)
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Append& 9

Pupil Communicative Behaviour Record: Coding guidelines'

The observer will observe three pupils, one at a time in succession, and record various aspects of
each pupil's behaviour on the Pupil Communicative Behaviour Record (PCBR). The observation
work will proceed in 5 minute units for each pupil, with the first three minutes of each unit being
given over to actually observing the pupil, and the 4th and 5th minute being used to record events
on the observation sheet. In a 30 minute class, therefore, each of the three targeted pupils would
be observed twice (2 x 3 x 5).

First, the teachers' rating of pupils sheet (Aireamh an mhitinteora ar na daltai de rdir cumais -
see Appendix 2.2) should be used to randomly select one pupil from each of the three ability
groupings in Irish (high/medium/low ability). The pupil selected from the high ability group
should be referred to as 1 in the Pupil column of the Pupil Communicative Behaviour Record
sheet to indicate to us that this is the high ability pupil. If you wish you can add in the pupil
initials beside the number, as an aid to your work. Likewise, the pupils selected from the middle
and lower level ability in Irish groups are numbered 2 and 3 respectively. We have printed in
these numbers (1, 2, and 3) on the observation sheet to indicate the individual high, medium and
low ability pupils so as to remind you of the order in which pupils are to be observed.

This is how the work proceeds:

Pupil 1 3 minutes observation.
2 minutes to record events on the sheet.

Pupil 2 3 minutes observation.
2 minutes to record events on the sheet.

Pupil 3 3 minutes observation.
2 minutes to record events on the sheet.

Then back to Pupil I again and proceed as before.

Generally, recording events consists of putting one tick (1) in each relevant cell. If there is a
change in pupil behaviour during the 3 minute observation period, please draw a line across the
page, within the row corresponding to that pupil, and record a new series of ticks to describe new
behaviour as done in Fig 1 below.

*A copy of the Pupil Communicative Behaviour Record may be found on the last page of this appendix.
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Fi . 1

IF THE PUPIL SPEAKS INDWIDUALLY

Pupil

1,2,3

LANGUAGE ASKS A
QUESTION

ANSWERS LENGTH OF
UTTERANCE

TAKES
TURN

INTERACTION
TYPE

Irish English Pseudo
4ne

Genui- Predic
-table

Unpre-
dictable

One
word Clause

Sent-
ence

Sust-
ained

Rout-
ine

New Pupil-
pupil

Pupil-
teacher

1 V .1 ,/
../ s/ ,/ .1

The same three pupils are to be observed in Lesson 1 and Lesson 2. The particular targeted
pupils should be indicated on the sheet with the Teachers' ratings of pupils.
Write explanatory notes whenever necessary.

Categories of Pupil Behaviour

We will now consider briefly the headings under which pupil behaviour is categorised in
the Pupil Communicative Behaviour Record.
There are three main headings
(I) If The Pupil Speaks Individually
(2) If The Pupil Is Silent
(3) Other Pupil Behaviour
The latter two general headings will apply frequently and so we will begin with these. Take the
second main heading, for example (2) If The Pupil Is Silent

Fi . 2

IF THE PUPIL IS SILENT
(or non-task related e.g.

chatting/whispering)
A 1 1 ENDING DISRUPTIVE
H M M L

I V 1 I I v
pupil = moderately attentive not disruptive

Suppose the pupil is silent, while the teacher is reading aloud to the class. Here you would place
a tick under one of the letters 'H' (high), 'M' (moderate) or '1.; (low) for each of the subheadings
ATTENDING and DISRUPTIVE to indicate how attentive or disruptive the pupil was. Thus, if
the pupil happened to be fairly attentive and not at all disruptive then you might place two ticks
as in Fig 2 above.

On the other hand, if the pupil was not engaged at all in the task, but was chatting rather loudly
to neighbouring pupils, you might place the two ticks under 'I,' for ATTENDING and 'M' for
DISRUPTIVE, depending on just how inattentive or disruptive you felt he or she was, as in Fig 3
below.
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Fi . 3

IF THE PUPIL IS SILENT
(or non-task related e.g.

. chatting/whispering)
ATTENDING DISRUPTIVE
H M L H M L

I I 1 I I I

pupil is not attending to the task and is moderately disruptive

Now consider the third main heading: (3) Other Pupil Behaviour.
If the pupil is engaged in choral speech along with other pupils, then place a tick in the

appropriate cell. If he/she is reading aloud, either alone or with other pupils, then place a tick
under the 'aloud' category of READING. Likewise, if the pupil is reading silently, or writing,
the category in which a tick is to be placed is clear.

Only one of the four subheadings of the general heading OTHER PUPIL BEHAVIOUR,
however, should be ticked for a pupil at any one time. The only exception is where the pupil's
behaviour changes within an observation unit - in which case you should draw a horizontal line
within the row for that pupil before placing, below the new line, another tick to reflect the change
in behaviour.
Important: Even if you place a tick under one of the four subheadings of OTHER PUPIL
BEHAVIOUR, you should also place ticks, as appropriate, in the adjacent categories of
ATTENDING and DISRUPTIVE, to indicate the manner in which the task is being performed.
For example, suppose a pupil is engaged in a writing task, but is attending poorly to it (e.g. is
listening occasionally to another pupil who is chatting). The following might be a description of
his or her behaviour:

Fi . 4

IF THE PUPIL
(or non-task related
chatting/whispering)

IS SILENT
e.g. OTHER PUPIL BEHAVIOUR

Attending Disruptive Choral
Speech

Reading Writing

HM L HM L silent aloud
I i

Pupil is writing although not attending well to it. Pupil is not disruptive.

Finally, turning to the general heading (1) If the Pupil Speaks Individually (this excludes non-
task related chatting etc.). This heading will apply less often than Other Pupil Behaviour in most
classrooms. If the pupil does speak individually, then the following three subheadings are always
relevant: Language, Length Of Utterance and Interaction Type.

Language requires no comment except to say that an utterance is counted as Irish if most of it is
in Irish; English if mostly in English. In the case of LENGTH OF UTTERANCE the category
sustained indicates that a stretch of discourse longer than a sentence is involved - e.g. a
memorised poem being recited individually by the particular pupil being observed. However, it
would also be appropriate to place a tick under sustained if the observed pupil was engaged with
another pupil in discussing a library book in Irish which they had earlier read, or if they were
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engaged in some other form of simulated dialogue. In the latter kind of discussion, the individual
phrases used by the pupil in his/her conversational turns may be quite short, but he/she is
sustaining a longer stretch of discourse overall. Incidentally, you do not have to be able to hear
every single word of such a discussion in order to code it. The kind of pupil-pupil discussion just
described might be coded thus:

Fi . 5

IF THE PUPIL SPEAKS INDWIDUALLY
LANGUAGE ASKS A

QUESTION ANSWERS
LENGTH OF

UITERANCE
TAKES
TURN

INTERACTION
TYPE

Irish EnglishPseudo Genuine Predic-
table

Unpre-
dictable

One
word

Clause Sent-
price

Sust,Routine
ained

New Pupil-
pupil

Pupil-
teacher

../ I I

Note in Fig 5 above that we have not placed a tick under either of the subheadings ASKS A
QUESTION or ANSWERS. This is because these subheadings do not really apply to sustained
discourse - they are only relevant to more isolated question and answer exchanges. The really
important thing, however, is that for each occasion when a targeted pupil speaks individually the
three main subheadings have ticks: LANGUAGE, LENGTH OF UTTERANCE and
INTERACTION TYPE.

Consider another LENGTH OF UTTERANCE category: One word. Suppose that during an
observation unit the targeted pupil gave one-word answers in Irish to the teacher on two separate
occasions (in response to two different drill-type questions). These two successive utterances
might be coded as follows:

Fi . 6
IF THE PUPIL SPEAKS INDIVIDUALLY

LANGUAGE ASKS A
QUESTION

ANSWERS LENGTH OF
UTTERANCE

TAKES
TURN

INTERACTION
TYPE

Irish EnglishPseudo Genuine Predic-
table

Unpre-
dictable

One
word

Clause Sent-
ence

Sust-Routine
ained

New Pupil-
pupil

Pupil-
teacherI .1 1 1I 1 1

We have ticked the category predictable under ANSWERS in Fig 6 because the question being
answered is not open-ended. As long as the pupil actually knows the Irish construction being
drilled, then the answer he/she can give is entirely predictable. This need not always be the case,
of course. For example, in the context of informal conversation (Comhra Neamhffloirmitiil), a
pupil might be asked their opinion about the puppet characters Zig and Zag ( "Cad é do thuairim
faoi Zig & Zag?") and his/her reply in Irish in this case would probably be coded as
unpredictable.

ASKS A QUESTION is the relevant subheading when the pupil asks a question. This category
can be ticked under two sub-headings: pseudo or genuine - pseudo being the situation where the
question is only posed as part of a drill or some other practice (and the answer to it is, therefore,
highly constrained and predictable). The genuine category of ASKS A QUESTION might be
ticked, for example, when the pupil has been reading silently and then suddenly says out loud that
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he/she doesn't understand what they are reading ("Ni thuigim e seo - cad is R-I-0-M-H-A-I-R-E

In the case of ASKS A QUESTION and ANSWERS the pupil is presumed to be speaking in the
context of a fairly set lesson plan. There is a special heading TAKES TURN, however, which is
intended to capture the situation where the pupil takes the initiative in a more fundamental way
and departs from the formal lesson structure to some extent. An example of this - which would
fit in the routine category of TAKES TURN - might be where the pupil volunteers to clean the
blackboard "An nglanfaidh me an clar dubh, a Mhbistir?") An example which would fit in the
categozy new of TAKES TURN would be where the pupil comments that it is raining and asks if
the football game will take place today ("Ta sé ag cur báistl anois. An mbeidh aon chluiche
againn inniu?")

Note that in each of the above cases of a pupil speaking individually, LANGUAGE, LENGTH
OF UTTERANCE and INTERACTION TYPE subheadings are always used to describe the pupil
behaviour, while ASKS A QUESTION, ANSWERS and TAKES TURN may or may not be used
- depending on the type of utterance.

Finally, it should be noted that we have not ticked the adjacent sub-headings of ATTENDING
and DISRUPTIVE when the behaviour of the targeted pupil fits under the general heading of IF
THE PUPIL SPEAKS INDIVIDUALLY. This is because we assume that when the pupil speaks
individually he or she must usually be attending to the class and can hardly be disruptive (Note
again that we exclude disruptive chatting of a non-task related kind from the general heading IF
THE PUPIL SPEAKS INDIVIDUALLY. However, if you feel that ATTENDING and
DISRUPTIVE subheadings are still relevant to the behaviour you observed under the former
heading, please place a tick/ticks in the relevant categories as you see fit.

Additional coding guidelines for the PCBR

(1) Complex behaviours

While the PCBR coding guidelines stated that the various categories of Other pupil behaviour
such as writing, reading aloud etc. were to be treated as mutually exclusive, no specific guidance
was given about the simultaneous use of the major headings If the pupil speaks individually and
Other pupil behaviour. In the event, the observers opted to represent some Complex pupil
behaviours by placing ticks under both these main headings. For example, in one case the target
pupil was part of a group engaged in a discussion, but he had also been assigned to make written
notes on what was happening. Thus, the observer recorded a series of ticks in categories under
the If the Pupil speaks individually heading while also placing a tick in the 'writing' category
under the Other pupil behaviour heading. Again here, the observers' notes were useful in
confirming how they applied the system.
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(2) Mutually exclusive categories/subcategories ticked

We list here some of the most common instances where observers ticked incompatible
categories/subcategories. Many observers wrote notes on the coding sheets describing the target
pupil's behaviour and these served to confirm that the scheme was being implemented in a
manner consistent with the instructions. In a small number of cases, these notes were used to
resolve ambiguities or inconsistencies in coding.

a) The instructions specified that only one category in the category Other pupil behaviour could
be ticked in coding pupil behaviour at a given time (i.e. choral speech, or silent reading, or
reading aloud' or writing). This was based on the assumption that only one of these
behaviours could be exhibited at a time. Pupils of course might change rapidly from one
behaviour to another during an observation unit, but this would be adequately handled within
the system by drawing a line on the PCBR record sheet and inserting a new series of ticks to
represent the new behaviour. In the few instances where observers placed ticks under more
than one of these categories to describe an Other pupil behaviour, their own accompanying
notes usually provided sufficient information to allow the researchers to resolve the conflict
in line with the instructions. For example, on a few occasions, both choral speech and
reading aloud were simultaneously ticked, but it was clear from the observers notes and the
ILAS schedule that choral reading aloud was the observed pupil behaviour - the tick under
choral speech was intended to distinguish individual reading from choral reading. Since the
instructions had specified that reading aloud covered both individual and choral reading, we
disregarded the unnecessary tick relating to choral speech. In one instance where more than
one category of Other pupil behaviour was ticked without explanation, however, both ticks
were disregarded.

b) Instructions for the implementation of PCBR stated that in the case of Language, 'Irish' was
to be interpreted as mostly or all Irish, while 'English' meant mostly or all English. In a
small number of cases where both 'Irish' and 'English' categories were ticked, we assumed
that what was intended was 50% Irish, 50% English. In cases where no tick was placed
under Language at all, we assumed that the language spoken was Irish, as long as the
behaviour was coded as Interaction type: `pupil-teacher'. This assumption about language
can be justified on the basis that the overwhelming majority of public exchanges between
pupils and teachers in all classrooms were in Irish, something which can be confirmed from
the Observer's Global Rating results and the lesson transcripts in Appendix 6.4. We
reasoned also that in the very small number of cases where the language used was English, it
was implausible that the observer would overlook the coding of such a relatively rare and
noticeable occurrence. In the cases where Interaction type was 'pupil-pupil', however, we
took missing Language data at face value - we assumed that the observer had been unable to
identify the language pupils were using (since pupil-pupil exchanges are not really public)
and that the omission of a tick under the Language category simply reflected this.

c) In the case of double ticks under the Length of utterance category, where only one
subheading should have been selected, we disregarded the tick associated with the
subordinate linguistic category - e.g. we would disregard a tick under 'sentence' in favour of
a tick under 'sustained'.
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d) In the small number of instances where incompatible subheadings were ticked (e.g.
Interaction type identified as both `pupil-pupil' and `pupil-teacher'), both ticks were
disregarded.

e) One category of pupil behaviour requires special mention, since it seems to have been
misunderstood by at least some observers: Takes turn. The intention was that the Takes turn
category would be used only when the pupil took the initiative in a fundamental way in
making a spoken contribution, to such an extent that he or she consciously departed from the
lesson structure. In the instructions for PCBR, behaviour of this kind had been explicitly
contrasted with the adjacent categories of Asks a question and Answers, categories which
were to be used in the case of the more common and circumscribed pupil contributions which
were governed by the set lesson plan.

Observers, however, sometimes placed ticks in the Takes turn category as well as in either
the Asks a question or Answers categories. The probability is that what the observers meant
to indicate by this pattern of ticks was that the pupil had taken the initiative in making his or
her contribution - e.g. by raising his/her hand. This was not the intended use of the Takes
turn category, however, since the pupil in the example mentioned might simply be offering to
answer ordinary questions addressed to the class by the teacher, and not really taking the
more fundamental kind of conversational initiative which had been specified in the
instructions. Because of this apparent misunderstanding on the part of some observers, it was
decided to analyse data under the heading Takes turn in relation to whether the adjacent
categories of Asks a question and Answers were also ticked (i.e. filtering out behaviours
which had been coded under 'question' or 'answer'.

0 Although the instructions specified that 'sustained' utterances did not apply to isolated
utterances associated with pupil 'questions' and 'answers', in the event observers chose to
code the majority of 'sustained' utterances under one of the three categories 'Asks a
question', 'Answers' or 'Takes turn'.

(3) Unequal numbers/Pupil replacements

a) When the PCBR data was examined it became apparent that, in both lessons, 'high' ability in
Irish pupils were always observed first, followed by 'middle' ability in Irish pupils and, then
'lower' ability in Irish pupils. Furthermore, one observer reverted to the first (high ability
pupil) after a class break in each lesson. Thus, we ended up with more pupil observation
units and behaviours (and consequently more observation time) for higher ability pupils than
for the rest and, likewise, more observation units for middle ability in Irish pupils than for
lower ability in Irish pupils. The imbalance in numbers of pupils at the various ability-in-
Irish levels was taken into account in all analyses, however, since we used proportions rather
than actual numbers of pupil behaviours in conducting statistical tests.

b) In the case of two classes two target pupils were missing for the second lesson and had to be
replaced. In one class the observer substituted three new randomly selected pupils in the
appropriate 'Irish ability' categories as new targets of observation while in the other case the
observer simply replaced the two missing pupils with pupils of corresponding ability. An
unintentional replacement occured in another class where, in the first observed lesson a pupil
of level 2 ability-in-Irish was mistakenly observed instead of a pupil of level 3 ability-in-Irish

5 1 8
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thereby reducing the number of observation units for the 'lower' ability pupils in that
particular class. In these six cases, we accepted the substitutions, simply correcting pupil
identification data so that the relevant achievement and attitudinal information was linked to
the substituted target pupils. Fortunately, taken overall, replacements were equally
distributed between the ability levels. These substitutions meant that only 54 pupils were
observed for both lessons while twelve pupils were observed during one lesson only. Thus,
PCBR data was collected for a total of 66 pupils rather than the projected 60 pupils

(4) Incomplete codings

The instructions for applying PCBR indicated that if there was a change in pupil behaviour
during the three-minute observation period, a line should be drawn across the page within the
row corresponding to that pupil and a new series of ticks recorded to describe the new behaviour.
Sometimes, however, even though the actual line was omitted, the presence of aligned rows of
ticks across subheadings made it quite clear that a change in pupil behaviour was being
signalled. In such cases, we treated the additional rows of ticks as if lines had been drawn.

Where pupil behaviour was only partially coded according to the PCBR scheme, for example,
ticks placed only in Language and Interaction type (pupil-pupil or pupil-teacher), we simply
accepted the data available.
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expectations, 57, 97, 172-3, 310, 320

-F-
film strips, 59, 106, 111, 116, 120-1, 187, 195,

197, 227-31, 242, 249, 314
first language

acquisition, 10, 180, 305, 336
classroom, 269
reading, 260

fluency, 21, 31, 33-4, 180, 183, 305
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foreign language(s), 8, 15, 22, 26, 61-2, 64, 66,
68-74, 79-81, 83-5, 92-5, 98, 102, 120,
204, 244, 311-12

character, 5
classes, 178, 269, 307
learning, 60-2, 125, 173
lesson(s) 29, 206
programmes 90, 94, 97, 173, 188, 204, 232,

241, 244-5, 323
form focused, 182, 184
French, 61-2, 67-8, 92, 94, 98-9, 171-82, 204,

206, 213, 218, 221, 225, 227-8, 231-4,
237, 246-9, 253-4, 258, 261-2, 267, 323,
328, 330

functions, 124, 174, 180-1, 262, 267, 330, 338,
341

-G-
Gaelscoileanna, 7

see also all-Irish schools
Gaeltacht, 3, 7, 10, 13, 22, 63, 93, 204, 242,

314, 336-8, 340
Galltacht, 10
games, 11-12, 108-12, 115-17, 120, 122, 124-5,

167, 176, 185, 240, 244, 246, 264, 305,
307, 314, 326-7, 336

gender, 9, 18-21, 23, 35, 43, 50-1, 64, 81-2, 84-
5, 88-9, 99, 137, 157-9, 275-6, 281, 284,
286, 289-90, 294, 310, 333

boys, 21-2, 24, 35, 51, 64, 271, 284, 289,
296, 333

girls, 21-2, 24, 35, 51, 64, 82, 271, 284, 289,
296, 333

German, 171, 300
grammar, 33, 102, 104,

119-22, 152-3,
106-7,

155-6,
109-11,

168, 171,
113-15,
180,

183-5, 192, 205, 212-13, 218, 223, 234,
246, 265, 270, 316, 328

grammatical competence, 184
teaching, 183

group work, 125, 180, 262, 264, 301, 303-4, 335

-H-
home

factors, 21, 81, 99, 313
language, 241, 246
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136, 141, 149-54, 156, 162, 166-9, 172,
174-5, 177, 190, 238, 241, 245, 307,
318-21
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identity, 45, 109-10
immersion, 21, 180, 184-5, 200, 204, 237, 295,

299
information gap, 183, 187, 272, 304
inspectors, 8, 17, 23, 27, 32, 58, 133, 189, 237,

281, 315, 322, 332, 339
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8, 165, 177, 186, 208, 281, 287, 291,
306, 320, 338-40
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221, 238, 246, 304, 322, 328
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integrativeness, 61, 66, 70-4, 79, 83-7, 90-3, 95,

98, 101, 311-12
index, 71-2, 84-5, 87, 98
scales, 66, 70, 84, 92
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/motivation scale), 66, 70-2, 74, 92
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attitude/motivation scale), 26, 66, 68, 70-4,

80-1, 83-5, 93, 98, 312
interlanguage, 185
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all-Irish schools, 15, 22, 54, 162, 309, 336-8
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70-2, 79, 83, 85-90, 94, 98-100, 118,
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336-7, 339-40
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218-26, 232-6, 238-41, 243-4, 246, 248,
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329-31

Language activity (ILAS dimension), 17, 179,
188, 190, 193, 201, 203-6, 216, 218,
220-4, 226, 232-4, 238, 240-1, 261, 263,
266, 291, 293, 322-3, 325-6, 331
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learning, 17, 21, 60-1, 63, 97, 102, 124, 173,

179-81, 192, 259, 265, 267-9, 272, 320-
1, 323, 332, 337

planning, 6, 338
policy, 306
practice, 2, 10, 120-1, 175, 180, 193-4, 202,

232, 234-9, 243, 245, 247, 258-9, 261,
263, 269, 285, 293, 295, 301, 304, 324-
5, 327-30, 333, 335-6

revival/revitalisation, 54, 177, 336, 339, 341
teachers, 181, 270
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see second-/foreign-language teaching
use, 14, 17, 22, 26, 30, 178-9, 182, 185, 187,

189, 200, 270-2, 275, 284-5, 295, 298-9,
301-4, 321-2, 332, 334-5

language used (PCBR) 272, 284, 332
length of utterance (PCBR), 187, 272-3, 275,

283-4, 332
likes (Pupils' comments), 96, 104-5, 107-10,

Irish Lesson Analysis System (ILAS), 17, 26-7,
29-31, 178-9, 187-93, 195, 197, 199-201,
203, 205-6, 209, 216, 218, 236, 247-8,
251, 258, 264-7, 271, 275, 290-3, 296,

112, 115, 117-19, 125, 149,
literacy, 12, 21, 260
location, 9, 18, 24, 43, 45, 50-1, 58,

88-90, 99-100, 157, 310
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9, 103, 118, 153, 313
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168
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support, 6, 23, 77, 127, 134, 142, 164, 171,

177, 318
views and practices, 16-17, 127, 136, 177,
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partnership, 6, 128, 130-1, 177, 338, 341
passivity, 74, 92, 167, 281, 298, 318, 334
performance gap, 19, 57
poetry, 152-3, 171, 192
predictable, 30, 81, 183, 233, 245-6, 262, 265,

269, 273-4, 285-6, 295, 327, 333
product, 175, 203, 320
pronunciation, 31, 33-4, 173
public examinations, 20
pupil behaviour(s), 17, 26, 44, 61, 179, 187-8,

190, 194-6, 221, 247-3, 258, 261, 264,
266, 272-81, 286-7, 289-90, 293-4, 298,
301-2, 307-8, 322, 328, 331-2, 335

Pupil behaviour (ILAS dimension), 17, 179, 188,
190, 194, 221, 247-53, 258, 261, 266,
290, 322, 328, 331

pupil behavioural propensities, 276, 290, 301-2,
335

Pupil Communicative Behaviour Record
(PCBR), 17, 26-8, 30, 41, 178-9, 187-201,

267, 271-4, 277, 281, 283, 285-6, 290,
294, 301-3, 321-2, 332, 334-5

pupil demonstration(s), 193, 196, 202
pupil participation, 12, 16-17, 178-9, 269-70,

272, 276, 279, 297-303, 321, 332-5
Pupil Questionnaire, 26-8, 60, 64-71, 74, 76-9,

96, 102-3, 105, 119, 314
pupils

comments, 104, 113, 118-19, 122, 154, 315-
16

pupil speech, 30, 269, 271, 276, 281, 295-6,
299, 302, 308, 332-3, 335

utterances, 193, 200, 271, 285-6, 295, 300,
333-4

views, 16, 93, 102, 112, 268, 314, 332
weaker pupils, 3, 126, 244, 298, 327, 334

Pupil speaks individually (PCBR category)
30, 271-2, 274, 277-83, 295-6, 299, 302,
332

-R--

readers, 12, 69, 97, 106-11, 114-15, 117, 125-6,
197, 212-13, 227-8, 232, 239-40, 249,
260, 315-16, 325, 329

reading
activities, 12, 106-10, 114-15, 117, 125, 260,

329
communicative, 10, 12, 329
in English, 49, 57, 75, 144, 148-9, 166, 168,

310
in Irish, 20, 49, 57, 75, 96, 104, 108, 111-12,

119, 125-6, 144-5, 149, 152-3, 165-8,
189, 259-60, 314-15, 318, 322, 329

register, 185, 271, 332, 337, 340-1
regression

analysis, 8, 62, 81-3, 86-7, 89-90, 99-
100, 136, 156-7, 161, 163, 165-6, 169,
309, 312, 318

hierarchical model, 83, 86, 157
stepwise model, 87-9

repetition, 106-7, 110, 114, 120-1, 124, 183,
187, 200, 239, 242, 307, 313-14, 322

response rate, 105, 108, 110, 134
role play, 128

-S-
scaffolding, 305
second language, 21, 60-2, 68, 79, 173,187, 193,

204, 271, 336
acquisition, 61-2, 179, 186, 203, 236-7, 270,

297, 321
awareness, 12, 184-5
classroom, 22, 30, 62, 173, 187, 243, 263,

268-9, 305
learning, 17, 60-1, 97, 124, 173, 179, 203,

260, 267-70, 272, 320-3, 332, 336
minority, 6
proficiency, 21, 43, 62, 180-2, 186,

269-71, 321
programmes, 241-2, 244-5,
reading, 260
teaching, 10, 179-80, 182, 185, 203, 232,

267, 321, 340
segment, 187-9, 191-2, 195-7, 200-2, 205-9,

212-14, 217, 220, 227-9, 237, 248-50,
254-5, 258-9, 261, 266, 322, 324-6, 328,
331

segmental analysis, 266-7, 331
sexist, 110-2, 116, 119-22, 124, 239, 314
Silent behaviours (PCBR category), 30, 124, 195,

248, 271-4, 276-81, 284, 286-97, 301,
308, 332-3, 335

sociolinguistics, 6, 21, 56, 67, 161-2, 164, 177,
183, 185, 236, 337, 340

Spanish, 62, 299
spellings, 104, 106-7, 109-11, 113-14, 119-20,

122, 152, 166-7, 238, 316
Stirling

instrument, 30, 187-95, 197, 200, 266, 271,
322, 331

study, 188, 191, 197, 204-5, 212-13, 218,
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role, 247, 328
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17, 179, 188, 195, 247, 253-4, 258, 262,
266, 322, 328, 330

Teacher Questionnaire, 26-7, 31, 59, 104, 107,
113

teaching methodology, 181
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340
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TnaG, 337-8
topic(s), 15-17, 26, 33, 59, 113, 119, 121, 126,

178-9, 181, 183, 187-8, 190, 192, 194,
201, 203-5, 209, 212-18, 221-3, 232,
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wait-time, 125, 299-300, 334
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